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1. User Help
The Coveo Platform is an indexing and search platform designed to provide quick, unified and secure access
to information stored in a variety of systems and repositories within your organization (see "What is the Coveo
Platform?" on page 16).

This User Guide describes how to use the Coveo Platform 6.x components and features.

1.1 Search interface zones
You can view the search interface as being divided in three zones. In the zone at the top, you specify the
scope of your search and the key words to look for. In the bottom part, you review the results and on the right,
you can use facets to refine your search.
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Search context (see "Around the Search Box" on page 22)

Search results (see "Search Results" on page 82).

Facetted navigation (see "About Facets" on page 71)

1.2 Basic Search

1.2.1 Coveo in a Few Steps

With the Coveo Platform, you are always a few clicks away from information stored in various repositories
and systems across your organization.

1. Open a Coveo access point

The Coveo Platform offers several standard access points from which you can perform searches.

Open the default Web search Interface:

From your computer

Using a web browser, point to the address provided by your Coveo administrator.

From
your
mobile
device

Using a
mobile
web

browser,
point to
the

address
provided
by your
Coveo
administr
ator (see
"Mobile
Access
Points"
on page
59).

Open a Desktop Integration Package application:
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Desktop Searchbar

On your computer keyboard, press Win+C
(see "Desktop Searchbar" on page 41).

Outlook Sidebar

OpenMicrosoft Outlook (see "Outlook Sidebar" on page
45).

2. Select the desired search interface

Your Coveo administrator configured search hubs containing one or more search interfaces. Select the
interface that best matches the scope of the search that you want to perform (see "About Search Hubs
and Search Interfaces" on page 20).

In the following example, each tab corresponds to one search interface.

To search in your email and archived email messages

To search in files stored on your computer

To search for files stored on the intranet of your organization

To search for files stored on network drives within your organization

To search for information on people concurrently from all available sources (email server contacts,
Intranet contacts and people pages, user directories, customer relationmanagement (CRM)
systems,…)

To search in documents from all available search interfaces.
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Example:When you know that the document you are looking for is somewhere on your Intranet server,
select the Intranet search interface. When you search for any document on a given subject, or do not
know where the information you are looking for resides, rather select theAll Content search interface.

3. Perform a search

In the search box, type one or more keywords representing what you are looking for, and then click
Search (see "Basic Query Composition Facts andGuidelines" on page 8).

In the search box, you can use special features:

l Field search (see "Useful Field Query Examples" on page 112 and "Available Field Aliases" on page
114)

l Prefixes and operators (see "Using Special Characters in Queries" on page 125)

l Wildcard characters (see "UsingWildcards in Queries" on page 111)

4. Refine results using facets

When you notice that search results are too broad, use one or more facets appearing on the side of the
results to easily narrow search results (see "About Facets" on page 71).

Example:When you know that you are looking for a PDF document, in the Type facet, click PDF to
narrow search results only to PDF documents (see "Refining Search Results Using Facets" on page
73).

5. Review search results and document content

In the search results that appear, consult the rich information (title, document type icon, date, text
excerpt,…) for each result to identify the document that corresponds to the information you are looking for
(see "Search Results" on page 82).

To review the content of a document of interest, you have two options:

l When you want to rapidly review the content of the document and easily find occurrences of
keywords in the text, click theQuick View or theCached link to open the HTML version of the
document (see "Quickly Reviewing Documents" on page 86).
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l When you want to review the document in its native application, click the search result title link (for
example, clicking a PDF document opens Adobe Acrobat).

1.2.2 Performing a Search

The Coveo Platform is a keyword search engine. The engine looks for the keywords that you type in the
search box in the unified index to find documents containing these keywords.

To perform a search

1. Open a Coveo access point such as the Desktop Searchbar shown below (see "Coveo Access Points"
on page 25).
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Click to open the list of available search interfaces

Click to select the desired search interface

Search box

Launch search button

2. Select the search interface in which you wish to perform your search (see "About Search Hubs and
Search Interfaces" on page 20).

Note: The available search interfaces depends on the Coveo Platform configuration in your
organization.

3. In the search box, compose your query.

l Most of the time, typing one or more descriptive keywords leads to what you are looking for (see
"Basic Query Composition Facts andGuidelines" on page 8).

l Occasionally, you will probably find useful to use exact match queries (see "Searching an Exact
Term" on page 13).

l Power users will occasionally use other more advanced search features (see "More Advanced
Search" on page 103).

4. Launch the search by pressing Enter or clicking or next to the search box.

5. Review the results (see "Search Results" on page 82).

1.2.3 Using Query Completions

The Coveo search boxes can propose query completions to assist you in easily completing a query. Query
completions can significantly reduce the typing needed to enter and launch a query by proposing appropriate
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queries that you can select rather than fully type. The typed stringmatches the beginning of words anywhere
in the suggestion, thus maximizing the probability to quickly find an appropriate suggestion.

Example: In an online help system, query completion suggestions can be taken from the list of available
topic titles.

Your Coveo administrator can activate/deactivate query completions independently for each search interface
and configure the source for the suggestions (see "Configuring Query Completions in Search Boxes" on page
397).

Query completion sions can be taken from one or more of the following sources:

l A file containing a list of suggestions (such as document titles)

l Search history (when the Analytics Module is activated)

l For email search, sender/recipient names using the field aliases (to:, from:, cc:, bcc:)

l List of available fields and list of their values

To use query completion suggestions

1. In a Coveo search box featuring query completions, start typing the first characters of a term of interest.

Matching query completions immediately appear below the search box, with the typed characters
highlighted in each suggestion. Suggestions containing the typed characters in the first word appear at the
top.

Example: In theMy Emails search interface, to findmessages received from or sent to a person, type
one of the field alias (to:, from:, cc:, bcc:), and then the beginning of the name or first name of the
sender/recipient. Thematching sender/recipient names appear.

2. When needed, continue typingmore characters to dynamically refine the suggestions until you find a
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more appropriate suggestion.

3. To select and launch a suggestion:

l Click it.

OR

l On the keyboard, use the vertical arrow keys to highlight the desired suggestion, and then press
Enter.

4. To select and edit further a selection:

a. On the keyboard, use the vertical arrow keys to highlight the desired suggestion, and then press Tab.

b. In the search box:

i. When you want to erase the last term, on the keyboard, press the Ctrl-Backspace keys.

ii. When you want to clear the search box, click the x at the end of the search box.

c. Press Enter or click theSearch button to launch the edited suggestion.

1.2.4 Basic Query Composition Facts and Guidelines

Searching information with the Coveo Platform is simple. In the search box, using a natural language syntax,
type a few words describing what you are looking for, and then click theSearch button to instantly see
relevant and rich results from the unified index. You will find that a simple query often returns what you are
seeking.

The following facts and guidelines will help you compose evenmore efficient search queries.

1.2.4.1 Query composition guidelines

Choose descriptive words

Choosemore precise and unique words to get more focused results. Avoid general common terms that
most likely do not help to narrow results.

Example: Terms like document or information may be present in many indexed documents.

Use the right number of terms

Each term helps to refine the results. Addmore descriptive words to further narrow the search results list.

Try synonyms

When you want to broaden search results, use synonyms or alternate expression that other peoplemay
use.
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1.2.4.2 Query composition facts

Each term is important

Documents containing all the terms that you type in the search box are searched. An optimized ranking
process is used to first return themost relevant documents containing your keywords (see "Understanding
Search Results Ranking" on page 93).

Note: Terms in a set of commonwords known as stop words (such as: a, at, by, for, in, it, of, to, the,
this, that,…) are however ignored. Your Coveo administrator can configure the list of stop words(see
"Customizing the List of Common Ignored Terms" on page 825).

Order of terms is not important

The order of the terms in the query has no effect on the search results unless you use a phrase search with
quotationmarks (see "Searching a Phrase" on page 13).

Casing is ignored

By default, searches are case insensitive.

Example: Searching for Paris France meeting or for paris france meeting returns the
same results.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can activate case indexing independently for each source.

Punctuation is ignored

Punctuationmarks (.,;:!?) are ignored except for a few contexts where they are interpreted as operators
(see "Using Special Characters in Queries" on page 125).

Special characters may have special effects

Depending on the context in the query, special characters (ex.: -+_~@#$…%^&*) are either ignored or
interpreted as operators (see "Using Special Characters in Queries" on page 125).

Same root words are searched

By default, to broaden search results, each query term is decomposed to its root form and searches for
words with the same root (see "What Is Stemming?" on page 141).

Example:When searching performance, other same root words such as perform, performs,
performed, and performing are also searched. However, documents containing the exact searched term
rank higher in the search results list.

Misspelled words are corrected

Coveo search interfaces either suggest spelling corrections or automatically correct misspelled terms
before launching the search. In both cases, amessage appears at the top of the search results to indicate
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what was done with amisspelled term (see "How AreMisspelledWords Handled?" on page 139).

Tip: In the default web search interface, you can set your preference for misspelled words handling (see
"Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14).

Numbers are important

Digits, numbers, and alphanumeric expressions are searched. It also decomposes expressions containing
digits or numbers so you can find the occurrence of a number within an alphanumeric expression.

Example: You can search for a part number such as gti-3756F-EN or a phone number like 418-
263-1111.

Accented characters are ignored

By default, searches are insensitive to accented characters.

Example: Searching for déjà vu or deja vu returns the same results.

Note:When your repositories contain documents written in languages using accented characters such
as French, Spanish, or Swedish, your Coveo administrator can enable accented character indexing. In
this case, searching for déjà vu ranks higher documents containing déjà but also returns documents
containing deja.

1.2.5 Search Query Examples

The following list presents examples of queries using simple andmore sophisticated syntax, and describes
the corresponding search results that are returned.

Single term

Example:
development

Returns documents containing development but by default also documents containing:

l words with the same root (such as developed, developing, or developer) because stemming is enabled
by default (see "What Is Stemming?" on page 141).

l keywords with various casing (ex.: Develop) because indexing casing is disabled by default.

l words with accented characters (ex.: the French word développement) because indexing of accented
characters is disabled by default.

This default behavior helps to broaden search results and is generally very useful.
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Documents containing the exact searched term are however ranked higher than those containing words
with the same root, or those containing different casing or accentuation.

Single term exact match

Example:
+development

Returns documents containing development but NOT documents containing words with the same root.

The + prefix forces an exact match of the keyword it precedes. This prefix is useful in cases where
stemming is not desirable (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on page 117).

Multiple terms

Example:
development process

Returns documents containing both development and process as well as documents containing words
with the same root from both keywords.

In the documents, the keywords can be contiguous or not, in the same order or not, but documents
containing contiguous keywords in the same order are ranked higher.

Multiple term with common words

Example:
What is the learning curve of the development process

Returns documents containing the keywords learning, curve, development, and process and words with
the same roots, but ignores the stop words what, is , the, and of.

Stop words that are short commonwords (such as:  an, are, as, at, be, by, for, in, is, it, of, on, or, that, the,
this, to, was, what, when, where, who, and why) are not indexed by default.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can customize the list of stop words (see "Customizing the List of
Common Ignored Terms" on page 825).

Phrase, sentence, or term sequence match

Example:
"Learning the development process"
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Returns only documents containing a contiguous same order sequence of terms within the double
quotationmarks. However, because stop words (such as the in the example) are not indexed, any term
can be returned at the position of stop words in searched phrase.

With stemming that is enabled by default, for each non stop word terms, words with the same root are
searched.

Consequently, documents that would contain phrase variants such as the following can also be returned.:

"Learning of development processes"

"Learn the developed process"

"Learning in development processing"

Multiple terms with Boolean operators and parentheses

Example:
development AND (performanceOR process) NOT sales

Returns documents containing development and either performanceor process but excludes documents
containing sales (see "BooleanOperators" on page 119 and "Miscellaneous Operators" on page 124). With
stemming enabled by default, documents containing words with the same root as keywords are also
returned.

In the documents, the keywords can be contiguous or not, in the same order or not, but documents
containing contiguous keywords in the same order are ranked higher.

Term with wildcard character

Example:
develop*

Returns documents containing words starting with develop completed by any number of any characters at
the place of the * character (see "Wildcard Operators" on page 124).

Field query

Example:
@sysauthor="John"

Returns documents whose author name contains John. Fields aremetadata extracted from documents
when they are added to the Coveo unified index.
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Note: In the default web search hub, you can also click theAdvanced Search link to build complex field
queries using the Advanced Search user interface (see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page
105).

1.2.6 Searching an Exact Term

You probably encounter cases where you want to find documents containing an exact term, not variants of the
term. In these cases, you need to use an exact term query syntax. An exact term query disables the
otherwise useful stemming feature that expands the search to words with the same root.

In the search box, type the exact term that you want to find preceded by the plus + character (the exact match
prefix), and then click Search.

Examples:
+performance

Only documents containing the exact word performance are returned, NOT documents containing same
root words such as performed or performing as normally done when stemming is enabled.

+speciel

Imagine speciel is a product name or a word in another language. Only documents containing speciel are
returned. Spell corrections (Did youmean) or automatic replacement of speciel with the spell corrected
English word specialare not suggested.

+Déjà

With the Coveo Platform 6.5+, when indexing of accented characters and casing are enabled, only
documents containingDéjà are returned, not those containing accent or case variants such as deja, Deja, or
DÉJÀ.

employee +performance engineering

You can combine exact match terms with normal term search in the same query. Only documents
containing the exact word performance as well as the words employee and engineering and their variant
forms are returned, NOT documents containing same root words such as performed or performing.

Note: The sharp # character is a deprecated prefix that has the same effect as the plus + character.

1.2.7 Searching a Phrase

You probably encounter cases where you want to find documents containing a specific phrase, sentence, or
sequence of terms, not sparse occurrences of the keywords throughout the documents. You can use a phrase
match query syntax to find such documents.
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To search for documents containing a specific phrase or sentence

l In the search box, type the phrase, sentence, or term sequence that you want to find, surrounded by quote
marks, and then click Search.

Example:
"financial statements of the United Oil company"

Only documents containing the exact phrase or sentence are returned, NOT documents containing
sparse occurrences of the keywords.

Note: You can use strait (" ") or curly (“ ”) quotemarks to enclose phrases.

l Alternately, type any of the contiguity operators (. : / \ _ -) between keywords for which you want to only
find contiguous occurrences.

Example:
Entering:

financial.statements-of\the_United:Oil/company

is equivalent to searching "financial statements of the United Oil company".

Entering:

financial_statements United_Oil

is equivalent to searching "financial statements" "United Oil". Only documents
containing contiguous occurrences of the exact words financial and statements AND contiguous
occurrences of the exact words united and oil are returned.

Note: A set of very commonwords (such as: a, at, by, for, in, it, of, to, the, this, that,…) known as stop
words are however ignored. Your Coveo administrator can customize the list of stop words (see
"Customizing the List of Common Ignored Terms" on page 825).

1.2.8 Modifying Search Interface Preferences

In the Coveo default web search interfaces, you can click thePreferences link above the search box to
access thePreferences page where you can customize the way results are queried, displayed, and opened.
These preferences apply to each user individually.
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Note: ThePreferences link is optional and can be disabled by your Coveo administrator (see "Activating
Search Interface Options" on page 381). The Coveo administrator can also centrally manage default
preference values but these changes do not affect your customized preference values (see "Modifying
Default Search Interface Preferences" on page 430).

To modify search interface preferences

1. In the Coveo default web search interface, click Preferences appearing above the search box.

2. In thePreferences page, adjust the desired parameters described in the table following the figure.

Options Description

Display n results
per page

Specifies the number of results that appear on each search results page.

Display n lines in
excerpt

Specifies the number of lines to include in the text excerpt for each result.

Default Mailbox Type the desired default mailbox.
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Options Description

Initialize the
Mailbox facet
using your default
mailbox

When selected, specifies your default mailbox as the active filter for theMailbox
facet. Select this option for theMy Email search interface. When cleared, the
Mailbox facet shows all mailboxes to which you have access.

Always open
results in new
window

When selected, documents that you open from search results appear in a new
browser window. When cleared, the document you open appears in the same
browser window as the search results.

Use wildcard
queries

When selected, interprets * and ? characters as wildcard operators (see "Using
Wildcards in Queries" on page 111).

Use thesaurus for
automatic query
expansion

When selected, checks if keywords in your query have synonym entries in the
thesaurus, and when they do, adds the synonyms to the query (see "What Is the
Thesaurus?" on page 144).

Automatically use
corrected query
suggestion (Did
youmean?)

When selected, automatically corrects misspelled keywords in your query before
sending the query to the index server. A message appearing at the top of the
search results indicates that the query was corrected (see "How AreMisspelled
Words Handled?" on page 139).

Open emails with
Microsoft Outlook

When selected, emails that you click from the search results open inMicrosoft
Outlook. When cleared, clicking an email rather opens theOffice Outlook Web
Access dialog box to allow you to open the email from anywhere.

3. Click Save Changes.

Note: Preferences are stored in your browser cookies. They are therefore only available with this
browser on this computer. They will be lost if you clear your browser cookies.

4. Click Return to Search at the right end of thePreferences page title bar to close thePreferences page.

1.3 Understanding the Coveo Platform
This section presents a few topics that should help you quickly get started using the Coveo Platform.

1.3.1 What is the Coveo Platform?

The Coveo Platform is an information consolidation platform that provides quick, global, and secure access to
structured and unstructured information available in a variety of systems and repositories throughout your
organization.
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At the back-end, the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) servicemaintains a unified index of the continuously
growingmasses of data available within your organization so that you can seamlessly find the information that
you are looking for.

At the front-end, the Coveo Platform comes with a number of out-of-the-box access points bringing the Coveo
search box one click or one keystroke away from where you work (see "Coveo Access Points" on page 25).

Being able to easily and globally search content is only the beginning. With a constantly up-to-date index of
your organization knowledge, custom composite informationmash-ups and search-powered dashboards can
reveal a whole new perspective to help you run your business.

1.3.2 Understanding Coveo Components Hierarchy

As an end-user, what you see of the Coveo Platform are the search interfaces (see "About Search Hubs and
Search Interfaces" on page 20) available from the various Coveo access points (see "Coveo Access Points"
on page 25). This topic describes the hierarchy of Coveo Platform components to help you understand how
hubs, search interfaces, the unified index, collections, sources, repositories, and documents are
interconnected.

Behind the scene, your Coveo administrator configured the Coveo Platform to build a unified index from the
content of a number of repositories within your organization. On the Coveo server, your Coveo administrator
created index subdivisions by defining one or more collections, containing one or more sources. Each source
points to a set of documents to be indexed from a given repository. Repositories are existing systems (such
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as file share, email server, email archive, web server, intranet, database, CMS, CRM, ECM, PLM, Wiki)
within your organization.

Examples of repositories are:

l A folder on a network file server

l An email server (ex.: Microsoft Exchange)

l An intranet server (ex.: SharePoint server)

l A website

l A CMS (ex.: Sitecore server)

l The hard disk of your computer

Your Coveo administrator may also define groups of Coveo users, referred to as audiences (for example:
Everybody, HR, Sales, Engineering,…), and assign one or more audiences to each search hub, so that each
audience has access to appropriate search facilities. A search hub contains one or more search interfaces.
Each search interface has a specific scope as it connects to one or more collections.

The following figure illustrates an example of how your Coveo administrator can organize the various Coveo
components using some of the standard search interfaces.
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Tip: Using the Desktop Integration Package (see "Desktop Integration Package" on page 26) you can add
the content of your computer to the unified index (see "Specifying the Personal Folders to Index" on page 31
and "Configuring Local and Archived Emails to Index" on page 33).

The following table provides definitions for various Coveo concepts.

Coveo
concept

Definition

Audience Coherent group of Coveo end-users defined by the Coveo administrator to be associated with
a search hub to control the access to the search hub.

Example: The Sales audience contains all the people from the sales department.

Search
hub

A Coveo user interface access point, accessible to one or more audiences, offering one or
more search interfaces.

Example: The Sales search hub provides access to the People and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) search interfaces.

Search
interface

A user interface providing access to parts or to the whole unified index content. A search
interface contains a search box and presents rich results together with facets that you can use
to refine your search (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20).

Example: The Intranet search interface provides access to the content of the Intranet.

Scope For a given search interface, the set of collections in which a query searches. A scopemay
also include hidden filters to further restrict the results to specific criteria.

Example: The scope of theMy Email search interface uses fields to restrict search results
to the user email mailboxes and contact content from theMicrosoft Exchange and
Symantec Enterprise Vault collections.

Repository A system containing documents.

Examples: The hard disk of your computer, a network file system, a SharePoint Intranet, a
Microsoft Exchange server, aWeb content management system (WCMS) such as
Sitecore.

Unified
index

The heart of the Coveo Platform, containing references to the full content of all documents,
from all indexed repositories.

Collection Index subdivision consisting of a group of sources assembled around a theme, having its own
security permissions.

Example: All sources related to the human resources department.
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Coveo
concept

Definition

Source Index subdivision consisting of a coherent group of documents from a single repository, having
its own security permissions.

Example: All files under the Engineering folder in a network file system.

1.3.3 About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces

Your Coveo experience starts from a search hub when you open a Coveo access point.

1.3.3.1 Search hubs

A search hub is simply a container of one or more search interfaces. Your Coveo administrator assigns a
search hub to each Coveo access point. Therefore, you transparently access search hubs on your computer
or on your mobile device through one of the Coveo access points made available to you.

Examples of Coveo access points are (see "Coveo Access Points" on page 25):

l Default CoveoWeb search page

l Desktop Searchbar (see "Desktop Searchbar" on page 41)

l Outlook Sidebar (see "Outlook Sidebar" on page 45)

l Coveo search boxes integrated in the Intranet or in repositories like SharePoint or Sitecore

Behind the scene, the search hubs and the search interfaces connect with the Coveo unified index (see
"Understanding Coveo Components Hierarchy" on page 17).

1.3.3.2 Search interfaces

A search interface is a user interface from which you perform queries and review, refine, and open search
results. As shown in the following figure, you can picture a Coveo search interface as being divided in three
zones.
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Search context (see "Around the Search Box" on page 22)

Search results (see "Search Results" on page 82)

Facetted navigation (see "About Facets" on page 71)

The Coveo Platform comes with a number of standard search interfaces that your Coveo administrator can
make available to you when they are applicable to your environment. Each search interface has its specific
scope, search results configuration, and its set of optimized facets to help you easily find appropriate
information.

Example: The scope of theMy Emails search interface could be theMicrosoft Exchange and Symantec
Enterprise Vault servers in your organization to allow you to easily search your current and archived emails,
contacts, and calendar events.

Your Coveo administrator can customize standard search interfaces and create new ones using the Interface
Editor. The following table lists examples of standard Coveo search interfaces.
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Search
interface

Purpose

All
Content

To search through the whole Coveo unified index for content from all repositories.

My
Emails

To search throughmessages located in your Outlook mailboxes and in archive files (.pst).
Also, since email messages can often be associated with contacts, the results may also
include pertaining contact information retrieved from several lists (Outlook contacts,
SharePoint, Active Directory, or Salesforce).

People To search through contact information retrieved from several lists (Outlook contacts,
SharePoint, Active Directory, or Salesforce).

My

Files

To search through documents saved locally on your computer when enabled by your Coveo
administrator.

File

Shares
To search through documents located in shared folders or drives (typically on a network).

SharePoint
or Intranet

To search through documents, contacts, and items retrieved from SharePoint.
You can view files and other items such as posted news or personal sites that correspond to
your search criteria.

Salesforce
or CRM

To retrieve information from Salesforce, a Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
application.

1.3.4 Around the Search Box

The top section of the search hub (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20) is where you
specify the search context. The search context provides a selection of available search interfaces, aDo
moremenu, a search box, a search button, and a few links.

Tabs for available search interfaces (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20).
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Search interface drop-down selection for overflowing search interface tabs. Your Coveo administrator
can enable and configure this feature (see "Configuring a Hub to Show aDrop-Down List for
Overflowing Search Interface Links" on page 373). This feature is only available in Coveo Platform 6.5+.

Link to theAnalytics user interface. This feature is only available to Coveo administrators and in Coveo
Platform 6.2+ (see "About the Analytics Module" on page 111).

Do moremenu containing functions such as exporting results to Excel (see "Content of the DoMore
Menu" on page 23).

Link to theAdvanced Search page, available only in web search interfaces (see "Using the Advanced
Search Page" on page 105).

Link to thePreferences page, available only in web search interfaces (see "Modifying Search Interface
Preferences" on page 14).

Link to the Coveo online help.

Search box where you type your query (see "Performing a Search" on page 5).

Search launch button

In a search interface with a large scope, the Coveo administrator may choose to show collection check
boxes, allowing you to select in which collections your query will return results (see "Understanding
Coveo Components Hierarchy" on page 17).

1.3.5 Content of the Do More Menu

TheDo moremenu appears at the right end of the search results title bar, in the default web search interface.
The items that theDo moremenu contains depend on the user and on the search context. The following
figure and table respectively show and describe the possibleDo moremenu items.

Menu item Description Conditions to appear

Edit this Interface Opens the Interface Editor where your Coveo
administrator can configure search interfaces
(see "Interface Editor" on page 359).

The user must be a Coveo
administrator.
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Menu item Description Conditions to appear

Manage Filters Opens theSaved Queries and Filters dialog
where you can see or remove already saved
queries and filters or save new ones (see
"Using SavedQueries and Filters" on page
98).

Your Coveo administrator must
select theEnable saving queries
and filters option (see "Activating
Search Interface Options" on page
381).

Export to Excel Exports the current search results to a
Microsoft Excel file format (see "Exporting
Search Results to Microsoft Excel" on page
100).

l Search results are not empty.

l Your Coveo administrator must
select theEnable exporting
to Microsoft Excel option
(see "Activating Search
Interface Options" on page
381)

Activate Activates a Super User Access previously
created for this user (see "About Super User
Access" on page 132).

The user must currently be granted
a super user access by the Coveo
administrator (see "Managing
Super User Access" on page 274).

1.3.6 Coveo Software Installation

The installation of Coveo user interface elements is managed by your Coveo administrator. You, as an end-
user, cannot install Coveo components. Your Coveo administrator should let you know the address for the
Coveo default web search interfaces and other access points available within your organization. Using a web
browser (likeMicrosoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, or Google Chrome), you can immediately start
accessing information.

Youmay see the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) installation wizard appearing on your computer when the
installation or an update is initiated by your Coveo administrator. In this case, simply follow the DIP wizard
instructions (see "Installing the Desktop Integration Package" on page 27).

If you are a BlackBerry user and your Coveo administrator deploys the CoveoMobile application for
BlackBerry, the Coveo application will be automatically installed on your phone (see "Installing and
Configuring the CoveoMobile Application for BlackBerry" on page 63).

Contact your Coveo administrator to know what Coveo components are available to you within your
organization.
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Note: The Coveo Platform is highly scalable and configurable. Depending on the level of deployment and
customization of the Coveo Platform within your organization, what is described in this documentationmay
differ from what you see in your work place.
In this documentation, notes like this one identify optional features requiring configuration by your Coveo
administrator. These notes allow you to identify and ask for useful but not yet implemented Coveo features.

1.4 Coveo Access Points
The Coveo Platform offers a number of access points from which you can access the information stored in the
Coveo unified index. Access points can range from a simple Coveo search box integrated in an Intranet page,
to a customized business process dashboard, with in between, various multiple search interface hubs.

Your Coveo administrator can deploy a number of standard Coveo access points:

l Default web search page – accessible using a web browser

l Desktop Searchbar – search hub accessible from anywhere with one key stroke (see "Desktop
Searchbar" on page 41)

l Outlook Sidebar – search hub always available within Microsoft Outlook (see "Outlook Sidebar" on page
45)

l Search interfaces for mobile devices – search from aweb browser or from CoveoMobile applications (see
"Mobile Access Points" on page 59).

Note: Your Coveo administrator can also customize and create new search hubs and search interfaces.
The Coveo Professional Services or your own developers can also adapt or create new solutions for your
very specific needs.

1.4.1 Web Search Interfaces

The Coveo Platform includes out-of-the-box web search interfaces. Your Coveo administrator can easily
deploy andmake search interfaces available to you by providing the address to use in your browser to access
them.

The out-of-the box default web search page contains several search interfaces, each with its specific search
scope (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20). Your Coveo administrator can
customize the look and feel and the available search interfaces in the search pagemade available to you.
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1.4.2 Desktop Integration Package

The Desktop Integration Package (DIP) is a set of tools that brings the Coveo Platform power a click or a key
stroke away from where you work. With the DIP, you can also easily configure which personal files and email
archives are added to the Coveo unified index (see "Specifying the Personal Folders to Index" on page 31 and
"Configuring Local and Archived Emails to Index" on page 33).

Tip:When personal files stored on your desktop or laptop computer are included in the Coveo unified index,
you can search and view their contents from anywhere, even when your computer is turned off. This is
possible because the Coveo unified index contains an HTML Quick View version of each document.
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The Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook Sidebar that comewith the DIP allow you to readily search in your
email messages, your contact information, your personal files (local or on a network), as well as in all contents
that are indexed frommultiple repositories within your organization (SharePoint or other types).

Desktop Searchbar

Outlook Sidebar

On your computer keyboard, press Win+C
(see "Desktop Searchbar" on page 41).

OpenMicrosoft Outlook
(see "Outlook Sidebar" on page 45).

The user interfaces of the Desktop Integration Package components (Desktop Searchbar andOutlook
Sidebar) are available in English, French, German, and Spanish. The user interface language is selected
automatically based on theWindows local language setting. English is used by default for all other languages.

Note: The installation and upgrades of the Desktop Integration Package are initiated by your Coveo
administrator (see "Installing the Desktop Integration Package" on page 27).

1.4.2.1 Installing the Desktop Integration Package

The installation and updates of the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) aremanaged and launched centrally by
your Coveo administrator. The DIP installation or update dialog box will most probably appear after starting
your computer or after logging on your organization network.

If you do not have the Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook Sidebar on your computer, and did not see a
DIP install or update dialog box, contact your Coveo administrator.

To install or update the DIP

Note: The first time DIP installationmay start and complete automatically and transparently when you log
on to your organization network.
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1. When theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Update dialog box appears, click Install.

Note: If this is not a good time for you to install the DIP, click Cancel. TheCoveo Desktop
Integration Package Update dialog box will reappear the next time you log on to the network.

2. WhenMicrosoft Outlook is running, a dialog box appears asking to close Outlook, click OK.

3. In the first installation wizard dialog box, click Next.

4. In the second installation wizard dialog box, click Install.

The installation progress bar appears.

5. If anError dialog box like the one shown in the following figure appears, close all other opened
applications, and then click Retry.
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6. In the last installation wizard dialog box, click Finish to complete the installation.

1.4.2.2 Desktop Integration Package Configuration and Control

You can configure and control the Desktop Integration Package features from twomenus.

From theWindows taskbar, by right-clicking the contextual menu of the Coveo Desktop Integration Package

system icon , you can:

l Open the Desktop Searchbar search window

l Show/hide the Desktop Searchbar

l Pause the indexing, rebuild the index, or view the index history.

l Configure Desktop Integration Package options
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l Get Desktop Integration Package components help

l See the Coveo software version information

FromMicrosoft Outlook, by clicking theCoveomenu, you can:

l SeeDesktop Integration Package components help

l Show/hide the CoveoOutlook Sidebar

l Configure Desktop Integration Package options

l See the Coveo software version information

In the Coveo Desktop Integration PackageOptions dialog box, you can:

l Configure the Desktop Searchbar shortcut key (see "Modifying the Desktop Searchbar Shortcut" on page
43).

l Select local and personal network file folders to index (see "Specifying the Personal Folders to Index" on
page 31).

l Select Outlook items to index and configure aMAPI profile (see "Configuring Local and Archived Emails
to Index" on page 33).
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1.4.2.3 Specifying the Personal Folders to Index

The Desktop Integration Package (DIP) may by default add to the Coveo unified index desktop/laptop
computer files specified by your Coveo administrator. However, you can configure the DIP to take into
account files that are located in other folders on your computer or in private network folders. You can also
exclude specific folders from being added to the Coveo unified index.

To specify personal local or network folders to include or exclude from the index
1. Open theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themenu, select Coveo > Options.

OR

l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration

Package icon , and then select Options in themenu.

2. In theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box, click the File Indexing tab.
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3. To add local or personal network folders to the index:

a. Below the Filesystem Folders to Index list, click Add New.

b. In theBrowse For Folder dialog box, select the local or network folder that you wish to add, and then
click OK to return to theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box.

OR

When the folder you which to include appears in the Folders to Exclude list, select it, and then click
Delete.

4. To exclude local or personal network folders from the index:

If the folder you which to exclude appears in the Filesystem Folders to Index list, select it, and then
click Delete.

OR

a. Below the Folders to Exclude list, click Add New.

b. In theBrowse For Folder dialog box, select the folder that you wish to add, and then click OK to
return to theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box.

Note:When the same folder appears in both the Filesystem Folders to Index and the Folders to
Exclude lists, the content of this folder is not included in the Coveo unified index.

5. Repeat the previous steps for all folders that you want to include in, or exclude from the Coveo unified
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index.

6. Click Apply to confirm the changes, and thenOK to close theCoveo Desktop Integration Package
Options dialog box.

1.4.2.4 Configuring Local and Archived Emails to Index

In a typical Coveo Platform implementation, email messages are included in the Coveo unified index directly
from an email server such as Microsoft Exchange.

Consequently, by default the Desktop Integration Package is configured to:

l Not index local email messages stored on your computer.

l Index all email messages contained in the local Outlook default archive file (Archive.pst) and in the
personal archive files (.pst) opened in Outlook, as they may not be indexed directly from an Exchange
server or from another centralized archiving system (such as Symantec Enterprise Vault).

When email messages are not indexed directly from the Exchange server, you need to enable the indexing of
local email message (contained in the Outlook.ost file) on your computer (see "To toggle indexing of local
and archived emails" on page 33) to ensure that your email message content will be found when you perform a
search from any Coveo access point.

Similarly, when archived email are already indexed directly from aMicrosoft Exchange server or from a
centralized archiving system, you need to disable the indexing of local email archive files on your computer to
prevent indexing these files twice (see "To toggle indexing of local and archived emails" on page 33).

Contact your Coveo administrator when you are not sure if your email messages and email archives are
indexed directly from a server.

Important: Indexing local email messages and archived emails that are already indexed from a server
(such as Microsoft Exchange) causes duplicate search results.

You can also specify theMAPI profile to use for indexing (see "To select aMAPI Profile" on page 34).

To toggle indexing of local and archived emails
1. Open theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themenu, select Coveo > Options.

OR

l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration

Package icon , and then select Options in themenu.
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a. Click theOutlook Indexing tab.

2. UnderOutlook Items to Index:

a. Select or clear the Index items from the Outlook Offline Storage File check box, respectively to
enable or disable the indexing of local email messages.

b. Select or clear the Index items from the PST archives loaded in Outlook check box, respectively
to enable or disable the indexing of local email archives.

3. Click Apply to confirm the changes, and thenOK to close theCoveo Desktop Integration Package
Options dialog box.

To select a MAPI Profile

All elements related to themanagement of email messages (creating, sending, saving, and indexing) are
performed using aMessaging Application Programming Interface (MAPI) profile. For most users, the default
MAPI profile is themost appropriate profile for indexing purposes. Whenmore than oneMAPI profile is
available, youmay need to specify whichMAPI profile to use for indexing. Contact your Coveo administrator
when you are not sure about the profile you should use.

1. Open theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themenu, select Coveo > Options.

OR
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l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration

Package icon , and then select Options in themenu.

2. Click theOutlook Indexing tab.

3. UnderMAPI Profile:

l Select Use the default MAPI profile to use the default profile.

OR

l Select Use this MAPI profile, and then select the appropriate profile in the drop-down box.

1.4.2.5 Controlling and Monitoring the Personal Folders Indexing Process

The indexing process of personal folders transparently takes place while you work to ensure that the Coveo
unified index is updated with the new, modified, and deleted files. Sometimes, youmay find useful to pause or
resume the indexing process or rebuild the index of your personal folders (see "To control the personal folder
indexing process" on page 36).

Example:When you are out of the office and only have limited bandwidth access to your organization
network, consider pausing the indexing process to save bandwidth. You can resume the indexing process
when you are back to the office or when you do not work on your computer.
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You can also review the activities of the indexing process for your personal folders (see "To review indexing
activities " on page 37).

To control the personal folder indexing process

1. From theWindows taskbar, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package system icon .

2. In the Coveo Desktop Integration Package system icon contextual menu:

l Select or clearPause Indexing to respectively pause or resume the indexing process for your
indexed personal folders.

l Select Rebuild Index to initiate rebuilding the index for your indexed personal folders. Consider
rebuilding the index after you change the local personal folders to index.

Important: To reduce unnecessary processing on the Coveo server, rebuild the index only when
necessary.
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To review indexing activities

1. From theWindows taskbar, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package system icon .

2. In the Coveo Desktop Integration Package system icon contextual menu, select Index History.

3. In theHistory dialog box that appears:

a. In the top list, review the list of activities.

l TheDocuments column indicates the number of crawled documents.

l TheUploaded column indicates the number of documents sent to the CoveoMaster server. This
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number can be lower than the number in theDocuments column because crawled files of types
that are not supported are not be sent to the server.

Note: In the CoveoMaster server, uploaded files containing other files (like an archive file or a
file with an attachment) are expanded. Consequently, for one incremental refresh, the number
of indexed documents may be higher than the number of uploaded documents.

Example: In an incremental refresh, theDocuments column indicates 5 because a total of five
documents are crawled:
o TwoMicrosoft Excel files
o Two files of an unsupported file type
o One archive ZIP file containing 50 documents of supported files types

TheUploaded column indicates 3 because only the three documents of supported file types
are sent to the CoveoMaster server.

In the CoveoMaster server, the two Excel files and the 50 files extracted from the ZIP file are
indexed for a total of 52 indexed documents.

b. Click an activity to see the corresponding details in the bottom list.

c. UnderDisplayed Items, use the check boxes to filter the activity details appearing in the bottom list.

1.4.2.6 Identifying Coveo Software Versions

Youmay want to know which version of Coveo Platform you are currently using in your organization, for
example to find out if a specific Coveo Platform feature introduced in a given version can be available to you.

When the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) is installed on your computer, you can find the version for both
the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) running on your organization server and for the DIP installed on your
computer.

To identify the Coveo software versions

1. Open theAbout Coveo Desktop Integration Package dialog box:

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themenu, select Coveo > About Coveo Desktop Integration Package.

OR

l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration

Package icon , and then select About Coveo Desktop Integration Package in themenu.

2. In theAbout Coveo Desktop Integration Package dialog box, read the Coveo Enterprise Search and
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the DIP versions as illustrated in the following figure and legend.

DIP build number – Same version as Coveo Enterprise Search but can be a different build number
(6.5.4061 in this example)

Coveo Enterprise Search version and build number (version 6.5 and build 4100.0 in this example)

1.4.2.7 Troubleshooting Desktop Integration Package Problems

The following table describes solutions to common problems that youmay encounter with Desktop Integration
Package (DIP) components.

Symptom Possible Cause Solution

A document that is in the
My Documents folder
never shows up in the
search results when I look
for information it contains.

TheMy Files search interface is
not currently selected.

Select theMy Files interface and retry.

The search criteria are too
restrictive.

Modify the query keywords and facet
selection to returnmore results.

The document is too recent and
has not been indexed yet.

Retry later.

The folder has been excluded from
the indexing process.

Ensure that the folder containing the
document you are looking for has not
been excluded from the indexing process
(see "Configuring Local and Archived
Emails to Index" on page 33).
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Symptom Possible Cause Solution

In the Outlook Sidebar,
when I select some of the
search interfaces, I see a
disconnect icon:

There is a communication problem between your computer and the Coveo
server on which you can perform searches:

The network is down Contact your network administrator

Your computer is not connected to
the network (locally or via VPN).

Ensure that your computer is connected
to the network and that you are logged in
(locally or via VPN).

Your computer is not connected to
the Internet.

Ensure that the connection to the
Internet is working properly.

When I try searching
through email messages, I
never get any results, as if
none of my messages are
taken into account.

TheMy Emails search interface is
not currently selected.

Select theMy Emails interface and
retry.

The search criteria are too
restrictive.

Modify the criteria so that more results
could be displayed.

Email messages are not indexed
directly on the Exchange server
and the DIP has not been
configured to index local emails
(directly saved on your computer).

Modify the configuration to add local
emails to the Coveo unified index (see
"Configuring Local and Archived Emails
to Index" on page 33).

I cannot find any email
messages frommy
archive folders in Outlook.

Local archives may have been
excluded from indexing.

Modify the configuration to add archive
files to the Coveo unified index (see
"Configuring Local and Archived Emails
to Index" on page 33).

There are a lot of duplicate
email messages in the
search results.

Messages are indexed both on the
Exchange server and locally on
your computer.

Modify the configuration to exclude local
email messages from the indexed items
(see "Configuring Local and Archived
Emails to Index" on page 33).

I do not want archived
messages to be displayed
in the search results.

By default, all archive files that are
open in Outlook are taken into
account during the indexing
process and are therefore available
when you perform a search.

Modify the configuration to exclude
archive files from the Coveo unified
index (see "Configuring Local and
Archived Emails to Index" on page 33).
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1.4.3 Desktop Searchbar

In Microsoft Windows, the Desktop Searchbar is themost easily accessible Coveo access point. You can
open it from anywhere simply by pressing Win+C on your keyboard or simply by bringing your mouse pointer
over the thin horizontal orange line floating at the top of your screen.

Note: You canmodify Desktop Searchbar default shortcut key combination (see "Modifying the Desktop
Searchbar Shortcut" on page 43).

Click to open the list of available search interfaces

Click to select the desired search interface (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page
20)

Type the keywords to search (see "Performing a Search" on page 5)

Click to launch the search

Once a search is launched, the floating search results window appears as shown in the following example.
The window disappears when you click a result link but when you reopen the Desktop Searchbar, the last
query and results are still available, allowing you to easily come back to review other results.
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Query Navigation buttons – Click to go to the previous or next query.

SeparateWindow button – Click to detach the current search results in a separate window allowing you
to see results for more than one search result window at a time.

Close button – Click to close the floating search results window.

Search results (see "Search Results" on page 82)

1.4.3.1 Showing or Hiding the Desktop Searchbar

Once the Desktop Integration Package is installed on your computer, the Desktop Searchbar is automatically
available in its minimized form at the top of the screen. You need to open it before you can start searching.

If you prefer, you can configure the DIP so that the Searchbar remains hidden by default (see "To configure
the Desktop Searchbar to be visible or hidden by default" on page 43). You can easily display it again at any
time.

Note: Hiding the Desktop Searchbar does not hide the Outlook Sidebar (see "Showing or Hiding the
Outlook Sidebar" on page 53). You can also close and restart the Desktop Searchbar application (see
"Closing and Starting the Desktop Searchbar" on page 45).
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To open the Desktop Searchbar

Use one of the followingmethods to open the Desktop Searchbar:

l On the keyboard, simultaneously press theWindows Start key and the c key (Win+c).

Note: You can customize the Desktop Searchbar shortcut key combination (see "Modifying the
Desktop Searchbar Shortcut" on page 43).

l With your mouse, point to the thin orange horizontal line located at the top of your Microsoft Windows
screen.

l In Microsoft Outlook, near the top of the Outlook Sidebar, click the Desktop Searchbar button .

l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray:

o Double-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package icon .

OR

o Right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package icon , and then select Open Search Window
in themenu.

To configure the Desktop Searchbar to be visible or hidden by default

1. From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package

icon .

2. In themenu, select or clearShow Quick Search Bar to respectively show or hide the Desktop
Searchbar by default.

1.4.3.2 Modifying the Desktop Searchbar Shortcut

By default, the keyboard shortcut (hotkey) to open the Desktop Searchbar is the combination of the Windows
logo key and the C letter key (Win+C).You canmodify this keyboard shortcut for any of the following
combinations:

l SHIFT key and any letter

l CTRL key and any letter

l Windows logo key and any letter

l ALT key and any letter
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To modify the keyboard shortcut used to open the Desktop Searchbar
1. Open theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themenu, select Coveo > Options.

OR

l From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration

Package icon , and then select Options in themenu.

2. In theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box, click theGeneral tab.

3. Clear the content of theHotkey used to open the search bar text box.

4. On the keyboard, simultaneously press the two keys that you want to use as the new keyboard key
combination shortcut.

Example: If you want the new shortcut to be CTRL and D, you would simultaneously press the CTRL
and D keys.

A valid combination of keys automatically appears in theHotkey used to open the search bar box
when you type it.
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Note: keys that you press will not appear in the box if they correspond to aWindows reserved keyboard
shortcut. In this case, select another key combination.

5. Click OK to confirm the change.

6. On the keyboard, simultaneously press the two keys that you selected to validate that the Desktop
Searchbar opens.

1.4.3.3 Closing and Starting the Desktop Searchbar

By default, the Desktop Searchbar is configured to automatically start each time you restart Microsoft
Windows. You can however manually close and restart the Desktop Searchbar.

Note: You can also only hide and show the Desktop Searchbar without closing it (see "Showing or Hiding
the Desktop Searchbar" on page 42).

To close the Desktop Searchbar

From theWindows taskbar, in the system icon tray, right-click the Coveo Desktop Integration Package icon

, and then select Exit in themenu.

The Desktop Searchbar application closes.

To start the Desktop Searchbar

On theWindows taskbar, select Windows Startmenu > All Programs > Coveo Desktop Integration
Package > Desktop Search Bar.

The Desktop Searchbar application starts.

1.4.4 Outlook Sidebar

TheOutlook Sidebar is a powerful Coveo access point that is fully integrated with Microsoft Outlook. The
Outlook Sidebar allows you to easily find content in your emails and archived emails, but also in any other
documents from the Coveo unified index.

TheOutlook Sidebar is available when the Desktop Integration Package is installed on your computer (see
"Desktop Integration Package" on page 26).

Note: The availability of the search interfaces and the basic appearance of the Outlook Sidebar depend on
the configuration of the system that your Coveo administrator has defined.

There are twomain ways to use the Outlook Sidebar:

l To quickly get information related to the currently selected email in Outlook. This email can be located in
your Inbox, in any subfolder, or even in an archive (.pst file).
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l To search through interfaces (email messages, contacts, files, etc.) using specific keywords.

Search box – Type keywords

Search button – Click to launch the query

Query Navigation buttons – Click to go to the previous or to the next query.

Desktop Searchbar button – Click to transfer the current search to a floating Desktop Searchbar
window (see "Desktop Searchbar" on page 41)

Sender/recipient information – Information found in the current search interface about the
sender/recipient of the selectedmessage

Contact information links – Click to open available contact information documents in various systems
(Outlook contact card, SharePoint My Site page, Salesforce contact,...).

Search results (see "Search Results" on page 82)

Search interface icons – Click to search in other search interfaces (see "About Search Hubs and
Search Interfaces" on page 20)
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1.4.4.1 Searching Information Related to a Specific Email

With the Outlook Sidebar, you can quickly get information related to the currently selectedmessage in
Microsoft Outlook. This message can be located in your Inbox, in any subfolder, or even in an archive.

When you select amessage, the Outlook Sidebar automatically searches and displays all the information
available on the sender/recipient, themessages exchanged with this person, and all the shared documents
(attachments). When the person is found on one or several contact lists (Outlook contacts, SharePoint,
Salesforce – a CRM application, or Active Directory), you can also open the corresponding contact
information by clicking the appropriate icons.

Note: To be able to search through archivedmessages, the archive files must be included in the Coveo
unified index (see "Configuring Local and Archived Emails to Index" on page 33).

To get information related to a specific email

1. In Microsoft Outlook, click themessage for which you want to search information.

TheOutlook Sidebar automatically displays available information on the sender/recipient and shows a list
of all themessages that have been exchanged with the sender/recipient. Messages are sorted from the
most recent to the less recent.
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Sender/recipient information – Information found in the current search interface about the
sender/recipient of the selectedmessage

Messages exchanged with the sender/recipient.

Links to other result pages

Contact information links – Click to open available contact information documents in various
systems (Outlook contact card, SharePoint My Site page, Salesforce contact,...).

Attachments tab – Click to see all attachments for the current results

Yellow highlight – Identifies both the sender/recipient and the selectedmessage.

Blue highlight – Identifies both the sender/recipient and themessage for which an overview is
displayed when bringing the pointer over themessage line.

Message overview

2. To open amessage from the search results, simply click the line corresponding to themessage.
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3. To display an overview of amessage, simply bring the pointer over the line of themessage.

The line is highlighted in blue, and amessage overview popup window appears.

4. To view all themessages related to an exchange (original message and all the replies), click the button
preceding the title of themessage.

The exchange summary expands to show more information.

Number of emails and attachments in the exchange

All themessages in the exchange

Link to all the attachments contained in the exchange

5. To view all the documents that have been shared with the sender/recipient of themessage, click the
Attachments tab.

1.4.4.2 Searching with Keywords in the Outlook Sidebar

Even if you are in Microsoft Outlook, you can always search through other search interfaces such as contact
information, files (local or on a network), SharePoint, Salesforce, etc.

Note: The availability of the search interfaces depends on the configuration of the system that your Coveo
administrator has defined.

To search with keywords in the Outlook Sidebar

1. At the bottom of the Outlook Sidebar, click the bar or the icon corresponding to the interface on which you
want to base your search.

2. At the top of the Outlook Sidebar, type the desired expression in the search box.
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3. Click at the right of the search box or press Enter to launch the search.

The results corresponding to the searched keywords appear.

Search box – Type the keywords or expression to search for

Search button – Click to launch the query

More link – Click to view more contacts entries (Email andPeople search interfaces only)

Attachments tab – Click to see all attachments from the search results

Refine > link – Click to access the available facets when you want to refine the search

Searched keywords appear highlighted in the results

Available search interfaces – Click to select the desired interface
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To refine your search

1. Click Refine >.

The available facets appear, hiding the results.
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2. Use the facets to refine the search results (see "Refining Search Results Using Facets" on page 73).

3. Click < Back to Results to see the new set of refined results.

4. If you are not happy with the results you can either:

a. Click Clear to revert to the original results (and remove all selections and exclusions from all facets). 

OR

b. Click Refine > to modify the filter.
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Tip: To avoid switching back and forth between the facets and the results view, click to transfer
your search to the Desktop Searchbar window where you can see the results and the facets side by
side.

1.4.4.3 Showing or Hiding the Outlook Sidebar

Once the Desktop Integration Package is installed on your computer, the Outlook Sidebar automatically
appears in Microsoft Outlook. You can however hide it and display it again at any time.

Note: Hiding the Outlook Sidebar does not affect the visibility of the Desktop Searchbar (see "Showing or
Hiding the Desktop Searchbar" on page 42).

To show or hide the Outlook Sidebar

l In Microsoft Outlook, from themainmenu, select Coveo > Show Coveo Sidebar.

TheOutlook Sidebar appears if it was hidden or disappears if it was visible.

To deactivate the Coveo Sidebar add-in

You can also completely deactivate/reactivate the Coveo Sidebar add-in, not just hide it.

1. In Microsoft Outlook 2010/2013, from themainmenu, select File > Options.

2. In theOutlook Options dialog box:

a. In the navigation panel on the left, select Add-Ins.

b. At the bottom of themain panel, in theManage drop-down list, select COM Add-ins, and then click
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Go.

3. In theCOM Add-Ins dialog box:

a. Select/clear theCoveo Sidebar check box to respectively activate/deactivate the add-in.

b. Click OK.

1.4.4.4 Resizing the Outlook Sidebar Search Interface List

In the Outlook Sidebar, the list of available search interfaces appears at the bottom of the bar. By default, the
list of available search interfaces appears as large buttons. When you want to increase the size of the search
results list to view more entries at the same time, you can reduce the search interface list buttons to convert
them to icons in the lower bar. The new dimensions you set remain effective until youmodify them again.

To resize the list of search interfaces

In the Outlook Sidebar, click and drag the handle on the separator line between the results list and the search
interface list to convert one or more search interface buttons between the full size and the icon only size.

Click and drag the separator handle

Full size search interface buttons

Search interface buttons reduced to the icon size.

1.4.5 Coveo Search from a Browser Built-in Search Box

One very useful Coveo access point is the built-in search box of your browser. You can easily add Coveo to
the list of search engines available in the built-in search box of your browser.
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There are two steps described in the following procedures for common browsers:

l "Adding Coveo to a browser built-in search box" on page 55

l "Accessing your Coveo search engine from the built-in search box of your browser" on page 57

Note: Your Coveo administrator must publish anOpenSearch provider for your Coveo search interface
before you can see and add the Coveo search engine in the browser built-in search box (see "Publishing an
OpenSearch Provider for a Coveo Search Interface" on page 396).

Adding Coveo to a browser built-in search box

1. UsingMicrosoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, or Google Chrome, access the Coveo search interface
that you want to add to the built-in search box of the browser.

2. With Microsoft Internet Explorer (illustrated with version 8):

a. In the drop-down box next to the search box, click Add Search Providers, and then select the item
corresponding to your Coveo implementation.

Note: The name of your Coveo implementation is specified by your Coveo administrator andmay
therefore differ from the one shown in the following figure.
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Note: If the name of your Coveo search engine does not appear in themenu, ensure that your
Coveo search interface is opened in the browser and verify with your Coveo administrator that he
has published anOpenSearch provider for the Coveo search interface.

b. In theAdd Search Provider dialog box, click Add.

3. With Mozilla Firefox (illustrated with version 3), in the drop-down box next to the search box, click
Add "[Your_Coveo_Implementation]".

Note: The name of your Coveo implementation is specified by your Coveo administrator andmay
therefore differ from the one shown in the following figure.

Note: If the name of your Coveo search engine does not appear in themenu, ensure that your Coveo
search interface is opened in the browser and verify with your Coveo administrator that he has
published anOpenSearch provider for the Coveo search interface.

4. With Google Chrome (Illustrated with version 11):
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a. In the Coveo search interface, perform any search to ensure that the results list is not empty.

b. Click the wrench icon on the browser toolbar, and then select Options.

c. Select theBasics tab.

d. In theSearch section, click Manage search engines.

e. UnderOther search engines, select the item corresponding to your Coveo search interface and then
click Make default.

The selectionmoves from theOther search engines list to theDefault search options list.

Note: If the name of your Coveo search engine does not appear in the list, ensure that your Coveo
search interface is opened and showing results in the browser. Verify with your Coveo
administrator that he has published anOpenSearch provider for the Coveo search interface.

Accessing your Coveo search engine from the built-in search box of your browser

1. Ensure that you added your Coveo search engine as a search provider in your browser (see "Adding
Coveo to a browser built-in search box" on page 55).

2. With Microsoft Internet Explorer (illustrated with version 8):

a. In the drop-down box next to the search box, click the item corresponding to your Coveo search
engine.
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b. In the built-in search box, type keywords and then press Enter, or click the search icon.

Your Coveo search interface appears with the corresponding results.

3. With Mozilla Firefox (illustrated with version 3):

a. In the drop-down box next to the search box, click the item corresponding to your Coveo search
engine.

b. In the built-in search box, type keywords and then press Enter, or click the search icon.

Your Coveo search interface appears with the corresponding results.

4. With Google Chrome (illustrated with version 11):

a. On the Chrome toolbar, right-click in the omnibar (the address bar).

b. In the contextual menu, select Edit search engines.

c. In theBasics page, in theSearch section, select the item corresponding to your Coveo search
engine.
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d. In the omnibar, type keywords and then press Enter, or click the search icon.

Your Coveo search interface appears with the corresponding results.

1.4.6 Mobile Access Points

The Coveo Platform comes with out-of-the-box mobile search interfaces optimized for the small size of
smartphone displays. You can therefore search and access the enterprise knowledge on your mobile devices
from wherever you work.
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BlackBerry iPhone iPad Android

The Coveo Platform provides twomobile searchmethods:

l Mobile browser-based search

l Mobile application-based search

The following table outlines the supportedmobile devices for both searchmethods.

Device type Browser-based search
Application-based search

Device OS Coveo Platform

BlackBerry Yes 6.0+ 6.5.4192+

4.2.1+ 5.2+

iPhone
iPad
iPod Touch

Yes 3.0+ 6.5.4267

Android Yes 2.2+ (beta) 6.5.4267

The following table outlines themobile search features.

Features Browser-based search Application-based search

Basic search X X

Sorting X X
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Features Browser-based search Application-based search

Facets X X

Quick View X X

Result grouping X X

Security X X

Connect only once X

Reply to message X

Forwardmessage X

Tip:When the content of your desktop or laptop computer is indexed, from your mobile device, you can also
search and consult documents and emails stored on your computer, even when your computer is turned off
or is offline. This is possible because the Coveo unified index contains Quick View version of indexed
documents, allowing to view their content without having to open the actual document.

1.4.7 Browser-Based Coveo Search on a Mobile Device

You can use the browser of your smartphone to access the Coveo search of your organization. The Coveo
Platform automatically detects that you are using a small screenmobile device and returns results using the
mobile search interface, optimized for small screens.

Note: The Coveo Platform returns results using the standard search interface for tablets mobile devices
such as the iPad.

The following sections describe how to connect and how to use the Coveo search using the browser on a
mobile device.

Opening the Coveo search interface

1. On your mobile device, start the web browser.

2. In the address bar, enter the URL for the Coveo search site of your organization. This address is most
probably the same address as the one you use when you access the Coveo search from a computer.

Example: https://CoveoSearch.organization.com

3. When you connect to a secure server (HTTPS), enter your username and password for the site.
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An initial Coveo search screen similar to the one shown in the following iPhone example appears.

Launching a search

Launch a search as described in the following iPhone example.
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Select the search interface in which you wish to search.

Enter search terms.

Select Search.

1.4.8 Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry

A CoveoMobile application is available for BlackBerry smartphones. The
advantages of the CoveoMobile application over browser-based search are:

l Access to the Coveo search directly from the BlackBerry home page.

l One time only username and password typing after installing the Coveo
Mobile application. All subsequent accesses to the search are granted
automatically.

l One key access to the Coveo search using a convenience key located on
either side of the device, depending on the BlackBerry model.

l Forward and reply to email messages within the CoveoMobile application.

l Navigation across search pages without affecting opened pages and/or
sessions in the BlackBerry browser application.

l More efficient scroll in the application than in the BlackBerry browser
(version 4.5+):
o No simulatedmouse cursor or zoom in/out.
o The trackball automatically moves the cursor to the next link on the search results list.

Note: The CoveoMobile application supports BlackBerry OS version 3.1+, 4.2.1+, 5.2+, and 6.0+.

The installation of the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry is initiated by your Coveo administrator (see
"Installing and Configuring the CoveoMobile Application for BlackBerry" on page 63).

1.4.8.1 Installing and Configuring the Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry

The installation of the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry is initiated by your Coveo administrator. On
your BlackBerry, the CoveoMobile application is either already installed, or you will receive and email
message that includes a link allowing you to download and install the application. If you do not have the
CoveoMobile application and have not received the email, contact your Coveo administrator.

To install and configure the Coveo Mobile application

1. On your BlackBerry, open the email message containing the link for the installation of the CoveoMobile
application.
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2. In the email message, click the link to download and install the application.

Note: The link is in the form http://[Coveo_Front-End_

Site]/Coveo/Anonymous/AnonymousContent.aspx?k=bjad

TheCoveo Mobile application icon appears on your BlackBerry.

3. Start the CoveoMobile application.

4. In theConnection Information screen that appears only the first time you start the application:

a. InServer address, enter the URL of the Coveo search interface provided by your Coveo
administrator in one of the following forms:

l http://MyOrganizationCoveoServer

l https://MyOrganizationCoveoServer

The URL is most likely the same as the one you use when you access the Coveo search interface
using a browser on your computer.

b. InUsername, enter yourWindows username in the form [DomainName]\[username].

c. InPassword, enter yourWindows password.
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d. Click OK.

What's Next?

You are ready to start using the CoveoMobile application (see "Searching with the CoveoMobile Application
for BlackBerry" on page 65).

1.4.8.2 Searching with the Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry

Searching using the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry is similar to searching in other Coveo search
interfaces.

To search with the Coveo application

1. On your BlackBerry, click the CoveoMobile icon or press the convenience key defined for the
CoveoMobile application (refer to your BlackBerry documentation to learn how to assign a convenience
key to an application).
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2. In theCoveo Mobile screen that appears, type your query in the search box, and then select Search.

The search results screen appears.

Available search interfaces with the currently selected interface appearing in bold.

Search result title bar

Search results

Search results sorting choices

3. If needed, select amore appropriate search interface at the top of the search results screen (see "About
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Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20).

4. Scroll through the results to select the desired search result.

Note: You can press the T, B, or S shortcut keys to respectively move to the Top or Bottom of the
search results list, or to start a new Search.

5. To review a document:

a. Click the desired result to open it.

TheQuick View version of the document opens.

Quick View bar

Search results highlighted with individual colors for each keyword

b. Use the track ball to scroll through the first page of the document containing the keywords.

c. When you need to look at other pages, in theQuick View bars at the top and at the end of the page,
click Next, Prev., or Top to navigate from one page to the other.

d. In theQuick View bars, click Close to return to the search results list.

6. To reply to or forward an email within CoveoMobile:
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a. Open an email message from the search results.

b. In theQuick View bar, click Reply, Reply All, or Forward.

c. Type your message, and then press the BlackBerry Send key.

Note: Email attachments in the original message are not included in the reply or forwardmessages.

7. At the end of the search results page, you can:

a. Click Next Page to view the other search results pages.

b. In the search box, add or modify keywords to improve your search.

c. In the facet, click an item to refine the search results (see "Refining Search Results Using Facets" on
page 73).

Example:When you search for a PDF document, click PDF in the document Type facet to narrow
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the search results only to PDF documents.

8. Press the BlackBerry Escape key tomove to the previous CoveoMobile screen.

9. To exit the CoveoMobile application, click the BlackBerry Escape key until you get back to the
BlackBerry main screen.

1.4.8.3 Accessing SiteMinder-Protected Sites with a BlackBerry

SiteMinder is a user authentication and authorization component of an access management suite from
CA Technologies.

The CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry does not support direct connections to SiteMinder-protected
search pages because the application does not support single sign-on.

However, if a search result refers to a page protected by SiteMinder, clicking on the link causes the Coveo
Mobile application to launch the Blackberry browser and display the page. If the BlackBerry browser works
with SiteMinder, you should be able to log on and see the page.

1.4.9 Coveo Search Box in SharePoint

The Coveo Platform can bring the full SharePoint content into the unified index. Your Coveo administrator can
also integrate the Coveo search box into SharePoint so that you can easily find documents available in
SharePoint or other indexed repositories, directly from SharePoint.

The Coveo search box in SharePoint features a "search as you type" drop-down list of results where you can
immediately pick an interesting document.
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Coveo search box integrated in a SharePoint page

Search as you type results

You can also go to the full featured search page with your query by clicking the search button next to the
search box. In the search page, you can use features such as the facets to refine search results and the Quick
View to preview documents to efficiently find exactly what you are looking for.
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1.5 About Facets
Facets are convenient user interface controls allowing you to easily filter or refine search results according to
specific criteria. Each search interface comes with its set of tailored facets that appear on the side of the
search results page.
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A facet presents a list of the items found in the current search results and indicates the number of occurrences
for each item, helping you to quickly grasp the search results content.

Example: In the following figure, the Type facet lists the different file types found in the search results. You
can see that theMicrosoft Word format is themost frequent type of found documents.

Facet name –Click to collapse/expand the facet.

Facet items – Click an item to narrow search result to this item.

Funnel icon – Click to open a dialog box allowing you to select multiple items to which you want

to refine results.

Exclude icon – Click to exclude results corresponding to this item.

Expand/Collapse control (more, fewer) – Clickmore to expand or fewer to limit the list of visible
items.
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You can use one facet or a combination of facets to refine your search (see "Refining Search Results Using
Facets" on page 73). The facet items are typically sorted either from themost frequent to the least frequent or
alphanumerically, ascending or descending.

With the Coveo Platform 6.5+, facets can also include calculated values (see "Computed Facets" on page 78)
and numerical values (see "Numerical Range Facets" on page 79).

Facets can also be configured as a drop-down control, appearing below the search results title bar, as shown
in the following example.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can add, remove, or configure built-in or custom facets according to your
needs (see "Creating and Adding a Custom Facet to a Search Interface" on page 409). With the Coveo
Platform 6.5+, your Coveo administrator can also configure facets to appear on either side of the search
results page (see "Configuring the Position of the Facets" on page 419). TheSearch In facet automatically
appears when your Coveo administrator defines one or more custom search scopes (see "Configuring a
Custom Scope" on page 434).

1.5.1 Refining Search Results Using Facets

Facets provide an intuitive visual method to easily refine search results.

The following sections describe how to perform specific facet tasks:

l "Narrowing results according to one item in a facet" on page 73

l "Narrowing results by excluding one or more items in a facet" on page 75

l "Narrowing results for multiple facet items" on page 76

l "Narrowing results using combinations of facets" on page 78

Narrowing results according to one item in a facet

1. In the facet corresponding to your search criterion, click the facet item for which you want to refine the
search results.
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Example:When you want to only see PDF documents, in the Type facet, click PDF. The search
results are updated to only show PDF documents.

A message appears below the search result title bar to indicate that the results arematching constraints.
The facet collapses to only show the selected item and the Eraser icon appears.

Matching constraint message

Eraser icon

Selected facet item

Note:With the Coveo Platform 6.5+, the facet automatically moves to the top of the zone when you
select one of its items. You can then easily see andmodify the active facets at the top of the facet zone
(see "Selected Facets Automatically Move to the Top of the Zone" on page 81).

2. To clear the facet selection:

l In the facet, click the Eraser icon or click the selected item.

OR

l At the end of thematching constraint message, click [Clear].
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Narrowing results by excluding one or more items in a facet

1. In the facet corresponding to your search criterion, click the exclude icon appearing on the right of the
facet items that you want to exclude from the search results.

Example:When you do not want to see PowerPoint and Excel documents, in the Type facet, click the
exclude icon on the right of PowerPoint andExcel. The search results are updated to exclude
PowerPoint and Excel documents.

Excluded facet items

Eraser icon

Exclude icon

A message appears below the search result title bar to indicate that the results arematching constraints.

In the facet, thePowerPoint andExcel items are strike out and the Eraser icon appears.

2. To clear the facet selection:

l In the facet, click the Eraser icon or click a strikeout item.

OR

l At the end of thematching constraint message, click [Clear].
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Narrowing results for multiple facet items

1. In the facet corresponding to your search criterion, click the funnel icon .

Example: In theMy Emails search interface, when you want to restrict results to emails received from
specific people, in the From facet, click the funnel icon.

Funnel icon

2. In theRestrict Possible Values dialog box:

a. In theAvailable list, double-click the name of people from whom you want to see emails in the
search results.

The names appear in theRestrict To list on the right.

Tip:When theAvailable list is long, in the Filter text box, type the desired item to filter the list to
matching items. For example, in a list of people, if you are looking for a John, type John to only see
available names containing John.

b. Click OK.
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The search results are updated to show only results coming from the selected items. A message
appears below the search result title bar to indicate that the results arematching constraints.

In the facet, only the selected items appear, the Eraser icon appears, and the funnel icon
appears darker.

3. To clear the facet selection:

l In the facet, click the Eraser icon .

OR

l At the end of thematching constraint message, click [Clear].
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Narrowing results using combinations of facets

You can very quickly drill down into your search results using a combination of two or more facets.

Example: Youmay want to find all the PDF documents authored by a person within a given year. To do so,
in the Type facet click PDF, in theAuthor facet click the name the person, and in theYear facet, click the
desired year.

The presence of a facet can be conditional on a selection of an item on another facet.

Example: By default, theMonth facets appears only when a value is selected in theYear facet. This
makes sense, since refining results for a specific month generally does not make sense when results are
already refined for a year.

1.5.2 Computed Facets

A computed facet is a type of SmartFacets™ that presents one or more computed values for each facet item.
The computed values can either be the sum, average, minimum, or maximum of the values found for the
numerical field associated with the facet. Like other facets, the content of the facet is updated each time you
perform a new query. Using a computed facet in combination with other facets allows to drill down in your
numerical data.
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Example:When you index data from a customer relationship management (CRM) system such as
Salesforce, a computed facet can display sales results per account, per region, or per sales person.
In the following figure, the computed facet presents the total sales results per Salesforce account. The
numbers between the parentheses represent the number of sales for each account. Refining the search,
let's say to year 2010 with theYear facet, would update theSalesforce Account facet to show 2010 total
sales.

The computed value can appear either on the right or below the caption of each facet item. A prefix and a
suffix can appear before and after the value to help describe themeaning of the value.

Example: A Document Average Size custom facet could show the average file size and the average
number of pages for each document type.

Note:When it is not possible to compute a value, like the average number of pages for HTML documents,
the value simply does not appear. Your Coveo administrator can configure computed facets (see
"Configuring a Computed Facet" on page 421).

1.5.3 Numerical Range Facets

A numerical range facet is a type of SmartFacets™ displaying items that are ranges of values. Like for
computed facet, a calculation (sum, average, minimum, or maximum) can also bemade on the values found
for the numerical field associated with the facet.
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Example:When you index data from a customer relationship management (CRM) system, a numerical
range facet can display ranges of Opportunity Amounts together with the number of opportunities and the
total amount for each opportunity amount range.

Facet items are opportunity amount ranges

Number of opportunities for each range

Total opportunity amounts for each range

Note: Numerical range facets are available in Coveo Platform 6.5+, but need to be configured by a
developer. Contact the Coveo Professional Services for assistance.

1.5.4 Facet Zone on the Left Side of the Search Interface

With the Coveo Platform prior to version 6.5, facets could only appear on the right side or at the top of the
search interface. The Coveo Platform 6.5 introduces a new facet zone on the left side of the search interface.
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Note: Using the Interface Editor, your Coveo administrator can configure the layout of the facets in the
available facet zones (see "Configuring the Position of the Facets" on page 419).

1.5.5 Selected Facets Automatically Move to the Top of the Zone

With the Coveo Platform 6.5+, when you select a facet item, the facet automatically moves to the top of the
facet zone. The facet automatically moves back to its normal position in the zone when it is cleared.
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Type and Language facets in their normal position in the facet zone

Type and Language facets appearing at the top of the facet zone while they are selected.

This feature is particularly useful in search interfaces presenting a large number of vertically stacked facets.
Bringing all selected facets to the top of the facet zone allows users to easily identify the current refinement
criteria without having to vertically scroll the page back and forth.

Note: The automatic movement of the selected facet is always active in the Coveo Platform 6.5+ and
cannot be configured or deactivated.

1.6 Search Results
Once you enter one or more keywords and launch the search, the Coveo Platform returns all the pertaining
results that were found. Standard search interfaces comewith a configuration of search results that is
optimized for the search interface purpose or theme.

The following figure illustrates themain elements of the search results page.
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Search results title bar (see "Search Results Title Bar" on page 84)

Mini-results from search interfaces other than the current search interface (see "About Mini-Results"
on page 89)

Results for the current search interface (see "Email Result Example" on page 85 and "File Result
Example" on page 84).

Links to the other search results pages

Search Within Results link (see "SearchingWithin Results" on page 110)

Facets with which you can easily refine results (see "About Facets" on page 71)

When you open a search interface, the pagemay appear empty or already show search results, even when
the search box is empty. A search interface initially shows results when a hidden query is associated to the
interface (see "Viewing the Complete Underlying Query" on page 131). When all results cannot appear in one
page, page links appear at the bottom of the results page so you can view them, page by page.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can customize the search results configuration and even create new
search interfaces with custom search results elements. Consequently, the search results elements
presented in this topic may differ from the ones you see in your workplace.
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1.6.1 Search Results Title Bar

The search result title bar appears at the top of the search results page. The title bar provides information
about the results and can include optional controls.

Range of result numbers appearing in the current search results page. You can change the number of
results appearing in each page (see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14).

Total number of results returned for the current query

Selection for results sorting by Relevance or by decrementing or incrementingDate (see "Changing
How Results Are Sorted" on page 92).

Time taken to return the results for the last query

RSS link icon to set a RSS feed for a query (see "Receiving Updated Search Results Through a
RSS Feed" on page 101).

Query link icon to view the complete query sent to the Coveo server (see "Viewing the Complete
Underlying Query" on page 131)

Optionally, facets may appear below the search results title bar as drop-downmenus (see "About
Facets" on page 71).

1.6.2 File Result Example

Each result for file search contains a number of elements that help you to quickly grasp the content of the file.
Searched keywords (project in the following example) appear in bold in the search result elements.
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Document format icon and title - Click to open the document in its native application

Document excerpt featuring the searched keywords in bold

Computer on which the file resides, file path, and number of pages in the document

Quick View link - Click to immediately open an HTML version of the document (see "Quickly
Reviewing Documents" on page 86).

Folder link - Click to open the folder containing the document.

Details link - Click to see theSummary andProperties tabs (see "Viewing Search Result Details" on
page 96).

Document rating - Click one of the tree stars to set your personal appreciation of the document

Document author

Document last modification date

1.6.3 Email Result Example

Each email search result contains a number of elements that help you to quickly grasp the content of the
email.

Email icon and subject - Click to open the email in your email application (likeMicrosoft Outlook).
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Sender and recipient names

Email summary

Indexing and opening history

Email thread summary - Click to expand the series of exchanged emails for a given subject (see

"About Results Folding" on page 90).

Icon and attachment file name - Click to open an attached document with the native application.

Quick View links - Click to immediately open an HTML version of the email or attachment document
(see "Quickly Reviewing Documents" on page 86).

1.6.4 Quickly Reviewing Documents

A cached document is a copy of an HTML document or email message that the Coveo Platform keeps in
memory to speed up document access and reading. For non-HTML documents, the Coveo Platform can
create an HTML copy of a document (for example, converting fromMicrosoft Word to HTML) and offer a
Quick View link in the search results.

A cached or Quick View document generally takes significantly less time to open compared to the original
document in the native application. TheCached orQuick View link appears in the search results.

Once clicked, the Quick View or cached document window opens offering great time saving features:

l Each searched keyword is highlighted by a specific background color so that you can easily locate them
in the content.

l To easily jump to each occurrence of a keyword in the document, in the title bar:

o Repetitively click the keyword.

OR

o Leave themouse over the keyword, and then turn the scroll wheel.
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Color coded background highlighting of search keywords in the tool bar - Click or point and turn the
scroll wheel over one of the keywords to navigate in the document by jumping to each keyword
occurrence.

Color coded background highlighting of search keyword occurrences in the document.

Open link - Click to open the document in its native application

Detach link - Click to open the html document in a web browser to access features such as printing

Next (orPrevious) links - Click to view the next (or previous) search result without leaving the Quick
View or Cached document window.

Other Results link - Click to select from the list of other search results which result to view without
leaving the Quick View or Cached document window..

Navigating in a Cached or Quick View document window
1. Perform a search.

2. In the search results, identify a result for which you want to quickly read the document or message, and
then click the correspondingCached orQuick View link.
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The document window appears.

a. To quickly navigate through occurrences of a keyword in the document, in the document window title
bar:

l Click the desired keyword as many times as needed.

OR

l Point and rotate the scroll wheel over the desired keyword.

The window automatically scrolls to show the next keyword occurrence.

3. To open the document or message in the native application, in the document window title bar, click Open.

4. To open the document or message in web browser, in the document window title bar, click Detach.

Sending the document to a web browser is useful to take advantage of browser features such as printing.

5. To review the next search result, in the document window title bar, click Next.

This option is useful to quickly see the content of documents from concurrent search results. The
Previous button appears allowing you to also return to the previous document.

6. To review a specific search result:

a. In the document window title bar, click Other Results.

b. In the search results list that appears, click the document you wish to read.
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1.6.5 About Mini-Results

Mini-results show information that would not normally appear in the current search interface. When available,
mini-results appear at the top of the search results. They are useful to suggest information that you couldmiss
when querying a search interface with a narrower scope.

Example:When you launch a query in theMy Email search interface, themini-results could show
information coming from thePeople or from theSalesforce search interfaces.
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Mini-results from thePeople search interface

Mini-results from theSalesforce search interface

First mini-result from thePeople search interface

Secondmini-result from thePeople search interface

Link to theSalesforce search interface results

Click any of themultiple mini-results linked elements to switch to the corresponding search interface or to
view the element.

Note: Themini-results is an optional feature that your Coveo administrator can enable and configure
independently for each search interface (see "EnablingMini-Results in Search Interfaces" on page 371).

1.6.6 About Top Results

A TopResult is a document or item corresponding to a query expression, which is set to appear before other
search results, overriding the normal ranking process. The purpose of a Top Result is to make sure that the
most pertinent document or item related to a query is readily available to users. You can identify a Top Result
when you see one yellow star appearing on the right of the search result title or subject.

The optional star icon identifying a Top Result

Example: For the query news, the item pointing to the SharePoint Company News folder can be added as
a Top Result to ensure that users searching for news see this folder. Whenever news is queried, the
SharePoint Company News folder item appears at the top of search results.

Note: Top results are defined by your Coveo administrator (see "Adding Top Results" on page 192). The
Coveo administrator can also choose to not include the Top Result icon on the right of the Top Result
title/subject (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

1.6.7 About Results Folding

Results folding is a feature that initially shows a few result sub-items and allows you to show and hide all
other sub-items. By grouping same subject items, results folding contributes to producemore effective search
results.
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The following table presents where results folding is available.

Search interface Folded elements

My Email Email and instant messaging conversations

SharePoint and Intranet l Blog posts and their comments

l Discussion board threads

l Document sets and their items

Clearspace For Jive Clearspace/SBS systems:

l Relatedmessages starting with the original
message

l Comments related to a document, a blog post, or
a poll

Folded results appear below themain result to which they are associated. As shown in the following date

sorted email example, a plus sign icon initially appears followed, if applicable, by a few folded results or
attachment containing the searched terms.

Main result – most recent conversation itemmatching the query

Up to two other most recent folded sub-items matching the search query

Attachment child items matching the query

Clicking expands all the associated documents and the icon becomes aminus sign.
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Main result – most recent conversation itemmatching the query

All expanded sub-items (and their respective attachments) matching or not the search query. Starting
with themost recent item.

Clicking collapses, or folds, the sub results back to their original state.

For conversation type results (emails, instant messaging, blog posts, and discussion boards), themain result
is themost recent conversation itemmatching the query terms. The initial folded results are the next twomost
recent conversation items matching the query. When no other conversation items match the query, no folded

results appear after the icon.

1.6.8 Changing How Results Are Sorted

Sorting is the process in which search results are listed in a specific order based on a criterion. By default,
Coveo search interfaces offer sorting based on query relevance and document modification date. The
relevance criterion is based on the relevancy score attributed by the Coveo Platform to the document for the
current query (see "Understanding Search Results Ranking" on page 93).

Note: Your Coveo administrator can add other sorting criteria based on fields (see "Adding Sort Criteria" on
page 427).

Changing the search results sorting criterion is useful for example when you are looking for themost recent
document rather than for themost relevant document.
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To change how results are sorted
1. Perform a search.

2. On the search results title bar, click the desiredSort By criterion.

a. Click Relevance to sort results starting with themost relevant result for the query.

b. Click Date to sort results starting with themost recent document. An arrow pointing down indicates
themost recent starting order.

c. Click Date again to sort results starting with the least recent document. An arrow pointing up
indicates the least recent starting order.

The active sorting criterion appears in bold.

1.6.9 Understanding Search Results Ranking

Ranking is the process during which search results are sorted by relevance to your query from themost to the
least pertinent. The Coveo Platform ranks search results by calculating a relevancy score (in percentage)
based on a series of ranking factors parameters. The Coveo Platform uses this relevancy score to sort search
results when you select to sort results by relevancy (see "Changing How Results Are Sorted" on page 92).

The following table lists the ranking factors.

Ranking factor category Ranking factor

Content l Term frequency

l Term proximity

l Term in title

l Term in concepts

l Term in summary

l Termmatches original word (accents, casing and stemming)

Document l Documents modified recently

l Document quality evaluation

l Document in user language
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Ranking factor category Ranking factor

Location l Source rating

l Terms in address

l Term in folder name

l Term in home page address

Formatting l Term in large fonts

l Term is underlined

Collaborative rating l Collaborative rating weight (see "What Is Collaborative Rating?" on page
203)

You can contribute to the ranking of a document for a given query by rating the document (see "Rating a
Search Result" on page 94).

Because of their nature, Top Results (see "About Top Results" on page 90) andmini-results (see "About Mini-
Results" on page 89) are not affected by ranking and always appear at the top of the first search result page.

Note: Your Coveo administrator canmodify the relative weight of each factor in order to fine-tune ranking
(see "Customizing Search Results Ranking" on page 203).

1.6.10 Rating a Search Result

In search interfaces such as My Files, People, and Intranet, you can express your personal appreciation of a
search result by rating a document or an item.

Personal appreciation is a score that you, as a user, can assign to a document or item to reflect your
perception of its relevancy to the query. By rating a search result on a 1 to 3 yellow stars scale , you can
influence the search result ranking (see "Understanding Search Results Ranking" on page 93). The Coveo
Platform uses your personal appreciation to immediately modify the ranking of a search result and to calculate
its collaborative rating.

Collaborative rating appears as a 1 to 3 gray stars score (two stars by default when nobody has ranked
the search result) under each search result. The Coveo Platform calculates collaborative rating as an average
of the personal appreciations given to each document by users of the same group and uses it as one of the
ranking factors. Because this process is performed independently for each user group, it tailors ranking to
different types of users.

Example: The collaborative rating used to rank documents for a HR consultant is different from the one
used for a R&D developer.
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Personal appreciation prevails on collaborative ratingmeaning that, once you rate a search result, its
collaborative rating score is no longer taken into account.

Rating a search result is useful when you find that its automatic ranking in the current query is not appropriate
from your point of view or that of your group. This immediately changes its position in the search results page.
You or other members of your group also benefit from this corrected rating the next time the same query is
performed.

Note: Collaborative rating is enabled by default. Your Coveo administrator can however disable it or
customize its behavior (see "Customizing Search Results Ranking" on page 203).

Assigning a personal appreciation to a search result

1. After performing a search where you identified a document for which you want to contribute to its rating,
locate the three gray stars in the search result of the document.

2. Click the appropriate star to modify the search result ranking as follows:

l – Click the star on the left to decrease the document relevancy score.

The document rank is immediately demoted in the search results list and one yellow star appears.

l – Click the star in the center to leave the current document relevancy score as is, for example
to counter balance collaborative ratings by other members of your group.

The document rank is not modified in the search results list and two yellow stars appear.

l – Click the star on the right to increase the document relevancy score. 

The document rank is immediately promoted in the search results list and three yellow stars appear.
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Removing or modifying a personal appreciation

1. To delete your personal appreciation for a document, right-click on the yellow stars.

The document rank is immediately adjusted according to the automatic relevancy score in the search
results list and the appropriate number of gray stars appear.

2. Tomodify your personal appreciation:

a. First delete your current appreciation by right-clicking on the yellow stars.

b. Click the appropriate gray star to assign your personal appreciation (see "Assigning a personal
appreciation to a search result" on page 95).

1.6.11 Viewing Search Result Details

Each search result contains a number of elements that help you to quickly grasp the content of the document.
The optional Details link, generally appearing on the last line of the search result, provides more information
about the document while staying in the search results page.

When you click theDetails link of a search results, theSummary andProperties tab appear. Their content is
illustrated with the examples in the following figures.

Hide Details link - Click to close the details section
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Document summary presenting key sentences from the search result content

Document concepts

1.6.12 Search Results Refining Methods

You often need to refine results when your initial query returns a large number of results. Refining search
results simply means applying other criteria to the initial query to reduce the number of results to more relevant
documents.

The following table lists various methods that you can use to refine search results.

Method Reference

Start with amore appropriate search interface "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20

Type amore complete query "Performing a Search" on page 5

Use facets "Refining Search Results Using Facets" on page 73

Use theSearch Within Results link "SearchingWithin Results" on page 110

Use theAdvanced Search page "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page 105

1.6.13 Refining a Search by Cluster

When result clustering is enabled by your Coveo administrator (see "What Is Result Clustering?" on page
233), you can display results from a single cluster. To do so, click the appropriate cluster in theRefine by
Cluster facet.

Note: TheRefine by Cluster facet is available when your Coveo administrator activates result clustering
(see "How to Enable Result Clustering" on page 233) and enables the optional cluster facet in the Interface
Editor (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).
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1.6.14 Using Saved Queries and Filters

Saved queries and filters are expressions that you can store so that you can quickly reapply them. This
feature is useful when you find that you frequently perform the same long query and would like to avoid having
to retype it each time.

The difference between saved queries and saved filters is that saved queries do not accept additional
expressions; whereas, saved filters do.

Example: If you enter the Coveo AND Search query in the search box and you apply the saved query
@sysauthor=John, your original Coveo AND Search query is replaced by @sysauthor=John.
However, if @sysauthor=John is a saved filter, it is added to the query expression to form Coveo AND

Search @sysauthor=John.

Note: The saved queries and filters feature is optional andmust be enabled by your Coveo administrator for
a specific search interface (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

Important: Saved queries and filters are stored in your browser cookies and are therefore only available
with this browser on this computer. They will be lost if you clear your browser cookie memory.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Adding a saved query or a saved filter" on page 98

l "Using a saved query or a saved filter" on page 99

l "Deleting a saved query or a saved filter" on page 100

1.6.14.1 Adding a saved query or a saved filter

1. Type and launch query that you wish to save.

The search results appear.

2. To save the search, use one of the followingmethods:
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l At the bottom of the last facet:

a. Click Query or Filter, to respectively save the search expression as a query or as a filter.

b. Enter a name for the query or filter, and then click Save.

OR

l At the right end of the search results title bar:

a. In theDo moremenu, selectManage Filters.

b. In theSaved Queries and Filters page, in either theSaved Queries section or theSaved
Filters section, enter a name for the search, and then click Save.

The new named search is added to the appropriate section.

c. Click Return to Search.

1.6.14.2 Using a saved query or a saved filter

1. In the upper-right corner of the search results page, below theDo moremenu, locate and click theSelect
Saved Filter orSelect Saved Query drop-down list.
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Note: The drop-down list appears only when at least one saved query or one saved filter exists. When
only queries are saved, theSelect Saved Filter drop-down list is namedSelect Saved Query.

2. In the drop-down list, select the saved query or filter expression that you wish to perform.

1.6.14.3 Deleting a saved query or a saved filter

1. At the right end of the search results title bar, in theDo moremenu, selectManage Filters.

2. In theSaved Queries and Filters page, in either theSaved Queries section or theSaved Filters
section, click [Delete] next to the saved query or saved filter that you wish to eliminate.

3. Click Return to Search.

1.6.15 Exporting Search Results to Microsoft Excel

You can export the results currently appearing in the search results page to aMicrosoft Excel file format. This
feature is useful when you want to save the results as a list and perform further operation on the data, or
import the list of results in a database.

Note: The Export to Excel feature is optional and is available only when your Coveo administrator enables it
for the specific search interface (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

To export search results to the Microsoft Excel file format

1. Perform the query for which you want to export the search results.

The results appear in the search results page.

2. At the right end of the search result title bar, in theDo moremenu, select Export to Excel.
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The File Download dialog box appears.

3. Click Open orSave to respectively directly open the file in Microsoft Excel or to open theSave As dialog
box where you can select the file name and the destination folder.

1.6.16 Receiving Updated Search Results Through a RSS Feed

RSS (acronym for Really Simple Syndication or for Rich Site Summary) identified by the icon, is a format
for delivering regularly changing web content. With a RSS feed, you can easily stay informed by retrieving the
latest content from the sites you are interested in, saving time by not needing to visit each site individually.

Example: News-related sites or blogs often publish their content as an RSS feed for whoever is interested.

You can read feeds you received from RSS feeds to which you subscribed in a feed reader or news aggregator
software such as a browser (for example in Internet Explorer). With the Coveo Platform, you can subscribe to
a RSS feed for a specific query expression so that you can automatically receive updates when the search
results for the specific query expression change.

Note: The RSS feed feature is optional and is available only when your Coveo administrator enables it for
the specific search interface (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381). The Coveo
administrator can also set the RSS feed refresh rate (see "Specifying the RSS Feed Parameters" on page
394).
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To receive updated search results through a RSS feed
1. Perform a search for which you wish to receive updated search results.

2. At the right end of the search results title bar, click , the RSS feed icon.

TheSearch Results for page appears.

3. Click Subscribe to this feed.

4. In the dialog box that appears corresponding to your feed reader software (for example Internet Explorer):

a. In theName field, enter or modify the name that you wish to see representing this feed in your feed
reader software.

b. In theCreate in drop-down list, select an existing folder or click New folder to create a new folder in
which you wish to receive the feeds for this query.

c. Optionally select theAdd to Favorites bar check box to add a link to this feed in your favorites.

d. Click Subscribe.

5. In themessage that appears to confirm the successful subscription to this feed, click View my feeds to
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see the content of your feeds.

Note: Refer to your feed reader software documentation to learn how to read and how to unsubscribe
from aRSS feed.

1.7More Advanced Search
The Coveo Platform offers several methods to perform more precise or more sophisticated searches. In the
search box, you can use a variety of expressions to find exactly what you are looking for.

Example: You can use the following query to find all documents containing specifics terms that are nearby
in a document that was created or modified within the last month.

Normal keywords – bothmust be present in the found documents.

Field query – the documents must be created or modified within the last month.

Proximity operator – The terms must be present ten or less terms apart in the found documents

Prefixes and Operators

The Coveo Platform supports a number of prefixes and various types of operators (Boolean,
mathematical, date, email,…) to help you createmore precise queries (see "Search Prefixes and
Operators" on page 117 and "Using Special Characters in Queries" on page 125).
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Field Codes

In the Coveo unified index, a field contains information frommetadata that comes with the indexed
documents. Metadata is information about a document rather than information contained in a document
(see "What Are Field Queries and Free Text Queries?" on page 138). The Coveo Platform supports
numerous field codes for a variety of systems (see "Available Field Aliases" on page 114).

Wildcard

By default you can use wildcard characters (? and *) in a query to expand keywords and therefore expand
the query (see "UsingWildcards in Queries" on page 111).

Tip: You probably already use complex queries without knowing (see "User Interface Elements Hiding
Complex Queries" on page 104 ).

1.7.1 User Interface Elements Hiding Complex Queries

You can transparently use or see behind the scene complex queries with the following Coveo user interface
elements.

Facets

Facets are the good examples of hidden complex queries generated using an easy to use user interface.
When you click an element in a facet, a corresponding field query is generated (see "Refining Search
Results Using Facets" on page 73).

Example: In the Type facet, clicking theExcel element is equivalent to adding the field expression
@sysfiletype=="xls" to your query.

Advanced Search Page

In the default web search interfaces, the optional Advanced Search link opens the Advanced Search
page where you can intuitively createmore sophisticated queries without having to type field query codes
(see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page 105).

Example: In theDocument Properties tab or the Advanced Search page, selecting the options
illustrated in the following figure is equivalent to typing the following field query: @sysfiletype=xls
@syssize>=10240 @syslanguage==English @systitle=Funding.
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Query Link Icon

The optional query link icon ( ) available at the right end of the results title bar, is useful to open a dialog
where you can see the complete query sent to the Coveo server. You can discover behind the scene field
queries added to the keywords that you typed in the search box (see "Viewing the Complete Underlying
Query" on page 131).

The query link icon ( )

1.7.2 Using the Advanced Search Page

In default web search interfaces, you can easily compose a complex query using the optional Advanced
Search link. The parameters found in the four sections or tabs of the page allow you to specify multiple
keywords with logical operators, date criteria, document properties, and collection restrictions, without typing
search operators or field names.

Note: TThe Advanced Search feature is optional andmust be enabled by your Coveo administrator (see
"Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).
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To compose a complex query using the Advanced Search page

1. In a default web search interface, click Advanced Search appearing above the search box.

The full Advanced Search page appears.
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Note:When your Coveo administrator has selected theEnable inline advanced search option (see
"Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381) and you click Advanced Search after having
performed a query, a tabbedAdvanced Search dialog box rather appears between the search box and
the search results. Both interfaces present the same parameters. All the parameters you enter in each
tab are combined to build the query when click the search button.

The following steps are illustrated with the tabbedAdvanced Search dialog box.

2. Select theKeywords tab to compose a query that includes keywords and operators. The table following
the figure describes the available parameters.

Parameter Accepted value Description

All of
these
words

Free text queries
Field queries

The document must contain all terms (words, numbers, etc.) entered in
this box. Their order is not important. This parameter is equivalent to
using the AND operator between keywords.

This exact
phrase

Free text queries
Field queries

The document must contain the term sequence or phrase. All terms, as
well as their specific order, are important. This parameter is equivalent
to using quotationmarks " " around the phrase.

Note: The terms (words, numbers, etc.) entered in this field are
subject to stemming when it is enabled (see "What Is Stemming?"
on page 141).

Any of
these
words

Free text queries
Field queries

The document must contain at least one of the terms (words, numbers,
etc.) entered in this box. This parameter is equivalent to using the OR
operator between keywords.

None of
these
words

Free text queries
Fields queries

The document must not contain the terms (words, numbers, etc.)
entered in this box. This parameter is equivalent to using the NOT
operator before keywords.
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Parameter Accepted value Description

Custom
query

Free text queries
Fields queries
Operators

The terms entered in this box are not subject to any implicit operator or
field. TheCustom query complements the advanced search by
allowing to query extra fields where field names or operators must be
used (see "Performing a Search" on page 5).

3. Select theDate tab to compose a query that includes date fields (see also "Querying Date and Time
Fields" on page 116). The table following the figure describes the available parameters.

Parameter
Accepted
value

Description

Anytime N/A The creation or modification date of a document is not important.

In the last n
days/months

Numeric The document must have been created or modified in the last n days or
months. This parameter is equivalent to using the @sysdate field
query.

Between
[StartDate] and
[EndDate]

Drop-down
list
selections

The document must have been created or modified between the two
specified dates. This parameter is equivalent to using the @sysdate
field query.

4. Select theDocument Properties tab to compose a query that includes document metadata fields . The
table following the figure describes the available parameters.
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Parameter
Accepted
value

Description

Format Drop-
down list
selection

The document must be of a specific type (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF,
Web page, text, or email). This parameter is equivalent to using the
@sysfiletype field query. .

Size Numeric The document must be smaller than (At most) or larger than (At least) the
value (inKB,MB or bytes) entered in this parameter. This parameter is
equivalent to using the @syssize field query.

Language Drop-
down list
selection

The document must be written in a specific language (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136). This parameter is equivalent to using the
@syslanguage field query.

Address
Title
Author

Free text
queries

There are three options for these parameters:
contains: The document metadatamust contain all the terms (words,
numbers, etc.) entered in the search box. Their order is not important.
does not contain: The document metadatamust not contain the terms
(words, numbers, etc.) entered in the search box. Equivalent of using the NOT
operator preceding a term.Terms in this parameters are not expanded with
thesaurus entries.
matches: The document metadatamust contain the exact, contiguous, and
same order terms (words, numbers, etc.) entered in the text box.
These parameters are equivalent to respectively using the @sysuri,
@systitle, and @sysauthor field queries.

5. Select theCollections tab to compose a query that includes a scope restriction to selected collections
(see "What is an Index Collection?" on page 144). Only the collections selected are searched.
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6. To start the search:

a. With the tabbed Advanced Search page, click the search button next to the search box.

b. With theAdvanced Search dialog box, click Search at the bottom of the page.

7. With the tabbed Advanced Search page, click Hide Advanced Search above the search box to close the
Advanced Search dialog box.

Tip: Click the query link icon at the right end of the search results title bar to see the text of the
complete query that you composed using the Advanced Search page (see "Viewing the Complete
Underlying Query" on page 131).

8. When you want to cancel the advanced search with theAdvanced Search page, on the title bar click
Return to Search.

1.7.3 Searching Within Results

TheSearch Within Results link optionally appears in search interfaces below the search results title bar and
above the facets. The purpose of the search within results filter is to refine a query by adding expressions to it,
that is, only searching within the results list obtained from the previous query.

Note: The search within results filter is optional. Your Coveo administrator can enable it independently for
each search interface (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

To search within results

1. After performing a query for which you want to refine the results, click theSearch Within Results link
located below the search results title bar and above the facets.

The search box is cleared and amessage appears below the search results title bar to indicate that the
displayed results are restricted to the previous query.
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Search Within Results link

A search within results message

2. In the search box, enter the desired expression to refine the results, and then click Search.

3. Review your refined results.

The search within results filter stays active for subsequent queries so that you can continue to add
expression and refine results further.

4. Click the [Clear] link that appears at the end of themessage to deactivate the search within results filter.

1.7.4 Using Wildcards in Queries

A wildcard character is a character that may be substituted for any of a defined subset of all possible
characters. The wildcard questionmark character (?) may be substituted for any one of the 36 letter and
number characters (A through Z and 0 through 9). The asterisk character (*) substitutes for any zero or more
characters.

When you use a wildcard syntax in the search box, the Coveo Platform expands keywords containing
wildcard characters to the possible matching keywords to broaden the query.

Examples:

l Searching for te?t could return documents containing either the words text or test but could also
documents containing te4t, if this term was found.

l Searching for search* couldmatch searching and searched. 

Using wildcard characters is useful when you want to match all variants of a pattern. You type the fixed part of
the pattern and use a wildcard character to expand to the variants.

Example: To find all product names starting with THI10, you enter THI10* in the search box.

Using wildcards is useful when you do not remember the exact spelling for the name of a person, company, or
product but you do remember part of it.
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Important: Usewildcards parsimoniously as they can drastically expand a query and therefore significantly
increase the load on the index server. Youmay notice that wildcard queries often take significantly more
time to complete and return a large number of results. For example, if you search a*t, there is potentially a
large number of words starting with the letter a and ending with the letter t that will need to be searched by
the index server.

Note:Wildcard queries is an optional feature that your Coveo administrator can disable to reduce the load
on the index server (see "How toModify the Index Settings" on page 230).

1.7.4.1 Wildcard and stemming issue

When stemming is enabled (see "What Is Stemming?" on page 141), the wildcard query search results may
not correspond exactly to the queried term.

Example:When you search universi* and stemming is enabled, the Coveo Platform internally searches
for terms like university, universitas, université, but stemming searches terms starting with univer, yielding
to results containing terms such as universal or universe, that do not respect Universi*.

1.7.4.2 Wildcard and operators limitations

Wildcard queries do not work when used with the following operators:

l Exact phrase (delimited by quotemarks) cannot enclose wildcard characters.

Example: "global warm*" is not allowed.

l Contiguity characters (. : / \ _ -) cannot be used in the same terms as wildcard characters.

Example: long_file-nam*.txt is not allowed.

l The NEAR proximity operator cannot be used between terms containing wildcards.

Example: glob* NEAR warm is not allowed.

1.7.5 Useful Field Query Examples

The following table presents a few field query examples that youmay find useful. They take advantage of field
aliases for which the query syntax is simpler than with fields (see "Available Field Aliases" on page 114).
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Field alias Example description

to

from

Finding documents exchanged with a person
You can refine results to email and conversation items exchanged with a person
using the @to and/or @from field queries. This refinement can also be done
using the To and From facets but it may be faster to simply type the field query.

Example: @to=frank finds all documents sent to a person with frank in its
name.
Similarly, @from==jsmith finds all documents received from a person
whose user name is jsmith.

Note: You can also use the following syntax to:frank where the@
character is not needed when using the : operator rather than the = operator
(see "Using Special Characters in Queries" on page 125).

date Finding documents created or modified within a given time range
Using the @date field query, you can easily refine results to document that
where created or modified during a specific time range (see "Date/Time
Operators" on page 120).

Example: @date>=today-7d finds all documents created or modified
within the last week.
@date=2010/01/01..2010/12/31 finds all documents created or
modified within the year 2010.

containsattachment Finding documents with attachment

Example: Youmay want to search for a document that you know contains an
attachment. @containsattachment finds all documents containing one or
more attachments.

uri Finding the total number of documents available from a search interface
Youmay want to know how many documents are available in the Coveo unified
index from a given search interface to grasp the scope of the indexed content.
You can easily do this using the @uri field query that returns all documents to
which you have access in the context of the current search interface.

Enter the @uri field query.

Read the total number of results to which you have access.
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1.7.6 Available Field Aliases

A field alias is amapping between an existing system field (ex.: sysauthor) and a field name that is easier to
remember and use in a query (ex.: author).

End-users not commonly type field queries mainly because one needs to know the available system field
names and how to use them. There are numerous generic and repository specific system fields available, but
most of them are only useful to administrators and developers (see "Available System Fields" on page 311).

There are however a reduce number of system fields that may be useful to an end-user and for which field
aliases are available.

All system field names start with the sys prefix (ex.: systitle). Field aliases generally eliminate the prefix to
make it easier to remember.

The following table lists the available standard field aliases and provides examples.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can definemore system field aliases (see "How to Add andModify Field
Aliases" on page 327).

Field alias Description Example

addeddate Contains the date at which the document
was first added to the index.

@addeddate=today

Finds documents added to the index
today.

author Contains the author of the document. @author=John

Finds documents whose author is
John.

collection Contains the name of the collection in which
the document is indexed. A collection is an
index subdivision (see "Understanding
Coveo Components Hierarchy" on page 17).

@collection=Coveo

Finds documents from theCoveo
collection.

concepts Contains the key concepts extracted by the
Coveo Platform from the document and
presented in the search results excerpt and
summary (see "What Are Excerpts?" on
page 142 and "What Are Summaries?" on
page 143).

@concepts=stemming

Finds documents for which the
concept stemmingwas extracted.

containsattachment Indicates if the document contains
attachments (email attachments or files in an
archive such as a .zip or .rar).

@containsattachments

Finds documents containing
attachments.
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Field alias Description Example

date Contains the creation or modification date of
the document.

Note: The indexing date of a document is
indicated by addeddate; whereas, its re-
indexing, refreshing or rebuilding date is
indicated by indexeddate.

@date=today

Finds documents created or modified
today.
@date>now-5h
Finds documents created or modified
less than 5 hours ago.

fileextension Contains the file extension of the document. @fileextension=pdf

Finds documents whose file
extension contain pdf.

filename Contains the filename of the document. @filename=Online_

Documentation

Finds documents whose file names
containOnline_Documentation.

filetype Contains the document type (see "Supported
File Formats" on page 134).

@filetype=doc

Finds Microsoft Word documents.

from Contains the sender of an email. @from=John

Finds emails whose sender name
contains John.

indexeddate Contains themost recent date on which the
document was re-indexed, refreshed or
rebuilt.

Note: The indexing date of a document is
indicated by addeddate; whereas, its
modification date by date.

@indexeddate<=today-1mo

Finds documents indexed amonth
ago or earlier.

isattachment Indicates if the document is an attachment
(email attachments or files in an archive
such as .zip or .rar).

@isattachment

Finds email attachments and
documents in archive files (ex.: files
in a .zip archive).

isrecord Indicates if a document is a record such as a
row in a database table or an element of an
XML file.

@isrecord

Finds documents that come from a
database repository.

isreference Indicates if the document is indexed by
reference (see "What Is the Difference
between Indexing by Reference and
Indexing by Content?" on page 308).

@isreference

Finds documents indexed by
reference.
not @isreference
Finds documents indexed by content.
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Field alias Description Example

language Contains the language of the document (see
"Supported Languages" on page 136).

@language=Spanish

Finds documents written in Spanish.
not @language
Finds documents whose language is
unknown.

links Contains links towards other documents
included in a document.

@links=http://www.coveo.com

Find documents that include a link
towards the http://www.coveo.com
document.

site Contains the website address of the
document.

@site=www.coveo.com

Finds documents located on the
Coveo website.

size Contains the size, in bytes, of the document. @size>1024

Finds documents whose size is
superior to 1 kB.

source Contains the source in which the document
is indexed. A source is an index subdivision
(see "Understanding Coveo Components
Hierarchy" on page 17).

@source=Coveo

Finds documents from theCoveo
source.

title Contains the title of the document. @title=Coveo

Finds documents whose title contain
the wordCoveo.

to Contains the recipients of the email. @to=John

Finds emails whose recipient
contains John.

uri Contains the URI of the document. @uri=Coveo

Finds documents whose URI
contains the wordCoveo.

1.7.7 Querying Date and Time Fields

You can query date and time fields using a query syntax that includes relative or static values. Relative values
are dependent on a date operator (ex.: today) and time reference (ex.: 8h ago). Static values are fixed dates
and/or time (ex.: 2007/08/09@09:21:01).

1.7.7.1 Relative values

Use the following syntax to query a date and time field with a relative value:

@fieldname=dateoperator+timereference
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Example: @date>=now-7d finds all documents created or modified over the last week.

The following table describes these components.

Components Possible values Example

Field names All date/time field types (see "Available Field Aliases" on page
114)

@sysdate

Relational operators =, <>, >, >=, <, <= (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on
page 117)

>

Date operators now, today, yesterday (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on
page 117)

yesterday

Mathematical operators +, - (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on page 117) +

Time references
(optional with today and
yesterday)

All numbers and decimals

Note: The decimal symbol is a dot, not a comma.
Time units are seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), days (d),
months (mo) and years (y).

12h

1.7.7.2 Static values

Use the following syntax to query a date and time field with a static value:

@fieldname=yyyy/mm/dd@hh:mm:ss

where:

l years are four-digit values (ex.: 2010)

l months are two-digit values (ex.: 04 or 12)

l days are two-digit values (ex.: 01 or 31)

l hours range from 00 to 24, AM or PM symbols are not allowed

l time part (@hh:mm:ss) is optional

Example: @date>=2011/01/01 finds all documents created or modified since the beginning of year
2011.

1.7.8 Search Prefixes and Operators

You can use search prefixes and operators to refine a search by specifyingmore precisely what terms (words,
numbers, etc) you are looking for. The Coveo Platform recognizes themost common Boolean, date, and
relational operators as well as exact match and phrasematch queries.
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The following sections describe the syntax of prefixes and operators that you can use when you compose a
search query:

l "Exact Match Operators" on page 118

l "BooleanOperators" on page 119

l "Date/TimeOperators" on page 120

l "Mathematical Operators" on page 121

l "Email Operators" on page 123

l "Wildcard Operators" on page 124

l "Miscellaneous Operators" on page 124

1.7.8.1 Exact Match Operators

The following exact match operators act on string content.

+ (plus sign)

The document must contain the exact term preceded by the + prefix, ignoring terms of the same family
that are also searched when stemming is enabled.

Example: +develop
Finds documents containing develop and not those only containing terms of the same family such as
development, developer, or developed.

By default, the Coveo Platform ignores accented characters when building the index. Your administrator
can however enable indexing of accented characters. In this case, with the Coveo Platform 6.5+, the +
prefix also forces the exact match for accents. This feature is useful with languages using accents such
as French, Spanish, or Swedish.

Example: +déjà
Finds documents containing déjà, not those only containing accent variants such as deja.

Note: You cannot use wildcard characters in combination with an exact match prefix.

# (sharp)

The deprecated # prefix produces the same behavior as the + prefix.

Example: #search
Finds documents containing search and not those containing terms of the same family such as
searched, searches, or searching.
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" " (double quotation marks)

The document must contain the phrase or term sequence comprised between the double quotationmarks.
The terms must be contiguous and in the exact order.

Do not use double quotationmarks for a single term. Rather use the + prefix.

Example: "Coveo Enterprise Search"

Finds documents containing this exact phrase.

Note:When stemming is enabled, term sequence variants containing same family terms are also
returned.

. : / \ _ - (contiguity characters)

The document must contain the exact term sequence, with terms only separated by contiguity characters.

Example: The following queries:
Coveo.Enterprise.Search

Coveo-Enterprise/Search

Coveo\Enterprise:Search

find documents containing the term sequence and are equivalent to:
"Coveo Enterprise Search"

1.7.8.2 Boolean Operators

The following Boolean operators act on string content.

Note: Boolean operators are always recognized as operators when they are typed in uppercase letters.
Your Coveo administrator can however optionally configure the Coveo Platform to recognize Boolean
operators independently of the casing.

Note: TheNOT andNEAR operators are incompatible with the thesaurus (see "What Is the Thesaurus?"
on page 144). No synonyms are searched for terms preceded by NOT orNEAR.

AND

The document must contain all terms (words, numbers, etc.) joined by AND. The term order is not
important.

Note: By default, theAND operator is assumed betweenmultiple terms.

Example: Coveo AND Search AND Help

Finds documents containing all three terms and is equivalent to: Coveo Search Help
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OR

The document must contain at least one of the terms (words, numbers, etc.) joined by OR.

Example: Coveo OR Search

Finds documents containingCoveo orSearch, or both.

Tip: You can also use comma separated terms between parentheses to achieve the same results (see
"Miscellaneous Operators" on page 124).

NOT

The document must not contain the term (words, numbers, etc.) preceded by NOT.

The - prefix has the same effect (see "Miscellaneous Operators" on page 124).

Example: Coveo NOT CAVS

Finds documents that do not containCAVS but do containCoveo.

NEAR

The document must contain the two terms (words, numbers, etc.) joined by theNEAR operator, by default
nomore than ten terms away from each other in a document (from 1 to 10 terms apart). This operator is
useful to eliminate documents containing scattered occurrences of two queried terms when you rather
search for documents containing the two terms close to each other.

You can also specify themaximum number of terms between two terms using theNEAR:n operator
format.

Example: Coveo NEAR:20 Search

Finds documents containingCoveo andSearch nomore than twenty terms apart.

1.7.8.3 Date/Time Operators

The following date operators act on date content.

now

The document must have been created or modified between now and the duration value.

Youmust specify a duration value using the time units suffixes: seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), days
(d), months (mo) or years (y).

Example: @sysdate<=now-12h
Finds documents created or modified at least 12 hours ago.

today

The document must have been created or modified today or between today and the duration value.
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You can optionally specify a duration value using the time unit suffixes: seconds (s), minutes (m), hours
(h), days (d), months (mo) or years (y).

Example: @sysdate=today
Finds documents created or modified today.
@sysdate>=today-1mo

Finds documents created or modified within the last month.

yesterday

The document must have been created or modified yesterday or between yesterday and the duration
value.

You can optionally specify a duration value using the time unit suffixes: seconds (s), minutes (m), hours
(h), days (d), months (mo) or years (y).

Example: @sysdate=yesterday
Finds documents created or modified yesterday.
@sysdate>yesterday-6d

Finds documents created or modified in the previous seven days.

1.7.8.4 Mathematical Operators

= (includes)

The field must contain the terms (words, numbers, etc.) following =. When several terms follow =, they do
not need to be found contiguous or in the exact order, in the document.

Applies to string, numeric and date content.

Example: @systitle=Coveo
Finds documents containingCoveo in their titles.

== (is exactly)

The field must contain the exact terms (words, numbers, etc.) as they appear following ==, in the exact
and contiguous order. No other term can be present in the field.

Applies to string, numeric and date content.

Example: @systitle=="Coveo Enterprise Search"

Finds documents with this exact title only: Coveo Enterprise Search

<> (excludes)

The field must not contain the terms (words, numbers, etc.) following the <> operator.

Applies to string, numeric and date content.
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Example: @systitle<>"Enterprise Search"

Finds documents that do not containEnterprise Search in their title.

< (smaller than)

The value contained in the field must be inferior to the value entered after <. For dates, this means older
than, or before. A file size is entered in bytes.

Applies to numeric and date content.

Example: @syssize<50
Finds documents of 49 bytes or less.
@sysdate<today

Finds documents created or modified before today.

> (greater than)

The value contained in the field must be superior to the value entered after >. For dates, this means more
recent than, or after. File size is entered in bytes.

Applies to numeric and date content.

Example: @syssize>50
Finds documents of 51 bytes or more.
@sysdate>yesterday

Finds documents created or modified today.

<= (smaller than or equal to)

The value contained in the field must be inferior or equal to the value entered after <=. For dates, this
means up to the time of reference. File size is entered in bytes.

Applies to numeric and date content.

Example: @syssize<=50
Finds documents of 50 bytes or less.
@sysdate<=yesterday

Finds documents created or modified before today.

>= (greater than or equal to)

The value contained in the field must be superior or equal to the value entered after >=. For dates, this
means at the time of reference and after. File size is entered in bytes.

Applies to numeric and date content.
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Example: @syssize>=50
Finds documents of 50 bytes or more.
@sysdate>=yesterday

Finds documents modified or created yesterday or today.

.. (value range)

The value contained in the field must be in the inclusive range specified by two values separated by two
dots (double points or periods). File size is entered in bytes.

Applies to numeric and date content.

Example: @syssize=1024..2048
Finds documents of at least 1024 bytes and not more than 2048 bytes in size.

+ (plus)

The duration value in seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), days (d), months (mo) or years (y), is added to
the date operator (now, today, or yesterday).

Example: @sysdate<yesterday+1d
Finds documents that were created or modified yesterday or today.

- (minus)

The duration value in seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), days (d), months (mo) or years (y), is subtracted
from the date operator ( now, today, or yesterday).

Applies to date content.

Example: @sysdate=now-1mo
Finds documents that were created or modified during one day exactly onemonth ago.

1.7.8.5 Email Operators

The following email operators act on string content. These prefixes return results only in search interfaces
searching email messages.

from

The email messagemust be received from anyone whose name or address contains the specified term.

Example: from:Liz
Finds emails received from anyone whose name or address contains Liz.
from:"Liz Smith"

Finds emails received from Liz Smith.
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to

The email messagemust be sent to anyone whose name or address contains the specified term.

Example: to:Liz
Finds emails sent to anyone whose name or address contains Liz.
to:"Liz Smith"

Finds emails sent to Liz Smith.

1.7.8.6 Wildcard Operators

The following wildcard operators act on string content (see "UsingWildcards in Queries" on page 111).

Note: You cannot use wildcard characters in combination with an exact match prefix.

* (asterisks)

The document must contain the keyword completed by any number of any characters at the place of the *
character.

Example: develop*
Finds documents containing words starting with develop such as developed, developing, or
development.

Note: Your Coveo administrator can disable wildcard search or set aminimum number of leading
characters (two by default) to prevent execution of computationally expensive wildcard queries (see
"What Are the Advanced Index Parameters?" on page 235).

? (question mark)

The document must contain the keyword completed by any character at the place of the ? character.

Example: develop?
Finds documents containing words starting with develop and including onemore character such as
develops

1.7.8.7 Miscellaneous Operators

- (minus or dash character)

The document must not contain the exact term preceded by the - prefix. The exclude - prefix is equivalent
as usingNOT before a term (see "BooleanOperators" on page 119).

Applies to string content.

Example: Coveo -CAVS

Finds documents that containCoveo but do not containCAVS.
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( , ) (parentheses and comma)

The field must contain at least one of the values isolated by parentheses and separated by commas.

This is equivalent to using theOR operator between terms (see "BooleanOperators" on page 119).

Applies to string and date content.

Example: @syslanguage=(english, french, spanish)

Is the same as:
@syslanguage=english OR @syslanguage=french OR @syslanguage=spanish

( ) (parentheses grouping with operators)

The document must contain the keywords and respect the filter built using parentheses to group keywords
with operators.

Applies to string content.

Example: Liz (project NEAR:5 presentation)

Finds documents containing the three keywords but where the keywords project and presentation are no
more than five terms apart.

1.7.9 Using Special Characters in Queries

In a query, special (non alphanumeric) characters have either a particular action in specific contexts or are
ignored, being interpreted as a blank space character.

Note: The Coveo Platform does not index special characters. This means that you cannot search for a
special character, or for a term containing a special character such as an email address that contains the@
character.

The following table lists the syntax for special characters that you can use in a Coveo search box to perform a
special action in specific contexts of a query.

Character Action Result behavior Query example

@ Indicates a
field

The term immediately following the at
sign character is interpreted as a field. 
When the term is not a field, either no
results are returned or a syntax error
message appears.

@sysfiletype=doc

Finds all .doc files.
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

+ Matches
exact term

When the plus character immediately
precedes a term, only documents
containing the exact term are returned. In
other words, the + operator disables
stemming for the term it precedes.

Note: You cannot use wildcard
characters in combination with an
exact match prefix.

+search

Finds documents containing
search and not those
containing terms of the same
family like searched,
searches, or searching.

Acts as the
plus
mathematical
operator

In a @sysdate field argument, when the
plus character appears between a date
operator (now, today, or yesterday)
and a duration value (in seconds [s],
minutes [m], hours [h], days [d], months
[mo], or years [y]), the duration value is
added to the date operator.

@sysdate<yesterday+1d

Finds documents created or
modified yesterday or today.

# Matches
exact term

Like the plus character, when the sharp
character immediately precedes a term,
only documents containing the exact
term are returned, the term is not
stemmed. 

Note:While the # prefix works, it is
deprecated and replaced by the +
character.

#search

Finds documents containing
search and not those
containing terms of the same
family like searched,
searches, or searching.
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

- Excludes
term

When theminus (dash) character
immediately precedes a term,
documents containing the term (and
same root terms) are excluded from the
search results.

Note: Theminus prefix is equivalent to
using the NOT operator before a term.

roadmap -2010

Finds documents containing
roadmap but not containing
2010.

Acts as the
minus
mathematical
operator

In a @sysdate field argument, when the
minus (dash) character appears between
a date operator (now, today, or
yesterday) and a duration value (in
seconds [s], minutes [m], hours [h], days
[d], months [mo], or years [y]), the
duration value is subtracted from the date
operator.

@sysdate=now-1mo

Finds documents that were
created or modified within the
day exactly amonth ago.

Acts as a
contiguity
character

When theminus (dash) character
appears between terms, the returned
documents contain the term sequence in
the specified order.

Note:When stemming is enabled, the
returned documents may also contain
sequences of stem variants terms.

annual-roadmap-review

Returns documents contain
the term sequence and is
equivalent to: "annual
roadmap review"

_ / \ . Act as
contiguity
characters

When the underscore, slash, backslash,
or dot (point or period) character appears
between terms, the returned documents
contain the term sequence as well as the
same root terms sequence in the
specified order.

Note: Using the contiguity characters
is equivalent to using quotemarks
delimited term sequencematch like:
"Coveo Enterprise Search"

annual_roadmap_review

or amix of contiguity
characters
annual/roadmap\review

Returns documents contain
the term sequence.
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

: Acts as a
contiguity
character

When the colon character appears
between terms, the returned documents
contain the exact term sequence.

annual:roadmap:review

Returns documents contain
the exact term sequence.

Acts as an
equal field
operator

When the colon character appears
between a field and its argument, the
colon is equivalent to an equal sign. With
the colon character, you do not need to
enter the at sign character (@) before the
field.

sysfiletype:doc

Returns all .doc documents.

= Acts as an
equal field
operator

When the equal character appears
between a field and its argument, the
equal acts as an equal sign.

Note: When several terms follow =,
they do not need to be contiguous or in
the exact order.

@systitle=(annual

roadmap review)

Returns documents
containing annual and
roadmap and review in their
title.
systitle=annual
roadmap review

Returns documents
containing annual in their title
and roadmap and review
anywhere in the document.

== Acts as an
exact match
field operator

When double-equal characters appear
between a field and its argument, the
equal acts as an exact, contiguous, and
same order match operator for the
argument terms appearing between
quotemarks.

@systitle=="annual

roadmap review"

Returns only documents with
the title: annual roadmap
review

<> Acts as an
exclude field
operator

When contiguous smaller than and
greater than characters (<>) appear
between a field and its argument, the
characters acts as an exclude operator
for the argument term or terms appearing
between quotemarks.

@systitle<>"roadmap

review"

Returns documents that do
not contain roadmap and
review in their title.
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

< Acts as an
inferior
mathematical
field operator

When the smaller than character appears
between a field and its date or numerical
argument, the character acts as an
inferior operator.

@syssize<50

Returns documents of 49
bytes or less.
@sysdate<today
Returns documents created
or modified before today.

<= Acts as an
inferior or
equal
mathematical
field operator

When contiguous smaller than and equal
characters appear between a field and its
date or numerical argument, the
characters act as an inferior or equal
operator.

@syssize<=50

Returns documents of 50
bytes or less.
@sysdate<=yesterday
Returns documents created
or modified before today.

> Acts as a
superior
mathematical
field operator

When the greater than character appears
between a field and its date or numerical
argument, the character acts as a
superior operator.

@syssize>50

Returns documents of 51
bytes or more.
@sysdate>yesterday
Returns documents created
or modified today.

>= Acts as a
superior or
equal
mathematical
field operator

When contiguous greater than and equal
characters appear between a field and its
date or numerical argument, the
characters act as a superior or equal
operator.

@syssize>=50

Returns documents of 50
bytes or more.
@sysdate>=yesterday
Returns documents created
or modified since the
beginning of yesterday.

.. Identifies an
inclusive
value range

When two dots (points or periods)
separate two field values, the dots act as
an inclusive range operator.

@syssize=1024..2048

Finds documents which size
is greater or equal to 1024
bytes and smaller or equal to
2048 bytes.

" "
“ ”

Matches
term
sequence

When strait or curly quotemark enclose
terms, they act as a contiguous term
sequence or phrasematch.
Quotemarks do not disable the
stemming on the enclosed terms. This
means that documents containing a
same order sequence of stem variant
terms are also returned.
Frequent small words like articles and
pronouns (called stop words) are not
indexed. Consequently, stop words
entered in a query are ignored in a term
sequence search.

"annual roadmap

review"

Returns documents
containing the term sequence
or same root variants or the
phrase.
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

* Acts as a
wildcard
operator

When the asterisk character appears at
the end, or in a term, it acts as a wildcard
operator to specify a term completed by
any number of any characters at the
place of the asterisk character (see
"UsingWildcards in Queries" on page
111).

Note: Your Coveo administrator can
disable wildcard search or set a
minimum number of leading characters
(typically three) to prevent execution of
computationally expensive wildcard
queries (see "What Are the Advanced
Index Parameters?" on page 235).
Also, you cannot use wildcard
characters in combination with an
exact match prefix.

develop*

Returns documents
containing terms starting with
develop such as developed,
developing, or development.

? Acts as a
wildcard
operator

When the questionmark character
appears at the end, or in a term, it acts as
a wildcard operator to specify a term
completed by any character at the place
of the questionmark.

develop?

Returns documents
containing terms starting with
develop and including one
more character such as
develops.

( ) Groups
enclosed
terms for
Boolean
operators

When a pair of parentheses groups terms
with adjacent and included logical
operators, it builds a filter.

Liz OR (project AND

presentation)

Returns documents that
contain either the first term or
both of the other two terms.

( , ) Field operator When a pair of parentheses groups
comma separated terms in the argument
of a field, it is equivalent as using the OR
operator between the terms.

@syslanguage=

(english, french,

spanish)

Is the same as:
@syslanguage=english
OR
@syslanguage=french
OR
@syslanguage=spanish
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Character Action Result behavior Query example

TM Unregistered
trademark
symbol

When the tm (two letters) appear at the
end of a product name, they can
represent the expanded form of the
unregistered trademark symbol (™).

Note: The™ symbol is a ligature that
is expanded to tm in the index (see
"How Are Typographic Ligatures
Handled" on page 140).

productnametm

Returns documents that
contain either
productnametm or
productname™.

Other
special
characters

Do nothing All other special characters, or specified
characters appearing in other contexts in
a query, are treated as a blank space and
ignored or, produce an error message.

Note: Example of ignored special
characters are: interrogationmark (?),
exclamationmark (!), semicolon (;),
copyright (©), registered trademark
(®), dollar ($), Euro symbol (€), Pound
(£), Yen (¥), percent (%), hat (^),
ampersand (&), left and right brackets
([ ]), left and right accolades ({ }),
semicolon (;), and Tilde (~).

annual$roadmap!review

Is equivalent to: annual
roadmap review
@hotmail.com
Returns the Invalid
query syntax ('"').
error message.

1.7.10 Viewing the Complete Underlying Query

You can view the complete query that is sent to the Coveo index server using the query link icon ( ). The
complete query is built behind the scene to combine filters for the searched terms typed in the search box,
expressions generated by facets, advanced search fields, if applicable hidden filters associated with the
search interface, built-in filters, skins, etc.

Note: The query link function is available in the Coveo Platform 6.2+. The presence of the query link icon in
search interfaces is disabled by default. Your Coveo administrator must enable this feature (see "Displaying
the Query Link Icon in a Search Interface" on page 395).

To see the complete underlying query

1. Click the query link icon ( ) at the right end of the results title bar.

A dialog box appears showing the link to the current query as well as the complete query text expression.
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The query link icon ( )

2. Use the expression found inComplete query to review the complete query sent to the index server.

3. When you want to easily share the current query results with colleagues who have access to the same
search interface:

a. Copy the text string found in Link to this query.

b. Send the copied link to your colleagues.

A colleague receiving and pasting this text string in the address bar of a browser will see the search
results available to him in the same search interface for the same search terms, and with the same
facet settings.

1.7.11 About Super User Access

The Coveo Platform includes a super user access feature. Super user access is typically granted in
exceptional cases to allow an authorized user, such as amember of the legal department, to access a broad
content scope so he can gather documents related to legal issues.

A super user access bypasses all security checks normally performed on the Coveo Platform. Your Coveo
administrator can grant access to all indexed content to a specific authorized user, but not to a group. With
super user access, the granted user can search all the documents in the index, including documents to which
he would normally not have access to. The super user access privileges allow broader content access for
aiding in internal investigations and compliance, with full auditing capabilities.

Note: The availability of the super user access feature is subject to the Coveo license terms (see
"Managing Super User Access" on page 274).
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Important: For security reasons, all super user access related events are recorded, traceable, and can be
audited. The Coveo Platform records who grants super user access to whom as well as all queries
performed with a super user access. The Coveo administrator must also set an expiration date and can
revoke the super user access at any time, but cannot delete traces that it was granted and traces of its
usage.

To use the super user access

1. When the Coveo administrator as granted you super user access, in the search interface, click theDo
more drop-downmenu.

Important: Note that for security reasons, all super user access related events that you will perform
will be recorded, will be traceable, and can therefore be audited.

2. UnderSuper User Access in the drop-downmenu, select Activate <your_super_user_account>, the
super user access that was granted to you.

Note: If theSuper User Access section does not appear, you do not have super user access on this
search interface. Contact your Coveo administrator for assistance.

3. Perform the desired queries.

A message appears at the top of the results to remind you of the privilege access that you are using.

4. At the end of each super user access session, deactivate the super user access by selectingDeactivate
on theDo moremenu.
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1.8 Supported Stuff

1.8.1 Supported File Formats

The following table provides a list of the document types and formats that the Coveo Platform can index using
its built-in converters.

Document
type

File extension Details

Adobe
Acrobat

.pdf Version 1.0 to 1.7
inclusively

Audio
(text
extraction)

.aif, .aifc, .aiff, .asf, .au, .cda .mid, .midi, .mp1,
.mp3, .mpga, .rmi, .snd, .wav , .wma

Requires the Coveo
Audio Video Search
(CAVS) module

Image files
(text
extraction)

.bmp, .jpeg, .max, .pcx/.dcx, .pdf, .png, .tiff, .tiff-
fx

Requires the Optical
Character Recognition
(OCR) module

Image files
(metadata
extraction)

.bmp, .emf, .exif, .gif, .icon, .jpeg, .png, .tiff, .wmf Creation of thumbnail

Microsoft
Excel

.xlam, .xlb, .xlm, .xls, .xlsm, .xlsx, .xltm, .xltx Version 5.0, 95 (7.0),
97, 2000, XP, 2003,
2007, 2010
With the Coveo
Platform 6.2+, also
indexes Excel 2010
attachments.

Microsoft
Outlook files

.msg, .oft, .pst Message, archives,
and templates

Microsoft
PowerPoint

.pot, .potm, .potx, .ppam, .pps, .ppsm, .ppsx, .ppt,
.pptm, .pptx

Version 97, 2000, XP,
2003, 2007, 2010
With the Coveo
Platform 6.2+, also
indexes PowerPoint
2010 attachments.
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Document
type

File extension Details

Microsoft
Word

.doc, .docm, .docx, .dot, .dotm, .dotx Version 6.0, 6.0 (for
MAC), 95 (7.0), 97, 98
(for MAC), 2000, XP,
2003, 2007, 2010
With the Coveo
Platform 6.2+, also
indexes Word 2010
attachments.

Rich text
Format

.rtf

Text
documents

.ascx, .bat, .cmd, .config, .csv, .dic, .exc, .inf,
.ini, .js, .jsl, .log, .nfo, .scp, .sdl, .sln, .txt,
.vbdproj , .vbs, .vdp, .vdproj, .vjp, .vjsproj,
.vjsprojdata, .wsdl, .wsf, .wtx, .xsd

ANSI, ASCII, Unicode

Video files .avi, .m1v, .mov, .mp2, .mp2v, .mpa, .mpeg, .mpg, .mpv2
.qt, .rec, .rm, .rnx, .wm, .wmv

Requires the Coveo
Audio Video Search
(CAVS) module

Web pages .asp, .aspx, .cgi, .col, .dochtml, .dothtml, .fphtml,
.hta, .htm, .html, .jsp, .php, .pothtml, .ppthtml,
.shtm, .shtml, .xlshtml

WordPerfect .wp, .wpd,.wpf Version 5 to 10
inclusively

XML
documents

.xml

XML style
sheets

.xsl, .xslt

ZIP archives .zip PKZip (except PKZip
9.0 64-bits)

Note: Many other file formats such as for Microsoft OneNote, Microsoft Project, Microsoft Visio,
OpenOffice, and AutoCAD can be indexed and searched using IFilters (see "What Are IFilters?" on page
309). You can find available IFilters from third party sites such as www.ifiltershop.com.
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An open converter API is available to easily support additional business-specific non-native file types and
include a new content type (see "How to Add anOpen Converter" on page 300).

1.8.2 Supported Languages

The Coveo Platform can index content written in numerous languages and includes multilingual user
interfaces.

The following table briefly describes the language features of the Coveo Platform.

Language
feature

Description

Detection The Coveo Platform automatically detects the language for the content of each document
and stores this information in the index (@syslanguage field) so that users can search
documents based on the language. For multi-language documents, the Coveo Platform can
assign up to two languages to a document.

Encoding The Coveo Platform supports most used encodings for the supported languages.

Search user
interfaces

The Coveo search interfaces are available in several languages. When available, the search
interface automatically appears in the computer operating system locale language. It
otherwise appears in English.

Administrator
tools user
interfaces

The user interfaces for administration tools (Interface Editor, Administration Tool) are
available in a few languages. When available, the interface automatically appears in the
computer operating system locale language. It otherwise appears in English.

Stemming Stemming is a process that reduces words to their root form (stem) in the index to allow
queries to return documents containing various forms of the searched term (see "What Is
Stemming?" on page 141).

Summary A summary consists of key sentences and lists of concepts extracted from documents
when they are indexed. The summary information appears in the search results for many
search interfaces (see "What Are Summaries?" on page 143).

Thesaurus The thesaurus is a list of related or equivalent terms that is used by the Coveo Platform to
expand queries (see "What Is the Thesaurus?" on page 144).

Query
spelling
suggestion
(Did you
mean?)

The query spelling suggestion feature proposes resembling alternate spellings found in the
index for queried terms returning no or a small number of results (see "How AreMisspelled
Words Handled?" on page 139).
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Note: Your Coveo administrator can also configure what the Coveo Platform does with documents
containing text written in an unrecognized language (see "Modifying the Indexing of Documents in
Unrecognized Languages" on page 303).

1.8.2.1 Language Support for Coveo Platform 6.5

The Coveo Platform 6.5 extends the basic language support from 11 to 44 languages. Basic language support
includes automatic language detection, encodingmanagement, as well as the thesaurus and query spelling
suggestion ("Did youmean?") features.

The Coveo Platform 6.5 supports the following 44 languages:

Afrikaans, Arabic, Armenian, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,
English, Esperanto, Estonian, Filipino, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian, and
Vietnamese.

Note: The Coveo Platform does not support the query spelling suggestion feature for Asian languages
(Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and Vietnamese).

The out-of-the-box search interfaces are available in six languages (English, French, German, Spanish,
Dutch, and Portuguese).

The Coveo tools for the administrator (Interface Editor, Administration Tool, and the CES Console) are
available in English and French.

Note: The optional OCR module also supports several languages (see "OCR Module" on page 141).

1.8.2.2 Language Support for Coveo Platform 6.0 to 6.2

The following details the language support for the Coveo Platform version 6.0 to 6.2 inclusively.

The Coveo Platform detects, indexes, manages encoding, and includes the thesaurus and query spelling
suggestion (Did youmean?) features for 8 languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
Dutch, and Catalan).

The Coveo Platform detects, indexes, andmanages encoding for Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean).

The search interface is available in six languages (Dutch, English, French, German, Portuguese and
Spanish). The Coveo tools for the administrator (Interface Editor, Administration Tool, and the CES Console)
are available in English and in French.
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The Coveo Platform can index, manage encoding and support the thesaurus and query spelling suggestion
features for 10 languages that are however not detected (Albanian, Bahasa (Indonesian, Malay), Danish,
Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, Romanian, Somali, Swedish, and Tagalog).

The Coveo Platform can index 10 other languages that are however not detected when documents use a
unicode encoding (Bosnian, Croatian, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Slovenian,
and Slovak).

1.8.3 Supported Browsers

The Coveo Platform features web-based user interfaces for end-user as well as for administrators. You need
to use a browser to access these Coveo applications.

The Coveo web-based applications are compatible with the following browsers:

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6, 7, 8, and 9

Mozilla Firefox (latest version)

Google Chrome (latest version)

Apple Safari (latest version)

Tip: You can use the browser built-in search box as an access point to your Coveo search interface (see
"Coveo Search from a Browser Built-in Search Box" on page 54).

Note: The Coveo Platform also supports mobile browsers (see "Mobile Access Points" on page 59).

1.9 User FAQ

1.9.1 Are Queries Case-Sensitive?

Queries are not case-sensitive by default. Your Coveo administrator can however activate case indexing for
the whole index content (see "How toModify the Index Settings" on page 230).

1.9.2 What Are Field Queries and Free Text Queries?

You can use free text queries and field queries in Coveo search boxes.
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Free text queries

A free text query is simply one or more words, terms, numbers, and optionally operators. The Coveo
Platform searches free text query keywords in the content of documents.

Example:
Coveo AND search

Finds documents containing both terms (Coveo andSearch).

Field queries

A field query specifies searching in document metadata, that is information about documents, using
specific fields contained in or attached to documents. A field query is more effective as a query refinement
tool than free text queries. A field query takes the form @fieldname=fieldvalue, where = can be
replaced by other relational operators (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on page 117, "Useful Field
Query Examples" on page 112, and "Available Field Aliases" on page 114).

Example:
@sysauthor=John

Finds documents whose author is John.

Furthermore, field and free text queries can be combined to form complex queries.

Example: The following query finds documents containing the words Coveo andSearchwhose author
is John.
Coveo AND Search AND@sysauthor=John

You can use field queries without having to know and type fields (see "User Interface Elements Hiding
Complex Queries" on page 104).

Note: Stemming does not apply to field queries (see "What Is Stemming?" on page 141).

1.9.3 How Are Misspelled Words Handled?

When the Coveo Platform cannot find a word entered in the search box, it looks in the unified index for terms
with close spelling and when found, suggests the closest term. The Coveo Platform can also suggest a
spelling correction when a search term is found in the index but much less frequently than a closely spelled
term.
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Example: If youmisspell the word "funding" by typing fonding in the search box and click Search, the
Coveo Platform displays aDid you meanmessage below the search results title bar to propose the
alternate spelling that you can click to launch the corrected query.

You can also configure the Coveo Platform to automatically use the corrected query suggestion (see
"Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14). In this case, the Coveo Platform automatically
corrects misspelled word in a query before launching the query, but displays aQuery was automatically
corrected to [CorrectedQueryExpression]message below the search results title bar to indicate that an
automatic correction was performed.

Example:With theAutomatically use corrected query suggestions (did you mean) preference option
selected, when youmisspell the word resources by typing ressorces in the search box and click Search,
the Coveo Platform replaces themisspelled term by the corrected term and displays aQuery was
automatically corrected tomessage below the search results title bar.

1.9.4 How Are Typographic Ligatures Handled

A typographic ligature occurs when two or more characters are joined to form a single character.

Examples: English ligatures: æ, Æ, œ, Œ, and™ (unregistered trademark symbol)

While indexing content, the Coveo Platform indexes ligatures by expanding them to the corresponding
characters. When you search for terms that may contain ligatures, youmust type the non-ligature form of the
term.
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Examples:
To search for the expression curriculum vitæ youmust enter:

curriculum vitae

To search for the term fœtus youmust enter:

foetus

To search for the term ProductName™ youmust enter:

productnametm

1.9.5 Who Is Your Coveo Administrator

A Coveo administrator is a person in your organization that can install and configure Coveo Platform
components in your environment. A Coveo administrator has access to the Interface Editor and to the Coveo
Administration Tool where he or she can optimize the Coveo features tomeet your needs.

When you do not know who is your Coveo administrator, refer to your manager or to your IT department to find
out.

1.9.6 What Is Stemming?

Stemming is a process which truncates words to their root forms in order to save index space and expand
queries. The root under which each word is stored is determined by the stemming algorithm.

Example: The words Search, Searching andSearched can be stored under the same root, Search-.
Therefore, when you query Searching, the Coveo Platform also returns documents containing the words
Search, Searching andSearched.

Stemming applies to free text queries but not to field queries (see "What Are Field Queries and Free Text
Queries?" on page 138).

Note: Your Coveo administrator can configure some aspect of the stemming process (see "How toModify
the Index Settings" on page 230, "How toModify the Advanced Configuration Parameters" on page 351,
and "What Is Stem Confusion?" on page 232).

1.9.7 What Is a Quick View?

A Quick View is an HTML copy of a document that the Coveo Platform keeps inmemory. Its purpose is to
speed up document access and reading. A Quick View opens faster than the actual document because the
HTML format is smaller and opens in the already opened browser, not in the document native application.
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You can display the Quick View for a document by clicking theQuick View link or theCached (see "What Is
a Cached Version?" on page 142) links appearing under in the result excerpt.

In a Quick View window, you can easily navigate to each occurrence of keywords to rapidly determine if the
document contains what you are looking for (see "Quickly Reviewing Documents" on page 86).

1.9.8 What Is a Cached Version?

A Cached version of a document is similar to a Quick View (see "What Is a Quick View?" on page 141) with
the difference that a Quick View is created by converting documents to the HTML format, whereas, a Cached
Version is a native HTML document kept in memory.

You can display the Quick View for a cached document by clicking theCached link appearing under in the
result excerpt.

In a Quick View window for a Cached document, you can easily navigate to each occurrence of keywords to
rapidly determine if the document contains what you are looking for (see "Quickly Reviewing Documents" on
page 86).

1.9.9 What Are Excerpts?

An excerpts is made of one or more text extracts from the document. The extracts generally include
occurrences of the searched terms. The purpose of the excerpt is to provide an overview of the document
content and, therefore, help you identify if the document contains the information you are looking for.
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An excerpt featuring highlighted searched terms

Tip: In search interfaces featuring thePreferences link, you can configure the excerpt to include one to four
lines of text (see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14).

1.9.10 What Are Summaries?

A summary is made of key sentences and a list of concepts found to be themost important in the text of a
document. A summary is independent from the query, as opposed to an excerpt that includes text segments
containing searched terms.

You can display theSummary page by clickingShow Details below the excerpt.

Show Details/Hide Details link - Click to open/close the details section

Document summary presenting key sentences from the search result content

Document concepts

1.9.11 What is an Index Source?

A source is an index subdivision defined by your Coveo administrator. It generally consists of a coherent
group of documents that must all be from a single repository. A source is part of an index collection (see
"Understanding Coveo Components Hierarchy" on page 17).
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Example: Your Coveo administrator could create separate sources for:

l All files under the Engineering folder in a network file system.

l All email messages stored in aMicrosoft Exchange server.

l All documents in a SharePoint intranet.

1.9.12 What is an Index Collection?

A collection is an index subdivision defined by your Coveo administrator. It consists of a group of index
sources assembled around a theme. Your Coveo administrator associates one or more collection to each
search interface to determine the scope of the search interface (see "Understanding Coveo Components
Hierarchy" on page 17).

Example: All sources related to the human resources department.

1.9.13 What Are Refinements?

Refinements are categories which allow to display only results corresponding to certain criteria (ex.: author
and file type).

You transparently use refinements when you use facets (see "About Facets" on page 71). You can also obtain
refinements by typing field queries (see "What Are Field Queries and Free Text Queries?" on page 138 and
"Available Field Aliases" on page 114). You can concurrently use various refinements criteria to reduce the
number of results to inspect (see "Search Results RefiningMethods" on page 97).

1.9.14 What Is the Thesaurus?

In the Coveo Platform, the thesaurus is a list of related or equivalent words used to expand queries. It works
by transparently adding expressions to the search.

Example:When the word knowledge is added as a synonym of intelligence, a query for knowledge
automatically searches for knowledge OR intelligence (although only knowledge appears in the
search box).

Note: The thesaurus is originally empty andmust be populated by your Coveo administrator (see "Adding
Thesaurus Entries from the Administration Tool" on page 195) or (see "Creating or Modifying an XML
Thesaurus File" on page 197). By default, the thesaurus applies only to free text queries. A Coveo
administrator can also apply it to field queries (see "Applying the Thesaurus to Field Queries" on page 200).

1.9.15 What Is Metadata/Meta-Information?

The termmetadata, or meta-information, refers to a type of data whose purpose is to provide information
concerning other data in order to facilitate their management and understanding. The author, modification date
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and size of a document are examples of metadata. The Coveo Platform indexes metadata to allow query
refinement using facets based onmetadata.

1.10 List of Acronyms
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2. Administrator Help

2.1 Introduction
The Coveo Platform is an information consolidation system composed of front-end and back-end services. On
the back-end, the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) service builds andmaintains a unified index of contents
from several systems and repositories within your organization. The Coveo administrator uses the
Administration Tool to perform CES service related tasks. The CES service returns query results received
from search interfaces.

On the front-end, the search interfaces and other specialized dashboards allow end-users to efficiently find
information. The web-based search interfaces aremade available throughMicrosoft IIS. The Coveo
administrator uses the Interface Editor to configure the search interfaces.

Depending on the size of your Coveo implementation, both front-end and back-end Coveo services can reside
on one server or can be deployed on several servers (see "Coveo Scalability Model" on page 13 and
"Deployment" on page 29).

This guide contains information to help the Coveo administrator install, deploy, configure, manage, optimize,
andmigrate the Coveo Platform.

2.1.1 What Types of Repositories Are Supported by CES?

To index a repository, CES uses an appropriate connector for each repository type. For the list of connectors
included with CES, refer to "What Connectors Are Available with CES?" on page 463. Moreover, it is possible
to create additional connectors (in VBScript or JScript) or index documents manually using theManual
Connector.

2.1.2 What Are the Search Interface Page Types?

The search interface is a single entry point providing access to the unified index content. It allows users to
perform queries as well as review, sort, open, and save results. 

The Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) search interface is web-based, meaning that it can be integrated to any
.aspx page and accessed through any supported browser. The following table describes the function of the
four different pages available in the Coveo default web search interface.

Page Description

Initial Displays a search box and links above the search box to access theAdvanced Search
page, Preferences page, and the Coveo onlineHelp.
This page appears when the search interface is first accessed, before any query is performed
afterwards, the Search page appears.
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Page Description

Search Contains a search box and links above the search box to access theAdvanced Search
page, Preferences page, and the Coveo onlineHelp as well as facets, and search results.

Advanced
Search

Displays advanced search fields to refine queries without using operators or field queries
(see "More Advanced Search" on page 103).

Preferences Displays options to customize the way results are queried, displayed, and opened (see
"Modifying Default Search Interface Preferences" on page 430).

Note:With the exception of the Search page, these pages can be removed in the Interface Editor (see
"Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

2.2 Security

2.2.1 How CES Prevents Unauthorized Users from Accessing Restricted Documents

In Enterprise Search, controlling access to indexed content is a key issue. In CES, access to content is
controlled by multiple security levels, linked to collections and sources that are unified index organization
units (see "Understanding Coveo Components Hierarchy" on page 17), as well as security associated with
each document in their original system or repository.

Collection-level security

You can assign access rules to each collection defined in the unified index. Only users meeting the
collection security rules can access documents indexed within one of the sources of the collection (see
"How toModify Collection Security Permissions" on page 177).

Example: You define aHumanResources collection, and set security rules so that only Human
Resources employees can access this content.

Source-level security

By default, all users who have access to the parent collection can access the sources of the collection.
You can however override these permissions. A user that is explicitly allowed access to a source can see
the source documents in the results (including the results excerpt, summary andQuick View) but still
needs the document-level permissions to be able to open the document (see "Modifying Source Security
Permissions" on page 174).
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Example:Within theHumanResources collection, you define aSalary and benefits source, and set
security rules so that only authorized users from the HumanResources employees can view source
documents in the results. However, these authorized users will be able to open a source document only
if they have document-level permissions to do so.

Document level security

Each system or repository containing documents assigns security rules to the elements it contains
following a specific security model. One of the key features of CES connectors is to know the security
model of the system or repository for which it is designed to connect to.

When CES indexes content from a system or repository, you generally set the connector to crawl the
system or repository using an account that has full access, so that it can index all the content. For each
document, the connector extracts the content of the document but also, the security rules associated with
the document. Consequently, the unified index contains the content and the security for each document.

Example: The access to a document in theSalary and benefits source from theHumanResources
collection is restricted to only to the HumanResources Director.

When a user performs a query, the Coveo server searches for documents matching the query, and then
verifies for eachmatching document if the user performing the query has access rights to this document .The
following diagram outlines the process that CES uses to determine if a document can be included in the
search results for a given user.
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2.2.2 Indexing All the Files Contained in a Repository

To index a file, the Coveo Platform must have sufficient permission to open it. Therefore, to index all the files
in a repository, CES must be able to open them all. The following table indicates how security permissions are
provided for each connector:

Connectors Permissions

File connector
withWindows
server

Registers on theWindows file server with the CES login account. Tomodify this account,
refer to "Modifying the CES Log on Account" on page 9.
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Connectors Permissions

File connector
with Novell
server

Registers on the Novell file server with the username and password entered in theNovell
Servers page.

Note: A Novell server configurationmust first be entered (see "How to Add a Novell
Server Configuration" on page 285).

Tomodify the username and password:
1. Access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).In the navigation

panel on the left
2. , click Novell Servers. TheNovell Servers page is displayed.

3. Click the appropriate server. Its corresponding page is displayed.

4. In theUser name field, using the username.context form, enter the username
and context used by the connector to log onto the Novell server.

5. In thePassword field, enter the password used by the connector to log onto the
Novell server.

6. Click Save.

Web connector Registers anonymously onWeb servers, unless a user identity or login account is
provided.

Important: Even if a page is crawled with a user identity or login account, its security
permissions are not indexed. However, if aWeb page is hosted locally (i.e. theWeb
server is on the same network as CES), it is possible to index the network permissions
of the files (see "Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174

To provide a user identity or login account:
1. Add aWeb source (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the new source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral page corresponding to the source is
displayed.

5. To crawl the repository with a user identity, in theAuthentication section, select
Crawl using this identity and select an identity from the drop-down list ( see
"Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

6. To crawl the repository with the service login account, select theCrawl using the
service identity option (see "Modifying the CES Log on Account" on page 9).

7. Click Apply Changes.

Note: It is also possible to index a website using a HTTP proxy (see "Customizing
Built-In Connectors" on page 283).
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Connectors Permissions

SharePoint
connector

Registers anonymously on SharePoint servers, unless a user identity is provided.
To provide a user identity:
1. Create a SharePoint source (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the new source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral page corresponding to the source is
displayed.

5. In theAuthentication section, select a user identity from the drop-down list (see
"Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

6. Click Apply Changes.

MAPI
connector

Registers on the Exchange server with the username and password of theMAPI profile
(ex.: Outlook).

Lotus Notes
connector

Registers on the Lotus Domino server with the Lotus Notes user Id file and password.

Documentum
connector

Registers on the Documentum server with the username and password provided during
source creation (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

EnterpriseVault
connector

Registers on the EnterpriseVault server with the connection string provided during source
creation (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

Exchange
connector

Registers on the Exchange server with the username and password provided during
source creation (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

ODBC
connector

Registers anonymously on databases, unless explicit username and password
parameters are created (see "How to Add Explicit Parameters to Additional Connectors"
on page 290).

2.2.3 About the CES Service Logon Account

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) runs as a software service on the computer on which it is installed. All
software services require a logon account. Consequently, when you install CES, youmust assign a logon
account to the CES service. The log on account for the CES servicemust have administrator rights on the
Coveo server.

Important:When your Coveo Platform implementation uses a topology that includes Coveo Mirror and/or
Slice servers, the same logon account must be used on all of those servers.

The access permissions associated with the CES service logon account also determine what local or network
files andWeb pages the Coveo server can index by default. While you can attribute full read access
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permissions to the CES service logon account for file or web repositories, a better practice is however to
define a specific User Identity at the Source level when you configure connectors for each repository.

The following dialog box is available when you run the CES installer.

Note:WhenCES is already installed, you can change the CES service logon account at any time (see
"Modifying the CES Log on Account" on page 9).

The dialog box offers two options:

Use local system account in order to only index local files

This option assigns the local system account to the CES service. Select this option only for a single
Coveo server topology when you do not want to manage a custom account for the CES service. With this
option, the CES service can only index unprotected local or network, and web pages, not files or pages
that have access restrictions.

Use this account to index local and network files

This option assigns a specific Windows user account to the CES service. You need to enter the
Username, Password, andDomain. A best practice is to create a user account dedicated to the
CES service with a password that does not change, or does not change frequently. If needed, contact your
network administrator to create the account.

Important:When the password of the CES service logon account changes in Active Directory, you
must alsomanually change the password in theCoveo Enterprise Search 6 Properties to allow the
CES service to continue to operate (see "Modifying the CES Log on Account" on page 9).
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The specific user logon account can typically be a local administrator account and needs the following
permissions for the CES service to work properly:

l Part of theUsers group of the server where CES is installed.

l Part of theDomain Users group of the domain of the server where CES is installed (not required if the
server is in a workgroup instead of a domain).

l Read/Write/Execute permissions on the %ProgramFiles% and %ProgramFiles (x86)% folder.

l Full Control on the folder where the index will be stored (default location C:\CES6\).

l Read/Write permissions on theWindows temporary (%TEMP%) folder.

l Will be automatically granted Logon as a Service by the installation program.

When you want the CES service to be able to index any local, network, or SharePoint files by default,
associate the following permissions to the CES service logon account:

l Read on shared folders, folders and files of all file servers to be indexed.

l Part of SharePoint Administrators Group or part of Administrators Site Group of all SharePoint
Portals, Areas and Sites to index.

Note: A best practice is to rather manage access permissions to content to be indexed at the
Source level by defining appropriate User Identities when you configure sources for each repository.

Note: The logon account is used to access files for indexing purposes only. At query time, the index returns
search results according to the file access permissions of the user that performs the query.

2.2.4 Modifying the CES Log on Account

Coveo Enterprise Search runs as a service on the Coveo server. Following the CES installation, youmay
need to change the CES service logon account or change the password of the account. You need to select an
appropriate account with sufficient permissions for the CES service to work properly (see "About the CES
Service Logon Account" on page 7).

Important:When the password of the CES service logon account changes in Active Directory, youmust
alsomanually change the password in theCoveo Enterprise Search 6 Properties to allow the
CES service to continue to operate.

To modify the login account

1. Using an administrator account, log on to the Coveo server on which you wish to change the CES logon
account.

2. OpenServices (Windows Start menu > Administrative Tools > Services).

3. In theServiceswindow, double-click Coveo Enterprise Search 6.
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4. In theCoveo Enterprise Search 6 Properties (Local Computer) dialog box, select the Log On tab,
and then select the desired type of account (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7):

l Select Local System account.

OR

a. Select This account.

b. Enter the desired valid Active Directory account name in the form domain\username.

c. Enter the password for the account in both thePassword andConfirm password fields.
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5. Click OK.

2.2.5 About the CES Service Port

The CES service needs an access port for inter-process communications. You can specify the port when you
install CES on one or more servers. The default port is 52800. 

Note: You can change the CES service port later (see "Changing the CES Service Port" on page 12).

Consider the following guidelines when specifying the CES service port:

l For simplicity, it is recommended to use the default port (52800).

l Validate that the default port (52800) is not reserved for another process on any of the servers where CES
will be installed.

l Validate that the default port is respecting the IT regulations within your organization.

l You can use any available port, but when you do not use the default value, youmust modify the
web.config file accordingly on all Front End servers (see "Configuring Front-End Server Query
Destination" on page 64).

l In the case of amulti-server Coveo Platform topology:

o All Back-End Coveo servers must use the same port number.

o Ensure that the port you selected is open in the firewall or network switches that are present between
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Coveo servers.

2.2.6 Changing the CES Service Port

Youmay encounter a situation where you need to change the CES service port for a Coveo server. Select an
appropriate port number (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

To change the CES service port

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo server on which you wish to change the
CES service port.

2. Open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 >
Administration Tool).

3. Select Index > Mirrors.

4. In theMirrors page, click the name of themirror for which you wish to change the CES service port.

Note: The CoveoMaster server is hosting themaster index that is labeled as the defaultmirror in the
Mirrors page. It is important to understand that the defaultmirror is themaster index, not a copy of the
master index.

5. In theMirror : Default - General page:

a. In the navigation panel on the left, selectMirror.

b. In theSearch Connection field, enter the new port number for the CES service.

c. Click Apply Changes.

2.2.7 Granting Administrator Privileges

The Coveo administrator is the only user who has access to the Administration Tool and to the Interface
Editor. Therefore, only he can build collections and sources, grant security permissions and determine the
options available in the search interface.

By default, the administrator of the server on which CES is installed is a Coveo administrator. The Coveo
administrator can however grant administrator privileges to CES users who are not server administrators.

Note: Refer to the How To: Create a Service Account for an ASP.NET 2.0 ApplicationMicrosoft document
to view theminimum permissions required.

To grant administrator privileges to a user

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).
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3. In the field below the text box, enter user or group names using the Domain\UserName form for domain
users, or MachineName\Username form for local users.

4. Click Add.

The account name is added to the list of administrators.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.2.8 Who Has Access to the Administration Tool?

Only a Coveo administrator has access to the Administration Tool. All users members of the local
Administrator group on the CoveoMaster server are Coveo administrators. The user that runs the
CES service is also a Coveo administrator (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7). The
access for to the Administration Tool for these users cannot be disabled.

A Coveo administratorcan also grant Administrator privileges to other users (see "Granting Administrator
Privileges" on page 12).

2.2.9 What Are the Privileges and Responsibilities of Coveo Administrators?

A Coveo administrator is responsible for the proper functioning of CES—he has to track and correct errors in
reports and logs, keep the index content up-to-date, andmake sure the search interface returns pertinent
results for each query.

Note: By default, administrators of the server on which CES is installed are administrators of CES.

2.3 Coveo Scalability Model
The Coveo Platform implementation can be easily scaled to serve the search needs for various enterprise
sizes, from a single department to a large global international organization. The Coveo scalability model
allows to operate either with a single Coveo server, with one Coveo instance composed of two or more Coveo
servers, or with two or more inter-connected Coveo instances.

2.3.1 One server configuration

In its simplest form, a Coveo instance is entirely hosted on one server that performs all the processes
(crawling repositories, converting documents, hosting the index, hosting the search interface website,
handling query requests, and returning query results) (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).
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CoveoMaster server

The default slice is always included in theMaster server

2.3.2 Larger number of documents: Add slices

When the number of documents to index increases, hosting the index on a single hard disk leads to size and
performance limitations. On one Coveo server, the index can then be divided in up to four slices, each on a
separate disk (see "About Index Slices" on page 18).

CoveoMaster server

The default slice is always included in theMaster server

Extra slice #1

Extra slice #2

Extra slice #3

When the index size exceeds the capacity of one server, it is possible to add one or more Slice servers that
can each host up to four new slices (see "Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability" on page
25).
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CoveoMaster server with up to four slices

Coveo Slice server A with up to four new slices

Coveo Slice server B with up to four new slices

2.3.3 More queries: Add Mirror and Front-End servers

When one Coveo server handles all the CES processes and the rate of queries increases, the users may
eventually feel that the system is slower, typically when the results are no longer returned within a second.
Adding one or more CoveoMirror servers allows to support significantly more queries while maintaining sub-
second response time 90 % of the time. A Mirror server holds a copy of themaster index and continuously
receives updates from theMaster server (see "About Mirror Servers" on page 19).

When IIS on theMaster server is overloaded and cannot adequately serve search interfaces, one or more
Coveo Front-End servers can also be added to distribute the website hosting of search interfaces and the
handling of search queries.

TheMaster server and theMirror servers are typically set up in a network load-balancing (NLB) configuration
to provide optimized service availability and failover capability. For the same reasons, Front-End servers can
also be set up in a separate NLB cluster (see "Configuring Coveo Servers in a Network Load-Balancing
Cluster" on page 65).
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TwoCoveo Front-End servers in a network load-balanced cluster

The CoveoMaster server with twoMirror servers in another network load-balanced cluster

CoveoMaster server with up to four slices

First CoveoMirror server with copies of theMaster server slices

Second CoveoMirror server with copies of theMaster server slices

2.3.4 Heavy document conversion: Add Remote Converter servers

When document conversion requires significant server resources, the document conversion process can be
distributed to one or more Coveo Remote Converter servers to free the CoveoMaster server from this task.
This is useful for example when converting numerous documents involving the CPU and physical memory
intensive optical character recognition (OCR)module or the Coveo Audio Video Solution (CAVS).
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CoveoMaster server

First Coveo Remote Converter server for example for OCR conversion

Second Coveo Remote Converter server for example for speech recognition in audio or video
documents using the CAVS module.

2.3.5 Indexes in various locations: Set up a geographically distributed index (GDI)

Within an organization, separate Coveo instances may be distributed in different departments, buildings,
cities, or even continents. Multiple Coveo instances can be set up to form a geographically distributed index
(GDI). Queries entered in a search interface of one Coveo instance returns results gathered and ranked from
two ormore Coveo instances (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21).
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Five server Coveo instance of department A in the American offices

Three server Coveo instance for department B in the American offices

Single server Coveo instance for the Europe offices

2.3.6 About Index Slices

An index slice is a separate physical storage location for a part of themaster index. The purpose of a slice is
to distribute themaster index content to increase the available space and to speed up the indexing process.

TheMaster server is always created with one slice named default. Adding slices is necessary when the size
of the disk limits the number of documents that can be indexed or when its performance affects the query
response time.

Slices can be added on separate disks on theMaser server, or on one or more Slice servers. It is
recommended to fully use the slices on theMaster server before considering adding Slice servers.

Tip: Federating search on two or more Coveo instances is an alternative to adding Slice servers that is
worth considering (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21). Contact the Coveo
Support to identify the best solution for your needs.

Index slices facts

l A slice can typically contain up to 12.5million documents.

l Each slice should be created on a separate dedicated disk.

l Slice files can also be hosted on a storage area network (SAN).

l OneCoveo server can host up to four slices and typically contain up to 50million documents.

l One ormore Slice servers can be added to a Coveo instance, each holding up to four new slices that can
contain up to 50million documents.

l A slice server can also optionally be used as a remote document converter.

l Slices are filled in a distributed fashion so they grow with the same number of documents.

Note: The indexing process fills the slices in a distributed fashion. When you add one or more slices
because the default slice is getting close to the limit, new documents will be distributed evenly to the new
slices until they reach the number of documents contained in the default slice.
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CoveoMaster server with up to four slices on separate disks

Coveo Slice server A with up to four new slices on separate disks

Coveo Slice server B with up to four new slices on separate disks

2.3.7 About Mirror Servers

A Coveo Mirror server hosts a copy of themaster index located on the CoveoMaster server. A Mirror server
allows to distribute queries between servers to speed up the querying process and to provide failover
capability.

The process to add aMirror server to a Coveo instance involves the following steps:

1. Installing the Coveo Mirror components on a dedicated server (see "Installing CES onMirror Servers" on
page 44).

2. Configure the CoveoMaster server to recognize and synchronize its index with remoteMirror server (see
"Adding aMirror Server" on page 210).

3. Configuring one or more Front-End servers to send queries to the new mirror server (see "Configuring
Front-End Server Query Destination" on page 64).

Mirror server facts

l The CoveoMaster server hosts themaster index. In the Administration Tool, theMaster index is named
theDefaultmirror.

l A Mirror server contains a copy of themaster index, and therefore also duplicates the slice configuration
of theMaster server.

l A Master server sends index changes to theMirror servers following its update schedules.

l The Coveo administrator can also scheduleMirror server updates, for example to off-peak hours.
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l OneMirror server exclusively serving queries can respond to up to 50 queries per second (QPS), which
can typically be adequate for several thousand concurrent users.

l Mirror servers provide a failover capability when theMaster server and one or moreMirrors are configured
in a network load-balancing (NLB) cluster. As long as one server is up and running, the system can return
results to respond to incoming queries.

l You consider adding one or moreMirror servers:

o When the query responses time increases notably (above one second) during peak usage because
theMaster server is busy with themultiple Coveo processes.

o When you want to have query serving failover capability.

o When you want to completely free theMaster server from the query serving task.

Tip: You can add two or moreMirror servers in an NLB cluster, excluding themaster server from
the cluster, and sending all queries from the Front-End servers to the NLB cluster address (see
"Configuring Coveo Servers in a Network Load-Balancing Cluster" on page 65).

A network load-balanced (NLB) cluster including theMaster server and twoMirror servers.

The CoveoMaster server
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Up to four index slices of theMaster server

A first CoveoMirror server with its duplicate Master server index slices

A second CoveoMirror server with its duplicate Master server index slices

2.3.8 About Geographically Distributed Indexing

Geographically Distributed Indexing (GDI) is a federated search feature which enables the communication
between different Coveo instances. Its purpose is to deliver high search performance and availability,
connecting unified indexes from offices distributed in different departments, sites, cities, or even countries
around the world.

With GDI, a user makes a single query request in the search interface of the local Coveo instance. The query
is distributed to the remote indexes participating in the federation. The local Coveo instance receives, merges,
and ranks results from local and remote indexes before returning them to the user.

Example: You can configure geographically distributed indexing to allow users at the Palo Alto office to
also query the remote unified index of the Boston office.

The Coveo scalability model supports twoGDI configurations that are transparent to end-users:

Query federated to the remote index

In this configuration, the local Coveo instance sends federated queries to the remote indexes over the
WAN (see "Setting upGeographically Distributed Indexing" on page 22).

This configuration is very simple to set up and has negligible impact on theWAN bandwidth. The query
performancemay however be affected by the time required for the round trip to the remote Coveo instance.

Query federated to a local mirror of a remote index

In this configuration, you locally install a CoveoMirror server of the remote index. You configure the
remote Coveo instance to synchronize its index with this Mirror server over theWAN. The local
Coveo instance sends federated queries to the local mirror of the remote index (see "Setting up
Geographically Distributed Indexing Using aMirror" on page 23).

Example: You can deploy a CoveoMirror server in the Palo Alto office. You configure the Boston Coveo
instance to synchronize its index with the Palo Alto mirror server. You configure the Palo Alto
Coveo instance to use themirror server as the Boston remote index

Choose this configuration when the increased time required to receive results from a remote index
becomes unacceptable. This configuration is more complex to set up as it involves remotely creating and
synchronizing theMirror server. TheWAN bandwidth required to synchronize the local mirror with the
remote index must also be taken into account.
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2.3.8.1 Setting up Geographically Distributed Indexing

You can easily create a one way interconnection between a local and a remote Coveo instance to create a
geographically distributed index using the CES remote index features (see "About Geographically Distributed
Indexing" on page 21).

The configuration consists in enabling the remote Coveo instance to accept remote queries, add the remote
index to the local Coveo instance, and configure a local search interface to include results from the remote
index. Users from the local Coveo instance can then search content in the remote index.

Note: You can create a two-way interconnection between Coveo instances by repeating the following
procedure for the other direction.

Requirements

l All Coveo instances of the geographically distributed indexing setupmust:

o Run the sameCES version and build number.

o Reside on the same domain.

To set up a geographically distributed index

1. Ensure that the Coveo instances that you wish to interconnect meet the requirements stated above.

2. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, ensure that the identity of the CES search
application pool run under a domain account (see "Finding or Modifying the CES Search Application Pool
Identity" on page 224).

3. On the CoveoMaster server of the remote Coveo instance, grant impersonation privileges to the account
under which the CES search application pool of the local Coveo instance is running (see "Enabling a
Coveo Instance to Be Used as a Remote Index" on page 223).

4. On the CoveoMaster server of the local Coveo instance, add the remote index (see "Adding or Modifying
Remote Indexes" on page 221).

5. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, add the remote index to the scope of a
search interface (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface" on page 391).

6. Using the search interface for which youmodified the scope, perform queries to validate that content from
the remote index is returned (see "Troubleshooting 401 Error with Remote Indexes" on page 228).

Tip: If needed, on the CoveoMaster server of the remote Coveo instance, open the CES Console to
validate that the remote index receives the queries sent from the local search interface (see "Using the
CES Console" on page 106).
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2.3.8.2 Setting up Geographically Distributed Indexing Using a Mirror

You can set up geographically distributed indexing using a local mirror of a remote index (see "About
Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21).

Note: You can create a two-way interconnection between two Coveo instances by repeating the following
procedure for the other direction.

Requirements

l All Coveo instances of the geographically distributed indexing setupmust:

o Run the sameCES version and build number.
o Reside on the same domain.

To set up a geographically distributed index using a mirror

1. Ensure that the Coveo instances that you wish to interconnect meet the requirements stated above.

2. Physically install a local server and install the CoveoMirror software components without the web
interfaces (see "Installing CES onMirror Servers" on page 44).

3. For the remote Coveo instance, configure theMaster server to recognize and synchronize its index with
your new local Mirror server (see "Adding aMirror Server" on page 210).

4. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, ensure that the identity of the CES search
application pool run under a domain account (see "Finding or Modifying the CES Search Application Pool
Identity" on page 224).

5. On the CoveoMaster server of the remote Coveo instance, grant impersonation privileges to the account
under which the CES search application pool of the local Coveo instance is running (see "Enabling a
Coveo Instance to Be Used as a Remote Index" on page 223).

6. On the CoveoMaster server of the local Coveo instance, add the remote index by specifying the local
mirror of the remote index (see "Adding or Modifying Remote Indexes" on page 221).

7. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, add the remote index to the scope of a
search interface (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface" on page 391).

8. Using the search interface for which youmodified the scope, perform queries to validate that content from
the remote index is returned (see "Troubleshooting 401 Error with Remote Indexes" on page 228).

Tip: If needed, on the CoveoMaster server of the remote Coveo instance, open the CES Console to
validate that the remote index receives the queries sent from the local search interface (see "Using the
CES Console" on page 106).
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2.4 Hardware Selection

2.4.1 CES Minimum System Requirements

This topic presents theminimum hardware and software requirements for the computer on which you can
install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES).

A dedicated Coveo server fulfilling theminimum requirements will maintain good performances while indexing
up to 2 million documents and serving up to 5 queries per second (QPS).

When other processes are running in parallel or when the query activity reaches peaks and becomes mission-
critical, a server meeting theminimum requirements may not be sufficient (see "Coveo System Configuration
Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25). Contact the Coveo Support for help on determining the appropriate
server configuration for the intended application and desired performance levels.

Note: A number of configuration parameters are available to optimize the performance of your Coveo
installation (see "Speeding up CES" on page 823).

2.4.1.1 Minimum Hardware Requirements

Hardware Requirement

Server Dedicatedmachine recommended

Processor 4 Core (1×4)
2.0 GHz or higher

Note: The Coveo Platform 6.5 requires that the processor supports Streaming SIMD
Extensions 2 (SSE2). This Intel processor supplementary instruction set has been supported
by most processors since 2003. When you plan to use an old processor, verify that it
supports SSE2 (see Notable IA-32 CPUs not supporting SSE2).

Memory 4 GB

Hard disk l The index typically occupies 30% to 50% of the total size of the original documents. It is
strongly recommended to install the index on a dedicated hard disk. The index hard disk
must always have at least the size of the index in free hard disk space for the index
optimization process (see "What Is the Optimization Process?" on page 155).

Example: You index documents that occupy 1 TB in various repositories. With your mix
of content type, the index size ends up at 42% of the original documents size (420 GB).
For the optimization process, the index hard disk must have at least the size of the index
in free space (another 420 GB). The size of the dedicated index hard disk should be at
the very least 1 TB.

l 150 MB to install the Coveo Enterprise Search software on the system hard disk.
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2.4.1.2 Minimum Software Requirements

Software Requirement

Operating
system

Windows Server 2008 orWindows 2008 R2 (with IIS 7)
OR
Windows Server 2003 (with IIS 6.0)
x64 for large index (>500 K documents)
For evaluation purpose only:
l Windows 7 Professional (with IIS 7)

l Windows Vista Business or Ultimate (with IIS 7)

l Windows XP Professional (with IIS 6)

Note: CES can operate on non-server versions of Windows operating systems.
However, for production purposes, Coveo only supports and recommends Windows
Server operating systems to prevent performance, stability, and scalability issues.

Third party
components

Microsoft .NET Framework 2 needed by the Coveo Platform installers

Note: The CES installer adds the following software elements when foundmissing:

l IIS 6 or IIS 7

l Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 to 4.5 (issues with 4.6)

l MSXML 6

Browsers See "Supported Browsers" on page 138

2.4.2 Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability

The following tables present selection recommendations for the components of a dedicated CoveoMaster
server as a function of increasing index sizes expressed inmillions of documents.

Number of indexed
documents
(in millions)

Number of
index slices

Server

Operating system Processor cores
Memory
(GB)

2 to 5
1

Microsoft Windows Server
2008 R2 x64

4 (1x4) 8

5 to 12.5 8 (2x4) 12

12.5 to 25 2
12 (2×6) to 16 

(4×4)
16 to 24

25 to 50 4
16 (4×4) to 24 

(4×6)
24 to 32
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Number of indexed
documents
(in millions)

Number of
index slices

Hard disks for the Coveo index

Number Redundancy
Size/disk
(GB)

Type

2 to 5
1

2
RAID 1

300 SATA 7.2/10 K
RPM5 to 12.5 4 400

12.5 to 25 2 8 (RAID 1) or
≥8 (RAID 10)

RAID 1 or
RAID 10

600
SAS 10/15 K

RPM25 to 50 4

Number of indexed
documents
(in millions)

Number of
index slices

Hard disks for the OS, programs, temporary and log files

Number Redundancy
Size/disk
(GB)

Type

2 to 5
1

2 RAID 1

75 SATA 7.2/10 K
RPM5 to 12.5 150

12.5 to 25 2 150 SAS 10/15 K
RPM25 to 50 4 150

Examples: You estimate that your Coveo Platform will index 15million documents. Using the previous
tables, an appropriate CoveoMaster server configuration would be:

l Index divided in four (4) slices (see "About Index Slices" on page 18)

l Processors: 16 (4×4) cores

l Memory: 16 GB

l Hard disks:
o Eight (8) 600 GB SATA 10 K RPM hard disks organized in RAID 1 for the index slices
o Two (2) 150 GB SATA 10 K RPM hard disks organized in RAID 1 for the system
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Notes:

l The number of indexed documents is onemetric for the size of an index. The average size of indexed
documents may however vary significantly depending on the type of indexed repositories and content.

Example: The average index sizemay vary significantly when you index database records, email
messages, or largeMicrosoft Office documents.

l For index sizes smaller than 2million documents, a Coveo server fulfilling theminimum system
requirements provides acceptable performances (see "CES Minimum System Requirements" on page
24).

l Indexes larger than 50million documents must be distributed onmore than one server either on other
Coveo instances interconnected in a GDI configuration (see "About Geographically Distributed
Indexing" on page 21) or on Slice servers in the sameCoveo instance (see "Adding Index Slices" on
page 213).

l In a configuration not using redundancy, a server with up to four slices would have one hard disk for the
OS and programs, one for the temporary files, and one for each slice.

l Having a separate hard disk for the temporary files makes a significant performance difference when
the server is busy indexing content.

l The various Coveo processes and features consume various levels of hardware resources (see
"Relation between CES Features and Hardware Resources" on page 27).

l Contact the Coveo Support for assistance to determine an appropriate server configuration for your
environment.

2.4.3 Relation between CES Features and Hardware Resources

CES involves several processes that are running concurrently on one or more servers. Depending on the size
of your Coveo installation, the activated features, and the phases of operation, these processes consume
various level of hardware resources.

The following list describes Coveo processes, components, or features that affect the hardware resources.

CPU

l Document conversion is entirely done in parallel. The greater number of CPU cores the better.

l Querying requires several CPU cores to perform as many steps in parallel.

l Queries with numerous terms, exact match operators, NEAR operator, or wildcard characters can
take significant amount of CPU resources.
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Note: You can configure the relative priority of themain, indexing, and crawling processes as well as
specify the number of query threads (see "How toModify the Advanced Configuration Parameters" on
page 351).

Physical memory

l Indexing uses a lot of physical memory to pre-computemappings from terms to identifiers. More
memory is better.

l Querying requires a good amount of physical memory for caches.

l Document conversion typically loads documents in physical memory.

l Numerous numerical fields often require to be kept in physical memory to achieve good query
performance.

l Facet fields require an amount of physical memory directly proportional to the number of facet values
to be cached. Not having enoughmemory to cache facets is not an option, as query performance
would degrade significantly.

l String or numerical sort by fields have to be set up to be loaded in physical memory. For string sort by
fields, the number of field items (cardinality) is what dictates how muchmemory is needed, the higher
it is, themorememory it takes. For numerical sort by fields, cardinality doesn’t matter, only the
number of documents in the index does.

Hard disk

l Indexing is disk intensive. Upgrading the disk subsystem has themost impact for better performance.

l Querying is a process requiring a fast disk subsystem.

l TheNext Word Fields option indexes pairs of words, to make phrase querying of given terms faster.
This results in a bigger index, with more terms, and puts a heavy stress on the disk subsystem.

l The Index Accents and Index Casing options are disabled by default. When activated, they provide
more precise result, but increase the index size as they may add a high number of terms to the index,
puttingmore stress on the disk subsystem (see "How toModify the Index Settings" on page 230).

l Removing stop words from the default list increases the index size by adding very frequent terms to
the index (see "Customizing the List of Common Ignored Terms" on page 825).

l Addingmany string fields affects the disk subsystem, because it adds a lot of new terms to the index.

l Facet fields are easier to index when the number of different facet values is low (cardinality). The
higher the cardinality, the higher the stress on the disk subsystem.

l String sort by fields put more stress on the disk subsystem than numerical fields.

l Document summarization produces a concept list and summary sentences that are added to the index
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(see "How toModify the Advanced Converter Parameters" on page 304).

l Document conversion accesses hard disk only for very large documents.

2.4.4 RAID Type Comparison and Recommendations

A redundant array of independent disks (RAID) is a technology that can be used to provide increased storage
functions and reliability through redundancy. The following table provides a brief description of the common
available RAID types and usage recommendation for CES.

Type Brief description Recommendation

RAID 0 Data striping without redundancy. Single disk failure destroys the array.
High performance.

Not recommended
since it is not fault
tolerant

RAID 1 Mirroring. Provides better read performance than a single disk. Is fault
tolerant.

Recommended for
a single slice

RAID 10 Hybrid (or nested) RAID that is a stripe of mirrors (a RAID 0 of RAID
1s). Performance is high for reads and writes. Is fault tolerant, as long
as amirror does not lose all its disks.

Recommended for
multiple index
slices

RAID 0+1 Offers a slightly better performance but is slightly less fault tolerant than
RAID 10.

Recommended

RAID 5 Data striping with block level parity. Requires all drives but one to
operate. Drive failure requires replacement. Read performance is
adequate, but write performance is too low to be used in an indexing
context.

Not recommended

RAID 1×n A set of mirrors, one for each slice, whenmultiple slices are needed.
Write and read performances are better because of the way CES evenly
splits I/O operations between the RAID arrays. Basically, CES does
the load-balancing instead of the controller. More complex
configuration.

Recommended to
achieve better
performances with
the same number
of drives

2.5 Deployment
This section describes how to plan and roll out the deployment of your Coveo Platform implementation.

2.5.1 Coveo Platform Deployment Overview

The following list describes themain steps involved in the deployment of the Coveo Platform.
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To deploy the Coveo Platform

1. Plan your deployment:

a. Understand how the Coveo Platform can scale with increasing indexing and search needs (see
"Coveo Scalability Model" on page 13).

b. Identify and analyze the content of the repositories that you wish to index (see "Planning Repositories
to Index" on page 31).

c. Determine the search interface needs for various groups of users (see "Planning Search Hubs and
Search Interfaces" on page 32).

d. Determine if one or more Coveo servers are required and select the appropriate server topology and
hardware (see "CES Minimum System Requirements" on page 24 and "Coveo System Configuration
Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25).

2. Install CES:

a. Install the hardware for one or more Coveo servers for the selected topology.

b. Install the CES software on theMaster server, validate your Coveo license, and create an empty
index (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).

c. When needed, add one or more index slices to theMaster server (see "Adding Index Slices" on page
213).

d. For amultiple server topology:

i. When your topology includes one or moreMirror servers, install the CoveoMirror components
(see "Installing CES onMirror Servers" on page 44).

ii. When your topology includes one or more Slice servers, install the Coveo Slice components (see
"Installing CES on a Slice Server" on page 57).

iii. When your topology includes one or more Remote Converter server, install the Coveo Remote
Converter components.

iv. When your topology includes one or more Front-End servers, install the Coveo Front-End
components (see "Installing CES on Front-End Servers" on page 52).

v. When two or more similar servers are available, consider setting them up in a network load-
balancing configuration (see "Configuring Coveo Servers in a Network Load-Balancing Cluster"
on page 65).

3. Populate the unified index:

a. Create collections for your repositories (see "Adding a Collection" on page 157).

b. Create and crawl sources using the appropriate connectors for each repository (see "Adding a
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Source" on page 161 and "Connectors" on page 463).

4. Define the search hubs and search interfaces:

a. Define one or more search hubs (see "Creating a Search Hub" on page 367).

b. For each search hub, select the search interfaces to include (see "Making Search Interfaces
Available in a Search Hub" on page 369).

c. For each search interface, select options (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

5. Make Coveo access points available:

a. Communicate the Default Coveo web search interface address to your end-users.

b. Deploy the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) onmultiple workstations to allow users to take
advantage of the Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook Sidebar (see "Desktop Integration Package
Deployment Overview" on page 67).

c. When you have BlackBerry users within your organization, distribute the CoveoMobile application for
BlackBerry (see "Deploying the CoveoMobile Application for BlackBerry" on page 97).

d. Optionally publish anOpenSearch provider so that end-users can add the Coveo search interface to
the built-in search box of their browsers (see "Publishing anOpenSearch Provider for a Coveo Search
Interface" on page 396).

2.5.2 Planning Repositories to Index

Bringing structured and unstructured data frommultiple repositories in one unified index is the great benefit of
the Coveo Platform. When a unified index is available, the Coveo solutions allow you to search, consolidate,
correlate, and analyze information from emails, knowledge based documents, customer relationmanagement
(CRM) system, database entries, people information, etc.

One of the basic tasks when planning a Coveo installation is to identify all the repositories that you wish to
index within your organization. Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) can index many types of repositories and
supports many specific systems.

Analyze the content of each repository:

l Estimate the number of documents in the repository.

l Estimate the total size of the original documents

l List themain types of repository documents.

Example: Microsoft Office, PDF, text, html, email, database records…

l Identify if some content requires special conversion tools.
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Example: Text extraction using optical character recognition (OCR) in images or speech recognition in
audio or video documents.

l For email repositories and desktops, estimate the number of users.

l Estimate the yearly growth for:
o Number of documents
o Number of users

Note the values for each repository in a table similar to the following one and contact the Coveo Support to
help you plan your Coveo installation.

Repository Documents Users

Type Example Number
Total size
(MB)

Annual growth
(%)

Number
Annual growth

(%)

Email Microsoft Exchange
Lotus Notes
Enterprise Vault

Web pages Website
Extranet

File share Network drives

Local files Desktops
Laptops

People
information

Microsoft Active
Directory

Database Microsoft SQL
Server

CMS Microsoft
SharePoint
Sitecore

CRM Salesforce

Wiki Confluence

2.5.3 Planning Search Hubs and Search Interfaces

The Coveo Platform comes with a set of feature-rich out-of-the-box search interfaces that you can use
immediately.
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Coveo Enterprise search (CES)makes search interfaces available through search hubs that contain one or
more search interfaces (see "About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20). Each search interface
has its own search scope and presents appropriate content.

Examples:While theAll Content search interface searches all indexed repositories, the Intranet search
interface returns result from your SharePoint farm, and thePeople search interface consolidates people
information fromMicrosoft Active Directory andMicrosoft Outlook contacts.

When different groups of people have different search needs, you can create different search hubs that
include appropriate search interfaces for each group, and control the access to each search hub (see
"Creating a Search Hub" on page 367).

Example:When you want that only people from themarketing, sales, andmanagement departments have
access to the CRM search interface, you can include this interface only in a search hub to which only these
people have access. If this is the only exclusive search interface, you only need one other search hub for
everybody else.

CES integrates and indexes document-level permissions of each repository. This means that for each
repository, only documents to which a user has access are returned in the search results. Consequently, you
do not need to create different search hubs for one shared repository (see "How CES Prevents Unauthorized
Users from Accessing Restricted Documents" on page 3).

Example: On a shared network file server, if a HR folder access is restricted to people from the human
resources department, the connector that crawls the whole file server indexes the access restriction
together with the documents. When searching the network file server content, only human resources
employees will see search results from the HR folder.

To plan search hubs and interface

1. List all the repositories that you wish to index (see "Planning Repositories to Index" on page 31).

2. Review the out-of-the-box search interfaces that you can use to search all or specific repositories (see
"About Search Hubs and Search Interfaces" on page 20).

3. When the access to one or more search interfacemust be restricted:

a. Identify the search interfaces to which you wish to restrict the access.

b. Create a list of search hubs, their search interfaces, and the access restriction to each hub.

4. Note the information in a table similar to the following example and contact the Coveo Support to help you
plan your Coveo Platform installation.
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Search hub Search interfaces Access restriction

Sales &marketing My Emails
My Files
People
Intranet
CRM
File Share
Extranet
Knowledge Base
All Content

Marketing, Sales, Management

General My Emails
My Files
People
Intranet
File Share
Knowledge Base
All Content

All employees

Website Website All web users

2.5.4 About IIS and the Coveo Platform

The Coveo Platform is aWeb-based product that requires a server application to run its main components
such as the Administration Tool, the Interface Editor, and the search interfaces.

The Coveo Platform has been designed to operate with Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), the free
Web server available for all supportedWindows Editions.

The Coveo Enterprise Search installer installs IIS when it is missing. The IIS installer creates aDefault Web
Server that uses port 80.

2.5.5 CES Software Installation

This section contains procedures describing how to install the CES software for the various Coveo server
types. In the case of a one server topology, you only need to perform theMaster server installation.

Note: The Coveo installers require the .NET Framework 2 that is usually available onWindows server OS.
In the case of a freshWindows Server 2003 installation, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing. Ensure to
install it before running a Coveo installer to prevent an error (see "Coveo Installer Error" on page 839).
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2.5.5.1 Installing CES on the Master Server

The Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) installation for aMaster server includes all the CES components. In the
case of a one server installation, this is the only CES installation that is required. In amulti-server
CES topology, you need to install CES on theMaster server first.

Before you start:

l Install the hardware for a server that fulfills the Coveo system requirements (see "CES Minimum System
Requirements" on page 24, and "Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25).

l Decide which existing or new Windows account to use as the CES service logon account (see "About the
CES Service Logon Account" on page 7).

l Decide which CES service port (default 52800) to use (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

l Determine if you want to convert an existing CES 5 index configuration or create a new index.

l Using the email message received from Coveo that contains your Coveo license and the download links,
download the appropriate CES installer (x86 or x64 version) from the Coveo website.

Note: The Coveo installers require the .NET Framework 2 that is usually available onWindows server
OS. In the case of a freshWindows Server 2003 installation, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing.
Ensure to install it before running a Coveo installer to prevent an error (see "Coveo Installer Error" on
page 839).

Note: Installing CES enables ASP.NET pages on the IIS Web server.

Important: For an installation onWindows Server 2008 where the User Account Control (UAC) is
activated, ensure to keep a backup copy of the CES installer. While the UAC is activated, uninstalling CES
only works using the original installer executable.

To install CES on the Master server

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the server on which you wish to install CES.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. When a dialog box as shown below appears, click Install to install the required third party software that
the installer detected as missing on the server.
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4. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

5. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

6. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen:

l Click Typical to install CES in the default installation folder (C:\Program Files\Coveo

Enterprise Search 6\).

OR

a. Click Custom to be able to specify a CES installation folder other than the default.

Example: Your IT rules may specify that on servers, only the operating system can be installed on
the C: hard disk drive and all other softwaremust be installed on the D: hard disk drive.

b. In the Installing Folders screen:

i. Select to install the following components and their child components:

l Coveo Enterprise Search Server

l Console

l Search Interface

ii. Under Location, click Change.

iii. In theModify Current Destination Folder, select the desired installation folder for CES, and
then click OK.

Example: D:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\

c. Click Next.
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Note: Because the Coveo Enterprise Search installation folder may be different from one
implementation to another, it is referred to as the [CES_Installation_Path] variable in the
documentation.

7. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toAccount used to access the files to
index.

8. In the installerService Logon Account screen (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7):

l Select Use local system account in order to only index local files only for a single Coveo server
installation.

OR

a. Select Use this account to index local and network files, a better practice for a single Coveo
server installation and amust when you plan an installation with more than one Coveo servers. All
Coveo Master, Mirror, and Slice servers must use the same logon account.

Note: It is recommended to create and use aWindows administrator account dedicated to CES.

b. In theUsername, Password, andDomain fields, enter the credentials of the account that you wish
to use for the CES service.

c. Click OK.

9. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, when you want to change the default port used by the
CES service (52800) (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11):
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a. Click Configure next toPort used by the service.

b. In the installerCES Service Configuration screen, type the desired port, and then click OK.

10. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toWeb site hosting the interface.

11. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (1/2) screen, choose one of the following two options to
determine the website that will host the search interfaces on the server:

l Create a new Web site

This is the simplest and recommended option to avoid any conflict with other websites on the server.
The CES installer creates a new website in IIS with the appropriate configuration for CES.

a. ChooseCreate a new Web site and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen:

i. In theWeb site name field, enter a name that you wish to see in IIS for the new website. The
default is Coveo Enterprise Search 6. The end-users do not see this name.

ii. In theWeb site port field, enter the port that you want to use. The default value is 8080.

Note: If you want to use port 80, in IIS youmust ensure that it is not in conflict with the
Default website created when IIS was installed.

iii. Click OK.

c. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.
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l Use an existing Web site and create a new virtual directory

Choose this option only when you want to have full control on the website that serves the Coveo web
applications. You can either choose to use theDefault Web Site created when IIS was installed or
you can use a website that you previously created in IIS on this server.

Important: The selected website should be used exclusively to serve CES web applications to
prevent conflicts with other web applications.

a. ChooseUse an existing Web site and create a new virtual directory and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen,

i. In theWeb site name drop-down list, select either theDefault Web Site or the site that you
previously created.

ii. In theVirtual directory name field, enter the name that you want to use for the virtual
directory.

iii. Click OK.

c. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

12. In the installer Installing the program screen, click Install.

13. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

l In the case of an upgrade, the procedure ends here.

l In the case of a new installation, the installer launches the initial configuration page of the
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Administration Tool to allow you to perform basic configuration.

14. In theCreate index page of the Administration Tool, under Index Creation, select one of the following
two options:

l Create a new index

Choose this option when you are installing CES on a new server, and then perform the following
tasks:

a. Under Index Files Location:

i. Click Modifywhen you want to change the location of the folder on the server. The default is
C:\CES6.

Important: The index performance is better when the index is created on a disk other than
the one where the operating system and the swap files reside (see "CES Minimum System
Requirements" on page 24).

ii. Enter the Index folder path and name, and then click Apply Changes.

b. Under Index Content, consider modifying the default index content parameters set to provide
very good search results with an optimized index size:

i. Click Modify.

ii. Consider activating the Index Accents feature when the content you wish to index includes
documents in languages using accented characters.

When accents are indexed, with a query containing an accented term, results containing the
accented term are ranked higher than those containing the same term without accents or with
different accents.

iii. Consider activating the Index Casing feature when you wish to increase ranking for
capitalized or uppercase versions of search terms in the search results.

Note: The Index Accents and Index Casing features can notably increase the size of the
index. Enable them only when they are needed. You can enable these features later but
this will however require a complete re-indexing of your sources.

iv. Click Apply Changes.
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l Convert an existing CES 5 index configuration

Choose this option when you aremigrating from CES 5 and want to convert the configuration of the
existing CES 5 index on this server to the CES 6 format. UnderConversion Parameters, perform
the following steps:

a. InCES 5 Index Folder, enter the path and folder name of the existing CES 5 index on this
server.

b. InCES 6 Index Folder, use the default path and folder name (C:\CES6) or enter a new path and
folder namewhere the new CES 6 index will be created.

Important: The index performance is better when the index is created on a disk other than the
one where the operating system and the swap files reside.

c. Click Apply Changes.
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ClickApply Changes and Create Index.

Note: Because the index folder may be different from one implementation to another, it is referred to as
the [Index_Path] variable in the documentation.

TheEnter License Code page appears.

15. Using your email client software, open theCoveo Enterprise Search Licensemessage that you received
from Coveo.

16. Using a text editor such as Notepad:

a. Open the Coveo Enterprise Search License.txt file attached to the email message.

b. Select and copy the license code, ensuring that you include the {BEGIN LICENSE} and {END
LICENSE} tags.

17. Back in theEnter License Code page of the Administration Tool, enter the Coveo license:
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a. In the License text box, right-click and select Paste to paste the license code from the license file.

b. Click Apply Changes.

TheOverview page of the Administrator Tool appears. Your CoveoMaster server is ready to operate.
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2.5.5.2 Installing CES on Mirror Servers

This topic describes how to install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) on aMirror server (see "About Mirror
Servers" on page 19).

Requirements:

l A server that fulfills the CES hardware system requirements (see "CES Minimum System Requirements"
on page 24, and "Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25).

l A master index already installed on a CoveoMaster server.

l A Coveo software license that includes aMirror. The license is only validated on theMaster server but
must include the option allowing theMaster server to send index data updates to theMirror server.

l A CES installer that you can download following the links provided in the Coveo license email that you
received from Coveo.

Important: You need to install the sameCES major, minor, and build number (ex.: 6.5.4210) on both
theMaster and theMirror servers.

Note: The Coveo installers require the .NET Framework 2 that is usually available onWindows server
OS. In the case of a freshWindows Server 2003 installation, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing.
Ensure to install it before running a Coveo installer to prevent an error (see "Coveo Installer Error" on
page 839).

Note: Installing CES enables ASP.NET pages on the IIS Web server.

When installing the CoveoMirror server components, the Coveo installer also installs the web interface
components by default. When your CES topology also includes Coveo Front-End servers, you probably do
not want to install theWeb interface components onMirror servers.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Installation with theWeb interfaces" on page 44

l "Installation without theWeb interfaces" on page 49

l "What's Next?" on page 52

2.5.5.2.1 Installation with the Web interfaces

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the server on which you wish to install theMirror server
components and theWeb interfaces.

2. Run the CES installer.
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3. When a dialog box as shown below appears, click Install to install the required third party software that
the installer detected as missing on the server.

4. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

5. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

6. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen, click Advanced.

7. In the second installerSelect Setup Type screen, selectMirror, and then click Next.

8. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toAccount used to access the files to
index.

9. In the installerService Logon Account screen (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7):
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a. In theUsername, Password, andDomain fields, youmust enter the same credentials as the
account that is used on the CoveoMaster server.

Important: TheMaster server will not be able to operate with theMirror server when both servers
use different CES logon accounts.

b. Click OK.

10. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, when you want to change the default port used by the
CES service or the name of theMirror server, click Configure next toPort used by the service:

a. In the installerMirror Configuration screen, enter the desiredMirror name.

The default value is theWindows computer name. Using theWindows computer name for theMirror
name is a good practice to help identify on which server aMirror index resides.

You will need to enter this Mirror name later when you configure theMaster server to recognize your
new Mirror server (see "Adding aMirror Server" on page 210).

b. InPort, type the desired port (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

c. Click OK.
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11. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toWeb site hosting the interface.

12. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (1/2) screen, select the same option as for theMaster
server to determine the website that will host the search interfaces on this server:

l Create a new Web site

This is the simplest and recommended option. The CES installer creates a new website in IIS with all
the appropriate configuration for CES.

a. ChooseCreate a new Web site and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen:

i. In theWeb site name field, enter a name that you wish to see in IIS for the new website. The
end-users do not see this name.

ii. In theWeb site port field, enter the port that you want to use.

Note: If you want to use port 80, in IIS youmust ensure that it is not in conflict with the
Default website created when IIS was installed.

iii. Click OK.
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c. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

l Use an existing Web site and create a new virtual directory

Choose this option only when you want to have full control on the website that serves the Coveo web
applications. You can either choose to use theDefault Web Site created when IIS was installed or
you can use a website that you previously created in IIS on this server.

Important: The selected website should be used exclusively to serve CES web applications to
prevent conflicts with other web applications.

a. ChooseUse an existing Web site and create a new virtual directory and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen:

i. In theWeb site name drop-down list, select either theDefault Web Site or the site that you
previously created.

ii. In theVirtual directory name field, enter the name that you want to use for the virtual
directory.

iii. Click OK.
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c. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

13. In the installer Installing the program screen, click Install.

14. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

2.5.5.2.2 Installation without the Web interfaces

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the server on which you wish to install only theMirror
server components.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. When a dialog box as shown below appears, click Install to install the required third party software that
the installer detected as missing on the server.
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4. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

5. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

6. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen, click Custom.

7. In the installer Installing Folders screen, configure the features as described in the following table and
illustrated in the following figure, and then click Next.

Feature Configuration

Coveo Enterprise
Search Server

This feature will not be available.

Mirror This feature will be installed on local hard drive.

Slice This feature will not be available.

Remote
Converter

This feature will be installed on local hard drive.

Note: This is optional. It allows theMirror server to also be used as a Remote
Converter server to process indexed documents for theMaster server.

Console This feature will not be available.

Search interface This feature will not be available.

8. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toAccount used to access the files to
index.
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9. In the installerService Logon Account screen (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7):

a. In theUsername, Password, andDomain fields, youmust enter the same credentials as the
account that is used on the CoveoMaster server.

Important: TheMaster server will not be able to operate with theMirror server if both servers use
different CES logon accounts.

b. Click OK.

10. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, when you want to change the default port used by the
CES service or the name of theMirror server, click Configure next toPort used by the service:

a. In the installerMirror Configuration screen, enter the desiredMirror name. The default value is the
Windows computer name.

Note: Using theWindows computer name for theMirror name is a good practice to help identify on
which server aMirror index resides.

You will need to enter this Mirror name later when you configure theMaster server to recognize your
new Mirror server (see "Adding aMirror Server" on page 210).

b. InPort, type the desired port (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

c. Click OK.
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11. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

12. In the installer Installing the program screen, click Install.

13. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

What's Next?

Configure theMaster server to recognize and synchronize theMirror server (see "Adding aMirror Server" on
page 210).

2.5.5.3 Installing CES on Front-End Servers

A Coveo Front-End server holds only the search interfaces, not the index. A Front-End server connects to one
or more Coveo Back-End servers (Master or Mirror) to query the unified index that they contain.

Before you start:

l Install the hardware for a server that fulfills the Coveo system requirements (see "CES Minimum System
Requirements" on page 24, and "Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25).

l From the email message received from Coveo that contains your Coveo license file and the software
download links, download the appropriate CES installer (x86 or x64 version) from the Coveo website.
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Important: For CES versions prior to 6.5, youmust install the sameCES major, minor, and build
number (ex.: 6.1.4004) on both the Front-End and the Back-End servers. With CES 6.5, the search
interfaces from a Front-End server with a build version different from that of the Back-End servers are
fully operational. Note however that the Interface Editor is not operational in this case (see "Invalid
Version Number Exception" on page 838).

Note: The Coveo installers require the .NET Framework 2 that is usually available onWindows server
OS. In the case of a freshWindows Server 2003 installation, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing.
Ensure to install it before running a Coveo installer to prevent an error (see "Coveo Installer Error" on
page 839).

Note: Installing CES enables ASP.NET pages on the IIS Web server.

To install CES on the Front-End server

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the server on which you wish to install the Coveo Front-
End components.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. When a dialog box as shown below appears, click Install to install the required third party software that
the installer detected as missing on the server.

4. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

5. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

6. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen, click Advanced.

7. In the second installerSelect Setup Type screen, select Search Interface, and then click Next.
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8. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toWeb site hosting the interface.

Note:When you set upmore than one Front-End server, to make the administration simpler, it is
recommended to use the samewebsite configuration for all Front-End servers.

9. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (1/2) screen, choose one of the following two options to
determine the website that will host the search interfaces on the server:

l Create a new Web site

This is the simplest and recommended option to avoid any conflict with other websites on the server.
The CES installer creates a new website in IIS with the appropriate configuration for CES.

a. ChooseCreate a new Web site and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen:

i. In theWeb site name field, enter a name that you wish to see in IIS for the new website. The
default is Coveo Enterprise Search 6. The end-users do not see this name.

ii. In theWeb site port field, enter the port that you want to use. The default value is 8080.

Note: If you want to use port 80, in IIS youmust ensure that it is not in conflict with the
Default Web Site created when IIS was installed.
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iii. Click OK.

l Use an existing Web site and create a new virtual directory

Choose this option only when you want to have full control on the website that serves the CES web
applications. You can either choose to use theDefault Web Site created when IIS was installed or
you can use a website that you previously created in IIS on this server.

Important: The selected website should be used exclusively to serve CES web applications to
prevent conflicts with other web applications.

a. ChooseUse an existing Web site and create new virtual directory and then click Next.

b. In the installerWeb Interface Configuration (2/2) screen,

i. In theWeb site name drop-down list, select either theDefault Web Site or the site that you
previously created.

ii. In theVirtual directory name field, enter the name that you want to use for the virtual
directory.
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iii. Click OK.

10. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toSearch interface server.

11. In the installerSearch Interface Configuration screen:

a. InServer name, enter the hostname for the Coveo Back-End server to which you want this Front-
End server to send queries.

Note: The Back-End server can be theMaster server, a Mirror server or the DNS for a network
load-balanced cluster of Back-End servers.

b. Click OK.

Note: The server name is saved in the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\web.config file under
the <coveoEnterpriseSearch> tag.
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12. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

13. In the installer Installing the program screen, click Install.

14. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

What's Next?

Before you can use your Front-End server, youmust configure the Back-End server to accept queries
received from the Front-End server. This is done on the Back-End server by adding an impersonator for the
Application Pool identity of the Front-End CESWeb site or virtual directory, depending on the selected
website creation option (see "Granting Impersonator Privileges" on page 268).

2.5.5.4 Installing CES on a Slice Server

When your Coveo Platform topology includes one or more Slice servers, you need to install the Coveo Slice
server components on amachine other than the CoveoMaster server (see "About Index Slices" on page 18).

Requirements:

l A server that fulfills the CES hardware system requirements (see "CES Minimum System Requirements"
on page 24, and "Coveo System Configuration Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25).

l A master index already installed on a CoveoMaster server.

l A CES installer that you can download following the links provided in the Coveo license email that you
received from Coveo.
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Important: You need to install the sameCES major, minor, and build number (ex.: 6.5.4210) on both
theMaster and the Slice servers.

Note: The Coveo installers require the .NET Framework 2 that is usually available onWindows server
OS. In the case of a freshWindows Server 2003 installation, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing.
Ensure to install it before running a Coveo installer to prevent an error (see "Coveo Installer Error" on
page 839).

Before you start:

l Take note of theWindows account used as the CES service logon account in the CoveoMaster server as
you will need to use the same account for the Slice server (see "About the CES Service Logon Account"
on page 7).

l Decide which CES service port (default 52800) to use (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

To install the Coveo Slice server components

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the server on which you wish to install the Coveo Slice server
components.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. When a dialog box as shown below appears, click Install to install the required third party software that
the installer detected as missing on the server.

4. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

5. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

6. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen, click Advanced.

7. In the installer otherSelect Setup Type screen, select Slice, and then click Next.
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8. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toAccount used to access the files to
index.

9. In the installerService Logon Account screen (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7):

a. In theUsername, Password, andDomain fields, enter the credentials of the account that is used for
the CES service logon on the CoveoMaster server.

Important: The Slice server will not be able to operate if it does not have the sameCES service
logon account as theMaster server.

b. Click OK.

10. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Configure next toName of the slice.

11. In the installerSlice Configuration screen:

a. In theSlice name field, enter the name that you wish to use for the first slice. The default value is the
host name.

b. In theMirror name field, enter the name that you wish to use for themirror of this Slice server. The
default value is Default.

c. In thePort field, when you want to change the default port used by the CES service, enter the port
number that you wish to use for the slice (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

d. Click OK.
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12. Back in the installerConfiguration screen, click Next.

13. In the installerConfiguration screen, click Install.

14. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

The CES service automatically starts.

15. The installer only allows to create one slice on the Slice server. When you plan to createmore than one
slice on this server, you need to create each other slice from the command prompt:

a. Open a command shell.

b. Change to the [CES_Installation_Path]\Bin folder.

Example:WhenCES is installed in the default folder, type the following command: cd
C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\Bin

c. Create each additional slice using the following command:

CESSliceServicex.exe -register -mirror <mirror name> -slice <slice name>

-User <domain\username> <password> -automatic –verbose.

where:

<mirror name>

Is the name that you entered in theMirror name field of theSlice Configuration screen.
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<slice name>

Is the name that you want for this new slice.

<domain\username>
<password>

Are the same as for the CES service logon account used by theMaster server.

d. Access theWindows Services MMC tab and confirm that a new service has been registered for the
new slice.

e. Start the CES service if it was not done automatically (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

What's Next?

Add the slice from this Slice server to theMaster server (see "Adding Index Slices" on page 213).

2.5.5.5 Adding or Removing CES Components

Once Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) components are installed on a server, you can add or remove
components using the CES installer.

Requirement:

l From the email message received from Coveo that contains your Coveo license file and the software
download links, download the appropriate CES installer (x86 or x64 version) from the Coveo website.

Example: You can add a remote converter on a slice server in order to distribute the conversion process
and, therefore, speed up indexing.

To add or remove CES components

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the server on which you want to add or remove CES
components.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

4. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

5. In the installerSelect Maintenance Type screen, click Modify.
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6.

7. In the installer Installing Folders screen:

a. Expand the drop-down list of the features that you want to add or remove:

l To install a new component, click:
o This feature will be installed on local hard drive

OR

o This feature, and all subfeatures, will be installed on local hard drive.

l To remove a component, click This feature will not be available

b. Click Next.
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8. Depending on the CES component changes you selected, the following steps vary. Follow the installer
screens to complete the CES component addition or removal.

2.5.5.6 Uninstalling CES

CES seldom needs to be uninstalled because you can add or remove individual CES components (see
"Adding or Removing CES Components" on page 61).

Note: You can install twomajor CES versions on the same server and they can run in parallel. However, it
is recommended to uninstall old versions of CES to limit the strain on the CPU and regroup data.

Important: For an installation onWindows Server 2008 where the User Account Control (UAC) is
activated, you can only uninstall CES using the original CES installer (ex.: Coveo Enterprise Search

6.5 x64 (4280).exe). The following procedure works only if you deactivate the UAC.

To uninstall CES

1. Open Control Panel (Windows Startmenu > Control Panel.

2. Click Control Panel. TheControl Panel window is displayed.

3. InControl Panel, double-click Add or Remove Programs.

4. In theAdd or Remove Programs dialog box, select Coveo Enterprise Search 6.x.

5. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

6. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
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license agreement, and then click Next.

7. In the installerSelect Maintenance Type screen, click Remove.

8. In the installerConfiguration screen:

l Click Next to remove CES without deleting configuration and index files from the server.

OR

l Click Configure to select the option to delete configuration and index files, and then click OK.

9. In the installerReady to uninstall the program screen, click Uninstall.

10. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

2.5.6 Configuring Front-End Server Query Destination

Each Coveo Front-End server uses information in the web.config file of the IIS Web application to
determine to which Coveo Back-End server it sends the queries entered by users.

When two or more Coveo Back-End servers are available, you can configure a network load-balancing (NLB)
cluster for the Back-End servers and specify the NLB cluster address in the web.config file of each Front-
End server. The load-balancer handles the distribution of the queries to the available Back-End servers (see
"Configuring Coveo Servers in a Network Load-Balancing Cluster" on page 65).

To configure Front-End server query destination

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the Front-End server for which you want to change the
query destination.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

2. Locate the web.config file of the IIS Web application hosting the Coveo search interfaces.

Note:When you chose to let the CES installer create the website, the default web.config file
location is: [CES_Installation_Path]\Web.

3. Using a text editor:

a. Open the web.config file.

b. Locate the <coveoEnterpriseSearch> tag, and then set the value of the hostname attribute to
the host name of the Coveo Back-End server to which you want this Front-End server to send queries
by default.
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Examples: Typical cases are:

l hostname="localhost" when the Front-End and Back-End components are on the same
server.

l hostname="<CESMaster_hostname>" when the Front-End server sends queries to the
Master server.

l hostname="<CESBackEndNLBCluster_DNS_name>" when the Front-End server sends
queries to the DNS name of the NLB Back-End server cluster.

<coveoEnterpriseSearch>
<server hostname="CESBackEndNLBCluster" impersonate="false" mirrorName="default"

port="52800"/>
</coveoEnterpriseSearch>

c. Save the file.

The changes take immediate effect for new queries.

4. Repeat this procedure for each Coveo Front -End server.

2.5.7 Configuring Coveo Servers in a Network Load-Balancing Cluster

When your Coveo implementation includes two or more Front-End servers, you need to somehow distribute
the load among the servers. You can simply provide the address of each server only to a specific group of
users.

A better practice is to define a network load-balancing (NLB) cluster for the Front-End servers, and provide the
address of the cluster to all users. The load-balancer transparently and evenly distributes users on the
available Front-End servers (see "What Is Load Balancing?" on page 221).

Similarly, when your Coveo implementation includes one or more Back-End servers, you need to distribute
the query serving load among theMaster and the available Mirror servers. A simple way is to configure each
Front-End server to use a specific Back-End server (see "Configuring Front-End Server Query Destination" on
page 64). Again, a better practice is to define a network load-balancing cluster for theMaster server and the
Mirror servers, and provide the address of the cluster to each Front-End server.
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TwoCoveo Front-End servers in a network load-balanced cluster

The CoveoMaster server with twoMirror servers in another network load-balanced cluster

CoveoMaster server with up to four slices

First CoveoMirror server with copies of theMaster server slices

Second CoveoMirror server with copies of theMaster server slices

Network load-balancing optimizes the usage of the Coveo Platform servers. It also ensures high availability
and failover capability in the event of planned or unplanned downtime for hardware, operating system, or
applicationmaintenance. With NLB clusters, scaling your Coveo implementation is also easier as you can
transparently add Front-End or Mirror servers to the appropriate clusters.

Tip:When theMaster server shows signs of process over load, with two or moreMirror servers, you can
exclude theMaster server from the NLB cluster to free theMaster server from the query serving task.
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Note: You can use any third party load-balancer product such as Microsoft Network Load Balancing (see
theMicrosoft Network Load Balancing Deployment Guide).

To configure Coveo Front-End servers in a network load-balancing cluster

1. Using a hardware or software load-balancer of your choice, create a NLB cluster that contains all the
Coveo Front-End servers.

2. Setup a DNS name that points to this cluster.

3. Provide the Front-End cluster DNS name to your users to access the Coveo search interfaces.

To configure Coveo Back-End servers in a network load-balancing cluster

1. Using the hardware or software load balancer of your choice, create a NLB cluster that contains the
CoveoMaster server and theMirror servers.

2. Setup a DNS name that points to this cluster.

3. Configure each Front-End server to send queries to the Back-End cluster DNS name (see "Configuring
Front-End Server Query Destination" on page 64).

2.5.8 Desktop Integration Package Deployment Overview

The Desktop Integration Package (DIP) installs the Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook Sidebar on end-user
computers. With the DIP, end-users can also configure which folders and files should be crawled from their
computer to be added to the unified index (see "Desktop Integration Package" on page 26).

Note: The DIP works together with the Desktop connector to index files stored on end-user computers. If it
is not already done, before deploying the DIP, youmust create and configure a Desktop connector source.

The Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook Sidebar bring Coveo search a keystroke or a click away from where
end-users work. These useful Coveo access points often help end-users tomore quickly adopt the Coveo
solution. The DIP is available to all Coveo implementations. For these reasons, it is recommended to deploy
the DIP within your organization.

As a Coveo administrator, you need to distribute, install, andmaintain updates of the Desktop Integration
Package (DIP) on the end-user desktop and laptop computers within your organization.

The DIP installer is available in two formats:

l The .exe format installs the DIP in the user profile making it available only to a specific user on a
computer.

l The .msi format installs the DIP in the [Drive:]\Programs Files or [Drive:]\Programs
Files (x86) folder, making it available to all users of the computer.
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Note: The DIP is compatible withWindows 7/Vista/XP.

The following DIP deployment methods are available:

Group-Policy Object method

In aMicrosoft Windows Active Directory environment, this method consists in creating and configuring a
Group Policy Object (GPO) to automatically manage the DIP distribution, installation, and updates on
selected end-user computers (see "Creating a DIP Deployment Group Policy Object" on page 68).

This is the recommendedmethod as it offers many advantages.

Pros:

l Controls exactly on which computer the DIP is installed.

l Controls which DIP features are enabled.

l Can pre-configure standard local folders to index.

l Automatically deploys the DIP initial version and updates.

l Contributes tomaximize the usage and adoption of the Coveo solution.

Cons:

l Needs Active Directory environment and permissions.

l More complex configuration.

Manual distribution method

This method consists in making the DIP installer available to your end-users and rely on them to install and
configure the DIP (see "Manually Deploying the Desktop Integration Package" on page 97).

Pros:

l No configuration, only need to inform end-users of the availability of the DIP installer.

Cons:

l Relies on end-user to install the DIP.

l Cannot control which DIP features are enabled.

l Each user must configure folders to index from scratch.

l Need to inform and rely on end-users to install updated version of the DIP.

2.5.8.1 Creating a DIP Deployment Group Policy Object

In aMicrosoft Windows Active Directory environment, use the recommendedGroup Policy Object (GPO)
method to centrally control how the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) is distributed, installed, updated, and
initially configured on end-user computers. You can also decide which DIP features are available and
configurable by end-users.
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Note: The following procedure describes steps to perform underWindows Server 2003 R2. Steps and
screen captures underWindows Server 2003may be slightly different.

To create a DIP deployment GPO

1. Contact the Coveo Support to ask for a link to download the appropriate version of the DIP installer and
specify:

a. Your current CES version (ex: CES 6.5.4488 x64).

b. That you plan to use the GPO deployment.

c. Which DIP installer you want (.exe or .msi).

2. Connect to the domain server of your organization using an administrative account that meets the
following requirements:

l Permissions to create and edit group policies on the domain (at least amember of the Group Policy
Creator andOwners).

l Access to the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC).

3. Using the link provided by the Coveo support, download and save the DIP installer file (.exe or .msi) to
a folder where all end-users for which you want to deploy the DIP have read and execute permissions.

Example: Save the file in the [Your _DFS]\SysVol\[Your_Domain]\Policies folder.

4. You also need a copy of the DIP administrative template file on your server:

a. Copy the content or download the ZIP file for the administrative template file (see "Desktop
Integration PackageGPOAdministrative Template File" on page 91).

b. Save the file with as Coveo Desktop Integration Package Configuration.adm in a
folder of your choice on the domain server.

5. Start the Group Policy Management Console (Startmenu > Administrative Tools > Group Policy
Management).

6. In theGroup Policy Management console:

a. Open the organizational unit (OU) for which you want to add the DIP deployment GPO.

b. You can add the DIP deployment to an existing GPO or create a new one, in which case:

i. Right-click the organizational unit and select Create and Link a GPO Here.

ii. In theNew GPO dialog box, enter a name of your choice for the GPO, and then click OK.
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Example: Coveo Desktop Integration Package

c. Right-click on the newly created or existing GPO to which you want to add the DIP Deployment, and
then select Edit.

7. InGroup Policy Object Editor that appears:

a. In the tree, expandUser Configuration > Software Settings.

b. Right-click Software Installation, and then select New > Package.

c. In theOpen dialog box, select the DIP installer file (Coveo Desktop Integration Package

12 EN.msi) from the folder where you saved it, and then click Open.

d. In theDeploy Software dialog box that appears, select Assigned to automatically install the DIP on
end-user computers at logon, and then click OK.

e. In the tree underUser Configuration, right-click Administrative Templates, and then select
Add/Remove Templates.

f. In theAdd/Remove Templates dialog box, click Add.

g. In thePolicy Templates dialog box, select the DIP administrative template file that you saved on the
domain server, and then click Open.

h. Back in theAdd/Remove Templates dialog box, click Close.
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What's Next?

Configure the DIP parameters in the Group Policy Object (see "Configuring the Desktop Integration Package
GPO" on page 71).

2.5.8.1.1 Configuring the Desktop Integration Package GPO

In the Group Policy Object (GPO), you can configure three Desktop Integration Package (DIP) categories of
parameters:

l General

l File Indexing

l Outlook Indexing

These categories correspond to the three tabs available to the end-user in theCoveo Desktop Integration
Package Options dialog box (see "Desktop Integration Package Configuration and Control" on page 29).

In the GPO, you can specify the state of each parameter as:

Not Configured

The setting is not forced by the GPO and the end-user can change the corresponding parameters. The
registry is not modified.

Disabled

Deactivates the setting. The end-user cannot change the corresponding parameters. The registry reflects
that the policy setting is not selected.

Enabled

Activates the setting and allows to set a default value by GPO for the corresponding parameters.
Depending on the parameter, the end-user can or cannot change the values. The registry reflects that the
policy setting is selected.

Starting with CES 6.5 build 4765, the following additional GPO configuration are available:

l Disable remote file indexing.

l Allow the end-users to override PST indexing.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "DIP GPO configuration for CES 6.5.4765+" on page 72

l "DIP GPO configuration for CES 6.x prior to CES 6.5.4765" on page 84
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2.5.8.1.1.1 DIP GPO configuration for CES 6.5.4765+

Note: This procedure is documented for aWindows Server 2008.

1. Connect to the domain server of your organization using an administrative account that meets the
following requirements:

l Permissions to create and edit group policies on the domain (at least amember of the Group Policy
Creator andOwners).

l Access to the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC).

2. Start the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC) (Startmenu > Administrative Tools > Group
Policy Management).

3. In theGroup Policy ManagementConsole:

a. In the tree, expandGroup Policy Objects in the forest and domain containing the GPO for the
Desktop Integration Package.

b. Right-click the GPO for the Desktop Integration Package, and then click Edit.

4. In theGroup Policy Object Editor:

a. ExpandUser Configuration > Administrative Templates > Coveo Desktop Integration Package
Configuration > General.

b. In theGeneral panel, in theSetting column, double-click Set URI for the search page used.
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5. In theSet URI for The Search Page Used dialog box: 
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a. Select Enabled to set the Coveo Front-End server used by the Desktop Searchbar and theOutlook
Sidebar. End-users will not be able to change the server.

b. In theSearch page URI parameter, enter the URI of the Coveo Front-End server.

Example: https://MyCoveoServer.MyDomain.com

Note: TheGPO does not verify the format the entered URI. Ensure that the URI entered is valid.

c. Click Next Setting.
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Important: The URI of the Coveo Front-End server should be added to the trusted sites of the end-user
Internet Explorer to prevent users from receiving frequent requests to authenticate themselves with
their user name and password.

6. In theAllow Indexing on a Remote Server dialog box:

a. Select Enabled to force settings that end-users will not be able to change.

b. Select the Index local documents and items on a remote server check box.

This enables indexing of the content from the desktop or laptop computer on which the DIP will be
deployed.

c. Click Show, and in theShow Contents dialog box:
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i. In theValue list, enter the address of the Coveo Back-End server in the [hostname1]:[port]
form.

You can addmore than one server. This is useful when you run separate instances of CES in two
or more environments such as Development, Quality Assurance, and Production. You can
specify the CES remote server name and port for each environment in which you want
desktop/laptop indexed content to be sent.

Note:When no port is specified, the default value (1980) is used but it is strongly
recommended to specify the port. The port must be the same value specified for the Desktop
connector source (see "Creating and Configuring a Desktop Connector Source" on page 518).

ii. Click OK.

d. Click Next Setting.

7. In theShow or Hide the Desktop Searchbar dialog box:
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a. Select Enabled to specify to either always show, never show, or hide the Desktop Searchbar.

b. UnderOptions, select only one of the following options:

l Always show the Desktop Searchbar: The user will not be able to hide the Desktop Searchbar.

l Never show the Desktop Searchbar: The user will never have access to the Desktop
Searchbar.

l Hide the Desktop Searchbar by default: The user will be able to show the Desktop Searchbar.

c. Click Next Setting.

8. In theShow or Hide the Outlook Sidebar dialog box:
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a. Select Enabled to specify to either always show, never show, or hide the Outlook Sidebar.

b. UnderOptions, select only one of the following options:

l Always show Outlook Sidebar: The user will not be able to hide the Outlook sidebar.

l Never show Outlook Sidebar: The user will never have access to the Outlook sidebar.

l Hide Outlook Sidebar by default: The user will be able to show theOutlook sidebar.

c. Click OK.

9. In the tree of theGroup Policy Object Editor, expandUser Configuration > Administrative
Templates > Coveo Desktop Integration Package Configuration > File Indexing.

10. In the File Indexing panel, in theSetting column, double-click Disable Remote File Indexing
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Override.

11. In theDisable Remote File Indexing Override dialog box, when you want that end-users cannot
change the local folders to index or to exclude from indexation:

a. Select Enabled.

b. UnderOptions, select theDisable remote file indexing override check box.

c. Click Next Setting.

12. In theDefine Local Folders To Index dialog box:
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a. Select Enabled to force a default list of folders to index.

b. Click Show.

c. In theShow Content dialog box, for each default local folder that you want to index, enter the folder
full path, and then click OK.

d. Click Next Setting.

13. In theDefine Local Folders to Exclude dialog box:
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a. Select Enabled to force a default list of folders to exclude.

b. Click Show.

c. In theShow Content dialog box, for each default local folder that you want to exclude, enter the
folder full path, and then click OK.

d. Click OK.

14. In the tree of theGroup Policy Object Editor, expandUser Configuration > Administrative
Templates > Coveo Desktop Integration Package Configuration > Outlook Indexing.

15. In theOutlook Indexing panel, in theSetting column, double-click Define PST Indexing Parameters.
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16. In theDefine PST Indexing Parameters dialog box:

a. Select Enabled to set the default Outlook items to index by default.

b. Select the Index the OST folder check box to index the local Microsoft ExchangeOffline Folders
(.ost) mail archive files.

c. Select the Index the PST folder check box to index the local Microsoft Exchange Personal Folders
(.pst) mail archive files.

d. Select theAllow users to override PST indexing check box when you selected the Index the
PST folder check box but still want end-users to be able to disable it.

e. Click Next Setting.
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17. In theDefine MAPI Profile Used for Indexing dialog box, configure the default MAPI profile selection
seen by the end-user:

Note: TheMAPI profile parameter is useful only when a user has more than oneOutlook profile and
wants to index the content of a specific one. When it is not set, the content of the default profile is
indexed.

a. Select Enabled to force a specific profile.

b. In theUse this MAPI profile box, enter the name of theMAPI profile to use.

c. Click OK.
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2.5.8.1.1.2 DIP GPO configuration for CES 6.x prior to CES 6.5.4765

Note: This procedure is documented for aWindows server 2003.

1. Connect to the domain server of your organization using an administrative account that meets the
following requirements:

l Permissions to create and edit group policies on the domain (at least amember of the Group Policy
Creator andOwners).

l Access to the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC).

2. Start the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC) (Startmenu > Administrative Tools > Group
Policy Management).

3. In theGroup Policy ManagementConsole:

a. In the tree, expandGroup Policy Objects in the forest and domain containing the GPO for the
Desktop Integration Package.

b. Right-click the GPO for the Desktop Integration Package, and then click Edit.

4. In theGroup Policy Object Editor:

a. ExpandUser Configuration > Administrative Templates > Coveo SearchBar
Configuration > General.

b. In theGeneral panel, in theSetting column, double-click Set URI for the search page used.
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5. In theSet URI for the search page used Properties dialog box, configure what the end-user can see in
theSearch section of theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

a. Select Enabled to set the search page. End-users will not be able to change the search page.

b. In theSearch Page URI parameter, enter the URI where your Coveo search UI is deployed.
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Example: https://MyCoveoServer.MyDomain.com

Note: TheGPO does not verify the format the entered URI. Ensure that the URI entered is valid.

c. Click Next Setting.

Important: The URI of the search page should be added to the trusted sites of the end-user
Internet Explorer to prevent users from receiving frequent requests to authenticate themselves with
their user name and password.

6. In theAllow indexing on a remote server Properties dialog box, configure what the end-user can see
in theRemote Indexing section of theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:

a. Select Enabled to force settings that end-users will not be able to change.

b. Select the Index local documents and items on a remote server check box.

This enables indexing of the content from the desktop or laptop computer on which the DIP will be
deployed.

c. Click Show, and in theShow Contents dialog box:
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i. Click Add.

ii. In theAdd Item dialog box, enter the address of the Coveo Back-End server in the
[hostname1]:[port] form, and then click OK.

Note:When no port is specified, the default value (1980) is used but it is strongly
recommended to specify the port. The port must be the same value specified for the Desktop
connector source (see "Creating and Configuring a Desktop Connector Source" on page 518).

iii. Click OK.

Note: You can addmore than one server. This is useful when you run separate instances of
CES in two or more environments such as Development, Quality Assurance, and Production.
You can specify the CES remote server name and port for each environment in which you want
desktop/laptop indexed content to be sent.

d. Click OK.

7. In the tree of theGroup Policy Object Editor, expandUser Configuration > Administrative
Templates > Coveo SearchBar Configuration > File Indexing.

8. In the File Indexing panel, in theSetting column, double-click Define local folders to index.

9. In theDefine local folders to index Properties dialog box, configure a default list of local folders to be
indexed or leave the parameter configurable by end-user in the Filesystem Folders to Index section of
theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:
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l Select Not Configured to leave the list of folder empty and allow end-users to populate the list.

OR

a. Select Enabled to force a default list of folders to index and prevent users from changing it.

b. Click Show, and in theShow Content dialog box:

i. For each default local folder that you want to index, click Add.

ii. In theAdd Item dialog box, enter the default local folder to index, and then click OK.

c. Click Next Setting.

10. In theDefine local folders to exclude Properties dialog box, configure the default list of local folders to
exclude from indexing or leave parameters configurable by the end-user in the Folders to Exclude
section of theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:
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l Select Not Configured to leave the list of folder empty and allow end-users to populate the list.

OR

a. Select Enabled to force a default list of folders to exclude and prevent users from changing it.

b. Click Show, and in theShow Content dialog box:

i. For each default local folder that you want to exclude from indexing, click Add.

ii. In theAdd Item dialog box, enter the local folder to exclude from indexing, and then click OK.

c. Click OK.

11. In the tree of theGroup Policy Object Editor, expandUser Configuration > Administrative
Templates > Coveo SearchBar Configuration > Outlook Indexing.

12. In theOutlook Indexing panel, in theSetting column, double-click Define PST indexing parameters.

13. In theDefine PST indexing parameters Properties dialog box, configure the default outlook items to be
indexed or leave the parameters configurable by the end-user in theOutlook Items to Index section of
theCoveo Desktop Integration Package Options dialog box:
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l Select Not Configured to allow users tomake their own selection.

OR

a. Select Enabled to force the selection and prevent users from changing it.

b. Select the Index PST Folder check box to index the local Microsoft Exchange Personal Folders
(.pst) mail archive files.

c. Select the Index OST Folder check box to index the local Microsoft ExchangeOffline Folders
(.ost) mail archive files.

d. Click Next Setting.

14. In theDefine MAPI profile used for indexing Properties dialog box, configure the default MAPI profile
selection seen by the end-user in theMAPI Profile section of theCoveo Desktop Integration Package
Options dialog box:
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Note: TheMAPI profile parameter is useful only when a user has more than oneOutlook profile and
wants to index the content of a specific one. When it is not set, the content of the default profile is
indexed.

l Select Not Configured to allow users to set a customMAPI profile.

OR

a. Select Enabled to force a specific profile.

b. In theUse this MAPI profile box, enter the name of theMAPI profile to use.

c. Click OK.

2.5.8.1.2 Desktop Integration Package GPO Administrative Template File

This topic presents the content of the administrative template file (.adm) that you need when you deploy the
Desktop Integration Package (DIP) using the Group Policy Object method (see "Creating a DIP Deployment
Group Policy Object" on page 68).

Two versions of the administration template file are available depending on your CES 6.x version:

l "Administrative template file for CES 6.5.4765+" on page 92

l "Administrative template file for CES 6.x prior to CES 6.5.4765" on page 95
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2.5.8.1.2.1 Administrative template file for CES 6.5.4765+

This release of the administration template file procures the following additional GPO configuration:

l Disable remote file indexing.

l Allow the end-users to override PST indexing.

; ============================================================================
;
; Coveo Desktop Integration Package Administrative Template File
;
; This file contains all the settings that are necessary to configure Group Policy
; settings for the Coveo Desktop Integration Package (DIP).
;
; Copyright (c) 2012 - Coveo Technologies Inc. - All Rights Reserved.
;
; ============================================================================

; ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Current User Section
; ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLASS USER

CATEGORY !!SearchBarCategory
;*****************************************************************
;GENERAL TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!GeneralCategory
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar"

POLICY !!SearchPageUri_Policy
EXPLAIN !!SearchPageUri_Explain
PART !!SearchPageUri_EditText EDITTEXT REQUIRED
VALUENAME "SearchPageUri"
END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!EnableRemoteIndexing_Policy
EXPLAIN !!EnableRemoteIndexing_Explain
PART !!EnableRemoteIndexing_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "EnableRemoteIndexing"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!HostNamePort_Text TEXT
END PART
PART !!HostNamePort_EditText LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Host"
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\RemoteIndexingServers\List"

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!ShowQuickSearchBar_Policy
EXPLAIN !!ShowQuickSearchBar_Explain
PART !!ShowQuickSearchBar_AlwaysShowCheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "AlwaysShowQuickSearchBar"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!ShowQuickSearchBar_NeverShowCheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "NeverShowQuickSearchBar"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!ShowQuickSearchBar_HideByDefault CHECKBOX
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VALUENAME "HideQuickSearchBarByDefault"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!ShowSideBar_Policy
EXPLAIN !!ShowSideBar_Explain
PART !!ShowSideBar_AlwaysShowCheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "AlwaysShowOutlookSideBar"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!ShowSideBar_NeverShowCheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "NeverShowOutlookSideBar"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!ShowSideBar_HideByDefault CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "HideOutlookSideBarByDefault"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
END POLICY

END CATEGORY
;*****************************************************************
;FILESYSTEM TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!FilesystemCategory
POLICY !!DisableRemoteFileIndexing_Policy
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar"
EXPLAIN !!DisableRemoteFileIndexing_Explain
PART !!DisableRemoteFileIndexing_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "DisableRemoteFileIndexing"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!FoldersToIndex_Policy
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\FoldersToIndex\List"
EXPLAIN !!FoldersToIndex_Explain
PART !!FoldersToIndex_ListBox LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Path"
END PART

END POLICY

POLICY !!ExcludedFolders_Policy
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\ExcludedFolders\List"
EXPLAIN !!ExcludedFolders_Explain
PART !!ExcludedFolders_ListBox LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Path"
END PART

END POLICY
END CATEGORY

;*****************************************************************
;OUTLOOK TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!OutlookCategory
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar"

POLICY !!OutlookItemsToIndex_Policy
EXPLAIN !!OutlookItemsToIndex_Explain
PART !!IndexExchangeStore_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "IndexExchangeStore"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
PART !!IndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "IndexMAPIOnlineStores"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
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VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0
END PART
PART !!UserCanChangeIndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "UserCanOverrideIndexMAPIOnlineStores"
VALUEON NUMERIC 1
VALUEOFF NUMERIC 0

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!MAPIProfileName_Policy
EXPLAIN !!MAPIProfileName_Explain
PART !!MAPIProfileName_EditText EDITTEXT REQUIRED
VALUENAME "MAPIProfileName"

END PART
END POLICY

END CATEGORY
END CATEGORY

; ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; Strings
; ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

[Strings]
SearchBarCategory="Coveo Desktop Integration Package configuration"

GeneralCategory="General"

SearchPageUri_Policy="Set URI for the Search Page Used"
SearchPageUri_Explain="Enabling this policy and setting it to a URI defines the search page that will
be used."
SearchPageUri_EditText="Search page URI:"

EnableRemoteIndexing_Policy="Allow Indexing on a Remote Server"
EnableRemoteIndexing_Explain="This policy allows the indexing of desktop or laptop computer content on
one or more remote servers. When this policy is enabled, you must specify at least one remote server
using the hostname:port form. When no port is specified, the default port (1980) is used. The port
must be the same as the one used by the Desktop connector."
EnableRemoteIndexing_CheckBox="Index local documents and items on a remote server"
HostNamePort_Text="\nSpecify servers using the hostname:port form."
HostNamePort_EditText="Set remote server name and port:"

ShowQuickSearchBar_Policy="Show or Hide the Desktop Searchbar"
ShowQuickSearchBar_Explain="Enabling this policy allows specifying whether the Desktop Searchbar is
visible or not."
ShowQuickSearchBar_AlwaysShowCheckBox="Always show the Desktop Searchbar"
ShowQuickSearchBar_NeverShowCheckBox="Never show the Desktop Searchbar"
ShowQuickSearchBar_HideByDefault="Hide Desktop Searchbar by default"

ShowSideBar_Policy="Show or Hide the Outlook Sidebar"
ShowSideBar_Explain="Enabling this policy allows specifying whether the Outlook Sidebar is visible or
not."
ShowSideBar_AlwaysShowCheckBox="Always show the Outlook Sidebar"
ShowSideBar_NeverShowCheckBox="Never show the Outlook Sidebar"
ShowSideBar_HideByDefault="Hide the Outlook Sidebar by default"

FilesystemCategory="File Indexing"

DisableRemoteFileIndexing_Policy="Disable Remote File Indexing Override"
DisableRemoteFileIndexing_Explain="Enabling this policy prevents end-users from changing the folders
to index and the excluded folders."
DisableRemoteFileIndexing_CheckBox="Disable remote file indexing override"

FoldersToIndex_Policy="Define Local Folders to Index"
FoldersToIndex_Explain="This policy contains the list of folders to index."
FoldersToIndex_ListBox="Local folders to index:"

ExcludedFolders_Policy="Define Local Folders to Exclude"
ExcludedFolders_Explain="This policy contains the list of folders to exclude from indexing."
ExcludedFolders_ListBox="Folders to exclude:"
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OutlookCategory="Outlook Indexing"

OutlookItemsToIndex_Policy="Define PST Indexing Parameters"
OutlookItemsToIndex_Explain="This policy defines the Outlook folders to index."
IndexExchangeStore_CheckBox="Index the OST folder"
IndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox="Index the PST folder"
UserCanChangeIndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox="Allow users to override PST indexing"

MAPIProfileName_Policy="Define MAPI Profile Used for Indexing"
MAPIProfileName_Explain="Enabling this policy allows to specify the MAPI profile to use for indexing
user's PST and OST folders."
MAPIProfileName_EditText="Use this MAPI profile:"

2.5.8.1.2.2 Administrative template file for CES 6.x prior to CES 6.5.4765

; ============================================================================
;
; Coveo Desktop Search Administrative Template File
;
; This file contains all the settings that are necessary to configure Group Policy
; settings for the Coveo Desktop Integration Package.
;
; Copyright (c) 2009 - Coveo Technologies Inc. - All Rights Reserved.
;
; ============================================================================

; ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Current User Section
; ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLASS USER

CATEGORY !!SearchBarCategory
;*****************************************************************
;GENERAL TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!GeneralCategory
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar"

POLICY !!SearchPageUri_Policy
EXPLAIN !!SearchPageUri_Explain
PART !!SearchPageUri_EditText EDITTEXT REQUIRED
VALUENAME "SearchPageUri"

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!EnableRemoteIndexing_Policy
EXPLAIN !!EnableRemoteIndexing_Explain
PART !!EnableRemoteIndexing_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "EnableRemoteIndexing"

END PART
PART !!HostNamePort_Text TEXT
END PART
PART !!HostNamePort_EditText LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Host"
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\RemoteIndexingServers\List"

END PART
END POLICY

END CATEGORY
;*****************************************************************
;FILESYSTEM TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!FilesystemCategory
POLICY !!FoldersToIndex_Policy
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\FoldersToIndex\List"
EXPLAIN !!FoldersToIndex_Explain
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PART !!FoldersToIndex_ListBox LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Path"
END PART

END POLICY

POLICY !!ExcludedFolders_Policy
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar\ExcludedFolders\List"
EXPLAIN !!ExcludedFolders_Explain
PART !!ExcludedFolders_ListBox LISTBOX VALUEPREFIX "Path"
END PART

END POLICY
END CATEGORY

;*****************************************************************
;OUTLOOK TAB OPTIONS
;*****************************************************************
CATEGORY !!OutlookCategory
KEYNAME "software\policies\Coveo\Search Bar"

POLICY !!OutlookItemsToIndex_Policy
EXPLAIN !!OutlookItemsToIndex_Explain
PART !!IndexExchangeStore_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "IndexExchangeStore"

END PART
PART !!IndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox CHECKBOX
VALUENAME "IndexMAPIOnlineStores"

END PART
END POLICY

POLICY !!MAPIProfileName_Policy
EXPLAIN !!MAPIProfileName_Explain
PART !!MAPIProfileName_EditText EDITTEXT REQUIRED
VALUENAME "MAPIProfileName"

END PART
END POLICY

END CATEGORY
END CATEGORY

; ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; Strings
; ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

[Strings]
SearchBarCategory="Coveo SearchBar configuration"

GeneralCategory="General"

SearchPageUri_Policy="Set URI for the search page used"
SearchPageUri_Explain="Enabling this policy and setting it to a URI will define the search page that
will be used."
SearchPageUri_EditText="Search Page URI :"

EnableRemoteIndexing_Policy="Allow indexation on a remote server"
EnableRemoteIndexing_Explain="This policy will allow the indexation of local content on remote
servers. If this policy is enabled at least one remote server need to be set. The servers must be
specified following this template hostname:port. If no port is specified the default is set to 1980."
EnableRemoteIndexing_CheckBox="Index local documents and items on a remote server."
HostNamePort_Text="\nSpecify servers following the template hostname:port"
HostNamePort_EditText="Set Remote Server name and port :"

FilesystemCategory="File Indexing"

FoldersToIndex_Policy="Define local folders to index"
FoldersToIndex_Explain="This policy contains the list the folders to index."
FoldersToIndex_ListBox="Filesystem Folders to Index :"

ExcludedFolders_Policy="Define local folders to exclude"
ExcludedFolders_Explain="This policy contains the list the folders to exclude from indexation."
ExcludedFolders_ListBox="Folders to Exclude :"

OutlookCategory="Outlook Indexing"
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OutlookItemsToIndex_Policy="Define PST indexing parameters"
OutlookItemsToIndex_Explain="This policy allow define the outlook folders to index"
IndexExchangeStore_CheckBox="Index PST Folder."
IndexMAPIOnlineStores_CheckBox="Index OST Folder."

MAPIProfileName_Policy="Define MAPI profile used for indexing"
MAPIProfileName_Explain="Enabling this policy allow to specify the MAPI profile to use for indexing
user's PST and OST folders."
MAPIProfileName_EditText="Use this MAPI profile :"

2.5.8.2 Manually Deploying the Desktop Integration Package

Themanual method for the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) deployment simply consists in making the
DIP installer available to your end-users and relies on them to install and configure the DIP.

Note:With this method, all DIP features are enabled to all end-users. You cannot enable/disable or pre-
configure folders to index as you can do with the GPO method.

To manually deploy the DIP

1. Contact Coveo Support to ask for a link to download the appropriate version of the DIP installer and
specify:

a. Your current CES version (ex CES 6.5.4488 x64).

b. Which DIP installer you want (.exe or .msi).

2. Save the DIP installer to a location available to all your end-users.

3. Inform your end-users of the availability of the DIP installer and provide instructions to install and
configure the DIP (see "Installing the Desktop Integration Package" on page 27 and "Desktop Integration
Package Configuration and Control" on page 29).

2.5.9 Deploying the Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry

The Coveo Platform also includes a BlackBerry application (see "CoveoMobile Application for BlackBerry" on
page 63) that enables BlackBerry device users to access the Coveo search interfaces through the BlackBerry
Enterprise Server (BES). The CES application can be deployed on the BlackBerry devices by email or via the
software configurationmechanism on the BES.

The architecture for the CoveoMobile application deployed jointly with the BES is illustrated in the following
figure.
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Encrypted data

Research InMotion (RIM) infrastructure

BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES)

Optionally encrypted data

Coveo server

The process to deploy the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry consists in the following steps:

1. Ensure that the search hub used by BlackBerry users contains mobile search interfaces (see "Making
Search Interfaces Available in a Search Hub" on page 369).

2. In IIS, for the website hosting the Coveo search hub:

a. Ensure that the website uses basic authentication, needed by the CoveoMobile application (see
"Enabling Basic Authentication in IIS" on page 802).

b. It is recommended to create an HTTPS binding and enable SSLwith a valid certificate from a trusted
authority (see "Enabling SSL in IIS" on page 802).

3. Distribute the CoveoMobile application using one of the followingmethods:

l Pull method

Method consisting in sending by email a link to BlackBerry users to allow them to download and
install the application (see "Distributing the CoveoMobile Application for BlackBerry by Email" on
page 99). This is the recommendedmethod.

l Pushmethod
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Method consisting in pushing the application to users through the BlackBerry Enterprise Server
(BES). This method centralizes themanagement of the application and ensures that the application is
installed transparently on the BlackBerry or all target users. (see "Distributing the CoveoMobile
Application for BlackBerry Through the BES" on page 100).

Note: Although the pushmethod is appealing, its application often leads to problems. Contact the
Coveo Support before attempting to use it.

2.5.9.1 Distributing the Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry by Email

You can distribute the CoveoMobile application by email to the BlackBerry users within your organization.

This topic describes the pull method involving the following steps:

1. Getting a customized CoveoMobile application from the Coveo Support (see "Requesting a custom
CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry" on page 99).

2. Making this application available on your Coveo Front-End servers (see "Installing the application on the
Coveo Front-End servers" on page 99).

3. Sending an email with a link to the CoveoMobile application so that users can download and install the
application on their BlackBerry (see "Distributing the link to the CoveoMobile application" on page 100).

2.5.9.1.1 Requesting a custom Coveo Mobile application for BlackBerry

Before you can distribute the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry within your organization, the Coveo
Support must compile a custom version of the application that includes the URL of the search interface that
will be used by your Blackberry users to execute queries.

1. Define the URL of the search interface that will be used by your BlackBerry users to execute queries.

2. Send an email to the Coveo Support to request your customized CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry,
specifying your URL in themessage.

The Coveo Support team will send you a package (ZIP file) that includes your CoveoMobile application.

2.5.9.1.2 Installing the application on the Coveo Front-End servers

1. Open the email message received from the Coveo Support, and save the attached ZIP file to a location of
your choice.

2. On each of your Coveo Front-End servers:

a. If not already existing, create the following folder:
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[CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Anonymous\BlackBerryPlugin\

b. Unzip the file to the BlackBerryPlugin folder.

2.5.9.1.3 Distributing the link to the Coveo Mobile application

1. Compose an email message containing the link to download the CoveoMobile application and the first
time connection instructions.

The followingmessage example contains the typical information to be sent to your BlackBerry users. In
the text, ensure to replace [Coveo_Front-End_Site], [MyOrganizationCoveoServer], and
[DomainName] with the appropriate values for your organization.

Subject: Installation and configuration of the Coveo Mobile application for BlackBerry

The Coveo Mobile application for BlackBerry has the following advantages over the browser-based

search:

• You can access the Coveo search directly from the BlackBerry home page.

• You need to provide your user name and password only once after installing the Coveo Mobile

application, all subsequent accesses to the Coveo Mobile application search are granted

automatically.

• You can forward and reply to email messages within the Coveo Mobile application.

• You can navigate across search pages without affecting opened pages and/or sessions in the

BlackBerry browser application.

To download and install the Coveo Mobile application, click the following link:

http://[Coveo_Front-End_Site]/Coveo/Anonymous/AnonymousContent.aspx?k=bjad

When you start the Coveo Mobile application for the first time, in the Connection Information

screen, enter the following information:

• Server address: http://[MyOrganizationCoveoServer]

• Username: [DomainName]\[UserName]

• Password: [YourPassword]

and then click OK.

2. Send the email message to your BlackBerry users.

2.5.9.2 Distributing the Coveo Mobile Application for BlackBerry Through the BES

You can distribute the CoveoMobile application by pushing the application to the BlackBerry users through
the BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES).

Note: Although the pushmethod is appealing, its application often leads to problems. Contact the Coveo
Support before attempting to use it.

This pushmethod involves the following steps:

1. Getting a customized CoveoMobile application from the Coveo Support (see "Requesting a custom
CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry" on page 101).
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2. Making this application available on your BES server (see "Installing the CoveoMobile package on the
BES server" on page 101).

3. Configuring the BES to push the CoveoMobile application to the BlackBerry of selected users (see
"Configuring BES 4.1 to push the CoveoMobile application" on page 101).

2.5.9.2.1 Requesting a custom Coveo Mobile application for BlackBerry

Before you can distribute the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry within your organization, the Coveo
Support must compile a custom version of the application that includes the URL of the search interface that
will be used by your Blackberry users to execute queries.

1. Define the URL of the search interface that will be used by your BlackBerry users to execute queries.

2. Send an email to the Coveo Support to request your customized CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry,
specifying your URL in themessage.

The Coveo Support team will send you a package (ZIP file) that includes your CoveoMobile application.

2.5.9.2.2 Installing the Coveo Mobile package on the BES server

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to your BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES).

2. In Windows Explorer:

a. Share the C:\Program Files\Common Files\Research In Motion folder in read-only.

b. Create the Shared\Applications\CoveoSearch folder structure in the shared folder.

c. In the CoveoSearch folder, extract the CoveoMobile ZIP file received from the Coveo Support.

3. In a command prompt:

a. Change the current directory to C:\Program Files\Common Files\Research In

Motion\AppLoader.

b. Run the following command: load.exe /index

When the command is successful, XML and PKG files are created in the CoveoSearch folder.

c. Close the command prompt.

2.5.9.2.3 Configuring BES 4.1 to push the Coveo Mobile application

1. On the BES, start the BlackBerry Manager application.

2. In theBlackBerry Manager:
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a. Click theSoftware Configurations tab.

b. Right-click in theSoftware Configurations tab list, and then select Add New Configuration.

3. In theDevice Software Configuration dialog box that appears:

a. In theConfiguration Name field, enter a name of your choice.

Example: Coveo Mobile Search.

b. In theConfiguration Description field, enter a description for the configuration.
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c. Click Change to set theDevice Software Location.

4. In theDevice Software Share Location dialog box:

a. Click Browse to select the newly shared folder (C:\Program Files\Common

Files\Research In Motion), specifying the folder using the Universal Naming Convention
(UNC) in the form \\ServerName\SharedPath.

b. Click OK.

5. Back in theDevice Software Configuration dialog box:

a. ExpandApplication Software, and then select Coveo Mobile.

b. In theDelivery column, selectWireless.
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This is mandatory to push the CoveoMobile application to the BlackBerry devices.

c. Click Policies.

6. In theApplication Control Policy dialog box that appears:

a. Click New to create a new policy.

b. In theName field, enter a name of your choice.

Example: Coveo Mobile Policy

c. Set the following parameters toAllowed:

l Cross Application Communication

l Internal Network Connections

l External Network Connections

l Email

l Browser Filters

d. Click OK.
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7. In theDevice Software Configuration:

a. In the drop-down list of the last column, select the application control policy that you defined in the
previous step.

b. Click OK.
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8. Back in themainBlackBerry Managerwindow:

a. Click theAll Users tab.

b. Select one or more users.

c. Right-click on the selection, and then select Assign Software Configuration in the contextual
menu.

d. In theSelect a software configuration dialog box, select Coveo Mobile Search, and then click
OK.

Note: By default, BES runs a batch job every four hours to push the applications to the BlackBerry devices.
You can alsomanually push the CoveoMobile application by right-clicking on one or multiple user selection,
and then selectingDeploy Applications.

2.6 Tools for the Administrator
CES offers four applications to allow you, the CES administrator, to easily interact with the Coveo Platform.

Administration Tool

The web application from which you configure a Coveo Back-End server (see "Administration Tool" on
page 146).

Interface Editor

The web application from which you configure the search hubs and the search interfaces on a Coveo
Front-End server (see "Interface Editor" on page 359).

CES Console

The application from which you canmonitor the activities of the CES service on a Back-End server (see
"Using the CES Console" on page 106).

Analytics User Interface

The web application from which you can review the usage of your Coveo Platform (see "Analytics User
Interface Elements" on page 120).

2.6.1 Using the CES Console

TheCES Console shows the activities of the CES service in a window. It displays useful real-time
information such as connection, crawling, and indexing operations. TheCES Console is a helpful tool for
monitoring and troubleshooting purposes.
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To use the CES Console

1. Access theCES Console (Windows Startmenu > All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > CES
Console).

By default, theCES Console automatically connects to the local default Coveo instance. Activities
appear in the window in real-time when CES settings aremodified or indexing and querying activities take
place.

Note:When you click in the CES Console window, the scrolling pauses. Press the ESC key on the
keyboard to resume scrolling.

2. You can refine the activities appearing in the window using the parameters available in the Filter section.

3. When the CES Console is not connected, click Connect. You can also connect to other Coveo servers
by clickingDisconnect and thenConnect.
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4. In theConnect dialog box:

a. BesideConnect to, select the type of Coveo server to which you want to connect.

b. In theServer drop-down list, select the Coveo server to which you want to connect. Choose
localhost to see activities of the local Coveo server.

c. In the Instance drop-down list, whenmore than one Coveo instance is available on the selected
server, select the appropriate Coveo instance.

d. If the instance uses a port other than the default port (52800), select the appropriate value in thePort
drop-down list (see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11).

e. Click OK.

2.6.2 Starting the CES Service

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) runs as a software service on Coveo Back-End servers. By default, the CES
Service should be enabled and automatically running when a Coveo Back-End server starts. When for some
reason the CES service is not running, you canmanually start it.

Note:When the CES Service stops unexpectedly, contact the Coveo Support if you need assistance to
find out why it stopped and prevent other service interruptions.
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To start the CES service using the shortcut

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo Back-End server on which you wish to start the
CES service.

2. On theWindows Startmenu, select All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Service > Start
Service.

To start the CES service from the Windows Administrative Tools

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo Back-End server on which you wish to start the
CES service.

2. On theWindows Startmenu, select Administrative Tools > Services.

3. In theServiceswindow, right-click Coveo Enterprise Search 6, and then select Start in the contextual
menu.

4. Verify that Started appears in theStatus column forCoveo Enterprise Search 6.

If it is not the case:

l Ensure that the account you used to log on to the Coveo server has administrative rights.

l Verify if the CES service log on account or password has changed (see "Modifying the CES Log on
Account" on page 9).
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2.6.3 Stopping the CES Service

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) runs continuously as a software service on Coveo Back-End servers. You
may need to stop the CES service to perform CES maintenance tasks.

Important: Stopping the CES service interrupts all Coveo services from the server.

To stop the CES service using the shortcut

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo Back-End server on which you wish to stop the
CES service.

2. On theWindows Startmenu, select All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Service > Stop
Service.

To stop the CES service from the Windows Administrative Tools

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo Back-End server on which you wish to stop the
CES service.

2. On theWindows Startmenu, select Administrative Tools > Services.

3. In theServiceswindow, right-click Coveo Enterprise Search 6, and then select Stop in the contextual
menu.

4. Verify that Started disappears in theStatus column forCoveo Enterprise Search 6.

2.6.4 Analytics Module
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2.6.4.1 About the Analytics Module

The Analytics module provides information that helps administrators optimize their Coveo search
implementation by analyzing the paths users follow while searching and navigating in the results. By tracking
and understanding user behavior, the administrator can better determine the user search requirements,
assess performance of the system, and optimize their search results – ultimately increasing adoption of the
search solution.

The Analytics database automatically tracks all user actions performed in the Coveo search interfaces,
including result click-through, faceted navigation, and the use of the different user interface functions. The
actions are saved in the database along with user information, search session data, and the opened
documents on which the action was taken.

The administrator uses the Analytics user interface to view and analyze the logged information. The Analytics
user interface offers numerous filters to help find precise search usage information.

Analytics user interface tab
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Note: The Analytics module is available starting with CES 6.2. TheAnalytics tab appears at the top of the
default web interface only after the Analytics module has been deployed and only when the user has Coveo
administrator rights. End-users do not see theAnalytics tab.

Steps for using the Analytics module
1. Deploy the Analytics module

You need to setup the database that will collect the Analytics data, enable the Analytics module, and then
connect it to the database (see "Deploying the Analytics Module" on page 112).

If you experience problems, see "Troubleshooting and Handling Analytics Module Errors" on page 128.

2. Learn how to use the Analytics user interface

The Analytics user interface contains numerous filters allowing you to quickly and easily review the
Analytics data (see "Analytics User Interface Elements" on page 120 and "Refining Analytics Results" on
page 123).

3. Exploit the Analytics data

The Analytics data being collected in a database, you can develop your own queries and even customize
the data that is collected (see "Analytics Database Content" on page 130 and "Customizing the Collected
Analytics Data" on page 139).

2.6.4.2 Deploying the Analytics Module

The Analytics module components are included when you install a Coveo Platform 6.2+ server. However, the
Analytics features are turned off by default. The Analytics module also needs to connect to aMicrosoft SQL
database where it will log search and navigation actions. You can use an existingMicrosoft SQL Server or
create a new SQLServer instance. CES and theMicrosoft SQL database can be installed on the same server
or on different servers. You can deploy the Analytics module on a single Coveo server configuration or on a
multiple Coveo Back-End and Front-End server topology.

In summary, the deployment process consists in creating a dedicatedMicrosoft SQL database, setting the
permissions to the database, and on each Coveo Front-End server, activate and configure the Analytics
module to connect to this database.

Analytics module requirements:

l Coveo Platform 6.2+

l Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or 2008. Supports the freeMicrosoft SQL Express Edition (see
http://www.microsoft.com/express/database/).

l You need Coveo andMicrosoft SQL Server administrator rights to perform the following procedure.

l Microsoft Silverlight support in the browser used to view the Analytics user interface.
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To deploy the Analytics module

1. Choose an existingMicrosoft SQL Server or install a new instance where the Analytics database will be
created.

2. Note the name of theMicrosoft SQL Server instance.

3. On the Coveo Front-End server, find the name of the user that runs the Coveo site in IIS (see "Finding the
Name of the User that Runs a Process in IIS" on page 800).

4. On theMicrosoft SQL Server, create a new empty Analytics database using the default name
CoveoAnalytics (see "Creating a Database inMicrosoft SQL Server" on page 810).

Note: You can use a different database name, but you will need to specify this name in the
Web.config file later in this procedure. Also, before running the database creation script, you will need
to edit the first line of the database creation script to replace the default database namewith the name
you selected.

5. Referring to the following table, select the appropriate script for the version of the Coveo Platform that you
are running (distributed in the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Analytics\Scripts\Creation
folder), and then run it on theMicrosoft SQL Server (see "Running a Script in Microsoft SQL Server" on
page 812).

Example:With CES 6.5.4765, run the CREATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_V6-1.SQL script.

Important: Use the creation script only the first time that you start using the Analytics module. Running
the creation scripts permanently erases any existing Analytics data as it creates blank analytics
database tables.

If you are installing a new version of CES and deployed the Analytics module for an earlier version, you
may need to perform migration tasks for the Analytics database (see "Updating the Analytics Database
Format" on page 117).

6. InMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studio, set read and write access rights to the database for the
user that runs the CES service:

a. In theObject Explorer pane, expand theSecurity folder, right-click on Logins, and then select New
Login in the contextual menu.
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b. In the Login - New dialog box, create a login for the user identified in step 3, and then click OK.

Example:WhenCES andMicrosoft SQL run on the same server and the identified user is
NetworkServices, create a NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE login.

Example:WhenCES andMicrosoft SQL run on different servers and the identified user is
NetworkServices, create a [CESserverdomain]\[CESservername]$ login, where you
replace [CESserverdomain] and [CESservername] by the appropriate names.

c. Back in theObject Explorer pane, expandSecurity and Logins, right-click on the newly created
login name, and then select Properties in the contextual menu.

d. In the Login Properties dialog box, for theCoveoAnalytics database, select the db_datareader
and the db_datawriter check boxes (as shown in the followingMicrosoft SQL Server Manager Studio
2008 example).
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7. On theMicrosoft SQL Server, in theSql Server Configuration Manager, ensure that the protocol used
by CES to communicate with the SQL database is activated (as shown in theMicrosoft SQL 2008
example in the following figure). Restart the SQL server after making changes.
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8. When CES andMicrosoft SQL run on different servers, ensure that the firewall of theMicrosoft SQL
Server allows communication from the Coveo server (typically on port 1433).

9. On each Coveo Front-End server, edit the Web.config file to activate the Analytics module and
configure to which SQL Server it connects:

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

a. Using a text editor, open the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Web.config file.

b. In the file, after the <coveoEnterpriseSearch> tag, locate the following line:

<analytics enabled="false" connectionString="Data Source=yourServerName;Initial
Catalog=CoveoAnalytics;Integrated Security=SSPI;"/>

c. Edit the line as follows:

i. Change enabled="false" to enabled="true" to activate the Analytics data collection.

ii. Replace yourServerName by the name of theMicrosoft SQL Server that will host the Analytics
database (noted in step 2) to set the database connection string (connectionString=).

Example:WhenCES andMicrosoft SQL run on the same server, replace yourServerName
by localhost or by <yourServerName>\<SQLInstance> for a specific SQL Server
instance like MyMachine\SQLExpress or .\SQLExpress.
When CES andMicrosoft SQL run on different servers, replace yourServerName by a string
of the form SQLservername.yourcompany.com or by the IP address of the Coveo server.
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Tip: Formore information on how to write an SQL connection string, refer to
http://www.connectionstrings.com/sql-server-2008.

iii. If you used a database name other then the default namewhen you created the database, replace
CoveoAnalytics by the name you used.

d. Save the Web.config file.

The Analytics module immediately starts to collect search usage information to the database and the
Analytics user interface tab appears in the default Coveo search interface (for a Coveo administrator
only).

Important: If you havemore than one Coveo Front-End server, repeat the editing of the Web.config
file on each Front-End server to also collect search usage from these servers.

Tip: You can customize the Analytics data collection behavior by configuring the Web.config file
(see "Customizing the Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).

10. On the Coveo Front-End server, test the Analytics module:

a. Using a Coveo administrator account, open the default Coveo search page (Windows taskbarStart >
All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Default Search Interface).

b. Perform a few queries to ensure that some data is sent to the Analytics database.

If an error message appears, the connection or the permissions to the databasemay not be set
properly (see "Troubleshooting and Handling Analytics Module Errors" on page 128).

c. In the default search interface, click theAnalytics tab to open the Analytics user interface.

d. If Microsoft Silverlight is not yet installed on your server, click the Install Microsoft Silverlight icon
that appears to install it.

e. Verify that the Analytics user interface presents the queries that you performed.

Note: Youmay seeNo Data to Display in the time graph and top result list zones. The Analytics
user interface presents data only one day after starting collecting data.

2.6.4.3 Updating the Analytics Database Format

The format of theMicrosoft SQL database used to collect the Analytics datamay change when you upgrade
from one Coveo Platform version to another. When your Coveo implementation takes advantage of the
Analytics module features, in the Coveo migration process, you therefore need to update the Analytics
database to the latest format.
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To update the Analytics database format

1. Referring to the following table, select themigration script appropriate for your migration.

The scripts files are distributed in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Web\Analytics\Scripts\Migration folder.

Script file CES version

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V6_TO_V6-1.SQL 6.5.4765+

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V5_TO_V6.SQL 6.5.4616+

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V4_TO_V5.SQL 6.5.4332+

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V3_TO_V4.SQL 6.5 up to build
4280

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V2_TO_V3.SQL

Note: You also need to run ReviseAnalytics method (see the corresponding
Step).

6.2

MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V1_TO_V2.SQL 6.1

Important: Pay attention to not use the creation script also available in the same folder. Running the
creation script permanently erases any existing Analytics data as it creates blank analytics database
tables.

2. On the Coveo server, copy the appropriate script file from the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Web\Analytics\Scripts folder.

Note: The script uses the Analytics database default name (CoveoAnalytics). If your
implementation of the Analytics database uses a different name, edit the first line of the script to replace
the default database namewith the name of your database.

3. On theMicrosoft SQL Server:

a. Paste the script file to a temporary folder of your choice.

b. Start Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > All
Programs >Microsoft SQL Server 2008 > SQL Server Management Studio).

4. InMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studio:
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a. On themenu, select File > Open > File.

b. In theOpen File dialog box, browse for the script file that you pasted, and then click OK.

c. On the SQL Editor toolbar, select the appropriate database (CoveoAnalytics by default), and then
click Execute to run the script.

A message appears at the bottom of theMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studiowindow to
indicate that the execution of the script completed successfully.

A migration log is also added in the Version table of the Analytics database.

5. When youmigrate the Analytics database from version 2 to version 3, immediately after running the
MIGRATE_CES_ANALYTICS_DB_FROM_V2_TO_V3.SQL script, you also need to invoke the
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ReviseAnalytics Analytics web servicemethod to populate the newly created Keywords and
ActionKeywords tables with your existing Analytics data:

a. Using a browser, on the CoveoMaster server, access the Analytics web service page with the
following URL: 

http://localhost:8080/Coveo/Analytics/Analytics.asmx?op=ReviseAnalytics

b. In the page that appears, click Invoke.

The ReviseAnalytics method performs the required operations the background.

2.6.4.4 Opening the Analytics User Interface

Note: TheAnalytics user interface tab is available in the Coveo Platform 6.2+ and appears in the default
search interface only for a Coveo administrator.

1. Using a Coveo administrator account, on a Coveo Front-End server, open the default search interface (on
theWindows taskbar select Start > All Program > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Default Search
Interface).

2. On the search interface toolbar, click Analytics.

The Analytics user interface opens.

2.6.4.5 Analytics User Interface Elements

The Analytics user interface is divided in four sections as shown in the following example and legend.
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Popular

The available options for the Top <Popular> list that appears in section and shows the
correspondingmost frequent elements found in the Analytics database (for example, as shown in the
previous figure, selectingUsers displays the Top Users list ).
Timeline graph
The timeline graph shows the number of queries recorded as a function of time for the current filter
selection.
The upper part of the graph shows the number of queries for the date range selected in the lower part of
the graph. The lower part of the graph shows the number of queries for the complete date range available
from the Analytics database. In this part, you can select to narrow results in time by moving the date
range start and endmarkers (see "Refining Analytics Results" on page 123).

Top <Popular> list
The Top <Popular> list presents the found elements for the current selection in thePopular list,
starting with themost frequent elements. You can click an element in the list to refine the results to that
element and drill down further using other criteria that appear in the list title bar (see "Refining Analytics
Results" on page 123).

Filter selectors
The filter selectors allow you to refine the Top <Popular> list content (see "Refining Analytics Results"
on page 123). The timeline graph is also updated to show the number of filtered queries. The filter
selector box is shaded in green when the filter is active. The following table presents the available filters.
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Filter type Description

Interface
Filter

Lists the search interfaces from which queries were performed. Select the check box of one
or more search interfaces to update the Top <Popular> list and the timeline graph with
queries entered only in the selected search interfaces.
This filter is useful to evaluate the adoption of a search interface.

Misc Filter Presents a selection of the following special filters:

No results returned
Lists only queries for which no results were found.
This filter is useful to help identify the gap between the available content and what users are
looking for.

At least one result was opened
Lists only queries for which the user clicked to open at least one result.

User switched to next page
Lists only queries for which the user opened at least one other search results page in the
search interface.
This filter is useful to identify content that users are looking for and do not find within the first
results page.

User changed the query
Lists only queries that wheremodified by the user within a query session.
This filter is useful to identify original queries with which user probably did not find what they
were looking for.

Query
Filter

Presents a text box to type and search one or more specific queries so that it can be added
as a custom filter. Whenmore than one custom filters are selected, the underlying query
uses anOR logical operator between the expressions.

Keyword
Filter

Presents a text box to type and search one or more specific keywords so that it can be
added as a custom filter. Whenmore than one custom filter is selected, the underlying query
uses anOR operator between the keywords.

User/Group
Filter

Presents a text box to type and search one or more specific users or groups of users so that
they can be added as a custom filter.
This filter is useful to help evaluate the adoption of the search tool by a user or by a group of
users.

SuperUser
Access
Filter

Lists the super user accesses granted to the current user. This filter only appears for a user
that was granted super user access.
This filter is useful to easily track all actions that you performed using privilege super user
tokens.

Query
Source
Filter

Lists the access points from which listed queries where performed.
This filter is useful to determine from which access points users perform searches.
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2.6.4.6 Refining Analytics Results

In the Analytics user interface, you can refine the results using the followingmethods:

l "Refining Analytics results for a specific date interval" on page 123

l "Refining Analytics results using the filters" on page 123

l "Refining Analytics results using the Top <Popular> list" on page 125

2.6.4.6.1 Refining Analytics results for a specific date interval

In the Analytics user interface, you can easily filter results for a date range using the timeline graph.

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In the lower part of the timeline graph that shows the number of queries for the complete date range
available from the Analytics database, click and drag the date range start and endmarkers to set the
desired date range.

The upper part of the timeline graph and the Top <Popular> list are updated to show only the newly
selected date range. 

The start marker for the date range

The endmarker for the date range

2.6.4.6.2 Refining Analytics results using the filters

The Analytics user interface includes filter selectors to help you refine the presented results (see "Analytics
User Interface Elements" on page 120). You can use one, or a combination of filters, to narrow the results
presented in the Top <Popular> list and in the timeline graph.
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1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, select the desired element for which you wish to see Top <Popular> results.

3. To use a filter selector, click its box to expand it.

4. When the filter selector contains predefined check boxes (as shown in the following figure):

a. Click one or more check boxes to refine the Top <Popular> list to the corresponding selection.

The filter selector box turns green to indicate that a filter is active. 

b. Click Check all orUncheck all when you want to respectively select or clear all available check
boxes.

5. When a filter selector contains a text box (as shown in the following figure):

Previously created custom filter

Creating a custom filter

a. In the text box, start typing the text with which you want to create a custom filter.

As you type, text completion and a list below the text box automatically appear, matching available
elements from the Analytics database. 

b. Select one of the available choices.

c. Click
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 on the right of the text box to add the element as a custom filter.

The custom filter appears as a check box above the text box. 

d. Select the newly created check box to activate the custom filter.

e. To eliminate a custom filter from the filter selector, click  on the right of the custom filter. 

2.6.4.6.3 Refining Analytics results using the Top <Popular> list

You can click a Top <Popular> list element to see details about the selected element. 

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, select the desired elements for which you wish to see the Top <Popular> results (for
exampleSearch Interfaces).

3. In the Top <Popular> list:

a. Click a result for which you want to see details.

The Top <Popular> list is refined to this selection. The element you clicked appears on the title bar
of the Top <Popular> list together with a series of tabs.

b. On the Top <Popular> list title bar, click the desired tab to see the corresponding details.

c. Click [Go Back] to clear the previous Top <Popular> list selection.

A result clicked in the top results list for which details are shown.

A selected tab, showing corresponding details.

Click [Go Back] to clear the previous top results list selection.
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2.6.4.7 Evaluating the Search Solution Adoption

You can use the Analytics user interface to evaluate who uses the Coveo search solution, from what access
point, and using which search interface. The following procedures provide simple examples of how you can do
this. Use one or combinations of the following procedures.

Finding who uses the search solution

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, click Users.

3. Review the Top Users list to see themost frequent users.

4. In the time line graph, change the date range selection to see if themost frequent users change as a
function of time.

5. To narrow the search solution adoption evaluation to a specific group of users:

a. In the filer selector area on the left, click User/Group Filter to expand the filter box.

b. In the text box, start to type the name of the desired group, and then select the desired group in the list
that automatically appears.

The Top Users list and the timeline graph are updated to only show queries and users from this
group.

6. Repeat the previous step for other or combinations of other groups.

Finding which search interfaces are used

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, click Search Interfaces.

3. Review theSearch Interface Detail list to see themost frequently used search interfaces.

4. In the time line graph, change the date range selection to see if themost frequently used search interface
changes as a function of time.

5. To narrow the results to one or a few specific search interfaces:

l In theSearch Interface Detail list, click a search interface.

OR

a. In the filter selector area on the left, click Interface Filter to expand the filter box.

b. Select the check box of one or more search interfaces.

TheSearch Interface Detail list and the timeline graph are updated to only show information from
this or these search interfaces.
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Finding from which access point searches are performed

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In the filter selector area on the left, click Query Source Filter to open the filter box.

3. Select the check box of one or more access point to narrow the Top <Popular> list content to this
selection.

4. Use thePopular list to update the Top <Popular> list and see the search usage from the selected
access point.

2.6.4.8 Identifying the Gap Between the Available and the Searched Content

You can use the Analytics user interface to identify the content that users are looking for and that is missing,
not found, or harder to find. The following procedures provide simple examples of how you can do this.

Identifying missing content

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, click Queries orKeywords.

3. In the filter selector area on the left, click Misc Filter to expand the filter box.

4. Select theNo results returned check box.

5. Review the Top <Popular> list to see themost frequent queries or keywords for which no results were
returned.

You can forward a relevant summary of missing content to the people who can improve existing or create
new content to fill the knowledge gap.

You can also use this information to feed the Coveo thesaurus to increase the number of successful
queries.

Identifying harder to find content

1. Open the Analytics user interface (see "Opening the Analytics User Interface" on page 120).

2. In thePopular list, click Queries orKeywords.
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3. In the filter selector area on the left, click Misc Filter to expand the filter box.

4. Select theUser switched to next page or theUser changed the query or both check boxes.

5. Review the Top <Popular> list to see themost frequent queries or keywords for which the user worked
harder.

You can forward a relevant summary of hard to find content to the people who can improve existing or
create new related content.

You can also use this information to feed the Coveo thesaurus to increase the number of successful
queries.

2.6.4.9 Troubleshooting and Handling Analytics Module Errors

l WhenCES andMicrosoft SQL run on different servers, ensure that the firewall of theMicrosoft SQL
Server allows communication from the Coveo server (typically on port 1433).

l Verify that theMicrosoft SQL Server identified in the Web.config file exists, is running, and that the
user that runs the Coveo website in IIS on the Coveo Front-End servers has the read and write
permissions to the database (see "Deploying the Analytics Module" on page 112).

l Most Analytics module errors are linked to problems with the connection to theMicrosoft SQL Server. In
the Web.config file, make appropriate changes to the connectionString parameter (refer to the
following website for details: http://www.connectionstrings.com/sql-server-2008).

l InSql Server Configuration Manager, ensure that the protocol used by CES to communicate with the
SQL database is activated (see the example for Microsoft SQL 2008 in the following figure).
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2.6.4.9.1 Analytics error messages

By default, the Analytics module displays errors below the search box in the Coveo search interface. These
Analytics module errors only appear for a Coveo administrator, not for end-users.

Note: You can configure the Analytics module to log errors (see "Logging Analytics Module Errors" on page
140).

Youmay encounter the following Analytics module errors:

l Analytics Error: A network-related or instance-specific error occurred while establishing a connection to
SQL Server. The server was not found or was not accessible. Verify that the instance name is correct and
that SQL Server is configured to allow remote connections. (provider: Named Pipes Provider, error: 40 -
Could not open a connection to SQL Server)

o Possible causes:

n The SQL server is not running or not accessible.

o Possible solutions:

n Ensure that the connection string and the permissions are configured correctly (see "Deploying
the Analytics Module" on page 112).

n InSql Server Configuration Manager, ensure that the Named Pipes protocol used by CES to
communicate with the SQL database is activated.

l Analytics Error: The Analytics database is outdated. The current version is 3.1; version 4.0 is required.

o Cause:

n The format of theMicrosoft SQL database used to collect the Analytics data changed from the
Coveo Platform version 6.2 to version 6.5.
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o Solution:

n The format of the Analytics database used with the Coveo Platform 6.2 needs to be updated to
version 4, to be compatible with the Coveo Platform 6.5 (see "Updating the Analytics Database
Format" on page 117).

2.6.4.10 Analytics Database Content

Youmay want to take advantage of data collected by the Analytics module by directly querying the Analytics
database. This section presents detailed information on the content of the Analytics database.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Analytics database schema" on page 130

l "Content of Analytics database tables" on page 131

l "Relations between tables in the Analytics database" on page 135

l "Logged actions" on page 136

l "Logged values" on page 137

2.6.4.10.1 Analytics database schema

The following schema presents all the tables and the relations between the tables of the Analytics database.
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2.6.4.10.2 Content of Analytics database tables

The following table describes the content of each Analytics database table.
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Table Description

Users Represents a user that accesses one of the search interfaces monitored by the
Analytics module.

l userId: (PK) The unique identifier of the user.

l userCreatedDate: The date at which the user was created.

l userName: The full name of the user.

UserMetadata Represents metadata related to a specific user. This entity is used to store additional
information (see "Customizing the Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).

l usermetadataId: (PK) The unique identifier of the user metadata.

l usermetadataName: The name of themetadata.

l usermetadataValue: The value of themetadata.

l userId: (FK) The user related to this metadata.

Sessions Represents a sequence of interactions between a user and a search interface.
Looking at the sequence of actions in a session allows administrators to determine if
a search session was a success or not.

l sessionId: (PK) The unique identifier of the session.

l sessionCreatedDate: The date at which the session was created.

l sessionGuid: The globally unique identifier (GUID) of the session. This value is
required by the search interface as there is a strong distinction between the
search user interface and themechanism responsible for writing in the database.

l userId: (FK) The user related to the session.

SessionMetadata Represents themetadata related to a specific session. This entity is used to store
additional information (see "Customizing the Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).

l sessionmetadataId: (PK) The unique identifier of the sessionmetadata.

l sessionmetadataName: The name of themetadata.

l sessionmetadataValue: The value of themetadata.

l sessionId: (FK) The session related to themetadata.

SearchInterfaces Represents the search interfaces on which data is collected.

l searchInterfaceId: (PK) The unique identifier of the search interface.

l searchInterfaceCreatedDate: The date at which the search interface was
created.

l searchIntercafeName: The name of the search interface.
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Table Description

Actions Represents any action that can be performed on a search interface. This table is the
central part of the Analytics database design.

l actionId: (PK) The unique identifier of the action.

l actionCreatedDate: The date the action was performed.

l actionGuid: The globally unique identifier (GUID) of the action. This value is
required by the search interface as there is a strong distinction between the
search UI and themechanism responsible for writing in the database.

l actionType: The type of the action (see "Logged actions" on page 136).

l actionOutputType: The type of output the action has generated (ex.: web, RSS,
xml, etc.).

l sessionId: (FK) The session in which the action was performed.

l searchInterfaceId: (FK) The search interface the action was performed on.

l searchHubId: (FK) The search hub the action was performed from.

l parentActionId: (FK) The action ID of the parent of the action.

l actionResponseTime: The time required to perform the action.

l rootActionId: (FK) The action ID of the root of the action.

l queryId: (FK) The query ID related to this action.

ActionValues Represents the various values related to an action.

l actionId: (PK) (FK) The action ID the action value is related to.

l actionValueName: (PK) The name of the action value.

l actionValueStringValue: The string representation of the action value.

l actionValueIntegerValue: The integer representation of the action value.

l actionValueDoubleValue: The double representation of the action value.

l actionValueDateTimeValue: The date and time representation of the action
value.

Queries Represents the various queries entered by users.

l queryId: (FK) The unique identifier for the query.

l queryExpression: The expression of the query

SearchHubs Represents the various search hubs.

l searchHubId: (PK) The unique identifier of the search hub.

l searchHubCreatedDate: The date at which the search hub was created.

l searchHubName: The name of the search hub.
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Table Description

Results Represents the results on which an action is performed. This entity is a bridge
between an action and documents.

l actionId: (PK) (FK) The action that targets the result.

l documentId: (PK) (FK) The document targeted by the result.

l resultIndex: The order in which the result was displayed.

l resultsTopResult: The Top Result for the result.

Documents Represents documents that are available for the search. Basically, it holds
information to find this document in the index.

l documentId: (PK) The unique identifier of the document.

l documentCreatedDate: The date at which the document was created.

l documentAggregatedMirrorId: The ID of the aggregatedmirror the document
came from.

l documentPhysicalIndexName: The name of the physical index the document
came from.

l collectionId: (FK) The ID of the collection the document came from.

l sourceId: (FK) The ID of the source the document came from.

l documentUrl: The URL of the document.

DocumentMetadata Represents metadata related to a specific document. This identity is used to store
additional information (see "Customizing the Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).

l documentmetadataId: (PK) The unique identifier of this document metadata.

l documentmetadataIndexedDate: The date this document was indexed.

l documentmetadataName: The name of themetadata.

l documentmetadataValue: The value of themetadata.

l documentId: (FK) The document related to this metadata.

Collections Represents collections from which sources come from.

l collectionId: (PK) The unique identifier of this collection (@syscollection from
CES).

l collectionIndexedDate: The date at which the collection namewas indexed.

l collectionName: The name of the collection.
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Table Description

Sources Represents sources from which documents come from.

l sourceId: (PK) The unique identifier of this source (@syssource from CES).

l sourceIndexedDate: The date the source namewas indexed.

l sourceName: The name of the source.

ActionKeywords Represents the various keywords related to an action.

l actionId: (FK) The ID of the action related to this keyword.

l keywordId: (FK) The unique identifier of the keyword

Keywords Represents the various query keywords.

l keywordId: (FK) The unique identifier of the keyword

l keywordValue: The keyword itself.

Versions (Internal
Coveo Table)

Represents the version of this database. This is a utility table used by CES to
determine if the database is up-to-date.

l versionId: (PK) The unique identifier of the version.

l versionCreatedDate: The date the version was installed.

l versionNumber: Themain version number (for example "4" in 4.0).

l versionData: The data version number (for example "0" in 4.0).

2.6.4.10.3 Relations between tables in the Analytics database

The following table provides a description of the relations between Analytics database tables.

Table Relation Description

User –
UserMetadata

Users can have zero or moremetadata. By default, CES does not storemetadata on
users. This table is filled by custom data (see "Customizing the Collected Analytics
Data" on page 139).

User – Session A sessionmust be initiated by a user. If a search interface allows anonymous
connections, then the anonymous user initiates all the sessions on that search
interface.

Session –
SessionMetadata

Sessions can have zero or moremetadata. By default, CES does not storemetadata
on sessions. This table is filled by custom data (see "Customizing the Collected
Analytics Data" on page 139).
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Table Relation Description

Session – Action An actionmust be performed on a specific session. This relation allows
administrators to link every action performed to a specific user.

SearchHub –
Action

An action can be performed on a specific search hub. This allows administrators to
track statistics on specific search hubs.

Search Interface –
Action

An actionmust be performed on a specific search interface. This allows
administrators to track statistics on specific search interfaces.

Parent Action –
Action

A series of actions can be performed to complete a search session. This relation
allows administrators to follow the search path of a user through the search interface.

Root Action –
Action

Actions are based on a root action. A root action is the first action of a search path of
a user through the search interface.

Action –
ActionValue

An action contains one or more action values (see "Logged values" on page 137 for
the list of possible action values).

Action – Result An action contains zero or more search results depending on the action type.

Document – Result A document is linked to one or more search results across the actions.

Document –
DocumentMetadata

Documents can have zero or moremetadata. By default, CES does not store
metadata on documents. This table is filled by custom data (see "Customizing the
Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).

Source – Document Documents must be located in a source.

Collection–
Document

Documents must be located in a collection.

Action –
ActionKeyword

An action can have zero or more action keywords depending on the action type.

Keyword –
ActionKeyword

A keyword is linked to one or more action keyword across the actions.

Query – Action A query is linked to one or more action.

2.6.4.10.4 Logged actions

The following table lists the action types logged by the Analytics module. You can overwrite these actions in
ASP.net (see "Customizing the Collected Analytics Data" on page 139).
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Logged action type Logged action name

CHANGE_INTERFACE "ChangeInterface"

CLEAR_REFINE_BY_FIELD "ClearRefineByField"

DID_YOU_MEAN "DidYouMean"

EXPAND_QUERY "ExpandQuery"

EXPORT_TO_EXCEL "ExportToExcel"

FILTER_REFINE_BY_FIELD "FilterRefineByField"

MANUAL_RATING "ManualRating"

OPEN_CACHED_VERSION "OpenCachedVersion"

OPEN_DOCUMENT "OpenDocument"

PAGE_CHANGE "PageChange"

PERFORM_SEARCH "PerformSearch"

RATE_THIS_SEARCH "RateThisSearch"

REFINE_BY_CLUSTER "RefineByCluster"

REFINE_BY_FIELD "RefineByField"

REFINE_BY_SCOPE "RefineByScope"

REMOVE_REFINE_BY_CLUSTER "RemoveRefineByCluster"

REMOVE_REFINE_BY_FIELD "RemoveRefineByField"

REMOVE_REFINE_BY_SCOPE "RemoveRefineByScope"

RSS_LINK "RSSLink"

SEARCH_WITHIN_RESULTS "SearchWithinResults"

SHOW_DETAILS "ShowDetails"

SHOW_IN_DETAIL_VIEW "ShowInDetailView"

SORT_BY_FIELD "SortByField"

2.6.4.10.5 Logged values

The following table lists the value types logged by the Analytics module.
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Logged value type Logged value name

CLUSTER_NAME "ClusterName"

DOCUMENT_SCORE "DocumentScore"

FACET_TYPE_NAME "FacetTypeName"

FIELD_LOOKUP "FieldLookup"

FIELD_NAME "FieldName"

FIELD_VALUE "FieldValue"

OUTPUT_TYPE "OutputType"

PREVIOUS_INTERFACE "PreviousInterface"

PREVIOUS_PAGE "PreviousPage"

QUERY_ADVANCED_EXPRESSION "QueryAdvancedExpression"

QUERY_AFTER "QueryAfter"

QUERY_BEFORE "QueryBefore"

QUERY_EXECUTION_TIME "QueryExecutionTime"

QUERY_MODE "QueryMode"

QUERY_SORT_CRITERIA "QuerySortCriteria"

QUERY_SOURCE "QuerySource"

QUERY_SUPER_USER_TOKEN "QuerySuperUserToken"

QUERY_SUPER_USER_TOKEN_NAME "QuerySuperUserTokenName"

QUERY_TOTAL_COUNT "QueryTotalCount"

QUERY_WAS_CHANGED "QueryWasChanged"

REFINE_TYPE "RefineType"

REPORT_COMMENT "ReportComment"

REPORT_SCORE "ReportScore"

REQUESTED_PAGE "RequestedPage"

SCOPE_CAPTION "ScopeCaption"
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Logged value type Logged value name

SCOPE_EXPR "ScopeExpr”

SORT_ORDER "SortOrder"

2.6.4.11 Customizing the Collected Analytics Data

You can customize the data that the Analytics module collects.

2.6.4.11.1 Adding custom data

The DocumentFields parameter needs to be added in the Web.config file (edited in "Deploying the
Analytics Module" on page 112) to be able to log document metadata into the Analytics database. The
DocumentFields value is a comma-separated list of custom fields.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

<coveoEnterpriseSearch>
<analytics enabled="true" connectionString="myConnectionString"

DocumentFields="@myFirstField,@mySecondField" />
</coveoEnterpriseSearch>

2.6.4.11.2 Modifying actions before they are saved into the database

The following C# code is an example that adds information to an action before it is saved. The following
example, added to the ASPX page, changes the values for UserId, SiteId, and ActionValueMedata
(current date and time) before they are saved into the SQL database.

<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Analytics" %>
<script language="c#" runat="server">
protected override void OnLoad(EventArgs p_Args)
{
this.ReportCustomActionData += delegate(object sender, AnalyticsActionEventArgs args)
{
args.ActionData.UserMetadata.Add("UserId", "test1234567890");
args.ActionData.SessionMetadata.Add("SiteId", "site #987654321");
args.ActionData.Values.Add(new ActionValueData("myDate", DateTime.Now));

};
}

</script>

2.6.4.11.3 Creating custom actions

This example is similar to the one shown in "Modifying actions before they are saved into the database" on
page 139 except that it adds values on custom actions based on your own events that are not in the
predefined list of logged actions (see "Analytics Database Content" on page 130).
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using Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Analytics;
var values = new List<ActionValueData>() {new ActionValueData("myActionValue", "valueToLog")};
AnalyticsLogging.LogAction(SearchObject, "myAction", ActionValueNames.OutputTypeValues.WEB, values,
null);

2.6.4.12 Logging Analytics Module Errors

If you need to collect Analytics module errors, you can create a log of these errors by adding a parameter to
the Web.config file on each Coveo Front-End server.

To log Analytics module errors

1. On the Coveo Front-End server, using a text editor, open the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Web\Web.config file.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

2. In the file, after the <coveoEnterpriseSearch> tag, locate the following line: 

<analytics enabled="true" connectionString="Data Source=yourServerName;Initial
Catalog=CoveoAnalytics;Integrated Security=SSPI;"/>

3. Add the logFolder="[log_folder_path]" parameter to the line, changing [log_folder_path]
to the desired path.

Example:

<analytics enabled="true" connectionString="Data Source=yourServerName;Initial
Catalog=CoveoAnalytics;Integrated Security=SSPI;" logFolder="C:\AnalyticsLogFolder"/>

4. Save the Web.config file.

5. When your Coveo server topology includes more than one Front-End server, repeat this procedure for
each Front-End server.

2.6.4.13 Deactivating the Analytics Module

You can deactivate the Analytics module by editing the Web.config file on each Coveo Front-End server.
Deactivating the Analytics module turns off the collection of Coveo search and navigation user interface
usage to the database and eliminates theAnalytics tab from the default search interface.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

1. On the Coveo Front-End server, open the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Web.config file with a
text editor.

2. Under <coveoEnterpriseSearch>, locate the following line:
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<analytics enabled="false" connectionString="Data Source=yourServerName;Initial
Catalog=CoveoAnalytics;Integrated Security=SSPI;"/>

3. Replace enabled="true" by enabled="false" to deactivate the Analytics module.

4. Save the Web.config file.

The Analytics module immediately stops to collect search usage data and theAnalytics tab is no longer
available in the default search interfaces on this Front-End server.

5. When your Coveo topology includes more than one Front-End server, repeat this procedure on each
Front-End server.

2.6.5 OCR Module

TheOptical Character Recognition (OCR)module allows you to index text content from files such as scanned
documents stored in image or PDF files.

Supported document formats

.tiff, .tiff-fx, .pcx, .dcx, .bmp, .jpeg, .png, .max, .gif, .pbm, and .pdf

Supported languages

l 120 non-Asian languages

l 21 languages with spell checking dictionaries for improved detection (Brazilian, Catalan, Czech,
Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian,
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish)

It is recommended to separate the source files requiring OCR conversion from those that do not. This ensures
the highest level of performance and conversion quality. You can do this by moving files in different file
system folders or through the use of source filters (see "Adding andModifying Source Filters" on page 172).

Note: TheOCR module is optional. You need to purchase it to receive the license allowing you to install and
activate themodule.

Deployment overview

1. Download and install the OCR module (see "Installing the OCR Module" on page 142).

2. Let CES know where to find the OCR converter (see "Adding anOCR OpenConverter" on page 143).

3. Create a new document type set, link the OCR open converter to appropriate document types, assign the
document type set to sources containing documents to be converted with the OCR module, and rebuild
the sources (see "Associating the OCR OpenConverter to Document Types" on page 144).
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2.6.5.1 Installing the OCR Module

Youmust install the optional Optical Character Recognition (OCR) module separately from Coveo Enterprise
Search (CES).

To install the OCR module

1. Find and open theAdditional Module License Information (OCR) email message that you received from
Coveo:

a. Using the link provided in themessage, download the OCR module installer.

b. Open the ModuleOCRLicenseCode.txt attached file that contains your OCR module license.

Note: The latest version of the OCR module installer is also available from the Coveo website.

2. On the CoveoMaster server, run the OCR module installer.

3. In the installerWelcome screen, click Next.

4. In the installer License Agreement screen, select I accept the terms in the license agreement, and
then click Next.

5. In the installer Installation Folder screen:

l Click Next to use the default installation folder.

OR

l Click Browse to select another folder, and then click Next.

6. In the installer License Configuration screen:

a. From the ModuleOCRLicenseCode.txt file, copy the license text, ensuring that you include the
{BEGIN LICENSE} and {END LICENSE} tags.

b. Paste the license text in the text box.
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c. Click Next.

7. If aUser Account Control dialog box appears, click Yes to accept the installation of this software on
your computer.

8. In the installer Installation Complete screen, click Finish.

What's Next?

Youmust create anOCR open converter (see "Adding anOCR OpenConverter" on page 143).

2.6.5.2 Adding an OCR Open Converter

After running the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) installer, youmust add an open converter for the
OCR module.

To add an OCR open converter

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. If it does not already exist, create the [Index_Path]\Scripts folder. The default folder is
C:\CES6\Scripts.

3. Copy the [CES_Installation_Path]\OCR Module\OCRConversion6.js file to the [Index_
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Path]\Scripts folder.

Note: On a 64-bit server, the components of the OCR module are installed by default in the
C:\Program Files (x86)\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\OCR Module folder.

4. Create a source to index the OCR documents (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

5. Create anOCR open converter in CES:

a. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

b. Access theOpen Converters page (Configuration > Converters > Open Converters).

c. Click Add. TheAdd an Open Converter page is displayed.

d. In theName field, enter OCR as the name for the converter.

e. In theScript File field, enter the path of the converter script file.

Example: C:\CES6\Scripts\OCRConversion6.js

f. In theScript Language drop-down list, select JScript.

g. Click Save.

What's Next?

Youmust link the OCR open converter to document types in a document type set (see "Associating the OCR
OpenConverter to Document Types" on page 144).

2.6.5.3 Associating the OCR Open Converter to Document Types

After adding an open converter to CES, youmust associate this converter to appropriate document types in a
document type set. A typical configuration includes Adobe Acrobat documents (PDF) and image formats.
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To associate the OCR open converter to document types

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections), select the source on which
the OCR open converter script will be used. TheStatus page is displayed.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Document Types.

4. Click Add.

5. In theAdd Document Type Set page that appears:

a. In theName field, enter a name of your choice for the document type set to be used for indexing using
the OCR module.

Example: OCR Document Types

b. In theDescription field, optionally enter a description of the usage of the document type set.

c. Click Save.

6. Back in theDocument Types page:

a. In theDocument Type Set drop-down list, ensure that the document type set you just created is
selected.

b. Click Edit.

7. In the page that appears, for each document type to be indexed using the OCR module:

a. Click the document type.

Example: Click Adobe Acrobat Documents.

Note: The document formats supported by the OCR module are: .tiff, .tiff-fx, .pcx, .dcx,
.bmp, .jpeg, .png, .max, .gif, .pbm, and .pdf.

b. In the page that appears for this document type:
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i. In theAction drop-down list, select Index entire document.

ii. In theConverter section, select Use an open converter, and then select the name of the
converter that you created for this purpose (see "Adding anOCR OpenConverter" on page 143).

iii. Click Apply Changes.

8. Open the CES Console (see "Using the CES Console" on page 106).

9. Back in the Administration Tool, rebuild the sources that use the new document type set.

10. In the CES Console, follow the rebuild activities. Documents are crawled, converted, and transactions
are applied to index.

The end-users can search for the OCR indexed document content once transactions are applied to the
index.

2.7 Administration Tool
The Coveo administrator uses the Administration Tool to configure all the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
processes, except for the search interfaces—which are configured through the Interface Editor. The
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Administration Tool is a web application that runs from each Coveo server (see "Opening the Administration
Tool" on page 148).

Note: The user interface of the Administration Tool is available in English and French. When you are in the
Administration Tool, you can easily switch from one language to another by pressing the CTRL+Page Up

keyboard shortcut keys or using andAdvancedmenu parameter (see "How toModify the Advanced
Configuration Parameters" on page 351).

The Administration Tool is organized into eight tabs (see "Navigating in the Administration Tool" on page 149).
The following table briefly describes the content of each tab.

Tab Description

Status Displays information about past and current CES processes (see "Status Tab" on page
150).

Index Allows Coveo administrator to populate the index with collections and sources, fine-tune
ranking, create a thesaurus, configuremirrors and slices, and enable result clustering (see
"Index Tab" on page 156).
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Tab Description

Content Displays the content of the index and allows users to test the search function (see "Content
Tab" on page 238).

Reports Displays charts and statistics concerning the querying process, indexing process, and
index content (see "Reports Tab" on page 249).

Logs Displays detailed information about the system and the querying and indexing processes
(see "Logs Tab" on page 256).

Configuration Allows Coveo administrator to configure the CES security parameters, create schedules,
manage connectors and converters, describe the structure of documents, enter new license
codes, and set system alerts by email (see "Configuration Tab" on page 268).

Audio Video Performs the initial configuration of the audio video indexing system. This tab appears only
when the Coveo Audio Video Search (CAVS) option is active (see "Audio Video Tab" on
page 353).

Support Provides links to different support resources.

2.7.1 Opening the Administration Tool

You can access the Coveo Administration Tool using different methods.

Note: Only a Coveo administrator can access the Administration Tool. As a Coveo administrator, you can
grant Coveo administrator permissions to other users (see "Granting Administrator Privileges" on page 12).

To open the Administration Tool

l Using the Administration Tool URL

1. In the address bar of a browser, enter the Administration Tool URL in the form <coveo_server_

address>:<port>/admin.

Examples:
When you are logged in to the Coveo server, use: http://localhost:8080/admin

From any computer, use: http://MyCoveoServer:8080/admin or
http://MyCoveoServer.MyDomain.com:8080/admin
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Note: If you get an error when you try to access the Administration Tool from a remote computer,
ensure that:

o The URL contains the appropriate port. 
o The firewall on the Coveo server is allowing communications for the port.

2. In the dialog box that appears, enter your Coveo administrator user name and password, and then
click OK.

OR

l Using theStartmenu link

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo server.

2. On theWindows Start menu, select All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 >
Administration Tool.

2.7.2 Navigating in the Administration Tool

The pages of the Administration Tool are organized in a hierarchy starting with a series of tabs at the top of the
application followed by an horizontal menu bar. The corresponding content appears below.

When a third hierarchical level is necessary, a vertical navigation panel appears on the left side of the page.
The corresponding content then appears on the right side of the page.

To navigate to a specific page of the Administration Tool

1. Select the appropriate tab.

2. Select the appropriate menu item.

3. When a third hierarchical level is necessary, select the appropriate item in the navigation panel on the left
side of the page.

Note: The Tab >Menu Item > Navigation Panel Item syntax is often used throughout the documentation
to quickly identify the location of a page. The > symbol is used as the separator.
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Example: In the Administration Tool, go to theWeb Connector page
(Configuration > Connectors > Web Connector).

Level 1 -Configuration selected in the series of tabs

Level 2 -Connectors selected on themenu bar

Level 3 -Web Connector selected in the navigation panel

Corresponding content

2.7.3 Status Tab

2.7.3.1 Overview Menu

2.7.3.1.1 What Information Is Displayed in the Overview Page?

TheOverview page displays general information about Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) past and present
status. You can use this page to quickly determine which processes are running and which tasks you need to
perform.
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The following table briefly describes the content of each section in the page.

Section Description

Active Sources Lists the sources currently being refreshed or rebuilt.

System State Indicates whether querying and indexing are enabled or not.
Click Modify to access theDetails page (see "What Information Is Displayed in the
Details Page?" on page 153).

Index Content Indicates the disk space occupied by the index, the number of documents to index (when
indexing is being performed), as well as the number of pending transactions.
Click Details to access the Index Content page orCommit Current Transaction to
force-commit the transaction (see "What Is a Transaction?" on page 152

Service Status Indicates the time (in hours andminutes) elapsed since the CES service was started.
Click Details to access theDetails page (see "What Information Is Displayed in the
Details Page?" on page 153).
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Section Description

Disk Indicates the disk space occupied by CES (program and index) as well as the
percentage of this space taken by the deleted documents.

Note: Deleted documents are removed from the index during optimization (see "What
Is the Optimization Process?" on page 155).

Query History Displays a chart and statistics about the number of queries made in the previous six
hours.
Click Details to access theQuery History page (see "What Information Is Displayed in
the Query History?" on page 249).

Index History Displays a chart and statistics about the documents indexed in the previous six hours.
Click Details to access the Index History page (see "What Information Is Displayed in
the Index History?" on page 251).

Last Source
Refresh/Rebuild

Displays a list of sources recently added, refreshed or rebuilt.

Recommended
Tasks

Displays a list of system tasks to perform. Click a task to access its related page.

License Displays general license information.
Click Details to access the License page orUpgrade License to display the Coveo
product Web page (see "What Information Is Displayed in the License Page?" on page
345).

2.7.3.1.2 What Is a Transaction?

A transaction is a unit of data that CES keeps inmemory until it is written in the index. Instead of constantly
writing data, CES waits until its memory cache is filled before committing a transaction. The purpose of this
process is to save CPU resources and prevent disk fragmentation by consolidating information. Furthermore,
themaximum size of a transaction is limited by the available memory, thus if CES has 50 MB of RAM at its
disposal, it commits larger transactions than if it has only 25 MB.

Note: The Coveo administrator can also specify a time limit after which the transaction is automatically
written (see to "What Are the Advanced Index Parameters?" on page 235) or force-commit the transaction
(see "Forcing the Commit of a Transaction" on page 153).

Important: End-users cannot query data contained in an unwritten transaction.
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2.7.3.1.3 Forcing the Commit of a Transaction

A transaction is a unit of data that CES keeps inmemory until it is written in the index. Because the data
contained in an unwritten transaction cannot be queried, it can be useful to manually force-commit
transactions instead of waiting until they reach their size or time limit, especially when the indexing process is
completed.

To force-commit a transaction

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Index Content page (Content > Index Content).

3. Click Commit Current Transaction.

Note:When you often perform this manual operation, consider reducing the time limit after which a
transaction is committed (see "What Are the Advanced Index Parameters?" on page 235).

2.7.3.2 Details Menu

2.7.3.2.1 What Information Is Displayed in the Details Page?

TheDetails page displays information about Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)memory and disk use.
Moreover, it provides links to perform basic maintenance and customization processes. The following table
describes each of its sections.
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Section Description

System
State

Indicates whether queries and indexing are enabled or not and whether the index is in
read/write mode or read-only mode.
When queries are disabled, all CPU resources are available for indexing and vice versa.
Therefore, disabling queries speeds up indexing and disabling indexing speeds up queries.
To togglemodes, click [Disable] or [Enable].
When the index is in read-only mode, it cannot bemodified (i.e. it is impossible to modify the
Administration Tool parameters or index documents); however, queries are enabled. Note
that the index must be in read-only mode during antivirus scans and backups. To toggle
modes, click [Switch to Read-Only Mode] or [Switch to Read/Write Mode].

Note: It is possible to disable indexing or switch to read-only mode periodically using
system schedules.

Index
Performance

Indicates whether the index is fragmented or not, and displays theOptimize Index link to
launch the optimization process (see "What Is the Optimization Process?" on page 155).

Content
Security

Allows to update the security cache (Update Cache Now) and external security cache
(Clear External Security Cache Now) (see "What Are the Security Cache and External
Security Cache?" on page 155).

Service
uptime

Indicates the time (in hours andminutes) elapsed since the CES Service has started.
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Section Description

Service
Resource
Usage

Displays statistics about memory and disk use—including the space taken by logs (see
"What Are Logs?" on page 256).

Converter
Memory
Usage

Displays statistics about thememory use of local and remote converters (see "What Are
Converters?" on page 295).

Mirrors and
Slices
Resource
Usage

Displays statistics about thememory use of mirrors and slices (see "Adding aMirror Server"
on page 210 and "Adding Index Slices" on page 213).

2.7.3.2.2 What Is the Optimization Process?

Optimization is a process similar to disk defragmentation during which CES consolidates the index content.
The optimization process purges the index of old versions of documents and deleted documents to optimize
the index structure for faster queries.

In order to keep a searchable index online, the optimization creates a new index and fills it only with the valid
data from the original index. During this compaction process, the original index is in read-only mode to prevent
addition of new documents or refreshing of existing documents. When the new optimized index is completed,
it replaces the original one.

When an index only has one document deleted, the new index will roughly have the same size as the original
one. Consequently, for the compaction process, the needed hard disk space is twice the size of the index.

Execute the optimization process regularly in order to keep the query performance optimal. The optimization
process requires that each disk system has free space for at least the size of the index.

To optimize the index

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theDetails page (Status > Details).

3. Click Optimize Index in the Index Performance section.

2.7.3.2.3 What Are the Security Cache and External Security Cache?

Security caches contain information about user and groupmemberships, as well as access rights for some
documents whose permissions are retrieved using an external security provider. The security cache stores
lists of groups and user memberships. Moreover, this cache establishes mappings betweenWindows
(recognized by the search interface) and nonWindows accounts (indexed with documents from nonWindows
repositories).
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Example: If a mapping is established between theWindows account Coveo\JSmith and the Lotus
Notes account jsmith.coveo.corp, then Lotus Notes documents accessible to
jsmith.coveo.corp are returned to Coveo\JSmith. Whereas, the external security cache stores
document-level permissions which are not indexed (i.e. listed in a separate directory).
If Coveo\JSmith queries a repository for which document-level permissions are not indexed, CES has to
access the security directory and determine which documents are accessible to Coveo\JSmith. To avoid
repeating this lengthy process, CES keeps the permissions granted to Coveo\JSmith in the external
security cache for future reference.

Note: If permissions aremodified (ex.: new Lotus Notes users are added), the security cache and external
security cachemust be refreshed; otherwise thesemodifications are not taken into consideration by CES.
To refresh the security caches, access theDetails page (Status > Details) and click Update Cache
Now or Clear External Security Cache Now in theContent Security section.

2.7.4 Index Tab

2.7.4.1 Sources and Collections Menu

2.7.4.1.1 What Is the Difference between a Collection and a Source?

Collections and sources are subdivisions of the index. Collections are groups of sources built around a theme
(ex.: HumanResources andR&D collections); whereas, sources are groups of documents from a single
repository (ex.: all documents from the Coveo website). Each collection and source has its own security
permissions, meaning that it is possible to limit their access to subgroups of users.
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Example: TheHumanResources collection can be accessed only by HR employees, while theSalaries
source within it can be accessed only by the directors of that department. Example of the index structure:

Note: Users cannot query a source unless they have access to its parent collection and cannot query a
document unless they have access to its parent source.

2.7.4.1.2 Adding a Collection

Collections are groups of sources built around a theme. Each collection has its own security permissions
which override those of sources, meaning that users can never query the content of a source without having
access to its parent collection.

To add a collection

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, click Add.

4. In the right panel, underAdd Collection:

a. In theName field, enter a name to identify the collection.

This namemay be visible by end-users in search interfaces. It can appear in optional Collection
facets or collection check boxes appearing below the search box, both allowing end-users to refine
results by collection. Consequently, choose the name carefully so that it clearly describes the
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collection content from the end-user point of view. It is also a best practice to ensure that this name
follows a similar naming convention as the name of other existing collections.

Note: You can always rename a collection but this requires rebuilding all the sources contained in
the collection (see "Renaming a Collection" on page 158).

b. Select the appropriateAllowed Users option:

Everyone

Grants access to all users.

The collection creator

Grants access only to the administrator who created the collection. This option is useful to test a
collection beforemaking it available to end-users.

The following users or groups

Grants access to the users or groups whose accounts are entered in the text box. Specify user
and group names in the domain\username format. Use semicolons to separate entries.

c. Click Save to create the collection.

2.7.4.1.3 Renaming a Collection

Collections are groups of sources built around a theme. Once A collection is created, you can change its
name at any time.

Important: Renaming a collection requires rebuilding all the sources contained in the collection.

To rename a collection

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, expand the drop-down list of the collection for which you wish to change the
name, and then select Edit General Properties.
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4. In the right panel, underGeneral, in theName field, enter the new name for the collection.

Remember that this namemay be visible by end-users in search interfaces. It will appear in optional
Collection facets or collection check boxes below the search box, both allowing end-users to refine
results by collection. Consequently, choose the name carefully so that it clearly describes the collection
content from the end-user point of view. It is also a best practice to ensure that this name follows a similar
naming convention as the name of other existing collections.

5. Click Save.

6. At an appropriate time, rebuild the sources of the renamed collection for themodification to take effect:

a. In theCollections section, expand the drop-down list of the collection for which you wish to change
the name, and then select Rebuild All Sources.

b. Open the CES Console tomonitor rebuilding of the sources (see "Using the CES Console" on page
106).

2.7.4.1.4 Modifying Collection Permissions

Collections are groups of sources built around a theme. Each collection has its own security permissions
which override those of sources, meaning that users can never query the content of a source without having
access to its parent collection. You canmodify the collection permissions at any time.

Note: Changing the permissions of a collection does not require the rebuild of the sources contained in the
collection.
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To modify the permissions of a collection

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, expand the drop-down list of the collection for which you wish to change the
name, and then select Edit Permissions.

4. In the right panel, underPermissions:

a. To grant access to the collection, in theAllowed Users field, enter the account name of the user or
group (it must be an NT/AD account in the form domain\username), and then click Add.

b. To revoke access to the collection for an account that is listed in theAllowed Users text box, select
the account, and then click Delete.

c. To revoke access to the collection for an account that is not listed in theAllowed Users text box, in
theDenied Users section, enter the account name (it must be an NT/AD account in the form
domain\username), and then click Add.

Note: The permissions are immediately changed in the index and are immediately applied for new incoming
queries.

2.7.4.1.5 What Should Be the Size of a Collection?

The size of a collection is unimportant. What is important is the theme around which it is built, because
selecting the collections to search is the first query refinement step. To be effective, each collectionmust
contain documents pertinent to its theme and nothing else.
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Example: You can create collections intended for specific departments (such as: HumanResources,
R&D, andSales) or specific tasks (such as: Deployment of CES 6).

2.7.4.1.6 Adding a Source

Sources are groups of documents from a single repository.

To add a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, click Add. TheAdd Source page is displayed.

4. In theName field, enter a name to identify the source.

5. In theSource Type drop-down list, select the type of repository to crawl. For more information about
source types, refer to the following table.

Type Description

Local/Network
Files

Regroups documents fromWindows or Novell file servers (documents from the Coveo
network). Security permissions are indexed with these sources. Moreover, the file
connector recognizes Windows configurations but not Novell ones (see "How to Add a
Novell Server Configuration" on page 285).

Web Pages Regroups documents fromWeb servers (ex.: documents from
http://www.coveo.com). Security permissions are not indexed with these
sources. However, if Web files are stored locally (i.e. on the same network as the
Coveo server), it is possible to associate file server permissions with them (see
"Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174). Moreover, the properties of
theWeb connector can bemodified (see "Customizing Built-In Connectors" on page
283).

SharePoint Regroups documents from SharePoint portals and sites. Security permissions are
indexed with these sources. Moreover, the properties of the SharePoint connector can
bemodified (see "Customizing Built-In Connectors" on page 283).

Exchange Regroups documents from Exchange servers. Security permissions are indexed with
these sources. Moreover, it is possible to customize this connector (see "Customizing
Built-In Connectors" on page 283).

Note: The Exchange connector is more powerful than theMAPI one—it can index
all mailboxes and public folders in the same source. Moreover, it supports live
indexing (see "What Is File Monitoring and Live Indexing?" on page 187

Lotus Notes Regroups documents from Domino servers. Security permissions are indexed with
these sources. However, because indexing is conducted through a Lotus Notes client,
the client informationmust be provided (see "Customizing Built-In Connectors" on
page 283).
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Type Description

Documentum Regroups documents from EMC Documentum content servers. Security permissions
are indexed with these sources. Moreover, it is possible to customize this connector
(see "Customizing Built-In Connectors" on page 283).

Symantec
Enterprise
Vault

Regroups documents from Enterprise Vault archives. Security permissions are
indexed with these sources. Moreover, it is possible to customize this connector (see
"Customizing Built-In Connectors" on page 283).

Manual Regroups documents which are pushed programmatically using API calls (i.e.
documents indexedmanually without a crawling application). Security permissions are
not indexed with these sources.

Exchange
MAPI

Regroups documents from Exchange servers. Security permissions are indexed with
these sources. Moreover, theMAPI profile used to crawl sources can bemodified (see
"Customizing Built-In Connectors" on page 283).

6. Select the appropriate source parameters.

For more information concerning source parameters, refer to the appropriate topic for each connector (see
"Connectors" on page 463).

7. Click Save to create the source without starting the indexing process. This option allows tomodify the
source properties prior to indexing.

OR

Click Save and Start to create the source and start the indexing process with the default properties.

TheStatus page Appears.

Note: For CES to recognize nonWindows security permissions, security providers must be created (see
"How to Add andModify Security Providers" on page 270).

2.7.4.1.7 How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source

TheMore Action drop-down list regroups five actions which can be applied to collections or sources—for
more information concerning these actions, refer to the following table.

Action Description

Rebuild Re-indexes all the documents, even those that have not beenmodified since the last indexing
date.

Note: Rebuilding sources requires more time and CPU resources than refreshing them;
however, it is a thorough process whichmakes sure all documents are updated.
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Action Description

Refresh Re-indexes only the documents modified since the previous indexing date.

Note: Refreshing sources requires less time and CPU resources than rebuilding them and is
recommended to update the index on a daily basis. However, erroneous modification dates
can keep CES from refreshing documents. If you identify that specific documents are not up-
to-date, rebuild the source.

Pause Suspends the refreshing or rebuilding process temporarily. ThePause action is used to free CPU
resources in order to speed up other refreshes and rebuilds.

Example: Fifteen (15) sources are being refreshed concurrently and CES is slowed down.
Use thePause option to pause half of them (or more) to regain speed.

Resume Restarts the paused refresh or rebuild. Note that stopped actions cannot be resumed.

Stop Cancels the refreshing or rebuilding process. Note that it cannot be restarted.

Note: If an action is applied to a collection, then it is also applied to all its sources.

To apply an action to a collection or a source

1. Select the appropriate collections or sources.

2. Click the action in the drop-down list.

The statuses of the sources aremodified accordingly (see "What Are the Possible Statuses of a Source?"
on page 164).

Note: Refreshing or rebuilding whole collections can slow down the CES. If this occurs, refresh sources
individually.
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2.7.4.1.8 What Are the Possible Statuses of a Source?

The status of a source indicates the type of action (if any) performed on the source at themoment.

Status Description

Not
Started

Indicates that the content has not been indexed because, at source creation, theSave button is
clicked instead of theSave and Start one (see "What Is the Difference between Save and Save
and Start?" on page 164).

Idle Indicates that the content is indexed and no action is being performed on the source.

Indexing Indicates that the content is being indexed for the first time.

Rebuilding
Indicates that all the documents are being re-indexed.

Note: Rebuilding sources requires more time and CPU resources than refreshing them;
however, it is a thorough process whichmakes sure all documents are updated.

Refreshing

Indicates that documents modified since the previous indexing date are being re-indexed.

Note: Refreshing sources requires less time and CPU resources than rebuilding them and is
recommended to update the index on a daily basis. However, erroneous modification dates can
keep the Coveo Platform from refreshing documents. Therefore, if the index history report
displays an abnormally low number of updates (ex.: 100 updates for a frequently modified
source containing 100,000 documents) it is recommended to rebuild the source.

Paused
Indicates that the refreshing or rebuilding process is temporarily suspended. ThePause action is
used to free CPU resources in order to speed up other refreshes and rebuilds.

Pending
(crawlers
are
stopped)

Indicates that the refreshing or rebuilding process has been started but cannot be carried out
because indexing is disabled. Pending can be used because the number of threads for the
connectors is smaller than the number of sources to refresh for the same connector. 

Note: To enable indexing, access theDetails page (Status > Details) and click [Enable] beside
Indexing is disabled in theSystem State section.

2.7.4.1.9 What Is the Difference between Save and Save and Start?

ClickingSave and Start at the end of source creation (see "Adding a Source" on page 161) automatically
launches the indexing process; whereas, clickingSave creates the source with the specified configuration but
does not launch the indexing process. The purpose of theSave function is to allow themodification of source
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parameters prior to indexing. To launch the indexing process after clickingSave, rebuild the source (see "How
to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source" on page 162).

2.7.4.1.10 What Should Be the Size of a Source?

The size of a sourcemay become a problem when it takes significant time to refresh or rebuild it. A source
containing thousands of large documents can take hours to re-index. Although the refreshing or rebuilding
process does not prevent users from querying the source, it requires considerable CPU resources. Therefore,
CES can be slowed down for several hours each day because of re-indexing. Creating smaller sources allows
to distribute the refreshing or rebuilding process over the week or even themonth.

Example: You can index the intranet of a company in three different sources—the first one can contain
documents that are updated daily (ex.: project schedules), the second one documents updated once every
few weeks (ex.: financial reports) and the third one documents rarely updated (ex.: documentation
concerning previous versions of the product). Therefore, you can distribute the re-indexing process by
refreshing the first source daily, the second one weekly and the third onemonthly.

Note: The size of the index is limited by the license type. If a license allows the indexing of 100,000
documents, the total size of sources cannot exceed this number.

2.7.4.1.11 What Are the Source Properties?

The source properties are additional parameters which can be defined before or after a source is indexed.

To display the source property pages

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select the appropriate property. Its corresponding page is displayed. The following table describes the
source property pages.

Property Applies to Description

View Status All sources Displays general information concerning the content of the source and
actions performed on it (see "What Information Is Displayed in the
Status Page?" on page 167).

Edit General
Properties

All sources Displays the properties of the source and allows their modification (see
"How toModify General Source Parameters" on page 168).

Note: Most properties displayed in theGeneral Properties page are
defined during source creation (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

Edit Filters All sources
except Manual
Crawler

Displays the inclusion and exclusion filters applied to the source and
allows their modification (see "Adding andModifying Source Filters" on
page 172).

Edit Refresh
Schedule

All sources
except Manual
Crawler

Displays the refresh schedule used to update the source and allows to
select a different one (see "How to Apply a Refresh Schedule to a
Source" on page 279.

Edit Fields All sources Displays the field set used to index the source and allows to select a
different one (provided custom sets have been created).
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Property Applies to Description

Edit XML
Document
Definition

All sources Displays the XML document definition used to index the source and
allows to select a different one.

Note: The Coveo Platform does not provide built-in XML document
definitions but you can add one (see "How to Add XMLDocument
Definitions" on page 328).

Edit
SharePoint

SharePoint Displays the SharePoint reference set used to index the source and
allows to select a different one (provided custom sets have been
created).

Edit Lotus
Notes

Lotus Notes Displays the Lotus Notes form set used to index the source and allows
to select a different one (provided custom sets have been created).

Edit
Document
Types

All sources Displays the document type set used to index the source and allows to
select a different one (provided custom sets have been created).

Edit
Conversion
Scripts

All sources Displays the preconversion and postconversion scripts used to index
the source and allows to select different ones.

Note: Conversion scripts have to be written in VBScript or JScript
and added to CES (see "Conversion Script Overview" on page 880).

Edit
Permissions

All sources
except Manual
Crawler

Displays the source permissions and allows their modification (see
"Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174).

Edit Forms Web Pages Allows the configuration of forms used by theWeb connector to access
secure pages (see "Indexing SecureWeb Pages Using Forms" on page
178).

Refresh
Documents

Local/Network
Files
Web Pages

Allows to refresh, add or remove a single file or folder (see "How to
Refresh, Add or Delete Single Documents Within Local/Network or
Web Sources" on page 182).

Edit
Advanced

All sources Allows themodification of the advanced parameters of a source (see
"How toModify Advanced Source Parameters" on page 184).

2.7.4.1.12 What Information Is Displayed in the Status Page?

TheStatus page displays general information concerning the content of a source and actions performed on it.

To display the Status page

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select View Status.

The following table describes its sections.

Section Description

Status Displays the status of the source (see "What Are the Possible Statuses of a Source?" on
page 164).

Addresses Displays the addresses at which the connector begins the crawling process.

Number of
Documents

Displays the number of documents contained in the source as well as their total size.
Click Details to access the Index Browser page (see "How to Use the Index Browser"
on page 240).

Last
Operation

Displays the last operation (i.e. indexing, refreshing or rebuilding) performed on the
source as well as its starting and ending date. Click Details to access the Index page
(see "What Information Is Displayed in the Index Log?" on page 262).

Last
Operation
Statistics

Displays documents encountered during themost recent operation according to the type
and subtype of action taken. Click Details to access the Index History page (see "What
Information Is Displayed in the Index History?" on page 251).

2.7.4.1.13 How to Modify General Source Parameters

TheGeneral page displays some of the properties entered at source creation (see "Adding a Source" on page
161) as well as new ones (ex.: title metadata name). It is possible to modify these properties after a source
has been created and even after its content has been indexed (in the latter case, the source has to be rebuilt).
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To modify the general properties:

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral page is displayed.

5. Modify the appropriate properties. For more information concerning these properties, refer to the following
table.

Property Applies to Description

Name All sources Indicates the name of the source. It can bemodified to avoid confusing
two sources or respect naming conventions.

Source Type All sources Indicates the type of the source. It cannot bemodified.
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Property Applies to Description

Addresses All sources Indicates the address at which the connector began the crawling
process. By default, subfolders and subsites are indexed. To index only
themain folder or site, clear the Index subfolders or Index subsites
check box in theOptions section. Note that the latter is not available for
Web Pages or Lotus Notes sources.

Important: For Local/NetworkFiles sources, the address must be
specified in UNC format
(\\computername\sharedfolder\resource); otherwise, it is
impossible to crawl or retrieve documents located on remote disks.

Rating All sources Specifies whether documents from the source should receive a higher or
lower ranking than average (see "Understanding Search Results
Ranking" on page 93).

Options All sources Provides additional information on how to index the source and retrieve
its documents.
Index subfolders: Indexes folders recursively, starting with themain
addresses and proceeding to deeper levels until every document is
indexed.

Example: If \\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\ is themain
address and the Index subfolders option is selected, then
\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\ and
\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\Local\ are also
indexed. Note that this option is selected by default and applies to all
sources exceptWeb Pages, SharePoint, Lotus Notes andManual
Connector.

Index Personal Sites: Indexes all the personal sites linked to the
SharePoint portal. Note that this option is selected by default and applies
toSharePoint sources.
Index subsites: Indexes subsites recursively, starting with themain
addresses and proceeding to deeper levels until every document is
indexed.
Example: If http://intranet/pages/ is themain address and the
Index subfolders option is selected, then
http://intranet/pages/news/ and
http://intranet/pages/news/2007/ are also indexed. Note that
this option is selected by default and applies toSharePoint sources.
Index the document's metadata: Indexes metadata (ex.: modification
date and author of documents). Note that this option is selected by
default and applies to all sources except Exchange MAPI, Lotus Notes
andManual Connector (see "What Is Metadata/Meta-Information?" on
page 144).
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Property Applies to Description

Document's addresses are case-sensitive: Indicates that addresses
of documents in the repository are case-sensitive. Note that this option is
not selected by default but applies to all sources except SharePoint,
Exchange MAPI andManual Connector.
Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents: Produces
aQuick View of documents. Note that this option is selected by default
and applies to all sources.
Open results with cached version: Displays the Quick View instead of
the actual document when the title of a document is clicked in the result
list. The purpose of this option is to open documents that are not
available anymore or have never really existed (stored in a database,
XML record, documents generated, etc.). Note that Generate a cached
HTML version of indexed documentsmust be selected in order for
Open results with cached version to be available.
Disable document summarization: Disables the creation of a
document summary and the extraction of concepts. When selected,
CES however takes the first sentences of the document as the
summary. The search results summary therefore includes these first
sentences but not concepts. This option is not selected by default, but
applies to all sources (see "What Are Summaries?" on page 143).
Skip addresses with parameters (domain.com?parameters): Keeps
the Coveo Platform from indexing pages whose addresses contain a
query part—the purpose of this option is to only index relevant
documents in several copies. This often occurs for certain sites and
variables (for example, ID). Another purpose is to save disk space. Note
that this option is not selected by default, but applies toWeb Pages
sources.

SharePoint
Sites
Discovery

SharePoint Specifies which SharePoint sites to index:
Index only starting addresses: Indexes only the sites whose
addresses are entered in theAddresses field.
Index the starting addresses and all sites listed in the Portal Site
Directory: Indexes the sites whose addresses are entered in the
Addresses field as well as all sites, related to these addresses, listed in
the portal directories.
Index the web application of the starting addresses: Indexes the
content of the virtual directories related to the starting addresses. Note
that CES must be integrated to SharePoint; otherwise, the connector is
unable to locate virtual directories.
Index all web applications having the same host name: Indexes the
content of all virtual directories related to the starting addresses even if
their host headers are different. Note that CES must be integrated to
SharePoint; otherwise, the connector is unable to locate virtual
directories.
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Property Applies to Description

Title Selection
Sequence

All sources Indicates the sequence followed by CES to determine the title of a
document (this title is displayed in the result list). The order of the three
options must be defined by clicking the arrows ( ). Therefore, if
CES fails to extract a title using the first option, it proceeds to the second
one and so on.
The options are:
Use the title extracted by the converter: The title extracted by the
converter is themetadata title (see "What Is Metadata/Meta-
Information?" on page 144).

Automatically detect the title of documents: The title automatically
extracted by the CES converter is made of the same key topics used to
produce the excerpt and summary of the document (see "What Are
Summaries?" on page 143).
Use the filename: The filename is given to a document when saving it.

Title Metadata
Name

All sources Indicates the name of themetadata title field. To determine this name,
refer to the appropriate repository documentation. Note that inWindows
the title metadata name is Title.

Authentication Web
Pages
SharePoint

Indicates the username and password (if any) used to access Web or
SharePoint pages.
By default,Web Pages andSharePoint sources are crawled
anonymously; however, it is possible to index secure pages with a user
identity (or, forWeb Pages sources, with the service login account).

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.14 Adding and Modifying Source Filters

The purpose of filters is to add documents to a source or exclude documents from a source. Inclusion filters
are created to add documents whose addresses do not correspond to the starting addresses entered in the
Add Source page. Exclusion filters are created to exclude documents which would normally be indexed.

Examples:When the starting address of theCoveoWeb source is http://www.coveo.com, an
inclusion filter can be used to index the content of
http://tbe.taleo.net/NA2/ats/careers/jobSearch.jsp?org=COVEO&cws=1.
When the starting address of theCoveoWeb source is http://www.coveo.com, an exclusion filter for
http://www.coveo.com/fr/news could be added to ignore the French news section of the site.
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To add or modify a source filter

1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

2. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list, and then select Edit Filters.

3. In the Filters page that appears, depending on what you want to do, click Add an Inclusion Filter, Add
an Exclusion Filter, or select the name of an existing filter that you want to modify.

Note: Inclusion filters already listed correspond to entries in theAddresses field of theGeneral page.
In this field, using a slash or not, at the end of the starting address path for a file system folder (as
opposed to a file) as no effect on what is crawled. It however affects the inclusion filter corresponding to
the starting address. When the trailing slash is omitted, the last folder of the starting address is
truncated from the inclusion filter.

Example: The starting address file:///C:/temp/ creates the inclusion filter
file:///C:/temp/*, while the starting address file:///C:/temp creates the inclusion filter
file:///C:/*.

4. In theEdit an Inclusion Filter orEdit an Exclusion Filter page that appears:

a. In theAllowed Patterns orExcluded Patterns field, enter the addresses to include or exclude (one
entry per line). You can use either wildcards ( * or ?) or regular expressions.

b. In the Type section, select eitherWildcards orRegular expressions depending on the type of
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pattern entered.

Note: Refer to the following link for regular expression (regex) syntax:
http://www.pdc.kth.se/training/Talks/C++/boost/libs/regex/doc/syntax.html

c. Click Save.

2.7.4.1.15 Modifying Source Security Permissions

Three levels of security exist in the CES index :

l Collection-level security;

l Source-level security;

l Document-level security.

Source-level permissions determine which users have access to a source. By default, sources can be
accessed by all users who have access to the parent collection. You can however override these
permissions. Even if a user has access to a source, document-level permissions are required to display its
content.

Note: Source-level permissions are not indexed forWeb Pages sources; however, if Web files are stored
locally (i.e. on the same network as CES), it is possible to associate file server permissions to them. Also,
Manual Connector sources do not have permissions.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Modifying the Permissions" on page 174

l "Mapping the Security Permissions of aWeb Source" on page 176

2.7.4.1.15.1 Modifying the Permissions

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit Permissions. ThePermissions page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. In thePermissions section, select one of the following options:

Index security permissions

Grants access to all users having the appropriate collection permissions. Document-level security is
indexed.

Specify the security permissions to index

Grants access only to users whose accounts are entered in theAllowed Users field. Document-level
permissions are not indexed.

Important: Because document-level permissions are not indexed, a user added to theAllowed
Users list that do not have access to a document in the original repository will be able to view its
excerpt, summary andQuick View from the search results.

Index security permissions and specify additional security permissions to index

Indexes document-level permissions and grants additional access to users whose accounts are
entered in theAllowed Users field and denies access to users whose accounts are entered in the
Denied Users field.

Important: The accounts entered in theAllowed Users field override document-level permissions.
This means that even users who do not have access to a document are able to view its search
result excerpt, summary, andQuick View.

Use a security provider

Select this option when the permissions used by the source are not Windows-based. In theSecurity
Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created for this source.

6. When you selectedSpecify the security permissions to index or Index security permissions and
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specify additional security permissions to index, for each user to which you want to modify the
source permissions:

a. In theAllowed Users field, using the domain\user form, enter the NT/AD account allowed to
access the source, and then click Add.

b. In theDenied Users field, using the domain\user form, enter the NT/AD account denied to access
the source, and then click Add.

7. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.15.2 Mapping the Security Permissions of a Web Source

MappingWeb Page sources with local files allows the indexing of document-level security permissions for
these sources.

Example: If http://www.coveo.com is mapped with its equivalent folder on
\\CoveoServer\WebPage\, the permissions granted to the files in the \\CoveoServer\WebPage\
folder are also indexed for theWeb Pages sources.

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the web source drop-down list.

a. Select Edit Permissions. ThePermissions page corresponding to the source is displayed.

b. Click Add. TheEdit Web File Security page is displayed.
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4. In theWeb Address field, enter the address of theWeb source.

Example: http://www.coveo.com

5. In theNetwork File Path field, enter the path of the folder containing theWeb files.

Example: \\CoveoServer\WebPage\.

6. Click Save.

2.7.4.1.16 How to Modify Collection Security Permissions

Collections are groups of sources built around a theme. Each one has its own security permissions which
override those of sources, meaning that users can never query the content of a source without having access
to its parent collection. You can however modify the collection permissions at any time.

To modify collection security permissions

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, expand the appropriate collection drop-down list.

4. Select Edit Permissions. ThePermissions section is displayed.

5. To grant access to the collection, enter the account name of the user or group (it must be an NT/AD
account in the form domain\username) in theAllowed Users field and click Add.

6. To revoke access to the collection—if the account is listed in theAllowed Users section—select the
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account and click Delete.

7. To revoke access to the collection—if the account is not listed in theAllowed Users section (because it
is part of a listed group)—enter the account name (it must be an NT/AD account in the form
domain\username) in theDenied Users section and click Add.

2.7.4.1.17 Indexing Secure Web Pages Using Forms

A website may contain securedWeb pages that can only be accessed by filling appropriate information in a
form (name, address, etc.). CES must know what information to provide and where to provide it to be able to
index these pages.

In theAdd Form Configuration page of the Administration Tool, you can retrieve form parameters from
websites or enter themmanually and configure CES to automatically fill forms for both HTTP and HTTPS
forms.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Retrieving the Form Parameters from aWebsite" on page 178

l "Entering the Form Parameters Manually" on page 180

l "Deleting the Authentication Cookies" on page 181

2.7.4.1.17.1 Retrieving the Form Parameters from aWebsite

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriateWeb source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit Forms. The Forms page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. Click Add. TheAdd a Form Configuration page is displayed.

6. In the Form Parameters drop-down list, select Get the form parameters from a Web address.

7. In the Form Address field, enter the URI of the form.

Example: http://www.coveo.com/en/Products/Default.aspx

8. Click Retrieve parameters from URL. The Form to Use, Name, Form Address,Method andAction
are automatically retrieved.

9. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the following table.

Section Description

Form to Use Indicates which form to use if theGet the form parameters from a Web address
action has encounteredmore than one form at the specified address.

Name Identifies the form.

Form Address Indicates the address where the form is located.

Method Indicates themethod used to submit form information (eitherGet orPost).

Action Indicates the address where the form information is submitted.
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Section Description

Parameters Identifies the type, name and value of each parameter. The Type parameter indicates
the nature of the information; whereas, its Name identifies the field in which theValue
is submitted.

Example: To enter Coveo in theUsername field, the type would be Text, the name
Username and the value Coveo.

To add parameters, click Add.
The parameter types are:
Text: String value entered in a text field (ex.: username).
Password: String value entered in a password field. Note that it is replaced by dots
(●●●) for security reasons.
Checkbox: True or false (i.e. selected or unselected) value applied to a check box.
Radio: True or false (i.e. selected or unselected) value applied to a radio button.
Submit: Submit function applied to previously entered parameters.
Reset: Reset function applied to the previously entered parameters.
File: File attached to the form.
Hidden: Value entered in a hidden field.
Image: Image file attached to the form.
Button: Button (other thanSubmit orReset) clicked.

Addresses
Using This
Form

Indicates the addresses accessed using this form. Use wildcards if necessary.

Failed
Authentication
Result
Addresses

Indicates the address of the page where CES is redirected if authentication fails
(instead of indexing the latter page, CES attempts to re-authenticate).

Options Indicates whether to re-authenticate each time a secure page is accessed or use
authentication cookies. Because re-authentication slows down the indexing process,
theAlways authenticate when crawling a document option should be selected only
if the secure pages do not support cookies.

Test Form Indicates the address used to test the form. WhenApply Changes and Test the
Form Using This Address is clicked, CES tries to access this page. If it succeeds,
the form is considered valid. If it fails, form parameters must bemodified.

10. Click Apply Changes and Test the Form Using This Address to test the form. If the test fails, verify
the validity of each parameter.

11. If the test succeeds, click Save.

2.7.4.1.17.2 Entering the Form Parameters Manually

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).
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3. In theSources section, expand the appropriateWeb source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit Forms. The Forms page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. Click Add. TheAdd a Form Configuration page is displayed.

6. In the Form Parameters drop-down list, select Enter the form parameters manually.

7. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the previous table.

8. Click Apply Changes and Test the Form Using This Address to test the form. If the test fails, verify
the validity of each parameter.

9. If the test succeeds, click Save.

Important: Unless Always authenticate when crawling a document is selected, CES keeps
authentication cookies in its memory. Therefore, if authentication fails it can be because of expired cookie
information delete cookies to force CES to re-authenticate using the form. If this procedure does not solve
the problem, the form information has beenmodified; create a new form.

2.7.4.1.17.3 Deleting the Authentication Cookies

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).
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3. In theSources section, expand the appropriateWeb source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit Forms. The Forms page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. Click Delete Source Authentication Cookies.

2.7.4.1.18 How to Refresh, Add or Delete Single Documents Within Local/Network or
Web Sources

It is possible to manually re-index or delete single files or folders within Local/Network Files orWeb Pages
sources. This process is used when only a few documents have to be re-indexed and the refreshing or
rebuilding process takes more time thanmanual modifications.

To apply modifications to a single file or folder

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate local/network orWeb source drop-down list.
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4. Select Refresh Documents. TheRefresh Document page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. In theAddress field, enter the path of the file or folder.

6. In theOptions section, select eitherRefresh/Add to index orRemove from index and select the
appropriate check boxes. For more information, refer to the following table.

Option Applies to Description

Index
documents
only if they
are
modified

Refresh/Add
to Index

Re-indexes documents only if they have beenmodified since the previous
indexing date.

Subfolders All Indexes or deletes subfolders or subsites recursively.

Example: If \\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\ is themain
address and the Index subfolders check box is selected, then
\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\ and
\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\Local\ are also re-
indexed or deleted.

Commit
transaction
after
refreshing

All Writes the transaction in the index at the end of the re-indexing or deleting
process (see "What Is a Transaction?" on page 152).

Add an
exclusion
filter

Remove
from Index

Adds exclusion filters to keep Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) from re-
indexing deleted documents during the next rebuilding or refreshing
process (see "Adding andModifying Source Filters" on page 172).
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7. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.19 How to Modify Advanced Source Parameters

The advanced parameters determine how a source is crawled, converted and indexed—they vary
according to the type of source.

To modify the advanced source parameters

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit Advanced. TheAdvanced page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the following table.
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Section Applies to Description

Crawling All sources
except Manual
Connector

Note: The
crawling
options
differ from
source to
source.

Determines which elements of a source are indexed (see "What Is the
Structure of SharePoint?" on page 332).
Index hidden lists and their items: Indexes SharePoint hidden lists.
Note that this option, which applies toSharePoint sources, is not
selected by default.
Index redundant issue list items: Indexes duplicate SharePoint
Issues items. Note that this option, which applies toSharePoint
sources, is not selected by default.
Index survey responses: Indexes the responses to SharePoint
Surveys. Note that this option, which applies toSharePoint sources,
is not selected by default.
Index documents uploaded with WebDAV: Indexes elements
uploaded in SharePoint usingWebDAV (i.e. elements invisible in the
interface). Note that this option, which applies toSharePoint sources,
is selected by default.
Restrict crawling to X levels: Limits the crawling depth. . Note that
this option, which applies to all sources except SharePoint and
Manual Connector, is not selected by default.

Example: Restrict crawling to 2 levels indexes only themain
address (\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\) and addresses
directly related to it
(\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\), other
subfolders or subsites 
(\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\Local\) are
not indexed

Allow crawling of external links: Indexes external Web pages
directly linked to a website (but not their subpages). Note that this
option, which applies toWeb Pages sources, is not selected by
default.

Example: If http://www.coveo.com contains a link toward
http://microsoft.com this latter page is indexed; however,
http://www.microsoft.com/careers is not.
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Section Applies to Description

Disable cookies: Rejects cookies. This option is used when cookies
keep the Coveo Platform from crawling a site (ex.: they redirect the
connector elsewhere). Note that this option, which applies toWeb
Pages andSharePoint sources, is not selected by default.
Expand sites and lists before applying filters: Builds the tree of
SharePoint sites and lists before applying filters. This option allows the
indexing of non-excluded children of excluded parent items. Note that
this option, which applies toSharePoint sources, is not selected by
default.
Use the author extracted from the document instead of the
SharePoint author: Extracts the authors of SharePoint documents
using a conversion script. If this option is not selected, themetadata
author name is used instead. Note that this option, which applies to
SharePoint sources, is not selected by default.
Use UTF-8 addresses: Indicates that the addresses of the documents
are in UTF-8 instead of ANSI format. Note that this option, which
applies toWeb Pages sources, is not selected by default (see "What
Is the Difference between ANSI and UTF-8 URI Formats?" on page
190).
Preserve file last access date: Preserves the last access date of the
file—after indexing the file, the date is set to the last access date.
When a user executes backups, it is important for the date of the file
not to change if the file has not been accessed.
Support robot exclusions: Indicates which robot exclusion rules (i.e.
commands forbidding the crawling of a site) are respected by theWeb
connector. By default, all such rules are respected. However, it is
possible to respect only Robots.txt orHTML META Tags. Moreover,
it is possible to disregard all exclusion rules. Note that this option
applies toWeb Pages sources.

Download Web Pages Timeout: Determines the number of seconds after which theWeb
connector disconnects from a source which is not responding. Note
that the value entered in this field must be at least 1.
Delay Between Downloads: Determines the number of seconds
elapsed between each downloadmade by theWeb connector (pausing
between downloads allows the site not to be queried continuously. A
10 second delay is the standard forWeb connectors on theWeb). Note
that the value entered in this field must be comprised between 0 and
60.

Server
Name Alias

Local/Network
Files
Web Pages
SharePoint

Indicates the name of the server used to retrieve documents during
queries—if it is different from the server crawled during
indexing. For example, it is possible to index documents on a
staging computer but open them from a production one. In
this case, the name of the production server must be entered
in the Server Name Alias field.

Priority All sources
except Manual
Crawler

Determine the order in which sources are indexed—sources with
Highest priority are indexed first; whereas, sources with
Lowest priority are indexed last. Note that if sufficient
memory and CPU resources are available, all sources can be
indexed simultaneously.
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Section Applies to Description

Performance All sources Determines whether additional analysis of the document content is
performed during the indexing process or not.
Disable advanced text layout analysis for PDF documents:
Disables the advanced analysis of PDF documents in order to save
CPU resources and speed up indexing. The purpose of this advanced
analysis is to improve ranking and summarization by determining the
reading order of columns in PDF documents (ranking and
summarization are affected by the order and proximity of words). Note
that advanced analysis of PDF documents is enabled by default.
Disable advanced duplicate document filtering: Disables the
filtering of duplicate documents in order to save CPU resources and
speed up indexing. The purpose of this advanced filtering is to display
only one copy of each document in the result list. Note that the filtering
of duplicate documents is enabled by default.

Conversion
Timeout

All sources Determines the number of minutes after which the converter proceeds
to another document even if the conversion is not complete (the
document for which the conversion has not been finished is considered
corrupted). By default, the conversion timeout is of 10minutes;
however it is suggested to increase it to 30minutes, or even 60
minutes, when converting large audio video files.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.20 What Are Wildcards?

Wildcards are symbols replacing a single character ( ?) or a string of characters ( *). They can be used in the
search box but also in the Administration Tool to provide address patterns.

Example: http://www.coveo.com* represents all the pages of the Coveo website.

Note: You can allow the use of wildcards in the search boxes (see "How toModify the Index Settings" on
page 230).

2.7.4.1.21 What Is File Monitoring and Live Indexing?

File monitoring and live indexing are processes which keep documents up-to-date without requiring constant
source refreshes or rebuilds. File monitoring applies to Local/Network Files sources located onWindows
servers. Live indexing applies to other source types such as SharePoint andExchange sources. Many
additional connectors support live indexing.

The difference between file monitoring and live indexing is that file monitoring registers Windows file system
events and re-indexes documents as soon as they aremodified, while live indexing scans the repositories and
re-indexes modified documents at short intervals (ex.: 300 seconds). By default, file monitoring and live
indexing are enabled. You can however disable them to save CPU resources and speed up CES.
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To disable file monitoring or live indexing

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, click the appropriate source. TheStatus page is displayed.

4. Click Disable File Monitoring or Disable Live Indexing (to re-enable it, click Enable File Monitoring
orEnable Live Indexing).

Note: Because file monitoring is dependent of events registered by theWindows file system, it is possible
that somemodifications are overlooked, especially when numerous events occur at the same time (file
monitoring can handle approximately 4,000 events per minute). Therefore, it is recommended to keep a
source refresh schedule (see "How to Apply a Refresh Schedule to a Source" on page 279).
Moreover, file monitoring cannot be enabled on a source whose address is a specific file (ex.:
\\CoveoServer\HelpFiles\CESOnlineHelp.docx).

2.7.4.1.22 How to Modify the Refresh Interval of SharePoint Live Indexing

Live indexing is a source refresh process which keeps documents up-to-date without requiring constant
source refreshes or rebuilds. When it is enabled, the repositories are scanned for modifications at short,
customized time intervals (ex.: 300 seconds).

To modify the interval of SharePoint live indexing

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theConnectors page (Configuration > Connectors).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click SharePoint Connector. TheSharePoint Connector page is
displayed.

4. In theRefresh Interval of Live Indexing field, enter the appropriate interval.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.23 How to Limit the Crawling Depth

The term crawling depth refers to the number of levels and sublevels of a repository indexed by the Coveo
Platform. By default, CES indexes the starting address of a source and all its subfolders or subsites.
However, it is possible to index only main folders or sites (note that this option applies to all sources except
Web Pages, Lotus Notes andManual Connector). Furthermore, it is possible to limit the depth or crawling
by level.
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Example: Restricting the depth of crawling to 2 levels indexes only themain address
(\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\) and addresses directly related to it
(\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\), other subfolders or subsites
(\\CoveoServer\Help\AdminTool\Sources\Local\) are not indexed. Note that this latter option
applies to all sources except SharePoint andManual Connector.

To index only the main folders or sites

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral page is displayed.

5. In theOptions section, clear the Index subfolders check box.

6. Click Apply Changes.

To limit the crawling depth by level

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit Advanced. TheAdvanced page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. In theCrawling section, select Restrict crawling to X levels and enter the appropriate number of levels.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.1.24 What Is the Difference between ANSI and UTF-8 URI Formats?

ANSI and UTF-8 are both encoding formats used inWeb page addresses. ANSI is the common one byte
format used to encode Latin alphabet; whereas, UTF-8 is a format of variable length (from 1 to 4 bytes)
intended to encode Unicode. By default, CES assumes that addresses use the ANSI format.

Note:When theWeb or the SharePoint connectors download web content, they expect documents with
addresses encoded in UTF-8. An advanced source parameter is used to set the encoding.

2.7.4.1.25 How to Manually Index Sources

Before performing a query in the search interface, the index must be populated; therefore, the sources
configuredmust be crawled. Because this process requires considerable CPU resources, this operation is
automatically scheduled to be executed at 12 A.M.

To manually index sources

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).
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3. Select the check boxes corresponding to the appropriate collections to index.

4. In theMore Actions drop-down list of theCollections section, select Rebuild. The sources of the
selected collections are indexed.

Note: To index a specific source, select the appropriate collection and source check boxes and in theMore
Actions drop-down list, select Rebuild.

2.7.4.1.26 Toggling Live Indexing for a Source

Several Coveo connectors support live indexing, a feature that allows to continuously index changes to the
content of a source by detecting addition, removal, or updates to source documents.

Live indexing is a very useful feature and is active by default. Youmay however encounter cases where you
need to turn it off temporarily or permanently.

Example: Mail archive files cannot be shared when they are opened inMicrosoft Outlook and therefore,
cannot be indexed during that period. It is recommended to permanently turn off live indexing on the source
pointing tomail archives, relying on off-hour source refresh scheduled to update indexing of these files.

To toggle live indexing for a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSource and Collections page (Index > Source and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, select the collection containing the source for which you want to toggle live
indexing.

4. In theSources section, select the source for which you want to toggle live indexing.

5. In the toolbar:

a. When live indexing is active, click Disable Live Indexing to deactivate live indexing.

b. When live indexing is inactive, click Enable Live Indexing to reactivate live indexing.

2.7.4.2 Top Results Menu
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2.7.4.2.1 What Are Top Results?

Top results are documents, corresponding to a query expression, which override the ranking process and are
displayed before other search results.

You can identify Top Results with a star symbol (  ) in the search results. This option is not selected by
default (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

Example: If the query Coveo Questions is frequently used to searchCoveo Support FAQs, you can add
this document as a Top Result (see "Adding Top Results" on page 192). Doing so displays the FAQs before
other results when Coveo Questions is queried.

Note: You can identify frequently queried expressions and their related documents (see "What Information
Is Displayed in the Query Log?" on page 258).

2.7.4.2.2 Adding Top Results

As a Coveo administrator, you can create Top Results for specific queries to ensure that important
documents or items appear at the top of the search results when users perform those specific queries.

The Top Results feature is useful when someone in your organization wants to increase the visibility of a
document. You can identify frequent queries to which the document is related and create a Top Result for this
document for each of the queries.

You can also use the Analytics module (see "About the Analytics Module" on page 111) or the query log (see
"What Information Is Displayed in the Query Log?" on page 258) to identify frequent queries for which the
searched documents do not rank as high as they should, and create Top Results for these documents.

Note: As a Coveo administrator, you can choose to show or not show the Top Result icon next to the
Top Result title/subject. This is done for each search interface using theDisplay top results icon option in
the Interface Editor (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).
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To add Top Results

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Top Results.

3. In the Top Results page, click Add.

4. In theAdd Top Results page:

a. In theQueries field, on separate lines, enter one or more query expressions which return the Top
Result.

b. Click Add Top Result.

TheCollection, Source andAddress drop-down list appear.

c. In theCollection drop-down list, select the collection where the document to promote as a Top
Result resides.

d. In theSource drop-down list, select the source where the document to promote as a Top Result
resides.

e. In theAddress field, enter the path of the document to promote as a Top Result. You can get this
path from the Index Browser on theProperties line for the specific document (see "How to Use the
Index Browser" on page 240).

Note: In some cases, the Top Result may not work most likely because the path visible in the
Index Browser and the path stored into the index are different. You can get the path stored into the
index by modifying the search result template of a test search interface (see "Finding the Hidden
Path of a Document " on page 194).

f. To add another Top Result document for the same set of queries, click Add Top Result.

g. When you enter more than one Top Result document for a given set of queries, click the arrows (
and ) to set the order in which they are displayed in the search interface.
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h. Click Save.

2.7.4.2.2.1 Finding the Hidden Path of a Document

The following procedure describes how tomodify the result template of a skin to display the hidden path of a
document to be use in theAddress field when defining Top Results.

Important: It is recommended to perform this procedure using a test search interface.

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Create a test skin by making a copy of the skin folder that you want to use.

Example:When using the Default skin, copy the C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\Web\Coveo\Skins\Default\ folder and rename the copy to C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\Web\Coveo\Skins\DefaultTEST\.

3. Using a text editor:

a. Open the ResultTemplate.aspx file from your test skin folder.

b. In the file, locate the </ces:ResultOpenLink> line.

c. Insert <%=Result.ResultObject.Uri%> on the following line. Themodified section should be as
shown below.

</ces:ResultOpenLink>
<%=Result.ResultObject.Uri%>
</span>

d. Save the file.

4. Using the Interface Editor, assign your modified skin to a test search interface (see "Creating a Search
Interface" on page 378).
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5. In the test search interface that uses themodified skin, search for the document that you want to add as a
Top Result.

The URI to use in the Top Result Address field appears after the document title.

Example: In the followingmodified result, the URI to use tomake theCustomer Support page a Top
Result appears after the document title and before the document excerpt.

6. If necessary, using the text editor, undo the changes made to the ResultTemplate.aspx file.

2.7.4.3 Thesaurus Menu

2.7.4.3.1 Adding Thesaurus Entries from the Administration Tool

The CES thesaurus is a list of related or equivalent words used to expand queries. The thesaurus
transparently adds expressions to the search, thus returningmore results that would otherwise bemissed.
You can easily populate the thesaurus using the Administration Tool.

Example: The thesaurus is useful to expand queries for abbreviations. When a user enters the short form of
an expression like XML, the thesaurus adds to the query the long form of the expression like extensible
markup language, thus returning results containing either form of the expression.

Note: You can alsomanually edit the XML file of the thesaurus (see "Creating or Modifying an XML
Thesaurus File" on page 197).

To add a thesaurus entry

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Thesaurus page (Index > Thesaurus).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Keywords.

4. In the right pane, click Add.
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5. In theAdd Thesaurus Keyword page:

a. In theKeyword field, enter the word or exact phrase for which you want to enter one or more
synonyms.

Example: To add bob to the query robert, enter robert as the keyword 

b. In theSynonyms field, enter one or more words to add as synonyms of the keyword. When entering
more than one synonym, enter one entry per line. You can enter an exact phrase.

Example: To add bob to the query robert, enter bob as the synonym.

c. BesideOption:

l Clear theUse the synonym relationship advanced rule check box to use the basic
relationship rule that adds the synonyms to the keyword using the OR operator.

OR

l Select theUse the synonym relationship advanced rule.

l Select Replace the keyword by its synonym to replace the keyword by the synonym. This
synonymy rule allows only one synonym per keyword.

Example: A query for robert becomes bob.

l Select Establish reciprocal synonymy between the keyword and its synonyms to add the
synonym to the keyword using the OR operator and vice versa.

Example: A query for robert becomes robert OR bob and a query for bob becomes bob
OR robert.

Note: Selecting this option is equivalent as setting the attribute bidirectional=true for
the mapping tag in the XML thesaurus file.

d. In theCollection drop-down list, select the collections to which the thesaurus entry is applied.

Example: The synonymy between robert and bob applies only to theR&D collection.
Consequently, a query for robert in theHuman Resources collection does not return results for
bob.

e. Click Save.
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6. Refresh the thesaurus (see "Refreshing the Thesaurus" on page 200).

2.7.4.3.2 Creating or Modifying an XML Thesaurus File

The CES thesaurus is a list of related or equivalent words used to expand queries. It works by transparently
adding expressions to the search.

If you are familiar with the structure of XML documents, editing the corresponding file manually is an effective
way to populate the thesaurus. You can also add synonyms using the Administration Tool (see "Adding
Thesaurus Entries from the Administration Tool" on page 195).

Important: XML syntax errors disable the thesaurus file and display the followingmessage in the
Thesaurus page (Index > Thesaurus): Object reference not set to an instance of an object.

The following table describes the valid tags and attributes that a thesaurus XML file contains.

Tag Attribute Description

mappings Starting/closing thesaurus file tag.
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Tag Attribute Description

mapping keyword= Identifies the word to which synonyms are added.

Example: To add Coveo to the query CES, enter: <mapping
keyword="CES">.

Enter only one keyword per mapping tag. You can however enter an exact
phrase as the keyword

Example: <mapping keyword="Coveo Enterprise Search">.

type= Indicates the operator ( or or replace) used to add synonyms to the query.

Example:With robert being a synonym for bob, when you use or, a
query for bob becomes bob OR robert. When you use replace, the
same query becomes robert.

Note: To use the replace operator, the keywordmust have only one
synonym. The replace operator is incompatible with the
bidirectional=true attribute.

bidirectional= Indicates whether the synonymy is reciprocal or not.

Example:With robert being a synonym for bob, when you use true, a
query for bob becomes bob OR robert and a query for robert becomes
robert OR bob. When you use false, a query for robert remains
robert.

Note: The bidirectional=true attribute is incompatible with the
type=replace attribute.

synonyms Encloses all occurrences of synonym tags.

synonym value= Identifies the expression to add as a synonym of the keyword.

Example: To add robert to the query bob, enter robert as synonym:
<synonym value="robert"/>.

You can enter more than one synonym for a given keyword.

Creating an XML thesaurus file

1. Using a text editor, create a new empty file.

2. Start the thesaurus file content with the <mappings>opening tag.

3. Enter each keyword-synonymmapping in the format illustrated by the following example.

<mapping keyword="bob" type="or" bidirectional="false">
<synonyms>
<synonym value="robert"/>

</synonyms>
</mapping>

4. Close the thesaurus with the </mappings> closing tag.
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5. Save the file with a name of your choice and the xml extension. The recommended folder is [Index_
Path]\Config.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyThesaurus.xml

6. Import the new thesaurus file in CES to activate it (see "Importing an XML Thesaurus File in CES" on
page 199).

Modifying an existing XML thesaurus file:

1. Using a text editor, open the existing thesaurus file.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\DefaultThesaurus.xml

2. Enter each keyword-synonymmapping in the following format.

<mapping keyword="bob" type="or" bidirectional="false">
<synonyms>
<synonym value="robert"/>

</synonyms>
</mapping>

3. Save the file.

4. Refresh the thesaurus (see "Refreshing the Thesaurus" on page 200).

2.7.4.3.3 Importing an XML Thesaurus File in CES

Once a custom thesaurus file has been created, you need to import it in the CES to activate its content for
query expansion.

To import a thesaurus file

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Thesaurus page (Index > Thesaurus).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

4. In the Thesaurus XML File field, enter the path of the new thesaurus file. The recommended folder is
[Index_Path]\Config.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyThesaurus.xml

5. Click Apply Changes.

The thesaurus is loaded when the CES service starts.
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6. You can refresh the thesaurus file without restarting the service (see "Refreshing the Thesaurus" on page
200).

2.7.4.3.4 Refreshing the Thesaurus

The thesaurus is loaded when the CES service starts. To apply subsequent modifications, you can refresh it
to avoid having to restart the CES service.

To refresh the thesaurus

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Thesaurus page (Index > Thesaurus).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

4. Click Refresh Thesaurus.

2.7.4.3.5 Applying the Thesaurus to Field Queries

By default, the thesaurus applies only to free text queries. In general, it does not make sense to apply the
thesaurus to field queries because the purpose of field queries it to refine searches; whereas, the purpose of
the thesaurus is to expand them. Youmay however encounter situations where it is desirable to also apply the
thesaurus to field queries.

To apply the thesaurus to field queries

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Thesaurus page (Index > Thesaurus).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

4. In theOptions section, select Apply thesaurus to field queries.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.3.6 What Are the Limitations of the Thesaurus?

The thesaurus does not apply to all types of queries. Two exceptions exist:

l Incompatibility with theNOT andNEAR operators

Example:When you add the word Coveo as a synonym of CES, a query for CES becomes CES OR

Coveo. However, when the query is CES NOT Search, it does not become CES OR Coveo NOT

Search.
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l Cannot be applied tomultiple term queries, unless these terms are part of an exact phrase query using the
quotationmark ("") operator.

Example: :When you add the word Coveo as a synonym of Coveo Enterprise Search, a query
for "Coveo Enterprise Search" becomes "Coveo Enterprise Search" OR Coveo.
However, a query for Coveo Enterprise Search stays the same because the expression is not
considered a single entity by CES.

2.7.4.4 Ranking Menu

2.7.4.4.1 Best Practices for Ranking Optimization

Ranking is the art of sorting results according to their relevancy to the submitted query. Although CES is
optimized to reach high ranking accuracy, improvements can still be realized by the content manager of the
organization as each organization has its own set of rules and practices related to the document production
and knowledge sharing.

You can optimize the ranking of results returned by CES using a few CES features. Document authors and
people responsible for archiving documents can also adjust their document management process to improve
document ranking.

Ranking optimization using CES features

l CES ranking parameters

CES allows you to fine-tune ranking parameters according to specific needs or requirements of your
organization (see "Customizing Search Results Ranking" on page 203).

l Multiple sources

In CES, you can set a ranking score to each source according to the general estimated relevance of the
documents contained in the source. Rating a source above others will favor documents found in this
source.

Example: The source for the content in a legacy content management system (CMS)might be set with
a lower ranking score compared to a source for a similar content in the new CMS.

As much as possible, divide your content in multiple sources instead of in one large source. This way you
can set the rating separately for each source and refine the ranking.

Example:When indexing a network file server containing folders for each department, rather than
creating one source for the whole file server, create one source for each department folder.

l Top results
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Some frequent badly formulated queries may be bound to fail whatever ranking tuning process is applied.
A CES mechanism named Top Results may help overcome this problem (see"About Top Results" on
page 90 and "Adding Top Results" on page 192). This feature allows to set a specific document or item to
appear at the top or the results for one or a set of queries. The rest of the search results list is ranked
normally.

Ranking optimization adjusting document management process

l File and folder naming conventions

Some of the ranking parameters are related to the document path. This path is made of the concatenation
of several folder names and one filename. Thus, to ensure ranking accuracy, choose suitable and
meaningful names for folders and files. A simple and easy method to clarify names is to insert separating
characters between words within file and folder names.

Example: The query super would not bematched against c:\Superaudio\docs but it would
against c:\Super_audio\docs or c:\Super audio\docs.
Whenever possible, in the path or filename, use both the acronym and its correspondingmeaning, such
as c:\companies\Super car audio – SCA\docs. As a result, both the query Super car

audio and SCA match this path.

l Organizational vocabulary and metadata

There are often equivalences among the terms used by people within an organization.

Example: The acronym SCAmight be used instead of Super car audio. Nonetheless, the query SCA
would not match any document that only containSuper car audio and never mention the acronym SCA.

To remedy this problem, metadata content can be created to be indexed when such interchangeabilities
occur (see "What Is Metadata/Meta-Information?" on page 144). Many document formats (HTML, PDF,
Word…) providemethods to includemetadata. Refer to the documentation of the software used to create
the various file formats to include appropriate metadata and set appropriate values.

Example: AnHTML file that contains SCA in the body text can have aMETA KEYWORDS set to
Super car audio.

l Document titles

The users naturally search for a document expecting to find a specific document title. Authors of
documents must choose short and accurate titles. CES uses the document title separately from the rest
of the content in the ranking process. In the title score calculation, the proportion of the title that matches
the query is taken into account.
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Example: For the query Order Form, a document entitledSuper Car Audio – SCA Car Audio –
International Order Form Access Pagewould get less title points than a document entitled International
Order Form, since a larger part of the title of the latter document matches the query.

Authors must also properly set the title in the properties of each file format. When no title metadata exists
in a document, CES guesses that the first sentence is the title. With a proper title property, a query
specifically searching for a given document title is almost guaranteed to return the right result in the first
positions.

Example: In Microsoft Word, the title must be entered in the Title field in document properties.

2.7.4.4.2 What Is Collaborative Rating?

Collaborative rating is a ranking factor based on personal appreciation (see "Rating a Search Result" on page
94). It calculates an average of the appreciations given to each document by users of the same group and
uses it to fine-tune ranking. Because this process is performed independently for each user group, it tailors
ranking to different types of users.

However, calculating this factor requires considerable CPU resources and can slow downCES. If this
problem occurs, apply the rating to fewer documents (ex.: the 50 top ranking documents) (see "Customizing
Search Results Ranking" on page 203).

Collaborative rating is displayed as a number of grey stars under each document ( ); whereas personal

appreciation is displayed as a number of yellow stars ( ). Personal appreciation prevails on collaborative
ratingmeaning that, once a document is rated by a user, its collaborative rating score is no longer taken into
account during the ranking process.

Note: Collaborative rating is optional. You can enable it independently for each search interface in the
Interface Editor (see "Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

2.7.4.4.3 Customizing Search Results Ranking

CES uses 18 ranking factors divided into 6 types to calculate the relevancy score of documents.
CES natively uses pre-tuned ranking weights that are likely to be satisfyingmost of the time. Nevertheless,
fine-tuning these factors can sometimes increase accuracy, especially for specific situations.

Example: An organizationmay find not important that a recent document modification date contribute to a
higher rank.

As a Coveo administrator, you can fine-tune the ranking of search results by adjusting the weight of each
ranking factor and specify ignored fields, fields whose values are not taken into consideration when ranking
results (see "To customize the weight of ranking factors" on page 204). By default, each of these factors is
assigned a weight of 5 on a scale of 1 to 9, where 9 corresponds to the highest ranking weight.
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One of the CES ranking factor is the collaborative rating feature that allows users to voice their personal
appreciation of documents (see "Rating a Search Result" on page 94). Collaborative rating is enabled by
default. You can disable it or configure who can use it and on to how many Top Result documents it applies
(see "To customize collaborative rating parameters" on page 207).

To customize the weight of ranking factors

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select the Index > Ranking.

3. In the panel on the left, select Ranking Weights.

4. In theRanking Weights page, for each factor:

l Select a higher value to increase the importance of a factor.

l Select a lower value to decrease the importance of a factor.

l Select Ignore to exclude a ranking factor from the ranking process.

Note: Even if all factors have the sameweight (ex.: 5), their relative importance is not necessarily
identical as CES uses a built-in weight for each factor. For example, Term in title has more effect on
the final ranking thanDocument modified recently.
Each ranking factor value is relative to the other factor weights. The resulting ranking is the same
whether all multipliers are set to 4 or if they are all set to 2. You can give a higher weight to a factor by
setting it to 7 and all others to, for example, 2. The relative weight of 7 against 2 is much higher than 7
against 4.

Refer to the table that follows for details on each ranking factors.
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Type Factor Description

Content Term
frequency

Higher relevancy score to documents in which query terms are
frequently repeated. The importance increases proportionally to the
number of times a word appears in the document, but is offset by the
frequency of the word in the corpus.

Example: A document in which a term is repeated 10 times receives
a higher ranking than one in which it is repeated 5 times.

Term
proximity

Higher relevancy score to documents in which query terms are close to
each other. This factor applies only when the query contains more than
one term.

Example: A document in which the terms are only one word apart
receives a higher ranking than one in which they are ten words apart.

Term in title Higher relevancy score to documents containing query terms in their
titles. Moreover, relevancy is dependent on the proportion of title terms
matching the query. 

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document with the titleCoveo
Enterprise Search (one out of three words matches the
query) receives a higher ranking than one with the titleEnterprise
Search, orCoveo Enterprise Search Provides Businesses with the
Most Collaborative and Agile Search Solution Available (one out of 14
words matches the query).

Term in
concepts

Higher relevancy score to documents containing query terms in their
lists of concepts. Concepts are extracted by the CES linguistic
algorithm which relies on term frequency and proximity.

Example: If the query is Coveo, a document for which the concept
Coveo has been extracted receives a higher ranking than one for
which this concept has not been extracted (even if the wordCoveo is
present in its content).

Term in
summary

Higher relevancy score to documents containing query terms in their
summaries. Summaries are extracted by the CES linguistic algorithm
which relies on term frequency and proximity (see "What Are
Summaries?" on page 143).

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document for which the key
topic Coveo has been extracted in its summary receives a higher
ranking than one for which it has not been extracted (even if the word
Coveo is present in its content).

Term
matches
original word
(accents,
casing and
stemming)

Higher relevancy score to documents in which query terms correspond
exactly to the words found in the text. This factor is fully effective only if
original words, accents and casing are indexed (see "How toModify the
Index Settings" on page 230).

Example: If the query term is COVEO, a document containing the
wordCOVEO receives a higher ranking than one containingCoveo.
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Type Factor Description

Document Documents
modified
recently

Higher relevancy score to documents whosemodification date is
recent.

Example: A document modified today receives a higher ranking than
onemodified amonth ago.

Document
quality
evaluation

Higher relevancy score to documents which are close to the root of a file
system.

Example: A document located in C:\CES6\ receives a higher
ranking than one located in C:\CES6\Index\Default.

Document in
user
language

Higher relevancy score to documents in the same language as the
search interface.

Example: If the search interface is in English, a document written in
English receives a higher ranking than one written in French.

Location Source rating Higher relevancy score to documents contained in a source rated
Highest toAbove Normal as you can individually set the rating of each
source (see "Adding a Source" on page 161).

Terms in
address

Higher relevancy score to documents whose paths contain query terms.

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document whose address is
http://www.coveo.com/en/Support/Default.aspx
 receives a higher ranking than one whose address is
http://support.microsoft.com/.

Term in
folder name

Higher relevancy score to documents whose parent folders name
contain query terms.

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document located in
the Coveo Help folder receives a higher ranking than one located in
Help.

Term in
home page
address

Higher relevancy score to home pages whose addresses contain a
query term.

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document whose home page
is http://www.coveo.com receives a higher ranking than one
whose home page is http://support.microsoft.com/.
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Type Factor Description

Formatting Term in large
fonts

Higher relevancy score to documents containing query terms in large
fonts or bold.

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document containing the
wordCoveo receives a higher ranking than one containing the word
Coveo.

Term is
underlined

Higher relevancy score to documents containing underlined query
terms.

Example: If the query term is Coveo, a document containing the
wordCoveo receives a higher ranking than one containing the word
Coveo.

Collaborative Collaborative
rating weight

Higher relevancy score to documents whose collaborative rating score
is high (see "What Is Collaborative Rating?" on page 203). Collaborative
ratingmust be enabled for this factor to apply (see "To customize
collaborative rating parameters" on page 207).

Custom Custom
ranking
weight

Determines the importance that must be given to documents whose
custom ranking weight has been set. Custom ranking factors are
scripted directly in open converters (see "What Are Converters?" on
page 295 and "Adding an Additional Connector" on page 286).

5. In the Ignored Fields text box that already contains built-in fields that should be excluded, add the
custom fields that you wish to exclude from the ranking results (see "What Is the Difference between
Built-In and Custom Fields?" on page 310).

Example: If the query expression is Coveo AND @syslanguage=English, occurrences of the
term English do not affect ranking because syslanguage is an ignored field. However, if syslanguage is
removed from the Ignored Fields list, ranking is adversely affected because documents containing
occurrences of the wordEnglish receive a higher ranking. Whereas, the purpose of syslanguage is to
find documents written in English, not to display all documents with the wordEnglish in them. If custom
fields can have a similar effect on ranking, add them to the Ignored Fields list.

6. Click Reset below the label of a factor category, to return the weight of ranking factors for that category to
their default value of 5.

7. Click Apply Changes to save your modifications.

To customize collaborative rating parameters

Calculating collaborative ratings may require considerable CPU resources and can slow downCES. If this
problem occurs, consider reducing the number of top documents to which it applies (ex.: 50), reducing the
number of groups or simply disabling collaborative rating.
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1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select the Index > Ranking.

3. In the panel on the left, select Collaborative Rating.

4. In theCollaborative Rating page:

a. To disable the collaborative rating feature, on theStatus line, click [Disable]. You will be prompt to
confirm this actions as it will delete all the personal appreciations entered so far by users. To re-
enable the feature, click [Enable] that appears at the end of theStatus line.

b. On theOption line, you can change the number of top ranking documents on which collaborative
rating is available. The default value is 100, meaning that users can set a personal appreciation only
on the first 100 top ranking search results documents.

c. In theValid Groups list, you can control who can use collaborative rating by specifying groups. By
default everyone can use collaborative rating.

i. To remove a group, select it in theValid Groups list, and then click Remove.

ii. To add a group, type a valid group name in the text box, and then click Add.

d. Click Apply Changes to save your changes.

2.7.4.5 Security Details Menu

TheSecurity Details page displays the account names of users and groups whose security permissions are
indexed with documents. The users and groups are organized by categories (Windows, SharePoint,
Microsoft Exchange, External, Custom...). You can click a group to open theSecurity Mapping page for
this group and see the list of groupmembers.

Note: In the case of Custom security groups that are defined with CES, you add or removemembers from
theSecurity Mapping page (see "Managing Custom Security Groups" on page 209).
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2.7.4.5.1 Managing Custom Security Groups

You can create custom security groups defined in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) by declaring them in the
mapping file used by a connector. A declared custom security group is created the first time themapping file is
used to index content from a source.

Custom security groups allow you to easily and efficiently add or remove users or groups having access to
specific index content. Themanagement of members to a custom security group is done from the Coveo
Administration Tool. You can add or remove Active Directory users or groups to a custom security group to
make the change immediately effective.

Example: In themapping file for a Salesforce source, you can assign different custom security groups to
each Salesforce type of content, and then assign different Active Directory users/groups to each custom
security group (see "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699).

To manage custom security groups

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Security Details.

3. In theSecurity Details page, underCustom andGroups, click the custom security group for which you
want to add or removemembers.

4. In theSecurity Mapping page for the selected custom security group:
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a. To add amember to the custom security group, in theGroup Members lower text box, type the
Active Directory user or group name, and then click Add.

The valid Active Directory user or group appears in theGroup Members upper text box.

b. To remove amember from the custom security group, in theGroup Members upper text box, select
the user or group that you wish to remove, and then click Remove.

c. Click Apply Changes.

The corresponding Salesforce content is immediately available from the search interface for the
members of the custom security group.

2.7.4.6 Mirrors Menu

2.7.4.6.1 Adding a Mirror Server

A Mirror server hosts a copy of the original index on theMaster server or on Slice servers (see "About Mirror
Servers" on page 19).

Before proceeding with the following procedure:

l Ensure that the CoveoMirror server components are installed on theMirror server (see "Installing CES on
Mirror Servers" on page 44).

l When configuring aMirror server for a Slice server, ensure that the Slice server is up and running and fully
configured with all the slices (see "Adding Index Slices" on page 213).

The following procedure describes how to let theMaster server know that aMirror server is available.
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To configure a Mirror server in the Master server

1. Using a local administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 >
Administration Tool).

3. Select Index >Mirrors.

4. In theMirrors page, click Add.

5. In theAdd Mirror page:

a. In theName field, enter the exact same name that was specified for theMirror name field in the
installerMirror Configuration screen when theMirror components were installed (see "Installing
CES onMirror Servers" on page 44).

b. In the Location field, enter the IP address, the host name, or the fully qualified domain name (FQDN)
of the server on which the CoveoMirror components are installed. 

c. In thePort field, enter the port number that you specified when you installed theMirror components
(see "About the CES Service Port" on page 11). The default value is 52800.

d. In theSearch Connection field, enter the search connection number.
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e. In the Index Folder field, enter the path of the folder that will contain the index files on theMirror
server.

f. BesideConverter, clear theCreate a converter on a slice server check box only when you do not
want to use this serve as an additional converter, for example because other converters are already
installed on other servers.

Note: By default, remote converter components are installed on theMirror server to share CPU
resources during the conversion of documents and, therefore, speed up indexing (see "Installing
CES onMirror Servers" on page 44).

g. In theSlices section, select one of the following options that applies only to the first index slice (the
first physical disk on which the index is located):

l Create a slice on a mirror server

Select this option when you want theMirror server to become a copy of the index hosted on the
Master server.

l Create a slice on a different server

Select this option when you want theMirror server to become a copy of the index hosted on a
Slice server. When this option is selected, four parameters appear to allow to specify the Slice
server:

Note: Slices on remote indexes must be installed following the procedure described in "Adding
Index Slices" on page 213.

a. In the Location field, enter the IP address, host name, or fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of the Slice server on which the slice is installed.

b. In thePort field, enter the port number specified when the Coveo Slice server components
were installed on the slice server.

c. In the Index Folder field, enter the path of the folder containing the index files on the Slice
server.

d. BesideConverter, clear theCreate a converter on a slice server check box only when
you do not want to use this serve as an additional converter, for example because other
converters are already installed on other servers.

h. Click Save.

6. In theGeneral page, click Mirrors to return to theMirrors page.

7. In theMirrors page, you now need to synchronize theMirror index with the original index:
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a. Select the check box for the new Mirror server.

b. In theMore Actions drop-downmenu, select Synchronize.

The synchronization of theMirror starts. The time required to complete the process depends on the
size of the original index.

c. Refresh theMirrors page regularly until a green checkmark appears below In Sync for the new Mirror
server.

What's Next?

Once your Mirror server is up and running and synchronized with theMaster server, the next step is to let all
Front-End servers know that they can send queries to this server (see "Configuring Front-End Server Query
Destination" on page 64).

2.7.4.6.2 Adding Index Slices

Slices are parts of the index data located on separate physical disks. Their main purpose is to increase the
available space to index more documents. Slices also contribute to speed up the indexing and querying
processes, as they reside on separate disks on theMaster server, or when they reside on separate disks on
separate Coveo Slice servers (see "About Index Slices" on page 18).

You need to add one or more index slices when the number of indexed document in theDefault slice on the
Master server has reached the limit of a slice, or when the free space on the disk gets close to the size of the
slice (a requirement of the index optimization process). It is recommended to fully use the slices on theMaster
server before considering adding Slice servers.

Tip: Federating search on two or more Coveo instances is an alternative to adding Slice servers that is
worth considering (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21). Contact the Coveo
Support to identify the best solution for your needs.

Note: The indexing process fills the slices in a distributed fashion. When you add one or more slices
because the default slice is getting close to the limit, new documents will be distributed evenly to the new
slices until they reach the number of documents contained in the default slice.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Adding a slice to the CoveoMaster server" on page 214

l "Adding a slice to a Slice server" on page 215
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2.7.4.6.2.1 Adding a slice to the Coveo Master server

1. On the CoveoMaster server, add a new disk with the necessary size to hold the index slice that you wish
to add.

Important:When you add a slice on the CoveoMaster server, the slice configuration is automatically
replicated on all Mirror servers.

2. If the Coveo instance includes one or more CoveoMirror servers, on eachMirror server, add a new disk
with the necessary size to hold the index slice that you wish to add.

3. On the CoveoMaster server, access the Administration Tool (see "Opening the Administration Tool" on
page 148).

4. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

5. Click Add Slices.

6. In theAdd Slice page that appears:

a. In theSlice Name field, enter a name to identify the slice in the Administration Tool (for example:
ExtraSlice1).

b. BesideSlice host for mirrors, select Create a slice on a mirror server. This nomenclaturemay
be confusing. TheMaster server is named theDefaultMirror. This selectionmeans that you want to
create a slice on theMaster server, and if applicable, on all Mirror servers.

c. In the Index Folder field, enter the path of the folder that will contain the index files on theMaster and
Mirror servers on the dedicated hard disk that you planned for this slice.

Important: The index folder path cannot be changed later.

d. Click Save.
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7. Back in theMirror page, to verify the state of the new slice:

a. UnderName, click Default to verify the state of the new slice on theMaster server.

b. In the navigation panel on the left, click Slices.

c. Verify that a green check mark appears underOnline, In Sync, andUpdates.

2.7.4.6.2.2 Adding a slice to a Slice server

1. Install the hardware of a new or existing Coveo Slice server with a new disk of the necessary size to hold
the index slice that you wish to add.

2. If CES is not already installed on the Slice server, proceed with the installation before continuing this
procedure (see "Installing CES on a Slice Server" on page 57).

Note:When you plan to use the Slice server also as a Remote Converter, ensure that the Remote
Converter components are installed on the Slice server.

3. Ensure the Slice server hardware is up and running.

4. Using an administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server (not to the Coveo Slice server).

5. On the CoveoMaster server, open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs >
Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Administration Tool).

6. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

7. Click Add Slices.

8. In theAdd Slice page that appears:

a. In theSlice Name field, enter a name to identify the slice in the Administration Tool (for example:
ExtraSlice4).

b. In theSlice host for mirrors section, select Create a slice on a different server.

c. In the Index Folder field, enter the path of the folder that will contain the index files on the Slice
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server on the dedicated hard disk that you planned for this slice.

Important: The index folder path cannot be changed later.

d. In the Location field, enter the IP address, host name, or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the
Slice server on which you wish to create the slice.

e. In thePort box:

l When your Slice server contains only one slice, leave the default port number (52800).

l When addingmore than one slice to the Slice server, enter the port for the CES service instance
created for this slice (see the last step of this procedure and "About the CES Service Port" on
page 11).

f. Select theCreate a converter on a slice server check box in theConverter section when you want
the Slice server to also perform remote conversion of documents for theMaster server. Clear this
option when your Coveo instance already includes sufficient document conversion resources, for
example when dedicated Remote Converter servers are installed.

g. Click Save.

9. Validate that the new slice on the Slice server is up and running (see "Determining the Status of a
Mirror/Slice" on page 218).

10. When you want to addmore than one slice to a Slice server, youmust register one CES service instance
for each extra slice because an instance can only serve one slice:

a. Using an administrator account, connect to the Slice server.

b. Open an elevatedCommand Promptwindow.
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c. Change to the [CES_Installation_Path]\Bin\ folder.

d. For each extra slice, run the following command:

cessliceservice6.exe -register -slice slicename -port 5280x -automatic –

start

where:

l You replace slicename by the name of the slice you want to use.

l You replace 5280x by the port number you want to use.

Tip: The first (default) slice uses 52800 so you can use 52801, 52802, and 52803 for up to
four slices per Slice server.

In theWindows Services list, you will see another service for the slice name you just created.

e. Repeat this procedure for each extra slice that you want to add.

2.7.4.6.3 Applying an Action to a Mirror

TheMore Action drop-down list in theMirrors page of the Administration Tool regroups actions which can be
applied tomirrors.

Note:When an action is applied to amirror, then it is also applied to all its related slices.

To apply an action to a mirror

1. On the CoveoMaster server, access the Administration Tool (see "Opening the Administration Tool" on
page 148).

2. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

3. Select the check box for themirror on which you want to apply an action.

4. In theMore Actions drop-down list, select the desired action.
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For more information concerning available actions onmirrors, refer to the following table.

Action Description

Synchronize Immediately sends and commits pending transactions from themaster to themirror
indexes. It is similar to theCommit Current Transaction button in theOverview page
(Status > Overview), but applies to all the selectedmirrors; whereas, theCommit
Current Transaction button only applies to themain index. Because the content of
pending transactions cannot be queried, theSynchronize actionmust be applied when
mirrors are not In Sync.

Cancel
Synchronize

Cancels theSynchronize action.

Important: Synchronizationmust be re-established as soon as possible, because the
content of pending transactions cannot be queried.

Enable
Queries

Allows queries to be sent to themirror indexes. Queries are accepted as long as the
Disable Queries action is not applied.

Disable
Queries

Cancels theEnable Queries action. It is recommended to disable queries whenmirrors
are not In Sync or updates are disabled, because, in these cases, the index content is
not up-to-date.

Enable
Updates

Allows updates to be sent to themirror indexes. Updates are accepted as long as the
Disable Updates action is not applied and themirror is online.

Disable
Updates

Cancels theEnable Updates action. It is recommended to disable updates when the
master index is offline to prevent unnecessary connection attempts.

The statuses of themirrors aremodified accordingly.

2.7.4.6.4 Determining the Status of a Mirror/Slice

The statuses of mirrors appear in theMirrors page of the Administration Tool. There are four statuses:

l Online

l In Sync

l Queries

l Updates

The statuses of slices appear in theSlices page. There are three statuses:

l Online

l In Sync

l Updates
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The statuses of slices are dependent on the statuses of their parent mirrors.

To see the Slice statuses

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

3. Click themirror that contains the slice for which you want to see the status.

4. In theGeneral page that appears, in the navigation panel on the left, click Slices.

TheSlices page appears.

Refer to the following table for details on each status.

Status Description

Online Indicates whether mirrors and slices are online  or offline .

In Sync Indicates whether mirrors and slices are synchronized  or desynchronized . They are

synchronized when pending transactions have been applied to them. To synchronize them,
see "Applying an Action to aMirror" on page 217.

Queries Indicates whether mirrors accept queries  or not . Offline servers do not accept

queries. Moreover, it is recommended to disable queries if servers are desynchronized or do
not accept updates because, in such cases, the index content is not up-to-date. To disable
queries, see "Applying an Action to aMirror" on page 217.

Updates Indicates whether themirrors accept updates  or not . Offline servers do not accept

updates. Moreover, it is recommended to disable updates when themaster index is offline to
prevent unnecessary connection attempts. To disable updates, see "Applying an Action to a
Mirror" on page 217.

2.7.4.6.5 Is It Possible to Modify the Properties of Mirrors/Slices After their Creation?

The name, location and index folder path of mirrors and slices is fixed, meaning that, if these properties need
to bemodified, a new mirror or slicemust be configured (see "Adding aMirror Server" on page 210, "Adding
Index Slices" on page 213). However, it is possible to modify the path of the optimization folder, that is, the
folder in which the index content is stored during optimization (see "What Is the Optimization Process?" on
page 155).
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To modify the path of the optimization folder on a mirror server

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

3. Click the appropriate mirror.

TheGeneral page appears.

4. In theOptimize Folder field, enter the path of the optimization folder.

5. Click Apply Changes.

To modify the path of the optimization folder on a slice server

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theMirrors page (Index >Mirrors).

3. Click the appropriate mirror (i.e. the parent mirror of the slice).

TheGeneral page appears.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, click Slices.

TheSlices page appears.

5. Click the appropriate slice.

The corresponding page appears.

6. In theOptimize Folder field, enter the path of the optimization folder.

7. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.6.6 When to Add a Mirror?

It is recommended to add a new mirror when the CoveoMaster server is slowed down by numerous queries.

Example: If the average query response time for a Coveo server starts to increase when reaching 30,000
queries per hour, create a new mirror when the rate of queries increases by slices of 30,000 queries per
hour.

Tip: You can determine the number of queries handled by CES as well as the average querying time from
the Administration Tool by selectingReports > Query History (see "What Information Is Displayed in the
Query History?" on page 249).
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2.7.4.6.7 What Is Load Balancing?

Load balancing is an optimization technique whose purpose is to distribute tasks among servers, disks and
CPUs on a network in order to decrease computing time. The balancing process is accomplished by a load
balancer—a virtual server which receives tasks and assigns them to physical servers. The clustering and
load-balancing service commonly used inWindows environments is Microsoft NLB.

Note: Formore information concerning load balancing with Microsoft NLB, refer to the followingMicrosoft
document: Network Load Balancing Technical Overview.

2.7.4.7 Remote Indexes Menu

2.7.4.7.1 Adding or Modifying Remote Indexes

When two or more Coveo instances co-exist within an organization, you can use the remote index feature to
set up geographically distributed indexing (GDI) (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page
21).

You can configure a search interface attached to one Coveo instance to send queries to a remote Coveo
instance. The local Coveo instancemerges and ranks results received from both the local and remote indexes
(see "Setting upGeographically Distributed Indexing" on page 22).

The following procedure describes how to add or modify remote indexes in the Administration Tool for a Coveo
instance from which you want to query remote indexes.

Note: You can add several remote indexes by repeating the following procedure. The remote indexes
defined will not be automatically queried. Youmust also add a remote index to the scope of a search
interface from which you want to receive remote index results (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search
Interface" on page 391).

To add or modify a remote index

1. Connect to the CoveoMaster server of the Coveo instance from which you want to query a remote index.

2. Open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 >
Administration Tool).

3. Access theRemote Indexes page (Index > Remote Indexes).

4. Perform one of the following actions:

a. To add a new remote index, click Add.

TheAdd Remote Index page appears.

OR
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b. Tomodify and existing remote index, click the name of the appropriate server.

The selected remote index appears.

5. In theAdd Remote Index or existing remote index page:

a. Edit the following required parameters:

Name

Enter a name that identifies this remote index. This namewill appear in the Interface Editor in the
page where you can configure the scope of a search interface. This namewill not be visible by
end-users in search interfaces.

Description

Enter a description for the remote index (ex.: content, location, etc.) to help you uniquely identify
this remote index.

Location

Enter the name of theMaster server hosting the remote index. If you chose to set up GDI using a
local mirror, enter the name of the server hosting the local mirror.

Example:With a remote Coveo instance hosted on the srv-boston_coveo1 server, simply enter
srv-boston_coveo1.

Important: The servers of the local and remote Coveo instances must be on the same domain.

Note: The default value localhost would be used only in the odd case where the remote
Coveo instance would be installed on the same server as the local Coveo instance.

Port

Enter the port number used to access the remote index. Unless the remote Coveo instance was
configured with a custom port number, keep 52800, the default value (see "About the CES
Service Port" on page 11).

Search Connection

Indicates the search connection.

b. Click Advanced Parameters to expose and edit more parameters when youmust set themirror
name:

Example:When you choose theGDI configuration using a local mirror of a remote index (see
"About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21), youmust specify the appropriate mirror
name.
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Instance Name

Indicates the instance name of the remote index. The default value is Default. Do not change
this value unless instructed to do so by the Coveo Support.

Mirror Name

Enter the name of themirror corresponding to the remote index.

Physical Index Name

Indicates the name of the physical index corresponding to the remote index. The default value is
Default. Do not change this value unless instructed to do so by the Coveo Support.

Tip: At the end of the search interface URL for the remote Coveo instance, add the ?&Debug=1
argument to get debug information containing the Instance, Mirror, and Physical index name (see
"Getting Debug Information from a Search Interface" on page 835).

c. Click Save.

What's Next?

On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, add the remote index to the scope of a search
interface (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface" on page 391).

2.7.4.7.2 Enabling a Coveo Instance to Be Used as a Remote Index

The remote index feature is used to set up geographically distributed indexing (GDI). Before a remote Coveo
instance can be used as a remote index, on the CoveoMaster server of the remote Coveo instance, youmust
grant impersonation privileges to the account under which the CES search application pool of the local Coveo
instance is running.

To enable a Coveo instance to be used as a remote index

1. Connect to CoveoMaster server of the Coveo instance to be used as a remote index.

2. Open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 >
Administration Tool).

3. Access theSecurity page (Configuration > Security).

4. In the navigation panel on the left, select Impersonators.

5. In the bottom text box, for the Coveo instance from which you want to remotely access this index:

a. Using the domain\username form, enter: 

l The account running the CES Service (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7).

l The account running the CES search application (CESAppPool in IIS) (see "Finding or
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Modifying the CES Search Application Pool Identity" on page 224).

Note:When the account used is NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE, enter the account name
in the form domain\MachineName$ where the MachineName is the name of the server from
which you send queries.

b. Click Add.

2.7.4.7.3 Finding or Modifying the CES Search Application Pool Identity

By default, in IIS the CES search application pool runs with the NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE
system built-in identity. In certain cases, youmay want to find or change the account under which the
CES search application pool runs.

Example:When setting up a geographically distributed index (GDI), the CES search application pool of the
local Coveo instancemust run with a domain account, not with a system built-in account. This is required to
allow the remote Coveo instance to authenticate the account sending the query. This account must be
granted impersonation on the remote Coveo instance (see "Enabling a Coveo Instance to Be Used as a
Remote Index" on page 223).

To find or modify the identity of the search application pool

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Front-end server for which you want to find or
modify the account used by the search application pool.

Note:When setting upGDI, ensure to connect to the Coveo Front-end server of the local Coveo
instance.

2. Start the Internet Information Services (IIS) manager, and then locate the CES search application pool
identity:

l For IIS 7:

a. In theConnections panel, expand the server node and click Application Pools.

b. On theApplication Pools page, select the application pool for which you want to specify an
identity, and then click Advanced Settings in theActions pane.

c. UnderProcess Model, select Identity, and then click the ... button to open theApplication
Pool Identity dialog box.

In theApplication Pool Identity dialog box, the CES search application pool account is
identified by the selected option (eitherBuilt-in account orCustom account).
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d. If you want to use a built-in account, select theBuilt-in account option and select an account
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from the list.

e. If you want to use a custom identity:

i. Select theCustom account option, and then click Set.

ii. In theSet Credentials dialog box, type the custom account name in theUser name text
box, type a password in thePassword text box, retype the password in theConfirm
password text box, and then click OK.

f. Click OK to close theApplication Pool Identity dialog box.

l For IIS 6:

a. Expand the local computer.

b. Find what is the application pool for theCoveo Enterprise Search 6 site:

i. ExpandWeb Sites.

ii. Right-click Coveo Enterprise Search 6, and then select Properties.

iii. In theCoveo Enterprise Search 6 Properties dialog box, select theHome Directory tab.
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iv. Read the CES search application pool in theApplication pool parameter.

c. ExpandApplication Pools.

d. Right-click the application pool found previously, and then click Properties.

e. Select the Identity tab to find the identity.

In theDefaultAppPool Properties dialog box, the CES search application pool account is
identified by the selected option underApplication pool identity (eitherPredefined or
Configurable).
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f. Tomodify the identity, enter appropriateUser name andPassword, and then click OK.

Note: For a GDI configuration, the CES search application pool for the local Coveo instance
must run under a domain account. It is a best practice to create a dedicated account for this
purpose with a strong password that never changes.

2.7.4.7.4 Troubleshooting 401 Error with Remote Indexes

A 401 error message can appear in the search interface when attempting to connect to a remote index. This
may be due to the fact that NTLM is not the default authentication in IIS.

To resolve the 401 error problem in IIS 7

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Front-End server.

2. Open the Internet Information Service (IIS) Manager.

3. In theConnections panel, underSites, select Coveo Enterprise Search 6.

4. In themain panel, double-click Authentication.
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5. In theAuthentication panel, selectWindows Authentication.

6. In theActions panel, select Provides.

7. In the Providers dialog box, whenNTLM is not present in theEnabled Providers list:

a. In theAvailable Providers drop-down list, select NTLM, and then click Add.

b. Click OK.

To resolve the 401 error problem in IIS 6

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Front-End server.

2. Open a command line window.

3. Run the following command: cscript adsutil.vbs set

w3svc/NTAuthenticationProviders "NTLM"

Note: Refer to the followingMicrosoft document for details: How to configure IIS to support both the
Kerberos protocol and the NTLM protocol for network authentication.

2.7.4.7.5 Logging on as a Batch Job

In some cases like when setting up a remote index, ensure that the CES search application account has the
log on as a batch job privilege as follows.

To log on as a batch job account

1. Start the Local Security Settings application (Windows Start > Administrative Tools > Local
Security Policy).

2. In the Local Security Settings application:

a. ExpandSecurity Settings and Local Policies.

b. Double-click User Rights Assignment.

c. In themain list, double-click Log on as a batch job.

d. In the Log on as a batch job Properties dialog box, when the CES search application account is
not present in the list:

i. Click Add User or Group.

ii. Select the appropriate user in the dialog box that appears, and then click OK.

iii. Click OK.

2.7.4.8 Settings Menu
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2.7.4.8.1 How to Modify the Index Settings

It is possible to modify the index settings at any time in order to save disk space or improve the precision of
results.

Important: Modifying the index settings deletes the index content. The sources must then be rebuilt (see
"How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source" on page 162).

To modify the index settings

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSettings page (Index > Settings).

3. Select the appropriateSimilar Word Matching (Stemming), Index Accents, Index Casing and
Wildcard Queries options.

For more information concerning each option, refer to the following table.

Option Description

Similar
Word
Matching
(Stemming)

Determines which stemming algorithm (seeWhat Is Stemming?) is used (if any) and
whether whole words are indexed or not. Note that stemming algorithms recognize only
words written in Latin alphabet. Five options are available:
Disabled: Words are not truncated. This option creates a large index and disables query
expansion through stemming, but increases the precision of results. Therefore, when this
option is selected, it is recommended to enable the use of wildcards in theWildcard
Queries section.
Full English stemming: Words are truncated by theEnglish stemming algorithm. This
option creates a smaller index thanDisabled and allows query expansion through
stemming. Moreover, if all the documents indexed are in English, the precision of results
is excellent (if documents in other languages are indexed, precision is decreased).
Full multilingual: Words are truncated by theMultilingual stemming algorithm. This
option creates a smaller index thanDisabled and allows query expansion through
stemming. The best precision of results is obtained when all indexed documents are in
English, French, Spanish, or German.
Light stemming: Words are truncated by the Light stemming algorithm. This algorithm
removes only the gender and number suffixes of English and French words. It creates a
smaller index thanDisabled, but a larger one than Full English stemming or Full
multilingual. The best precision of results is obtained when all indexed documents are in
English or French, compared to Full English stemming or Full multilingual.
Also index the original words: Whole words are indexed with their stems. This option
applies to Full English stemming, Full multilingual and Light stemming. This option
is selected by default. Moreover, it is mandatory with theWildcard Queries optionOn
fields and restricted to basic wildcard on documents.

Example: if Also index the original words is selected, Search, Searching, Searched
and their stem, Search-, are indexed.
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Option Description

Index
Accents

Determines which accents are indexed (if any). With indexed documents written in
languages which use accents, indexing accents improves the precision of the results by
increasing the ranking of documents containing terms with accents matching that of the
queried term. Indexing accents creates a larger index as accent variants of terms are
added to the index.

Example:When searching for the word inversión (investment in Spanish), CES returns
documents containing all accent variants of the term inversion but ranks higher those
containing inversión.

Three options are available:
Disabled: Accents are not indexed. This option creates a small index and decreases the
precision of results.
These accents only: àçéèêñ:Accents commonly used in French and Spanish are
indexed. This option creates a larger index thanDisabled, but a smaller one thanAll
accents. Moreover, it increases the precision of results if the documents indexed are in
French or Spanish.
All accents: All accents (ö, ĕ, å, etc.) are indexed. This option creates a larger index than
Disabled or These accents only: àçéèêñ, but increases the precision of results if the
documents indexed use accents other than àçéèêñ.

Index
Casing

Type of casing indexed. Indexing casing improves the precision of search results by
increasing the ranking of documents containing terms with casingmatching that of the
queried term. Indexing casing creates a larger index as casing variants of terms are
added to the index.
Three options are available.
Disabled: Casing is not indexed. This option creates a smaller index, but decreases the
precision of results.

Example: Coveo, COVEO andCoVeo are all stored under coveo. Search for either of
the casing variants of Coveo returns the same results.

Uppercase words and words with only the first letter capitalized: Casing is indexed
only with words written all in uppercase and those with their first letter capitalized. This
option creates a larger index thanDisabled, but a smaller one thanAll words. Moreover,
it increases the precision of results compared toDisabled. Note that, with this option,
queries are case-sensitive.

Example: Coveo, COVEO and coveo are stored under three different entries but
cOveo is stored under coveo. When you search forCOVEO, CES returns documents
containing all casing variants of the term Coveo but ranks higher those containing
COVEO.

All words: Casing is indexed with all words. This option creates a larger index than
Disabled orUppercase words and words with only the first letter capitalized;
however, it increases the precision of results compared to these two options. Note that,
with this option, queries are case-sensitive.

Example: Coveo, COVEO, coveo and cOveo are stored under four different entries.
When you search for cOveo, CES returns documents containing all casing variants of
the term Coveo but ranks higher those containing cOveo.
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Option Description

Wildcard
Queries

Determines whether wildcards are authorized for queries or not (seeWhat Are
Wildcards?). The use of wildcards increases index size because each possible
combination of letters and wildcards must be taken into consideration (ex.: Cove*,Co*eo,
etc.).
Disabled: Wildcards are not authorized. This option creates a small index, but disables
query expansion through wildcard use. Therefore, when this option is selected, it is
recommended to enable stemming in theSimilar Word Matching (Stemming) section.
On fields only: Wildcards are authorized only on field queries. This option creates larger
index thanDisabled, but a smaller one thanOn fields and documents orOn fields and
restricted to basic wildcard on documents. However, it allows field query expansion.
On fields and documents: Indicates that wildcards are authorized on all types of
queries. This option creates the largest index but allows query expansion.
On fields and restricted to basic wildcard on documents: Indicates that only trailing
wildcards (ex.: Search*) are allowed (i.e. *earch or s*arch are not allowed).
Available on these fields: Restricts the use of wildcards to specific fields. Note that
this option is available withOn fields only, On fields and documents andOn fields
and restricted to basic wildcard on documents.

Next Word
Fields

Specifies which fields to index as pairs of words. Exact phrase queries on such fields are
faster.

Example: “Coveo Enterprise Search” becomes “Coveo Enterprise” and “Enterprise
Search”.

Next Word
Filters

Specifies regular expressions used when indexing. When two consecutive words match
a regular expression, they are indexed as a single word.

Example: The following regular expression creates a nextwords entry every time two
consecutive words without digits, with at least 4 characters, and nomore than 50
characters are encountered: 
^[a-zA-Z]{4,50}$

4. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.8.2 What Is Stem Confusion?

Stemming confusion is a problem that occurs when the stemming algorithm regroups words of different nature
under the same stem. It is rare, but can be caused if the use of a stemming algorithm is not optimized for the
languages of the documents.

Example: The English stemming algorithm used to index words in French can regroup the words Accéder
(access in French) andAccede under the same stem (Acce-).

2.7.4.9 Result Clustering Menu
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2.7.4.9.1 What Is Result Clustering?

Result clusteringmodifies the way search results are displayed. When result clustering is enabled, groups are
created. When clicking a group, a query is performed and the documents concerning the group in question are
displayed.

Example: For the query CES AND Help, result clustering is likely to regroup search interface help
documents in one cluster, Administration Tool help documents in another, etc. Whereas, ranking without
result clustering displays those documents by relevancy score only (ex.: two search interface documents
can be separated by an Administration Tool and an Interface Editor one).

By default, result clustering is disabled. It can be enabled and customized (number of result groups to form,
number results subjected to clustering, etc.) in theResult Clustering page (Index > Result Clustering).

Note: Result clustering is used transparently in theSearch page (Content > Search) and in the search
interface (i.e. groups of results are not identified).

2.7.4.9.2 How to Enable Result Clustering

By default, result clustering is disabled; enabling it regroups themost relevant search results by similarities to
allow quick identification of pertinent documents on the same subject.

Note: Result clustering is used transparently in theSearch page (Content > Search) and in the search
interface (i.e. groups of results are not identified).

To enable result clustering

1. Access theResult Clustering page (Index > Result Clustering).

2. Select Result clustering enabled.

3. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.9.3 How to Customize Result Clustering

Result clustering regroups themost relevant search results by similarities in order to allow quick identification
of pertinent documents on the same subject. Clusters are created using an algorithm which identifies
similarities between document concepts, excerpts or summaries (depending on theClustering Source
selected). It is possible to specify theminimum andmaximum number of clusters to create as well as the
maximum number of results to analyze for clustering. However, the exact number of clusters produced is
determined by the variety of keywords and document types identified by the result clustering algorithm.
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To customize result clustering

1. Access theResult Clustering page (Index > Result Clustering).

2. In theMinimum Number of Clusters field, modify theminimum number of clusters to create.

3. In theMaximum Number of Clusters field, modify themaximum number of clusters to create.

4. In theMaximum Number of Results for Clustering field, enter themaximum number of results to
analyze for clustering.

5. In theClustering Source drop-down list, select the source to use for clustering.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.9.4 What Are the Parameters for Result Clustering?

Result clustering regroups themost relevant search results by similarities in order to allow quick identification
of pertinent documents on the same subject. Clusters are created using an algorithm which identifies
similarities between document concepts, excerpts or summaries (depending on theClustering Source
selected). It is possible to determine themaximum andminimum number of clusters to create as well as the
maximum number of results to analyze for clustering. However the exact number of clusters produced
depends on the variety of keywords and document types identified by the result clustering algorithm.

Section Description

Minimum
Number of
Clusters

The value entered in this field specifies theminimum number of result groups to create
(values between 1 and 1,000 are accepted).
This value is used when documents returned by a query are similar.

Maximum
Number of
Clusters

The value entered in this field specifies themaximum number of result groups to create
(values between 1 and 1,000 are accepted).
This value is used when documents returned by a query are numerous and heterogeneous.

Maximum
Number of
Results for
Clustering

The value entered in this field specifies themaximum number of results to analyze and
regroup (values between 1 and 1,000 are accepted). Documents not analyzed are sorted by
relevancy score. If a query returns fewer results than the number entered, all documents are
subject to clustering.

Note: If the value in theMinimum Number of Clusters field is high, the value in the
Maximum Number of Results for Clustering field must equally be high; otherwise,
clusters containing only one result can be created (to users, it looks like clustering is not
used).

Note: Clustering requires considerable CPU resources; therefore analyzingmore results
than the default value of 100 can slow downCoveo Enterprise Search (CES).
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Section Description

Clustering
Source

The result clustering algorithm compares concepts, excerpts or summaries of documents:
l Concepts are words recognized as important by linguistic algorithms.

l Excerpts are groups of passages containing the terms queried.

l Summaries are complete sentences recognized as important by an advanced linguistic
algorithm. They aremore precise than concepts, but require more CPU resources to be
extracted. Summarization can be disabled for certain sources in order to speed up
indexing.

2.7.4.10 Advanced Menu

2.7.4.10.1 Modifying the Advanced Index Parameters

You canmodify the advanced index parameters to adapt CES to different network environments and uses.

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdvanced page (Index > Advanced).

3. Modify the parameters (see "What Are the Advanced Index Parameters?" on page 235).

4. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.4.10.2 What Are the Advanced Index Parameters?

The advanced index parameters affect three aspects of CES:

1. Indexing and querying speed (seeOptimization, Transactions and PerformanceMode sections).

2. Query refinement (see Field Aliases Set andGroup By Multiple Values Fields sections)

3. Load-balancing on aMicrosoft NLB environment (see Network Load).

You can customize the parameters to adapt the CES to different network environments and uses.
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Section Description

Optimization Determines the number of results subject to a second, more precise ranking—this second
ranking insures that only themost pertinent documents are displayed on top of the result list.
Values between 2 and 1,000 are accepted. The default is 100.

Note: This process requires considerable CPU resources. Increasing the value of this
field above 100 documents can slow down the querying process. To speed up CES, it is
possible to limit the extra ranking process to 20-50 documents. This is usually sufficient
as the average user rarely displays more than two result pages.
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Section Description

Transactions Specifies the number of minutes or hours after which a transaction is committed even if it
has not reached its maximum size limit (see "What Is a Transaction?" on page 152). The
maximum size limit is determined by theMemory cache size field available for indexing.

Examples:
When building large collections and sources such as indexing the whole intranet of a
company, it is recommended to set a high time limit (ex.: 30minutes or 1 hour); therefore
each transaction writes a large amount of data to the index. This speeds up indexing and
avoids fragmenting the index.
When refreshing collections and sources or building small collections such as indexing a
folder on a local computer, it is recommended to set a low time limit to avoid keeping
unwritten data in memory for a long period of time.

Note: If a transaction is not written in the index, its content cannot be queried.

Performance
Mode

Determines if a majority (2/3) of thememory cache size is to be allocated for querying or
indexing. It is also possible to allow equal resources (1/2 of thememory cache size) to each
process. In which case, it is recommended to increase thememory cache available, so
each process has access to sufficient memory.

Example: : When 50 MB of memory cache is available, andOptimize for indexing is
selected, then 33 MB are available for indexing (2/3 of thememory cache) and 17 MB for
querying (1/3 of thememory cache).WhenOptimize for indexing and querying is
selected, 25MB is devoted to each process (1/2 of thememory cache).

Note: Increasing thememory cache available for indexing and querying slows down other
system processes (ex.: index).

Field Alias
Set

Provides equivalent names for fields (when CES is unable to find a field name in the CES6
database, it searches for alias sets). TheDefault Aliases set comprises alternate names
for the built-in fields.

Example: author is an alias for sysauthor, because users tend to forget sys before field
names (i.e. a query for @author returns the same results as a query for @sysauthor).

You can add new field aliases or create different field alias sets in the Field Alias Sets page
(Configuration > Field Aliases) (see "How to Add andModify Field Aliases" on page 327).

Note: Only one field alias set can be used on the index at a time.
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Section Description

Group By
Multiple
Value Fields

Themultiple value fields entered in theGroup By Multiple Value Fields section are
considered to have independent values—all their values are listed separately by theRefine
by function of theSearch page (Content > Search) or search interface.

Example: @syslanguage is entered by default inGroup By Multiple Value Fields,
therefore a document written in both English and French is included inRefine by
Language > English andRefine by Language > French.

If @syslanguage was not entered inGroup By Multiple Value Fields, the document
would be included inRefine by Language > English; French, because the values of the
field would be considered inseparable.

Note: CES only recognizes field values as independent, if they are isolated by one of the
Value separators. The default separator (;) is used for all built-in fields (system,
SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes fields). Other repositories (ex.:
databases, in-house applications) can use different separators—refer to the
documentation provided with the repository.

Network
Load

This section is displayed only if CES is operational in aMicrosoft NLB environment (see
"What Is Load Balancing?" on page 221).
The option selected forNetwork Load Balancing determines whether the Coveo server is
removed from theMicrosoft NLB environment every time the index is in read-only mode or
the CES service is stopped. Removing the server from the NLB environment ensures that
no connection attempt is made to an index that is not fully functional. To activate or
deactivate NLB, the port number under which the search interfaces are locatedmust be
specified.

Note: TheNetwork Load section is available only on load-balanced environments.
Network Load Balancing should not be enabled if other NLB-dependent applications are
located on the Coveo server; otherwise these applications are removed from the load-
balanced environment whenever the CES service is stopped or the index is in read-only
mode.

Enable
Wildcards

Allows the usage of Wildcard characters in queries (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on
page 117).
InNumber of Leading Chars, enter theminimum number of leading characters that the
user must enter before a wildcard character. The default is 2. It is not recommended to use a
value below two as this would result in computationally expensive wildcard queries.
InNumber of candidates, specify the number of potential replacement terms for a wildcard
expression. Increasing the value can affect performance.

Facet cache Specifies the amount of memory to allocate to facet caching.

2.7.5 Content Tab
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2.7.5.1 What Information Is Displayed in the Content Tab?

The three sections of theContent tab (Index Content, Index Browser andSearch) allow to find specific
information about the structure of the index and the documents it contains.

Page Description

Index
Conte
nt

Displays the tree structure of themaster andmirror indexes. Collections can be expanded by
clicking  . Clicking an index (ex.: Default) displays its properties, clicking a collection displays
theSources and Collections page and clicking a source displays its Status page.

Index
Brow
ser

Displays the folders and documents contained in a source. TheCollection andSource drop-down
lists allow to display different sources. The Filter field allows to display only documents and
folders containing certain expressions in their path. Finally, a drop-down list containing actions
(refresh, rebuild, remove from index, etc.) can be used tomodify single folders or documents.
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Page Description

Searc
h

Queries the Coveo index. By default, it displays a single field where free text and field queries can
be entered using operators (optional). Advanced search fields are also available to compose
complex queries without having to enter operators or field names (to display advanced search
fields, click theAdvanced Search link).

2.7.5.2 Index Browser Menu

2.7.5.2.1 How to Use the Index Browser

The Index Browser page displays the folders and documents contained in a source. From it, it is possible to
display the properties of documents as well as apply actions (refresh, delete, add exclusion filter, etc.) to
single folders and documents.

To display folders and documents in the Index Browser

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Index Browser page (Content > Index Browser).

Tip:When you are in a source page, you can also conveniently access the Index Browser page by
clicking Indexed Documents on the button bar.

3. In theCollection drop-down list, select the collection to display.

4. In theSource drop-down list, select the source to display.

5. In the Filter field, you can optionally enter an expression whichmust be present in the path of the folders
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and documents displayed.

Example: The expressionCoveo finds documents with the address http://www.coveo.com/en/
and rejects documents with the address file://Intranet/Documents/Final.

You can also useWilcards ( * and ?) and regular expressions (complete paths). When regular expressions
are used, select Regular expression.

Note:When a regular expression is used, the address must be exact. For example,
http://www.coveo.com/ does not display documents because this folder does not exist. Enter
either http://www.coveo.com/en/ or http://www.coveo.com/fr/.

If subfolders containing the expression are displayed in the Folder Content section, select Include
subfolders (otherwise only themain folders are listed; subfolders can be displayed by clicking themain
folder).

6. Click Update to apply the filter expression.

7. In the Folder Content section, click the appropriate folders to display their content and click the
documents to display their properties.

2.7.5.2.2 What Document Properties Are Displayed in the Index Browser?

To display the properties of a document indexed, locate the document in the Index Browser and click its
name.
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Section Property Description

Properties Document Link to open the document in a new window.

Cached version Link to open the cached HTML version (i.e. Quick View) of the document in a
new window.

Title Title given to a document by its author in the document properties. For more
information about giving a title to a document, refer to the documentation of
the application used to create the document (ex.: Microsoft Word, Adobe
Acrobat Pro).

Note: The document title and the document filename can be different and
are stored in separate fields.

Author Author of a document. The author of a document is the user logged onto the
workstation when the document is created. The author name can be
modified in the document properties (for more information about modifying
the author of a document, refer to the documentation specific to the
application).

Language Language extracted by the Coveo Platform for a document (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136).

Size Size, in bytes, of the document file.

Note: The size of the document in the index is usually inferior to the size
of the document file because CES regroups data to save index space.

Duration Duration of audio video documents.

Attachment Whether the document is an attachment or not. Attachments are of two
types: email attachments and files in an archive (ex.: ZIP).

Contains
attachments

Whether the document contains attachments or not. Attachments are of two
types: email attachments and files in an archive (ex.: ZIP).

Content Type File type of the document (file formats supported by CES).

Modified Date Creation or last modification date of the document.

Indexed Date Date the document was added to the index.

Reference Whether the document was indexed by reference (i.e. file information only)
or content.

Copy protected Whether the document is protected against unauthorized duplication or not.
Copy protection is common on commercial audio video documents.

Security Allowed Users List of users and user groups allowed to retrieve the document through CES.

Denied Users List of users and user groups barred from retrieving the document through
CES.
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Section Property Description

Fields Variable
(depends on the
type of source
and the field set
used).

Fields indexed for this document. Different types of sources (SharePoint
source, Lotus Notes source, etc.) have different built-in fields. Custom fields
can also be created to extract more information.

Note: Fields are displayed in the document properties only if they contain
a value (ex.: @syslanguage is displayed only if the language of the
document is recognized by CES (see "Supported Languages" on page
136).

Summary N/A The summary is a list of complete sentences recognized as important by an
advanced linguistic algorithm. If no summary is displayed, summarization
has been disabled for this source in order to save CPU resources.

2.7.5.2.3 What Modifications Can Be Applied to the Index Using the Index Browser?

In the Index Browser page, there is a drop-down list containing actions that can be applied to folders or
documents.

To apply an action

1. In the Folder Content section, select at least one folder or file.

2. In the drop-down list, select an action.
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Refer to the following table for details on available actions.

Action Description

Rebuild The folders and documents selected are deleted from the index, and then re-
indexed.

Refresh Of the folders and documents selected, only thosemodified since the last
indexing are deleted and re-indexed.

Remove from index
and add exclusion
filters

The folders and documents selected are removed from the index and an
exclusion filter is created to prevent their re-indexing.

Remove from index The folders and documents selected are removed from the index. They are re-
indexed if a rebuild or refresh is performed, because no exclusion filter is created
for their path.

Add an exclusion
filter

The folders and documents are subjected to an exclusion filter. However, they
are not deleted until the next refresh or rebuild.

3. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.5.3 Search Menu

2.7.5.3.1 What Is the Search Page of the Administration Tool?

TheSearch page of the Administration Tool allows to query the unified index. By default, it displays a single
field where free text and field queries can be entered using operators. Advanced search fields are also
available to compose complex queries without having to enter operators or field names (to display advanced
search fields, click the Advanced Search link). The properties (number of results per page, metadata
displayed, etc.) and skin of theSearch page cannot bemodified (contrarily to those of the search interface).

2.7.5.3.2 Why Are Some Documents Not Returned by the Search Engine?

If a document containing all the terms queried (including field data and exact phrases) is not displayed in the
search results, it is possible that it has not been indexed or—for recently added sources—that the transaction
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has not been written yet. The following table lists possible problems, as well as their solutions.

Note: The Index page (Logs > Index) provides detailed information about recent indexing operations—
including the name and path of rejected documents (see "What Information Is Displayed in the Index Log?"
on page 262).

Problems Solutions

The transaction is not committed. Force-commit the transaction:
In the Index Content section of theOverview page
(Status > Overview), click Commit Current
Transaction.

Subfolders or subsites are not indexed.
(Applies to local/network, Exchange,
SharePoint, Lotus Notes, ODBC and
ScriptCrawler sources).

Index subfolders or subsites, and rebuild the source:
1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration

Tool.
2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
3. In theSources section, expand the source drop-

down list.
4. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral

page corresponding to the source is displayed.
5. In theOptions section, select Index subfolders.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. Click Rebuild.

The content of SharePoint sites is not indexed. Index SharePoint sites and rebuild the source:
1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
2. In theSources section, expand the SharePoint

source drop-down list.
3. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral

page corresponding to the source is displayed.
4. In theSharePoint Sites to Index section, select

Index only the sites listed in the Portal
SiteDirectory or Index all sites (CES must be
integrated to SharePoint).

5. Click Apply Changes.

6. Click Rebuild.
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Problems Solutions

The content of SharePoint personal sites is not
indexed.

Index SharePoint personal sites and rebuild the source:
1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
2. In theSources section, expand theSharePoint

source drop-down list.
3. Select Edit General Properties. TheGeneral

page corresponding to the source is displayed.
4. In theOptions section, select Index personal

sites.
5. Click Apply Changes.

6. Click Rebuild.

The document is subject to an exclusion filter. Remove or modify the exclusion filter:
1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
2. In theSources section, expand the source drop-

down list.
3. Select Edit Filters. The Filters page corresponding

to the source is displayed.
4. Delete or modify the exclusion filter to include the

document.
5. Click Rebuild.

The action for the document type is Reject
document or Index file information only.

Select the Index entire document action for the
document type and rebuild the source:
1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
2. In theSources section, expand the source drop-

down list.
3. Select Edit Document Types. TheDocument

Types page corresponding to the source is
displayed.

4. Click Edit. The document type set used with this
source is displayed.

5. Click the name of the document type to edit. The
document type properties are displayed.

6. In theAction drop-down list, select Index entire
document.

7. Click Apply Changes.

8. Click Rebuild.
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Problems Solutions

The document is of a type not supported by CES
converters.

Use an IFilter to convert the document in a format
recognized by CES and rebuild the source:
1. From a third party source, download the appropriate

IFilter for the document type.
2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index

> Sources and Collections).
3. In theSources section, expand the source drop-

down list.
4. Select Edit Document Types. TheDocument

Types page corresponding to the source is
displayed.

5. Click Edit. The document type set used with this
source is displayed.

6. Click Load IFilter Mapping. Document types are
automatically associated with corresponding
IFilters on the server.

7. Access theSources and Collections page Index
> Sources and Collections).

8. In theSources section, select the sources to
rebuild.

9. In theMore Actions drop-down list of theSources
section, select Rebuild. The selected sources are
rebuilt.

The document is written in a language not
recognized by CES and the option selected for
Language Detection is Reject the document
(see "Supported Languages" on page 136).

Modify the Language Detection option to index
documents even if their language is not recognized and
rebuild the source:
1. Access theConverter Managers page

(Configuration > Converters).
2. In the navigation panel on the left, click

Languages. The Languages page is displayed.
3. In the Language Detection section, select Index.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. Access theSources and Collections page (Index
> Sources and Collections).

6. In theSources section, select the sources to
rebuild.

7. In theMore Actions drop-down list of theSources
section, select Rebuild. The selected sources are
rebuilt.
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Problems Solutions

The CES service authentication does not have
sufficient permissions to open the document.
(Applies to local/network, Exchange, SharePoint
and Lotus Notes sources).

Modify the CES logon account and rebuild collections
containing local/network, Exchange, SharePoint and
Lotus Notes sources.

Note: If the collections contain thousands of
documents, rebuilding them can be long. Because
they cannot be queried while they are being rebuilt, it
is suggested to rebuild them outside of business
hours.

1. Access theWindows Control Panel (Windows
Startmenu > Control Panel).

2. Double-click Administrative Tool.

3. Double-click Services. TheServiceswindow is
displayed.

4. In theServices (Local) section, double-click
Coveo Enterprise Search 6. TheCoveo
Enterprise Search 6 Properties (Local
Computer) dialog box is displayed.

5. Click the Log On tab.

6. In the Log on as section, select This account and
enter an account name and password with
sufficient permissions to open restricted
documents.

7. Click Apply.

8. In the Administration Tool, access theSources
and Collections page (Index > Sources and
Collections).

9. In theCollections section, select the collections to
rebuild.

10. In theMore Actions drop-down list of the
Collection section, select Rebuild. The selected
collections are rebuilt.
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2.7.6 Reports Tab

2.7.6.1 What Is the Difference between Reports and Logs?

Both reports and logs aremonitoring tools for the Coveo Platform processes. However, reports provide
general information in the form of charts and short statistic tables; whereas, logs provide written details for
each event and process. Reports are used for quick troubleshooting when the cause of a problem is obvious,
while logs allow the identification of system events that may not be immediately displayed.

2.7.6.2 What Are Reports?

Reports are tools used tomonitor the Coveo Platform. They provide charts and statistics to give a global
overview of the index content and the processes recently performed on it.

CES can produce three types of reports: reports for queries (query history), for modifications brought to the
index (index history) and for the index content (document statistics).

Note: Reports are limited to the content of the query and index history. To save disk space, query and index
history are kept only for the time period specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings)—by default,
they are deleted after 15 days.

2.7.6.3 What Information Is Displayed in the Query History?

TheQuery History page displays a chart and statistics concerning query results and themost common
expressions queried during the specified time period. It is used to determine general trends in order to fine-tune
search results and resolve search issues.

Example: If the expression Coveo AND help is often queried, it is possible to add the Coveo online help
and other pertinent documents as Top Results.

Note: Reports are limited to the content of the query and index history. To save disk space, query and index
history are kept only for the time period specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings)—by default,
they are deleted after 15 days.
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Section Description

Period Displays charts and statistics for a Fixed (the last hour, 6 hours, week, etc.), One month, or a
Custom time period (delimited by two dates).

Chart Displays the number of queries made during a specific time interval (ex.: between 9h00 and
9h30). The time intervals are dependent on the period selected (ex.: for a 1 day period, the time
intervals are of 1 hour; whereas, for a 2 week period, the time intervals are of 1 day).
Point the cursor on a column to display statistics for this time interval.

Query
Statistics

Displays the number of queries made according to their result type as well as themaximum,
minimum and average number of results per query.
There are four possible result types:
Successful: The query returned at least one document.
Erroneous: The query contained displayed one or several errors. 
No result: The query did not return a document.
Corrected: Users choose to apply a spelling correction proposed by CES.
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Section Description

Top
Queries

Displays themost frequent query expressions according to their result type.
There are four result types:
Successful: The query returned at least one document.
Erroneous: The query contained displayed one or several errors.
No result: The query did not return a document.
Corrected: Users choose to apply a spelling correction proposed by CES.

2.7.6.4 What Information Is Displayed in the Index History?

The Index History page displays a chart and statistics about the documents subjected to indexing (including
rejected documents). It is used to verify if the indexing process has encountered problems (ex.: CES was
denied access to documents).

Note: Reports are limited to the content of the query and index history. To save disk space, query and index
history are kept only for the time period specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings)—by default,
they are deleted after 15 days.

Section Description Action

Period Displays charts and statistics for a fixed time period (for example,
the last hour, 6 hours, week, etc.) or a custom time period (delimited
by two dates).

Select an option and a
time interval to display
in the chart and
statistics.

Collection
and
Source

Displays charts and statistics for the entire index or a single
collection or source.

Select a collection or
source to display, or
display all the index
content.
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Section Description Action

View Displays documents encountered by the connector according to the
type and subtype of action taken.
There are three action types and nine subtypes:
Indexed Documents:
l Added: New documents indexed. Documents previously
indexed are listed as Updatedwhen a source is refreshed or
rebuilt.

l Updated: Documents re-indexed.

l Deleted: Documents removed from the index.
Ignored Documents:
l Filtered by source filters: Documents excluded by filters (see
"Adding andModifying Source Filters" on page 172).

l Filtered by robot exclusion rules: Web documents excluded
by robot exclusion (i.e. tags indicating that a site must not be
crawled).

l Filtered by document type: Documents excluded according to
the document type set (see "What Are Document Type Sets?"
on page 304).

l Unchanged: Documents not modified since the last refresh (for
refresh only, during rebuilds the documents are updated).

Erroneous Documents:
l Access denied: Documents for which CES does not have
sufficient security permissions (see "Modifying the CES Log on
Account" on page 9).

l Not found: Web pages not found.

Select the type of
documents and
information displayed.

Chart Displays the number of documents indexed, ignored or identified as
erroneous during a specific time interval (ex.: between 9h00 and
9h30).
Point the cursor on a column to display statistics for this time
interval.

Point a columnwith the
cursor to display the
indexing statistics for
this time interval.

Number of
Document
Statistics

Displays the number of documents indexed, ignored or identified as
erroneous during the time period. Details the action taken on indexed
documents (added, updated, deleted) and justifies why other
documents are rejected.

N/A

Document
Size
Statistics

Displays the total size of the document files indexed during the time
period, as wells as themaximum, minimum and average document
sizes.

Note: Document Size Statistics displays the file size—which is
different from the document size in the index (the size of the
document in the index is usually inferior to the file size because
CES regroups data to save index space).

N/A
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2.7.6.5 What Information Is Displayed in the Document Statistics Page?

TheDocument Statistics page displays charts about the composition of the index (ex.: number of
documents in a certain language, of a certain size). It is used to customize the search interface according to
the index content.

Example: If the document statistics show that documents in several languages are indexed, it is useful to
make the refine by language function available.

Section Description Action

Topics Displays charts about five possible subjects:
File types: The number of documents contained in the index for
each file type (ex.: HTML, XML, PDF) (see "Supported File
Formats" on page 134)
Languages: The number of documents contained in the index for
each language recognized by CES (see "Supported Languages"
on page 136).
Modified date: The number of documents contained in the index
for different modification dates (Today, This week, This month,
This year or in the Previous years).
Indexed date: The number of documents contained in the index
for different indexing dates (Today, This week, This month, This
year and in the Previous years).
File size: The number of documents contained in the index for
different file sizes (less than 10 KB, Between 10 and 100 KB,
Between 100 KB and 1MB, Between 1 and 10MB andMore than
10MB).

Note: The File size is different from the size of the document
in the index (the size of the document in the index is usually
inferior to the file size because CES regroups data to save
index space).

Select the charts to
display.

Collection
and
Source

Displays charts for the entire index or for a single collection or
source.

Select a collection or
source to display, or
display all the index space.

Charts Displays charts about the Topics selected. Displays new statistics
according to the new topics
and collection/source
selected.

2.7.6.6 How to Display Reports

Reports provide charts and statistics about queries (query history), modifications made to the index (index
history) and index content (document statistics). The information displayed for each report can be
customized.
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Note: Reports are limited to the content of the query and index history. To save disk space, query and index
history are kept only for the time period specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings)—by default,
they are deleted after 15 days.

To display a report

1. Access theQuery History page (Reports > Query History) or the Index History page
(Reports > Index History) or theDocument Statistics page (Reports > Document Statistics).

2. Select the appropriate display options, referring to:

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Query History?" on page 249

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Index History?" on page 251,

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Document Statistics Page?" on page 253

3. Click Update orView Statistics.

2.7.6.7 What Are the Report Settings?

Report settings determine how long query and index history are kept in memory. By default, histories are kept
for 15 days allowing to produce charts and statistics covering the two previous weeks (two weeks are usually
enough to define general trends). Keeping histories for a longer time period allows to produce long term
statistics but it requires more disk space.

Note: Reports are limited to the content of the query and index history. To save disk space, query and index
history are kept only for the time period specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings)—by default,
they are deleted after 15 days.

Option Description

Keep index/query
history for the last X
days

The Coveo Platform deletes histories after the specified number of days. For
example, if histories are kept for 15 days, they are deleted on the 16th day.

Keep index/query
history forever

CES does not delete histories unless theDelete index/query history older than
option is used.

Disabled CES deletes all histories and does not register new ones. This option saves the
most disk space, but disables an important monitoring tool.

Note: Nomessage is displayed in theQuery History or Index History page to
indicate that it is disabled.

Delete Index/Query
History older than

CES deletes all histories registered before the specified date.

Example: Delete index/query history older than 22 January 2011 deletes
histories from January 21 st 2011 and before.
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2.7.6.8 How to Modify the Report Settings

Report settings determine how long query and index history are kept in memory. By default, histories are kept
for 15 days allowing to produce charts and statistics covering the two previous weeks (two weeks are usually
enough to define general trends). Keeping histories for a longer time period allows to produce long term
statistics but it requires more disk space.

To modify the report settings

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSettings page (Reports > Settings).

3. In the Index History section, select the appropriate option to define index history.

4. In theQuery History section, select the appropriate option to define query history.

5. Enter the appropriate date in theDelete index/query history older than fields in order to save index
space. Note that this option is optional.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.6.9 How to Export Query/Index History in Excel Format

To save disk space, query and index history can be exported in Excel format—Excel files require 50% less
disk space than the original history files. After exporting histories, delete the original files with theDelete
index/query history older than option of theSettings page (Reports > Settings).

To export query or index history in Excel format

1. Access theQuery History (Reports > Query History) or Index History page (Reports > Index
History).

2. Select the appropriate options, referring to:

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Query History?" on page 249

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Index History?" on page 251,

3. Click Update.

4. Click Export. The File Download dialog box is displayed.

5. Click Save. The history is saved in Excel format.

2.7.6.10 Why Is the Query/Index History Empty?

If the charts and statistics remain blank despite clickingUpdate, two things can be in cause:
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l No querying or indexing action has occurred during the time period specified. Try modifying the time
period or selecting a different collection or source. Remember, histories are deleted after the number of
days specified in theSettings page (Reports > Settings).

l The recording of query or index history is disabled. Access theSettings page (Reports > Settings) and
select theKeep index/query history for the last X days orKeep index/query history forever option.
Click Apply Changes to register new histories, but no report can be created for previous time periods.

Note: Nomessage is displayed in theQuery History or Index History page to indicate that it is disabled.

2.7.7 Logs Tab

2.7.7.1 What Are Logs?

Logs aremonitoring tools for the Coveo Platform. They detail individual events that have occurred during
system tasks, queries or indexing operations. The log entries are similar to those of the CES Console.
Though, logs keep track of past events; the CES Console provides real-time information.

CES can produce three types of logs: global logs about system operations (system log), precise logs about
the queries made (query log) and precise logs about the indexing process (index log).

Note: Before creating logs, it is preferable tomodify the log settings (Logs > Settings). These settings
determine the level of detail registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept. By
default, they are deleted after 90 days.

2.7.7.2 What Information Is Displayed in the System Log?

TheSystem page displays all events (including querying and indexing actions) that have occurred in the
Coveo Platform during the specified time period. It is used to identify global errors andmake sure the
processes requested (ex.: source refresh, connection to amirror server) have actually occurred.

TheSystem page is made of two sections: Filters and Logs. The Filters section allows to choose what
information is displayed in the logs; whereas, the Logs section displays the events in ascending or
descending order.

Note: Before creating logs, it is preferable tomodify the log settings (Logs > Settings). These settings
determine the level of detail registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept. By
default, they are deleted after 90 days.
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Filter Description

Period Displays the events that have occurred in a fixed time period (the last hour, 6 hours, week, etc.)
or custom time period (delimited by two dates).

Log
Fields

Displays four types of information for each event:
Severity: The severity of an event ranges from normal to critical. Normal events occur as part of
CES processes; whereas, critical events indicate errors likely to cause a system failure. For
more information concerning severity types, refer to theSeverity filter section below.
Time: The time (in hours, minutes, seconds) at which the event occurred.
Duration: The number of seconds elapsed between the beginning and end of the event.
Description: Information allowing to identify an event and the processes it is related to.

Severity Displays four types of information for each event:
Details: Precise information about normal events.
Information: Generic information about normal events. This category is divided in two
subcategories: IMPORTANT andNORMAL. System processes essential to CES functioning
(ex.: starting the Coveo instance) are attributed IMPORTANT severity; whereas, non-essential
processes (ex.: loading a source, enabling queries) are attributedNORMAL severity.
Warning: Information about non-critical abnormal events. Non-critical events do not cause
system failures.
Error: Information about critical abnormal events. Critical abnormal events are likely to cause
system failures.

Note: By default, details are not displayed because they are not useful for troubleshooting
(they describe events not essential to the system functioning) and createmuch longer logs.
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2.7.7.3 What Information Is Displayed in the Query Log?

TheQuery page displays detailed information concerning each query made (query expression, username,
number of results, number of pages consulted, etc.)—each query is a separate entry in theQuery log. It is
used to determine precisely what the user querying habits are in order to customize the Coveo Platform.

Example: If Enterprise Search is a frequent query that returns no result, it is possible to add synonyms for it
in the thesaurus (ex.: associate it to CES) so that it returns pertinent documents.

TheQuery page is made of two sections: Filters and Logs. The Filters section allows to choose what
information is displayed in the logs; whereas, the Logs section displays the events in ascending or
descending order.

Note: Before creating logs, it is preferable tomodify the log settings (Logs > Settings These settings
determine the level of detail registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept. By
default, they are deleted after 90 days. Query logging can be disabled in theSettings page (Logs >
Settings).
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Filter Description

Period Displays the queries that have occurred in a fixed time period (the last hour, 6 hours, week, etc.)
or custom time period (delimited by two dates).

Mirror Displays the queries made on different mirror indexes.

Note: The query log can only be displayed for onemirror at a time.

Log
Fields

Displays 18 types of information about each query:
Severity: The severity of an event ranges from normal to critical. Normal events occur as part of
CES processes; whereas, critical events indicate errors likely to cause a system failure.
NORMAL status is attributed toSuccessful, NoResult andCorrected queries; whereas,
erroneous queries are attributed aWARNING. For more information concerning severity types,
refer to theSeverity filter section below.
Time: The time (in hours, minutes, seconds) at which the query was sent.
Duration: The number of seconds CES took to perform the search.
User: The name of the user who sent the query. Usernames are registered only if, in theQueries
section of theSettings page (Logs > Settings), theRecord the username and IP address for
each query check box is selected.
IP address: The IP address of the computer from which the query was sent. IP addresses are
registered only if, in theQueries section of theSettings page (Logs > Settings), theRecord the
username and IP address for each query check box is selected.
Query: The expression queried.
Advanced query: The fields queried using the advanced search or theRefine by function of the
result page.
Collections: The collections queried—if the search was restricted by collection using the
advanced search.
Corrected: Whether a spelling correction was proposed for the query or not.
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Filter Description

First result: The rank of the page consulted—each page consulted is a different log entry. The
first page indicates 0, the second page indicates the number of results on the previous page (ex.:
if theRequested results is 10, the second page displays 10), the third page displays the number
of results on the two previous pages (ex.: if theRequested results is 10, the third page displays
20), and so on.

Requested results: The number of results per page requested by the user.
Returned results: The total number of results returned by the search.
Filtered: Whether duplicate documents are filtered or not.
Sort by: The parameter used to sort results.
Status: The type of query according to its results (Successful, Erroneous, No Result or
Corrected).
Error code: The error code forErroneous queries (usually TOO_MANY_TERMS). For
Successful, No Result and Corrected, the error code is SUCCESS.
Index: The index on which the query is performed.
Mirror: Themirror on which the query is performed (which is the same as theMirror filter
selected).

Severity Displays four types of information for each event:
Details: Precise information about normal events.
Information: Generic information about normal events. This category is divided in two
subcategories: IMPORTANT andNORMAL. Successful, NoResults andCorrected queries are
attributedNORMAL severity. IMPORTANT severity identifies essential system processes (ex.:
starting the Coveo instance), thus it is not used for queries.
Warning: Information about non-critical abnormal event. Erroneous queries are attributed a
WARNING.
Error: Information about critical abnormal events. Critical abnormal events are likely to cause
system failures.

Note: By default, details are not displayed because they are not useful for troubleshooting
(they describe events not essential to the system functioning) and because they createmuch
longer logs.
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Filter Description

Query
Status

Determines which queries are displayed in the logs according to their status.
Successful: The query returned at least one document.
Erroneous: The query contained toomany terms and was truncated—themaximum number of
terms per query is specified in theAdvanced page.
No result: The query did not return any document.
Corrected: Users choose to apply a spelling correction proposed by CES.

Super
User
Access

Determines which queries are displayed when you enter a super user token in the text box. You
can find the existing super user token in the ID column from theSuper User Access page (see
"Managing Super User Access" on page 274). Leave the text box empty to view all queries
performed with all super user tokens.
In the logs, theSuper User Access column indicates the super user token used, and theOn
behalf column indicates the user that performed the super user queries.

2.7.7.4 What Information Is Displayed in the Index Log?

The Index page displays detailed information concerning each indexing action (documents filtered, files not
found, etc.). It is used to identify indexing errors andmake sure all the repositories have been properly rebuilt
or refreshed.

Example: It is possible to identify the complete path and filename of documents that have been rejected
during indexing.

The Index page is made of two sections: Filters and Logs. The Filters section allows to choose what
information is displayed in the logs; whereas, the Logs section displays the events in ascending or
descending order.

Note: Before creating logs, it is preferable tomodify the log settings (Logs > Settings). These settings
determine the level of details registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept. By
default, they are deleted after 90 days. Query logging can be disabled in theSettings page (Logs >
Settings).
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Filter Description

Period Displays the events that have occurred in a fixed time period (the last hour, 6 hours,
week, etc.) or custom time period (delimited by two dates).

Log Fields Displays 14 types of information concerning each event:
Severity: The severity of an event ranges from normal to critical. Normal events
occur as part of the Coveo processes; whereas, critical events indicate errors likely
to cause a system failure. TheNORMAL status is attributed to all indexing
processes; whereas, pages and documents not found are attributed aWARNING.
For more information concerning severity types, refer to theSeverity section below.
Time: The time (in hours, minutes, seconds) at which the indexing action was
started.
Duration: The number of seconds CES took to crawl and convert (or reject) the
document.
Description: Information allowing to identify the indexing action.
Address: The path of the document subjected to indexing.
Indexing operation: The action taken on the document (ex.: Updated, Not Found,
Filtered). For more information concerning operations, refer to the Index Operations
filter section below.
Collection: The collection (i.e. group of repositories) of the document (even rejected
documents are attributed a collection).

Language: The languages identified by CES for the document (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136).
Format: The file type of the document (see "Supported File Formats" on page 134).
Size: The size, in bytes, of the document file.

Note: The size of the document in the index is usually inferior to the size of the
document file because CES regroups data to save index space.

Source: The repository of the document (even rejected documents are attributed a
source).
Status: Whether the indexing process was successful or not (a failure indicates a
problem connecting to the repository or a system error).
Links: The number of links encountered by the connector in the document.
Broken link: The number of broken links encountered by the connector in the
document.
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Filter Description

Severity Displays 4 types of information for each event:
Details: Precise information about normal events.
Information: Generic information about normal events. This category is divided in
two subcategories: IMPORTANT andNORMAL. Documents Added, Updated,
Filtered and Deleted are attributedNORMAL severity. IMPORTANT severity
identifies essential system processes (ex.: starting the Coveo instance), thus it is not
used for indexing actions.
Warning: Information about non-critical abnormal event. Files Not Found are
attributed aWARNING.
Error: Information about critical abnormal events. Critical abnormal events are likely
to cause system failures.

Note: By default, details are not displayed because they are not useful for
troubleshooting (they describe events not essential to the system functioning) and
because they create longer logs.

Collection
and
Source

Displays the logs for the entire index or for a specific collection or source.

Index
Operations

Determines which operations are displayed in the logs.
There are 10 operations:
Added: The document was added to the index for the first time (documents
previously indexed are identified as Updated even during a rebuild).
Deleted: The document is removed from the index.
Updated: A more recent version of the document is indexed.
Unchanged: During the refresh, the document is not updated because it has not
beenmodified since the last indexing. (During a rebuild, the document is updated).
Filtered by document type: The document is not indexed or removed from the index
because the action for its document type is Reject document.
Unauthorized: The connector does not have sufficient permissions to open the
document—thus, it is not indexed.
Not found: TheWeb page on which the document is located was not found.
Filtered by source filters: The document is not indexed or removed from the index
by an exclusion filter.
Filtered by robot exclusion rules: The connector could not index theWeb page
because of a robot exclusion rule (i.e. tags indicating that a site must not be crawled).
No operation: No operation is attempted on the document.

2.7.7.5 How to Display Logs

Logs provide details about events that have occurred during system tasks (system log), queries (queries log)
or indexing operations (index log). The log entries are similar to those of the CES Console. Though, logs keep
track of past events; whereas, the CES Console provides real-time information.

Note: Before creating logs, it is preferable tomodify the log settings (Logs > Settings). These settings
determine the level of detail registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept. By
default, they are deleted after 90 days.
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To create a log

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSystem page (Logs > System), theQueries page (Logs > Queries) or the Index page
(Logs > Index).

3. In the Filters section, select the information to display, referring to:

l "What Information Is Displayed in the System Log?" on page 256

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Query Log?" on page 258

l "What Information Is Displayed in the Index Log?" on page 262

4. In the Logs section, click View Log. The log is displayed.

Log entries are sorted by time of occurrence. It is possible to display them in ascending or descending
order using theSort drop-down list (in the Logs section).

2.7.7.6 What Are the Log Settings?

Log settings determine the level of details registered for each log and the time period during which logs are
kept. By default, they are deleted after 90 days (threemonths is usually enough to identify and correct system
errors). If logs cannot be fully analyzed over the threemonth period, it is suggested to keep them longer to
avoid losing track of unnoticed errors—allow sufficient index space (30 days of logs require at least 10
megabytes and can reach a few hundredmegabytes depending on the number of entries and the level of detail
registered).

Section Description

Queries Enables or disables the creation of query logs. If query logging is disabled, new queries are not
registered. However, previous query logs are not deleted (all logs are deleted at the same
time, after the number of days specified in the Log Archive section). If query logging is
enabled, it is possible to record the username and IP address associated with each query.
Recording usernames and IP addresses allow to customize different search interfaces for
specific user groups and address the querying problems of individuals. Allow sufficient disk
space for the additional data. For more information concerning customizing search interfaces,
refer to the Interface Editor Help.

Note: If hundreds of users are querying the CES6 database on a regular basis, query
logging requires a few hundredmegabytes of disk space for each 30-day period.
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Section Description

System
Log Level/
Index Log
Level/
Query Log
Level

Determines the level of detail registered for the system log.

Note: The actual level of detail displayed in the logs depends on theSeverity filter.
However, log entries can only be displayed for registered events. For example, if Errors
Only is selected, it is impossible to display warnings, information or details.

Detailed Information: Registers all events disregarding their severity.
Information: Does not register details.
Warnings and Errors: Does not register information or details.
Errors Only: Registers only critical errors (i.e. errors likely to cause a system failure).

Log
Archive

Determines how long the logs are kept. By default, logs are deleted after 90 days. Keeping
them longer requires more disk space (30 days of logs require at least 10megabytes and can
reach a few hundredmegabytes depending on the number of entries and the level of detail
registered). Logs should be kept long enough to be fully analyzed in order to avoid losing track
of unnoticed errors.

2.7.7.7 How to Modify the Log Settings

Log settings determine the level of detail registered for each log and the time period during which logs are kept.
By default, they are deleted after 90 days (threemonths is usually enough to identify and correct system
errors). If logs cannot be fully analyzed over the threemonth period, it is suggested to keep them longer to
avoid losing track of unnoticed errors—allow sufficient index space (30 days of logs require at least 10
megabytes and can reach a few hundredmegabytes depending on the number of entries and the level of detail
registered).

To modify the logs settings

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSettings page (Logs > Settings).

3. In theQueries section, enable or disable query logging. If query logging is enabled, choose whether to
record usernames and IP addresses or not.

4. In theSystem Log Level section, select the level of detail to register for the system log.

5. In the Index Log Level section, select the level of detail to register for the index log.

6. In theQuery Log Level section, select the level of detail to register for the queries log.

7. In the Log Archive section, select an option to keep logs.

8. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.7.8 Why Is the Query and Index Log Empty?

If the query/index log remains blank despite clickingView Log, two things can be in cause:
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l For query and index logs: No querying or indexing action has occurred during the specified time period.
Try modifying the period. Remember that logs are deleted after the number of days specified in the Log
Archive section of theSettings page (Logs > Settings).

l For query log: Query logging is disabled. Access theSettings page (Logs > Settings) and, in the
Queries section, select Enable query logging. Click Apply Changes. New query logs are registered,
but no log can be displayed for previous time periods.

2.7.8 Configuration Tab

2.7.8.1 Security Menu

2.7.8.1.1 What Is an Impersonator?

An impersonator is an account which uses the security permissions of another account in order to gain access
to restricted documents. In the Coveo Platform, impersonation is used as a way to gain remote access to
collections—especially in front-end/back-end configurations (where the search interface and index are located
on different servers) becauseWindows does not allow a security token (object containing the user
permissions) to be transmitted over the network twice (double-hop).

Example: Using impersonation in a front-end/back-end network configuration.

The user connects to one of the front-end servers (containing the search
interface) via the intranet in order to query the back-end server
(containing the index). If impersonation is not configured, the user
security token is transmitted to the front-end server but cannot be
retransmitted to the back-end server, becauseWindows prevents this
double-hop. Therefore, the index cannot verify the user permissions and
returns only documents available to everyone. However, if the front-end
server has impersonator privileges, no token is exchanged between the
user and server; instead, the front-end server assumes the identity of
the user and sends the token directly to the back-end server—which
returns all documents the user is allowed to open.
To allow impersonation, the front-end server address must be entered in
the Impersonators list (see "Granting Impersonator Privileges" on page
268).

2.7.8.1.2 Granting Impersonator Privileges

In CES, impersonation is used as a way to gain remote access to collections.
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Example: In a Front-End/Back-End server configuration, the search interface and the index are located on
different servers. The Back-End server must be configured to accept queries from the Front-End servers.
On each Back-End server, this is done by adding an impersonator for the identity running the remote
process for each Front-End server.

To grant impersonator privileges to an account

1. On the Back-End server, open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo
Enterprise Search 6 > Administration Tool).

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Impersonators.

4. In the Impersonators page:

a. In the bottom text box, enter the account in the domain\username form for the Coveo instance
(Front-End server) from which you want to access this index for both: 

l The account running the CES Service (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page 7).

l The account running the CES search application (CESAppPool in IIS) (see "Finding or Modifying
the CES Search Application Pool Identity" on page 224).

Note:When the account used is NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE, enter the account name
in the form domain\MachineName$ where MachineName is the name of the server from which
you send queries (Front-End server).

b. Click Add.

The account name is added to the list of impersonators.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.1.3 What Are Security Providers?

To display theSecurity Providers page, access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security) and
click Security Providers in the navigation panel on the left.

Security providers are authentication systems different from theWindows system. Because the Coveo
Platform indexes the native security permissions of documents but recognizes only Windows permissions,
mappings have to be established between the security providers' permissions and those of Windows. To do
so, CES authenticates on the foreign system using the parameters of each provider, retrieves all accounts,
establishes mappings and stores them in theSecurity Cache. Oncemappings have been created for all
security providers, CES is able to respect the native permissions of documents (before, it is unable to retrieve
restricted documents). Therefore, providers have to be configured for all repositories using nonWindows
permissions (ex.: Documentum).
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2.7.8.1.4 How to Add and Modify Security Providers

Security providers are authentication systems different from theWindows system. Providers have to be
configured for all repositories using nonWindows permissions (ex.: Documentum).

To add a security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers. TheSecurity Providers page is displayed.

4. Click Add. TheModify Security Provider page is displayed.

5. In theName field, enter a name to identify the security provider.

6. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the table below.

7. Click Save.

To modify a security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers. TheSecurity Providers page is displayed.

4. Click the appropriate security provider. TheModify Security Provider page is displayed.
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5. Modify the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the following table.

Parameter Description

Type Indicates the type of executable file used by the security provider (either DLL or
COM).

DLL Path Indicates the path of the security provider DLL file (if any). A security provider does
not require a DLL path to be enabled.

User Identity Indicates the user identity provided by the Coveo Platform in order to access the
repository and retrieve its security permissions (see "Adding a User Identity" on
page 272).

Parameters Indicates the parameter string used by the security provider. 

SAML
Redirection URI

Indicates the URI of the SAML identity provider to which the search interfacemust
redirect the browser to login the user.

SAMLArtifact
Resolver URI

Indicates the URI used to call the SAML identity provider back in order to get the
authentication assertion. (user identity) from the SAML artifact.

Note: This argument is used when the SAML identity provider works in the
Artifact Profile, but ignored if the SAML identity provider works in thePostProfile.

SAML Logout
URI

Indicates the URI of the SAML identity provider to which the search interfacemust
redirect the browser in order to logout the user.

SAMLSignature
Certificate File
Name

Indicates the certificate file name used to validate assertion signatures.

Note: Not all SAML identity providers sign their assertions.

SAMLSignature
Certificate
Password

Indicates the certificate file password used to validate assertion signatures.

Note: Not all SAML identity providers sign their assertions.

SAMLArtifact
Argument Name

Indicates the name of the HTTP request argument containing the SAML artifact
when the browser is redirected back to the search interface.

Note: This argument is used when the SAML identity provider works in the
Artifact Profile, but ignored if the SAML identity provider works in thePostProfile.

SAML Post
Response
Argument Name

Indicates the name of the HTTP request argument containing the SAML
authentication assertion (user identity) when the browser is redirected back to the
search interface.

Note: This argument is used  only when the SAML identity provider works in
the PostProfile.
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Parameter Description

SAMLBack
Target Argument
Name

Indicates the name of the HTTP request argument containing the return address in
the search interface when the browser is redirected back from the SAML identity
provider.

Note: This argument is used  only when the SAML identity provider works in
the PostProfile.

Options Do not block exceptions: Exceptions are not blocked by the security provider
instead, they are transmitted to CES.
Require authorization: Forces CES to retrieve document-level permissions that
are not indexed (i.e. permissions listed in a directory separate from the
documents).
Support expand group: Allows the creation of a list of users related to a group
account.
Support expand users: Allows the creation of a list of groups related to a user
account.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.1.5 Adding a User Identity

A user identity is a set of credentials for a given repository or system that you enter once in CES and can then
associate with one or more sources or security providers.

Example: In Microsoft Exchange, you create a service account that has full read access to all mailboxes.
In CES, you create a user identity containing the credentials of this service account and then associate this
user identity with an Exchange source so that the Coveo Exchange connector can crawl and index all your
Exchange content.

To add a user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:
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a. In theName field, enter a name of your choice to describe the account that you selected or created to
allow CES to access a given repository or system.

Note: This name appears only in the Coveo Administration Tool, in theAuthentication orUser
Identity drop-down lists, when you respectively define a source or a security provider.

b. In theUser field, enter the username for the account that you selected or created to access the
repository or system.

c. In thePassword field, enter the password for the account.

d. In theOptions section, select Support basic authentication only when you want to allow CES to
send the username and password as unencrypted text. Since this authentication typemakes the
crawling less secure, use this option only when required.

e. In theClient certificate section, when the source using this user identity is accessible through HTTP
over SSL (HTTPS):

a. Select theUse client certificate check box.

b. In theStore drop-down list, select the appropriate certificate store.

c. In theCertificate drop-down list, specify which certificate is given to the server for authentication
purposes.

f. Click Save.
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Important:When you use Firefox to access the Administration Tool and it proposes to remember
the password for the user identity that you just created, select to never remember the password for
this site to prevent issues with automatic filling of username and password fields within the Coveo
Administration Tool.

What's Next?

Ensure that the source or the security provider for which you created this user identity uses it.

2.7.8.1.6 Managing Super User Access

As a Coveo administrator, you can grant super user access to a user, but not to a group of users. Use this
feature with extreme care for authorized personnel only (see "About Super User Access" on page 132).

Important: For security reasons, all super user access related events are recorded, traceable, and can be
audited. CES records who grants super user access to whom as well as all queries performed with a super
user access.

You can set an expiration date or revoke a super user access at any time, but cannot delete traces that it was
granted and traces of its usage.

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Granting super user access" on page 274

l "Revoking super user access" on page 276

l "Monitoring super user access" on page 276

2.7.8.1.6.1 Granting super user access

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Verify that your Coveo license includes the super user access feature:

a. Select Configuration > License.

b. In the License page, validate that Super Users Allowed appears with a check mark.

When it does not appear and you want to use the super user access feature, contact Coveo Sales to
change the license terms.

3. Select Configuration > Security.
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4. In theSecurity - Super User Access page, in the panel on the left, select Super User Access.

5. Click Add.

6. Complete theSuper User form:

a. InGranted To, enter the username to which you want to grant super user access.

b. InDescription, enter a short description that describes the scope of the super user access. This text
will appear in theDo moremenuwhen the granted user accesses the search interface.

c. Set theStart andExpiration dates determining respectively when the super user access privileges
respectively start and end.

d. Select theAccess Everything check box when you want the user to gain access to all contents.

7. Click Save.

Note: In the case where the super user can access remote indexes, the MismatchingInstance:
Instance access is denied. messagemay appear. The super user access is granted on the remote
Coveo instances only if the remote instance impersonates the user that runs IIS on the Front-End server,
typically the [Server_Name]$ or the NT Authority\Network Service user (see "Granting
Impersonator Privileges" on page 268).
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2.7.8.1.6.2 Revoking super user access

1. Open the Administrator Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSuper User Access page:

a. In the panel on the left, select Super User Access.

b. In the panel on the right, select the super user access that you wish to revoke.

4. Click Revoke.

2.7.8.1.6.3 Monitoring super user access

1. Open the Administrator Tool.

2. Select Logs > Queries.

3. In theQueries page:

a. In the panel on the left, select the period over which you want to review the logs as well as the content
of the logs, ensuring that theSuper User Access check box is selected.

b. At the top of the panel on the right, click View Log.

The logs appear. TheSuper User Access column indicates the unique ID associated with each
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granted super user access.

2.7.8.2 Schedules Menu

2.7.8.2.1 What Is the Purpose of Schedules?

The purpose of schedules is to accomplish recurrent tasks on a regular interval in order to free the Coveo
administrator from having to perform these basic operations manually. In other words, schedules maintain the
index in its optimal state (up-to-date, defragmented, etc.) and let Coveo administrators focus onmore
important duties.
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Two types of schedules exist: source refresh and system schedules. Source refresh schedules automatically
refresh or rebuild sources. Whereas, system schedules perform maintenance tasks, such as index
optimization and security cache update.

2.7.8.2.2 How to Create a Source Refresh Schedule

Source refresh schedules automatically refresh or rebuild sources on a regular interval in order to keep the
index content up-to-date. By default, theEvery day schedule is applied to newly created sources—it
refreshes these sources everyday at 12 A.M. However, it is possible to create different refresh schedules and
apply them to a single source or group of sources.

Note: It is recommended to create new source refresh schedules instead of modifying the existing ones
because, if several sources use the same schedule, some of them can be unintentionally affected by the
modifications.

To create a new source refresh schedule

1. Access theSource Refresh page (Configuration > Schedules).

2. Click Add. TheSchedule page is displayed.

3. In theSchedule Name field, enter a name to identify the schedule.

4. In theSchedule section, select the frequency of the schedule (hourly, monthly, etc.).

5. In theStart, Start Every, Start On andStart Only The sections, define the start options. For more
information concerning these options, refer to the following table.

Start
option

Used by Description

Start Hourly
schedule
Daily
schedule
Weekly
schedule
Monthly
schedule

Determines the hour of the day (daily, weekly andmonthly schedules) or minute
after the hour (hourly schedule) on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Start
Every

All
schedules

Determines the interval in hours (hourly schedule), days (daily schedule), weeks
(weekly schedule), months (monthly schedule) or minutes (custom interval
schedule) on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Start
On

Weekly
schedule

Determines the days of the week on which the refresh or rebuild starts.
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Start
option

Used by Description

Start
Only
The

Monthly
schedule

Determines the day of themonth on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Note: Contrarily to weekly schedules, which can be startedmore than once a
week, monthly schedules can only be started once amonth.

6. Click Save.

Note: It is possible to disable the schedule (in theSchedule section, clear theEnabled check box) to keep
sources from being automatically refreshed or rebuilt. This procedure is recommended when repositories
are offline (to prevent unnecessary connection attempts).

2.7.8.2.3 How to Apply a Refresh Schedule to a Source

Source refresh schedules automatically refresh or rebuild sources on a regular interval in order to keep the
index content up-to-date. By default, theEvery day schedule is applied to newly created sources—it
refreshes these sources everyday at 12 A.M. However, it is possible to create different refresh schedules and
apply them to a single source or group of sources.

To apply a different refresh schedule to a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit Refresh Schedule. TheRefresh Schedule page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. In theRefresh Schedule drop-down list, select the schedule to apply.

6. In theOptions section, select eitherRefresh source orRebuild source.

7. Click Apply Changes.

Note: TheStatus section indicates whether the schedule is enabled or disabled. If it is disabled, no
automatic refresh or rebuild is performed on the source. Refresh schedules are disabled by Coveo
administrator when repositories are offline (to prevent unnecessary connection attempts). However, if all
repositories are online, enable the refresh schedule by accessing theSource Refresh page (Configuration
> Schedules) and clicking [Enable] beside the appropriate schedule name.

2.7.8.2.4 How to Modify System Schedules

System schedules perform maintenance tasks, such as index optimization and security cache update, on a
regular interval in order to keep the index in its optimal state. Each task has its own schedule—whichmust be
synchronized with related system processes.

Example: TheOptimize Index schedulemust be synchronized with refresh schedules because refreshes
and rebuilds fragment the index (see "What Should Be the Frequency of System Schedules?" on page 282).
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To modify a system schedule

1. Access theSource Refresh page (Configuration > Schedules).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click System. TheSystem page is displayed.

3. In theSystem Schedules section, click the appropriate schedule.

4. For all schedules except Read-Only Mode andSuspend Indexing, select the frequency of the schedule
(hourly, monthly, etc.) and its start options (Start, Start Every, etc.). For more information concerning
start options, refer to the following table.

Start
option

Used by Description

Start Hourly
schedule
Daily
schedule
Weekly
schedule
Monthly
schedule

Determines the hour of the day (daily, weekly andmonthly schedules) or minute
after the hour (hourly schedule) on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Start
Every

All
schedules

Determines the interval in hours (hourly schedule), days (daily schedule), weeks
(weekly schedule), months (monthly schedule) or minutes (custom interval
schedule) on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Start
On

Weekly
schedule

Determines the days of the week on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Start
Only
The

Monthly
schedule

Determines the day of themonth on which the refresh or rebuild starts.

Note: Contrarily to weekly schedules, which can be startedmore than once a
week, monthly schedules can only be started once amonth.

5. ForRead-Only Mode andSuspend Indexing, in theEnable Between/Suspend Between sections,
select the hours during which the index is in read-only mode or indexing is suspended. And, in theEnable
on/Suspend on sections, select the days of the week on which the schedule is enabled.

6. Click Apply Changes.

Note: It is possible to disable the schedule by clearing theEnabled check box in theSchedule section, in
which case no automatic refresh or rebuild starts on the source. It is recommended to disable the refresh
schedules of repositories that are offline to prevent unnecessary connection attempts to these repositories.
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2.7.8.2.5 What Should Be the Frequency of Source Refresh Schedules?

The purpose of source refresh schedules is to keep the index up-to-date. Therefore, the frequency of the
refreshes and rebuilds shouldmatch the rate of document modification.

Example: If new documents are added to the intranet every day, a daily refresh or rebuild is suggested;
whereas, if a database is updated once amonth, amonthly refresh or rebuild is sufficient.

2.7.8.2.6 What Should Be the Frequency of System Schedules?

The purpose of system schedules is to perform maintenance tasks on a regular interval in order to keep the
index in its optimal state. Therefore, each task must be synchronized with its related system processes (ex.:
index optimizationmust follow source refreshes). The suggested frequency of each task is listed in the
following table:

Schedule Suggested frequency

Analyze
and Index
Logs

Logs should be analyzed and indexed at least once a day, because they are required on a daily
basis to track system operations and errors.

Optimize
Index

The index should be optimized following source refreshes and rebuilds, because these
processes cause fragmentation. Therefore, it is recommended to synchronize the optimization
schedule with themost frequent source refresh schedule (ex.: if sources are refreshed
everyday at 12 A.M., optimize the index on the same day at 2 A.M.).
However, if between scheduled optimizations theSystem State section of theOverview page
(Status > Overview) displays themessage Index is heavily fragmented., optimize the index
manually. To do so, access theDetails page (Status > Details) and click Optimize Index in
the Index Performance section.

Note: During optimization, the index size is doubled.

Read-
Only
Mode

CES must be in read-only mode during every antivirus scan to avoid conflict with internal
processes (indexing, modifying index parameters, etc.). Therefore, this schedulemust be
synchronized with the antivirus schedule (ex.: if a scan is performed every Friday at 10 P.M.,
switch to read-only mode at 9:55 P.M. and allow sufficient time for the scan to complete before
reverting to the read and write mode). However, if no antivirus is used on the index, disable this
schedule.
The index must also be in read-only mode during backups though, in this case, it is preferable
to switchmodes manually (because the time required to perform a backup is difficult to
predict). To switch to read-only modemanually, access theDetails page (Status > Details)
and, in theSystem State section (beside Index is in read/write mode), click [Switch to
Read-Only Mode].To revert to read and write mode, click [Switch to Read/Write Mode].
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Schedule Suggested frequency

Suspend
Indexing

If CES is slowed downwhenmany users query the index, indexing should be suspended in
order to devotemaximum CPU resources to querying. To identify the peak querying hours,
during which to suspend indexing, refer to theQuery History page (Reports > Query
History).
However, if querying peaks occur at irregular intervals, it is possible to disable and re-enable
indexingmanually. To disable indexing, access theDetails page (Status > Details) and click 
[Disable] in theSystem State section (beside Indexing is enabled). To re-enable indexing,
click [Enable].

Update
Document
Rating

Document ratings should be updated at least once a week. However, if collaborative rating has
a high ranking weight, it is recommended to update ratings every one or two days in order to
preserve ranking precision.

Update
Windows
Users and
Groups
Cache

The information contained in theWindows user and group cache should be updated every day,
so CES can take into account modifications brought to security permissions.
However, if modifications must be taken into account immediately (ex.: if a new user must
access restricted documents before the next scheduled update), it is possible to update the
cachemanually. To update the security cache, access theDetails page (Status > Details)
and click Update Cache Now in theContent Security section.

2.7.8.3 Connectors Menu

2.7.8.3.1 Customizing Built-In Connectors

CES includes a few built-in connectors. You can customize a few parameters for each of these built-in
connectors.

Note: TheWeb, SharePoint, and Novell connectors are up-to-date connectors while the File connector
(Windows), and theMAPI connector are legacy connectors for which up-to-date replacements are available.

To configure a built-in connector

1. Access theConnectors page (Configuration > Connectors). To configure a connector other than the
Web connector, click the appropriate one in the navigation panel on the left.

2. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the following table.

Connector Option Description

File
Connector

Important: It is recommended to use the additional File connector that replaces this
legacy MAPI connector (see "File Connector" on page 539).

Threads Determines the number of threads used by the connector.
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Connector Option Description

Web
Connector

Simultaneous
Transfers

Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the
Web connector as well as the number of downloads allowed for a single
website.
Maximum transfers: Indicates the total number of simultaneous
downloads handled by theWeb connector.
Maximum transfers per domain: Indicates themaximum number of
simultaneous downloads allowed for a single website.
Important: It is recommended to keep the value of 1 forMaximum
transfers per domain becausemore transfers cause problems with
certain sites—they can even shut theWeb server down.

Broken Links Determines the number of broken links that theWeb connector can
encounter before establishing that a page no longer exists (afterwards
all links leading to this page are disregarded).

User Agent Determines the name used by theWeb connector to identify itself when
downloading pages.

HTTP Proxy Determines whether a proxy server is used to access Web pages and
what the proxy parameters are.

Note: Proxy information is provided by theWeb server administrator.

Address: IP address of the proxy server (ex.: 130.25.0.1).
Port: Port number used by the proxy server.
Username: Username required to access the proxy server.
Password: Password required to access the proxy server.
Exceptions: Addresses that can be accessed without going through
the proxy (use the *wildcard if necessary). It is possible to enter more
than one address per line; however, each onemust be separated by a
semicolon.

MAPI
Connector

Profile Name Determines theMAPI profile used by the connector to download
Microsoft Exchange items. By default, theOutlook profile is used;
however, it is possible to crawl Exchange with another MAPI profile. To
do so, select Custom from theProfile Name drop-down list and enter
the appropriate name in theCustom profile name (the profile
information is automatically retrieved).

Threads Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the
MAPI connector.

Important: It is recommended to use the additional Microsoft Exchange connector that
replaces this legacy MAPI connector (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector" on page
618).
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Connector Option Description

SharePoint
Connector

Connection
Timeout

Determines the number of seconds to wait between connection retries
if a SharePoint server is not responding.

Number of
Connection
Retries

Determines the number of connection attempts made when a
SharePoint server is not responding. Each retry is separated by the
time interval specified in theConnection Timeout section. If the
server does not respond on the last retry, CES concludes that it is
offline—therefore, the source is not indexed. The CES Console and
system log display all connection attempts and their results.

Threads Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the
SharePoint connector.

Refresh
Interval of Live
Indexing

If live indexing is enabled, determines the number of seconds elapsed
between each refresh of SharePoint documents.

Novel
Servers

The Novell server configurationmust be specified in theNovell Servers page (see "How
to Add a Novell Server Configuration" on page 285).

3. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.3.2 How to Add a Novell Server Configuration

CES does not automatically detect the configuration of Novell servers as it does forWindows servers. Thus,
before indexing a local or network source located on this type of server, its configurationmust be specified.

To add a Novell server configuration

1. Access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Novell Servers. TheNovell Servers page is displayed.

3. Click Add. Five fields (Name, Server, Tree, User name andPassword) are displayed.

4. Enter the appropriate parameters. For more information, refer to the following table.

Parameter Description

Name Identifies the configuration.

Server Indicates the name of the server.

Tree Indicates the name of the eDirectory tree of the server.

Username Indicates the username and context (username.context) used to access the server.

Password Indicates the password used to access the server.

5. Click Save.
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2.7.8.3.3 Adding an Additional Connector

A number of connectors aremade available in the Coveo Platform as additional connectors. You can add
connectors to your CES configuration to index a variety of repositories and systems (see "What Connectors
Are Available with CES?" on page 463).

Note: You can also contact the Coveo Professional Services to get assistance to develop your own
connectors for example for in-house custom repositories/systems using the Open Connector API (see
"Open Connector API" on page 903).

To add an additional connector

1. Access theConnectors page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Additional Connector.

3. In theAdditional Connectors page, click Add.

4. In theModify Additional Connector page, enter appropriate values for the following parameters:

Name

A name of your choice to identify the additional connector.

Description

A description of the type of repository indexed by the connector.
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Assembly Path

The full path of the additional connector assembly file.

Example: C:\CES6\Index\Crawlers\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Custom1.dll

Note: If the path is incomplete, CES searches for the assembly file in its [CES_Installation_
Path]\bin directory (by default, C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin).

Type Name

The name of the class implementing the connector.

Example: Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.ODBC.ODBCCrawler

Parameters

Allows to define explicit parameters. Click Add Parameter to display theModify the parameters of
the additional connector page (see "How to Add Explicit Parameters to Additional Connectors" on
page 290).

Options

Select theAllow Custom parameters check box to be able to create dynamic parameters (see "How
to Add Dynamic Parameters to Additional Connectors" on page 294).

For 64-bit servers, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instantiate the connector in a 64-bit
process.

Number of concurrent sources

Specify themaximum number of sources using this connector that can operate concurrently.

Note: Formore information, refer to the complete documentation for each connector (see "Connectors"
on page 463).

5. Click Save.

2.7.8.3.4 Customizing an Additional Connector

You can create additional connectors using an API. Themain reason to customize an additional connector is
to add explicit parameters. However, it is also possible to modify the connector description, its assembly path
(if the assembly file is displaced from its original location) and type name (if the name of the class
implementing the connector is modified).
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To customize an additional connector

1. Access theConnectors page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Additional Connector. TheAdditional Connectors page is
displayed.

3. In theAdditional Connectors list, click the appropriate connector. TheModify Additional Connector
page is displayed.

4. Optionally, in theDescription field, modify the description of the connector.

5. If the assembly file has been displaced, enter the full path of the new location in theAssembly Path field.

Example: C:\CES6\Index\Crawlers\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.ODBC.dll

6. If the name of the class implementing the connector has beenmodified, enter the new class in the Type
Name field.

7. In theParameters section, click Add Parameter and enter an explicit parameter whichmust be defined
at source creation (ex.: username and password). Note that this step is optional (see "How to Add Explicit
Parameters to Additional Connectors" on page 290).

8. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.3.5 What Is the Difference between Explicit and Dynamic Parameters?

Explicit parameters apply to all sources indexed using the connector—for this reason, they are created
directly in theModify Additional Connector page. They are used to input information common to all
repositories (ex.: the username and password required to access databases). Whereas, dynamic parameters
apply to a single source and are created in theAdd Source page. They are used to adapt indexing to a
specific repository (ex.: provide the port number used to access a remote index).

To display the Modify Additional Connector page

1. Access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Additional Connector. TheAdditional Connectors page is
displayed.
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3. Click the appropriate connector. TheModify Additional Connector page is displayed.

To display the Add Source page

Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections), and then click Add in the
Sources section.
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2.7.8.3.6 How to Add Explicit Parameters to Additional Connectors

Explicit parameters apply to all sources indexed using the connector—for this reason, they are created
directly in theModify Additional Connector page—they are used to input information common to all
repositories (ex.: the username and password required to access databases).
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To add an explicit parameter

1. Access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Additional Connector. TheAdditional Connectors page is
displayed.

3. Click the appropriate connector. TheModify Additional Connector page is displayed.

4. In theParameters section, click Add Parameter. TheModify the parameters of the additional
connector page is displayed.

5. In the Type drop-down list, select the type of values (string, Boolean, etc.) accepted by the parameter.
For more information, refer to the table below.
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Type Description Options

String The field accepts series of
characters without
mathematical value.
Usernames and passwords
are examples of string
parameters.

Optional parameter: The parameter is not required to
index the source. Optional parameter fields can be left
empty; whereas, compulsory ones cannot.
Sensitive information: The value entered in the
parameter field is replaced by dots to preserve
confidentiality.
Validate as an email address: The value entered is an
email address. The Coveo Platform verifies the validity of
each email address by sending a test email.
Maximum length: The number of characters in the string
is limited (ex.: if the database accepts passwords with a
maximum of 20 characters, enter 20 as maximum length).
Longer strings are considered invalid and the following
error message is displayed in theAdd Source page:

If the value entered is 0, the length of the string is not
limited.

Boolean The field accepts logical
connectors used to include or
exclude terms. The Boolean
operators recognized by CES
are TRUE and FALSE.

N/A

Integer The field accepts numbers
without decimal values. For
example, 40 is an integer, but
40.5 is not.

Optional parameter: The parameter is not required to
index the source. Optional parameter fields can be left
empty; whereas, compulsory ones cannot.

Double The field accepts numbers
made of exactly two symbols.
For example, 0 is written in
double form as 0.0.

Optional parameter: The parameter is not required to
index the source. Optional parameter fields can be left
empty; whereas, compulsory ones cannot.

Predefined
values

The field accepts a subset of
string, Boolean, integer or
double values. For example, a
parameter could allow values
of 10, 50, 100 and 200, but
reject all other integers.

Note: No option exists for predefined values; instead, a
list of all the values allowedmust be entered in the
Values text box (one entry per line, values cannot be
null andmust be unique).

6. In theName field, enter the name of the field in which the parameter value should be submitted (ex.: if the
name entered is password, the connector searches for a password field to submit the value).

7. In the Label field, enter a name to identify the parameter.

8. In theQuick Help field, enter information concerning the purpose and use of the parameter. This help

message is displayed in theAdd Source page when users click  beside the parameter field.

9. Click Save.
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Note: To createmultilingual labels and quick helpmessages, use the following syntax: <@ln>text</@>,
where ln is replaced by the language initials—the languages of the Administration Tool are English (en) and
French (fr).

Example: <@fr>Chemin d'accès du fichier de

configuration</@><@en>Configuration File Path</@> is a label which is displayed
differently in the French and English versions of the Administration Tool.

Note: The language of the Administration Tool can bemodified by pressing the following keys: CTRL+Page
Up.

2.7.8.3.7 How to Add Dynamic Parameters to Additional Connectors

Dynamic parameters apply to a single source and are created in theAdd Source page. They are used to
adapt indexing to a specific repository (ex.: provide the port number used to access a remote index).

To create a dynamic parameter

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, click Add. TheAdd Source page is displayed.

4. In theSource Type drop-down list, select the appropriate additional connector.

5. In theParameters section, click Add Parameter. Two fields are displayed (Name andValue).

6. In theName field, enter the name of the field in which the parameter value is submitted (ex.: if the name
entered is port, the connector searches for a port field to submit the value).

7. In theValue field, enter the value submitted by the connector.

8. Complete the indexing of the source as explained in "Adding a Source" on page 161.

To allow the creation of dynamic parameters for an additional connector

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Additional Connector. TheAdditional Connectors page is
displayed.

4. In theAdditional Connectors list, click the appropriate connector. TheModify Additional Connector
page is displayed.
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5. In theOptions section, select Allow custom parameters.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.3.8 Selecting a 32-bit or 64-bit Process for a Connector

On a 64-bit Coveo server, many connectors can run either in a 32-bit or 64-bit process. Setting a connector to
run in 64-bit allows to take advantage of the 64-bit performance. However, in some cases, connectors need to
run in a 32-bit process.

Example:When indexing PST mail archive files, the File connector uses a third party library that does not
support 64-bit processes andmust therefore run in a 32-bit process.

Note: Selecting a 32-bit or 64-bit process for a connector affects all sources for this connector. Changing
the state of theRun in 64 bits check box requires a refresh of all the sources of this connector.

To select a 32-bit or 64-bit process for a connector

1. On a 64-bit Coveo server, open the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All Programs > Coveo
Enterprise Search 6 > Administration Tool).

2. Select Configure > Connectors.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, select Additional Connectors.

4. In the panel on the right, underAdditional Connectors, select the connector for which you wish to
change the process type.

5. In theModify Additional Connector page:

a. Select or clear theRun in 64 bits check box when you want the connector to run respectively in a
64-bit or 32-bit process.

b. Click Apply Changes.

6. Refresh all the sources for this connector.

2.7.8.4 Converters Menu

2.7.8.4.1 What Are Converters?

Converters are responsible for extracting content and properties from documents in order to add them to the
index. Once a document is crawled by one of the Coveo connector, a converter must be used before the
document can be added to the index.
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CES comes with several native converters that extract the content and properties of themost popular
document types, including MS Office files, PDF files, Web pages, etc (see "Supported File Formats" on page
134).

While the default conversion process normally suffices to handlemost CES deployments, CES offers a rich
development API to enhance and tweak the way documents are converted and indexed (see "What Are the
Conversion Phases?" on page 296).

TheOpen Converter API offers the following advantages (see "Open Converter API" on page 867):

l Ability to convert and index documents from any format using the open converters and the "What Are
IFilters?" on page 309 technologies.

l Tweak the conversion process using conversion scripts in multiple hook points.

Remote Converters

It is possible to add remotemain converters on different servers in order to distribute the converting process
between CPUs and, therefore, speed up indexing (see "How to Add a RemoteMain Converter" on page 298).

2.7.8.4.2 What Are the Conversion Phases?

The following lists the different phases of the conversion process:

1. Crawling: In this phase, the document will be fetched using a connector (file, Exchange, SharePoint,
etc.). Somemetadata will already bemade available by the connector, including the URI, modification
date andmuchmore.

2. Global Preconversion script (optional phase): If a global preconversion script has been set, this
script will be executed in this phase. Common script tasks: Read document content, read andmodify
metadata, update document permissions, etc.

3. Source Preconversion script (optional phase): If a preconversion script has been set on the document
source, this script will be executed in this phase. Common script tasks: Read document content, read
andmodify metadata, update document permission, etc.

4. Open Converter (optional phase): If the Document Type has been set to convert the document using
an open converter, this script will be executed in this phase. Common script tasks: Convert the document
from an unsupported format to a CES native format, read andmodify metadata, update document
permission, etc.

5. Native Converter: In this phase, the document content and properties will be extracted using one of the
native CES converters.

6. Document Text Analysis: Many proprietary analysis technologies will be used to generate a document
summary and key concepts, perform a language and title detection, andmuchmore.

7. Source Postconversion script (optional phase): If a postconversion script has been set on the
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document source, this script will be executed in this phase. Common script tasks: Update the
document extracted text and HTML, read andmodify metadata, reject documents, etc.

8. Global Postconversion script (optional phase): If a global postconversion script has been set, this
script will be executed in this phase. Common script tasks: Update the document extracted text and
HTML, read andmodify metadata, update document permission, etc.

9. Index the document. This phase will put the document extracted content and properties into the Coveo
unified index tomake it available for user queries.
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2.7.8.4.3 How to Add a Remote Main Converter

Converters are responsible for converting documents to the common format used by the index. It is possible
to add remotemain converters on different servers in order to distribute the converting process between
CPUs and, therefore, speed up indexing.
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Note: Themain CES converters handle the supported document types (see "Supported File Formats" on
page 134).

To add a remote main converter

1. On the converter server, launch the CES installation.

2. When asked to choose a setup type, click Advanced. A list of options is displayed.

3. Select Remote Converter and click Next.

4. Complete the installation.

To configure the converter

1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. Click Add. TheAdd Converter Manager page is displayed.

3. In theName field, enter a name to identify the remote converter.

4. In the Location field, enter the name or IP address of the server on which the converter is installed.

5. In the Threads field, enter the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the converter. Note that
two threads is themaximum recommended for a single CPU (more threads slow downCES).

6. In the Thread Priority drop-down list, select the priority of the converting process. Note that a high
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priority speeds up indexing, but slows down querying.

7. Click Save.

2.7.8.4.4 How to Add an Open Converter

Open converters, written in VBScript or JScript, are used to index document types not natively supported by
Coveo Enterprise Search (see "Open Converter API Overview" on page 867).

To add an open converter

1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Open Converters. TheOpen Converters page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheAdd Open Converter page is displayed.

4. In theName field, enter a name to identify the open converter.

5. In theScript File field, enter the complete path of the open converter file.

6. In theScript Language drop-down list, select the language in which the open converter is written.

7. If the open converter requires parameters, click Add Parameter in theParameters section and enter the
name and value of the parameter.

8. Click Save.

2.7.8.4.5 How to Add a Preconversion Script

Preconversion scripts, written in VBScript or JScript, are used tomanipulate document properties before
the conversion (see "What are Preconversion Scripts?" on page 881).

Example:With a preconversion script, you can add a specific document metadata (see "Sample 1 - Add
New Document Metadata" on page 882).

To add a preconversion script

1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Conversion Scripts. TheConversion Scripts page is
displayed.

3. Above thePreconversion Scripts section, click Add. TheAdd a Preconversion Script page is
displayed.

4. In theName field, enter a name to identify the preconversion script.

5. In theScript File field, enter the complete path of the preconversion script file.
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6. In theScript Language drop-down list, select the language in which the preconversion script is written.

7. If the preconversion script requires parameters, click Add Parameter in theParameters section and
enter the name and value of the parameter.

8. Click Save.

2.7.8.4.6 How to Add a Postconversion Script

Postconversion scripts, written in VBScript or JScript, are used tomanipulate document properties after the
conversion (see "What are Postconversion Scripts?" on page 890).

Example:With a postconversion script, you can update the document concepts and summary sentences
(see "Sample 2 - Update Document Concepts and Summary Sentences" on page 893).

To add a postconversion script

1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Conversion Scripts. TheConversion Scripts page is
displayed.

3. Above thePostconversion Scripts section, click Add. TheAdd a Postconversion Script page is
displayed.

4. In theName field, enter a name to identify the postconversion script.

5. In theScript File field, enter the complete path of the postconversion script file.

6. In theScript Language drop-down list, select the language in which the postconversion script is written.

7. If the postconversion script requires parameters, click Add Parameter in theParameters section and
enter the name and value of the parameter.

8. Click Save. 

2.7.8.4.7 How to Apply a Global Conversion Script

The following procedure details how to apply a conversion script to all documents of all index sources. Note
that only one global preconversion script and one global postconversion script can be applied to the index at a
time.

Note: You can execute the conversion script on every documents in a specific source (see "How to Apply a
Source Conversion Script" on page 302).
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To apply a global conversion script
1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Conversion Scripts. TheConversion Scripts page is
displayed.

3. In theGlobal Preconversion Script andGlobal Postconversion Script drop-down lists, select the
appropriate scripts.

4. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.4.8 How to Apply a Source Conversion Script

The following procedure details how to apply a conversion script to every documents of a specific source.
Note that only one preconversion script and one postconversion script can be applied per source.

Note: You can execute the conversion script on every document of every index source (see "How to Apply
a Global Conversion Script" on page 301).

To apply a source conversion script

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit Conversion Script. TheConversion Scripts page corresponding to the source is
displayed.

5. In thePreconversion Scripts orPostconversion Scripts drop-down list, select the appropriate script.

Note: A script appears in the appropriate drop-down list only after being added to CES (see "How to
Add a Preconversion Script" on page 300 and "How to Add a Postconversion Script" on page 301).

6. If the preconversion or postconversion script requires parameters, click Add Parameter in the
Parameters section and enter the name and value of the parameter.

7. Click Apply Changes. Note that it is possible to set parameters to scripts.

2.7.8.4.9 Modifying the Indexing of Documents in Unrecognized Languages

When a document is written in a language other than one of the supported languages (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136), it is attributed theUnknown language status in the index. By default, CES indexes
documents written in unknown languages only if their size is inferior to 4,096 bytes. However, it is possible to
modify this behavior.

To modify the indexing of documents written in unrecognized languages

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Languages.

4. The Languages page, in the Language Detection section, select one of the following action to apply
when the language of the document is registered as Unknown:

Use indexing failure action set on document type

CES handles documents in unknown languages as corrupted documents whose content cannot be
indexed—they are either rejected or indexed by reference depending on the Indexing Failure Action
selected.

Note: You canmodify the Indexing Failure Action (see "Modifying How CES Handles a Document
Type" on page 305).

Reject the document

CES does not index documents in unknown languages.

Index

CES indexes all documents in unknown languages.
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Index if document is smaller than X bytes

CES indexes documents in unknown languages only if their size is inferior to the specified value in
bytes.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.4.10 How to Modify the Advanced Converter Parameters

Two advanced converter parameters exist: Summary Length andConversion Queue. TheSummary
Length indicates themaximum number of words which can be extracted to form document summaries.
Whereas, theConversion Queue indicates the number of documents which can be kept in the conversion
buffer before the crawling process is stopped to avoid overloading the converters. The value of both
parameters can be decreased to save CPU resources and, therefore, speed up the Coveo Platform.

To modify the advanced converter properties

1. Access theConverter Managers page (Configuration > Converters).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Advanced. TheAdvanced page is displayed.

3. In theSummary Length field, modify themaximum number of words allowed in summaries.

4. In theConversion Queue field, modify themaximum number of documents allowed in the conversion
queue.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.5 Document Types Menu

2.7.8.5.1 What Are Document Type Sets?

A document type set defines a group of document types (PDF, HTML, etc.) to be indexed by a source and
includes information on how CES should index each file type. You can assign a different document type set to
each source.

Example: You can index PowerPoint documents in theMarketing source but not in theHumanResources
source.

Note: CES converters support several document types (see "Supported File Formats" on page 134). You
can index other document types using open converters (see "How to Add anOpen Converter" on page 300)
or using IFilters (see "What Are IFilters?" on page 309).
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2.7.8.5.2 Creating a Document Type Set

Consider adding a document type set when you want to customize the list of file types to index or when you
want to fine-tune how one file type will be indexed. You can assign a document type set to one or more
sources.

To create a new document type set

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theDocument Type Sets page (Configuration > Document Types).

3. In theDocument Type Sets page, click Add.

4. In theAdd Document Type Set page:

a. In theName field, enter a name to identify the document type set.

b. In theDescription field, enter a description of the document type set to help identify its purpose.

5. Click Save.

What's Next?

At this point, the new document type set is a copy of theDefault one that you need to customize (see
"Modifying How CES Handles a Document Type" on page 305).

You will then associate the document type set to the desired source (see "Modifying the Document Type Set
Used by a Source" on page 308).

2.7.8.5.3 Modifying How CES Handles a Document Type

Document types describe how CES handles each file encountered during indexing. In a document type set,
you can add or remove document types and for each document type, you can configure what CES does with
files of this type.

To modify how CES handles files of a specific document type

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theDocument Type Sets page (Configuration > Document Types).

3. In theDocument Type Sets page, click the document type set that you wish tomodify.

4. In theDocument Types page, click the document type that you wish tomodify.

5. In the configuration page for the selected document type:
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a. Modify the appropriate parameters:

File Extensions

Enter one or more file extensions, separated by a semicolon, corresponding to the document type.

Example: For help files: .chm;.hlp

Action

Select the appropriate indexing action taken by CES for this document type (see "What Is the
Difference between Indexing by Reference and Indexing by Content?" on page 308):

Index entire document

Indexes the whole content of the document. This is called indexing by content.

Index file information only

Only indexes file metadata. This is called indexing by reference.

Reject document

Does not index the document.

Indexing Failure Action

Select the action taken when the document is corrupted and cannot be indexed:

Index file information only

Only indexes file metadata.

Reject document

Does not index the document.

Converter

Select one of the two options to specify the converter to use to convert documents that belong to
the document type (see "What Are Converters?" on page 295).

Use a default converter

Select to use one of the built-in CES converters, and then select the desired converter in the
drop-down list. Select Detect to let CES automatically select the appropriate converter based
on the detected file type.

Use an open converter

Select to rather use an open converter, and then select the appropriate open converter in the
drop-down list (see "What are Open Converters?" on page 867 and "How to Add anOpen
Converter" on page 300).

Content Types

Optionally enter the type of content returned by custom connectors for this document type.
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Example: binarydata.

sysfiletype Field Value

Select the value for the sysfiletype field (see "What Are Fields?" on page 310).

Use the value set by the converter

By default, select this option to let the selected converter set the field value.

Use this value

Select to set a custom value, independent of the converter, and then enter the desired value in
the text box.

Options

Indicates how documents of this type are indexed and retrieved.

When indexing attachments, index the parent document

Select this check box to index email attachments or archive documents (ex.: documents in
.zip files) with their parent document. This option is not selected by default.

Use the document's content type

Select this check box to use the value entered in theContent Types field (if any) as an
alternative parameter to determine the document type corresponding to each file retrieved by
the connector (by default, correspondence is determined by the value in File Extensions).
This option is selected by default.

Inherits source options

Select this check box to apply theDisable document summarization andOpen results
with cached version options selected for the parent source to the document type (see "How
toModify General Source Parameters" on page 168). This option is selected by default. Clear
this check box to customize the following two options.

Disable document summarization

Select this check box to apply a different Disable document summarization option to the
document type than the one selected for the parent source. Tomake this option available,
clear the Inherits source options check box. TheDisable document summarization is not
selected by default (see "What Are Summaries?" on page 143).

Open results with cached version

Select this check box to force search result items for this document type to open with a
cached version, independently from theOpen results with cached version option set for the
parent source. Tomake this option available, clear the Inherits source options check box.
TheOpen results with cached version is not selected by default.
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Title Selection Sequence

Use the arrows to set the order of actions taken to attempt to set the document title independently
from the parent source. When CES fails to extract a title using the first option, it proceeds to the
second one and so on. The title appears in the search result list. Tomake this option available,
clear the Inherits source options check box.

Title Metadata Name

Uses a different Title Metadata Name to index the document type than the one selected for the
parent source. Tomake this option available, clear the Inherits source options check box.

b. Click Apply Changes.

What's Next?

Ensure this modified document type set is associated to the appropriate source or sources (see "Modifying
the Document Type Set Used by a Source" on page 308).

2.7.8.5.4 What Is the Difference between Indexing by Reference and Indexing by
Content?

WhenCES indexes a document by reference, it only records the file information (path, filename, and
metadata). The purpose of indexing by reference is to be able to see and open documents in the search
interface even when their type is not supported by converters or IFilters. Indexing by reference saves index
space but of course, limits the precision of results because only themetadata and paths of documents can be
queried.

Example:When video files include useful metadata such as title, subject, description, date etc..., you can
index them by reference so that they can appear in search results for queries matching themetadata
content.

When CES indexes a document by content, it records the file information and indexes the text content of the
file.

Note: CES converters support several document types (see "Supported File Formats" on page 134). You
can index other document types using open converters (see "How to Add anOpen Converter" on page 300)
or using IFilters (see "What Are IFilters?" on page 309).

2.7.8.5.5 Modifying the Document Type Set Used by a Source

You can create a specific document type set and associate it to a source to control how the source handles
particular document types when indexing files.
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To modify the document type set used by a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the drop-down list for the source that you wish tomodify, and then select
Edit Document Types.

4. In theDocument Types page corresponding to the selected source, in theDocument Type Set drop-
down list, select the appropriate document type set.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.5.6 What Are IFilters?

IFilters are third party converters used by CES to index document types not supported by its default or open
converters. Adding IFilters to a document type set is a quick and easy way to increase the number of
document types indexed by CES. However, IFilters produce larger files and poorer resolutions than CES
converters.

Note: The default CES converters support the document types listed in "Supported File Formats" on page
134.
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2.7.8.5.7 How to Use IFilters

IFilters are third party converters used by CES to index document types not supported by its default or open
converters.

To apply IFilters to a document type set

Note: IFilters must be applied to each document type set individually.

1. Download the desired IFilters from a source such as www.ifiltershop.com.

2. Install the IFilters on the Coveo server.

3. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

4. Access theDocument Type Sets page (Configuration > Document Types).

5. Click the appropriate document type set. TheDocument Types page is displayed.

6. Click Load IFilter Mapping. All IFilters installed on the server are associated with their corresponding
document types.

Note: To remove IFilter mappings, click Unload IFilter Mapping.

2.7.8.6 Fields Menu

2.7.8.6.1 What Are Fields?

Fields are containers of organized data, meaning they provide a single type of information about each
document (ex.: author field). They can be built into documents (ex.: SharePoint list column) or attached to
them as metadata (ex.: file modification date). Because they provide precise information, you can use fields to
search, filter, and group documents.

Example: The field query @sysauthor=Coveo finds documents whose titles contain the wordCoveo.

By default, CES indexes common system, SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes fields;
moreover, it is possible to create custom fields.

2.7.8.6.2 What Is the Difference between Built-In and Custom Fields?

Built-in fields are provided by CES. They are themost common system, SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange and
Lotus Notes fields. Whereas, custom fields are created by Coveo administrator to index other types of
organized content (ex.: a custom SharePoint list column). Custom fields can be added and removed at any
time, while built-in fields can only bemodified.
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2.7.8.6.3 What Are Field Sets?

A field set is a group of fields which indicates how CES should index the structured content of a repository.
For example, field sets determine what field queries are allowed (ex.: @sysauthor=John).

Note: All field sets regroup the same built-in system, SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes
fields; however, the properties of each built-in field can bemodified and each field set can regroup different
custom fields.

2.7.8.6.4 Available System Fields

System fields are common tomost repositories. The following sections provide tables listing the available
fields for various systems and repositories.

Note: Field aliases exist for more common fields that may also be used by end-users (see "Available Field
Aliases" on page 114).

This topic contains the following sections:

l "Coveo system fields" on page 311

l "Microsoft SharePoint fields" on page 315

l "Microsoft Exchange fields" on page 317

2.7.8.6.4.1 Coveo system fields

The following table lists the available Coveo system fields.

Note: The content of some fields such as @sysauthor and @systitle sometimes are not filled with
valid information when for example, authors create a document from a template and omit to change the
templatemetadata values.

Name Type Description Example

sysaboutme String Contains the
description of the user.

@sysaboutme=manager

Finds users whose description contains
the wordmanager.
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Name Type Description Example

sysaddeddate Date/time Contains the date at
which the document
was first added to the
index.

@sysaddeddate=today

Finds documents added to the index
today.

sysauthor String Contains the author of
the document.

@sysauthor=John

Finds documents whose author is John.

sysauthorloginname String Contains the login
name of the document
author.

@sysauthorloginname=

COVEO\JSmith

Finds documents whose author login
name is COVEO\JSmith.

syscollection String Contains the name of
the collection in which
the document is
indexed.

@syscollection=Coveo

Finds documents from theCoveo
collection.

sysconcepts String Contains the key
concepts extracted by
the CES linguistic
algorithm to create the
document excerpt and
summary

@sysconcepts=stemming

Finds documents for which CES has
extracted the concept stemming.

syscontainsattachment String Indicates if the
document contains
attachments (email
attachments or files in
an archive such as a
.zip or .rar).

@syscontainsattachments

Finds documents containing attachments.

sysdate Date/time Contains the creation or
modification date of the
document.

Note: The indexing
date of a document is
indicated by
sysaddeddate;
whereas, its re-
indexing, refreshing
or rebuilding date is
indicated by
sysindexeddate.

@sysdate=today

Finds documents created or modified
today.
@sysdate>now-5h
Finds documents created or modified less
than 5 hours ago.
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Name Type Description Example

sysduration Floating
Point

Contains the duration,
in seconds, of the audio
video document.

@sysduration>120

Finds audio video documents whose
duration exceeds 120 seconds.

sysfilename String Contains the filename
of the document.

@sysfilename=Online_

Documentation

Finds documents whose file names
containOnline_Documentation.

sysfiletype String Contains the document
type (see "Supported
File Formats" on page
134).

@sysfiletype=doc

Finds Microsoft Word documents.

sysfirstname String Contains the first name
of the user.

@sysfirstname=John

Finds user whose first name is John.

sysheight Numeric Contains the height of
the picture.

@sysheight>512

Finds pictures whose height is greater
than 512 pixels.

sysindexeddate Date/time Contains themost
recent date on which
the document was re-
indexed, refreshed or
rebuilt.

Note: The indexing
date of a document is
indicated by
sysaddeddate;
whereas, its
modification date by
sysdate.

@sysindexeddate<=today-1mo

Finds documents indexed amonth ago or
earlier.

sysisattachment String Indicates if the
document is an
attachment (email
attachments or files in
an archive such as
.zip or .rar).

@sysisattachment

Finds email attachments and archive files
(ex.: files in a .zip archive).

sysisreference String Indicates if the
document is indexed by
reference.

@sysisreference

Finds documents indexed by reference.
not @sysisreference
Finds documents indexed by content.
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Name Type Description Example

syslanguage String Contains the language
of the document (see
"Supported Languages"
on page 136).

@syslanguage=Spanish

Finds documents written in Spanish.
not @syslanguage
Finds documents whose language is
unknown.

syslastname String Contains the last name
of the user.

@syslastname=Smith

Finds users whose last name is Smith.

sysloginname String Contains the login
name of the user.

@sysloginname = COVEO\JSmith

Finds users whose login name is
COVEO\JSmith.

sysmonth String Contains themonth of
themodification date of
the document (from 01
to 12).

@sysmonth=09

Finds documents created or modified in
September.

sysoffice String Contains the location of
the office of the user.

@sysoffice=Boston

Finds users whose office is located in
Boston.

syspages Numeric Contains the number of
pages of the document.

@syspages>100

Finds documents containingmore than
100 pages.

syspicturetakenon Date/Time Contains the date on
which the picture was
taken.

@syspicturetakenon=today

Finds pictures taken today.

sysrelatedlink String Contains the related (or
alternate) link of the
document.

@sysrelatedlink=Coveo

Finds documents whose related links
containCoveo.

syssite String Contains the website
address of the
document.

@syssite=www.coveo.com

Finds documents located on the Coveo
website.

syssize Numeric Contains the size, in
bytes, of the document.

@syssize>1024

Finds documents whose size is larger
than 1 K B.

syssource String Contains the source in
which the document is
indexed.

@syssource=Coveo

Finds documents from theCoveo source.
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Name Type Description Example

systitle String Contains the title of the
document.

@systitle=Coveo

Finds documents whose titles contain the
wordCoveo.

sysuri String Contains the URI of the
document.

@sysuri=Coveo

Finds documents whose URI contain the
wordCoveo.

syswidth Numeric Contains the width of
the picture.

@syswidth>512

Finds pictures whose width is greater than
512 pixels.

sysworkemail String Contains the work
email of the user.

@sysworkemail=coveo@search.com

Finds users who have the following work
email: coveo@search.com.

sysworktitle String Contains the work title
of the user.

@sysworktitle=manager

Finds users whose title contains
manager.

sysyear String Contains the document
creation or modification
year.

@sysyear=2010

Finds documents created or modified in
2010.

2.7.8.6.4.2 Microsoft SharePoint fields

The following table lists the available fields in CES for Microsoft SharePoint content.

Name Type Description Example

sysspblogpostid String Contains the blog post ID of
the SharePoint blog
comment.

@sysspblogpostid=2

Finds SharePoint blog comments whose ID
is 2.

sysspcontenttype String Contains the content type of
the SharePoint item or
document.

@sysspcontenttype=post

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose content type is post.

sysspiscontainer String Indicates if the SharePoint
item is a container (portal,
site, or list).

@sysspiscontainer

Finds SharePoint containers items (portals,
sites, lists, etc.).
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Name Type Description Example

sysspisdraft String Indicates whether the
SharePoint item or document
is a draft.

@sysspisdraft

Finds SharePoint items and documents that
are drafts.

sysspispersonalsite String Indicates if the SharePoint
item is a personal site.

@sysspispersonalsite

Finds SharePoint personal sites.

sysspistoplevelsite String Indicates if the SharePoint
item is a top-level site.

@sysspistoplevelsite

Finds SharePoint top-level sites.

sysspitemtype String Contains the type of the
SharePoint item or document
(site, list, list item, etc, see
"Available Item Types" on
page 338).

@sysspitemtype=list item

Finds all SharePoint items and documents.

syssplistbasetype String Contains the list base type of
the SharePoint item or
document (document library,
issues, discussion, etc, see
"Available List Base Types"
on page 339).

@syssplistbasetype=

documentlibrary

Finds all SharePoint documents whose list
base type is documentlibrary.

syssplistitemid String Contains the ID of the
SharePoint list item or
document.

@syssplistitemid = 2

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose list item ID is 2.

syssplistname String Contains the list name of the
SharePoint item or document.

@syssplistname=Coveo

Finds SharePoint items or documents
whose list name contains Coveo.

syssplisttype String Contains the list type of the
SharePoint item or document.

@syssplisttype=Agenda

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose list type is Agenda.

syssprelativelisturi String Contains the relative part of
the list URI of the SharePoint
item or document.

@syssprelativelisturi=document

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose relative list URIs contain document.
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Name Type Description Example

sysspsitename String Contains the site name of the
SharePoint item or document.

@sysspsitename="Coveo

Enterprise Search - Technical

Support"

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose site title contains the expression
Coveo Enterprise Search - Technical
Support.

sysspsiteuri String Contains the site URI of the
SharePoint item or document.

@sysspsiteuri=support

Finds SharePoint items and documents
whose site URI contains support.

sysspversion String Contains the SharePoint
version of the SharePoint item
or document (2003 or 2007).

@sysspversion=2007

Finds SharePoint items or documents
whose SharePoint versions are 2007 (WSS
3.0 andMOSS 2007).

2.7.8.6.4.3 Microsoft Exchange fields

The following table lists the available fields in CES originating fromMicrosoft Exchange servers.

Name Type Description Example

sysbcc String Contains the BCC (blind carbon
copy) recipients of the email.

@sysbcc=John

Finds emails whose BCC recipient
contains John.

syscc String Contains the CC (carbon copy)
recipients of the email.

@syscc=John

Finds emails whose CC recipient
contains John.

sysconversationtopic String Contains the conversation
thread of the email. The
conversation thread includes
the initial email and all other
messages sharing the same
title such as replies and
forwards.

@sysconversationtopic="New

Product"

Finds emails in theNew Product
thread.

sysdisplaycc String Contains the displayed name of
the CC recipients of the email.

@sysdisplaycc=John

Finds emails for which the CC recipient
display name contains John.
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Name Type Description Example

sysdisplayfrom String Contains the displayed name of
the sender of the email.

@sysdisplayfrom=John

Finds emails whose sender display
name contains John.

sysdisplayrecipients String Contains the displayed name of
the recipients and CC
recipients of the email.

@sysdisplayrecipients=John

Finds emails whose recipients or CC
recipients display name contains John.

sysdisplayto String Contains the displayed name of
the recipients of the email.

@sysdisplayto=John

Finds emails whose recipients display
name contains John.

sysemailfolders String Contains the parent folder
names of the Exchange item.

@sysemailfolders=Support

Finds Exchange items whose parent
folder name contains Support.

sysfrom String Contains the sender of the
email.

@sysfrom=John

Finds emails whose sender contains
John.

sysisdeleteditem String Indicates if the Exchange item
is in the Deleted Items

folder.

@sysisdeleteditem

Finds Exchange items located in the
Deleted Items folder.

sysmailbox String Contains themailbox name of
the Exchange item.

@sysmailbox=Coveo

Finds Exchange items whosemailbox
name containCoveo.

sysrecipients String Contains the recipients and CC
recipients of the email.

@sysrecipients=John

Finds emails whose recipients or CC
recipients contain John.

syssubject String Contains the subject of the
Exchange item.

@syssubject=Products

Finds Exchange items whose subject
contains the wordProducts.

systo String Contains the recipients of the
email.

@systo=John

Finds emails whose recipient contains
John.

2.7.8.6.5 How to Add Field Sets

A field set is a group of fields which indicates how the Coveo Platform should index the structured content of a
repository.
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Example: Field sets determine what field queries are allowed (ex.: @sysauthor=John). Note that each
source can be indexed using a different field set to reflect its specificities.

To add a field set

1. Access the Fields Sets page (Configuration > Fields).

2. Click Add. TheAdd Fields Set page is displayed.

3. In theName field, enter a name to identify the field set.

4. In theDescription field, enter a description for the field set (ex.: a list of the repositories it is meant to
index).

5. Click Save.

Note: The new field set is a copy of theDefault one. You canmodify its content (see "How to Add and
Modify Fields" on page 319).

2.7.8.6.6 How to Add and Modify Fields

Fields describe how the Coveo Platform indexes the structured content of a source.

Example: They determine if a field can be searched using a field query (ex.: @sysauthor=John) or used
to refine results (ex.: Refine by Author).

Custom fields can be added in order to index additional information not covered by the built-in system,
SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes fields.

Example: To index a custom SharePoint column calledDepartment, a corresponding custom field must be
created (see "How to Add New Properties to SharePoint References" on page 339).

You cannot delete built-in fields but you canmodify their properties.

To add a custom field

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Field Sets page (Configuration > Fields).

3. Click the appropriate field set. TheCustom Fields page is displayed.

4. Click Add. TheAdd a Custom Field page is displayed.

5. In theName field, enter a name to identify the custom field (do not use spaces). Note that this name is
used during field queries (@fieldname=fieldvalue).
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6. Enter the field properties. For more information, refer to the table below.

7. Click Save.

8. Rebuild the corresponding sources (see "How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source" on page
162).

To modify the properties of built-in fields

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access the Field Sets page (Configuration > Fields).

3. Click the appropriate field set. TheCustom Fields page is displayed.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, click the appropriate field type (System Fields, SharePoint,Microsoft
Exchange or Lotus Notes). The corresponding page is displayed.

5. In the Field Queries, Free Text Queries, Group By andSort By columns, select the appropriate
options.

For more information, refer to theOptions section of the following table.

Section Description

Type Indicates the type of value accepted by the field. Four types are available:
String: The field accepts series of characters without mathematical value. Usernames and
passwords are examples of string parameters.
Numeric: The field accepts numbers without a variable decimal (i.e. floating-point value).
The size of a document is an example of numeric value.
Date/time: The field accepts series of characters and numbers representing a date. The
modification date of a document is an example of date/time value.
Floating Point: The field accepts numbers with a variable decimal value (ex.: 10.001). The
duration of an audio video file is an example of a floating-point value.

Metadata
Name

Indicates the name of the field.

Example: InWindows, the name of themetadata title field is Title (for more information
concerning field names, refer to the appropriate repository documentation).
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Section Description

Default
Value

Indicates the value indexed when a field is empty. This valuemust be the same as the field
type.

Example: If the value of theDepartment field is empty, the default value, String, is
indexed.

Date
Format

Indicates the format of the dates indexed. Note that Date Format applies only to fields
whose type is Date/time (see "How to Specify Date Formats" on page 322).

Options Indicates the types of query refinements allowed. Four options are available:
Include for field queries: The content of the field can be queried using the format
@fieldname=fieldvalue. Note that this option is selected by default.

Example: The query @sysauthor=John returns documents whose author is John.

Include for free text queries: The content of the field can be queried using free text. Note
that this option is not selected by default and is available only if the field type is String.

Example: If free text queries are allowed on @sysauthor, documents returned by
@sysauthor=John are also returned by John; however, the query John also returns
documents containing the word John in their content (i.e. not in the author field).

Allow to group query results by this field: The content of the field is used to form query
refinement groups. Note that this option is not selected by default and is available only if the
field type is String.

Example: If @sysauthor is used to form such groups, theRefine by Author function
(allowing to display documents written by a single author) is available in the search
interface.

Allow to sort query results by this field: The content of the field is used to rank query
results. Note that this option is not selected by default but is available for all field types.

Example: If @sysdate is used to sort results, theSort by Date function (allowing to sort
documents by modification date) is available in the search interface.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. Rebuild the corresponding sources (see "How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source" on page
162).

2.7.8.6.7 How to Modify the Field Set Used by a Source

A field set is a group of fields which indicates how CES should index the structured content of a repository.
Field sets determine what field queries are allowed (ex.: @sysauthor=John). Note that each source can be
indexed using a different field set to reflect its specificities.

To modify the field set used by a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).
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3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.

4. Select Edit Fields. The Fields page corresponding to the source is displayed.

5. In the Field Set drop-down list, select the appropriate field set.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.6.8 How to Specify Date Formats

Date formats are extracted using a string of values which indicates the position of the year, month, day,
hours, minutes and seconds (note that the time in hours, minutes and seconds is optional).

Example: 05-31-2007 7:34:11 PM is extracted using %m-%d-%Y %H: %M: %S %p and 2007/5/31
7h34 PM is extracted using %Y/%m/%d %Hh%M %p.

The following table describes the string formats that you can use to extract date and time values.

Value Description

%Y Four-digit year (ex.: 2007)

%y Two-digit year (ex.: 07)
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Value Description

%m Two-digit month (handles one-digit months, ex.: 2007/05/31 or 2007/5/31)

%o Three-letter month (ex.: jan, may)

%d Two-digit day (handles one-digit days, ex.: 2007/05/01 or 2007/05/1)

%H Two-digit hour (handles one-digit hours, ex.: 12:30 or 4:30)

%M Two-digit minute (ex.: 4:02)

%S Two-digit second (ex.: 4:02:20)

%p AM/PM detector

%G Time zone (UTM)

2.7.8.6.9 Adding a Field to Search On

Youmay need to add which fields are available to search on in theAdvanced Search page to help end-users
refine queries without having to enter operators or field queries (see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences"
on page 14).

To add a field to search on in the Advanced Search page

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Fields.

3. In the panel on the left, select the field set containing the field for which you want to control the availability
to search on.

4. In the page that appears, locate the fields that you want to use to search on, and then click the
corresponding Field Queries check box.

Note: You can also select Free Text Queries so that end-users can also query the content of the field
using free text queries (see (see "What Are Field Queries and Free Text Queries?" on page 138)).
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5. Click Apply changes.

What's Next?

Using the Interface Editor, customize the search fields available in theAdvanced Search page to help end-
users refine queries without having to enter operators or field queries (see "Adding Search Fields" on page
429).

2.7.8.6.10 Adding a Field to Group On

Youmay need to control which fields are available to group on when you create a facet (see "Creating and
Adding a Custom Facet to a Search Interface" on page 409).

To add a field to group on

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Fields.

3. In the panel on the left, select the field set containing the field for which you want to control the availability
to group on.

4. In the page that appears, locate the fields that you want to use to group on, and then click the
correspondingGroup By check box.
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5. Click Apply changes.

What's Next?

Using the Interface Editor, create a custom facet using this new group on field to help end-users refine queries
(see "Creating and Adding a Custom Facet to a Search Interface" on page 409).

2.7.8.6.11 Adding a Field to Sort By

Youmay need to add other sorting criteria so that end-users canmore conveniently sort search results in the
search interface (see "Changing How Results Are Sorted" on page 92).

Important: Adding sorting fields has an impact on the index size and performance. It is recommended to
select theSort check box only for fields that you are planning to use to sort by in search interfaces.

To add a field to sort by

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Fields.

3. In the panel on the left, select the field set containing the field for which you want to control the availability
to sort by.

4. In the page that appears, locate the fields that you want to use to sort by, and then click the corresponding
Sort By check box.
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5. Click Apply changes.

What's Next?

Using the Interface Editor, customize the search criteria available in the search interface to help end-users
sort results more conveniently (see "Adding Sort Criteria" on page 427).

2.7.8.7 Field Aliases Menu

2.7.8.7.1 What Are Field Alias Sets?

A field alias set is a group of field aliases whose purpose is to establishmappings between existing fields
(ex.: sysauthor) and field names commonly used during queries (ex.: author).

Example: The query @author=John is automatically converted to @sysauthor=John by the field alias
set.

Field aliases are implemented because users tend to forget the prefixes (ex.: sys and syssp) of field names.

Note: You can only use one field alias set on an index at a time. However, you can create different field
alias sets to test various configurations. You can only set one alias per field and an alias must be unique.

2.7.8.7.2 How to Add Field Alias Sets

A field alias set is a group of field aliases whose purpose is to establishmappings between existing fields (e.g.
sysauthor) and field names commonly used during queries (ex.: author). Note that only one such set can
be used on an index at a time. However, it is possible to create different field alias sets to test configurations.

To add a field alias set

1. Access the Field Alias Sets page (Configuration > Field Aliases).

2. Click Add. TheAdd Field Alias Set page is displayed.
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3. In theName field, enter a name to identify the field alias set.

4. In theDescription field, enter a description of the field alias set.

5. Click Save.

2.7.8.7.3 How to Add and Modify Field Aliases

Field aliases establishmappings between existing fields (e.g. sysauthor) and field names commonly used
during queries (ex.: author). For example, the query @author=John is automatically converted to
@sysauthor=John by the field alias set. Field aliases are implemented because users tend to forget the
sys and syssp prefixes of field names. It is possible to add new field aliases corresponding to system,
SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Notes or custom fields. Moreover, it is possible to modify the field
name corresponding to an existing alias.

To add a field alias set

1. Access the Field Alias Sets page (Configuration > Field Aliases).

2. Click the appropriate field alias set. TheAliases page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheAdd Field Alias page is displayed.

4. In theAlias field, enter the name of the field alias (do not use spaces).

Example: author

5. In the Field field, enter the name of the corresponding field.

Example: sysauthor.

6. Click Save.

To modify an existing field alias

1. Access the Field Alias Sets page (Configuration > Field Aliases).

2. Click the appropriate field alias set. TheAliases page is displayed.

3. Click the appropriate field alias. Its corresponding page is displayed.

4. In the Field section, modify the name of the field.

5. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.8 XML Menu
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2.7.8.8.1 What Are XML Document Definitions?

An XML document definition is a collection of XML elements which describe the structure of XML content
found in a source in order to index it.

Example: A document definition can be created to index the content of a database sent to CES via an XML
feed. In such cases, all document types found in the databasemust have a corresponding XML element
(otherwise, they are not indexed).

2.7.8.8.2 How to Add XML Document Definitions

An XML document definition is a collection of XML elements which describe the structure of XML content
found in a source in order to index it. Because XML structures are variable, the Coveo Platform does not
provide built-in XML document definitions. However, it is possible to create different XML document
definitions to reflect the structural specificities of each repository.

To add an XML document definition

1. Access theXML Document Definitions page (Configuration > XML).

2. Click Add. TheAdd XML Document Definition page is displayed.

3. In theName field, enter a name to identify the XML document definition.

4. In theDescription field, enter the description of the XML document definition (ex.: a list of the
repositories it is meant to index).

5. Click Save.

2.7.8.8.3 How to Add and Modify XML Elements

Each XML element details the content of a single XML document type (ex.: a thesaurus or bank of employee
resumes). It lists the fields from which CES extracts information. Note that all document types found in a
repository must have a corresponding element (otherwise, they are not indexed).

To add an XML element

1. Access theXML Document Definitions page (Configuration > XML).

2. Click the appropriate XML document definition. TheRecord Definitions page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheAdd a Record Definition page is displayed.

4. In theRoot XML Path field, enter the path of the XML node corresponding to the document (in the form
RootElementNode/ElementNode). Note that each root XML pathmust be unique within an XML
document definition.
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5. In theProperties section, enter XML relative paths (in the form %[xmlNodePath@attributeName]

used to build the value for each property. 

For a description of the property fields, refer to the table below.

Property Definition

Title Identifies the title of the document.

Example: If %[@Title] is entered, CES searches for an XML node attribute entitled
Title from which to extract the information.

Author Identifies the author of the document.

Example: If %[@Author] is entered, CES searches for an XML node attribute entitled
Author from which to extract the information.

Content Identifies the content of the document.

Example: If %[@Description] is entered, CES searches for an XML node
attribute entitledDescription from which to extract the information.

Summary Identifies the summary of the document.

Example: If %[@Summary] is entered, CES searches for an XML node attribute entitled
Summary from which to extract the information. If this field is left empty a summary is
automatically extracted by CES.

Date Identifies the date of the document (creation or modification date).

Example: If %[@CreationDate] is entered, CES searches for an XML node
attribute entitled CreationDate from which to extract the information. If those fields are
left empty, the parent XML document date is issued.

Address Identifies the link to open when a search result is clicked.

Example: If %[@URI] is entered, CES searches for an XML node attribute entitled URI
from which to extract the information.

When a user clicks the search result, the value of themetadata is used to open the
document. If this field is left empty, the parent XML document is opened when the search
result is clicked.

Unique
ID

Only identifies the record within the XML document. This information is used to construct
the URL of the document and is useful to locate a particular record on big XML documents.
If this field is left empty, a sequential number is used as the unique ID.

Example: If %[@ID] is entered, CES searches for an XML node attribute entitled ID
from which to extract the information.

6. In theDate Format field, enter the format of the dates contained in the XML document (see "How to
Specify Date Formats" on page 322).

7. Click Save.
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Example: The following XML document regroups employee resumes. Its root element is Department and
its record node is Employee; therefore, its root XML path is Department/Employee.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<Department>
<Employee ID="123" URI="http://svr-db/companyinfo/employees?ID=123">
<CreatedBy>Mary Smith</CreatedBy>
<Name>
<First>Jack</First>
<Last>Jackson</Last>

</Name>
<Address Street="123, Main Avenue" City="Cityville" Zip="12345"/>
<HiringDate>2004/02/01 00:00:00</HiringDate>
<Resume>A dynamic administrator with a strong record of achievement combining skills in diverse

areas of organizational development, group/staff leadership, program development and project
management, building partnerships and community relations. Experienced in the operation of a
successful consulting practice, the turn around of a second small business, and the administration
of several non-profit organizations. Highly motivated and intuitive, effective at human relations,
and able to manage both time and resources to maximize productivity</Resume>
</Employee>
<Employee ID="456">
<CreatedBy>Mary Smith</CreatedBy>
<Name>
<First>John</First>
<Last>Johnson</Last>

</Name>
<Address Street="123, Generic Street" City="Urbanville" Zip="12345"/>
<HiringDate>2003/02/07 00:00:00</HiringDate>
<Resume>Twelve years successful experience in direct sales of a range of products and services.

Extensive practical hands-on experience as co-owner and manager of a small business. Motivated and
enthusiastic about developing good relations with clients. Effective working alone or as a
cooperative team member. Professional in appearance and presentation.</Resume>
</Employee>

</Department>

The XML element corresponding to this document is:
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2.7.8.8.4 How to Associate an XML Document Definition to a Source

An XML document definition is a collection of XML elements which describe the structure of XML content
found in a source in order to index it. Because XML structures are variable, the Coveo Platform does not
provide built-in XML document definitions. However, it is possible to create different XML document
definitions to reflect the structural specificities of each repository.

To associate an XML document definition to a source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theSources section, expand the appropriate source drop-down list.
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4. Select Edit XML Document Definition. TheXML Document Definition page corresponding to the
source is displayed.

5. In theXML Document Definition drop-down list, select the appropriate XML document definition.

6. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.9 SharePoint Menu

2.7.8.9.1 What Is the Structure of SharePoint?

SharePoint is a server-based application designed to regroup and organize information. SharePoint is
composed of two products: Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) and SharePoint Portal Server (SPS whose
2007 version is calledMOSS). WSS is a free add-on toWindows Server and offers basic intranet
functionalities (creation of team sites and project sub-sites, etc.); whereas, SPS is amore advanced service,
built onWSS, which offers complete classification and collaboration capabilities. WSS, SPS andMOSS can
be indexed by the Coveo Platform using the provided structures described in the SharePoint references sets
(Configuration > SharePoint).

SharePoint contains Web-like and database-like features called items. CES regroups theses features into
nine item types which are indexed differently— the following table summarizes their properties:
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Item type Description

Portal Identifies the root of SPS. Portals provide unified access to all other content (areas,
lists, etc.).

Area Identifies sub-sites of the portal. Areas regroup entries on a specific subject (ex.:
news).

AreaListing Identifies entries of an area. Area listings are frequently used to link to other content
inside or outside the portal.

Example: A specific news article constitutes an area listing of theNews area.

Site Identifies the root of WSS. If SPS is used, sites are accessible through the portal.

Note: Sites created by users to present themselves and their tasks are called
personal sites.

SiteItem Identifies binary (i.e. unstructured) documents contained in a site (ex.: .pdf or .docx
documents).

List Identifies containers of structured information. Lists are located within areas or sites.
A list is similar to a table, with lines representing different entries (ex.: tasks to
accomplish) and columns representing information concerning each entry (ex.: the
person responsible for a task and the date it was assigned). More than fifty list types
(Task, Agenda, etc.) are recognized by CES.

Note: Some types of lists, such as document libraries, can contain binary (i.e.
unstructured) documents in addition to structured information. This unstructured
content is included as list item attachments.

ListItem Identifies entries in a list (ex.: a task to accomplish). List items have the same type
as their parent list (Task, Agenda, etc.).

ListItemAttachment Identifies binary (i.e. unstructured) documents linked to a list item (ex.: a .pdf
document in a document library).

UserProfile Identifies a SharePoint profile. It contains many user properties such as its name,
work title, etc.

2.7.8.9.2 What Are SharePoint Reference Sets?

A reference set is a group of references (i.e. elements detailing the structure of a single SharePoint item)
which describes the architecture of a SharePoint environment and, therefore, allows the Coveo Platform to
index its content.

TheDefault reference set included with CES contains a reference for each SharePoint 2003, 2007 and 2010
built-in templates (ex: Announcements, Contacts, etc). However, new references must be added for each
custom template used and, if an existing template is modified, its corresponding referencemust be updated
as well; otherwise, erroneous or blank results are returned by queries.

Example:When amodified or custom SharePoint template is used, the content and summary can be
inverted and the author namemissing.
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It is also possible to create different reference sets to reflect the structural specifities of each SharePoint
repository (see "How to Add a SharePoint Reference Set" on page 334).

Note: SharePoint references are used only to index structured information; unstructured information is
automatically extracted using the corresponding converter or IFilter.

2.7.8.9.3 How to Add a SharePoint Reference Set

A reference set is a group of references (i.e. elements detailing the structure of a single SharePoint item)
which describes the architecture of a SharePoint environment and, therefore, allows CES to index its content.
It is possible to create different reference sets to reflect the structural specificities of each SharePoint
repository.

To add a reference set

1. Access theSharePoint Reference Sets page (Configuration > SharePoint).

2. Click Add. TheAdd SharePoint Reference Set page is displayed.

3. In theName field, enter a name to identify the reference set.

4. In theDescription field, enter the description of the reference set (ex.: a list of the repositories it is meant
to index).

5. Click Save.

Note: The reference set created is identical to the default one. New references must be added for each
custom template used and, if an existing template is modified, its corresponding referencemust be updated
as well; otherwise, erroneous or blank results are returned by queries (ex.: the content and summary can be
blank and the author namemissing).

2.7.8.9.4 How to Add and Modify SharePoint References

Each reference details the structure of a single SharePoint item (portal, area, site, etc.)—it lists the fields from
which CES must extract information. New references must be added for each custom template used and, if
an existing template is modified, its corresponding referencemust be updated as well; otherwise, erroneous or
blank results are returned by queries (ex.: the content and summary can be blank and the author name
missing).

Note: SharePoint references are used only to index structured information; unstructured information is
automatically extracted using the corresponding converter or IFilter.
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To add a reference

1. Access theSharePoint Reference Sets page (Configuration > SharePoint).

2. Click the appropriate reference set. TheReferences page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheAdd a SharePoint Reference page is displayed.

4. In the Item Type drop-down list, select the type of the item (see "What Is the Structure of SharePoint?"
on page 332).

5. If the item type is List or List Item and the reference applies to all items (ex.: all Agenda lists), select the
appropriate list type in the List type drop-down list.

6. If the reference applies to a specific item (ex.: a single portal or site), select Specific portal/area/site or
List name and enter the item name (ex.: CoveoPortal).

7. In theProperties section, enter themetadata tags corresponding to the appropriate SharePoint columns
(in the form %[metadataname]).

For more information, refer to the table below.

Property Description

Title Identifies the title of an item.
Example: If%[Title] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata tag named Title
from which to extract the information.

Author Identifies the author of an item.

Example: If %[Author] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata tag
namedAuthor from which to extract the information.

Content Identifies the content of an item.

Example: If %[Description] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata
tag namedDescription from which to extract the information.

Summary Identifies the summary of an item.

Example: If %[Summary] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata tag
namedSummary from which to extract the information.

Note: If this field is left blank, a summary is created from the content of the document.

Date Identifies themodification date of an item.

Example: If %[Modified] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata tag
namedModified from which to extract the information.
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Property Description

Address Identifies the link to open when a search result is clicked.

Example: If %[customUrl] is entered, CES searches for a SharePoint metadata tag
named customUrl from which to extract the information. When a user clicks on the
search result of this SharePoint type, the value of themetadata is used to open the
document. If nothing is entered, the normal item URL is used to open the document.

8. In theDate Format field, enter the format of the dates contained in the item (see "How to Specify Date
Formats" on page 322).

9. Click Apply Changes.

Note: If theDate Format field is left blank, CES automatically associates the dates encountered with one
of the formats in its memory. However, if the format used is not in the CES memory, dates are not indexed.

To modify a reference

1. Access theSharePoint Reference Sets page (Configuration > SharePoint).

2. Click the appropriate reference set. TheReferences page is displayed.

3. Click the appropriate reference. Its properties are displayed.

4. In theProperties section, modify the appropriate tags. For more information, refer to the previous table.

5. Click Apply Changes.

Important: Property values are built by replacing each %[metadata] tag by the metadata value; therefore,
it is possible to create a property value using several metadata. Note that if a metadata is not found in the
indexed document, themetadata tag is removed from the property value.
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Example: If a document has these twometadata:

Name Value

UserFirstName John

UserLastName Smith

The following table displays the property values for each property entered:

Entered value Generated value

%[UserLastName] Smith

%[UserLastName], %[UserFirstName] Smith, John

%[UserFirstName], last name is %[UserLastName] John, last name is Smith

%[UserFirstName] %[BadMetadata] John

Note: New properties can be added in order to index additional data (see "How to Add New Properties to
SharePoint References" on page 339).

2.7.8.9.5 How CES Indexes SharePoint Items

When the Coveo Platform indexes a SharePoint source, it associates each item with its corresponding
reference—the tags contained in the reference are subsequently used to extract content andmetadata.
Therefore, it is crucial that each reference reflects the structure of its SharePoint item—new references must
be added for each custom template used and, if an existing template is modified, its corresponding reference
must be updated as well; otherwise, erroneous or blank results are returned by queries (ex.: the content and
summary can be blank and the author namemissing).

Moreover, if CES is unable to associate a reference with an item, it takes one of two actions: for lists and list
items, it uses the List - Unknown or List Item - Unknown reference; whereas, for other items, it indexes file
information only (i.e. index by reference).

The following diagram outlines the process performed by CES to associate a SharePoint item with its
corresponding reference:
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2.7.8.9.6 Available Item Types

Every indexed item or document of a SharePoint source has an item type that you can find using the
@sysspitemtype query.

The following table lists the possible item types.

Item types Description

Area Represents a SharePoint area (SPS 2003 only)

AreaListing Represents a SharePoint area listing (SPS 2003 only)

List Represents a SharePoint list

ListItem Represents an item of  a SharePoint list or document of a SharePoint document
library

ListItemAttachment Represents an attached document on a SharePoint list item

Portal Represents a SharePoint portal root site (SPS 2003 andMOSS 2007 only)
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Item types Description

Site Represents a SharePoint site

SiteItem Represents a document in  a SharePoint site that is not in a document library

UserProfile Represents a SharePoint user profile (SPS 2003 andMOSS 2007 only)

2.7.8.9.7 Available List Base Types

The @sysplistbasetype field contains the list base type.

The five base types for a SharePoint list are:

l Custom

l DiscussionBoard

l DocumentLibrary

l Issues

l Survey

Note: Formore information, refer to the followingMicrosoft document: BaseType Element

2.7.8.9.8 How to Add New Properties to SharePoint References

Each reference details the structure of a single SharePoint item (portal, area, site, etc.)—it lists the fields from
which CES must extract information. New references must be added for each custom template used and, if
an existing template is modified, its corresponding referencemust be updated as well; otherwise, erroneous or
blank results are returned by queries (ex.: the content and summary can be blank and the author name
missing). In order to index additional information (ex.: language) a custom field must be created in theCustom
Fields page—each custom field is displayed in the reference page below theProperties section.

Note: SharePoint references are used only to index structured information; unstructured information is
automatically extracted using the corresponding converter or IFilter.

To create a custom field for SharePoint references

1. Access the Field Sets page (Configuration > Fields).

2. Click a field set (custom fields from all sets are displayed in the reference page). TheCustom Fields
page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheAdd a Custom Field page is displayed.
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4. In theName field, enter a name to identify the field.

5. In the Type section, select the appropriate field type (see "How to Add andModify Fields" on page 319).

6. In theMetadata Name field, enter any non-empty value (the actual metadata name is entered in the
reference page in the form %[metadataname]).

7. In theDefault Value field, enter the field type (ex.: string). The default value is indexed when a field is
empty.

8. Click Save.

Note: If the field applies only to SharePoint items, theOptions andDate format sections (displayed when
Date/time is selected in the Type section) are not important because all the pertinent information is
provided when the reference is added (see "How to Add andModify SharePoint References" on page 334).
However, if the custom field is used to index binary (unstructured) documents as well, refer to the procedure
provided in "How to Add andModify Fields" on page 319.
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2.7.8.9.9 What Is the Difference between Structured and Unstructured Information?

The term structured information describes the data contained in fields. It is called structured because its
nature and function are identified by metadata tags. All content created directly within SharePoint (ex.: list
items and area listings) is structured. Whereas, the term unstructured information describes binary
documents (ex.: .pdf and .docx documents) added using proprietary applications such as Acrobat orWord.
SharePoint references are used only to index structured information; unstructured information is automatically
extracted using the corresponding converter or IFilter.

2.7.8.9.10 How to Index Structured Information in SharePoint Sources

The term structured information describes data contained in fields because its nature and function are
identified by metadata tags—all content created directly within SharePoint (ex.: list items and area listings) is
structured.

Two elements are required in order to index the structured information contained in SharePoint: a SharePoint
or custom field (to indicate how CES should sort the information) and a reference (to indicate where CES
should search for the information).

Note: For a list of all SharePoint fields built into CES, see "Available System Fields" on page 311. To create
a custom field to index structured information not extracted by SharePoint fields, see "How to Add New
Properties to SharePoint References" on page 339. Finally, to create a new reference or modify an existing
one, see How to Add andModify SharePoint References.

2.7.8.9.11 How to Determine the Name of a SharePoint Metadata Tag

In SharePoint, structured information (ex.: list items and area listings) is identified by metadata tags which
describe its nature and function—CES uses these tags to sort the information.

Note: If the tags entered do not correspond to themetadata names of the appropriate SharePoint fields,
erroneous or blank results are returned by queries (ex.: the content and summary can be blank and the
author namemissing).

To determine the metadata name of a column

1. In SharePoint, access the page where the list is displayed.

2. Click the column name.
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3. In theAddress field of the browser, locate the expressionSortField=. The name of the column is the
expression entered after = (i.e. SortField=Name).

Example: In the image above, themetadata name of theArticle ID column is Article_x0020_ID (%5f
indicates an underscore andmust be replaced by its value in the tag).
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2.7.8.9.12 How to Index Unstructured Information in SharePoint Sources

The term unstructured information describes binary documents (ex.: .pdf and .docx documents) added
using proprietary applications such as Acrobat orWord—it is automatically extracted using the corresponding
converter or IFilter. However, its metadata is not indexed usingSharePoint references (as for structured
information)—it must be extracted using built-in or custom fields.

Note: For a list of file types supported by CES converters, see "Supported File Formats" on page 134.

2.7.8.10 License Menu

2.7.8.10.1 About the Coveo License

The CoveoMaster server requires Coveo license information to operate. You are asked to provide the Coveo
license information when you create a new index or convert an existing one.

Coveo sends an email message entitledCoveo Enterprise Search License Information to the email address
that was entered in the registration form for your organization. Themessage contains a Coveo Enterprise

Search License Code.txt file attachment as well as links to download the CES installer.
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After installing CES on theMaster server, theEnter License Code page of the Administration Tool
automatically appears.

To enter a new Coveo license

1. In a text editor such as notepad:

a. Open the Coveo Enterprise Search License Code.txt file.

b. Select and copy the license code, ensuring that you include the {BEGIN LICENSE} and {END
LICENSE} tags.

2. In theEnter License Code page of the Administration Tool, enter the Coveo license:
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a. In the License text box, right-click and select Paste to paste the license code from the license file.

b. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.10.2 What Information Is Displayed in the License Page?

The License page displays information concerning your Coveo license. The page details the connector and
other features included in your license.

Note: Contact Coveo Sales when you want to modify your Coveo license.

The following table describes the license information:
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Section Description

License Indicates the name of the person or organization to which the license was delivered.

Allowed
Sources

Lists the connectors available with this license.

Expiration Indicates the date on which the licensemust be renewed. Evaluation licenses are valid for
30 days; whereas, full licenses are perpetual (unless stated otherwise in the user contract).

Support Plan
Expiration

Indicates the date on which the premium support planmust be renewed. Premium support is
valid for a year (unless stated otherwise in the support contract).

Available
search
interfaces

Indicates whether the SharePoint search interface is available in addition to the default
search interface.

Document
Restrictions

Indicates the total number of documents it is possible to index with this license.

Note: To index additional documents, the licensemust be upgraded.

Audio Video
Restrictions

Indicates themaximum number of audio video converters which can be used with Coveo
Audio Video Search (CAVS) as well as themaximum length (in hours) of all the audio video
content indexed.

Configuration
Restrictions

Indicates whether the number of mirrors and slices (i.e. physical indexes) is limited with this
license. For example, the evaluation license is limited to one physical index.

Features Indicates whether some features—such as result clustering or additional connectors—are
disabled with this license.

2.7.8.11 Alerts Menu

2.7.8.11.1 Configuring Email Alerts

You can configure CES to send email alerts whenever a CES error occurs. This feature is useful to allow you
to quickly react when important CES issues occur without having to regularly refer to the CES console and
logs tomonitor the system. You can set the alerts to be sent for any type of CES errors or only for fatal
CES errors.

A fatal CES error is an unhandled exception that stops the CES service and generates a core dump of the
CES process state. As the CES process typically occupies several gigabytes of memory, the core dump to
the hard disk can take a few minutes during which the CES service is interrupted. As the CES service is
normally set to restart automatically, the CES service should become available again within minutes.
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Examples: Fatal errors can be caused by insufficient hard disk space, hardware errors preventing
reading/writing to the hard disk, insufficient memory.

Fatal CES errors should not occur when the Coveo instance is properly configured and has access to
sufficient computer resources. It is recommended to configure the email alerts for fatal CES errors.

Example: The content of a CES email alert for a fatal error:

#Version: 6.5 build 4721

#Server: svr-ces03 (coveo\svc_cesservice)

#Instance: CES

#Date: 2012/01/30 16:24:02

#Severity: FATAL

Unhandled exception in Default-TrnManager - Alloc: Failed to allocate: 128 bytes. Used 3728660 k

(peak:5131584k).

Non fatal CES errors are significantly more frequent as they can be the consequence of a large number of
causes. In real life several non fatal CES errors can occur daily. Configuring the email alert for non fatal errors
can generate a significant number of email messages.

Examples: Non fatal CES errors can be:

l For the index: document conversion error, script error, insufficient hard disk space for the compaction.

l For connectors: timeout or loss of connection with the repository, corrupted database, invalid XML
returned, toomany retries.

Note: Errors occurring in Coveo Front-End processes are not logged in the CES log and therefore do not
appear in email alerts.

To configure email alerts

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Alerts.

3. In theAlerts page:
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a. In theAlert when drop-down list, select one of the following options:

Never

Disables the email alerts.

An Error Occurs

Sends an email each time a fatal or non fatal CES error occurs.

A Fatal Error Occurs

Sends an email each time a fatal CES error occurs.

b. BesideEmail Settings:

i. In theSender address box, enter the email address used by CES to send the alerts.

ii. In theRecipient addresses box, enter one or more semicolon separated Coveo administrator
email addresses to which CES sends the alerts.

iii. In theSubject box, enter text used for the email subject.

c. BesideSMTP Server, configure the SMTP mail server to which CES has access to send the email
alerts:

i. In theServer Address box, enter the address of your SMTP mail server.

ii. In thePort box, change the SMTP port number when it is different from the default value (25).

iii. When your SMTP server requires authentication, in theUsername andPassword boxes, enter
the credentials of a valid SMTP mail server user.

d. Click Send Test Email to validate your email alert configuration. Verify that a CES email alert
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message was received by the recipients.

If the test email is not sent to recipients within a few minutes, modify the configuration, and then Click
Send Test Email again.

e. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.8.12 Search Pages Menu

Use this menu to configure CES to keep the Coveo search page applications alive in IIS and prevent a
significant delay to display a search page when the application has to be reloaded.

2.7.8.12.1 Why does the Initial Search Page Take Much Longer to Appear?

Youmight sometimes find that the loading of the initial Coveo search interface page takes significantly longer
than the following ones. The Coveo search page is an ASP.NET application. An ASP.NET application takes a
non-negligible time to load in IIS. Once loaded, subsequent requests to the application are returnedmuch
faster by IIS.

By default, ASP.NETWeb pages are compiled dynamically when users first request a resource from aWeb
site. After pages have been compiled the first time, the compiled resources are cached, so that subsequent
requests to the same page are extremely efficient. By default, IIS closes applications that have been inactive
for some time. The next user requesting service from that closed application will experience a slow response
while waiting for the initial loading to complete.

You can solve this problem by configuring CES to periodically send requests to a search application to keep it
alive in IIS.

Note: Refer to the Understanding ASP.NET Dynamic CompilationMSDN document for more information.

2.7.8.12.2 Warming up a Search Page to Prevent Long Initial Loading

You can configure CES to continuously send wake up requests to a search application. The purpose of this
configuration is to keep the Coveo search application alive in IIS and prevent a significant delay to display a
search page when the application has to be reloaded (see "Why does the Initial Search Page TakeMuch
Longer to Appear?" on page 349).

The configuration schedules the CES service to send an HTTP GET request with a wake up query argument
(&wakeup=1) to the search page URL every 60 seconds. The request warms up all skins of the
/Web/Coveo/Skins folder on the Coveo Front-End server.
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Note: The search page warm up feature also triggers the tagging refresh processes that are often used in
customer service solutions. Tags are fields that are populated with information gathered by post-indexing
processes.
When your customer solution takes advantage of tagging, youmust set one search page to be warmed up
to ensure that the tags remain up-to-date.
When your Coveo instance includes more than one Front-End server, avoid warming up search pages from
several servers as they will trigger duplicate tagging refresh processes that can wasteMaster server
resources.

To warm up a search page

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Click theConfiguration tab, and then click theSearch Pagesmenu.

3. In theSearch Pages page, click Add.

4. In theEdit Search Page page:

a. InName, enter a name describing the search page that you wish to automatically warm up.

This name only appears in theSearch Pages page.

b. InAddress, enter the URL of the search page that you wish to automatically warm up.

Note:When your Coveo configuration includes more than one Front-End server in an NLB cluster
or not, repeat this procedure to enter the URL of each server, not the address of a NLB cluster.
Similarly, when a Front-End server has more than one application serving search pages, repeat this
procedure to enter the URL of each application.

Examples: Enter the URL of the search page on a website:
http://www.mycompany.com/CoveoSearch

Enter the URL of a search page on a SharePoint server:
https://intranet.mycompany.com/CoveoSearch.aspx

c. When the search page cannot be accessed anonymously, inAuthentication, select a user identity
that has access to the search page.

You canmodify an existing user identity or create a new one respectively by clickingEdit orAdd
(see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).
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d. Click Apply Changes.

To remove a warmed up search page

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Click theConfiguration tab, and then click theSearch Pagesmenu.

3. UnderSearch Pages, select the check box of the search page for which you wish to stop the warm up,
and then click Delete.

Note: When your customer solution takes advantage of tagging, ensure to leave one search page to be
warmed up so that the tags remain up-to-date.

2.7.8.13 Advanced Menu

2.7.8.13.1 How to Modify the Advanced Configuration Parameters

It is possible to improve the performance of the Coveo Platform by modifying its advanced configuration
parameters (ex.: prioritize CES over other processes running on the server or limit the index size). The
following table describes the purpose of each advanced parameter.

To modify the advanced parameters

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdvanced page (Configuration > Advanced).

3. Modify the appropriate parameters.
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For more information, refer to the following table.

Section Description

Performance Determines the priority of CES processes. Five levels of priority exist (Highest,
Above Normal, Normal, Below Normal and Lowest). Processes with highest
priority are handled first, while processes with lowest priority are handled last.
Moreover, processes with the same priority are handled in chronological order.
Main process priority: Determines the priority of all CES processes in relation to
other processes running on the server.
Indexing thread priority: Determines the priority of the indexing process (i.e.
converting and committing transactions) in relation to other CES processes such as
querying.
Crawling thread priority: Determines the priority of the crawling process (i.e.
downloading information from repositories) in relation to other CES processes such as
querying.

Note: If the indexing or crawling priority is set toHighest orAbove Normal
querying is slowed down; whereas, if they are set to Lowest orBelow Normal
indexing is slowed down.

Maximum
Word Length

Determines themaximum number of characters an index entry can contain—longer
entries are truncated by the stemming algorithm. The default is 50.
A value lower than the default one limits the index size by regroupingmore words
under the same stem; however, it can cause stem confusion (ex.: a query for
information can return results for informatics because both are stored under infor-).

Note: Themaximum word lengthmust be a value between 5 and 500.

Maximum
Terms per
Query

Determines themaximum number of terms (excluding operators) that a query
expression can contain—longer queries are truncated and the followingmessage is
displayed in the result page: The query contains too many terms. Moreover,
the query is given erroneous status in the reports and logs. The default is 128.
A value lower than the default one speeds up querying (fewer terms are queried), but
increases the likelihood of erroneous queries.

Note: Themaximum number of terms per query must be a value between 8 and
65,536.

Maximum
Returned
Results

Determines themaximum number of results a query can return—less relevant results
are excluded. The default is 1000.
A value lower than the default one speeds up querying because fewer results have to
be transferred to the browser. However, pertinent documents can be left out of the
result list.

Note: Themaximum number of returned results must be a value between 100 and
50,000.

Administration
Tool
Language

Displays the Administration Tool in a different language (either English or French).

Note: It is also possible to switch between languages by pressing the following
keys: CTRL+Page Up.

4. Click Apply Changes.
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2.7.9 Audio Video Tab

2.7.9.1 What Is Coveo Audio Video Search?

Coveo Audio Video Search (CAVS) allows organizations to accurately search across multimedia content in
the enterprise. It creates an accurate transcript of speech content in audio and video files that is aware of the
enterprise’s vocabulary (i.e. proper names, employee names, domain terms), and allows users to effectively
search audio and video content as easily as they search document content. CAVS delivers a powerful,
affordable and innovative solution to themarketplace.

2.7.9.2 Performing the Initial Configuration of the Audio Video Indexing System

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In theAudio Video Setup page of theAudio Video tab, save or modify the default configuration and
click Apply Changes.

2.7.9.3 Adding an Audio Profile

Coveo Audio Video Search (CAVS) allows organizations to accurately search across multimedia content in
the enterprise. It creates an accurate transcript of speech content in audio and video files that is aware of the
enterprise’s vocabulary (i.e. proper names, employee names, domain terms), and allows users to effectively
search audio and video content as easily as they search document content. CAVS delivers a powerful,
affordable and innovative solution to themarketplace.

To add an audio profile

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theProfiles page (Audio Video > Profiles).

3. Click Add. TheAdd Profile page is displayed.

4. In theName field, enter a name for the profile.
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5. In theAcoustic drop-down list, leave the default option US English | Audiomining Telephony as it
produces the best audio quality.

6. Clicks Save.

2.7.9.4 Training an Audio Profile

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In theProfiles section of theAudio Video tab, select the profile that you want to train. The Training
page is displayed.

3. UnderStep 1, in theCollection drop-down list, select the collection with which you want to train this
profile.

4. UnderStep 3, select 2500 in order for Coveo to create training data from the 2500 best sentences.

The number selected directly impacts the quality of speech recognition. Therefore, it is strongly
recommended to select the highest number of sentences.

5. Click Create Training Data. The number of sentences and filed values trained is displayed.

6. UnderStep 4, click Train Speech Recognition Engine.
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7. Open the CES console to follow the training progress (see "Using the CES Console" on page 106).

In the CES Console, when the training is in progress, the notice Training audio/video speech

to text profile appears in bold and a progress bar is displayed in the right section.

When the training is completed, Training audio/video speech to text profile no longer
appears in bold and the progress bar disappears.

8. Back in the Administration Tool, press the F5 key to refresh the interface.

9. Click Apply Changes.

2.7.9.5 Indexing a Video

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

3. In theCollections section, click the appropriate collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add . TheAdd Source page is displayed.

5. In the name field, enter a name for the video to index.

6. In theSource Type drop-down list, select Local/Network Files.

7. In theAddresses text box, enter the appropriate address where the file is saved. By default, the video is
saved in the root of the installation folder (C:/Program Files/Coveo Enterprise Search 6). If
you installed CES in a different folder, the video is saved at that location.

8. Click Save and Start.

2.7.9.6 Linking the Audio Video Profile

1. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collections).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, click Audio Video. TheAudio Video Profile page is displayed.

3. From theAudio Video Profile drop-down list, select the appropriate profile.
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4. Click Apply Changes,

5. Click Rebuild.

The CES Console displays the progress. The rebuild should take several minutes depending on the size
of the file to index.

2.7.9.7 Searching in an Audio or Video Document

Coveo Audio Video Search (CAVS) delivers instant access to relevant portions of the audio/video file through
an integrated, easy to use viewer. Using the viewer, you can navigate by timeline, search term occurrences,
or by viewing the entire transcript, therefore eliminating the need to usemetadata as the primary means to
access audio/video content.

To search in an audio or video document

1. Access a search interface which scope includes audio or video documents indexed using the
CAVS module.

2. In the search box, enter a query that you suspect should be found in the transcripts of indexed audio/video
documents.

3. In the search results, select an audio or video document. The viewer for the selected audio or video
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document appears.

What's Next?

Learn how to navigate in the audio or video file (see "Navigating in an Audio or Video Document" on page 357).

2.7.9.8 Navigating in an Audio or Video Document

ThePlayerwindow contains navigation tools and presents the information extracted from the audio or video
document.
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There are three different ways to navigate in an audio or video file:

l Timeline: The gray sections represent the places in the video where the searched expression can be
found (SharePoint in this example). The wordSharePoint has been detected by CAVS nine times
throughout the video.

To view the different occurrences, click on the different gray sections.

Note: For this version of CES, the drag and drop option is not available.

l Occurrences: TheOccurrences tab displays the sections relevant to the search. For this example, the
term SharePoint was researched. TheSharePoint occurrences refer to the gray sections in the timeline,
but give additional context in order to narrow down the search.
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To view the different occurrences, click on the occurrence of your choice.

l Transcript: The Transcript tab displays the entire transcript. The term researched is highlighted in blue
(for this example, SharePoint). Also, as the video displays, the user can follow the narration and view the
context by referring to the purple highlighted word (  browser-based in the following example).

2.8 Interface Editor
The Interface Editor is a web application tool used by Coveo administrators to create and customize search
hubs and search interfaces.

Example: You can create a search interface to integrate in aWeb page and another to integrate in a
SharePoint intranet. Each of these search interfaces can have different,scopes, options,CSS formats,etc...
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The Interface Editor configuration is stored on the CoveoMaster server. In a Coveo instance with multiple
servers, this is useful as you can change parameter values for a given search hub or search interface from one
Front-End server and the changes are automatically applied to all Front-End servers and deployed to all Mirror
servers.

Note: You can also transfer search interface configuration files from one Coveo instance to another (see
"Copying a Search Interface Configuration to Another Coveo Server" on page 437). This process is useful
for example when you want to transfer changes to a search interface between the Coveo instances in your
development, quality assurance, and production environments.

When you access the Interface Editor (see "Opening the Interface Editor" on page 363) you see that it is
divided in four tabs briefly described below.

Search Hubs tab

Vertical menu Description

Standard
Version

Displays the different search interfaces the user can include in the search hub.

Mobile
Version

Displays the different search interfaces that will be displayed when this hub is accessed
from amobile device.
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Search Interfaces tab

Menu
Vertical
menu

Description

Features General Allows users to select the title of the interface and skin to use and enter the
address of the logo to display in the search interface.

Options Determines which features pertaining to the search box, result list, displayed
result elements and result highlighting are available in the search interface (see
"Activating Search Interface Options" on page 381).

Scope Allows users to define the scope of the interface and define a filter that applies
to the queries performed (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface" on
page 391).

RSS Feeds Allows users to configure the RSS options (see "Specifying the RSS Feed
Parameters" on page 394).

OpenSearch
Provider

Allows to publish a search provider, then integrate it with a browser This
feature allows users to override the name of the provider, for example it is
possible to customize the name of a company intranet, as well as its
description (see "Publishing anOpenSearch Provider for a Coveo Search
Interface" on page 396).
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Menu
Vertical
menu

Description

Styles Global Allows users tomodify styles (Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)) used to format
the text of the search interface. Initially, they are preconfigured, but can be
modified.

Results Allows users tomodify styles (Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)) used to format
the results. Initially, they are preconfigured, but can bemodified.

Toolbar Allows users tomodify styles (Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)) used to format
the facets of the search interface. Initially, they are preconfigured, but can be
modified.

Fields Facets Allows users to refine results by a field value. For example, Refine by Type
andRefine by Author.

Display
Fields

Allows users to add information to each result entry (ex.: indexing date).

Search
Fields

Allows users to add fields to theAdvanced Search page of the search
interface (see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page 105).

Sort Fields Allows users to add sorting parameters (ex.: Sort by Indexing Date).

Preference
Defaults

Allows users tomodify the default values of user preferences (ex.: number of
results per page). Note that these preferences are adjusted by each user in the
search interface (see "Modifying Default Search Interface Preferences" on
page 430).

Advanced Alternate
Uris

Allows users to open results using a different URI than the one indexed. For
example, it is possible to open Exchange emails in aWeb interface instead of
the nativemail client (see "Creating Alternate URI Rules" on page 432).

Security
Provider

Allows users to retrieve documents whose security permissions are different
from theWindows ones.

Custom
Scopes

Allows users to add a new custom search scope. This section allows users to
specify a filter expression for the entire scope, as well as a filter expression for
every remote index in the scope.

Deployment Allows users to transfer search interface configurations to servers in different
servers (i.e. group of master andmirrors indexes)
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Audiences tab

Audiences aremade of groups and users, and can be associated to a specific hub. TheAudiences tab allows
administrators to create audiences (see "What Is an Audience" on page 440 and "Adding an Audience" on
page 441).

Miscellaneous tab

Vertical
menu

Description

Custom
File
Types

Allows users to associate an icon to the custom files retrieved by the Coveo Platform. The
purpose of this process is to better identify file types in the result list.

Per Uri
Settings

Allows users to display different search interfaces for a group of addresses even if their
corresponding pages cannot be edited. For example, in SharePoint, the pages corresponding to
several sites can share the same .aspx file. Therefore, modifications to this file are applied to
all sites. However, it is possible to display different search interfaces in those pages by using
per URI settings (see "Adding a Per URI Setting" on page 444).

2.8.1 Opening the Interface Editor

You can access the Interface Editor directly from aCoveo search interface or from the Coveo Front-End
server.
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Note: Only a Coveo administrator can access the Interface Editor. You can grant Coveo administrator
rights to other users (see "Granting Administrator Privileges" on page 12).

To open the Interface Editor
l From aCoveo search interface

1. Open the Coveo search interface that you want to modify.

2. At the top-right corner of the search interface, in theDo more drop-downmenu, select Edit this
Interface.

Note: TheEdit this Interface option appears in theDo moremenu only when you have Coveo
administrator privileges.

l From the Coveo Front-End server

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Front-End server on which you want to modify
a search interface.

2. On theWindows Start menu, select All Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Interface
Editor.

3. Select theSearch Hubs tab, and in theCurrent Hub drop-down list on themenu bar, select the hub
containing the search interface that you want to modify.

4. Select theSearch Interfaces tab, and in theCurrent interface drop-down list on themenu bar,
select the search interface that you want to modify.

l Using the Interface Editor URL

1. In the address bar of a browser, enter the Interface Editor URL in the form <coveo_server_

address>:<port>/SearchAdmin/Interfaces/Features_General.aspx.

Examples:When you are logged in to the Coveo server, use:
http://localhost:8080/SearchAdmin/Interfaces/Features_General.aspx

From any computer, use:
http://MyCoveoServer:8080/SearchAdmin/Interfaces/Features_General.aspx
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Note: If you get an error when you try to access the Interface Editor from a remote computer,
ensure that:

o The URL contains the appropriate port. 
o The firewall on the Coveo server is allowing communications for the port.

2. In the dialog box that appears, enter your Coveo administrator user name and password, and then
click OK.

2.8.2 Navigating in the Interface Editor

The pages of the Interface Editor are organized in a series of tabs at the top of the application. The
corresponding content appears below.

When a second hierarchical level is necessary, an horizontal menu bar appears below the tabs. For the
Search Hubs andSearch Interfaces tabs, a drop-down list also appears at the right-end of themenu bar to
allow you to respectively select theCurrent Hub orCurrent Interface to which the parameters in the
selected page apply.

When a third hierarchical level is necessary, a vertical navigation panel appears on the left side of the page.
The corresponding content then appears on the right side of the page.

To navigate to a specific page of the Interface Editor

1. Select the appropriate tab.

2. When an horizontal menu bar appears, select the appropriate menu item.

3. ForSearch Hubs andSearch Interfaces tabs, in theCurrent Hub orCurrent Interface drop-down list
that appears at the right-end of themenu bar, respectively select the appropriate hub or search interface to
which the parameters in the selected page will apply.

4. When a third hierarchical level is necessary, select the appropriate item in the navigation panel on the left
side of the page.

Note: The Tab >Menu Item > Navigation Panel Item syntax is often used throughout the documentation
to quickly identify the location of a page. The > symbol is used as the separator.
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Example: In the Interface Editor, go to theSearch Interfaces > Features > General page.

Level 1 -Search Interfaces is selected in the series of tabs

Level 2 - Features is selected in themenu bar

TheCurrent Interface drop-down list

Level 3 -General is selected in the navigation panel

Corresponding content

2.8.3 Search Hubs Tab

2.8.3.1 What Is a Search Hub

A search hub is a single point of view that groups multiple search interfaces. From a search hub, users can
see and select one or more search interfaces. The Coveo Platform comes with a default search hub that
offers the out-of-the-box search interfaces.

Using the Interface Editor, you can:
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l Select the search interfaces appearing in a hub (see "Making Search Interfaces Available in a Search
Hub" on page 369

l Add a search interface to a hub and restrict who can access this search interface by assigning one or
more audiences to the search interface (see "Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page 370).

l Create new search hubs (see "Creating a Search Hub" on page 367).

A search hub is referenced in the default document defined in IIS for your Coveo search website but you can
also use Coveo search hubs in any ASCX file (see "Integrating a Search Hub in ASP" on page 445).

2.8.3.2 Creating a Search Hub

The Coveo Platform comes with a default search hub. Because the default search hub configuration is
overwritten when you upgrade to a new CES version or build, it is not recommended tomodify and use the
default search hub. You should rather create, modify, and use custom search hubs.

Example: You can create aSales search hub that includes thePeople andCRM search interfaces.

To create a new search hub

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Create a new Search Hub from theCurrent Hub drop-down list. The following page is displayed.

3. In theName field, enter a descriptive name.

4. From theCopy From drop-down list, select the search hub on which the new search hub is based.

5. Click Create.

What's Next?

Youmay want to perform the following tasks:
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l Assign specific search interfaces to the new search hub (see "Making Search Interfaces Available in a
Search Hub" on page 369).

l Use the new search hub in an ASPX page (see "Integrating a Search Hub in ASP" on page 445).

2.8.3.3 Deleting a Search Hub

A search hub is a single point of view that groups multiple search interfaces.

To delete a search hub

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. In theCurrent Hub drop-down list, select the hub that you want to delete.

3. Select Delete Current Search Hub from theCurrent Hub drop-down list.

4. Click Yes.

2.8.3.4 Previewing Search Hubs in a Browser

You can open the available search hubs in a browser directly from the Interface Editor. This function is useful
to easily access various hubs and see what they contain.

To preview a search hub in a browser

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Hubs tab.

3. In theCurrent Hub drop-down list, select the hub that you want to view.

4. Select View Search Hub in Browser from theCurrent Hub drop-down list.

The search hub with the different search interfaces available.
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2.8.3.5 What Is a Search Interface?

A search interface is a single entry point providing access to the content of an index. It allows users to send
queries as well as display, sort and save results.

Note: Coveo search interfaces areWeb-based, meaning that your Coveo administrator can integrated them
to any of your web page so that you can access them using any supported browser (see "Supported
Browsers" on page 138).

2.8.3.6 Making Search Interfaces Available in a Search Hub

A search hub contains one or more search interfaces. As a Coveo administrator, you can create a hub that
contains one or more search interfaces appropriate to a specific audience of the search hub.

To select the search interfaces available in a search hub

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Hubs > Content.

3. In theCurrent Hub drop-down list, select the hub for which you want to select the available search
interfaces.

4. In the panel on the left, select Standard Version.

The search interfaces appearing in the list will appear in the search hub.

l To add other search interfaces, click Add (see "Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page
370).

l To remove search interfaces:
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a. Select the check box in front of one or more search interface that you want to remove from the
search hub.

b. Click Remove Selection.

c. Click Yes at the question asking to confirm the search interface removal.

5. Repeat the previous stepMobile Version andOutlook version, when you plan to use the search hub for
search respectively frommobile devices and fromMicrosoft Outlook.

2.8.3.7 Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub

A search hub contains one or more search interfaces. As a Coveo administrator, you can add search
interfaces to a search hub. For each search interface, you can specify if the search interface can receive or
send results to other search interfaces of the search hub throughmini queries. Themini queries appear as
mini-results (see "About Mini-Results" on page 89). You can also assign audiences to each search interface
so that only members of the selected audiences have access to the search interface (see "Adding an
Audience" on page 441).

To add a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Hubs > Content.

3. In theCurrent Hub drop-down list, select the hub in which you want to add a search interface.

4. In the panel on the left, select Standard Version,Mobile Version, orOutlook Version.

5. Click Add.

6. In theEdit Hub Content page:

a. From the Interface drop-down list, select the search interface that you want to add to the search hub.

b. Select theEnable mini queries from this search interface check box to allow this interface to
provide search highlights to producemini-results in other search interfaces.

c. Select theEnable mini queries results in this search interface check box to allow displaying
search highlights as mini-results from other search interfaces.

d. Select theOverridable by Per Uri settings or query string arguments check box to allow
override.

e. When you want to restrict the access to this search interface to a specific group of users, in the
Available Audiences list, select one or more audiences that are allowed to access this interface,
and then click to move the selected audiences to theSelected Audiences list.

f. Click OK.
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2.8.3.8 Enabling Mini-Results in Search Interfaces

Mini-results is a short list of results from a search interface other than the current. Themini-result list appears
at the top of the interface, before the normal results.

Example: By default, theMy Email search interface includes mini-results from thePeople search
interface.
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Mini-results come from one or more search interfaces available within the current hub. Consequently, when a
search hub contains only one search interface, that search interface cannot includemini-results.

In the Interface Editor, you can enable for each search interface if it can sendmini-results to other search
interfaces and if it can receive results from other search interfaces.

To enable mini-results in a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Hubs > Content.

3. In the panel on the left, select Standard Version.

4. In the panel on the right, click the search interface in which you want to includemini-results.
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5. UnderEdit Hub Content:

a. Select theEnable mini queries results in this search interface check box.

b. When you want this search interface to also sendmini-results to other search interfaces, select
Enable mini queries from this search interface.

c. Click OK.

6. Back to the previous page, now click another search interface from which you want mini-results to be
sent.

7. UnderEdit Hub Content:

a. Select theEnable mini queries from this search interface check box.

b. When you want this search interface to also includemini-results from other search interfaces, select
theEnable mini queries results in this search interface check box.

c. Click OK.

2.8.3.9 Drop-Down Search Interface Links

A search hub can now present overflowing search interface links in a drop-downmenu. This feature is useful
when a search hub contains several search interface links that cannot all appear side-by-side at the top of the
page.

Click to expand the drop-down list from which you can select overflowing search interface links

Note: The Coveo administrator can configure a hub to show a fixed number of horizontally aligned search
interface links (see "Configuring a Hub to Show aDrop-Down List for Overflowing Search Interface Links"
on page 373). The overflowing search interface links appear in a drop-down list.

2.8.3.10 Configuring a Hub to Show a Drop-Down List for Overflowing Search
Interface Links

In a hub, search interface links appear side-by-side on the topmenu. When a hub contains a large number of
search interface links or when the search interface names are long, the links may not all fit within the width of
the page.

As a Coveo administrator, you can configure the hub to show a fixed number of search interfaces links on the
topmenu. Overflowing search interface links will then automatically appear in a drop-down list.
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To configure a hub to show a drop-down list for overflowing search interface links

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. In the Interface Editor, select Search Hubs > Features.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, select General.

4. UnderBasic Configuration, in the Top Menu Visible Interfaces field, enter themaximum number of
search interface links to appear on the topmenu.

Example:When a hub contains 10 search interfaces and the links of three of them do not fit within the
page width, enter 7. The last three search interface links will appear in a drop-down box.

5. Click Apply.

2.8.3.11 Configuring the Search Interface Culture

When the end-users of your Coveo search interfaces work in different languages or from different countries,
you can configure search interfaces to use a specific culture or to dynamically adapt to the culture of the
browser used to access the search interface.

The culture selection affects the language of the text elements as well as the format of date and time field
values appearing in the search interface. The Coveo search interfaces are available in several languages (see
"Supported Languages" on page 136).
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You can globally set culture parameters for a search hub, thus affecting all search interfaces that the search
hub contains. You can also set the culture parameters for a specific search interface to override the otherwise
inherited search hub settings.

To configure the search interface culture

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select the search hub for which you want to globally set the language and the date/time formats:

a. Click theSearch Hubs tab, and then click the Featuresmenu.

b. On themenu bar, in the Current Hub drop-down list, select the hub for which you want to make
changes.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Culture.

4. In the panel on the right:

a. UnderSearch Hub Culture, select one of the following options to set the default language in which
the search interface text elements appear:

Default culture

With this option, the search interfaces appear in the culture specified in the web page that
displays the search hub. When the web page does not specify the culture, the default culture
parameters are taken from the culture settings of the web server from which the web page
originates.
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Examples: By default, the Default.aspx file that comes with CES is the web page that
displays the search hub. This file does not specify the culture (<%@ Page language="c#"

%>). The search hub therefore takes the culture from the server settings.
You can also use one of the culture ready web page files to display the search hub. For
example, the Default-es.aspx file specifies the Spanish culture (<%@ Page

language="c#" culture="es-ES" uiCulture="ES" %>). The search hub default
culture is therefore independent from the server culture settings.

Important: The Coveo search interfaces are available in several languages (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136). When a translation for the language of the selected culture is not
supported, the search interface text elements appear in English.

Client browser language preference

The search interface culture is determined by the client browser preferences. This option is useful
to dynamically switch the language of the search interface tomatch the language in the browser of
each user.

Custom

Select this option to specify a culture using the form <language_code>-<country_code>.
This option is useful to force the search interface text elements to a specific language,
independently from the web page, web server, or client browser settings.

Example: Enter en-GB for the Great Britain English culture.

The language is selected independently from the specified country.

Example: Entering fr-FR or fr-CA selects French as the language for search interface
elements in both cases.

Note: Refer to theMicrosoft National Language Support (NLS) API Reference document for a
list of available culture names.

b. UnderDate and Time Formats, select one of the following options to set the default formats for date
and time values:

Default formats

Uses the standard formats for date and time values associated with the selected search hub
culture.

Custom

Select this option to forcemulti-language formats forShort time format, Short date format, and
Long date format using custom date/time format strings.
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Example: Entering dddd, dd-MM-yyyy in Long date format displays the date 2011-01-15
as Saturday, 15-01-2011.

Click the button next to the fields ( ) to open a dialog box where you can customize the format
for each supported search interface language.

The search interface culture determines which of the format will be used.

Example:When the culture is fr-FR or fr-CA, the French date and time formats are used.

When the language of the search interface culture is not defined in the above dialog box, the
formats associated with English are used.

Example:When the culture is it-IT, the English date and time formats are used as Italian is
not a supported user interface language.

Note: Refer to theMicrosoft Date and Time Format Strings document for details on standard and
custom date/time format strings.

c. Click Apply to make changes effective for all search interfaces of the selected search hub.

5. When you want to set different language or date/time settings for a specific search interface:

a. Click theSearch Interfaces tab, and then click the Featuresmenu.

b. On themenu bar, in the Current Interface drop-down list, select the search interface for which you
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want to make changes.

c. In the navigation panel on the left, click Culture.

d. In the page that appears, underSearch Interface Culture, select one of the following options to set
the language in which the search interface text elements appear:

Default culture

With this option, the default search interface culture is inherited from the search hub settings.
When the search interface is displayed outside of a hub, the search interface appears in the
language specified in the web page from which it is displayed. When the web page does not
specify the culture, the culture settings are taken from the server culture settings.

Client browser language preference

The search interface culture is determined by the client browser preferences.

Custom

Select this option to specify a fix custom culture using the form <language_code>-

<country_code>.

e. UnderDate and Time Formats, select one of the following options to set the default formats for date
and time values:

Default formats

With this option, the data and time formats are inherited from the search hub settings or, when the
search interface is displayed outside of a hub, from the search interface culture.

Custom

Select this option to forcemulti-language formats forShort time format, Short date format, and
Long date format using custom date/time format strings. s

Click the button next to the fields ( ) to open a dialog box where you can customize the format
for each supported search interface language.

The search interface culture determines which of the format will be used. When the language of
the culture is not defined in the dialog box, the formats associated with English are used.

f. Click Apply to make changes effective for the selected search interface.

2.8.4 Search Interface Tab

2.8.4.1 Creating a Search Interface

Youmay need to create a new search interface to address the needs of your organization. Using the Interface
Editor, you can easily add a new search interface by creating a renamed copy of an existing search interface,
and thenmodify the newly created search interface.
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Important:When you are using one of the built-in search interfaces, you should avoidmodifying its
configuration because you will lose your changes when you upgrade to a new CES version. You should
rather create a new search interface, based on the built-in search interface, and then customize the new
search interface.

To create a new search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Click theSearch Interface tab.

3. On themenu bar, in theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select Create a New Interface.

4. In the page that appears:

a. InName, enter the desired name for your new search interface.

This namewill not be visible to end-users. It will appear in the Interface Editor as an item in the
Current Interface drop-down list.

b. In theCopy From drop-down list, select the existing search interface that is the closest to what you
want for the new search interface.

c. Click Create.

5. In theGeneral page that appears for the newly created search interface:

a. In Title, enter the name visible to end-users for this search interface.

b. InSkin, select themost appropriate existing skin for the new search interface.

c. When you want to use custom icons for this interface, click Change next to each icon size, and then
upload or browse to select a new icon.

d. When you want to customize or remove the logo appearing next to the search box in the search
interface, use the parameters underCustomize Logo (see "Changing the Logo Appearing in a
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Search Interface" on page 381).

e. Click Apply.

Important: Ensure that a firewall on the Coveo server allows communications for the port used by the
search interface.

What's Next?

Use the Interface Editor features from theSearch Interfaces tab to customize the new search interface (see
"Search Interface Tab" on page 378) and then add the new search interface to the desired search hub (see
"Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page 370).

2.8.4.2 Features Menu

2.8.4.2.1 What Are Skins?

Skins are folders containing the ASP.NET templates which define the structure of the Search Interfaces.
CES provides several skins. Developers can create new skins by copying and editing these templates. 
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2.8.4.2.2 Changing the Logo Appearing in a Search Interface

The Coveo logo appears by default on the left of the search box in the search interfaces. You can change or
remove the logo.

To change the logo appearing on the left of the search box

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Features andGeneral.

3. In theCustomize Logo section:

a. Select theDisplay a logo in the search interface check box to display a logo in the search
interface. Clear the check box to remove the logo.

b. Enter the address of the logo to display in theUri of the logo image field.

The Coveo logo appears when the field is empty.

c. In the Logo hyperlink to field, optionally enter the hyperlink of the site or page where users are
redirected when clicking the logo.

4. Click Apply.

2.8.4.2.3 Activating Search Interface Options

The Coveo search interfaces includemany optional elements that you can activate from the Interface Editor,
independently for each search interface.
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Consult the following subsections to learn how to reach this page and to review detailed descriptions of the
available options.

To activate search interface options

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. In the Interface Editor, click theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. On themenu:

a. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the search interface for which you want to activate
options.

b. Select Features.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, select Options.

5. Select the desired options in each of the following sections describing the available options:
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l "Search Box options" on page 383

l "Result List options" on page 385

l "Displayed Results Elements options" on page 388

l "Result Highlighting options" on page 391

6. Click Apply.

2.8.4.2.3.1 Search Box options

Refer to the following figure and table to understand the options available underSearch Box.

You can change or remove the logo (see "Changing the Logo Appearing in a Search Interface" on page
381).

TheAdvanced Search link appears when theEnable advanced search link option is selected.

ThePreferences link appears when theEnable Preferences link option is selected.

TheSelect All andClear All controls as well as check boxes for the available collections appear
when theDisplay collection checkboxes option is selected.

Option Description

Enable the
welcome
search page

Select to display the initial search interface page when the user accesses the interface the
first time of each session (before any query is performed) or when the user launches a query
with an empty search box.
The initial search page presents no results and can have a different layout. This option is
useful for search interfaces where it does not make sense to run a default query when a
search session is initiated.
When this option is cleared, consider selection theAlways execute the query option.

Enable
Preferences
link

Select to show thePreferences link above the search box. Users can then click the link to
access thePreferences page where they can personalize search interface options (see
"Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14). The Coveo administrator can also set
default preferences (see "Modifying Default Search Interface Preferences" on page 430).
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Option Description

Enable
advanced
search link

Select to show theAdvanced Search link above the search box. Users can then click the
link to access theAdvanced Search page where they can build a complex query using
multiple parameters (see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page 105).

Enable
inline
advanced
search

Select to activate a tabbedAdvanced Search dialog box that appears between the search
box and the search results when the user clicks Advanced Search after performing the
search. When the user clicks Advanced Search before performing a search, the full
Advanced Search page appears (see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page 105).

Enable
saving
queries and
filters

Select to show theSave: Query | Filter links at the bottom of the default search interface
facet zone. Users can click these links to save and reuse queries and filters (see "Using
SavedQueries and Filters" on page 98).

Enable
searching
within
results

Select to show theSearch Within Results link at the top of the default search interface
facet zone. Users can click this link to refine results starting with the current results (see
"SearchingWithin Results" on page 110).

Enable
search as
you type

This option only applies to Coveo search boxes integrated in SharePoint or in other types of
websites. Select the option to activate the search results that appear in a drop-down list
below the search box while the user types a query.
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Option Description

Consider
operators in
lowercase
as words

By default, the terms AND, OR, NOT, andNEAR (as well as their French counter parts ET,
OU, SANS, andPRES) entered both in uppercase or lowercase in the search box, are
interpreted as operators (see "Search Prefixes andOperators" on page 117). It is
recommended to select this option so that these terms are interpreted as normal words when
they are included in lowercase in a query.

Display
collection
check
boxes

Select to show, below the search box, theSelect All andClear All controls as well as
check boxes for each collection available for the current search interface.
This option is useful for a search interface that searches in several collections as in theAll
Content search interface. The user can then see and select to which collections the query
applies.

Include
interface
language in
score
calculation

Select to increase the ranking of documents whose language is the same as that of the
search interface.

Note: The document language is one of the numerous ranking criteria. Selecting this
parameter only boosts the ranking according to the weight of the language criterion (see
"Understanding Search Results Ranking" on page 93).

Example:When indexed documents are available in English, French, German, and
Spanish, and the search interface is in German, the ranking of German documents in the
search results will be increased.

Note: The Coveo search interfaces are available in a few languages (see "Supported
Languages" on page 136). The Interface Editor settings found inSearch Interface >
Features > Culture determine the language in which the search interface appears.

2.8.4.2.3.2 Result List options

Refer to the following figures and table to understand the options available underResult List.

The RSS feed icon appears when theEnable RSS feeds option is selected.
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The query link icon appears when theEnable the query link option is selected.

TheMicrosoft Excel XML data source text box appears when theEnable Microsoft Excel XML
data source inside the query link box option is selected.

Messages indicating the current result refinement appear when theDisplay query comments option is
selected.

Mini-results appear when results are found in other search interfaces for the current query and when the
mini-result features is enabled (see "EnablingMini-Results in Search Interfaces" on page 371).

TheExport to Excel item in theDo more drop-down appears when theEnable exporting to
Microsoft Excel option is selected.

TheSearch Within Results link appears when theEnable searching within results option is
selected (underSearch Box).

TheCluster facet appears when theEnable search cluster facet option is selected.

TheQuery | Filter links appear when theEnable saving queries and filters option is selected (under
Search Box).

Option Description

Enable
search
cluster facet

Select to make theCluster facet appear based on results clustering (see "What Is Result
Clustering?" on page 233). Users can then use this facet to refine their search results.

Note: Ensure that result clustering is enabled in the index before selecting this option (see
"How to Enable Result Clustering" on page 233).
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Option Description

Enable RSS
feeds

Select to make the RSS feed icon appear at the right end of the search results title bar.
Users can then click the icon to subscribe to a RSS feed for specific queries (see
"Receiving Updated Search Results Through a RSS Feed" on page 101).

Enable the
query link

Select to make the query link icon appear at the right end of the search results title bar.
Users can then click the icon to view, copy, or edit the complete query (see "Viewing the
Complete Underlying Query" on page 131).

Enable
exporting to
Microsoft
Excel

Select to include theExport to Excel item in theDo more drop-down box. Users can then
use this menu item to export search results to theMicrosoft Excel file format (see "Exporting
Search Results to Microsoft Excel" on page 100).

Enable
search
highlights

This option is obsolete. Selecting it as no effect.

Display
query
comments

Select to display messages indicating the current refinement criteria from keywords, facets,
and other refinement tools. Themessages appear below the search results title bar, typically
in green, and include a link to clear the related constraint. This option is useful to help the
user realize which refinement constraints are active.

Always
execute the
query

When theEnable the welcome search page option is cleared, select this option to ensure
that the default hidden query associated with a search interface is executed when a user
starts a session or initiates a search with an empty search box.

Example: In theMy Emails search interface, with this option selected, the search results
can by default show themost recent email messages.

Filter
duplicates

Select to eliminate similar results from the search result list. This option is useful when
similar documents are present in one or more indexed repositories to prevent viewing two or
more instances of similar documents. When this option is active and duplicate documents
are filtered out, aShow duplicates link appears at the bottom of the search interface to
allow users to bring back the filtered documents in the search results.

Note: Selecting this option increases the query response time as documents need to be
compared at query time.
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Option Description

Enable
Microsoft
Excel XML
data source
inside the
query link
box

Select to include theMicrosoft Excel XML data source text box in the query link dialog
box. Users can then copy the link in the text box and use it in Microsoft Excel as a data
source. This option is available for the Coveo Platform 6.5+.

Use
collaborative
rating

Select to activate collaborative rating in this search interface (see "What Is Collaborative
Rating?" on page 203). The three stars appear in each result allowing users to rate
documents (see "Rating a Search Result" on page 94) only when theRating option is
selected underDisplayed Result Elements.

Display Top
Results icon

Select to show the star icon to identify Top Results (see "What Are Top Results?" on
page 192). The icon appears at the end of the title. When cleared, no icon appears and the
user cannot know that the result is a Top Result.

Note: Top results must be defined individually by the Coveo administrator using the
Administration Tool (see "Adding Top Results" on page 192).

Open results
in Quick
View when
opening in
browser
would not
work

Select to automatically open a result in Quick View as an alternatemethod when the
browser cannot open the document.
This option is useful for example for file share documents that cannot be opened with all
browsers without configuration or without a plug in. When the option is selected, CES
detects the client browser and rather opens the result in Quick View when it determines that
the browser cannot open the result directly. When the option is not selected, the user will
see the browser error when the result cannot be opened.

Enable the
Silverlight
media player

This option only applies to the Coveo Audio Video Search (CAVS)module and to CES 6.2
and earlier. Select to use the Silverlight Media Player rather than theWindows Media Player
used by default. TheWindows Media Player does not operate with all browsers while the
Silverlight Media Player does.

Note: The Coveo Platform 6.5+ detects the client browser and automatically selects the
appropriate Media Player.

2.8.4.2.3.3 Displayed Results Elements options

Refer to the following figure and table to understand the options available underDisplayed Result Elements.
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The result number appears when theResult number option is selected.

The document language appears when the Language option is selected.

The date at which the document was last modified appears when theModified date option is
selected.

The ranking score percentage value appears when theScore option is selected.

Theminiature graphical representation of the item appears when the Thumbnail option is selected.

The text excerpt appears when theExcerpt option is selected.

The list of concepts extracted from the document appears when theConcepts option is selected.

The time elapsed since the document was last indexed appears when the Indexed date option is
selected.

The item address appears when theAddress option is selected.

Various contextual links appear when theContextual commands option is selected.

The three stars appear to indicate and allow rating when theRating option is selected.

The indication of when the item was last opened by the current user appears when the Last click
option is selected.

The document size appears when theSize option is selected.

The indication of the collection and the source in which the document is indexed appears when the
Collection/source option is selected.

Option Description

Result number Select to show an increasing number on the left of the result title. The number indicates
the rank in the current sorting order. This option is useful when users want to precisely
identify a result when scrolling back and forth in result lists.
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Option Description

Address Select to show the URL or the path of the search result item. This option is useful when
a user needs to identify the exact location of a document.

Note: Users can click the ellipsis (…) to fully expand a collapsed address.

Excerpt Select to show a text excerpt that generally contains an occurrence of the searched
terms. The excerpt appears below the title.
The excerpt is a very useful search result element that users can consult to evaluate
the context in which search terms appear in the document. The Coveo administrator
can specify the default number of excerpt lines (see "Modifying Default Search
Interface Preferences" on page 430). Similarly, users can personalize the number of
excerpt lines (see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14).

Thumbnail Select to show aminiature graphical representation of the item. The thumbnail appears
on the right of the result elements to help the user to visually identify the content of the
document.
Thumbnails are available in Coveo results for Microsoft Office documents (when a
thumbnail is included in the original document) and for supported picture file formats
(see "Supported File Formats" on page 134).

Language Select to show the detected language for the document (see "Supported Languages" on
page 136). The language identification appears at the end of the title. This option is
useful when indexed repositories contain document written in many languages to help
users quickly identify the language of each document.

Last click Select to show the information about when the result was last opened by the current
user, from any search interface. Nothing appears when a result has never been opened
by the current user. This information helps the user to identify that he previously viewed
a result, and when he viewed it.

Score Select to show the percentage value for the ranking score (see "Understanding Search
Results Ranking" on page 93). The percentage value appears on the right end of the title
line. This option is useful when results are sorted by a criterion other than relevance.

Size Select to show the size (in bytes) of the document. The size value appears at the end of
the document address line. The size value is useful to evaluate the scale of a
document.

Concepts Select to show the list of concepts extracted from the document. The list of concepts
appears below the excerpt.

Modified date Select to show the date at which the document was last modified. The date appears on
the right of the title line. This option is useful to identify the freshness of the document.
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Option Description

Indexed date Select to show the time elapsed since the document was last indexed. The information
appears between the concepts and the address. This information is useful to identify
the freshness of the indexed content.

Author Select to show the author when available and extracted from the document metadata.
The author name appears on the first line after the title.

Email (From, To,
CC)

Select to show the From, To, andCC lines to respectively indicate the sender and
recipients for email or conversation search result items. The lines appear directly under
the title.

Collection/source Select to show the name of the collection and source in which the document is indexed.

Contextual
commands

Select to show various links such as Quick View andDetails. The links appear on the
last line. Users can click the links to trigger new result related searches.
The availability of command links depend on the search interface and on the result type.
Possible contextual command links are: Quick View, Cached, Details, Attachments,
Emails to/from,Meetings, Contacts, Search in conversation, Folder.

Rating Select to show the three stars on the last line to indicate that result selection by
users affect the document rating. The users can click the stars to set their personal
appreciation for a result only when theUse collaborative rating option is selected
underResult List.

2.8.4.2.3.4 Result Highlighting options

Highlighting searched terms (generally text in bold) is useful to help users tomore easily locate the searched
terms in various search result elements. Refer to the following table to understand the options available under
Result Highlighting.

Option Description

Title Select to enable highlighting of searched terms in the title.

Content excerpt Select to enable highlighting of searched terms in the text excerpt.

Address Select to enable highlighting of searched terms in the address.

2.8.4.2.4 Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface

You can configure the scope of a search interface to define:
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l Collections from which results will be returned for queries from this search interface.

l Hidden search filters to transparently restrict the results for all queries performed from this search
interface.

l Remote indexes from other Coveo instances, to which queries from this interface are sent and results
received to bemerged.

Note: Alternatively, you can configure a custom scope in theCustom Search Scopes section. A custom
scope is visible to end-user as an option in theSearch In facet (see "Configuring a Custom Scope" on page
434).

To configure the scope of a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Interfaces > Features.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down box, select the search interface for which you wish to configure the
scope.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, select Scopes.

5. In the page that appears in the right panel:

a. UnderAvailable Collections, select the check box for one or more collections in which the search
will be performed.
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Examples: For aMy Email search interface, you could select one or more collections containing
email andmail archives content.
For anAll Content search interface, you could select all available collections.

b. Optionally, in theHidden search filter text box, enter a hidden search filter.

Example: For aMy Email search interface returning results from aMicrosoft Exchange server, a
hidden query could restrict results to each user mailbox and exclude certain types of documents to
present only email messages applicable to the current user:
@sysmailbox=="username@MyOrganization.com"
@sysfiletype<>exchangeappointment @sysfiletype<>exchangetask
@sysmailbox @sysfiletype<>
(activedirperson,csuser,exchangeperson,mergedperson,msdcontact,
sblcontact,sfcontact,spuserprofile)
@sysfiletype<>exchangecalendarmessage @sysfiletype<>exchangerssfeed

Note: The user does not see this filter in the search box but can see it using the query link icon ( )
when it is available (see "Viewing the Complete Underlying Query" on page 131).

c. Optionally, whenmore than one Coveo instance exists within your organization (see "About
Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page 21), you can also add one or more remote indexes to
the scope of the search interface:

i. Next toAdditional Indexes To Include In Default Search, click Add New.

Note: You can click Add New only when at least one remote index is defined in the
Administration Tool for the current Coveo instance (see "Adding or Modifying Remote Indexes"
on page 221).

ii. From theName drop-down list, select the remote index from which you want to receive results
for the current search interface.

iii. Optionally, in the Filter Expression field, enter a filter expression in the form of a query to add to
every query sent to the remote index.

iv. In the Time to execute (sec) field, enter themaximum time to wait for the query results from the
remote index. A warningmessage appears in the search interface when the time out is reached.
The default value is 0, in which case the search interface waits indefinitely.

Note:When the remote Coveo instance is down, local search results are presented
immediately without waiting for remote results.

Example: You can enter 3 (sec) to prevent the search interface from freezing when theWAN
connection to the remote index is overloaded, delaying the return of the remote search results.
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Important:When you do not select all available collections underAvailable Collections, a
hidden collection filter is generated and also applied to remote indexes. In this case, the remote
indexes will only return results from collections with the same name. When remote indexes do
not have the same collection names, no results will be returned. To prevent this hidden
collection filter, select all collections.

d. Click Apply.

A message appears at the top of the page when themodifications are effective.

2.8.4.2.5 Specifying the RSS Feed Parameters

This topic describes how to specify the parameters to configure the RSS feed feature which allows users to
receive results through RSS feeds (see "Receiving Updated Search Results Through a RSS Feed" on page
101).

Note: The RSS feed feature is optional. You need to select theEnable RSS feeds option in the Interface
Editor for a specific search interface for the icon to appear in the search results title bar (see "Activating
Search Interface Options" on page 381).

To specify the RSS feed parameters

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Interfaces > Features.

3. In the panel on the left, select RSS Feeds.

4. In theRSS Feeds page: 

a. In the Title field, enter a descriptive name for the feed.

By default, the title is Search Results for '[QueryExpression]', where [QueryExpression] is replaced
by the last expression searched by the user. If you want to automatically include the Query
Expression in your title, use the $query$ keyword.

Example: Type RSS Feed for my "$query$" query.

b. In theDescription field, specify the content of the feed. If you want to automatically include the
Query Expression in your title, use the $query$ keyword. Leave the field empty for no description.

c. In the Time to live field, specify the number of minutes during which a feed can be cached before
being refreshed from the source. A value higher than 60minutes decreases bandwidth usage;
whereas, a lower value increases the refresh rate of the feed. Leave the field empty for no time to live.

d. In theMaximum results returned field (default is 100), specify themaximum number of results
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returned each time the feed is refreshed.

e. Select the Include author name in results information check box, to add the document author
name in the feed result information. The author name does not appear when the check box is cleared.

f. Select the Include author name after the excerpt in results description check box to display the
document author name after the corresponding excerpt.

g. Click Apply.

2.8.4.2.6 Displaying the Query Link Icon in a Search Interface

The query link icon ( ) is an optional feature (available from CES 6.2+) that needs to be enabled by the
Coveo administrator to appear in a search interface (see "Viewing the Complete Underlying Query" on page
131).

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Interfaces > Features.

3. InCurrent Interface, select the interface in which you want the query link icon to appear.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, select Options.

5. UnderResult List, select theEnable the query link check box.

6. Click Apply.  
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The query link icon appears on the result bar at the top of the search interface.

2.8.4.2.7 Publishing an OpenSearch Provider for a Coveo Search Interface

The Coveo administrator can publish anOpenSearch provider document for a Coveo search interface to allow
end-users to access the Coveo search interface directly from the built-in search box of their web browsers
(see "Coveo Search from a Browser Built-in Search Box" on page 54).

To publish an OpenSearch provider for a Coveo search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Interfaces > Features.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down box, select the interface for which you want to publish an
OpenSearch provider.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, select OpenSearch Provider.
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5. In theName field, enter a descriptive name that clearly identifies your Coveo search interface.

This is the name that appears in the list of available search engines in the browsers.

6. In theDescription field, optionally enter more information describing the search interface associated with
this OpenSearch provider.

7. Click Apply.

8. Let your end-user know that they can access the Coveo search interface from the search box of their
browser (see "Coveo Search from a Browser Built-in Search Box" on page 54).

2.8.4.2.8 Configuring Query Completions in Search Boxes

You can configure and activate the query completion feature by adding code to the CoveoSearch.ascx file
associated with a skin. The query completion configuration applies to all Coveo search boxes appearing in
search interfaces using the skin.

Note: The query completion feature was introduced in beta with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4371.

You can configure the query completion to use one or more of the following providers.

FileCompletionProvider

Query completion suggestions are taken from a flat
completion text file stored in the skin folder. The
completion file must contain one suggestion per
line. A suggestionmay contain many words.
Ensure to save the file using the UTF8 encoding to
ensure that special characters such accented ones
are rendered correctly.

The default file name is completions.txt, but
you can use a different file name using the
FileName attribute.

Order in which suggestions appear below the text
box:

1. Suggestions where the entered query matches the beginning of the first term in the suggestion sorted
alphanumerically.

2. Suggestions where the entered query matches the beginning of other terms in the suggestion sorted
alphanumerically.
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Tip: In a document repository, useful query completion suggestions are the titles of documents
available in the repository. For repositories with relatively static content and no restriction to whom can
see titles for all documents, you can easily create a file containing the list of titles for all documents in a
repository. In a search interface for this repository, run the @uri query to return all documents. Export
the search results to an Excel file (see "Exporting Search Results to Microsoft Excel" on page 100).
Copy the Title column content to the completions.txt file.

FieldCompletionProvider

Query completion suggestions are taken from the
list of available fields when the user types @
optionally followed by other letters to refine the list
of suggestions.

Once a string type group by enabled field is
selected followed by the equal symbol, query
completion suggestions are taken frommatching
field values (see "Adding a Field to GroupOn" on page 324).

You can define aliases so that the user does not need to enter the @sys part of the field name.

You can also specify a default field (for string type group by enabled fields only), so that the user does
not have to enter the field name at all. The suggestions are taken directly from the default field values.

Order in which query completion suggestions appear below the text box:

1. Suggestions where the entered query matches the beginning of the first term in the suggestion sorted
by:

a. Decreasing number of occurrences

b. Alphanumerical order

2. Suggestions where the entered query matches the query anywhere in the suggestion again sorted by:

a. Decreasing number of occurrences.

b. Alphanumerical order
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Examples:When the user types the beginning of a field name like @sysl, the suggestions match
available field names. The user can then select a string type group by field like @syslanguage, add
an equal symbol (=), and start adding characters to get suggestions for matching field values.

With the field alias definition <ces:FieldAlias Alias="Concept" Field="@sysconcepts"

/>, the user can type Concept: in the search box and start adding characters to get suggestions for
matching field values.

With the @sysconcepts field set as the default field, the suggestions directly match document
concepts.

Note: The FieldCompletionProvider was introduced with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4568.

EmailCompletionProvider

Query completion suggestions are taken from
sender/recipient email fields (to, from, cc, bcc).

The user gets suggestions for a specific field by
typing a field alias followed by a colon character,
and then typing the first characters of the name.

Order in which suggestions appear below the text box:

1. Suggestions where the entered query matches the beginning of the first term in the suggestion sorted
by:
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a. Decreasing number of occurrences

b. Alphanumerical order

2. Suggestions where the entered query matches the query anywhere in the suggestion again sorted by:

a. Decreasing number of occurrences.

b. Alphanumerical order

AnalyticsCompletionProvider

Query completion suggestions are taken from
queries in the search history of the Analytics
Module.

You can configure the scope of the suggestions to
be for past queries:

l Entered by all users versus only the current
user (using the LimitToCurrentUser
attribute).

l Entered in any search interface versus only in the current search interface (using the
LimitToCurrentInterface attribute).

No suggestions are presented when the Analytics Module is not active (see "Deploying the Analytics
Module" on page 112).

Suggestions where the entered query matches the beginning of the first term in the suggestion are sorted
by:

1. Decreasing number of occurrences.

2. Alphanumerical order.

MetaCompletionProvider

Query completion suggestions aremixed from two
ormore completion providers.

You can use providers of the same or of different
types but mixing disparate suggestion types may
be confusing for the end-user.

The order in which suggestions appear below the
text box depends on the type of completion
providers that are used.
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To configure and activate query completions in a search interface

1. On the CoveoMaster server, open the folder corresponding to the skin used by the search interface for
which you want to enable the query completions ([CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins\
[Search_Interface_Skin]).

You can find the skin used by a search interface from the Interface Editor (Search Interfaces tab >
Featuresmenu > General page).

Example: The folder for the skin used by theMy Email search interface is typically in C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\Web\Coveo\Skins\Email.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the CoveoSearch.ascx file found in the skin folder.

b. After the declaration <%@ Register TagPrefix="ces"

Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls" ...%> and before the
MainUpdatePanel element, add one of the following completion provider element:

l FileCompletionProvider element:

<ces:FileCompletionProvider id="fcp" BindTo="Interface" runat="server" FileName="
[MyCompletionFile].txt" />

where you replace [MyCompletionFile] by the name of your custom text file, or simply omit
the FileName optional attribute to use the completions.txt default file name.

Important: The text file containing the completions must be stored in the same skin folder.

l FieldCompletionProvider element:

<ces:FieldCompletionProvider id="fcp" BindTo="Interface" DefaultField="@systitle"
runat="server" />

where the optional FieldCompletionProvider attribute is:

DefaultField

Specifies the CES field to use by default for the source of completions when no other field or
alias is explicitly specified by the user.

You can also include optional aliases as follows:

<ces:FieldCompletionProvider id="fcp" BindTo="Interface" DefaultField="@systitle"
runat="server">
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<Aliases>
<ces:FieldAlias Alias="Author" Field="@sysauthor" />
<ces:FieldAlias Alias="Type" Field="@sysfiletype" />

</Aliases>
</ces:FieldCompletionProvider>

where the optional FieldAlias attributes are:

UseAlias

Set this attribute to True so that after selecting a suggestion, the alias appears in the search
box rather then the corresponding field name (ex.: Concept not @sysconcept). A
CES alias with the same namemust exist for the same field (see "Available Field Aliases" on
page 114). Omit or leave this attribute to False, the default value, when no CES alias is
defined to prevent the occurrence of errors.

IsPreloaded

Set this attribute to True to load the field values in cachememory when the search session
starts to prevent having to wait for the suggestion list to appear. Be aware that a field with a
large number of values can take a significant amount of cachememory. The default value is
False.

Note: The FieldCompletionProvider was introduced in the Coveo Platform 6.5 build
4568.

l EmailCompletionProvider element:

<ces:EmailCompletionProvider id="emcp" BindTo="Interface" runat="server" />

l AnalyticsCompletionProvider element: 

<ces:AnalyticsCompletionProvider id="ancp" BindTo="Interface" runat="server"
LimitToCurrentUser="True" LimitToCurrentInterface="True" CompletionTimeout=2 />

where the optional EmailCompletionProvider attributes are:

LimitToCurrentUser

Set by default to True to limit the completion scope to past queries entered by the current
user. Set to False to expand the completion scope to past queries entered by all users.

LimitToCurrentInterface

Set by default to True to limit the completion scope to past queries entered in the current
search interface. Set to False to expand the completion scope to past queries entered in any
search interface.
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LookForPrefixInsideQueries

Set by default to False to only return suggestions matching the first term of the suggestions.
Set to True to return suggestions matching the beginning of terms anywhere in the
suggestions.

CompletionTimeout

Set by default to 30 seconds, themaximum time the query completions function waits for
suggestions from the Analytics Module.

l MetaCompletionProvider element:

Example: To use two different FileCompletionProvider files:

<ces:MetaCompletionProvider id="mcp" BindTo="Interface" runat="server">
<ces:FileCompletionProvider id="fcp1" FileName="ACompletionFile.txt" runat="server" />
<ces:FileCompletionProvider id="fcp2" FileName="AnotherCompletionFile.txt"

runat="server" />
</ces:MetaCompletionProvider>

where the optional MetaCompletionProvider attribute is:

CompleteWithNext

Set by default to False to stop calling sub-completion providers as soon one provider returns
at least one completion. Set it to True to force themeta completion provider to continue to
get completions until it reaches themaximum number of results defined by the
MaxCompletions attribute.

Note: The completion providers declared inside a MetaCompletionProvider element
should not include a BindTo attribute. These attributes are ignored if present.

c. For all completion providers, you can use the following optional attributes:

Note: You can omit optional attributes to automatically use the default value.

MaxCompletions

Determines themaximum number of suggestions to display below the search box. The default
value is 10.

CompletionMaxLength

Determines themaximum number of suggestion characters to show. When the length of a
suggestion exceeds themaximum value, the end of the suggestion text is truncated and replaced
by an ellipse ("..."). When a truncated suggestion is selected, a tooltip appears to show the
complete suggestion text. This parameter is useful to prevent line wrapping for long suggestions.
The default value is 45. This attribute was introduced with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4416.
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Example: Customizing themaximum number of suggestions and themaximum number of
characters in a suggestion.

<ces:FileCompletionProvider id="fcp" BindTo="Interface" runat="server"
MaxCompletions="20" CompletionMaxLength="30" />

QueryFormat

Allows to customize the query sent to CES based on the text entered by the user using the
%Value% token. This attribute was introduced with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4568.

Example: You configured the FileCompletionProvider with a file that contains author
names but you want to automatically create a @author field query with the selected
suggestion. To do so, you can configure the completion provider as follows:

<ces:FileCompletionProvider id="fcp" BindTo="Interface"
QueryFormat='@sysauthor="%VALUE%"' runat="server" />

When the selected suggested value is John Smith, the resulting query that appears in the
search box is @sysauthor="John Smith" rather than just John Smith, ensuring that only
documents with this field value are returned, not any documents containing John Smith.

It is recommended to enclose the replacement value with quotemarks to prevent breaking
suggestions containing spaces, and consequently enclose the QueryFormat value with single
quotes as follows:

Example: QueryFormat='@author="%VALUE%"'

Note: You can also bind a completion provider to a hub (BindTo="Hub") so that search boxes in
all search interfaces in the hub inherit the completion provider. A completion provider
BindTo="Interface" declaration in a skin overwrites the hub bound completion provider for
search boxes in a search interfaces using this skin. You can also bind a completion provider to a
specific control, which overwrites a skin bound completion provider.

d. The suggestionmatching characters are highlighted in bold by default in the suggestion list but you
can customize the highlighting appearance by adding to the CoveoSearch.ascx file the CSS
classes shown in the following example, and adapt the CSS code as you wish.
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Example:With the CSS classes:

<style type="text/css">
.CnlAutoCompleteDropdownItem span
{
color: red;

}

.CnlAutoCompleteDropdownItemSelected span
{
color: blue;

}
</style>

When the user types jo, the span section in the <span>Jo</span>hn Smith suggestion
appears in red in the list and in blue when themouse is over the suggestion.

Note: This feature was introduced with Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4568.

e. Save the changes to the file.

3. Clear the cache of your browser and reload the search interface page to validate that the query completion
suggestions are available in the search box.

2.8.4.3 Styles Menu

2.8.4.3.1 Modifying Styles Related to the Results

The Coveo search interfaces use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to format the text of the search interface.
The styles are preconfigured, but you canmodify them to adjust the look and feel of the search interface.

Note: Formore information about CSS styles, refer to the following website page:
http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS.

To modify a style

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Click theSearch Interfaces tab, and then click theStylesmenu.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, select the appropriate style category:

Global

Presents the CSS styles that apply to generic search interface elements such as links, headers,
sections, tabs, menus, andmessages.

Results

Presents the CSS styles that apply to elements appearing in the search results.
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Toolbar

Presents the CSS styles that apply to toolbar and facet elements.

4. Click Edit Style next to the style that you want to modify.

5. In theEdit Style page for the selected style:

a. Enter the appropriate values for the appropriate CSS parameters that you wish tomodify.

b. InCustom Styles, you can type one or more valid CSS elements that are not available from the
parameters of the page.

c. Click OK.

Note: A style which has beenmodified is displayed on a gray background. To restore the default
parameters, click Defaults.

2.8.4.4 Fields Menu

2.8.4.4.1 Managing Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search Interface

The Coveo Platform comes with a number of built-in facets defined for various search interfaces (see "About
Facets" on page 71). You canmodify which built-in facets appear in each search interface as described in the
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following procedure.

To add, reorder, or remove a built-in facet appearing in a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interfaces tab, and then the Fieldsmenu.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Facets.

In the right panel:

l The facets currently appearing in the selected search interface are listed underCustom Facets in the
order that they appear in each of the facet zones (Right, Top, Default, or Left).

l The available built-in facets are listed underBuilt-in Facets. Several built-in facets based on system
fields are applicable to content from any repository. Other facets are exclusive to the content of a
specific type of repository.

Examples: TheAuthor facet is applicable to the content of any repository for which the
sysauthor system field was populated. The Liferay Type facet is only applicable to Liferay
content.
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4. To add a built-in facet to the search interface, in theBuilt-in Facets list, click theAdd "[FacetName]"
link corresponding to the facet that you which to add.
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Note: For the Type facet, the default list of Allowed Values (facet items) is the following:
audio,doc,html,image,mapimail,mime,mpp,msg,one,pdf,ppt,rtf,txt,video,wp,x

ls,zip.

If you want the Type facet to show other file types as facet items, underCustom Facets, simply click
Type (@sysfiletype), and then add the needed file types to the default list in theAllowed Values
parameter box .

Example:
audio,doc,html,image,mapimail,mime,mpp,msg,one,pdf,ppt,rtf,txt,video,wp

,xls,zip,vsd

The corresponding facet appears at the end of theCustom Facets list.

5. To change the order in which facets appear in the search interface, in theCustom Facets list:

a. On the line corresponding to the facet you wish to reorder, click Up orDown as many times as
needed to relocate the facet in relation with the other facets in the same zone.

b. Repeat for each facet that needs to be reordered.

6. To remove a facet from the search interface:

a. In theCustom Facets list, select the check box for the facet that you want to remove.

b. Click Delete (above theBuilt-in Facets list).

c. Click Yeswhen prompted to confirm the delete operation.

2.8.4.4.2 Creating and Adding a Custom Facet to a Search Interface

CES comes with a number of built-in facets that you can easily add to your search interface (see "Managing
Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search Interface" on page 406).

You can also create custom facets and add them to a search interface as described in the following
procedure.

To create and add a custom facet to your search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interface tab, and then the Fieldsmenu.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Facets.

4. In the right panel above theBuilt-in Facets list, click Add New.
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Note: Creating facets using theAdd New link offers more flexibility than addingBuilt-in Facets, which
are however satisfying for most scenarios (seeManaging Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search
Interface).

Example:When you create a custom facet using the sysfiletype field, you can leave the
Allowed Values parameter box empty and the facet will automatically show facet items for all
indexed file types. Otherwise, if you add the Type built-in facet, the facet would restrict facet items to
the following values:
audio,doc,html,image,mapimail,mime,mpp,msg,one,pdf,ppt,rtf,txt,video,wp

,xls,zip.

A page similar to the one shown in the following figure appears.
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5. UnderEdit Custom Facet, configure the following required parameters:

a. In Title, type the text that you wish to see as the caption at the top of the facet.

b. In Field to Group On, select the field whose values are used to build the items listed in the facet.
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Example: Select @sysauthor when you want to create a facet that lists the authors of all
returned documents.

Note:When the desired field does not appear in the drop-down list, you need tomake the field
available using the Administration Tool (see "Adding a Field to GroupOn" on page 324).

6. Still underEdit Custom Facet, optionally consider changing the default behavior for the following
parameters:

a. In Field to Display, select the field whose values are used to identify the items listed in the facet
when different from the Field to Group On parameter.

Example: You can build a facet based on author IDs with the @sysauthorid field but display the
corresponding author names with the (@sysauthor field). The purpose of this procedure is to
increase the precision of facet items (because each author ID is unique) without compromising their
identification by users (names aremore easily recognized than IDs).

b. In Zone, select where the facet appears in the search interface:

l Interface's default facet position: As specified in the inDefault Facet Parameter for this
search interface.

l Right: Appears in the vertical zone on the right side of the search interface.

l Top: Appears in the horizontal zone at the top of the search interface.

l Left: Appears in the vertical zone on the left side of the search interface. Available in the Coveo
Platform 6.5+ only.

Note: You can hierarchically set facet positions for a hub, for a search interface, and for specific
facets (see "Configuring the Position of the Facets" on page 419).

c. InDisplay Style, select how the facet appears: 

l Normal: Native facet format presenting facet items with the number of occurrences aligned on
the left and controls aligned on the right. Typically used for facets appearing in the right or left
vertical zones.
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l Drop-down: Facet items appear in a drop-down control. Typically used for facets appearing in
the top horizontal zone.

d. InDisplay Criteria, select the criteria determining when the facet appears:

l When there is more than one result: Generally the desired behavior because a facet with one
or no value is not useful to refine results.

l When there is at least one result: Select when you still want to see the facet even if there is
only one facet item.

l Always display: Select when you always want to see the facet, even if it shows no facet item.

e. If you want to restrict facet items to specific values, inAllowed Values, enter a comma separated
list of values. Leave the parameter empty to apply no restriction.

Example: If you wanted to create aMarketing Authors facet listing only authors from your
marketing department, enter the list of marketing department employee names. The facet then only
shows facet items for these authors.

f. ThePerformance parameter selection (available with the Coveo Platform 6.5+) determines how
many returned results are scanned for each query to find the possible facet items. Moving the radio
button selection from the left (Faster) to the right (More Precise) increases the number of scanned
results.

Selecting the left-most radio button under Faster (default value) should list all available facet items in
amajority of cases since up to the first 1000 returned results are scanned to identify the possible
facet items.
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Try selecting a button towards More Precisewhen you suspect that there is a large number of facet
items for this facet and you want to increase the chances that the facet displays all of them.

SelectingMost Precise ensures that the facet lists all facet items by scanning all query results. Be
aware however that the facet display may be very slow with this selection for queries returning a large
number of results.

Example: Let's say anAuthor facet appears in a search interface for a blog site with thousands of
possible authors. When a query returns 80 results, the facet lists all the possible facet items. A
second query returns, let's say 5000 results. In this case, because by default the facet only looks at
the first 1000 returned results to identify possible authors, it is likely that the facet will not list all
authors of the 5000 blog posts.

Note: The term Precision for this parameter refers to the probability for the facet to list all possible
facet items. However, the number of result occurrences appearing between parentheses for each
facet item is always accurate.

g. InMaximum Number of Results, enter the number of facet items that the facet shows by default.

Example:When a query returns documents from 18 authors and the value of theMaximum
Number of Results is 5, by default the facet only lists the five top authors according to the
selectedSort Criteria.

Whenmore facet items are available, themore control appears at the bottom of the facet to allow the
user to expand the facet to show all facet items.

Maximum Number of Results is equal to 5

Click to expand the facet to show all facet items

h. InMaximum Result Length, select themaximum length, in characters, for the caption of a facet
item. Longer names are truncated.

Example:With the value ofMaximum Result Length equal to 9, the author name John Smith is
truncated to John S... (each trailing period counts as one character).

i. InNumber of Columns, enter the number of columns on which items appear in the facet. This
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feature is useful to save vertical space for a facet containing items with short captions.

Example: For a facet showing two-digit month values, you can use two columns.

j. InSort Criteria, select the criterion controlling the order in which facet items appear:

l Number of Occurrences: Sorts facet items in descending order according to their number of
occurrences in the search results.

Example: In anAuthor facet, if John has written 10 documents and Jack 5, then John appears
before Jack.

l Score: Sorts facet items in descending score order. The score gives more points to facet items
occurring in documents appearing higher in search results. Consequently, a facet item occurring
a few times in top ranking documents appears before a facet item occurring a large number of
times in low ranking documents.

Example: In anAuthor facet, if John authored only one document but his document is one of
the top ranking documents, and Jack authored 200 documents but are ranked low in the search
results, then John appears before Jack in the list of facet items.

l Ascending Alphabetical: Sorts facet items in ascending alphabetical (A to Z) or numerical
order.

l Descending Alphabetical: Sorts facet items in descending alphabetical (Z to A) or numerical
order.

k. Besides Depends On, select whether the appearance of this facet is conditional to another facet
being used by a user. This feature is useful when the refinement criteria of two facets are linked
following a hierarchy.

Example:When a search interface has both aYear facet and aMonth facet, it makes sense to
only show theMonth facet after the user has selected a year in theYear facet. To obtain this
behavior, for theMonth facet, besideDepends On select theYear check box.

l. Select theSort alphabetically when expanded check box when you want to force an alphabetical
order (overruling theSort Criteria setting) after the user has expanded the facet using theMore link
appearing at the bottom of the facet.
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This option is useful to more easily find a specific facet item when the facet expands to a long list of
facet items.

m. Select theCollapse by default check box when you want the facet to initially show only its caption,
not facet items.

This option is useful for example for less frequently used facets when your search interface includes
many facets and you want to save vertical space.

7. Optionally, you can set what icon images appear on the left of each facet item:

a. InDefault Image, enter the path and file name for the image to display as the default icon on the left
of all facet items. You can specify the full path in the http://mysite.com/[path]/[image_
file] form or the relative path from where the search interface page is stored.

Example: For anAuthor facet, enter the path and file name for the  icon using the full path (ex.:
http://mysite.com/icon-author.png) or the relative path (ex.:
~/Coveo/Skins/MySearchInterface/icon-author.png).

b. You can also assign specific icons to specific facet item values: 

i. For each facet item, click Add New next toValue to Image Mappings. Two text boxes appear.

ii. In the text box on the left, type the value of the facet item to which you want to assign a specific
icon.

iii. In the text box on the right, enter the path and file name for the image to display as the icon. You
can specify the full path in the http://mysite.com/[path]/[image_file] form or the
relative path from the search interface skin folder.
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Example: For a document Type facet, enter the document type names as well as the path and
file name for the corresponding icons. Use the full path (ex.:
http://mysite.com/images/word.png) or the relative path (ex.: ~/word.png).

8. UnderCalculated Fields, you can optionally configure the facet to calculate and show one or more
numerical values for each facet item (see "Computed Facets" on page 78):

Note: You need the Coveo Platform 6.5+ and a Coveo license that allows computed facets to use this
feature.

a. For each calculated value, click Add New next toComputed Fields.

b. In the Field drop-down box, select the field which values you want to use as the source for the
calculation.

c. In theOperation drop-down box, select themathematical operation to perform on the field values
(Sum, Average,Minimum, orMaximum).

d. In theResult Display Location drop-down box, select where the calculated value appears in relation
with the facet item (Beside the Caption orUnder the Caption).

e. In theResult Prefix andResult Suffix boxes, if needed, respectively type the desired prefix and
suffix to appear before and after the calculated values.

For amulti-lingual search interface, click next to the text box to open the dialog box where you
can type the translated prefix or suffix for each supported language.

f. In the Format drop-down box, select the numerical format with which the calculated value appears in
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the facet (Currency, Integer, Numeric, Percentage, orCustom). When you select Custom,
another text box appears where you can enter the desired .NET numerical format string.

Note: Refer to the Standard Numeric Format Strings MSDN documentation for details on the .NET
numeric format string.

g. When you includemore than one calculated value, click Up orDown on the corresponding line, to set
in which order the calculated values appear.

h. Click Delete on the corresponding line when you want to eliminate a calculated value.

Example: You could create aDocument Average Size facet in which you see the average file
size and the average number of pages for each document type. When it is not possible to calculate
a value, like the average number of pages for HTML documents, nothing appears.

9. Click OK to complete the custom facet creation.

10. Back in the Facets page, the new facet appears at the end of theCustom Facets list where you can:

a. Click Up orDown, to set the position of the facet relative to other facets, for each zone in the search
interface.
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b. Select a facet and then click Deletewhen you want to eliminate a facet.

11. Using a browser, open or reload the search interface to verify that the facet behaves as you expect.

2.8.4.4.3 Configuring the Position of the Facets

The Coveo administrator can configure where each facet appears in the search interface. Three facet zones
are available as shown in the following figure.

Left – Vertical zone on the left side of the interface (for the Coveo Platform 6.5+)

Top – Horizontal zone at the top of the interface below the search result title bar

Right – Vertical zone on the right side of the interface

You canmanage the position of the facets globally for a search hub. Each search interface of the hub can
inherit or overwrite the hub default facet position. Similarly, each facet in a search interface can inherit or
overwrite the default search interface facet position. You can configure facets to appear in the top horizontal
zone only at the facet level.

Note:With the Coveo Platform 6.5+, a facet automatically moves to the top of the zone when a user
selects one of its items. The facet returns to its normal position when the selection is cleared. This facet
behavior is normal and cannot be configured or disabled (see "Selected Facets Automatically Move to the
Top of the Zone" on page 81).

To configure the position of the facets

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. To configure the default facet position at the hub level:

a. Select theSearch Hubs tab.

b. InCurrent Hub on themenu bar, select the hub for which you want to configure the default facet
position.
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c. In the navigation panel on the left, select General.

d. InDefault Facet Position, select the desired default zone (Right or Left) where facets will appear by
default for the search interfaces of this hub.

e. Click Apply,

3. To configure the default facet position at the search interface level:

a. Select theSearch Interfaces tab.

b. InCurrent Interface on themenu bar, select the search interface for which you want to configure the
default facet position.

c. On themenu, select Fields.

d. In the navigation panel on the left, select Facets.

e. InDefault Facet Position, select the desired zone where facets will appear by default in this search
interface.

l ChooseHub's default facet positionwhen you want to use the facet position configuration set
at the hub level. This option is useful to easily and globally change the position of facets from the
hub level.

l ChooseRight or Leftwhen you want to customize the default facet position for this search
interface.

f. Click Apply,

4. To customize the position of a specific facet:

a. Select theSearch Interfaces tab.

b. InCurrent Interface on themenu bar, select the search interface containing the facet for which you
want to configure the position.

c. On themenu, select Fields.

d. In the navigation panel on the left, select Facets.

e. UnderCustom Facets, click the facet for which you want to customize the position.

f. In Zone, select the desired facet zone where you want this facet to appear.

l Choose Interface's default facet positionwhen you want to easily and globally change the
position of this facet from the search interface level.

l ChooseRight, Top, or Leftwhen you want to customize the position of this facet.

g. Click OK.
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2.8.4.4.4 Configuring a Computed Facet

Using the Interface Editor, a Coveo administrator can configure a computed facet when creating a new facet,
or as described in the following procedure, modifying an existing facet (see "Computed Facets" on page 78).

Note: You need the Coveo Platform 6.5+ and a Coveo license that includes computed facets to configure
this feature.

To configure a computed facet

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interface tab, and then select the Fieldmenu.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Facets.

4. In the right panel, in the list underCustom Facets, click the existing facet that you wish tomodify.

A page similar as the one shown in the following figure appears.
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5. For each computed value that you wish to add to the facet, click Add New next toComputed Fields.

New parameters appear below Computed Fields.

a. In the Field drop-down box, select the field whose values you want to use as the source for the
calculation.

b. In theOperation drop-down box, select themathematical operation to perform on the field values
(Sum, Average,Minimum, orMaximum).
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c. In theResult Display Location drop-down box, select where the computed value appears in relation
with the facet item (Beside the Caption orUnder the Caption).

d. In theResult Prefix andResult Suffix boxes, if needed, respectively type the desired prefix and
suffix to appear before and after the computed values.

For amulti-lingual search interface, click next to each text box to open the dialog box where you
can type the translated prefix or suffix for each supported language.

e. In the Format drop-down box, select the numerical format in which the computed value appears in the
facet. The available options are:

l Currency: Presents the value as an integer (no decimal digits). Separators appear when the
value exceeds groups of three digits (for example: $2,104,542). The currency symbol ($)
automatically appears before the value.

l Integer: Presents the value as an integer (no decimal digits). Separators appear when the value
exceeds groups of three digits (for example: 6,542).

l Numeric: Presents the value with two decimal digits and separators appear when the value
exceeds groups of three digits (for example: 6,542.19).

l Percentage: Presents the value with two decimal digits and the percent symbol
(%) automatically appears after the value (for example: 92.03 %).

l Custom: When you select Custom, another text box appears where you can enter the desired
.NET numeric format string.

Note: Refer to the Standard Numeric Format Strings MSDN documentation for details on the
.NET numeric format string.
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Example: You could create aDocument Average Size facet in which you see the average file size
and the average number of pages for each document type as shown in the following figures.

Note:When it is not possible to calculate a value, like the average number of pages for HTML
documents, the value and its prefix and suffix simply do not appear.

6. When you includemore than one computed value, click Up orDown on the corresponding line to set in
which order the computed values appear.

7. When you want to remove a computed value, click Delete on the corresponding line.

8. Click OK to complete the custom facet modification.

9. Using a browser, open or reload the search interface to verify that the facet includes the computed values
you configured.

2.8.4.4.5 What Are Display Fields?

The content of a display field appears in the search results. As a Coveo administrator, using the Interface
Editor you can quickly add display fields to search results to provide additional information and help users
identify documents that they are looking for (see "Adding Display Fields" on page 425).

Display fields typically appear in a smaller font at the end of the search result but before the link elements.
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Example: In a search interface for a CRM system like Salesforce, you can set the sfcompetition field
as a display field to include the competitive information in the search result. A user can see the competitors
identified for a sales opportunity without having to open the search result.

The sfcompetition display field with theCompetition label lists the identified competitors for
this opportunity.

2.8.4.4.6 Adding Display Fields

Display fields provide additional information concerning each search result (see "What Are Display Fields?"
on page 424).

Note: Display fields appear only in search results for which the corresponding field is defined.

To add a display field

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the interface for which you want to add a display field.

4. Select the Fieldsmenu.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Display Fields.

6. Next toAdditional Fields to Display with Results, click Add New.

7. UnderEdit Display Field:
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a. In the Title field:

i. Enter an English label to identify the field.

This label appears in the search results.

ii. Click the button next to the text box to open a dialog box where you can enter the label
translation for the other supported languages.

b. In the Field to Display drop-down list, select the field that you want to add as a display field.

c. In theMaximum Length field, enter themaximum number of characters to display.

d. Click OK.

8. UnderAdditional Fields to Display with Results you can:

l Modify the display order of the fields by clicking theUp andDown links.

l Remove display fields by selecting them and clickingDelete.

2.8.4.4.7 What Is a Sort Field?

Sort fields allow end-users tomodify the display order of documents in the search results. In the Coveo built-in
search interfaces, the sorting criterion is available on the search result title bar with theSort By choice.

By default, results are ordered by relevancy score (Relevance) or creation/modification date (Date). You can
add other sorting parameters (see "Adding Sort Criteria" on page 427).
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2.8.4.4.8 Adding Sort Criteria

By default, search results are ordered by relevancy score or modification date. However, you can create other
sorting criteria.

Example: In a search interface for a CRM system such as Salesforce, you can use the syssfpriority
field to sort sales opportunities by priority.

To add a sort field

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the interface for which you want to add sort criteria.

4. Select the Fieldsmenu.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Sort Fields.

6. Next to Fields to Use for Sorting, click Add New.

7. UnderEdit Sort Field:

a. In the Title field:

i. Enter the English text that appears as theSort By criteria label on the search result title bar in the
search interface.

ii. Click the button next to the text box to open a dialog box where you can enter the label
translated for the other supported languages.

b. In the Field to Sort On drop-down list, select the field on which to perform the sorting.
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Note:When the field on which you wish to perform the sort does not appear in the drop-down list,
youmust first make it available to sort on (see "Adding a Field to Sort By" on page 325).

c. Select theSort in descending order check box to sort in the reverse order by default.

Note: In the search interface, the end-users can always click the label to change the sort order.

d. Click OK.

2.8.4.4.9 What Are Search Fields?

Search fields are fields that are available in theAdvanced Search page of the default web search interface.
TheAdvanced Search page provides an easier interface to help users build more complex queries without
having to enter operators or field queries in the search box (see "Using the Advanced Search Page" on page
105).

You can add other search fields that will automatically appear at the end of theDocument Properties section
(see "Adding Search Fields" on page 429).
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Example: In theMy Email search interface, you can add the syscc and sysbcc fields to allow users to
respectively specify Carbon Copy andBlank Carbon Copy email recipients in their advanced search.

2.8.4.4.10 Adding Search Fields

You can add custom search fields to theAdvanced Search page to help end-users build more complex
queries without having to enter operators or field queries (see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on
page 14).

To add a search field

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the interface for which you want to add a search field.

4. Select the Fieldsmenu.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Search Fields.

6. Next to Fields to Use to Perform Advanced Search, click Add New.

7. UnderEdit Search Field:
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a. In the Title field:

i. Enter the English text that appears as the label for this custom search field in theDocument
Properties section of theAdvanced Search page.

ii. Click the button next to the text box to open a dialog box where you can enter the label
translated for the other supported languages.

b. In the Field to Search On drop-down list, select the field that you wish to add.

Note:When the desired field does not appear, youmust configure it to be searchable (see "Adding
a Field to Search On" on page 323).

c. Click OK.

8. Under Fields to Use to Perform Advanced Search, you canmodify the display order of the fields by
clicking theUp andDown links. You can also remove fields by selecting them and clickingDelete.

2.8.4.5 Preference Defaults Menu

2.8.4.5.1 Modifying Default Search Interface Preferences

ThePreference Defaults page of the Interface Editor corresponds to thePreferences page of the search
interface. As the Coveo administrator, you can use thePreference Defaults page to adjust the default values
of the search interface preferences for all users. Each user can subsequently modify each of these values
(see "Modifying Search Interface Preferences" on page 14).

User preferences are stored in browser cookies which contain only the variation between default and user-
selected values. This method applies new default values instantaneously for all users without affecting user
customized values. 

Note: Youmust select theEnable Preferences link option in the Interface Editor to make thePreferences
link appear above the search box for a specific search interface (see "Activating Search Interface Options"
on page 381).
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To modify the default value of user preferences

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select Search Interfaces > Preferences Default.

3. In theGeneral Preferences page, edit the available options.

For more information on each parameter, refer to the following table.

Parameter Description

Number of results
per page

Specifies the number of results that appear on each search results page.

Number of lines in
excerpt

Specifies the number of lines to include in the text excerpt for each result.

Initialize theMailbox
facet using your
default mailbox

When selected, specifies your default mailbox as the active filter for the
Mailbox facet. Select this option for theMy Email search interface. When
cleared, theMailbox facet shows all mailboxes to which you have access.

Always open results
in new window

When selected, CES opens documents that you click in search results in a new
browser window. When cleared, CES opens the document in the samewindow
as the result list.

Use wildcard queries When selected, * and ? characters entered in the search box are interpreted as
wildcard operators.
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Parameter Description

Use thesaurus for
automatic query
expansion

When selected, CES checks if keywords in the query have synonym entries in
the thesaurus, and if they do, adds the synonyms to the query.

Automatically use
corrected query
suggestion (did you
mean)

When selected, automatically corrects misspelled keywords in the query before
sending the query to the index server.

Open emails with
Microsoft Outlook

When selected, allows users to open email search results with Microsoft
Outlook.

4. Click Apply to make changes effective.

2.8.4.6 Advanced Menu

2.8.4.6.1 What Are Alternate URI Rules?

Alternate URIs are addresses used to open documents from a source or application different from the one
used for indexing.

Example: You can openMicrosoft Exchange emails in aWeb interface instead of the nativeMicrosoft
Outlook mail client. 

2.8.4.6.2 Creating Alternate URI Rules

Alternate URIs are addresses used to open documents from a source or application different from the one
used for indexing.

Example: You can openMicrosoft Exchange emails in aWeb interface instead of the nativeMicrosoft
Outlook mail client.

To create an alternate URI rule

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Access theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. Select Advanced > Alternate Uris.

4. Click Add New.
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5. Edit the appropriate parameters described in the following table.

Section Description

Description Indicates the purpose of the rule.

Example: Open emails in aWeb application.

Uri Pattern Indicates the addresses affected by this rule (i.e. replaced by the alternate address).
Use wildcards if necessary.

Replacement Indicates the address used to open the documents.
Select Enabled by default to apply the rule by default andMandatory to make the rule
compulsory.

Note: You canmodify the display order of alternate URI rules by clicking the Up andDown links. You
can remove alternate URIs by selecting them and clickingDelete.

6. Click OK. 

2.8.4.6.3 What Is a Security Provider?

Security providers allow the search interface to return documents whose security permissions are different
from the ones used by Windows.

2.8.4.6.4 Adding Security Providers to the Search Interface

Security providers allow the search interface to return documents whose security permissions are different
from the ones used by Windows.

Example: To return secure Documentum content, the Documentum security provider must be added to the
search interface.
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Note: Youmust first configure providers in the Administration Tool (see "How to Add andModify Security
Providers" on page 270).

To add security providers to the search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Access theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. Select Advanced > Security Provider.

4. Click Add New.

5. In the Title field, enter a descriptive name for the security provider.

6. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, select the appropriate provider.

7. Click OK.

2.8.4.6.5 Configuring a Custom Scope

A custom scope, like the regular scope (see "Configuring the Scope of a Search Interface" on page 391),
allows to apply a filter expression and include one or more remote indexes, but also optionally exclude the
index from the local Coveo instance.

While a normal scope is transparent to the end-user, a custom scope is visible as an option in theSearch In
facet that appears in the top facet zone when one or more custom scopes are available.
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Example: You can create custom scopes to exclusively search in the Boston and Paris remote indexes
within your organization. End-users can select the desired scope when needed from theSearch In facet
that appears below the search result title bar.

To configure a custom scope

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theSearch Interfaces tab. 

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down box, select the search interface for which you wish to configure the
custom scope.

4. Select theAdvancedmenu.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Custom Scopes.

6. Do one of the following action:

a. To create a new custom scope, click Add New next toCustom Search Scopes.

OR

b. Tomodify a custom scope, click its name.

7. UnderEdit Custom Scope:
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a. In the Title field:

i. Enter a descriptive namemeaningful to end-users as they will view it as an option in theSearch
In facet.

ii. Click the button next to the text box to open a dialog box where you can enter the label
translated for the other supported languages.

8. Enter a specific filterExpression in the form of a query.

This expression applies to the custom scope and to remote indexes.

9. Select theExclude local server from search check box when you want to exclude the local index from
the scope and only query remote indexes.

10. When remote indexes have already been defined in the Administration Tool for the current Coveo instance
(see "Adding or Modifying Remote Indexes" on page 221), you can also add one or more remote indexes
to the custom scope:

a. Next toRemote Indexes, click Add.

b. From theName drop-down list, select the appropriate remote index.

c. In the Filter Expression field, enter a filter expression to add to every query sent to the remote index.

d. In the Time to execute (sec) field, enter themaximum time to wait for the query results from the
remote index. A warningmessage appears in the search interface when the time out is reached. The
default value is 0, in which case the search interface waits indefinitely.
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Note:When the remote Coveo instance is down, local search results are presented immediately
without waiting for remote results.

11. Click OK.

2.8.4.6.6 Copying a Search Interface Configuration to Another Coveo Server

You can use theDeployment page of the Interface Editor to transfer search interface configurations between
Coveo instances, that is from one CoveoMaster server to another.

Note: The Interface Editor configuration is stored on theMaster server and is automatically applied to all
Front-End servers and deployed to all Mirror servers within a Coveo instance. You therefore do not need to
use theDeployment page within a Coveo instance.

TheDeployment page allows you to export the configuration by downloading an XML configuration file for the
current search interface. Youmust then transfer the file manually to theMaster server of another Coveo
instance. In this other Coveo instance, you again use theDeployment page to import the configuration by
uploading the XML configuration file.

Example: This procedure is useful to easily replicate a search interface configuration between the Coveo
instances of your development, quality assurance, and production environments.

Tip: You can also use theDeployment page to create backup files for the configuration of each of your
search interfaces (see "Backing up the Configuration of a Search Interface" on page 439).

The XML configuration file contains the values for all the parameters that you can change from the Interface
Editor. This means that all Interface Editor parameters are overwritten when you upload the file. When other
CES configuration parameters such as those set in the Administration Tool are different in both Coveo
instances, youmay need to adjust some parameters in the target instance after the upload.

Example: You copy a search interface configuration from the Coveo instance in your quality assurance
environment to that of your production environment, but the collection names are not the same in both
environments. After uploading the XML configuration file in the production environment, youmust set the
scope to include the collection from this environment.

To copy a search interface configuration to another Coveo Master server

1. On the source CoveoMaster server, access the Interface Editor (see "Opening the Interface Editor" on
page 363).

2. Click theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the search interface for which you want to export the
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configuration file.

4. On themenu, select Advanced.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Deployment.

6. UnderDeploy this interface to another Coveo Enterprise Search server:

a. UnderDownload the search interface xml, click Download.

CES creates and initiates the download of an XML file containing the configuration for the current
search interface.

b. Save the downloaded file to a location of your choice on this server.

7. Manually copy the downloaded file from this server to the other CoveoMaster server to which you wish to
transfer the configuration.

8. On the target CoveoMaster server, access the Interface Editor (see "Opening the Interface Editor" on
page 363).

9. Click theSearch Interfaces tab, and then in theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the search
interface for which you want to import the configuration file.

10. On themenu, select Advanced, and then in the navigation panel on the left, select Deployment.

11. UnderDeploy this interface to another Coveo Enterprise Server:

a. Optionally, underDownload the search interface xml, click Download to create and save a
backup file.
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Note: It is recommended to create and save a backup file for the current configuration so that you
can easily roll back to the current state when the import of another configuration does not give
expected results.

b. UnderUpload the search interface xml, click Browse, and then select the XML file that you copied
from the source CoveoMaster server.

c. Click Upload to import the search interface configuration.

12. Open the search interface from the target CoveoMaster server to validate that the configuration import
gives expected results. Use the Interface Editor when you need tomake adjustments.

2.8.4.6.7 Backing up the Configuration of a Search Interface

You can create and save an XML configuration file that contains the values for all the parameters that you can
change from the Interface Editor for the current search interface.

It is a best practice to create backup XML configuration files beforemaking changes to your search interfaces.
You can then easily roll back to previous configurations using the backup files.

To back up the configuration of a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Click theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the search interface for which you want to make the
configuration backup.

4. On themenu, select Advanced.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Deployment.

6. UnderDownload the search interface xml, click Download.
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CES creates and initiates the download of an XML file containing the configuration for the current search
interface.

7. Rename and save the downloaded file to a folder of your choice so that you can easily find it and identify
its content if you ever need to restore this configuration.

To restore a backup configuration for a search interface

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Click theSearch Interfaces tab.

3. In theCurrent Interface drop-down list, select the search interface for which you want to restore a
backup configuration.

4. On themenu, select Advanced.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Deployment.

6. UnderUpload the search interface xml:

a. Click Browse, and then select the backup XML configuration file that you wish to restore.

b. Click Upload to import the search interface configuration.

7. Open the search interface to validate that the backup configuration restoring gives expected results. Use
the Interface Editor when you need tomake adjustments.

2.8.5 Audiences Tab

2.8.5.1 What Is an Audience

An audience is a group of people corresponding to a category of users. An audience is made of Active
Directory groups and users (see "Adding an Audience" on page 441).
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You can associate audiences independently for each search interface when you add them to a search hub.
When accessing a search hub, a user only sees the user interfaces associated with audiences for which he or
she is amember (see "Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page 370).

Example: You can create an audience grouping all the employees from themarketing department. You
create a search interface tomeet the search needs of this department. When you add the search interface
to the search hub, you assign this audience to the search interface so that only marketing department users
can see this interface.

2.8.5.2 Adding an Audience

An audience is made of Active Directory groups and users. The purpose of audiences is to control access to
search interfaces within a search hub (see "Adding Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page 370).

To add an audience

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theAudiences tab.

3. Click Add New.
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4. In theName field, enter a descriptive name for the new audience.

This namewill appear in the page where you can add search interfaces to a search hub (see "Adding
Search Interfaces in a Search Hub" on page 370).

5. BesideGroups orUsers, respectively for each group or user that you wish to include in the audience:

a. In the lower text box, enter the name of a valid Active Directory group/user for the current domain.

Note: You cannot add a group or user from a domain other than the one in which the Coveo server
resides.

b. Click Add.

The group or user appears in the upper text box when it is authenticated. An error message appears at
the top of the page when the name is not recognized.

6. To delete a group or a user, select the group or user name in the appropriate upper text box, and then click
Delete.
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7. Click OK.

2.8.6 Miscellaneous Tab

2.8.6.1 Adding Custom File Types

You can define a custom file type and associate an icon to the files of this type retrieved by CES. The purpose
of this process is to better identify file types in the result list.

Note: Custom file types must first be defined in the Administration Tool (see "Modifying How CES Handles
a Document Type" on page 305).

To add a custom file type

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Select theMiscellaneoustab, and then select Custom File Types in the navigation panel on the left.

3. Click Add New.

4. UnderEdit Custom File Type:

a. InName, enter a descriptive name for the file type.

b. InValue of @sysfiletype field, enter the extension of the appropriate file type.

Example: .doc, or .html, or .pdf.

c. In the Icon Uri field, enter the path for the icon file. You can specify the full path in the [site_
address]/[path]/[image_file] form or the relative path from where the search interface page
is stored.
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Examples:
Absolute path: http://mysite.com/images/icon-people.png

Relative path: ~/Coveo/Skins/MyInterface/icon-people.png

d. Click OK.

5. UnderCustom File Types, you can delete custom formats by selecting them and clickingDelete. 

2.8.6.2 Adding a Per URI Setting

Per URI settings allow to display different search interfaces for a group of addresses even if their
corresponding pages cannot be edited.

Example: In Microsoft SharePoint, pages corresponding to several sites can share the same .aspx file,
andmodifications to this file are applied to all sites. However, it is possible to display different search
interfaces within those pages by using per URI settings.

To add a per URI setting

1. Access the Interface Editor.

2. Access thePer Uri Settings page (Miscellaneous > Per Uri Settings).

3. Click Add New.

4. UnderEdit Per Uri Settings:

a. InUri Pattern, enter the addresses of the pages to replace, using wildcards characters (*, ?) when
necessary.

b. InUri of the search page, enter the address of the appropriate search page.
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c. In theName of Interface drop-down list, select the search interface to display.

d. Click OK.

2.9 Coveo Integration
This section contains procedures describing how to integrate Coveo search hubs, search interfaces, or
search boxes in other systems.

2.9.1 Integrating a Search Interface in ASP

You canmanually integrate a Coveo search interface to any ASP.NET page with minor editing of the page
code.

To add a Coveo search interface to an ASP.NET page

1. Using a text editor, open the .aspx page in which you wish to add the search interface.

2. Add the following declaration after the @page directive.

<%@ Register TagPrefix="ces" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>

3. Locate the place where you want to insert the Coveo search interface (ex.: after the custom page
headers) and add the following control, where you replace MyInterfaceName by the appropriate
interface name.

<ces:SearchInterface Name="MyInterfaceName" runat="server"/>

4. Save your modifications.

2.9.2 Integrating a Search Hub in ASP

The search hub is referenced in the default document defined in IIS for your Coveo search website.

Example:When you install CES in the default installation folder and let the installer create the default
Coveo Enterprise Search 6website, the default document defined in IIS for the website is the C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6\Web\Coveo\default.aspx file and the default search hub
is referenced in this file by the <ces:SearchHub id="h" runat="server"/> code line.

When you create a new search hub, you can use it by referencing it in the default document defined in IIS for
your website or in other custom ASP pages that youmay want to create and use in other contexts.
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To integrate a Coveo search hub to an ASP.NET page

1. Using a text editor, open the appropriate .aspx page.

2. Add or ensure that the following declaration appears after the @page directive.

<%@ Register TagPrefix="ces" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>

3. Locate the place where the search hub is to be inserted (ex.: after the custom page headers) and add or
edit the following control where you replace MyHubName by the appropriate search hub name.

<ces:SearchHub Name="MyHubName" runat="server"/>

4. Save themodifications.

5. In IIS, for the site containing the page in which you integrate the search hub, create a virtual folder named
Coveo that points to the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo folder.

2.9.3 Enabling the Scope Selector in Microsoft SharePoint

In Microsoft SharePoint, the scope selector is a control that you can add next to the Coveo search box to
allow users to select the scope in which the search should be performed. Scopes are defined by the
administrator.

Scope selector

Coveo search box integrated in Microsoft SharePoint
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Note: This features is available for CES 6.0.3648+.

As a Coveo administrator, you can enable the scope selector in Microsoft SharePoint by editing the
searchBox.ascx file in the skin used by your SharePoint interface.

Note: In the case of a SharePoint farm, youmust perform the following procedure for each SharePoint
server.

To enable the scope selector in Microsoft SharePoint

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the SharePoint server on which Coveo is installed.

Important: It is not recommended to customize the default skins provided by Coveo. Default skins are
overwritten when upgrading CES. The best practice is to create a renamed copy of the default skin, and
thenmodify and use the new skin.

2. Unless you are already using a custom skin, in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins\ folder:

a. Make a copy of the SharePoint folder.

b. Rename the folder copy to the name of your choice.

Example: SharePointScopeSelector

3. Using a text editor:

a. Open the searchBox.ascx file from your new skin folder.

b. Add the following lines of code:

<td style="padding-right: 2px">
<select id="DDLScope" runat="server"/>

</td>

as shown in the following excerpt (after line 12):

<table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr>
<td>
<input type="text" id="TXTQuery" style="font-size: 9pt" runat="server"/>

</td>
<td style="padding-left: 2px">
<% ((BetterImage) BTNSearch).ImageUrl = SearchBox.SearchImage.Resolve(); %>
<% ((BetterImage) BTNSearch).HoveredImageUrl = SearchBox.SearchHoveredImage.Resolve();

%>
<% ((BetterImage) BTNSearch).ToolTip = SearchStrings.Search; %>
<% ((BetterImage) BTNSearch).Style["cursor"] = "pointer"; %>
<cnlb:BetterImage id="BTNSearch" runat="server"/>

</td>
<td style="padding-right: 2px">
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<select id="DDLScope" runat="server"/>
</td>

</tr>
</table>

c. Save the file.

4. Reset IIS on the server to make the changes effective (see "Resetting IIS" on page 805).

5. Unless youmodified an existing custom skin, youmust now configure the SharePoint search interface to
use the new skin that you created:

a. Using a Coveo administrator account, access a SharePoint page where the Coveo search box
appears, and then launch any query to open the search interface.

b. In the upper-right corner of the search interface, in theDo More drop-down list, select Edit this
Interface.

Note: TheDo More drop-down list only appears for an Coveo administrator.

The Interface Editor opens with the SharePoint interface as the current interface.

c. UnderBasic Configuration, in theSkin drop-down list, select the new skin that you created.

Note: The new skin will a appear only after performing the IIS reset.

d. Click Apply.

6. Validate that the scope selector is available to users:

a. Clear the cache of your browser and then close the browser.

b. Restart the browser, open a SharePoint page where the Coveo search box appears to verify that the
scope selector appears next to the search box.

2.9.4 Modifying the Language of the Search Interface

Search interface templates are available in English (default.aspx), French (default-fr.aspx),
Spanish (default-es.aspx), andGerman (default-de.aspx). You can use a search interface in a
different language by inserting the appropriate template name in the address.

Example: To replace the English interface by the French one, replace
http://hostname/ces6/default.aspx?=myinterface by
http://hostname/ces6/default-fr.aspx?=myinterface.
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To add a link pointing to a search interface in another language

1. In a text editor, open the appropriate template (ex.: default.aspx).

2. After the <body> tag, enter a link in the form:

<a href="default-fr.aspx">Français</a>

where default-fr.aspx can be replaced by the appropriate template and Français by the
appropriate language.

3. Save the file. 

2.9.5 Integrating a Coveo .NET Search Interface in a non ASP.NET Site

It is possible to integrate a Coveo .NET search interface into an HTML page hosted on a non ASP.NETWeb
server using a JavaScript/AJAX. This technique involves configuring a reverse proxy to route the search
requests from the client computer to the Coveo server and the search results back to the client computer. This
process is transparent to the end-user. Contact the Coveo Professional Services for assistance.

2.9.6 Searching and Retrieving Results Using XML Search

The Coveo Platform can return search results in an XML format. Using XML search is useful to easily
integrate Coveo search results in a third party application or a website without making calls to the Coveo API.
This is done using the basic HTTP request/response communications to integrated search results in a web
access point.

Example: To add search results to a website using XML search:

1. Add an XMLSearch page to your site.

2. Perform a search using the Coveo XMLSearch page.

3. Parse the XML to display results.

You can obtain XML search results using the XMLsearch.aspx in the search URL of the form:

http://[CoveoServer]/XMLSearch.aspx?[Query]
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Example: Searching for united oil financial statements year ended 2003 from the
Intranet search interface on a Coveo server returns 4 results.
Using the following URL from this Coveo server:

https://localhost/XMLsearch.aspx?BasicQuery=united oil financial statements

year ended 2003 @sysspversion

returns the same 4 results, but in the following XML format:

<QueryResults xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<Executed>true</Executed>
<BasicQuery>
united oil financial statements year ended 2003 @sysspversion

</BasicQuery>
<AdvancedQuery/>
<ExpandedQuery/>
<TotalCount>4</TotalCount>
<Time>0.047</Time>
<Filtered>false</Filtered>
<Optimized>false</Optimized>
<Results>
<QueryResult>...</QueryResult>
<QueryResult>
<UniqueId>172622!-1!</UniqueId>
<Title>Financial funding United Oil Draft</Title>
<Uri>
https://sp2010.demo.coveo.com/Finance/Shared Documents/Funding Reports/Financial funding

United oil Sharepoint.docx
</Uri>
<PrintableUri>
https://sp2010.demo.coveo.com/Finance/Shared Documents/Funding Reports/Financial funding

United oil Sharepoint.docx
</PrintableUri>
<TargetUri>
https://sp2010.demo.coveo.com/Finance/Shared Documents/Funding Reports/Financial funding

United oil Sharepoint.docx
</TargetUri>
<Score>2710</Score>
<PercentageScore>52.927528381347656</PercentageScore>
<Size>293386</Size>
<IsAttachment>false</IsAttachment>
<ContainsAttachment>true</ContainsAttachment>
<ModifiedDate>2010-09-21T18:39:25</ModifiedDate>
<IndexedDate>2011-03-01T16:21:36</IndexedDate>
<IsTopResult>false</IsTopResult>
<Rating>3</Rating>
<IsUserRating>false</IsUserRating>
<LastView>0001-01-01T00:00:00</LastView>
<NumberOfViews>0</NumberOfViews>

</QueryResult>
<QueryResult>...</QueryResult>
<QueryResult>...</QueryResult>

</Results>
<ExceptionCode>1</ExceptionCode>
<ExceptionContext/>

</QueryResults>

Note: The XML search results output does not feature all the controls of the default search interface. For
example, the facets are not included.
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2.9.6.1 Available Parameters

In the query, you can use the parameters described in the following table.

Name Type Description Possible Values
CES
version

AdvancedQuery String Advanced query
expression.

(according to search syntax) 6.0

AllRemoteServers Boolean Set to true to
include all
remote servers
in the query.

[true, false] 6.5

BasicQuery String Basic query
expression.

(according to search syntax) 6.0

CollectionIds Comma
separated
string

IDs of the
collections in
which the query
should be
performed.

If no collections are specified,
then they are all selected.

6.0

CollectionNames Comma
separated
string

Names of the
collections in
which the query
should be
performed.

Available collections.
If collections specified do not
exist, they are dismissed.

6.0

DoNotLog Boolean Set to true to
disable query
logging.

[true, false] 6.5

ExcerptLength Integer Length of the
excerpt to
retrieve for each
result (in
characters). Set
this property to a
non-zero value
to retrieve an
excerpt.

[0…] 6.0
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Name Type Description Possible Values
CES
version

ExpandQuery Boolean Set to true to
enable query
expansion using
the thesaurus.

[true, false] 6.0

FilterByField String The custom field
to use for
filtering custom
duplicates.

Any available field, prefixed by
@

6.5

FilterDuplicates Boolean Set to true to
enable duplicate
document
filtering.

[true, false] 6.0

FirstResult Integer 0-based index of
the first result to
retrieve.

[0…49999] 6.0

ImpersonatorChain Comma
separated
string

Authentication
information
(chain of users
to impersonate)
for the execution
of the query.

6.5

NeedCachedDocumentUris Boolean Set to true to
retrieve the
URIs that serve
cached versions
of the results.

[true, false] 6.0

NeedConcepts Boolean Set to true to
retrieve the
concepts for
each result.

[true, false] 6.0
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Name Type Description Possible Values
CES
version

NeededFields Comma
separated
string

List of fields
whose value
should be
retrieved.

Any available field, prefixed by
@

6.0

NeedHighlights Boolean Set to True to
retrieve the
highlights for the
title, excerpt,
etc.

[true, false] 6.0

NeedQueryCorrections Boolean Set to true to
retrieve the
potential query
corrections.

[true, false] 6.0

NumberOfResults Integer maximum
number of
results to
retrieve.

[1…50000] 6.0

Optimize Boolean Set to true to
enable exact
string query
optimizations.

[true, false] 6.0

PreferredLanguage String Optional name
of the preferred
language for
results.

[english,french] 6.0

SavedQueryOrFilter String The serialized
saved query or
filter to include in
the search.

6.5

SortByField String Optional name
of the field to
use for sorting
results.

(according to fields configured
as sortable)
Used only if SortCriteria is
in [FieldAscending,
FieldDescending]

6.0
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Name Type Description Possible Values
CES
version

SortCriteria String Sort criteria to
use for sorting
results.
Note: in
versions prior to
1413.1808 this
parameter was
named SortBy.

[Relevancy,
ModifiedDateAscending,
ModifiedDateDescending,
FieldAscending,
FieldDescending]

6.0

SummaryLength Integer Length of the
summary to
retrieve for each
result (in words).
Set this property
to a non-zero
value to retrieve
a summary.

[0…] 6.0

TimeZoneOffset Integer End user's
offset from local
time to UTC, in
minutes.

[-720…720] 6.0

UseCollaborativeRanking Boolean Set to true to
enable
collaborative
ranking for this
query.

[true, false] 6.0

UseWildcards Boolean Set to true to
enable wildcards
for this query.

[true, false] 6.0

Example: A more complex query combining several parameters:
http://localhost/XMLSearch.aspx?BasicQuery=@uri&collectionnames=portal,test&

NumberOfResults=4&SortBy=ModifiedDateDescending

&ExcerptLength=200&SummaryLength=60&NeedConcepts=true
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2.9.6.2 Output XML Schema

<QueryResults xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<Executed></Executed>
<BasicQuery></BasicQuery>
<AdvancedQuery></AdvancedQuery>
<ExpandedQuery></ExpandedQuery>
<TotalCount></TotalCount>
<Time></Time>
<Filtered></Filtered>
<Optimized></Optimized>
<QueryCorrections>
<QueryCorrection>
<CorrectedQuery></CorrectedQuery>
<WordCorrections>
<WordCorrection>
<Position></Position>
<OriginalWord></OriginalWord>
<CorrectedWord></CorrectedWord>

</WordCorrection>
</WordCorrections>

</QueryCorrection>
</QueryCorrections>
<Results>
<QueryResult>
<UniqueId></UniqueId>
<Title></Title>
<TitleHighlights>
<Highlight>
<Position></Position>
<Length></Length>

</Highlight>
</TitleHighlights>
<Uri></Uri>
<PrintableUri></PrintableUri>
<PrintableUriHighlights>
<Highlight>
<Position></Position>
<Length></Length>

</Highlight>
</PrintableUriHighlights>
<Score></Score>
<Size></Size>
<IsAttachment></IsAttachment>
<ContainsAttachment></ContainsAttachment>
<ModifiedDate></ModifiedDate>
<IndexedDate></IndexedDate>
<Fields>
<ResultField>
<Name></Name>
<Value xsi:type=""> </Value>

</ResultField>
</Fields>
<IsTopResult></IsTopResult>
<Rating></Rating>
<IsUserRating></IsUserRating>
<LastView></LastView>
<NumberOfViews></NumberOfViews>
<Excerpt></Excerpt>
<ExcerptHighlights>
<Highlight>
<Position></Position>
<Length></Length>

</Highlight>
</ExcerptHighlights>
<Summary></Summary>
<Concepts>
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<string></string>
</Concepts>
<CachedDocumentUri></CachedDocumentUri>

</QueryResult>
</Results>

</QueryResults>

Element Data type Description

QueryResults N/A Root element.

Executed Boolean True if enough information to perform a search.

BasicQuery String Received BasicQuery parameter content.

AdvancedQuery String Received AdvancedQuery parameter content.

ExpandedQuery String Thesaurus suggested query.

TotalCount Integer Total number of matching documents.

Time float Time required to return results, in seconds.

Filtered Boolean True if duplicate results are filtered. Controlled by the
FilterDuplicates parameter.

Optimized Boolean True if query is optimized. Controlled by the Optimize
parameter.

QueryCorrections N/A Collection of QueryCorrection elements. Represents
theDid YouMean function.

QueryCorrection N/A Contains CorrectedQuery and WordCorrections
elements.

CorrectedQuery String Corrected query as if all WordCorrections are applied to
BasicQuery.

WordCorrections N/A Collection of WordCorrection elements.

WordCorrection N/A Contains Position, OrignalWord and
CorrectedWord elements.

Position Integer Position of OriginalWord in BasicQuery.

OriginalWord String Word that might require a correction.

CorrectedWord String Suggested OriginalWord replacement.

Results N/A Collection of QueryResult elements.
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Element Data type Description

QueryResult N/A Contains UniqueId, Title, TitleHighlights, Uri,
PrintableUri, Score, Size, IsAttachment,
ContainsAttachment, ModifiedDate,
IndexedDate, Fields, IsTopResult, Rating,
IsUserRating, LastView, NumberOfViews,
Excerpt, and ExcerptHighlights elements.

UniqueId Integer Internal unique document identifier.

Title String Title of the document.

TitleHighlights N/A Collection of Highlight elements.

Highlight N/A Contains Position and Length elements.

Position Integer Position of the expression to highlight in Title.

Length Integer Length of the expression to highlight in Title.

Uri String Address of the document.

PrintableUri String Address that should be displayed to user.

PrintableUriHighlights N/A Collection of Highlight elements.

Highlight N/A Contains Position and Length elements.

Position Integer Position of the expression to highlight in PrintableUri.

Length Integer Length of the expression to highlight in PrintableUri.

Score Integer Relative to the quality of the document in regards of the
query.

Size Integer File size in bytes.

IsAttachment Boolean True if the file is contained in another file such as a zipped
one.

ContainsAttachment Boolean True if contains other files such as a zip.

ModifiedDate date/time Last time the document was modified.

IndexedDate date/time Last time the document was refreshed in the index.

Fields N/A Collection of ResultField elements.
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Element Data type Description

ResultField N/A Contains Name and Value elements.

Name String Name of a field.

Value (description) Value of the field. This element has an attribute xsi:type
that denotes the data type of the value.

IsTopResult Boolean True if the document is displayed as a Top Results.

Rating float Document rating in number of stars.

IsUserRating Boolean True if the Rating element denotes that the rating was
manually set by the user.

LastView date/time Timewhen the document was last opened.

NumberOfViews Integer Number of times a document was opened.

Excerpt String Most relevant document excerpt.

ExcerptHighlights N/A Collection of Highlight elements.

Highlight N/A Contains Position and Length elements.

Position Integer Position of the expression to highlight in Excerpt.

Length Integer Length of the expression to highlight in Excerpt.

Summary String Document summary.

Concepts N/A Collection of string elements.

String String One of themost important document words or expressions.

CachedDocumentUri String Address where users can see the document Quick View.

2.9.7 Integrating the Search Interface in a Sitecore Website

The Coveo search interface allows end-users to search the indexed content. By integrating the search
interface into Sitecore, end-users can take advantage of Coveo search features directly into the Sitecore
website.

Note: If not already done, index the content of your Sitecore site so you can include it in the scope of the
search interface to integrate to Sitecore.
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To integrate the Coveo search interface in a Sitecore website

1. Using an administrator account, log on to the Sitecore server.

2. If not already done, using the CES installer, install or update the search interfaces on the Sitecore server.

3. Start the IIS Manager (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > Administrative Tools > Internet
Information Services (IIS) Manager).

4. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager (illustrated with IIS 6):

a. Expand the root of your Sitecore web application, and then create a virtual directory namedCoveo
that points to the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo folder.

a. Give at least theScript only permission to the virtual directory, but it is not necessary to create an
application.
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5. Using a text editor:

a. Open the Sitecore web.config file.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

b. In the file, add the following coveoEnterpriseSearch code section at the end of the file:

</system.web>
<coveoEnterpriseSearch>
<server hostname="CES_server_name" impersonate="False" mirrorName="default" port="52800"/>

</coveoEnterpriseSearch>
</configuration>

Note: The impersonate valuemust be set to True when the CES service is installed on another
physical machine (Front-End/Back-End setup).

6. Configure the impersonator for the user running the Sitecore application pool: 

a. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

b. In the Administration Tool, select Configuration > Security.

c. In the navigation panel on the left, click Impersonators.

d. In the Impersonators page, add the user running the Sitecore application pool as an impersonator of
the CES service.
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Note: You can find the user running the Sitecore application pool from the IIS manager. When the
application pool is running under the Network Service identity, the impersonator is
nt authority\network service whenCES is installed on the same server and is of the
form domain_name\machine_name$ when installed on another machine.

e. Click Add.

7. Integrate the search interface in a Sitecore layout or sublayout:

Add the following code at the appropriate location in the Sitecore layout or sublayout in which you want to
integrate the Coveo search interface control.

<%@ Register TagPrefix="ces" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL.Web, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CES.Interops, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>

<asp:Panel ID="pnResultsPanel" runat="server">
<ces:SearchInterface id="c" runat="server"/>

</asp:Panel>

8. When the Sitecore security is indexed using a security provider, with a script, the search interface can
display the search results corresponding to the currently logged on user.

Using the Sitecore API, retrieve the currently logged on user and pass this user to the Coveo search
Interface. The following script explains how to use the currently logged on user in the Coveo search
Interface once the control is added in a Sitecore layout or sublayout.

Note: CES security elements are case sensitive. The Sitecore connector always indexes security
elements in lower-case. Ensure to provide a lower-case username for the security to be resolved
correctly.
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<%@ Control Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="layouts_PFCEnergy_CoveoSearchResults"
Codebehind="CoveoSearchResults.ascx.cs" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="ces" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL.Web, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CES.Interops, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>

<script runat="server">
void c_OverrideUser(object p_Sender, Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls.OverrideUserEventArgs p_Args)
{
// The name of the security provider defined under the Admin Tool
string securityProviderName = "Sitecore Security Provider";
Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Providers.ICESUserIdentityFactory factory =

Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Providers.SearchProviderFactory.CreateDefaultUserIdentityFactory();
// Get the username from SitecoreAPI
string userName = Sitecore.Context.GetUserName().ToLower();
// Add to the collection of identities
Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Providers.IUserIdentity user = factory.CreateSecurityProviderUser(userName,

securityProviderName, false, null);
p_Args.AdditionalIdentities.Add(user);

}
</script>

<div id="contentMain">
<asp:Panel ID="pnResultsPanel" runat="server">
<ces:SearchInterface id="c" runat="server" OnOverrideUser="c_OverrideUser"/>

</asp:Panel>
</div>

Note: OnOverrideUser event is not available for all Coveo search controls such as QuickSearch
and SearchBox controls.

The search interface can target an explicit index source as shown in the following script.

<script runat="server">
override void OnInit(EventArgs p_Args)
{

SearchBinding.MainSearchObject.SetupSearchBuilder += this.Search_SetupSearchBuilder;
base.OnInit(p_Args);

}

void Search_SetupSearchBuilder(object p_Sender, SetupSearchBuilderEventArgs p_Args)
{ 

p_Args.Builder.AddConstantExpression("@Source=MySourceName");
}
</script>
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Tip: If you notice that some of Coveo images or JavaScript aremissing because they do not load in the
search interface, you can fix this problem with a simple edit of the Sitecore web.config file (not the Coveo
web.config file). In the file, locate the <setting name="IgnoreUrlPrefixes"...> tag and add
the |/Coveo/ string to the value attribute.

Example:

<setting name="IgnoreUrlPrefixes"
value="/sitecore/default.aspx|/trace.axd|/webresource.axd|/Coveo/"/>

2.10 Connectors
A connector is a search engine component that browses a repository type to download the information it
contains. Each connector is designed to crawl a specific repository type and extract its content and the
permissions associated with each item.

The following subsections describe how to configure and use the currently available Coveo Platform
connectors. Coveo continuously updates and develops new connectors following customer interest for
indexing content stored in new repository types or new repository versions (see "What Connectors Are
Available with CES?" on page 463).

Note: It is also possible to use additional connectors that are external crawlingmodules created using the
Coveo API (see "Open Connector API" on page 903).

2.10.1 What Connectors Are Available with CES?

The Coveo Platform includes a selection of connectors allowing you to index content from a variety of third
party repositories. The connectors aremade available though your Coveo license. You can view the allowed
connector sources for your current Coveo license using the Administration Tool (see "What Information Is
Displayed in the License Page?" on page 345). Contact the Coveo Sales when you want to add a connector to
your license. Contact the Coveo Professional Services when you want to develop connectors for other
repositories.

The following table lists the available connectors.

Available connector Repository type Supported versions For more information

Alfresco Enterprise Content
Management (ECM)

3.3, 3.4 "Alfresco Connector" on
page 465

Atlassian Confluence Wiki 2.5.3, 3, 4 "Atlassian Confluence
Connector" on page 472
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Available connector Repository type Supported versions For more information

Atlassian JIRA Issue and Bug
Tracker

3, 4

Database (MS Access,
MS-SQL, MySQL, Oracle,
DB2)

Database N/A "Database Connector" on
page 489

Desktop File/PST N/A "Desktop Connector" on
page 516

EMC Documentum Content
Server

Enterprise Content
Management (ECM)

5.3 to 6.5 EMC Documentum
Connector

EPiServer CMS WebContent
Management System
(WCMS)

6 "EPiServer CMS
Connector" on page 524

File (Microsoft Windows,
Samba)

File/PST files N/A "File Connector" on page
539

IBM Lotus Notes Email 7.0.3 to 8.5.1 IBM Lotus Notes Connector

IBM Lotus WebContent
Management

WebContent
Management System
(WCMS)

7.1

Jive Clearspace / SBS Collaboration 2.5.5, 2.5.7, 3.0, 4.0,
4.5, 5.0

"Jive Connector" on page
567

Liferay Collaboration 6

Microsoft Active Directory Security N/A "Microsoft Active Directory
Connector" on page 612

Microsoft Exchange Email 2003, 2007, 2010 "Microsoft Exchange
Connector" on page 618

Microsoft SharePoint Collaboration WSS 2.0/3.0, SPS,
MOSS, 2007 SP2,
2010

"Microsoft SharePoint
Connector" on page 637

Novell Netware File N/A "How to Add a Novell
Server Configuration" on
page 285
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Available connector Repository type Supported versions For more information

Open Text LiveLink Enterprise Content
Management (ECM)

API 9.6, 9.7, 9.7.1 OpenText Livelink
Connector

Oracle UCM (formerly
Stellent)

Enterprise Content
Management (ECM)

10r3, 11g

Quest ArchiveManager Archiving 4.0.5+ Quest ArchiveManager
Connector

Salesforce.com Customer relationship
management (CRM)

API 11.0 "Salesforce Connector" on
page 690

Sitecore CMS WebContent
Management System
(WCMS)

5.3, 6.0 to 6.5 "Sitecore Legacy
Connector" on page 737

Symantec Enterprise Vault
(formerly KVS)

Archiving 6.0 SP2 to 10.0 "Symantec Enterprise Vault
Connector" on page 765

Twitter Social media N/A

Web Pages Web N/A "Web Pages Connector" on
page 779

Note: The Coveo Connectors are continuously updated to support new repository features and versions.
Refer to the connector documentation or contact Coveo Support to identify the CES version and build from
which a specific repository feature or version is supported.

2.10.2 Alfresco Connector

2.10.2.1 Alfresco Connector Features

This Coveo prototype connector for Alfresco systems allows users to search the default Alfresco documents.

2.10.2.1.1 Connector Features

The features of the Alfresco connector are:

Content Indexing

The connector can retrieve and index the following default Alfresco system entity types:

l Documents

l Records
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Note: This prototype of the connector does not support live indexing or pause/resume indexing.

Fully Supported Security Model

The connector fully supports the Alfresco security model. This means that, in the Coveo search interface,
a user searching Alfresco content only sees the content to which he has access in the Alfresco system.

Note: In this prototype connector, themapping betweenWindows users and Alfresco users works only
when both have the same login name.

Out-of-the-Box Configuration

The connector is ready to operate with minimal configuration.

2.10.2.2 Alfresco Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Alfresco connector. The steps indicate the
order in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the CES and Alfresco systems.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Alfresco Connector Requirements" on page
467).

2. In the Alfresco system, select or create the crawling account.

The connector needs an Alfresco account with which it can crawl all the Alfresco content that you wish to
index (see "Selecting an Alfresco Full Read Account" on page 467).

3. On the Coveo server, in the Coveo Administration Tool:

a. Configure the user identity

Youmust assign the selected Alfresco full-read account to a Coveo user identity (see "Selecting an
Alfresco Full Read Account" on page 467).

b. Configure and index the Alfresco source

The connector needs to know details about the Alfresco system to be able to index its content (see
"Configuring and Indexing an Alfresco Source" on page 467).

c. Optionally, modify hidden source parameters

Once your Alfresco source is up and running, if you encounter time out or performance issues,
consider modifying some hidden source parameters to try resolving the issues (see "Modifying
Hidden Alfresco Source Parameters" on page 470).

d. Optionally, customize themapping file to fine-tune indexed content
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Once your Alfresco source is up and running, you can customize the connector mapping file to fine-
tune the indexed content or to index other default entities in your Alfresco system (see "Creating a
Custom AlfrescoMapping File" on page 471).

2.10.2.3 Alfresco Connector Requirements

Your environment needs tomeet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for
Alfresco systems:

l Coveo Platform 6.5

The connector was introduced with the Coveo Platform 6.5 and is therefore not available in previous
Coveo Platform versions.

l A Coveo license that includes the Alfresco connector.

l Alfresco version 3.3 or 3.4

The connector was developed and tested with Alfresco version 3.3 and 3.4.

Supported Alfresco products:

o Alfresco Document Management

o Alfresco RecordManagement

o Alfresco Share

2.10.2.4 Selecting an Alfresco Full Read Account

The Coveo connector needs to connect to the Alfresco system using an account that has access to all the
Alfresco content that you wish to index. An account member of the administrator group is the simple choice.

The connector only reads and does not modify Alfresco content. Consequently, in your Alfresco system you
can select an existing account or create a new account that has full access to the Alfresco content that you
wish to index. A best practice is to create a fixed password account used exclusively by the Coveo
connector.

2.10.2.5 Configuring and Indexing an Alfresco Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Alfresco system.

To configure and index an Alfresco source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theSources section, click Add.
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4. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Alfresco

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Alfresco.

Note: If you do not seeAlfresco in theSource Type list, your environment does not meet the
requirements (see "Alfresco Connector Requirements" on page 467).

Addresses

The root address of the Alfresco organization in the format:

http://[serverName:port]/

where you replace [serverName:port] by the host name and port of your Alfresco server.

Note:When you want to index more than one Alfresco server or more than one organization, the
best practice is to enter only one address here, for one server/organization and create other
sources for other server/organizations.

Mapping File

The default mapping file is embedded within the connector and is automatically used when no
mapping file is specified in the source.

If you chose to create a custommapping file, enter the absolute full path pointing your mapping file
(see "Creating a Custom AlfrescoMapping File" on page 471).

Example: C:\CES6\Config\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Alfresco.config

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.
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Because live indexing is not available for this prototype connector, ensure to select theEvery day
option, as this is the only mechanism that keeps the index content up-to-date.

Authentication

Select the user identity that you created previously for the Alfresco system (see "Selecting an
Alfresco Full Read Account" on page 467).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of items from other sources.

Example: If this source was for a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom Document Type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom Active Language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom Field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Parameter

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden Alfresco Source Parameters" on page 470).

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Leave this check box cleared. The connector for this type of source does not use this parameter.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave this check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing (for example:
mydocument and MyDocument).
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Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.

Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application.

Consider selecting this check box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original
document but only see the HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, you
must also select Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start the indexing of the new source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.2.6 Modifying Hidden Alfresco Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most setups. More advanced andmore rarely used parameters are
hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value. Consider changing
values of hidden parameters only when you encounter time out error messages or performance issues.

There is only one advanced hidden parameter for Alfresco sources. The parameter type (integer, string,…)
appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

BatchSize (integer)

Number of items to fetch per request made to the Alfresco Server. The default value is 50. Theminimum
value is 1. A small value forces the connector to make small but frequent queries to Alfresco. A larger
value leads to larger and less frequent queries.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify the above hidden source parameters.
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To modify hidden Alfresco source parameters

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add an Alfresco hidden source
parameter.

2. For a new Alfresco source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value
of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Alfresco source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Alfresco source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value, and then click
Apply Changes.

2.10.2.7 Creating a Custom Alfresco Mapping File

The Alfrescomapping file exactly determines which types of Alfresco documents are indexed and where this
information is added in the Coveo unified index.

The default mapping file is embedded within the connector and is automatically used when nomapping file is
specified in the source.

The default mapping file allows to index the following Alfresco document types:

l Documents

l Records

To create a custom Alfresco mapping file

1. Using a text editor, create an XML file that respect the Alfrescomapping file format (see the "Mapping File
Format" on page 472 section).

2. Save the file on the Coveo server (recommended folder and filename: [Index_
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Path]\Config\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Alfresco.config where by default [Index_
Path] = C:\CES6).

3. Specify themapping file path and filename in the Alfresco source (see "Configuring and Indexing an
Alfresco Source" on page 467).

Mapping File Format

Themapping file is an XML file that contains various sections and subsections. The root node is
<AlfrescoMapping>. It contains various <Mapping> nodes, each defining one type to be indexed.

The first <Mapping> node for type=“default”, showed in the followingmapping file excerpt, contains
mappings that apply to all entities defined in themapping file.

<Mapping type="default">
<Fields>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysAuthor">%[author_name]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>

2.10.3 Atlassian Confluence Connector

2.10.3.1 Atlassian Confluence Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Atlassian Confluence allows Coveo administrators to index and integrate the
content of ConfluenceWiki sites and spaces into the Coveo unified index, making it easily searchable by end-
users.

The Confluence connector features are:

l Extraction and indexing of all Confluence types:
o Spaces
o Wiki pages
o News items (blog posts)
o Comments
o Attachments (binary documents)

l Extraction and indexing of document permissions (supports LDAP integrations, including Active
Directory).

l Extraction and indexing of labels.

Note: The Coveo search interface includes aQuick View of Confluence content and provides Confluence
specific facets based on spaces, object types (Page, Comment...), and labels.
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Limitations

The Confluence connector does not support live indexing. A source refresh is required to update the source
content.

What's Next?

Review the steps to deploy the Confluence connector (see "Atlassian Confluence Connector Deployment
Overview" on page 473).

2.10.3.2 Atlassian Confluence Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Confluence connector. The steps indicate the
order in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the Confluence and Coveo servers.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Atlassian Confluence Connector
Requirements" on page 474).

2. On your Confluence server:

a. Enable the Confluence remote API.

The Confluence connector requires the Confluence SOAP remote API (Web service) to be enabled
on your Confluence server (see the Atlassian document Enabling the Remote API).

b. Optionally install the Coveo plugin.

With Confluence version 3.5.0 to 4.x installations, when you want to index permissions, youmust
install the Coveo Confluence plugin on your Confluence server (see "Installing the Coveo Plugin for
Atlassian Confluence" on page 474).

Note: Indexing permissions associated with each Confluence object is recommended as it allows
the Coveo search interface to only show Confluence documents to which the end-user performing
the search has access in Confluence.

3. On the Coveo server:

a. Optionally create a user identity.

The Confluence connector allows anonymous crawling. When your Confluence server does not allow
anonymous users to access the SOAP remote API or when you want to crawl using a specific
Confluence user, youmust create a user identity and setup your Confluence source to use this user
identity (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

With Confluence version 3.5.0 to 4.x installations, when you want to index permissions, a user
identity is also required and it must refer to a Confluence administrator account.
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b. Optionally create a security provider.

For all supported Confluence versions, when you want to index permissions, youmust configure a
security provider (see "Configuring an Atlassian Confluence Security Provider" on page 477).

c. Configure and index the Confluence source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about your Confluence installation to be able to index its
content (see "Creating and indexing an Atlassian Confluence Connector Source" on page 482).

4. In the Interface Editor, consider adding Confluence specific items to your search interface:

a. Add the built-in Confluence facets.

CES comes with three built-in Confluence facets (Space, Type, Label) that you can add to your
search interface so that end-users canmore easily refine Confluence content in search results (see
"Managing Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search Interface" on page 406).

b. Add theConfluence Labels display field.

In the search results, you canmake theConfluence Labels value appear for each Confluence
document using the syscflabels field (see "Adding Display Fields" on page 425).

2.10.3.3 Atlassian Confluence Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for
Confluence:

l Coveo license for the Confluence connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Confluence connector to be able to use this connector.

l Supported Confluence versions

The connector supports Confluence EnterpriseWiki 2.x, 3.x, and 4.x installations using the Confluence
SOAP remote API (Web service).

What's Next?

Enable the Confluence remote API needed by the Confluence connector (see the Atlassian document
Enabling the Remote API).

2.10.3.4 Installing the Coveo Plugin for Atlassian Confluence

The Coveo connector for Confluence comes with a Confluence plugin. For Confluence 3.5.x to 4.x
installations, when you want to index documents permissions, youmust install this plugin on your Confluence
server.
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To install the Coveo Confluence Plugin

1. Log into your Confluence server using a Confluence administrator account.

2. On themenu, click Browse > Confluence Admin.

3. If the Administrator Access page appears, enter your administrator account credentials.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, underConfiguration, click Plugins.

5. In theManage Existing page, click the Install tab.

6. In the Install page, click theUpload Plugin link.

7. In theUpload Plugin dialog box:

a. Click Choose File.

b. In theOpen dialog box, select the [CES_Installation_
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Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Confluence.Plugin.jar file from your Coveo
Master server, and then click Open.

c. Click Upload.

8. Click theManage Existing tab.

9. Validate that theCoveo Enhanced Soap API Plugin is listed in theUser-installed Plugins list.

To uninstall the Coveo Confluence plugin

1. Log into your Confluence server using a Confluence administrator account.

2. On themenu, click Browse > Confluence Admin.

3. If the Administrator Access page appears, enter your administrator account credentials.

4. In the navigation panel on the left, underConfiguration, click Plugins.

5. If not already done, click theManage Existing tab.

6. Click theCoveo Enhanced Soap API Plugin link.

7. In theCoveo Enhanced Soap API Plugin section of theUser-installed Plugins list:
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a. Click Uninstall.

b. In theDo you wish to continue dialog box, click Continue.

8. Validate theCoveo Enhanced Soap API Plugin is no longer listed in theUser-installed Plugins list.

2.10.3.5 Configuring an Atlassian Confluence Security Provider

When you choose to index document permissions associated with Confluence items, the Coveo connector
needs a security provider. When document permissions are indexed, in Coveo search results, a user
searching for Confluence content only sees the content to which he has access in Confluence.

To configure a Confluence security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.
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4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:

a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Example: Confluence Security Provider

DLL Path

The path to the custom crawler security provider DLL. Enter the following path:
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[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

Example:With the default installation path, enter: C:\Program Files\Coveo

Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll).

User Identity

Select the Confluence user identity that you created previously (see "Adding a User Identity" on
page 272).

b. In theParameters text box, specify custom configuration parameters, entering all parameters as a
single string in the following format:

ParameterName1="ParameterValue1";ParameterName2="ParameterValue2"; etc

Example:
AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Confluence.dll";WebServiceUrl=

"http://MyConfluenceServer:8090/";DBConnectionString="server=

MyServer;database=MyDatabase;User=MyUser;Password=MyPassword";

DBDriverType="SqlClient";LDAPConfigFilePath=

"\\server\c$\confluence\WEB-INF\classes\atlassian-user.xml"

i. Include the following required parameters:

AssemblyPath

Path to the Confluence custom crawler executable: [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Confluence.dll

Example:With the default installation path: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Confluence.dll).

WebServiceUrl

The address of the Confluence server. This should be the same address as the one that you
will specify when you configure the source for the connector (see "Creating and indexing an
Atlassian Confluence Connector Source" on page 482). Enter the URL in the following format:

http://[ConfluenceServer]:[port]

Example: WebServiceUrl="http://MyConfluenceServer:8090"

ii. For a Confluence 2.x to 3.4.x security provider, include the following required parameters:
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DBConnectionString

A valid database connection string to allow the connector to retrieve the security information
from the Confluence database.

Example: DBConnectionString="server=MyServer;database=MyDatabase;
User=MyUser;Password=MyPassword"

DBDriverType

Driver type to use to connect to the Confluence database. Possible values are: SqlClient,
OleDb, or Odbc.

LDAPConfigFilePath

For LDAP integrations only, path of the Confluence LDAP configuration file (atlassian-
user.xml) from which the connector automatically extracts the LDAP connection settings.

Example: LDAPConfigFilePath="\\server\c$\confluence\WEB-
INF\classes\atlassian-user.xml"

Note:When your Confluence server has an LDAP integration, the Confluence connector
must also connect to the LDAP servers to extract the information of the LDAP members
and to retrieve themembers of LDAP groups (see the Atlassian document Connecting to an
LDAP Directory).

UserManagementFramework

Default Confluence user management framework to use (see the Atlassian document
Understanding User Management in Confluence). Possible values are: Default,
AtlassianUser, or OSUser. This parameter is optional.

iii. Consider including the following optional parameters when you want to change their default
value:

AuthenticateConnection

Include and set this parameter to True when you selected your Confluence user identity in
User Identity to use it to authenticate the connection when connecting to the Confluence
web services. The default value is False.

TimeToLive

Number of milliseconds before refreshing the cache of members. The default value is
300000 ms (5 minutes).

WebServiceConnectionTimeout

Maximum number of milliseconds aWeb service call should wait. The default value is
30000 ms (30 seconds).
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c. Leave all the Security AssertionMarkup Language (SAML) parameters as is.

d. Consider revising the default value of the following parameters:

Authentication Cache Timeout

The time interval in seconds for the authorization cache update. The default is 3600 s (1 hour).
Reduce this value when you want to update security informationmore often. The cost is more
frequent calls to the Confluence server.

Authentication Cookie Expiration

The time interval in days for the expiration of the authentication cookie. The default is 1 day.

e. In theOption section:

i. Youmust select the following check boxes for the Confluence connector to work:

Support access list

To use early-binding security, select to instruct the connector to add an Access Control List
(ACL) to each document when crawling the repository.

Support expand group

Select to instruct the connector to expand the repository group into a list of repository users.

Support expand users

Select to instruct the connector to convert the list of repository users into a list of Microsoft
Active Directory users.

ii. Youmust clear the following check box for the Confluence connector to work:

Require authorization

Select only when you use late-binding security, to instruct CES to retrieve document-level
permissions at query time from the repository.

iii. Clear theDo not block exceptions check box unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support
agent. When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare
cases, this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider
problems.

iv. On a 64-bit Coveo server, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instruct CES to run the
security provider in 64-bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. Clear
this option only for rare connectors (not the Confluence connector) for which the security provider
must run in 32-bit mode. On a 32-bit server, this option is disabled.

6. Click Save.
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What's Next?

Configure and index a Confluence source (see "Creating and indexing an Atlassian Confluence Connector
Source" on page 482).

2.10.3.6 Creating and indexing an Atlassian Confluence Connector Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Confluence site.

To configure and index a Confluence source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Corporate Confluence Wiki

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Confluence.

Note: If you do not seeConfluence in theSource Type list, ensure that your environment
meets the requirements (see "Atlassian Confluence Connector Requirements" on page 474).

Addresses

List of starting points for the connector, one address per line.
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Examples: Use the Confluence server root URL as the starting address to index a complete
Confluence site: http://MyConfluenceServer:8090/

To index specific spaces, add their URL as starting addresses:

http://MyConfluenceServer:8090/display/space1

http://MyConfluenceServer:8090/display/space2

Note: To be able to index document permissions, all your starting points must be located on a
single Confluence site.

Authentication

When you created a user identity for this source, select it.

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example:When a source replaces a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to
High, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear earlier in the list compared
to those from legacy system sources.

Document Types

If you defined a custom document type set for this source, select it.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

c. Next toParameters, for Confluence version 2.x to 3.4.x installations, when you chose to index
permissions, click Add Parameter to add the DBConnectionString, DBDriverType, and
LDAPConfigFilePath mandatory source parameters with the same value entered for the security
provider (see "Configuring an Atlassian Confluence Security Provider" on page 477).
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Note: Other advanced parameters are also available (see "Modifying Hidden Atlassian Confluence
Source Parameters" on page 488).

d. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
server address are indexed.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking theQuick View link rather than opening the original document with the original
application. Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links
or to save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

e. Click Save to save the source configuration.

6. In the navigationmenu on the left, select Permissions.
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7. In thePermissions page:

l When you chose to index Confluence document permissions and created a security provider:

a. Next toPermissions, select Use a security provider.

b. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created earlier.

c. Click Apply Changes.

OR

l When you chose to not index the Confluence document permissions, it is recommended tomanually
specify which users should have access to the Confluence documents when performing queries:
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a. Next toPermissions, select Specifies the security permissions to index.

b. Next toAllowed Users:

i. In the upper box, select Everyone.

ii. Click Remove.

iii. In the lower box, enter an Active Directory user or group that must have access to the
Confluence content in the search results.

iv. Click Add.

The added user or group appears in the upper box.

v. When needed, repeat for other users or groups.

c. Click Apply Changes.

8. On the button bar, click Rebuild to start indexing the new source.

9. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.
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OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.3.7 Modifying Hidden Atlassian Confluence Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Confluence setups. More advanced andmore rarely used
parameters are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source
andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.
Consider changing values of hidden parameters when you encounter issues.

The following list describes the advanced hidden parameters available with Confluence sources. The
parameter type (integer, string,…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

AuthenticateConnection (Boolean)

Whether to use the user identity to authenticate the connection when connecting to the Confluence web
services.The default value is False.

WebServiceConnectionRetryCount (Integer)

Maximum number of retries to perform when aWeb service call fails. The default value is 3.

WebServiceConnectionRetryDelay (Integer)

Number of milliseconds to wait before retrying when aWeb service call fails. The default value is
30000 ms (30 seconds).

WebServiceConnectionTimeout (Integer)

Maximum number of milliseconds aWeb service call should wait. The default value is 30000 ms
(30 seconds). x

For Confluence version 2.x to 3.4.x installations only

DBConnectionString (String)

Required parameter describing the string used by the source to connect to the Confluence database.

DBDriverType (String)

Required parameter specifying the driver type to use to connect to the Confluence database. Possible
values are: SqlClient, OleDb, or Odbc.

LDAPConfigFilePath (String)

When your Confluence site uses LDAP integration, required parameter specifying the path of the
Confluence LDAP configuration file (atlassian-user.xml).

Example: \\server\c$\confluence\WEB-INF\classes\atlassian-user.xml
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UserManagementFramework

Optional parameter specifying the default Confluence user management framework to use (see the
Atlassian document Understanding User Management in Confluence). Possible values are: Default,
AtlassianUser, or OSUser.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden Confluence source parameters
1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Confluence

hidden source parameters.

2. For a new Confluence source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Confluence source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Confluence source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

4. Rebuild your Confluence source to apply the changes to the parameters.

2.10.4 Database Connector

2.10.4.1 Database Connector Features

The Coveo connector for databases allows to index database content directly through anODBC connection
and SQL queries.

2.10.4.1.1 Supported databases

The Database connector can index the following databases:

l Microsoft SQL Server

l Any database that has anOLE DB provider

l Any database that has anODBC provider, including Oracle and DB2
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2.10.4.1.2 Connector Features

The features of the Database connector are:

Database indexing

Fully customizable database indexing, either by specifying SQL queries or item types (table names).

Live indexing

The connector uses one column to track changes and only fetch the updated rows (see "Enabling Live
Indexing on a Database Source" on page 510).

Authentication and identity replacement

The connector supports standard authentication to databases (username and password), however you can
hide the password and username by introducing the @pwd and @uid tokens. By doing so, it is not possible
to see passwords in clear text, even if one has access to CES Administration (see "Replacing the Identity
in Database Connection Strings" on page 509).

Complement information retrieval using subqueries

The connector indexes documents through a query against a database. Subqueries can run on every
document to complete the information with more complex queries (see "Complement Information Retrieval
with Subqueries for the Database Connector" on page 513).

Support running in 32-bit

On a 64-bit platform, the 64-bit version of the connector can useODBC providers in both 32-bit and 64-bit.

Query-based security provider

You can expand external groups and users using a security provider when the database contains
information allowing groups to be expanded to external users and/or external users to bemapped to Active
Directory users (see "Enabling aQuery-Based Security Provider for the Database Connector" on page
512).

Paged query execution

The connector mapping file can be configured to support executing queries in smaller subsets of data,
instead of one big result; therefore the time required to execute a query can considerably be reduced (see
"Enabling PagedQuery Execution for the Database Connector" on page 499).

Multithreading

The connector can runmultiple threads, which can improve performances considerably (see "Enabling
Multithreading for the Database Connector" on page 509).

Field mapping

Fully customizable field mapping, from your database fields to CES custom and system fields.
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Pause/Resume

You have the possibility to pause and resumewhile indexing a database (see "Enabling Pause/Resume on
a Database Source" on page 510).

Indexing custom permissions

The connector can index custom permissions predefined for each document indexed.

Redirecting hyperlinks

Capability to redirect the hyperlink of a document to an existingWeb interface or its respective HTML
cached version.

What's Next?

Get familiar with the steps to deploy the Database connector (see "Database Connector Deployment
Overview" on page 491).

2.10.4.2 Database Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps required to deploy the Database connector. The steps indicate the
order in which to perform required and optional configuration tasks.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Database Connector Requirements" on
page 492).

2. In your DBMS, select or create a crawling account (user) that will be used by the CES connector. The
CES connector requires a Full Read DBMS account that is able to read all tables referred to in the
mapping file. Refer to the documentation specific to your DBMS.

A best practice is to create a fixed password account that is used exclusively by the Coveo connector.

3. Create a configuration file.

You can either create a configuration file from scratch or customize the provided sample file (see
"Indexing a Database Using a Configuration File" on page 492).

4. On the Coveo server, in the Coveo Administration Tool:

a. Configure the user identity

You can hide the user and password in the connection string by configuring the user identity (see
"Replacing the Identity in Database Connection Strings" on page 509). If configured, the user identify
is also used by the connector process to run, depending on the privileges of the user identity.

b. Configure and index the Database source
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The connector must know details about the database to index its content (see "Configuring and
Indexing a Database Source" on page 501).

c. Optionally, use paged query execution

If you encounter time out or performance issues, consider using paged queries to try resolving the
issues (see "Enabling PagedQuery Execution for the Database Connector" on page 499).

d. Optionally, customize the configuration file to fine-tune indexed content

Once your Database source is up and running, you can customize the configuration file of the
connector to fine-tune the indexed content or index other tables in your DBMS (see "Example of a
Configuration File for the Database Connector" on page 493 and "Additional XML Attributes" on page
498).

2.10.4.3 Database Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements in order to use the Database connector:

l Coveo license for the Database connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Database connector to be able to use this connector.

l A database with ODBC or OLE DB provider

2.10.4.4 Indexing a Database Using a Configuration File

You can use a configuration file to index data from a database. This file instructs the connector on the way to
retrieve and copy the data from the record fields to the Coveo system and custom fields.

Considering that the required URI field is used as the underlying link of a search result, it is important to
determine where a user is redirected when a result is opened.

l Best case scenario, aWeb interface displays the results of the search, making it easy to recreate the
address of a record page with fields from your database.

l Worst case scenario, the users are not redirected when they click on a search result.

Note: If theOpen results with cached version option is selected, the document automatically opens in
the Quick View (see "Configuring and Indexing a Database Source" on page 501).

To setup a configuration file

1. Create an XML-formatted configuration file and save it on the Coveo server. It is possible to create one
from scratch or from the provided sample (see "Example of a Configuration File for the Database
Connector" on page 493).
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Note: It is recommended to save it in the CES configuration folder ([Index_Path]\Config, by
default C:\CES6\Config).

2. Create a database source and specify the path of the configuration file using theConfiguration File Path
source parameter (see "Configuring and Indexing a Database Source" on page 501).

2.10.4.4.1 Example of a Configuration File for the Database Connector

The following file can be used by the Database connector to index data from the Northwind database, which is
a sample database part of Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL Server.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ODBC>
<CommonMapping excludedItems="Customers">
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>everyone</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="Orders">
<Accessor type="query">
SELECT Shippers.CompanyName AS ShipperName,

Orders.OrderID AS ID,
Orders.CustomerID,
Orders.OrderDate,
Orders.RequiredDate,
Orders.ShippedDate,
Customers.CompanyName,
Employees.LastName,
Employees.FirstName

FROM Orders, Shippers, Customers, Employees
WHERE Orders.ShipVia = Shippers.ShipperID AND

Orders.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID AND
Orders.EmployeeID = Employees.EmployeeID AND
Orders.OrderDate >= ?

</Accessor>
<Fields>
<Uri>http://www.coveo.com/Orders/details.aspx?Id=%[ID]</Uri>
<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>
<FileName>%[ID].txt</FileName>
<Title>%[ID]</Title>
<ModifiedDate>%[OrderDate]</ModifiedDate>
<Body>
OrderDate: %[OrderDate]<br/>
RequiredDate: %[RequiredDate]<br/>
ShippedDate: %[ShippedDate]<br/>
Shipped via: %[ShipperName]

</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="Type">Order</CustomField>
<CustomField name="OrderDate">%[OrderDate]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="RequiredDate">%[RequiredDate]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="Shipper">%[ShipperName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysAuthor">%[FirstName] %[LastName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>%[FirstName] %[LastName]</Name>
<Server></Server>
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</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Customers">
<Accessor type="object">Customers</Accessor>
<Fields>
<Uri> http://www.coveo.com/Customers/details.aspx?Id= %[CustomerID]</Uri>
<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>
<ContentType>text/html</ContentType>
<Title>%[CompanyName] (%[CustomerID])</Title>
<Body>%[CompanyName] \n %[ContactTitle] %[ContactName] %[Address]</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="Type">Customer</CustomField>
<CustomField name="ID">%[CustomerID]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
</ODBC>

The following list presents the different attributes found in the sample configuration file:

<CommonMapping>

You can specify multiple settings common for all or several of themappings in the configuration file.
Unless specified otherwise, <CustomFields> and <AllowedUsers> nodes used for all tables can be
added (see "<Mapping>" on page 494). The excludedItems attribute lists all the objects from the
ItemType source parameter that does not use the settings specified in CommonMapping. The following
represents the entire CommonMapping nodes where the table Customers is excluded.

Refer to the following example:

<CommonMapping excludedItems="Customers">
<Fields>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="ID">%[ID]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>everyone</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</CommonMapping>

<Mapping>

Defines how the connector retrieves data from the tables, how the indexed data is stored, and who has
access to it. It has an attribute called type. It is important to add the name of the table used for mapping.
Themapping for the table Orders is displayed and two tables are indexed, however one contains the
most complex configuration.

Refer to the following example:

<Mapping type="Orders">
<Accessor type="query">
SELECT Shippers.CompanyName AS ShipperName, Orders.OrderID AS ID, Orders.CustomerID,
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Orders.OrderDate, Orders.RequiredDate, Orders.ShippedDate, Customers.CompanyName,
Employees.LastName, Employees.FirstName

FROM Orders INNER JOIN
Shippers ON Orders.ShipVia = Shippers.ShipperID INNER JOIN
Customers ON Orders.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID INNER JOIN
Employees ON Orders.EmployeeID = Employees.EmployeeID

</Accessor>
<Fields>
<Uri>http://www.coveo.com/Orders/details.aspx?Id=%[ID]</Uri>
<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>
<FileName>%[ID].txt</FileName>
<Title>%[ID]</Title>
<Body>OrderDate: %[OrderDate] \n RequiredDate: %[RequiredDate] \n ShippedDate: %[ShippedDate]

\nShipped via: %[ShipperName]
</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="Type">Order</CustomField>
<CustomField name="OrderDate">%[OrderDate]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="RequiredDate">%[RequiredDate]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="ShippedDate">%[ShippedDate]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="Shipper">%[ShipperName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysAuthor">%[FirstName] %[LastName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>%[FirstName] %[LastName]</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</Mapping>

Note: All node values can be defined using the following syntax: %[odbcField]. When the indexing
process starts, this value is replaced by the actual value from the Database source. For example, in
<FileName>%[CustomerID].txt</FileName>, the term %[CustomerID] is dynamic and
replaced by the source value; however, .txt is static.

<Accessor>

The <Accessor> node contains the query string used to extract the data from the table. This node is
mandatory in order to have a valid mapping. It defines themethod used to access the specified table.
There is an attribute called type that can either be equal to object or query. In the example above, the
query type is used, meaning that the information stored in the database is accessed using a SQL query
and can be stored inmultiple tables and views.

Refer to the following example:

SELECT Shippers.CompanyName AS ShipperName,
Orders.OrderID AS ID,
Orders.CustomerID,
Orders.OrderDate,
Orders.RequiredDate,
Orders.ShippedDate,
Customers.CompanyName,
Employees.LastName,
Employees.FirstName

FROM Orders, Shippers, Customers, Employees
WHERE Orders.ShipVia = Shippers.ShipperID AND

Orders.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID AND
Orders.EmployeeID = Employees.EmployeeID AND
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Orders.OrderDate >= ?

Note: You can use the paged query execution feature to return results in small batch number and
decrease the likelihood of execution timeout (see "Enabling PagedQuery Execution for the Database
Connector" on page 499).

<Fields>

Collection of fields to bemapped when a document is indexed.

<Uri>

Address to which the user is redirected when clicking on the title of a search result. It is also used by the
index to identify documents.

Refer to the following example:

<Uri>http://www.coveo.com/Orders/details.aspx?Id=%[ID]</Uri>

Note: Even though the indexed database records do not have an actual Web address where they can
be viewed by users, youmust provide one. It is possible to generate an URI based on any dummy
address as long as it is unique. You can create one formed with a primary key provided from your
database.

<ClickableUri>

URI opened when trying to open documents from the user interface of CES.

Refer to the following example:

<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>

<FileName>

Name of the file indexed. The extension of the filename is used to select the appropriate converter.

Refer to the following example:

<FileName>%[ID].txt</FileName>

<Title>

Name displayed on the search result page representing the title of the document indexed.

Refer to the following example:

<Title>%[ID]</Title>

Note: %[ID] is used to give each entry its own name based on the ID field in the Orders table.
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<Body>

Body of the document indexed. It can be amix of static and dynamic content taken from the table.

Refer to the following example:

<Body>OrderDate: %[OrderDate] \n RequiredDate: %[RequiredDate] \n ShippedDate: %[ShippedDate]
\nShipped via: %[ShipperName]
</Body>

%[OrderDate], %[RequiredDate], %[ShippedDate] and %[ShipperName] fields are all dynamic
content types that change with each entry taken from the table. When \n is displayed, it means that what
comes after is printed on a new line.

Note: You cannot use both Body and BinaryBody nodes at the same time.

<CustomFields>

Mapping of ODBC fields to CES custom fields. It is made of a collection of <CustomField> nodes.

<CustomField>

Each <CustomField> node represents a custom field in CES and the data contained therein. In the
example above, several <CustomField> nodes like the following are displayed:

<CustomField name="OrderDate">%[OrderDate]</CustomField>

The name attribute is mandatory and represents the name of the CES custom field to bind data to. The
value of this node should use themapping syntax. The %[OrderDate] expression instructs the
connector to copy the information from the OrderDate database field to the OrderDate custom field in
CES.

<AllowedUsers>

Mapping of ODBC fields to CES security. The connector does not index the securities of the database
automatically, therefore this field can be used to protect the data taken from the database.

Note: If you do not insert this section, everybody will have access to all the documents indexed.

<AllowedUser>

Rights given to users or groups regarding indexed documents. In the following example, there are two
mandatory attributes:

Refer to the following example:

<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">

l Type: It specifies the type of user to which rights are given (Windows, CustomGroup or
CustomUser).
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l Allowed: It can be set to true or false.

Note: You can definemultiple allowed users within a single AllowedUser node by separating them by
a semicolon (;).

<Name>

Name of a user or group to which you want to grant permissions. The FirstName and LastName values
are used and stored in the table. This type of setup is useful only if these fields correspond to users that
have access to the database.

Refer to the following example:

<Name>%[FirstName] %[LastName]</Name>

You should have one or more tables listing the users as well as their respective permissions. Also, provide
the name of a Windows group that contains all the users that should have access. Otherwise, this field
can be set to Everyone, meaning everyone has access to the information taken from the table.

<Server>

Domain name for the current group or user. In the above example, no server name is specified. However,
in an everyday context, it needs to be set to a specific value.

2.10.4.4.2 Additional XML Attributes

This section presents additional XML attributes necessary to index data from a database. Basically, a single
mandatory sectionmust be included in a configuration file: the Mapping node, whichmust be placed under a
parent ODBC node.

The following displays this basic structure:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ODBC>
<CommonMapping>
</CommonMapping>
<Mapping>
</Mapping>

</ODBC>

Note: The CommonMapping node is optional.

<CommonFields>

As in the Mapping section, it is a Fields node that is added to all mappings except the ones specified in
the ExcludedItems list. This list is made of comma (,) separated values.

Refer to the following example:

<CommonFields excludedItems="ItemType">
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</CommonFields>

<Mapping type=" ">

Each Mapping nodemust have a type attribute. This attribute represents the name of this mapping and
is the value used to reference amapping.

<BinaryBody>

This node is used tomap a BLOB field from the database to the body of the document. Exceptionally, the
value specified for this nodemust not use the standard syntax %[odbcField]. Instead, use the syntax
odbcField. Once themapping is resolved, an appropriate converter is called depending on the type of
file inside the BLOB field of the database.

Note: You cannot use both BinaryBody and Body nodes at the same time.

<PrintableUri>

URI displayed in the user interface of CES.

<ContentType>

Type of data in the body of the document. Either this node or <FileName> must be specified, as it is used
to find the appropriate converter. If you are not sure of the type of data being indexed, use the
binarydata value and CES will find the right converter for your document data. Themapping syntax
should be used to define themapping of this field.

Note: For database records without an actual filename, do not specify the <FileName> node;
however, do specify the <ContentType>text/html</ContentType> node.

<ModifiedDate>

Last modification date on a document. The value of this field must be a date, and themapping syntax
should be used to define themapping of this field.

2.10.4.4.3 Enabling Paged Query Execution for the Database Connector

The amount of data to retrieve and the time it takes to execute a query can sometimes be a lengthy process.
This is why the Database connector can execute queries in smaller subsets of data - called page result -
allowing the retrieval of, for example, 5,000 rows per call. By doing so, timeouts can easily be avoided.

The paged query execution takes advantage of a feature found onmost DBMS, which offers the possibility to
retrieve the subset of a query results by specifying the range of rows to crawl.

Note: For the initial release of the paged query execution feature, SQL Server andOracle are the officially
supported DBMS supporting this mode of operation.

To take advantage of the paged query execution feature, youmust properly configure your mapping file. You
have to provide a query that takes advantage of the paging feature and supply two tokens (@startRow and
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@endRow) that will dynamically be replaced at run time by the connector with the actual range of data to
retrieve. When these tokens are detected, the connector automatically enables paging execution.

Refer to the following for an excerpt of amapping file with a query configured to run in pagedmode against
SQL Server:

SELECT * FROM
(
SELECT message.mid,
message.sender,
message.date,
message.message_id,
message.subject,
message.body,
message.folder,
ROW_NUMBER() OVER(Order By message.mid) as row
FROM message
WHERE DATE like '2001-04-07%'
) as Results
WHERE row between @startRow and @endRow

All queries in a configuration file are independent. You can decide to use the paged query execution feature or
not.

Example: A query can be written as a paged query, while its associated subqueries can be written without
this feature.

Hidden parameter for page size (integer)

By default, the connector is configured to query the database 5,000 records at a time when the paged
query execution feature is enabled. However, this value can be overridden by configuring the
QueryPageSize hidden parameter in theGeneral section of the source configuration. The value should
be positive and different from 0.

To configure the QueryPageSize hidden parameter

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Add the QueryPageSize hidden parameter to the database connector for all database sources by
specifying an Integer type and 5000 for the default value (see "Showing Advanced Hidden Source
Parameters" on page 783).

3. Select the Index tab, and then select theSources and Collectionsmenu.

4. For each database source for which you want to change the default value for the QueryPageSize
parameter:

a. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the database source.

b. UnderSources, select the desired database source.
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c. In the navigation panel on the left, select General.

d. In theQuery Page Size field that now appears in the page, enter the desired page size value for this
database source. The value should be positive and different from 0.

e. Click Apply Changes.

2.10.4.5 CES Configuration for the Database Connector

2.10.4.5.1 Configuring and Indexing a Database Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for the databases indexed, including all the information
required to access and authenticate.

To configure and index a database source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

Enter a descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Employee database

Source Type

Select the connector used by this source. In this case, select Database.

Note: If you do not seeDatabase, your environment does not meet the requirements (see
"Database Connector Requirements" on page 492).
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Addresses

Enter the connection string used to connect to the database. The connection string syntax differs
from one database type to another. Consult the appropriate documentation for the format of the
connection string specific to your database (see www.ConnectionStrings.com).

The same connection string can be used for different sources. However, there can only be one
connection string per source.

You can specify the name of an existing configured system DSN (Data Source Name) instead of
a connection string. In this case, the appropriate syntax to use is DSN=My_DSN_
DATA;Uid=username;Pwd=password.
On a 64-bit server, make sure to use C:\Windows\SysWOW64\odbcad32.exe to create the
System DSN.

You can hide the password and the user ID in the connection string (see "Replacing the Identity in
Database Connection Strings" on page 509).

Note:When the connection string includes SSPI security, ensure that the CES service of your
Coveo instance uses a domain account, not a local system account.

Items to crawl

Enter a comma-separated (,) list of object (table or view) names.

Example: employeelist

Note: This parameter acts as a filter on objects defined in the configuration file. The connector
filters out unlisted items for the query.

Configuration File Path

Enter the full path to the configuration file used by the connector.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\odbc_config.xml

Command Timeout

Maximum time allowed to perform a query on the database. The default value is 60 seconds.
Once elapsed, the query times out.

Note: You can use the paged query execution feature to decrease the execution time (see
"Enabling PagedQuery Execution for the Database Connector" on page 499).

Driver Type

Enter the software driver or provider that provides access to the database.
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Authentication

Select the user identity if you created one for this database.

b. Review the value for the following optional parameters that normally do not need to bemodified:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Document Types

If you created a custom document type set for this database source, select it. Otherwise, select
Default.

Active Languages

If you defined custom Active Language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom Field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, the recommendedEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at
12 AM.

c. Review that the appropriate check boxes are selected. Usually, they do not need to bemodified:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders in the specified starting
addresses are indexed.

Note: You can control more precisely specific folders or files using the exclusion filters.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave this check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Example: mydocument and MyDocument
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Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

Keep this check box selected. When indexing, CES creates HTML versions of indexed
documents. In the search interfaces, users can review the content more rapidly by clicking the
Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.

Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared in order for themain search result link to open the original document
with the original application in the search interfaces.

Consider selecting this check box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original
document but only see the HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, you
must also select Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents.

Disable document summarization

Leave this check box cleared to summarize and extract key concepts from the indexed
documents in order to provide result summaries and improve search result ranking.

Note: This process can be disabled to save CPU resources while indexing.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start indexing the new source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.4.5.2 Creating a View in a Database

You can exploit the principle of embedded views (queries) in a database, therefore not having to rewrite long,
complex queries in a configuration file.

Note: If you have to use a configuration file, your query expression can be used to filter out objects you do
not want from an existing View.

To create a view in a database

1. Log on to your database with a database editor/client.

Note: Make sure you have the appropriate read/write rights or administrator privileges for the database.
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2. On the command line of the client, create your view. If you are using an access-like database editor,
create a view only using the SELECT and FROM parts of the queries provided below.

l CES_Orders

Security permissions for documents should be defined using one of themethods explained in
"Indexing a Database Using a View" on page 507.

CREATE view "CES_Orders" AS
SELECT
'http://www.coveo.com/Orders/details.aspx?Id=' + convert(varchar, Orders.OrderID) AS Uri,
'http://www.coveo.com' AS ClickableUri,
Orders.OrderID AS Title,
'OrderDate: ' + convert(varchar, OrderDate) + CHAR(10) + 'RequiredDate: ' + convert(varchar,
RequiredDate) + CHAR(10) + 'ShippedDate: ' + convert(varchar, ShippedDate) + CHAR(10) +
'Shipped via: ' + Shippers.CompanyName AS Body,
'Order' AS Type,
OrderDate,
RequiredDate,
ShippedDate,
Shippers.CompanyName AS Shipper,
FirstName + ' ' + LastName AS sysAuthor
FROM
Orders
INNER JOIN Shippers ON Orders.ShipVia = Shippers.ShipperID
INNER JOIN Customers ON Orders.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID
INNER JOIN Employees ON Orders.EmployeeID = Employees.EmployeeID

CES_Products

l CES_Products

Permissions are defined directly as fields inside the view (allowed for all documents is
coveo/hford).

CREATE view "CES_Products" AS
SELECT
'http://www.coveo.com/Products/details.aspx?Id=' + convert(varchar, Products.ProductID) AS
Uri,
'http://www.coveo.com' AS ClickableUri,
ProductName + ' (' + convert(varchar, Products.ProductID )+ ')' AS Title,
'Name: ' + ProductName + CHAR(10) + 'Category: ' + CategoryName + CHAR(10) + 'Supplier: ' +
Suppliers.CompanyName AS Body,
'Product' AS Type,
ProductName AS Product,
Discontinued,
UnitPrice,
QuantityPerUnit,
CategoryName AS Category,
Suppliers.CompanyName AS Supplier
'hford' AS AllowedWindowsName,
'coveo' AS AllowedWindowsServer
FROM
Categories
INNER JOIN Products ON Categories.CategoryID = Products.CategoryID
INNER JOIN Suppliers ON Products.SupplierID = Suppliers.SupplierID
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2.10.4.5.3 Indexing a Database Using a View

You can index data from a database using embedded views (queries), which are defined directly in your
database.

To use embedded views

1. Create a database source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Database Source" on page 501).

2. In your database, create a view that returns at least the URI field (see "Creating a View in a Database" on
page 505).

Note: The URI field valuemust be a valid URI, meaning it must have any scheme prefix followed by a
unique identifier (ex.: odbc://id=4).

The fields that can bemapped to a document are:

l Uri

l UriCaption

l ClickableUri

l PrintableUri

l Title

l FileName

l ContentType

l BinaryBody

l Body

l ModifiedDate

l All security-related fields.

3. Define the required security permissions on your documents using one of the followingmethods:

l In the Administration Tool:

Note: No configuration file is required when using this method.

a. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

b. Access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and Collection).

c. In theSource section, expand the drop-down list of the appropriate source.

d. Select Edit Permissions. ThePermissions page of the selected source is displayed.

e. Select Specify the security permissions to index.
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f. Specify the necessary users in the Allowed Users andDenied Users lists.

Note: To add a new user, enter the username in the corresponding text box and click Add. By
default the Allowed Users list contains everybody that has access to the indexed
documents.

g. Click Apply Changes.

l From the created view:

Note: No configuration file is required when using this method.

a. In the created view, add new fields containing the required permissions for every document.

Security type User type
Required field names

User-related Server-related

Windows Allowed users AllowedWindowsName AllowedWindowsServer

Denied users DeniedWindowsName DeniedWindowsServer

Custom group Allowed users AllowedCGName AllowedCGServer

Denied users DeniedCGName DeniedCGServer

Custom user Allowed users AllowedCUName AllowedCUServer

Denied users DeniedCUName DeniedCUServer

b. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

c. In theSource section, expand the drop-down list of the appropriate source.

d. Select Edit Permissions. The Permissions page corresponding to the source is displayed.

e. In thePermissions section, select Index security permissions.

l From a configuration file:

a. Create a configuration file (see "Example of a Configuration File for the Database Connector" on
page 493 and "Indexing a Database Using a Configuration File" on page 492).

b. Add an AllowedUsers node in which it is possible to define allowed and denied users for every
document.

Note: Creating a configuration file implies that query expressions have to select the entire view or
the required fields.
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2.10.4.6 Enabling Multithreading for the Database Connector

The Database connector supports multithreading. This feature can considerably improve performances with
subqueries.

To enable multithreading
l Specify the number of crawling threads using one of the followingmethods: 

1. When configuring a new source

In the Coveo Administration Tool, specify the number of threads in theAdd Sources page:

Note: The peak of performance is between 4 and 6 threads; therefore, setting the value to 200 will
have no time benefit.

2. Manually (for testing purpose)

When you define the configuration values, add the number of threads as a parameter.

m_ConfigValues = new Dictionary<string, string>()
{
{"ItemType", p_ItemType},
{"ConfigFile", m_ConfigPath},
{"DriverType", p_DriverType},
{"NbRefreshThreads", "1"}
};

Note: To enablemultithreading, NbRefreshThreads must be written as is.

2.10.4.7 Replacing the Identity in Database Connection Strings

You can hide the password and user ID by respectively introducing the @uid and @pwd tokens in the
connection string. The Database connector internally replaces the tokens with the information provided in the
user identity. Therefore, in order for it to work properly, youmust add a user identity. If you add the tokens
without any user identity on the connector, a CrawlerException will be displayed.
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Examples:
For a basic connection string:

Data Source=vsvr-qa-sql2k5.dev.coveo.com;Initial Catalog=enron;User
Id=UnitTestODBC;Password=MyPassword

Hiding password and user ID using tokens:

Data Source=vsvr-qa-sql2k5.dev.coveo.com;Initial Catalog=enron;User Id=@uid;Password=@pwd

Either you provide both tokens or none at all. If you do not provide tokens, but add a user identity, the behavior
will be the same as before. The user identity will be used to impersonate the process running the queries.

2.10.4.8 Enabling Live Indexing on a Database Source

Live indexing keeps documents up-to-date by scanning repositories and re-indexingmodified documents at
short intervals. To enable this feature on a source, database items that have to be indexed, such as tables or
views, must contain a Date type field to indicate their latest modification date. Fields can be given any
name as long as it has the right data type. Furthermore, whenever a record is modified, it is important to
update the latest modification date field (see "Configuring and Indexing a Database Source" on page 501 and
"Additional XML Attributes" on page 498).

To enable live indexing

In the SQL query, the SELECT statement must have a WHERE clause with a criterion on the last modification
date field.

Example:

WHERE ITEM.LAST_MODIFICATION_DATE_FIELD >= ?

The questionmark operator (?) is used to pass a parameter to the SQL query. The Database connector
automatically replaces it with the last refresh date of the current database item.

In the case of MSSQL/SQLServer databases (SqlClient driver type), replace the questionmark operator (?) by
@LastRefresh.

Example:

WHERE ITEM.LAST_MODIFICATION_DATE_FIELD >= @LastRefresh

2.10.4.9 Enabling Pause/Resume on a Database Source

The Database connector can support the Pause/Resume parameter if the following is added to your
configuration file:
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1. In the SQL query, add an ORDER BY on the chronological fields of the SELECT statement:

If the source supports Live Indexing

The same chronological fields must also be used in the ORDER BY.

If the source does not support Live Indexing

l Field that uniquely identifies each record:

If the primary key contains only one field, select that field. However, if there is a column that
contains a sequential number incremented by the DBMS each time a new record is added, select
that column instead.

l No field that uniquely identifies each record:

In this case, any field can be used. However, during a resume, records that have been indexed
before pausing could be re-indexed.

Example: You have a table containing the 12months of the year and you select themonth
column as the reference. The values for this column are not unique, as many rows can be
associated to the samemonth. While crawling the 6thmonth, you pause, therefore not indexing
all the rows for the 6thmonth. When you resume, the connector will start crawling at the first
row of the 6thmonth, re-indexing the rows that have already been indexed.

2. Add XML attributes on the Accessor element in the configuration file:

OrderByFieldName

Specifies the name of the column on which the ORDER BY is applied. This attributemust be present to
enable Pause/Resume.

OrderByFieldType

Specifies the .NET data type of that column. This attribute is not normally required. The connector
automatically tries to determine the data type by preparing the SQL query - without however executing
it - and looking at the schema of the results. However, if a specific DBMS does not handle that
process correctly, you canmanually specify the data type with this attribute. The following lists the
allowed types:

l short (16-bit signed integer)

l ushort (16-bit unsigned integer)

l int (32-bit signed integer)

l uint (32-bit unsigned integer)

l long (64-bit signed integer)

l ulong (64-bit unsigned integer)

l float (single-precision floating point number)
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l double (double-precision floating point number)

l string (string)

LiveIndexingFieldName

To support both Live Indexing and Pause/Resume, LiveIndexginFieldName must contain the
same name as OrderByFieldName.

Refer to this example for an excerpt of a configuration file for a source with Pause/Resume and Live
Indexing enabled:

<Mapping type="Orders">
<Accessor type="query"

OrderByFieldName="OrderDate"
OrderByFieldType="DateTime"
LiveIndexingFieldName="OrderDate">

SELECT Shippers.CompanyName AS ShipperName,
Orders.OrderID AS ID,
Orders.CustomerID,
Orders.OrderDate,
Orders.RequiredDate,
Orders.ShippedDate,
Customers.CompanyName,
Employees.LastName,
Employees.FirstName

FROM Orders, Shippers, Customers, Employees
WHERE Orders.ShipVia = Shippers.ShipperID AND

Orders.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID AND
Orders.EmployeeID = Employees.EmployeeID AND
Orders.OrderDate >= ?

ORDER BY Orders.OrderDate
</Accessor>

</Mapping>

2.10.4.10 Enabling a Query-Based Security Provider for the Database Connector

You can expand external groups and users using a security provider when the database contains information
allowing groups to be expanded to external users and/or external users to bemapped to Active Directory
users.

To expand external groups and users using a security provider

1. In the source XMLmapping file, define <AllowedUser> entries with the following properties:

l Type (mandatory): ExternalGroup or ExternalUser.

l Name (mandatory): The name of the external group or user.

o Supports multiple comma (,) separated names.

o Supports the %[column] syntax to use values returned by the Accessor query.

l Server/ExpandGroup (mandatory with the ExternalGroup type): SQL query used by the
security provider to expand external groups to external users.

l Server/ExpandUser: SQL query used by the security provider to map external users to Active
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Directory users.

<AllowedUsers>;
<AllowedUser type="ExternalGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>%[column_allowed_groups]</Name>
<Server>
<ExpandGroup>

select distinct column_user from membership where column_group = '@GroupName'
</ExpandGroup>
<ExpandUser>

select distinct column_user_nt from nt_account where column_user = '@UserName'
</ExpandUser>

</Server>
</AllowedUser>

</AllowedUsers>

2. Create a security provider for your database (see "How to Add andModify Security Providers" on page
270) using the values indicated in the following table.

Security
provider
parameter

Value

DLL Path Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

User
Identity

(none)

Parameters Enter a string similar to the one in the following example where you edit the
DriverType and ConnectionString parameter values tomatch that set
respectively in theDriver Type andAddresses parameters for your Database source.

Example: AssemblyPath="D:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise
Search 6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.ODBC.dll";
DriverType="SqlClient"; ConnectionString="Data
Source=MyDBServer;Initial Catalog=FTPServU;User
Id=sa;Password=MyPassword"

3. Associate this new security provider to your database source by selectingUse a security provider
option and selecting the new security provider in theSecurity Provider drop-down list (see "Modifying
Source Security Permissions" on page 174).

2.10.4.11 Complement Information Retrieval with Subqueries for the Database
Connector

The Database connector acquires information about each indexed document through a query performed
against a database. For each query, it is possible to associate one or more subqueries to be executed and
used to complement information.
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Example: You can run amain query, and for each row, run a subquery that crawls more/different
information. All the results of a single row from themain query, along with everything from the subquery, are
merged into a single document.

The connector requires amapping file to execute properly. For eachmapping type, it is necessary to specify
an Accessor representing the SQL query to execute.

To specify subqueries

To specify subqueries, youmust set the type of the Accessor to query.

<Accessor type="query">

Following the Accessor definition, add an AccessorSubQueries node with all subqueries:

<AccessorSubQueries>
<AccessorSubQuery name="FirstNameLastName" separator=";" behaviorOnMultiRows="join" allowDuplicates

= "false">
SELECT firstName,
lastName
FROM employeelist
WHERE Email_id = %[sender]

</AccessorSubQuery>
</AccessorSubQueries>

2.10.4.11.1 Subquery attributes

name

Subquery name referred to in section Fields of themapping (see "Example of a Configuration File for the
Database Connector" on page 493).

separator

Separator used when concatenatingmultiple rows.

behaviorOnMultiRows

Action to take when a subquery returns more than one row. The only supported behavior is join, which
concatenates values with the provided separator.

allowDuplicates (optional)

This attribute is mainly used when your subquery returns multiple rows. If set to False, duplicates in the
results are ignored in the concatenation of the results. If set to true, duplicates are present.

2.10.4.11.2 Subquery master key

In a subquery, amaster key used in the WHERE clausemust respect the format %[fieldName], which
corresponds tometadata acquired from themain accessor. Themaster key is used tomake the join between
themain query and subqueries.
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To specify subquery metadata for fields

The <Fields> section of themapping file is used to specify themetadata to use for indexing.

Refer to the following example for a typical <Fields> section of amapping file:

<Fields>
<Uri>http://www.coveo.com/Emails/details.aspx?Id=%[mid]</Uri>
<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>
<FileName>Message_%[mid].txt</FileName>
<Title>Message_%[mid]</Title>
<ModifiedDate>%[date]</ModifiedDate>
<Body>%[body]</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysAuthor">%[sender]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="firstName">%[FirstNameLastName.firstName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="lastName">%[FirstNameLastName.lastName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

Themetadata of a subquery can be specified for a field or a custom field. The way to specify is similar to the
way it is done when referring a field coming from themain accessor: %[subQueryName.fieldName]. In
the above example, custom field firstName is referring subquery named FirstNameLastName and
uses the firstName metadata.

Refer to the following for a completemapping file, used in our unit tests:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ODBC>
<CommonMapping excludedItems="employeelist">
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>everyone</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="message">
<Accessor type="query">
SELECT message.mid,
message.sender,
message.date,
message.message_id,
message.subject,
message.body,
message.folder
FROM message
WHERE DATE like '2001-04-07%'

</Accessor>
<AccessorSubQueries>
<AccessorSubQuery name="FirstNameLastName" separator=";" behaviorOnMultiRows="join">
SELECT firstName, lastName
FROM employeelist
WHERE Email_id = %[sender]

</AccessorSubQuery>
</AccessorSubQueries>

<Fields>
<Uri>http://www.coveo.com/Emails/details.aspx?Id=%[mid]</Uri>
<ClickableUri>http://www.coveo.com</ClickableUri>
<FileName>Message_%[mid].txt</FileName>
<Title>Message_%[mid]</Title>
<ModifiedDate>%[date]</ModifiedDate>
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<Body>%[body]</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysAuthor">%[sender]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="firstName">%[FirstNameLastName.firstName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="lastName">%[FirstNameLastName.lastName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>everyone</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</Mapping>
</ODBC>

2.10.5 Desktop Connector

2.10.5.1 Desktop Connector Features

The Desktop connector allows to index files located on end-user (desktop and laptop) computers connected to
your network. The Desktop connector operates together with the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) that,
among other features, allows end-users to specify the local folders andmail archive files to be indexed by the
Desktop connector (see "Desktop Integration Package" on page 26).

Once files from the desktop or laptop computer of an end-user are integrated into the Coveo unified index, this
end-user (and only this end-user) can search and review the content of his files from any Coveo access point
(including form amobile device) using the Quick View. Because an HTML version of the files are in the unified
index, this is true even when the source computer is offline or powered off.

As a Coveo administrator, when you deploy the DIP to end-user computers, you can configure features to be
configurable by the end-user, to have fixed values, or to be disabled. Once the content of end-user computers
is indexed, you can alsomanage remote clients from the Administration Tool.

2.10.5.1.1 Features

The following details the features available in the Desktop connector:

Security

When crawling files from an end-user computer, the connector indexes file permissions associated to the
computer user, ignoring local file and folder sharing permissions that the end-user may have set. This
ensures only the computer user can see his files in the search results.

Live indexing

The Desktop connector uses file monitoring to dynamically look for modifications made to the files on the
end-user computer, thus keeping the index synchronized with the content of the computer, without
requiring the source to be refreshed.
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Mail archives

The Desktop connector can optionally open and index the content of mail archive files fromMicrosoft
Exchange Personal Folders (.pst) andMicrosoft ExchangeOffline Folders (.ost).

Note: Microsoft Exchange Personal Folders (.pst) files andMicrosoft ExchangeOffline Folders
(.ost) files are referred to as mail archives in the Desktop connector documentation.

DIP client-side configuration

The Desktop connector operates together with the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) that allows end-
users to specify the local folders andmail archive files to be indexed by the Desktop connector.

What's Next?

Review the overview of the deployment process for this connector (see "Desktop Connector Deployment
Overview" on page 517).

2.10.5.2 Desktop Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to bring content from end-user computers into the Coveo
unified index using the Desktop connector. The steps indicate the order in which youmust perform the tasks.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Desktop Connector Requirements" on page
518).

2. In the Coveo Administration Tool, create and configure a Desktop source.

The Desktop connector needs to know details about the end-user computers to be able to index their
content (see "Creating and Configuring a Desktop Connector Source" on page 518).

3. Deploy the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) on end-user computers.

You need tomanage the installation of the DIP on end-user computers using one of the suggested
methods (see "Desktop Integration Package Deployment Overview" on page 67).

4. Notify and train end-users to take advantage of the Desktop Integration Package to index local files (see
"Specifying the Personal Folders to Index" on page 31 and "Configuring Local and Archived Emails to
Index" on page 33).

5. Manage remote clients.

Once the content of end-user computers is indexed, you can centrally manage remote clients from the
Administration Tool. You can rebuild, refresh, delete, or disable indexed content from end-user computers
(see "Managing Desktop Connector Remote Clients" on page 522).
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2.10.5.3 Desktop Connector Requirements

Your environment needs tomeet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for end-
user desktop and laptop computers:

l CES 6.1+

The Desktop connector was introduced with CES 6.1.

l Coveo license for the Desktop Connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Desktop Connector to be able to use this connector.

l Microsoft Windows OS on client-side computers

The end-user computers must runMicrosoft Windows XP/Vista/7.

What's Next?

Create and configure a Desktop connector source (see "Creating and Configuring a Desktop Connector
Source" on page 518).

2.10.5.4 Creating and Configuring a Desktop Connector Source

A Desktop connector source defines a set of configuration parameters determining the end-user computers on
the network of your organization from which content can be indexed.

The Desktop connector operates with the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) deployed on end-user
computers. The source identifies end-users for which files on desktop and laptop computers that they use
should be indexed. The source also identifies the port (1980 by default) on which the connector listens. While
the end-user computers are connected to your organization network, the DIP client regularly (every 10
minutes by default) contacts the Coveo server on the Desktop connector port to push new, modified, moved,
or deleted local files from the folders specified to be indexed on the computer, thus keeping the index up-to-
date.

Note: End-users can configure the local folders to index and review the indexing history from their computer
(see "Controlling andMonitoring the Personal Folders Indexing Process" on page 35).

It is recommended to create one Desktop source for all your desktop or laptop end-users. If you need to create
more than one Desktop source, use a different port for each source and adapt your DIP deployment to use the
appropriate port accordingly.

To create and configure a Desktop connector source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.
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3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the source.

Example: End-User Computers

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Desktop Connector.

Addresses

The list of users whose computer content is to be indexed. Enter * to index the content of all end-
user computers. Alternately, enter usernames on separate lines in the form domain\username

or username@domain. You can not specify groups.

Note:When you deploy the Desktop Integration Package, you can force the local folders to
index or let end-users specify the folders (see "Desktop Integration Package Deployment
Overview" on page 67).
When a user logs tomore than one computer on which the DIP is installed and folders
configured to be indexed, the content from each computer is indexed for this user.
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b. The default values for the following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Document Types

If you have defined a custom document type set for this source, ensure to select it .

Active Language

If you have defined a custom language set for this source, ensure to select it.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

This parameter does not apply and is not taken into account by the Desktop source. The DIP
client refreshes the index at a regular interval of 10minutes by default.
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Port

Computer port used by the Desktop Integration Package to communicate with the Desktop
connector. The default is 1980 and should not be changed. If youmust use another port, you need
to deploy the DIP using the GPOmethod and specify the same port number (see "Configuring the
Desktop Integration PackageGPO" on page 71).

Maximum active clients

Themaximum number DIP clients from end-user computer simultaneously connected to the
Desktop connector. The default value is 50. When the limit is reached, new connection requests
are refused. The DIP client will automatically retry 10minutes later.

Parameters

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters. There are no
advanced parameters for this type of connector.

Authentication

This parameter does not apply and is not taken into account by the Desktop source.

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

This parameter does not apply and is not taken into account by the Desktop source.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

Select this check box so that at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions of indexed
documents. In the search interfaces, end-users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
For a Desktop source, when the end-user computer is offline or powered off, the Quick View is the
only way to review the content of the documents. Consider clearing this check box only if you do
not want to useQuick View links or to save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
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HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start the indexing of the new source.

The indexing starts only after the DIP is installed on one or more end-user computers connected to
the organization network, and folders to index are configured.

What's Next?

Deploy the DIP on end-user computers (see "Desktop Integration Package Deployment Overview" on page
67).

2.10.5.5 Managing Desktop Connector Remote Clients

Once a Desktop source is created, started, and the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) is deployed to end-
user computers, you canmanage remote DIP clients that are using the Desktop connector. This is done from
theRemote Clients page in the Coveo administrator where you can rebuild, refresh, delete indexed
documents, as well as delete and disable remote DIP clients.

To manage remote clients

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theRemote Clients page:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. In theCollections section, select the collection that contains the Desktop source.

c. In theSources section, select the Desktop source.

d. In the navigation panel on the left, click Remote Clients.

3. In theRemote Clients page:
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a. In the Filter box, you can enter text to refine the displayed list of remote DIP clients.

Example: Enter martin in the Filter box to only see clients whose name includemartin.

b. Select the check box of one or more remote DIP clients to which you want to apply an action.

c. In theActions drop-down list, select one of the following actions:

Rebuild

Select to re-index the whole content of local folders to index, even if nothing has changed. The
rebuild takes place as soon as the remote DIP client is connected. In themeantime, the
documents remain searchable.

Refresh

Select to only index modified, renamed, or moved documents. The refresh takes place as soon as
the remote DIP client is connected. In themeantime, the documents remain searchable.

Delete Documents

Select to remove all indexed documents from the selected remote DIP client computers.
Documents will not be searchable until they are re-indexed.

Delete

Select to delete the remote DIP client entry, document count statistics, and all related indexed
documents.

Disable

Select to prohibit a remote DIP client from indexing documents.
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2.10.6 EPiServer CMS Connector

2.10.6.1 EPiServer CMS Connector Features

The Coveo connector for EPiServer CMS systems allows CES to index the content of one or more EPiServer
CMS servers, integrating that content into the Coveo unified index, andmaking it easily searchable by users.

The features of the EPiServer CMS connector are:

Content Indexing

The connector can retrieve and index the content of the following EPiServer CMS elements:

l Pages

l Documents

l Downloadable files available from the File Manager

Limitations

This connector does not support:

l Live indexing (but does support scheduled source refresh)

l Securities

Feature History

CES Version Date Features

6.5.4884 Nov
2012

General availability

6.5.4488 Nov
2011

Prototype connector introduction in beta version. Indexes all pages and documents.

What's Next?

Review the deployment process (see "EPiServer CMS Connector Deployment Overview" on page 524).

2.10.6.2 EPiServer CMS Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the tasks needed to deploy the Coveo connector for EPiServer CMS
systems. The tasks indicate the order in which youmust perform key configurations on both the EPiServer
CMS and Coveo systems. When needed, the steps refer to a detailed procedure.
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To deploy the EPiServer CMS connector

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "EPiServer CMS Connector Requirements"
on page 525).

2. Configure the user identity.

The connector needs an account to connect to the EPiServer CMS system and access the entire content
that you wish to index (see "Configuring an EPiServer CMS User Identity" on page 526).

3. On the EPiServer CMS system, configure the CoveoWeb service.

The connector uses CoveoWeb service files that youmust copy on the EPiServer CMS server (see
"Configuring the CoveoWeb Service on an EPiServer CMS Server" on page 527).

4. Configure and index the EPiServer CMS source.

The connector needs to know details about the EPiServer CMS source to be able to index its content (see
"Configuring and Indexing an EPiServer CMS Source" on page 529).

5. Optional tasks:

a. Configure the connector to index the content of the EPiServer CMS File Manager.

You can also index the content of the downloadable files stored in the EPiServer CMS File Manager
by specifying which starting points to crawl (see "Configuring the EPiServer CMS Source to Crawl
the File Manager" on page 533).

b. Create and use a configuration file.

You can instruct the connector to index linked files using a configuration file (see "Creating and Using
an EPiServer CMS Configuration File" on page 534).

c. Create and use a custommapping file.

You can customize how the connector maps metadata to Coveo fields using a custommapping file
(see "Creating and Using an EPiServer CMS Mapping File" on page 535).

d. Add hidden source parameters.

You can use a few hidden source parameters to fine-tune how the connector operates (see "Modifying
Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters" on page 537).

2.10.6.3 EPiServer CMS Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for EPiServer
CMS systems:
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l Coveo Platform 6.5

Coveo Platform version 6.5.4884 for which the connector is in general availability and its files included in
the installation.

l Coveo license

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the EPiServer CMS connector to be able to use this
connector.

l EPiServer CMS version 6

The connector was developed and tested with EPiServer CMS version 6.1.

What's Next?

The Coveo connector needs an account to connect to the EPiServer CMS system and access the entire
content that you wish to index (see "Configuring an EPiServer CMS User Identity" on page 526).

2.10.6.4 Configuring an EPiServer CMS User Identity

The Coveo connector requires an EPiServer CMS account to authenticate itself with the EPiServer CMS
Web services. This account must have read access to the entire EPiServer CMS content that you wish to
index. In the EPiServer CMS system, select an administrator account or create a dedicated account to be
used by the connector.

To configure an EPiServer CMS user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName, User, andPassword fields, enter the credentials of the selected EPiServer CMS
account that has access to the entire repository content that you want to index.

Note: The account must be the one for which you activate theWeb service (see "Configuring the
CoveoWeb Service on an EPiServer CMS Server" on page 527).

b. Click Apply Changes.
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What's Next?

The connector uses CoveoWeb service files that youmust copy on the EPiServer CMS server (see
"Configuring the CoveoWeb Service on an EPiServer CMS Server" on page 527).

2.10.6.5 Configuring the CoveoWeb Service on an EPiServer CMS Server

The Coveo connector for EPiServer CMS systems uses Web services that are inactive by default on an
EPiServer CMS system. Youmust activate them for the account that you wish to use to crawl the EPiServer
CMS content. Youmust also deploy the CoveoWeb service files on the EPiServer CMS server.

To configure the CoveoWeb service for an EPiServer CMS server

1. Activate theWeb service:

a. Using an administrator account, log in to the EPiServer CMS site.

b. Right-click anywhere in the EPiServer CMS site, and then select Admin Mode in the contextual
menu.

c. In the panel on the left:

i. Click theConfig tab.

ii. UnderSecurity, click Permissions for Functions.

d. In thePermissions for Functions panel on the right:
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i. Click Edit next toAllow the user to act as a web service user.

ii. Click Add Users/Groups.

e. In theAdd Users/Groups dialog box, add the account that you selected to use to crawl the
EPiServer CMS content, and then click OK.

f. Back in thePermissions for Functions panel on the right, click Save.

2. Deploy the CoveoWeb service files on the EPiServer CMS server:

a. On the CoveoMaster server, open the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.CoveoService.zip file, and then copy the
CoveoService.asmx file.

Note: The Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.CoveoService.zip file is not distributed with
CES. Contact Coveo Support to get the file.

b. Paste the file in the WebServices folder of the EPiServer CMS installation (not on theWebsite).
This file basically points to the Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.CoveoService.dll, which
will be loaded in theWeb services of the EPiServer CMS site.

Example:When EPiServer CMS is installed using the default installation folder, the full path of the
file is similar to C:\Program File

(x86)\EPiServer\CMS\6.1.379.0\Application\WebServices\CoveoService.asm

x.

Note: You can save the CoveoService.asmx in another folder and use the WebServiceUrl
hidden parameter to specify the folder (see "Modifying Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters"
on page 537).
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c. From the Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.CoveoService.zip file, copy the
Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.CoveoService.dll file.

d. Paste the file in the bin folder of the EPiServer CMS website that you want to crawl.

Example:When EPiServer CMS sites are installed using default installation folders, the full path to
the file is similar to
C:\EPiServer\Sites\MyEPiServerSite\bin\Coveo.Connectors.EpiServer.Cove

oService.dll.

e. On the EPiServer CMS server, reset IIS.

What's Next?

Create an EPiServer CMS source and index the content (see "Configuring and Indexing an EPiServer CMS
Source" on page 529).

2.10.6.6 Configuring and Indexing an EPiServer CMS Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific EPiServer CMS server.

Note: In an environment with more than one EPiServer CMS servers, define one source for each EPiServer
CMS server that you wish to index.

To configure and index an EPiServer CMS source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: EPiServer CMS

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select EPiServer.

Addresses

The root address of the EPiServer CMS application in the http://[EPiServer-host]:
[port]/ form.

Example: http://MyEpiServerSite:17000/

Configuration File

The absolute path to the configuration file (see "Creating and Using an EPiServer CMS
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Configuration File" on page 534).

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyEPIServerCMSConfiguration.txt

Authentication

Select the EPiServer CMS user identity that you created previously for this source (see
"Configuring an EPiServer CMS User Identity" on page 526).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example:When a source replaces a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to
High, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear earlier in the list compared
to those from legacy system sources.

Document Types

If you defined a custom document type set for this source, select it.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source every day at 12 AM.

Note: Because live indexing is not currently available for the EPiServer CMS connector, ensure
to select theEvery day option, as this is the only mechanism that keeps the index content up-
to-date.

Parameter

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters" on page 537).

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
portal address are indexed.
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Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save.

6. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

7. In theGeneral page:

a. Modify the Title Selection Sequence so that theUse the filename option is the first option at the
top of the list.

b. Click Apply Changes.

8. When the user accounts in your EPiServer CMS system do not match those inWindows Active
Directory, you canmanually specify the permissions that will be set on documents from this source:

a. In the navigation panel on the left, click Permissions.

b. In thePermissions page:

i. Select theSpecify the security permissions to index option.

In theAllowed Users andDenied Users boxes, respectively enter the allowed and denied users
and groups for the source.

ii. Click Apply Changes.
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9. When you are ready to start indexing the EPiServer CMS source, click Start.

10. In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing process runs without
errors.

What's Next?

Review if optional tasks are applicable to your environment (see "EPiServer CMS Connector Deployment
Overview" on page 524).

2.10.6.7 Configuring the EPiServer CMS Source to Crawl the File Manager

The File Manager is an EPiServer CMS section where all the files uploaded to the EPiServer CMS installation
reside. It is a virtual file system hosted in theWeb server. The Coveo connector can access these files
through the CoveoWeb service.

Example: Youmay want to crawl and index the content of the File Manager because it contains files that
are not referenced from any pages so that users will be able to search for their content.

You instruct the connector to index the File Manager by adding the FileManagerConfigurationString
hidden parameter to the EPiServer CMS source. The value of this parameter is the configuration string that
contains the list of starting points to crawl in the File Manager.

Each starting point represents a virtual path provider, which gives access to the files it hosts. In the
configuration string, each starting point is composed of two values:

l Virtual path provider Name

l Virtual path provider VirtualPath

You can find these values in the episerver.config file associated with the EPiServer CMS website that
you are crawling.

Note:When you want to index only downloadable documents referred from links in pages, you should rather
use an optional configuration file to instruct the connector to do so (see "Creating and Using an EPiServer
CMS Configuration File" on page 534).

To configure the EPiServer CMS source to crawl the File Manager

1. Identify the starting points that you wish to crawl in the EPiServer CMS File Manager:

a. Using a text editor, open the episerver.config configuration file for the EPiServer website that
you are crawling.

Example: For theMyEPiServerSite site the file can be in
C:\EPiServer\Sites\MyEPiServerSite\episerver.config.
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b. In the configuration file, look for the <virtualPath> node.

c. Inside this node, look for the <providers> node that contains <add ...> nodes, one for each
starting point.

d. For each starting point that you wish to crawl, note the values of the Name and VirtualPath
attributes.

2. Build the configuration string specifying the starting points to crawl:

a. For each starting point, directly concatenate the values of the Name and VirtualPath attributes.

b. Separate starting point strings by a semicolon character.

Example: The default starting point Documents in EPiServer CMS has the following
Name=SiteDocuments and VirtualPath=~/Documents/ attribute values. The default
starting point Global Files has the Name=SiteGlobalFiles and VirtualPath=~/Global/
attribute values. The resulting string to crawl both starting points is:
SiteDocuments~/Documents;SiteGlobalFiles~/Global/.

3. Add the FileManagerConfigurationString hidden parameter to the EPiServer CMS source and
use the string built in the previous step for the parameter value (see "Modifying Hidden EPiServer CMS
Source Parameters" on page 537).

2.10.6.8 Creating and Using an EPiServer CMS Configuration File

You can optionally create and use a configuration file with an EPiServer CMS source. The purpose of the
configuration file is to specify fields that are links to downloadable documents that you want to index. Without
a configuration file, the connector crawls the content of the pages but not the content of downloadable
documents linked from the pages.

Note: An alternative to using a configuration file to crawl downloadable documents is to crawl the EPiServer
CMS File Manager content (see "Configuring the EPiServer CMS Source to Crawl the File Manager" on
page 533).

To create and use an EPiServer CMS configuration file
1. Using an administrative account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Create an XML file respecting the format illustrated in the following commented example.

<episerverdocumentconfig>
<!-- This is the type of item. For now, this config only applies for type "page" -->
<page>
<!-- This is the type of pages, as defined within EPiServer -->
<pagetype>
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<!-- The value of pagetype -->
<string>[AlloyTech] Document</string>

</pagetype>
<fieldstodownload>
<!-- this is the list of fields that the connector attempts to download as documents. --

>
<fieldnames>
<!-- This is the value of the metadata contained in the page that allows to retrieve

the document. -->
<!-- Generally this takes the form of a virtual path in the file manager. -->
<string>DocumentInternalPath</string>

</fieldnames>
</fieldstodownload>

</page>
</episerverdocumentconfig>

b. Save the file using a name of your choice in the [Index_Path]\Config folder.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyEPiServerCMSConfig.xml

3. To instruct the source to use this configuration file, add the ConfigFile hidden parameter to the
EPiServer CMS source and use the filename and path where you saved the file as the value for the
parameter (see "Modifying Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters" on page 537).

2.10.6.9 Creating and Using an EPiServer CMS Mapping File

The Coveo connector for EPiServer CMS system uses a built-in mapping to determine what metadata from
your original documents are associated with fields for the documents in the Coveo index. The content of the
built-in mapping file is presented below.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<EpiServerMapping>
<Mapping type="Default">
<Fields>
<Title>%[coveo_Title]</Title>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_DateModified]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[coveo_CreatedBy]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Page">
<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</PrintableUri>
<Body>
<html><body>
%[MainBody]
%[SecondaryBody]
%[ThirdBody]
</body></html>

</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="pagetype">%[coveo_TypeName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Document">
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<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_VirtualPath]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_VirtualPath]</PrintableUri>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</EpiServerMapping>

You can optionally create and use a custommapping file to tailor themapping to your needs.

To create and use a custom EPiServer CMS mapping file

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Create an XML file respecting the format illustrated in the following commented example.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<EpiServerMapping>
<!-- These fields will be applied to all the documents that have the mappings defined later.

-->
<CommonMapping>
<Fields>
<Title>%[coveo_Title]</Title>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_DateModified]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[coveo_CreatedBy]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="Default">
<Fields>
<Title>%[coveo_Title]</Title>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_DateModified]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[coveo_CreatedBy]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<!-- It is valid to put the pagetype of an item to set metadata on. -->
<Mapping type="[AlloyTech] News item">
<Fields>
<Title>This is the Title</Title>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</PrintableUri>
<Body>
<html><body>
%[MainBody]
%[SecondaryBody]
%[ThirdBody]
</body></html>

</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">JohnSmith</CustomField>
<CustomField name="pagetype">%[coveo_TypeName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<!-- This is the type of mapping defined by the connector. "Page" comprises all pages of

EPiServer that were not matched by their paged type, above. -->
<Mapping type="Page">
<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</ClickableUri>
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<PrintableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_StaticLinkUrl]</PrintableUri>
<Body>
<html><body>
%[MainBody]
%[SecondaryBody]
%[ThirdBody]
</body></html>

</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="pagetype">%[coveo_TypeName]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<!-- This is all the binary documents that will be retrieved from EPiServer, either from a

page or the file manager. -->
<Mapping type="Document">
<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_VirtualPath]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri>%[coveo_ServerUrl]%[coveo_VirtualPath]</PrintableUri>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</EpiServerMapping>

b. Save the file using a name of your choice in the [Index_Path]\Config folder.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyEPiServerCMSMapping.xml

3. To instruct the connector to use this configuration file, add the MappingFile hidden parameter to the
EPiServer CMS source and use the filename and path where you saved the file as the value for the
parameter (see "Modifying Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters" on page 537).

2.10.6.10 Modifying Hidden EPiServer CMS Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most setups. More advanced andmore rarely used parameters are
hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

Consider adding and setting values of hidden parameters only when they apply to one or more of your
EPiServer CMS sources.

ConfigFile (string)

This parameter is the full path to a custom EPiServer CMS configuration file (see "Creating and Using an
EPiServer CMS Configuration File" on page 534).

MappingFile (string)

This parameter is the full path to a custom EPiServer CMS mapping file (see "Creating and Using an
EPiServer CMS Mapping File" on page 535).

NumberOfRefreshThreads (integer)

This parameter is the number of refresh threads used by the source. The default value is 2.
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BatchSize (integer)

This parameter is the number of items to fetch per request made to the EPiServer CMS server. The default
value is 50. Theminimum value is 1. A small value forces the connector to make small but frequent
queries to the server. A larger value leads to larger and less frequent queries.

FileManagerConfigurationString (string)

This parameter specifies the EPiServer File Manager content to crawl. The string is made up of the
starting points to crawl separated by a semicolon character. Each starting point is composed of the values
for the virtual path provider Name and VirtualPath attributes (see "Configuring the EPiServer CMS
Source to Crawl the File Manager" on page 533).

ShortCutTypesToIgnore (string)

This parameter determines one or more types of content that the connector ignores to prevent indexing
content more than once. The possible values are:

l 0 is a normal page.

l 1 is a shortcut to another page.

l 2 is an external link.

l 3 is only text instead of the page.

l 4 is a fetched data from another page.

The string is composed of one or more values separated by a semicolon character. The default value is
1;2;3.

WebServiceUrl (string)

This is the full URL to point to the CoveoWeb service deployed on the EPiServer CMS installation. The
default value is [StartingPoint]/WebServices/CoveoService.asmx (see "Configuring the
CoveoWeb Service on an EPiServer CMS Server" on page 527).

To modify hidden source parameters

Note: Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add a hidden source parameter.

2. For a new EPiServer CMS source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.
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c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing EPiServer CMS source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool
to modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing source in which you wish tomodify the newly added advanced
parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value, and then click
Apply Changes.

2.10.7 File Connector

2.10.7.1 File Connector Features

The Coveo connector for file shares allows you to index the content of files stored on local or network drives.
The content of the files is integrated into the Coveo unified index, making the files easily searchable by end-
users.

Features

The File connector features are:

Supported file shares

The File connector can index files on file shares of the following types:

l Microsoft Windows Server andMicrosoft Windows (NT/2000/XP/Vista/7)

l Microsoft Windows Distributed File System (DFS)

l File share on other operating systems (ex.: UNIX, Linux, Mac) accessible through theWindows
network.

Security

The permissions associated with a file in the Coveo unified index are the same as the ones found in the file
system.

Identity impersonation

You can configure each connector source to impersonate a different identity allowing to index several
repositories that require different access credentials.
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Live indexing

The File connector uses file monitoring to identify modifications of indexed files. When this feature is
enabled, CES processes modifications as soon as they are detected, thus keeping the unified index
synchronized with the file system without requiring a source refresh.

Mail archives

You can optionally configure the File connector to openMicrosoft Exchange Personal Folders (.pst) files
and index the content of individual emails so that they become easily searchable by end-users. The File
connector supports the Unicode and the legacy ANSI format of PST files (see "Mail Archive Indexing with
the File Connector" on page 552).

Note: Microsoft Exchange Personal Folders (.pst) files are referred to as mail archives in the File
connector documentation.

Note: The File connector is completely independent from the Desktop connector. While both connectors
can crawl local and network drives, the File connector is configured by the Coveo administrator and the
crawling process runs on the Coveo server. The Desktop connector is configured by end-users using the
Desktop Integration Package (DIP) and the crawling process runs on their computers. Both connectors
send content to the unified index on the Coveo server.

Coveo
product
version

Features

CES 6.5.4631 The sourceAddresses parameter accepts URLs in the IP address form.

CES 6.1.4019 Addition of three hidden source parameters (IgnoreUnresolvedDeniedSecurities,
LiveMonitoringEventsQueueMaxSize, and TempFileRegex) and deprecation of one
(Ignore temporary files).

CES 6.0 Connector introduction - Replacement of the File (Legacy) connector

File connector feature history

2.10.7.2 File Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to bring content from file shares into the Coveo unified
index using the File connector. The steps indicate the order in which youmust perform configuration tasks.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "File Connector Requirements" on page
541).

2. Determine how you will organize your File connector sources and collections within the Coveo unified
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index (see "Planning Your File Connector Collections and Sources" on page 542).

3. Select or create one or more necessary crawling accounts for the file share.

The File connector needs an account with which it can crawl the complete content (see "Setting up a File
System Crawling Account" on page 543).

4. Optionally, configure the File connector to index Microsoft Exchangemail archives.

The File connector needs specific configuration to be able to open PST files and efficiently index their
content (see "Mail Archive Indexing with the File Connector" on page 552).

Note:WhenCoveo runs on a 64-bit server and none of your File connector sources is configured to
index Microsoft Exchangemail archives, change the default File connector process type from 32-bit to
64-bit to take advantage of the improved 64-bit performance (see "Selecting a 32-bit or 64-bit Process
for a Connector" on page 295).

5. In the Coveo Administration Tool, for each planned source:

a. Optionally, configure the user identity.

By default the File connector crawls the file share with the CES service identity. It is generally better
to rather select or create a file share account with appropriate permissions to be used by the
connector to crawl the file share (see "Setting up a File System Crawling Account" on page 543). You
will then assign this crawling account to a user identity (see "Configuring a File Connector User
Identity" on page 544), and assign the user identity to the source.

b. Configure and index the File connector source.

The File connector must know details about the file shares to be able to index their content (see
"Creating and Indexing a File Connector Source" on page 545).

6. In the Interface Editor, ensure that the collections containing the new File connector sources are included
in the scope of the appropriate search interfaces.

7. Verify that the target content is available from the appropriate search interfaces.

8. Optionally, modify hidden source parameters

Once your File connector source is up and running, if you encounter specific issues, consider modifying
some hidden source parameters to resolve the issues (see "Troubleshooting File Connector Issues" on
page 565 and "Modifying Hidden File Connector Source Parameters" on page 550).

2.10.7.3 File Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the File connector:
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l CES 6.0+

The connector was introduced with CES 6.0 to replace the File (Legacy) connector that is still available up
to the Coveo Platform 6.5 for backward compatibility.

l Coveo license for the File Connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the File Connector to be able to use this connector.

l When indexing PSTmail archives, Microsoft MAPI component on the Coveo server

The File connector needs theMicrosoft MAPI component to open PST files (see "Installing theMicrosoft
MAPI Component for Mail Archive Indexing" on page 554).

2.10.7.4 Planning Your File Connector Collections and Sources

The content of the Coveo unified index is organized in collections and each collection contains one or more
sources. Before starting to deploy the File connector, you should determine how to organize collections and
sources for the content of your file shares.

Consider the following facts:

l End-users can see collections names in search interface elements, while sources are generally only
visible by Coveo administrator in the Administration Tool.

Note: The source names can appear in the search interface for example when a custom facet presents
@syssource elements.

l You can configure a search interface to include aCollection facet or collection check boxes below the
search box so that end-users can refine search results based on collections.

l Each search interface has a specific scope that is defined by including one or more collections in which to
search.

l When you create a collection, you can set permissions on the collection by specifying users or groups
allowed to search the content of the collection.

l Similarly, when you create a source, you can set permissions on the source by specifying users or groups
allowed to search the content of the source.

Consider the following recommendations when planning collections:

l Separate your file share content in collections that aremeaningful to end-users and that are useful to
refine results.
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Example:When you have network file servers for different locations in your organization, create a
collection for each file server:
o New York file share
o San Francisco file share
o Houston file share

l When creating a collection, choose a name that is clear andmeaningful to end-users.

l Consider creating separate collections for separate audiences when you define specific search interfaces
for specific audiences.

Consider the following recommendations when planning sources:

l Create separate sources when you need different impersonators to fully crawl different file shares or file
share sections.

l When you choose to index mail archive (.pst) files, create a source to exclusively crawl mail archive
files and excludemail archive files from the source that crawls all other file types within the same file
share.

l Consider creating separate sources when you want to set different permissions to different sections of a
file share.

l Avoid grouping local and remote servers on the same source to prevent delaying source refresh on all
servers when one server stops responding.

Note: Use the Desktop connector when you want to index files (includingmail archives) located on hard
drives in end-user desktop and laptop computers.

2.10.7.5 Setting up a File System Crawling Account

The File connector needs to connect to the file system using an account that has read access to all the
content that you wish to bring into the Coveo unified index.

By default, the File connector crawls the file share with the CES service identity. You can also select or
create a file share account with appropriate permissions to be used by the connector to crawl the file share.
This is typically done in Active Directory by creating an account that has full read permissions throughout the
file shares to index. A best practice is to create a dedicated account for this purpose with a strong password
that never changes.

In CES, you will assign this account to a user identity (see "Configuring a File Connector User Identity" on
page 544), and you will assign the user identity to a source (see "Creating and Indexing a File Connector
Source" on page 545).
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Important:When indexing PST mail archive files, the crawling account must also have write permissions.
When themail archive files are stored in a given folder, you can set up the account so it only has write
access to that folder; however, when themail archive files are scattered through different locations, give the
account write access to the entire repository being indexed.

When you want or need to use different accounts for various files shares or file shares sections, consider
creating two or more sources and assign a different user identity to each source.

Example: You can index the complete content of a file share except mail archive files with one source
using an account with full read permissions and use a second source pointing to the folders containing
PST files and use an account with read and write permissions to index only the content of PST files.

2.10.7.6 CES Configuration for the File Connector

2.10.7.6.1 Configuring a File Connector User Identity

By default, the File connector crawls the file share with the CES service identity. When you rather choose to
select or create a file share account with appropriate permissions to be used by the connector to crawl the file
share (see "Setting up a File System Crawling Account" on page 543), youmust assign this crawling account
to a user identity.

To configure a File connector user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName field, enter a name of your choice to describe the file share account that you selected or
created to crawl the content that you want to index. This name appears only in the Coveo
Administration Tool when you assign a user identity to a source.

b. In theUser field, enter the username in the domain\username form for the file share account that
you selected or created to crawl the content that you want to index.

c. In thePassword field, enter the password for the file share account.

Note: TheOption, Client certificate, Store, andCertificate parameters do not apply to the File
connector.
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d. Click Save.

2.10.7.6.2 Creating and Indexing a File Connector Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for one or more file shares or file share sections.

Note: Create two or more sources when file shares or file share sections need different parameters sets. A
source uses one or more starting addresses to determine locations to crawl and index.

To create and index a File connector source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the source.
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Example: Corporate network file share

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Files.

Note: Do not select the deprecated Files (Legacy) connector.

Addresses

The list of starting address URIs indicating locations to index, one entry per line. You can specify
the URIs as local or network paths. Addresses can represent a file system folder or file, a mail
archive, or even a folder within amail archive. Starting with CES 6.5.4631, you can also enter an
IP address.

Examples:

Network folder: file://svr-fileshare/root

Local folder: file:///c:/fileshare/root/

Local file: file:///c:/fileshare/root/docs/work.doc

Mail archive: file://svr-fileshare/mails/jsmith.pst

Folder in amail archive: file://svr-fileshare/mails/jsmith.pst/work

IP address file://192.168.1.2/share for CES 6.5.4631+ only

Important:When you use paths containing drive letters as starting addresses (ex.:
C:\fileshare), Windows XP SP2+ users will not be able to open the resulting links in the
search result page. A better practice is therefore to rather index network file shares (ex.:
\\Intranet\fileshare).

Authentication

If you chose to use a specific account to crawl the file system (see "Setting up a File System
Crawling Account" on page 543), select the user identity that you created for this account (see
"Configuring a File Connector User Identity" on page 544). Leave this parameter empty when you
want the connector to crawl the file system using the CES service identity.
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b. Enter the appropriate value for the following parameters when you optionally want to index the content
of mail archive files:

Mapping archives configuration file

When you decide to use amail archivemapping file, enter the absolute full path pointing to your
mapping file (see "Mail Archive Indexing with the File Connector" on page 552 and "Creating a
Mail ArchiveMapping File" on page 562).

Example:
C:\CES6\Config\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.File.MailArchives.config

Expand mail archives

Select to index the content of mail archives (.pst). The default is false.
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Document Types

Select the custom document type set that you created for mail archive sources.

c. The default values for the following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the ranking associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example: If this source was for a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Fields

If you defined custom Field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Number of Live Indexing Threads

Determines the number of file system changes that the connector can process simultaneously.
The default and recommended value is 1.

Max Number of Retries

Number of retries to perform when indexing fails for a file that is opened by another application.
The default and recommended value is 2.

Number of Refresh Threads

Determines the number of files that the connector can refresh simultaneously. The default and
recommended value is 2.

Expand before filtering

By default this option is not selected so that the crawler applies inclusion and exclusion filters on
files but also on folders before crawling so that it only expands folders that you wish to index. In
rare cases where an inclusion or exclusion filter should only be applied to files (ex. *.tif), you
need to select this option so that the crawler fully expands folders to see all files and effectively
applies the filters.

Note: Selecting this option can have a significant performance cost. The best practice is to use
inclusion or exclusion filters to specify folders, not file types. Rather use document type sets to
specify the file types to be indexed.
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Parameters

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced hidden source parameters (see
"Modifying Hidden File Connector Source Parameters" on page 550).

d. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses.

Note: You can control more precisely specific folders or files to crawl using inclusion or
exclusion filters.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for case
sensitive systems in which distinct documents may have the same file name but with different
casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time CES creates HTML versions of
indexed documents and saves them in the unified index. In the search interfaces, users can then
more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick View link to open the HTML version of the
item rather than opening the original document with the original application.

When the source includes mail archives files, youmust select this option to ensure users can
view the content of mail archives items.

Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. When this option is selected, youmust also
select theGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed documents check box.

Note:When you index mail archive files, a custom document type set handles how mail archive
items are opened from the search interfaces (see "Setting up a Document Type for Mail Archive
Indexing" on page 561).
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e. Click Save to save changes to the source configuration.

Note: Before starting indexing the source content, consider using exclusive or inclusive filters to
fine-tune files that will be crawled.

OR

Click Save and Start to save the source configuration changes and immediately start indexing the
source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.7.6.3 Modifying Hidden File Connector Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most file share setups. More advanced andmore rarely used
parameters are available but hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in the
Add Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default
value. Consider changing values of hidden parameters only when you encounter time out error messages or
performance issues.

The following list describes the available advanced hidden parameters for File connector sources. The
parameter type (integer, string,…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

EnableCrawlDFSReferralLink (Boolean)

Set to True to enable crawling of Distributed File System (DFS) referral links. This option is useful when
Windows perceives the crawling by the connector as a Denial-of-Service attack (see "Access denied
when crawling through a Distributed File System (DFS)" on page 565).The default value is False.

IgnoreUnresolvedDeniedSecurities (Boolean)

Set to True to ignore unresolved denied securities. This option is useful to voluntarily ignore unresolved
denied security errors. The default value is False. This option is only available for the Coveo
Platform 6.5.4019+.

Example:When a user or group no longer exists, accessing their documents is denied and causes
unresolved security exceptions with amessage like: Unexpected error occurred while

retrieving content from directory. - Access to the path [path] is denied.
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Important: Enable this parameter with caution as it can create a security hole.

LiveMonitoringEventsQueueMaxSize (integer)

Maximum number of modification events to store for eachmonitored starting address before discarding
them. Discardedmodification events will be indexed the next time the source is refreshed. This parameter
is useful to prevent queuing a large number of modification events that would take a large amount of
memory on the server whenmany files under the starting address aremodified in a very short period of
time. The default value is 100,000.

RetryDelay (integer)

Delay (in seconds) before retrying to process a document that failed to be indexed. The default value is 30.
Consider increasing the value when you think that this can increase chances for the file to be available for
crawling.

RetryQueueMaxSize (integer)

Maximum number of items to store in the retry queue before discarding them. The default value is 100.
Consider increasing the value when you experience frequent sharing violation when crawling and want to
ensure no document is discarded (see "Some items are not added to the retry queue when they failed to be
indexed" on page 565).

TempFileRegex (string)

Regular expression (regex) used to exclude unwanted temporary files from indexation. By default this
parameter is empty. This option is only available for the Coveo Platform 6.5.4019+. This option is useful
when exclusion filters are not precise enough to exclude specific files such as temporary files. The option
can also be used to filter other types of files using a custom regular expression.

FileSystemWatcherBufferSize (integer)

Buffer size of the File SystemWatcher instance used by the File Crawler to monitor file system events.
For best performance, use amultiple of 4 KB (4096). Increasing this buffer size is expensive because it
comes from non-pagedmemory that cannot be swapped out to disk. Keep the buffer as small as
possible.The default value is 8192. This parameter was introduced in CES 6.5 build 4807.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden File connector source parameters

1. Add one or more hidden source parameters (see "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on
page 783).

2. For a new File source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value of the
newly added advanced parameter:
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a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing File source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing File connector source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

2.10.7.7 Mail Archive Indexing with the File Connector

The File connector can index Microsoft Exchangemail archive files (.pst) that reside on crawled file shares.
The File connector supports the legacy ANSI PST file format that was used up toMicrosoft Outlook 2003 as
well as the Unicode format that was introduced inMicrosoft Outlook 2003 and is the only format used since
Microsoft Outlook 2007.

Indexing PST mail archive files requires some specific configuration. Consequently, a best practice is to
create and configure one source that exclusively index mail archive files on a file share (see "Mail Archive
Indexing Deployment Overview" on page 554).

Note: You can also deploy the Desktop Integration Package (DIP) together with the Desktop connector.
End-users can then configure the DIP to crawl mail archive files stored on the local hard drives on their
computer or on private network folders so that their content is searchable from the unified index on the
Coveo server.

2.10.7.7.1 About permissions

The following list describes how the File connector manages permissions on items retrieved frommail archive
files:

1. Mailbox

When you use an optional mail archivemapping file, you can associate a specific mailbox to a specific
mail archive. The permissions associated to themailbox in Active Directory are assigned to themail
archive. This type of permission is used first when it exists (see "Creating aMail ArchiveMapping File" on
page 562).
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Example: For amail archive file containing emails of one user, you can associate themailbox of the
specific user to themail archive file.

2. Mapping file security

When you use an optional mail archivemapping file, you can define allowed users (AllowedUser) in the
CommonMappings and Mapping sections of themapping file for a specific mail archive file. This type of
permission is added to themailbox permissions (see "Creating aMail ArchiveMapping File" on page 562).

Example: For amail archive file containing shared emails from the support department, you can allow
all users working in the support department to be able to search items from this file.

3. File system

When the permissions of amail archives file is not defined in amapping file, the File connector uses the
NTFS permissions for themail archive file to set the permissions on eachmail archive item in the unified
index.

2.10.7.7.2 Live indexing limitation

The File connector cannot index mail archives that are currently opened in aMicrosoft Outlook profile.
Microsoft Outlook always opens amail archive in exclusivity mode. Any File connector attempt to openmail
archives file during that time fails. Consequently, it is not possible to effectively implement live indexing on
mail archives (see "Toggling Live Indexing for a Source" on page 191).

It is recommended to only index repositories containingmail archives that are not used and to schedule
periodic refresh schedules to pick up any changes that could bemade to the archives.

2.10.7.7.3 About the mail archives modified date attribute

The File connector needs to first add themail archive to a temporary Microsoft Outlook profile to be able to
makeMAPI calls to open and process the archive content. Unfortunately, this operation causes Microsoft
Outlook to update themodified date attribute of themail archive file to the current date and time. When the
indexing of themail archive file is completed, the File connector sets themodified date attribute back to its
original value. Consequently, for the time required to process themail archive file, themodified date is
changed to the current one.

Important: A temporary change of themodified date attribute for mail archive files could have
consequences when a backup or an archiving software actively monitors the repository to detect changes
to files based on themodified date attribute.
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2.10.7.7.4 Mail Archive Indexing Deployment Overview

When you choose to index the content of mail archive files using the File connector, you need to perform the
following tasks.

1. Install theMicrosoft MAPI component.

The File connector uses theMicrosoft MAPI component to access the content of mail archive files. This
component must be installed on the CoveoMaster server (see "Installing theMicrosoft MAPI Component
for Mail Archive Indexing" on page 554).

2. Create a custom document type set.

In the search results, the URI of an archived email results cannot be opened in the original mail
application. The solution is to use the Quick View to open a cached HTML version created in the unified
index when the item was crawled. You need to create a special document type set to do so (see "Setting
up a Document Type for Mail Archive Indexing" on page 561).

3. Consider creating an optional mapping file.

By default, the file crawler uses the NTFS permissions on themail archive file to set the permissions for
eachmail archive item in the unified index. You need to create and use amail archivemapping file when
you want to override these permissions, index password protectedmail archive files, or makemail
archive items appear in email search interfaces (see "Creating aMail ArchiveMapping File" on page 562).

4. Ensure the File connector runs in a 32-bit process.

On a 64-bit server, the File connector must run in a 32-bit process to be able to index PSTmail archives.
This is the default configuration because the connector uses a third party library that does not support 64-
bit processes. The parameter for the connector process type (32-bit or 64-bit) affects all sources for this
connector. Consequently, youmust ensure that the File connector runs in a 32-bit process (see
"Selecting a 32-bit or 64-bit Process for a Connector" on page 295).

2.10.7.7.5 Installing the Microsoft MAPI Component for Mail Archive Indexing

The File connector uses theMicrosoft Messaging API (MAPI) client libraries to access mail archive content.
You therefor need to install this Microsoft component on the Coveo server when you want to index mail
archive content.

Youmust install theMAPI component using theMicrosoft Office installer on the Coveo server. You can install
only theMAPI component using the installation options.

Note: Do not use theMicrosoft standalone installation package for MAPI and CDO. This package does not
install all the components that the File connector needs.

You can use the installer for various versions of Microsoft Office:
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l "Installing theMAPI components with Microsoft Office 2010" on page 555

l "Installing theMAPI components with Microsoft Office 2007" on page 557

l "Installing theMAPI components with Microsoft Office 2003" on page 559

Installing the MAPI components with Microsoft Office 2010

1. Using an administrator account, connect the CoveoMaster server on which a File connector needs to
access mail archive content.

Note: By default, theMicrosoft Office Professional Plus 2010 installer does not offer options to select
specific components to install. You can however use the Office Customization Tool that is part of the
setup program to specify components to install.

2. Launch theMicrosoft Office 2010 installer using the /admin option to start the Office Customization
Tool:

a. Open aCommand Promptwindow.

b. Type setup.exe /admin at the command line from the root of the network installation point that
contains the Office 2010 source files.

Example: \\server\share\Office14\setup.exe /admin

TheOffice Customization Tool starts.

3. In theSelect Product dialog box that appears:

a. Select Create a new Setup customization file for the following product.

b. EnsureMicrosoft Office is selected in theProduct list.

c. Click OK.

4. In theMicrosoft Office Customization Tool:
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a. In the navigation panel on the left, under Features, select Set feature installation states.

b. In the central panel, expand the product tree to show Microsoft Office > Microsoft Outlook >
Outlook Messaging Components.

c. Right-click Outlook Messaging Components, and then select Run from My Computer.

d. For all other product tree elements, right-click the element and then select Not Available.

e. On themenu, select File > Save As to save a customization .msp file with a name and to a location
of your choice.

Example: C:\user\username\Desktop\MyMSOfficeConfig.msp

5. Start theMicrosoft office installer using the setup command-line option /adminfile to specify the fully-
qualified path of the location of the .msp file:

l In aCommand Promptwindow, type a command in the form:

setup.exe /adminfile [path]\[customization_file]

Example:
setup.exe /adminfile C:\user\username\Desktop\MyMSOfficeConfig.msp

6. In theMicrosoft Office Professional Plus 2010 dialog box:
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a. Read and accept theMicrosoft Software License Terms, and then click Continue.

b. In theChoose the installation you want screen, click Install Now to install the components
selected in the customization file.

The Installation Progress screen appears while the installation is performed.

c. In theComplete your Office experience screen, click Close.

Installing the MAPI components with Microsoft Office 2007

1. Using an administrator account, connect the CoveoMaster server on which a File connector needs to
access mail archive content.

2. Launch theMicrosoft Office 2007 installer.

3. Read and accept theMicrosoft Software License Terms, and then click Continue.

4. In theChoose the installation you want screen, click Customize.
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5. In the Installation Options tab:

a. Expand the product tree to show Microsoft Office > Microsoft Office Outlook > Outlook
Messaging Components > Outlook Mapi Service Providers.

b. Click Outlook Mapi Service Providers, and then select Run from My Computer.

c. For all other product tree elements, click the element and then select Not Available.
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d. Click Install Now.

The Installation Progress screen appears while the installation is performed.

6. In the last screen, click Close.

Installing the MAPI components with Microsoft Office 2003

1. Using an administrator account, connect the CoveoMaster server on which a File connector needs to
access mail archive content.

2. Launch theMicrosoft Office Professional Edition 2003 installer.

3. In theUser Information screen, you can leave all parameters empty, and then click Next.

4. In the Type of Installation screen, select theCustom Install option, and then click Next.
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5. In theCustom Setup screen:

a. Unselect all applications except Outlook.

b. Select theChoose advanced customization of applications check box, and then click Next.

6. In theAdvanced Customization screen:
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a. Set all installation options toNot available for applications other thanMicrosoft Office Outlook.

b. UnderMicrosoft Office Outlook, set Outlook Messaging Components toRun from my
computer.

c. Click Next.

7. In theSummary screen, click Install.

2.10.7.7.6 Setting up a Document Type for Mail Archive Indexing

In the search results, the URI of an archived item result cannot be opened in the original mail application. The
solution is to use the Quick View to open an HTML cached version of the content created in the unified index
when the item was crawled. You need to create a special document type set for mail archives that instructs
CES to open results with the HTML cached version.

Note: You need to verify that theGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed documents option is
selected for the source to ensure that HTML cached version of themail archives items are created when
CES crawls the source (see "Creating and Indexing a File Connector Source" on page 545).

To set up a document type set for mail archives indexing

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In the Administration Tool, select Configuration > Document Types.

3. In theDocument Type Sets page, click Add.
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4. In theAdd Document Type Set page:

a. InName, enter a name representing the document type set:

Example: QuickViewMailArchives

b. InDescription, optionally enter a description of the purpose of the document type set.

c. Click Save.

The new document type set is displayed in theDocument Type Sets list.

5. Click on the newly created document type set.

6. In the page that appears, in theName list, click Exchange Items.

7. In the page that appears, in theOption section, select theOpen results with cached version check
box.

8. Click Apply Changes.

Important: Ensure that every source used to index mail archives uses this new document type set (see
"Creating and Indexing a File Connector Source" on page 545).

2.10.7.7.7 Creating a Mail Archive Mapping File

The File connector can use amail archivemapping file to get detailed instructions on how to open and index
the content of mail archive files. Using amail archivemapping file is not mandatory, and if you do, having a
mapping file entry for eachmail archive is not mandatory.

Associating amail archivemapping file to a File connector source provides the following advantages:

l Allows indexing of password protectedmail archive files.

l Allows to associate aMicrosoft Exchangemailbox with amail archive file so that the items it contains are
indexed with the permissions associated with themailbox. This also sets the sysmailbox field for the
mail archive items, allowing the items to appear in email search interfaces.

l Can explicitly specify the permissions to the content of amail archive file or to the content of a folder in a
file by setting allowed users or groups.

To create a mail archive mapping file

1. Connect to the CoveoMaster server using an administrator account.

2. Using a text editor, create an XMLmapping file that respects themail archivemapping file format and that
describes themail archive file that you wish to index from a given source (see "Mail archivemapping file
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format" on page 563).

Tip: You can start with the samplemail archivemapping file available in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.File.MailArchives.zip file on the Coveo
server.

3. Save themapping file on the Coveomaster server with a name of your choice (ex.:
NetworkShareMailArchivesMappingFile.config). The recommended folder is [Index_
Path]\Config.

2.10.7.7.7.1 Mail archive mapping file format

Themail archivemapping file can be divided into two sections:

CommonMapping

Settings that apply to all mail archives, whether they are defined in themapping file or not.

Mapping

Settings for a specific mail archive. A specific mapping overrides amapping defined in the
CommonMapping section.

The following sample of amail archivemapping file illustrates how it can be organized and how to use the
various XML elements.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<MailArchives>
<CommonMapping>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>corp\administrators</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="\\svr-archives\mail\employees\jsmith.pst">
<Fields>
<Password>12345</Password>

</Fields>
<Mailbox active="true">
<LDAPSearchRoot>LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp, DC=companyname, DC=com</LDAPSearchRoot>
<Name>jsmith@corp.com</Name>

</Mailbox>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="\\svr-archives\mail\employees\jdow.pst">
<!-- Jane Dow mailbox does not exists anymore, set mailbox active attribute to false -->
<Mailbox active="false">
<Name>jdow@corp.com</Name>

</Mailbox>
</Mapping>

</MailArchives>

In amail archives mapping file, you can use the following elements:
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Fields

The only field that you can specify for mail archives is the Password field. Since amail archive can be
password protected by a user when it is created, this field holds the password used when attempting to
open protected archives. If the password of a protected archive is not defined in themapping file, the
archive will not be opened; hence, not indexed.

Important: Special caremust be taken when specifying amail archive password. When you specify a
password in themapping file for amail archive file that has currently no password, theMicrosoft MAPI
component opens themail archive and permanently sets the specified password to themail archive file.

Mailbox

This is where aMicrosoft Exchangemailbox can be associated to amail archive. This association enables
mail archive items to appear in the results of email search interfaces. Without amailbox association, mail
archives items can only appear in the results of generic search interfaces such as the All Content search
interface.

The Mailbox element requires the following information:

Active

When this attribute is set to true, the security for themailbox is resolved from Active Directory and is
set on each item retrieved from themail archive. When set to false, it blindly associates themailbox to
the archive items without retrieving its security or validating that themailbox exists in Active Directory.

Name

Element used to specify the name of themailbox and set the sysmailbox field.

Example: jsmith@corp.com

LDAPSearchRoot

This optional element specifies to the connector where to start looking in Active Directory. When this
parameter is not specified, the connector looks at the root of Active Directory, which can be extremely
large. By specifying a value, you can refine the search and speed up themapping process.

Example: To search only within the organizational unit (OU) companynameOU within the domain
corp.companyname.com, enter: LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp,

DC=companyname, DC=com.

AllowedUsers

Use this element to grant or deny access to themail archive content. These security settings complement
existing ones retrieved from Active Directory when an activemailbox is specified for the archive.

The AllowedUser element requires the following information:

Type
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Attribute used to set the type of users specified in the name element. The two possible values
are Windows and WindowSid.

Name

Element used to specify the name of theWindows User or Group in the form domain\username (ex.:
corp\administrators).

Server

Element used to specify the name of the local machine when referring to local users or groups. For
domain users, you should leave this element empty.

2.10.7.8 Troubleshooting File Connector Issues

Access denied when crawling through a Distributed File System (DFS)

Possible cause

When the File connector performs a Rebuild or a Refresh operation through a DFS, depending on the
number of threads used and the overall crawling speed, several connections can be opened
simultaneously to the targeted server. In some instances where the number of connections grows to a
large number, Microsoft Windows can see this as a Denial-of-Service attack on the server and start
refusing to create new connections to that server. When this situation arises, the File connector logs will
display Access Denied Errors for any items located on that server. You can confirm this situation by
monitoringWindows Event Viewer logs for Event ID 2027.

Possible solution

If you encounter this problem, you can change your source starting address so it targets one of the DFS
active referral links instead of going through the DFS itself. This could help resolve the problem if the
server experiencing the connection problem is the DFS server and not the file share server where the
resource being crawled is located.

Example: Replace the DFS starting address \\DFSName\Rootname\Ressource by
\\ServerName\RessourceFileShare.

The File connector also has the ability to automatically attempt to detect and crawl a DFS active referral
link instead of going through the DFS. You can add theEnableCrawlDFSReferralLink hidden File
connector source parameter and set it to True to enable this feature which is disabled by default (see
"Modifying Hidden File Connector Source Parameters" on page 550).

Some items are not added to the retry queue when they failed to be indexed

Possible cause

The File connector automatically retries to index any item that failed to be indexed because it was opened
by another application during the initial crawling (sharing violation). To keep the retry queue to a reasonable
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size, the default maximum number of items in the queue is set to 100. When the connector encounters
frequent sharing violations, the limit may be exceeded.

Possible solution

If you experience frequent sharing violations when crawling, you can increase the default value of the
RetryQueueMaxSize hidden File connector source parameter (see "Modifying Hidden File Connector
Source Parameters" on page 550).

When crawling a Network Share, the "CGLSecurity::SecurityInvalidUserOrGroup: No
mapping between account names and security IDs was done" error is displayed for
every file

Possible cause

Even though the starting address provided is valid, an error occurred when attempting to resolve the
permissions on files from that address. This problem can occur with some network configurations where
CES can’t properly interpret the host from the supplied starting address.

Possible solution

If you are using the network share fully qualified name, try to use its shortened version.

Example: Use file://fileshare/root/ instead of file://fileshare.domain.com/root/
and vice versa.

When crawling a mail archive with the Expand Mail Archives source option enabled,
the "Failed to open mail archive, it is in use and cannot be accessed. Make sure it is
not still opened in Outlook." error message is returned

Possible cause

The File connector cannot index the content of amail archive that is currently opened inMicrosoft Outlook.

Possible solution

Close the Archive in Microsoft Outlook and retry. When you encounter this error even after closing the
archive in Microsoft Outlook, restart Microsoft Outlook to ensure it releases all handles on the archive.

When crawling a mail archive with the Expand Mail Archives source option enabled,
the "Failed to open mail archive, it is password protected. The password specified in
the Mail Archives Mapping File for this archive is incorrect." error message is returned

Possible cause

This message indicates that a password for the archive was found in themail archivemapping file but the
password is incorrect. Passwords are case sensitive.
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Possible solution

Ensure that you specify the passwords in the File connector mapping file with the same casing as when
you open the archives in Microsoft Outlook (see "Creating aMail ArchiveMapping File" on page 562).

When crawling a mail archive with the Expand Mail Archives source option enabled
the "Failed to open mail archive, it is password protected. You need to add this archive
password to the Mail Archives Mapping File, please refer to the Connector
documentation for further details." error message is returned

Possible cause

This means that there is no password specified for the protected archive in themail archivemapping file

Possible solution

Ensure that you specify a password for each protected archive file in themail archivemapping file (see
"Creating aMail ArchiveMapping File" on page 562). If you did specify a password for the archive, ensure
themapping type for the archive was properly entered and that it contains the full path to the archive.

Example: <Mapping type="\\svr-archives\mail\employees\jdow.pst">

2.10.8 Jive Connector

2.10.8.1 Jive Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Jive (formerly named Jive SBS and Clearspace) allows to index and integrate the
content of your Jive communities into your Coveo unified index, making it easily searchable by end-users.

The features of the Jive connector are:

l Content Indexing

The Jive connector retrieves and indexes following Jive object types:

o Spaces (also known as Communities)

o Projects (with related Tasks and Checkpoints)

o User profiles

o Social groups

o Privatemessages

o Documents (private and public)

o Discussions (private and public)

o Blog posts (for spaces, projects, users, social groups and system blogs)
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o Announcements

o Polls

o Comments (for documents, blog posts, and polls)

o Attachments (for documents, blog posts, and discussions)

o Tags and categories (formerly known as tag groups)

l Security

The connector indexes the permissions on Jive objects when the user and group names defined in Jive
match entries in Microsoft Active Directory. Consequently, Coveo search results only contain Jive
objects that the end-user can access within the Jive communities.

l Live indexing

The connector periodically queries Jive for the latest edits, keeping the index content up-to-date.

What's Next?

Get familiar with the deployment steps (see "Jive Connector Deployment Overview" on page 568).

2.10.8.2 Jive Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Jive connector. The steps indicate the order
in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the Jive and Coveo servers.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Jive Connector Requirements" on page
569).

2. On the Jive server:

a. Choose a crawling account

Youmust choose which Jive account the Coveo connector uses to crawl the content of your Jive
communities. The account must have read access to the whole Jive content that you want to index.
You can use an administrator account such as SysAdmin but the best practice is to create a
dedicated user with full read permissions.

b. Enable the web services

Youmust ensure that the native Jive web services used by the Coveo connector are enabled on your
Jive server (see "Enabling the JiveWeb Services" on page 570).

c. Upload the Coveo plugin
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Youmust upload to your Jive server the Coveo plugin used by the connector (see "Uploading the
Coveo Plugin on your Jive Server" on page 572).

d. Configure authentication

With SBS 3 and Clearspace 2.5 installations only, youmust configure your SBS/Clearspace server
to allow .NET web service authentication (see "Configuring Authentication with JiveWeb Services
Using .NET" on page 574).

3. On the Coveo server:

a. Create a user identity

Youmust enter in a user identity the credentials of the Jive crawling account that you selected (see
"Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

b. Create a security provider

Youmust create security provider that the connector uses tomap Jive users/groups toMicrosoft
Active Directory users/groups (see "Configuring a Jive Security Provider" on page 575).

c. Create and index a source

Youmust create a source describing the Jive community to index (see "Configuring and Indexing a
Jive Source" on page 579).

d. Add support for CA SiteMinder

When your Jive server uses CA SiteMinder for user authentication, you need to add parameters to the
connector (see "Adding CA SiteMinder Parameters to the Jive Connector" on page 587).

4. Troubleshooting

a. Review known cases (see "Troubleshooting Jive Connector Issues" on page 589).

b. Consider modifying some hidden source parameters to try resolving other issues (see "Modifying
Hidden Jive Source Parameters" on page 585).

2.10.8.3 Jive Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Jive
communities:

l Coveo license for the Jive connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Jive connector to be able to use this connector. You can
see the currently supported connectors from the Administration Tool.

l Supported Jive products
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The following table presents the Jive products supported by which Coveo Enterprise Search
(CES) versions.

Jive product CES version

Jive 5.0 6.5.4568+

Jive SBS 4.5
6.2.4010+
6.1.4019+

SBS 4.0

6.xSBS 3.0

Clearspace 2.5

2.10.8.4 Enabling the Jive Web Services

The Coveo connector uses the native JiveWeb services to retrieve the content from the Jive communities.
The Jive web services are disabled by default andmust therefore be enabled in the Jive Administration
Console.

To enable the web services in Jive

1. Using a browser, access the Jive Administration Console (using a URL in the http://
[MyJiveCommunity]/admin).

2. In Administration Console, select System > Settings >Web Services.

3. In theWeb Services page:
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a. Select Enabled forEnable SOAP Web Services.

b. UnderUser Access, specify the Jive account that you chose to be used by the Coveo connector to
crawl the Jive community content.

c. Click Save Settings.

What's Next?

Upload to your Jive server the Coveo plugin used by the connector (see "Uploading the Coveo Plugin on your
Jive Server" on page 572).
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2.10.8.5 Uploading the Coveo Plugin on your Jive Server

Jive has a plugin framework which can be used to call the Jive APIs. The Coveo connector works with such a
plugin to expose a custom web service that it uses to retrieve complementary information from Jive. You need
to upload the Coveo plugin on your Jive server.

Important:When you are installing the plugin on a Jive server that was updated from Clearspace to SBS,
before performing the following procedure, youmust update the plugin database (see "Updating the
Database Schema of the Coveo Plugin for Jive" on page 573).

To upload the Coveo plugin on Jive server

1. Using a browser, access the Jive Administration Console (using a URL in the http://
[MyJiveCommunity]/admin).

2. In Administration Console, select System > Plugins > Add Plugin.

3. In theAvailable Plugins page:

a. Under Install a new Plugin, click Choose File.

b. Browse to [CES_Installation_Path]\Bin folder on the CoveoMaster server and select the
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Plugin.[Platform].jar plugin file corresponding to your
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Jive installation.

Jive installation Plugin file

Jive 5 Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.SBS50.jar

Jive SBS 4.5 Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.SBS45.jar

SBS 4.0 Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.SBS40.jar

SBS 3.0 Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.SBS30.jar

Clearspace 2.5 Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.CS25.jar

Example: For a Jive SBS 4.5 installation, browse to the C:\Program Files\Coveo

Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.Plugin.SBS45.jar) plugin file.

c. Click Upload.

4. Stop and restart the Jive service (from the command prompt: /etc/init.d/jive-application
stop and /etc/init.d/jive-application restart).

What's Next?

l With SBS 3 and Clearspace 2.5 installations only, configure your SBS/Clearspace server to allow
.NET web service authentication (see "Configuring Authentication with JiveWeb Services Using .NET"
on page 574).

AND

l Create a user identity to hold the credentials of the Jive crawling account that you selected (see "Adding a
User Identity" on page 272).

2.10.8.5.1 Updating the Database Schema of the Coveo Plugin for Jive

The Coveo plugin installed on the Jive server and used by the connector creates a custom table on the Jive
server database where it keeps track of deleted items. Following a server restart, this table is automatically
created the first time the plugin is uploaded to the Jive server.

The definition of this table has beenmodified to support the SBS 4.0 platform. When your Jive server was
updated from Clearspace 2.5 to SBS 4.0 and a connector plugin for the Clearspace 2.5 platform was
previously installed on that server, youmay need to update the database. When this is the case, perform the
following steps before you install the plugin for the SBS 4.0 platform.
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To update the database schema of the Coveo plugin

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Jive server.

2. Log on to the SBS server database.

3. Drop the coveoDeletedItems table.

4. Open the JiveVersion table and delete the coveoDeletedItems entry.

The new updated table named CESLiveIndexing will be available following a Jive server restart.

What's Next?

Upload the Coveo plugin on the Jive server (see "Uploading the Coveo Plugin on your Jive Server" on page
572).

2.10.8.6 Configuring Authentication with Jive Web Services Using .NET

Clearspace 2.5 and SBS 3.0 installations, youmust configuration the SBS server to allow .NET proxy
classes to be able to authenticate with SBS web services. The following instructions were taken from a
discussion on the Jive Developers Forum and were successfully tested with both Clearspace 2.5 and SBS
3.0 (seeGenerating Proxy Classes forWeb Services).

To configure authentication with Jive web services using .NET

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the SBS server.

2. Stop the SBS service (from the command prompt: /etc/init.d/jive-application stop).

3. Locate themain Clearspace/SBS library file on the Jive server, generally located in the
%SBSInstallationPath%\WEB-INF\lib\ folder. Depending on your platform, the library file will be
named clearspace-2.5.X.jar or jive-sbs-public-3.0.X.jar.

4. Make a backup copy of this library file so you can revert any changes made at any time.

5. From the library, extract the spring-wsContext.xml file, and using a text editor:

a. Open the spring-wsContext.xml file.

b. Locate the following entry and remove NoSecurity from its value:

<entry key="action" value="UsernameToken Timestamp NoSecurity" />

c. Save the file.

6. Add themodified spring-wsContext.xml file into the library file, overwriting the original one.

7. Ensure that the Apache wss4j.jar file also located under WEB-INF\lib) is the latest version. The
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ApacheWSS4J file is available for download here.

8. Restart the SBS service (from the command prompt: /etc/init.d/jive-application restart).

2.10.8.7 Configuring a Jive Security Provider

The Coveo connector needs a security provider to resolvemappings between users and groups defined in
Jive andMicrosoft Active Directory. The security provider is required even when your Jive server uses LDAP
to perform user authentication.

To configure a Jive security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Example: Jive Security Provider

DLL Path

The path to the custom crawler security provider DLL. Enter the following path:

[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll
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Example:With the default installation path, enter: C:\Program Files\Coveo

Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll).

User Identity

Select the Jive user identity that you created previously (see "Adding a User Identity" on page
272).

b. In theParameters text box, specify custom configuration parameters, entering all parameters as a
single string in the following format:

ParameterName1="ParameterValue1";ParameterName2="ParameterValue2";...

Example:
AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.dll";

ServerBaseAddress="http://JiveWebSite:8080/Jive";UserCacheFilePath="C:

\Temp"

Include the following required parameters:

AssemblyPath

Path to the custom crawler executable: [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.dll

Example:With the default installation path, enter: AssemblyPath="C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Clearspace.dll"

ServerBaseAddress

Base address of the Jive server.

Example: ServerBaseAddress="http://JiveWebSite:8080/Jive"

UserCacheFilePath

Jive users are saved in a local cache on the Coveo server to improve performances on large Jive
communities. This is the folder where the user cache file are saved.

Example: UserCacheFilePath="C:\Temp"

Consider including the following optional parameters:

UserCacheLifeSpan

Time interval between user cache refreshes, determining the cache validity period. Any value in
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minutes. The default is 1440 minutes (24 hours).

LDAPSearchRoot

LDAP root address under which the security provider attempts to find Jive users.

Example: LDAPSearchRoot="LDAP://OU=JIVE,DC=CORP, DC=DOMAIN, DC=COM"

LDAPUsername

Username to use to authenticate with LDAP.

Note: The LDAP credentials are only requiredWhen theWindows Identity under which CES is
running is not from the same domain as the Jive users.

LDAPPassword

Password to use to authenticate with LDAP.

c. Leave all the Security AssertionMarkup Language (SAML) parameters as is.

d. Consider revising the default value of the following parameters:

Authorization Cache Timeout

The time interval in seconds for the authorization cache update. The default is 3600 s (1 hour).
Reduce this value when you want to update security informationmore often. The cost is more
frequent calls to the Jive server.

Authentication Cookie Expiration

The time interval in days for the expiration of the authentication cookie. The default is 1 day.

e. In theOption section:

i. Youmust select the following check boxes for the Jive connector to work:

Support access list

Select this check box. Instructs the connector to add an Access Control List (ACL) to each
document when crawling the repository using the recommended early-binding security.

Support expand group

Select to instruct the connector to expand the repository group into a list of repository users.

Support expand users

Select to instruct the connector to convert the list of repository users into a list of Microsoft
Active Directory users.

ii. Youmust clear the following check box for the Jive connector to work:
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Require authorization

Select only when you use late-binding security, to instruct CES to retrieve document-level
permissions at query time from the repository.

iii. Clear theDo not block exceptions check box unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support
agent. When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare
cases, this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider
problems.

iv. On a 64-bit Coveo server, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instruct CES to run the
security provider in 64-bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. Clear
this option only for rare connectors (not the Jive connector) for which the security provider must
run in 32-bit mode. On a 32-bit server, this option is disabled.

6. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure and index a Jive source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Jive Source" on page 579).

2.10.8.8 Configuring and Indexing a Jive Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Jive server.

Note: In an environment with more than one Jive server, you need to define one source for each Jive server
that you wish to index.

To configure and index a Jive source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.
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Example:When this source is for a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear earlier in the list compared to
those from legacy system sources.

Document Types

If you defined a custom document type set for this source, select it.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: Live indexing does not catch changes to security and file attachment elements. Only a
refresh does.

Number of Refresh Threads

Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the connector. The default value
is 2.

Theme used for phrase substitutions

When you use phrase substitutions in your Jive community (see the jive document Substituting
Phrases in the UI), enter the phrase substitution theme that the connector should use, and then
select theUse Phrase Substitutions check box. The default theme is custom. This parameter
is available with CES 6.5.4856+.

Locale used for phrase substitution

When you use phrase substitutions in your Jive community (see the jive document Substituting
Phrases in the UI), enter the phrase substitution locale that the connector should use, and then
select theUse Phrase Substitutions check box. The default locale is default, meaning that
the actual machine locale is used. This parameter is available with CES 6.5.4856+.

Enter the locale in any of the following three formats:

l language only (ex: en")

l Language and country (ex: en_US)

l Language, country, and variant (ex: en_US_NY

b. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:
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Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Corporate Jive

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Jive.

Note: If you do not see Jive in theSource Type list, ensure that your environment meets the
requirements (see "Jive Connector Requirements" on page 569).

Addresses

The root address of the Jive community from which to start indexing in the form:

http://[JiveserverName]:[port]/

where you replace [JiveserverName]:[port] by the host name and port of your Jive portal.
The default port is 8080. The port is optional when equal to 80.

Examples:
All communities: http://JiveSite:8080/

Community A: http://JiveSite:8080/ CommunityA

Community C: http://JiveSite:8080/CommunityA/CommunityB/CommunityC

c. Select the type of Jive content to index using the following options:

Only retrieve published items

Select to only index Jive items for which the status is Published. Items with other statuses
(such as Draft, Scheduled, Awaiting Moderation, Rejected, Abuse Hidden, Abuse
Visible, Archived, Expired, Pending Approval, Deleted, Processing, Error,
Unknown) are not indexed. This parameter is available with CES 6.5.4856+.

Note: Live indexing catches Jive item status changes and respects the configuration of this
parameter.

Use phrase substitutions

Select to index phrase substitutions. The substituted value is saved in the
csPhraseSubstitution field for each document. This parameter is available with CES
6.5.4856+.
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Note: The default phrase substitution feature is designed for an English user interface. When
your Jive community includes user interfaces in other languages with phrase substitutions for
localized names, the connector cannot directly index these substitutions.

Example:When you are using a French interface, Space is called Espace. If you add a
phrase substitution for Espace", the connector searches for Space and does not find it.

You can use advanced source parameters to provide a pattern to search for the specific item
type (see "PhraseSubstitutionsAnnouncementPattern (String)" on page 586).

Index Communities content

Select to index the Jive communities and any item they contain. Selected by default.

Index Projects content

Select to index the Jive projects and any item they contain. Selected by default.

Index Social Groups content

Select to index the Jive social groups and any item they contain. Selected by default.

Index System Blogs content

Select to index the Jive system blogs and any item they contain. Selected by default.

Index User content

Select to index the user profiles, personal blogs, and private items (messages, documents and
discussions). Selected by default.

d. Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show and change the value of advanced source parameters
(see "Modifying Hidden Jive Source Parameters" on page 585).

e. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, to recursively index all communities
found under the community specified inAddresses.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.
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Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

f. In theAuthentication drop-down list, select the user identity that you previously created for this
source.

g. Click Save to save the source configuration.

6. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

7. In theGeneral page:

a. Modify the Title Selection Sequence so that Use the filename is the first option from the list.

b. Click Apply Changes.

8. In the navigation panel on the left, select Permissions.

9. In thePermissions page:

a. In thePermissions options, select Use a Security Provider.

b. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created for this source.

Note:When you want to manually specify the permissions that will be set on documents from the
source, youmust select theSpecify the security permissions to index option, and then enter
allowed and denied users and groups for the source.

c. Click Apply Changes.

10. When you are ready to start indexing the Jive source, click Rebuild.

11. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.
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OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

When your Jive server uses CA SiteMinder for user authentication, add parameters to the connector (see
"Adding CA SiteMinder Parameters to the Jive Connector" on page 587).

2.10.8.9 Modifying Hidden Jive Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Jive setups. More advanced andmore rarely used parameters
are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource:
... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value. Consider changing
values of hidden parameters when you encounter issues.

The following list describes the advanced hidden parameters available with Jive sources. The parameter type
(Integer, String, Boolean) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

ServiceTimeout (Integer)

The time the connector waits for a web service request to complete. Any value in seconds. The default is
120 seconds.

ServiceBatchSize (Integer)

The number of items to retrieve in a single call to the Jive web services. The default value is 25.

UserCacheLifeSpan (Integer)

The connector keeps a local cache of all the Jive users. This way the connector does not have to retrieve
all users from Jive on every full or live indexing run. This parameter controls the amount of time (in
minutes) this user cache remains valid. When this delay expires, all users are fetched again, instead of
being taken out of the cache. The default value is 1440 minutes (24 hours).

ItemTypesToIgnore (String)

List of Jive item types to ignore while indexing. Possible values are: Announcement, Blog,
Discussion, Document, Poll, ProjectCheckPoint, ProjectTask, PrivateMessage

DownloadUserProfilePictures (Boolean)

When set to true, the connector downloads the images associated with each user profile and adds them as
thumbnails to the CES documents.
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PhraseSubstitutionsAnnouncementPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsBlogPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsCheckpointPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsCommentPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsCommunityPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsDirectMessagePattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsDiscussionPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsDocumentPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsMessagePattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsPollPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsPrivateMessagePattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsProjectPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsSocialGroupPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsSystemBlogPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsTaskPattern (String)

PhraseSubstitutionsUserPattern (String)

When your Jive community includes a non-English user interface with phrase substitutions for localized
names and theUse phrase substitutions source option is selected, the connector cannot directly index
these substitutions. Use these parameters to provide a pattern to search for the specific item type. The
default value for the above parameters are respectively: Announcement, Blog, Checkpoint,
Comment, Space, Direct Message, Discussion, Document, Message, Poll, Private
Message, Project, Social Group, System Blog, Task, and User.

The phrase substitution pattern parameters are available only with CES 6.5.4856+.

Example:When you are using a French interface, Space is called Espace. If you add Communauté as
a phrase substitution for Espace", add the PhraseSubstitutionsCommunityPattern source
parameter with the value Espace to allow the connector to index the phrase substitution for the item
type.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden Jive source parameters
1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Jive hidden

source parameters.

2. For a new Jive source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value of the
newly added advanced parameter:
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a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Jive source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Jive source in which you wish tomodify the newly added advanced
parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

4. Rebuild your Jive source to apply the changes to the parameters.

2.10.8.10 Adding CA SiteMinder Parameters to the Jive Connector

When the Jive server that you want to index uses CA SiteMinder to perform user authentication, youmust add
parameters to the Jive connector to support communications with the Jive web services.

To add CA SiteMinder parameters to the Jive connector

1. Identify the complete URL to the SiteMinder form login page, also known as the Forms Credential
Collector (FCC).

Example: https://www.MyJiveServer.com/siteminderagent/forms/login.fcc

2. Identify the POST action of the SiteMinder FCC, which is the text string that is submitted when a login
attempt is made.

The text string is a concatenation of the field ID and value pair of some of the fields from the FCC
presented in the following table.

Field Id Field Value Example

USER User name used to
authenticate with
SiteMinder.

jdow

PASSWORD Password used to
authenticate with
SiteMinder.

qwerty
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Field Id Field Value Example

SMAUTHREASON The code associated with a
login failure.

Always use 0 (zero)

TARGET TheURL of the page
performing the
authentication. To find this
value, inspect the source
code of the FCC. This URL
must be escaped.

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.MyJiveServer.com

%2authenticate.aspx

Example: USER=jdow&PASSWORD=qwerty&SMAUTHREASON=0
&TARGET=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.acme.com%2authenticate.aspx

3. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

4. In the Administration Tool, select Configuration > Connectors.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, select Additional Connectors.

6. In theAdditional Connectors page, click Jive.

7. In theModify Additional Connector page, click Add Parameter.

8. In theModify the parameters of the additional connector page:
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a. For each parameter specified in the following table, enter the parameter information.

Type Name Default Value Label Option

String SiteMinderFormLoginAction The complete URL to the
SiteMinder FCC

SiteMinder Form
Login Action

Optional
parameter

String SiteMinderFormLoginPage The POST action of the
SiteMinder FCC

SiteMinder Form
Login Page

Optional
parameter

b. Click Save.

2.10.8.11 Troubleshooting Jive Connector Issues

The following sections describe general issues youmay encounter while using the Jive connector and
attempts to provide the best course of action to resolve them.

2.10.8.11.1 Group Permissions

Changes to some group permissions within Jive are not effective in CES, even after security the
cache was updated

Permissions in Jive are flexible. They support users and groups, use inheritance to propagate through sub-
communities, and support a hierarchy of precedence so an explicit permission always overrides an
inherited one, whether it is denied or allowed.

Since permissions in CES only support denied and allowed entries, a denied entry always overrides an
allowed entry for a user or a group, with no regard to whether the allowed permission was inherited or
explicitly set. For that reason, when group permissions are used in Jive, in some cases these groups have
to be expanded and permissions have to be set on groupmembers tomake sure CES permissions mirror
those from Jive.

Example: Consider the following situation.
Group A contains threemembers: member 1, member 2 and member 3.

For a given Jive community, Group A is denied the View Documents permission through an inherited
permission but member 1 is explicitly allowed the View Document permission.

When you look at the final permissions in CES, you see that member 1 is effectively allowed on any
document from that community and that member 2 and member 3 are denied. There will be no denied
permission set on Group A since doing so would deny all members from the group, including member
1.

Therefore, expanding groups and setting permissions on groupmembers rather than on the groups
themselves is not effective in CES until a refresh operation is performed.
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2.10.8.11.2 Live Indexing

Live indexing is not detecting modifications made to Jive permissions

Modifications made to permissions in Jive do not impact the last modification date of objects affected by
the permissionmodification. Since live indexing is using this last modification date to retrieve objects to
update, the permissionmodification is not detected.

When Jive permissions are frequently modified, schedule a source refresh weekly or more often to keep
the index permissions synchronized with Jive permissions.

Live indexing is not detecting new users added to the Jive server

The Jive connector keeps a local cache of all active Jive users for faster access and to improve indexing
performances. New Jive users are detected by live indexing and added to CES only when this local cache
of users expires and is refreshed.

By default, the user cache is refreshed every 24 hours but can be refreshedmore often by adding the
UserCacheLifeSpan parameter to your source and setting its value (in minutes) accordingly (see
"Modifying Hidden Jive Source Parameters" on page 585).

Note: The UserCacheLifeSpan parameter is also available on the security provider and its value
should always match the value set on its associated source (see "Configuring a Jive Security Provider"
on page 575). If a security provider is used by more than one source, make sure the
UserCacheLifeSpan parameter on the security provider matches the lowest value of this parameter
among all its associated sources.

Live indexing is not retrieving items that were deleted more than two weeks ago

The connector needs to keep track of items that were deleted from Jive in order for live indexing to keep
the index up-to-date. Every time a live indexing run completes, items that were deletedmore than two
weeks ago are removed from the deleted history.

If live indexing was disabled on a source for a period greater than two weeks and you havemore than one
source performing live indexing on the same Jive server, you should perform a source refresh on the
source where live indexing was disabled tomake sure your index is fully up-to-date.

2.10.8.11.3 Secure Addresses

When clicking on search results within a CES search page, you are taken to a secure Jive
connection (e.g.: https://JiveSite:8443/docs/DOC-1001) even though the starting address specified on
the source is not (e.g.: http://JiveSite:8080)

If the web server hosting Jive is configured so that SSL is enabled for Jive, you should always use the
secure starting address.
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2.10.8.11.4 Error during Refresh or Rebuild

When refreshing or rebuilding a Jive source, the following error is displayed and the operation is
aborted:

Jive Error: Client found response content type of 'text/html;charset=ISO-

8859-1', but expected 'text/xml'. The request failed with the error

message:--<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0

Transitional//EN"><html><head><title>System Error</title> <style> body { 

font-family : arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 81.25%;} td, th, p,

div, span, li, a { font-size : 1em; } h1 { font-size : 1.72em; } code { 

font-family : courier new, monospace;font-size : .8em;}}

</style></head><body><div id="jive-header" class="jive-clearfix">

<h1>System Error</h1></div><p>We're sorry but a serious error has occurred

in the system.</body></html>--

This is the typical error message returned by Jive when an internal error occurs on the Jive server. While
there is not much that you can do to prevent these errors from occurring, it is recommended to restart the
Jive service if the errors occurs frequently.

When refreshing or rebuilding a Jive source, the following error is displayed and the operation is
aborted:

Jive Error: PermGen space.

A PermGen related error means the Jive server was temporarily out of memory. If this error occurs
repeatedly, ensure your Jive JVM settings follow the recommendation and, if required, increase the
PermGenHeap space to at least 512 MB (see the Jive document Adjusting the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) Settings).

2.10.9 Liferay Connector

2.10.9.1 Liferay Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Liferay portals allows crawling and bringing Liferay content into the unified index,
making it easily searchable by end-users.

2.10.9.1.1 Connector features

The features of the Liferay connector are:

Content indexing

The connector can retrieve and index the following default Liferay portal entity types:

l Communities
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l Organizations

l Users

l User groups

l Blogs

l Calendar events

l Document libraries

l Message boards

l Web content

l Wikis

l Comments and files attached to indexed entity types.

The connector can be customized to index other default Liferay entities (see "Customizing the Liferay
Connector Mapping File" on page 609).

Fully supported security model

The connector fully supports the Liferay security model using a security provider to get permissions for
each indexed Liferay item. This means that, in Coveo search interfaces, a user searching Liferay content
only sees the content to which he has access in the Liferay portal.

Live indexing

The Coveo Liferay portlet plugin registers events to quickly and efficiently index new, modified, and
deleted Liferay items.

Coveo Platform version Connector feature history

6.5 build 4351 l Indexing of user group content

l Live indexing extended to user and user group content

6.5 build 4332 Connector introduction

What's Next?
l Review the deployment process (see "Liferay Connector Deployment Overview" on page 592).

2.10.9.2 Liferay Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Liferay connector. The steps indicate the
order in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the Liferay and Coveo servers.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Liferay Connector Requirements" on page
594).

2. In Liferay:
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a. Deploy the Coveo Liferay portlet plugin.

The Coveo connector communicates with this plugin to crawl and index the Liferay content (see
"Deploying the Coveo Liferay Portlet Plugin" on page 594).

b. Select or create the crawling account.

The Coveo connector needs a Liferay account with which it can fully crawl the Liferay content (see
"Setting up a Liferay Crawling Account" on page 597).

3. In the Coveo Administration Tool:

a. Configure a user identity.

The Coveo connector needs to know the Liferay account that you previously selected or created (see
"Configuring a Liferay Connector User Identity" on page 599).

b. Configure a security provider.

The Coveo connector needs a security provider to be able to get the permissions for each indexed
Liferay item, and therefore fully support the Liferay security model (see "Configuring a Liferay
Security Provider" on page 600).

c. Configure and index the Liferay source

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Liferay portal to be able to index its content
(see "Configuring and Indexing a Liferay Source" on page 603).

d. Optionally, customize themapping file to fine-tune indexed content

Consider customizing the connector mapping file to fine-tune the indexed content or to index other
entities in your Liferay portal (see "About the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 608 and
"Customizing the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 609).

e. Optionally, modify hidden source parameters

Once your Liferay source is up and running, if you encounter issues, consider modifying some hidden
source parameters to try resolving the issues (see "Modifying Hidden Liferay Source Parameters" on
page 610).

4. In the Interface Editor, add the built-in Liferay facets

CES comes with a built-in Liferay Type facet associated with the sysfiletype field that you can add
to your search interface so that users canmore easily refine search results based on file types (see
"Managing Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search Interface" on page 406).
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2.10.9.3 Liferay Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Liferay
portals:

l Coveo Platform 6.5

The connector was introduced with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4332 and is therefore not available in
previous CES versions.

l Coveo license for the Liferay connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Liferay connector to be able to use this connector.

l Liferay version 6

The connector was developed and tested with Liferay version 6.0.5.

What's Next?

Review the deployment process (see "Liferay Connector Deployment Overview" on page 592).

2.10.9.4 Deploying the Coveo Liferay Portlet Plugin

The Coveo connector retrieves content from the Liferay portal by connecting to the Coveo Liferay portlet
plugin. Youmust deploy the plugin on the Liferay server.

To deploy the Coveo Liferay portlet plugin

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo server.

2. From a browser, use an administrative account to connect to your Liferay portal.

3. On themenu bar of the Liferay portal, selectManage > Control Panel.

4. In the Liferay Control Panel: 
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a. In the navigation panel on the left, underServer, click Plugins Installation.

b. In the Plugins Installation page, select Portlet Plugins, and then click Install More Portlets.

c. In thePlugin Installer page:

i. Select Upload File.

ii. Click Choose File, and then browse to and select the Coveo Liferay portlet pluginWeb archive
(WAR) file: [CES_Installation_Path]\bin\CESLiferayConnector-portlet-
6.0.5.1.war

Example:With the default installation path: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\bin\CESLiferayConnector-portlet-6.0.5.1.war

iii. Click Install.

d. End-users do not need to see the Coveo portlet. Consider hiding the Coveo portlet from users other
than Administrator role members:

i. In the navigation panel on the left, underPortal, select Plugins Configuration.

ii. In thePlugins Configuration page, select theCES Liferay Connector by Coveo Solutions
Inc. plugin.

iii. UnderPermissions, for each user other than Administrator, click Change.
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iv. In theRoles page, clear theAdd to page check box, and then click Save.

v. Navigate back to thePlugins Configuration page for the Coveo plugin, and then click Save.

5. Youmust also enable access to the Liferay Web services for the Coveo server:

a. Using an administrator account, connect to the Liferay server.

b. Using a text editor:

i. Open, or create if it does not already exist, the [Liferay_Installation_Path]\tomcat-
x.x.xx\webapps\ROOT\WEB-INF\classes\portal-ext.properties text file.

ii. Add the following lines to the file to allow access only to the CoveoMaster server:

axis.servlet.hosts.allowed=[Coveo_Server_IP_Address]
axis.servlet.https.required=false
tunnel.servlet.hosts.allowed=[Coveo_Server_IP_Address]
tunnel.servlet.https.required=false

where you replace [Coveo_Server_IP_Address] by the IP address of the CoveoMaster
server.

iii. Restart the Liferay server to apply changes to the properties and activate the listeners used for
live indexing by shutting down and restarting theWeb server:
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Example:With a Tomcat server, in a command prompt window, run the following files:

C:\liferay-portal-6.0.6\tomcat-6.0.29\bin\shutdown.bat
C:\liferay-portal-6.0.6\tomcat-6.0.29\bin\startup.bat

Restarting the server is required to apply changes to the properties and activate the listeners
used for live indexing.

What's Next?

Create a Liferay account with which the Coveo connector can fully crawl the Liferay content (see "Setting up a
Liferay Crawling Account" on page 597).

2.10.9.5 Setting up a Liferay Crawling Account

The Coveo connector needs to connect to the Liferay portal using an account that has read access to all the
Liferay content that you wish to index. The Coveo connector only reads and does not modify the Liferay
content.

The best practice is to create a Liferay fixed password account used exclusively by the Coveo connector and
assigned to the built-in Administrator role that has complete access to all Liferay content.

Setting up a dedicated Liferay full read account

1. Using a Liferay account that has an Administrator role, sign in to your Liferay portal.

2. On themenu bar, selectManage > Control Panel.

3. In the Liferay Control Panel, in the navigation panel on the left underPortal, click Users. 

4. In theUsers page:

a. Click Add to create a new user.

b. UnderNew User, enter arbitrary information describing the Coveo Connector user.

c. In the navigationmenu on the right, click Save.
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d. In the navigationmenu on the right, underUser Information, click Roles.

e. UnderRegular Roles, click Select.

f. In the window that appears, underRoles, click theAdministrator, to assign the Administrator role to
the account.

g. If thePower User role has been assigned automatically, click Remove on the corresponding line, to
ensure that only the Administrator role is assigned to this user.

h. In the navigationmenu on the right, click Save.

i. In the navigationmenu on the right, underUser Information, click Password.

j. Enter a strong password in both theNew Password andEnter Again fields.

k. Leave thePassword Reset Required checkbox cleared to prevent forcing the user to change the
password when logging in the first time.

Note: If the password changes in Liferay, you will also need to change it in the CES user identity
(see "Configuring a Liferay Connector User Identity" on page 599).

l. In the navigationmenu on the right, click Save.
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What's Next?

On the Coveo server, configure a user identity for your Liferay portal (see "Configuring a Liferay Connector
User Identity" on page 599).

2.10.9.6 Configuring a Liferay Connector User Identity

Once you created a Liferay account dedicated for the Coveo connector (see "Setting up a Liferay Crawling
Account" on page 597), youmust create a CES user identity to use this account. You will later assign this
user identity to the security provider and the source used by the connector to crawl the Liferay content.

To configure a Liferay connector user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName field, enter a name describing the user identity.

Example: Liferay crawling account

b. In theUser field, enter either theScreen Name or theEmail Address of the dedicated Liferay
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account that you created for the Coveo connector (see "Setting up a Liferay Crawling Account" on
page 597).

c. In thePassword field, enter the password that you configured for this Liferay account.

d. The other parameters (Support basic authentication, Use client certificate, Store, and
Certificate) do not apply to this connector.

e. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure a security provider for your Liferay portal (see "Configuring a Liferay Security Provider" on page
600).

2.10.9.7 Configuring a Liferay Security Provider

The Coveo connector needs a security provider to be able to get the permissions for each indexed Liferay
item, and therefore fully support the Liferay security model. This means that, in a Coveo search interface, a
user searching for Liferay content only sees the content to which he has access in the Liferay portal.

To configure a Liferay security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Example: Liferay Security Provider

DLL Path

The path to the custom crawler security provider DLL. Enter the following path:

[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll
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Example:With the default installation path: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll).

User Identity

Select the Liferay user identity that you created previously (see "Configuring a Liferay Connector
User Identity" on page 599).

b. In theParameters text box, specify custom configuration parameters, entering all parameters as a
single string in the following format:

ParameterName1="ParameterValue1";ParameterName2="ParameterValue2"; etc.

Example:
AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.dll";

PortalUrl="http://MyliferayPortal:8080/"

i. Include the following required parameters:

AssemblyPath

Path to the Liferay custom crawler executable: [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.dll

Example:With the default installation path: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.dll).

PortalUrl

The address of the Liferay portal. This should be the same address as the one specified when
you configure the source for the connector (see "Configuring and Indexing a Liferay Source"
on page 603). Enter the URL in the following format: http://[LiferayPortal]:[port]

Example: PortalUrl="http://MyLiferayPortal:8080"

c. Leave all the Security AssertionMarkup Language (SAML) parameters as is.

6. In theOption section:

a. Youmust select the following check boxes for the Liferay connector to work:

Support access list

To use early-binding security, select to instruct the connector to add an Access Control List (ACL)
to each document when crawling the repository.
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Support expand group

Select to instruct the connector to expand the repository group into a list of repository users.

Support expand users

Select to instruct the connector to convert the list of repository users into a list of Microsoft Active
Directory users.

b. Youmust clear the following check box for the Liferay connector to work:

Require authorization

Select only when you use late-binding security, to instruct CES to retrieve document-level
permissions at query time from the repository.

c. Clear theDo not block exceptions check box unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support
agent. When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare
cases, this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider
problems.

d. On a 64-bit Coveo server, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instruct CES to run the security
provider in 64-bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. Clear this option only
for rare connectors (not the Liferay connector) for which the security provider must run in 32-bit mode.
On a 32-bit server, this option is disabled.

7. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure and index a Liferay source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Liferay Source" on page 603).

2.10.9.8 Configuring and Indexing a Liferay Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Liferay portal.

Note: In an environment with more than one Liferay portal, you need to define one source for each Liferay
portal that you wish to index.

To configure and index a Liferay source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR
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b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.
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Example: Liferay Portal

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Liferay.

Note: If you do not see Liferay in theSource Type list, ensure that your environment meets the
requirements (see "Liferay Connector Requirements" on page 594).

Addresses

The root address of the Liferay portal in the format:

http://[serverName]:[port]/

where you replace [serverName]:[port] by the host name and port of your Liferay portal.
The default port is 8080. The port is optional when equal to 80.

Mapping File

Leave this field empty to use the default mapping file (see "About the Liferay Connector Mapping
File" on page 608). When you create a custommapping file, enter the absolute full path pointing to
your file (see "Customizing the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 609).

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MyLiferayMappingFile.xml

Index Blogs

Whether or not blog entries, including their comments, should be indexed. Available with
CES 6.5.4721+.

Index Calendars

Whether or not calendar events, including their comments, should be indexed. Available with
CES 6.5.4721+.

Index Document Libraries

Whether or not document library files, including their comments, should be indexed. Available with
CES 6.5.4721+.

Index Message Boards

Whether or not message boardmessages, including their attachments, should be indexed.
Available with CES 6.5.4721+.

Index Users

Whether or not user profiles should be indexed. Available with CES 6.5.4721+.

Index Web Content

Whether or not web content, previously known as journals, should be indexed. Available with
CES 6.5.4721+.
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Index Wikis

Whether or not wiki pages, including their attachments and comments, should be indexed.
Available with CES 6.5.4721+.

Authentication

Select the user identity that you created previously for the Liferay portal (see "Configuring a
Liferay Connector User Identity" on page 599).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example:When a source replaces a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to
High, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear earlier in the list compared
to those from legacy system sources.

Document Types

If you defined a custom document type set for this source, select it.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: Live indexing does not catch changes to security and file attachment elements. Only a
refresh does.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Parameter

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden Liferay Source Parameters" on page 610).

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
portal address are indexed.
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Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save to save the source configuration.

6. In the navigationmenu on the left, select Permissions.

7. In thePermissions page:
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a. Next toPermissions, select Use a security provider.

b. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created earlier (see
"Configuring a Liferay Security Provider" on page 600).

c. Click Apply Changes.

8. On the button bar, click Rebuild to start indexing the new source.

9. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

Add the built-in the Liferay facet to your search interface (see "Managing Built-in Facets Appearing in a Search
Interface" on page 406).

2.10.9.9 About the Liferay Connector Mapping File

The Liferay connector mapping file determines exactly which Liferay entities are indexed, what metadata is
retrieved, and where this information is added in the Coveo unified index. The default mapping file ([CES_
Installation_

Path]\bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.DefaultMappingFile.xml) is automatically
used when nomapping file is specified in the source.

The default mapping file specifies to index the following Liferay default entity types:

l Attachment

l BlogEntry

l CalendarEvent

l Comment

l DocumentLibraryFile

l MessageBoardMessage

l User

l WebContentLocalized

l WikiPage

Themapping file is an XML file that contains various sections and subsections. The root element is
<LiferayMapping>. It contains various <Mapping> nodes, each defining one entity type to be indexed
with the correspondingmetadata.
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Example: The followingmapping element specifies to index the BlogEntry entity type.

<Mapping type="BlogEntry">
<Fields>
<Title>%[title]</Title>
<Body>%[content]</Body>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[userName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysparents">%[coveo_breadcrumbs]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>

A <Mapping type=“Default”> element applies to all retrieved items that do not have their own specific
mapping element. Such an element exists but is commented out in the default mapping file.

Note: You can create and use a custommapping file to fine-tune the Liferay indexed content (see
"Customizing the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 609).

2.10.9.10 Customizing the Liferay Connector Mapping File

The Coveo connector for Liferay portals comes with a default mapping file that makes the connector ready to
index the default Liferay entities (see "About the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 608).

You can customize themapping file to fine-tune the indexed content or to include other Liferay entities.

To customize the mapping file

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the default mapping file: [CES_Installation_
Path]\bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.DefaultMappingFile.xml

Example:With the default installation path: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise

Search 6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Liferay.DefaultMappingFile.xml

b. Save the file using a name of your choice in the [Index_Path]\Config\ folder.

Example:With the default index path: C:\CES6\Config\MyLiferayMappingFile.xml

c. Respecting themapping file format (see "About the Liferay Connector Mapping File" on page 608),
customize the file. Use the CustomFields section to directly reference columns present on a
Liferay entity.

d. Save your changes.
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What's Next?

Specify your customizedmapping file in your Liferay source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Liferay Source"
on page 603).

2.10.9.11 Modifying Hidden Liferay Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Liferay setups. More advanced andmore rarely used
parameters are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source
andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.
Consider changing values of hidden parameters when you encounter issues.

The following list describes the advanced hidden parameters available with Liferay sources. The parameter
type (integer, string,…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

WebServiceBatchSize (integer)

Number of items to fetch per request made to the Liferay portal. The default value is 300. Theminimum
value is 1. A small value forces the connector to make small but frequent queries to Liferay. A larger value
leads to larger and less frequent queries.

CacheLifeSpan (integer)

The connector keeps a local cache of all the Liferay users. This way the connector does not have to
retrieve all users from Liferay on every full or live indexing run. This parameter controls the amount of time
(in minutes) this user cache remains valid. When this delay expires, all users are fetched again, instead of
being taken out of the cache. The default value is480 minutes (8 hours).

BlogPortletId (string)
CalendarPortletId (string)
DocumentLibraryPortletId (string)
MessageBoardPortletId (string)
WikiPortletId (string)

These parameters tell the connector what is the ID of the portlet to use when creating clickable URIs for
the different types of items. Youmust set these parameters only if your Liferay portal does not use the
default values.

Example: BlogPortletId determines which portlet is used to present blogs. The default ID value is
33 for this portlet.

Note: You can find this information in the Liferay Control Panel. UnderPortal, click Plugins
Configuration. In the list of plugins that appears, click the desired plugin to see its information,
including thePlugin ID (the information youmust put in these parameters).
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Languages (string)

The comma-separated list of languages to consider when retrievingWebContent. One item is returned per
language. The parameter is empty by default and considers only the default portal language. Enter a * to
specify all languages.

Example: en_US,fr_FR,de_DE,it_IT,ja_JP,es_ES

Note: You can find possible languages in the Liferay Control Panel. UnderPortal, click Portal
Settings. In themenu on the right, click Display Settings. Look in theAvailable Languages field for
possible values.

SiteMinderFormLoginAction (string)

This parameter, like the SiteMinderFormLoginPage parameter, is only required when Liferay resides
inside a SiteMinder secure realm. These parameters enable the connector to authenticate with SiteMinder
in order to gain access to the Liferay server so it can retrieve the content to index. This parameter contains
the POST action that will be sent to the SiteMinder authentication form (login.fcc).

Example:
USER=username&PASSWORD=password&SMAUTHREASON=0&TARGET=https%3a%2f%2flifer

ayportal

Note: The POST action contains four parameters: USER, PASSWORD, SMAUTHREASON, and TARGET.
USER and PASSWORD are the credentials to authenticate to SiteMinder. SMAUTHREASON is always equal
to zero. The TARGET parameter is the secure resource you want to access, in this case the Liferay
portal URL (https://liferayportal), andmust be properly escaped.

SiteMinderFormLoginPage (string)

This parameter is the URL of the SiteMinder authentication form (login.fcc).

Example: https://www.acme.com/siteminderagent/forms/login.fcc

Note: Ask your SiteMinder administrator for the URL of the authentication form.

NumberOfRefreshThreads (integer)

This determines the number of threads that simultaneously crawl the Liferay portal. The default value is 2.

WebId (string)

This parameter determines which company to index. A company is associated with aWebId.

Note: You can find this ID in the Liferay Control Panel. UnderServer, click Portal Instances, and then
Web Id. There is amaximum of 1 ID per source. The default value is an empty string, which
corresponds to the first WebId encountered.
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Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden Liferay source parameters
1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Liferay hidden

source parameters.

2. For a new Liferay source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value of
the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Liferay source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to modify
the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Liferay source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

4. Rebuild your Liferay source to apply the changes to the parameters.

2.10.10 Microsoft Active Directory Connector

TheMicrosoft Active Directory connector allows to index user information stored in Active Directory. The
connector uses live indexing to periodically query Active Directory for the latest content modifications and
keep the index up-to-date.

Deployment overview

1. Create a user identity for your Active Directory source (see "Configuring an Active Directory User
Identity" on page 612).

2. Configure and index aMicrosoft Active Directory source (see "Creating and Indexing an Active Directory
Source" on page 614).

2.10.10.1 Configuring an Active Directory User Identity

The Active Directory content is accessible in read-only to any user from the domain or from a trusted domain.
The Active Directory connector can therefore use any Active Directory user to crawl and index the Active
Directory content. Youmust configure a CES user identity that contains information about the user you
choose to use. You will later associate this user identity with the Active Directory source.
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Note: A best practice is to create an Active Directory user dedicated to the CES connector and for which
the password never changes.

To configure an Active Directory user identity
1. In Active Directory, choose or create a user that the connector will use to crawl Active Directory content.

2. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

3. Select Configuration > Security.

4. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

5. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

6. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName field, enter a name of your choice to describe this user identity to be uses to crawl Active
Directory. This name appears only in the Coveo Administration Tool when you assign a user identity
to a source.

b. In theUser field, enter the username in the domain\username form for the Active Directory
account that you selected or created to crawl and index the content.

c. In thePassword field, enter the password for the Active Directory account.

Note: TheOption, Client certificate, Store, andCertificate parameters do not apply to the Active
Directory connector.

d. Click Save.
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2.10.10.2 Creating and Indexing an Active Directory Source

A source defines a set of connector parameters specifying where and how to crawl Active Directory in a given
domain. The Coveo connector for Microsoft Active Directory uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) to read Active Directory content. The connector performs an LDAP search to find all the items to
index.

To create and index an Active Directory source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the source.

Example: Active Directory - ACME domain

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Active Directory.

Addresses

The list of LDAP URIs indicating the starting locations to index, one entry per line.

Example:With the corp.acme.com domain, acceptable values can be:

l LDAP://acme

l LDAP://corp.acme.com
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l LDAP://DC=corp,DC=acme,DC=com

If you want to select only users from a particular organization unit (OU), enter the address in the
form: LDAP://OU=ouName,DC=corp,DC=acme,DC=com

Important: In the LDAP URLs, youmust enter the keywords (LDAP, OU, DC...) in uppercase.

LDAP Filters

The filters used to refine the LDAP query to Active Directory. You typically want to crawl all the
users in Active Directory. Depending on the configuration of Active Directory, youmay find that
unwanted users are crawled. The default value is mail=*. It allows to get all users that also have
an ExchangeMailbox.

Note: The connector includes a built-in hidden filter: (&(objectclass=user)
(objectclass=person)). This is a logical AND operation that finds users that are real
persons, eliminating other mailboxes. The filter you enter in LDAP Filters is added to the AND
operation of the built-in hidden filter (ex.: (&(objectclass=user)
(objectclass=person)(mail=*)).

Authentication

Select the user identity that you created for this source (see "Configuring an Active Directory User
Identity" on page 612).

b. The default values for the following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the ranking associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Document Types

If you have defined custom document type sets, select themost appropriate one for this source.

Active Languages

If you have defined a custom language set for this source, select it.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the source is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Live Indexing Delay

Determines the time interval in seconds between live indexing refreshes. The default and
recommended value is 3600 (1 hour).
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Parameters

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced hidden source parameters.

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. Selected by default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for case
sensitive systems in which distinct documents may have the same file name but with different
casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time CES creates HTML versions of
indexed documents and saves them in the unified index. In the search interfaces, users can then
more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick View link to open the HTML version of the
item rather than opening the original document with the original application.

Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. When this option is selected, youmust also
select theGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed documents check box.

d. Click Save to save changes to the source configuration.

OR

Click Save and Start to save the source configuration changes and immediately start indexing the
source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.
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OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.11 Microsoft Exchange Connector

2.10.11.1 Microsoft Exchange Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Microsoft Exchange system allows Coveo administrators to bring the content of
Exchangemailboxes, mailbox archives, and public folders into the unified index so that they become
searchable by end-user.

2.10.11.1.1 Features

TheMicrosoft Exchange connector features are:

l Support for Microsoft Exchange 2003, 2007, and 2010 servers

l Support Web Services andWebDAV connection types

l Mailbox indexing

l Microsoft Exchange 2010mailbox archive indexing

l Public folder indexing

l Security indexing combining:

o Microsoft Exchange permissions set in Exchange by users

o Permissions set in Active Directory by administrators

l Live indexing to periodically query Microsoft Exchange for the latest edits, keeping the index content up-
to-date

l Metadata collecting for emails, contacts, tasks, and calendars

l Supports two types of forms-based authentication for Outlook Web Access (OWA):

o Standard Exchange forms-based authentication

o ISA Server forms-based authentication

l Support for the standardMicrosoft Exchange front-end and back-end server configurations (as described
in theMicrosoft articles Front-End and Back-End Topologies Overview and Front-End and Back-End
Topology Advantages).
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What's Next?

Review the steps for the deployment of theMicrosoft Exchange connector (see "Microsoft Exchange
Connector Deployment Overview" on page 619).

2.10.11.2 Microsoft Exchange Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy theMicrosoft Exchange connector. The steps
indicate the order in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the CES andMicrosoft Exchange
systems.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector
Requirements" on page 620).

2. On theMicrosoft Exchange Server:

a. Select or create the crawling account.

The connector needs aMicrosoft Exchange account with which it can crawl theMicrosoft Exchange
content (see "Setting up a Full ReadMicrosoft Exchange Account" on page 620).

b. For Microsoft Exchange 2010 only, configure the throttling policy (see "Configuring the Throttling
Policy for theMicrosoft Exchange 2010 Account" on page 621).

c. When you plan to index Exchange public folders, ensure that the public folders of your users are
correctly configured for the crawler (see "PreventingMicrosoft Exchange Public Folder Crawling
Issues" on page 623).

3. On the Coveo server, in the Administration Tool:

a. Configure the user identity.

The connector needs tomap the selectedMicrosoft Exchange account that you previously selected
or created (see "Configuring aMicrosoft Exchange User Identity" on page 624).

b. Select to useWeb Services orWebDAV to connect to your Microsoft Exchange server (see
"Choosing to Connect to Microsoft Exchange UsingWeb Services orWebDAV" on page 625).

c. Configure and index theMicrosoft Exchange source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about theMicrosoft Exchange server to be able to index
its content (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft Exchange Source" on page 626).

d. Optionally, modify hidden source parameters.
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Once your Microsoft Exchange source is up and running, if you encounter time out or performance
issues, consider modifying some hidden source parameters to try resolving the issues (see
"Modifying HiddenMicrosoft Exchange Source Parameters" on page 631).

e. Optionally, fine-tune the callback service

For Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 and 2010, the CoveoExchange (WebServices) connector
uses an Exchange API to identify modified content and improve live indexing performances. You can
fine-tune the callback service configuration file (see "Fine-Tuning the Exchange Callback Service" on
page 635).

2.10.11.3 Microsoft Exchange Connector Requirements

Your environment needs tomeet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for
Microsoft Exchange systems:

l Coveo license for theMicrosoft Exchange Connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for theMicrosoft Exchange Connector to be able to use this
connector.

l Microsoft Exchange 2003, 2007 SP1, or 2010

What's Next?

Set up a full readMicrosoft Exchange Account (see "Setting up a Full ReadMicrosoft Exchange Account" on
page 620).

2.10.11.4 Microsoft Exchange Configuration for the Connector

The topics in this section describe configuration to bemade on theMicrosoft Exchange server for the
deployment of the Coveo connector.

2.10.11.4.1 Setting up a Full Read Microsoft Exchange Account

You need to set up a special account in theMicrosoft Exchange server to be able to crawl multiple mailboxes
using a single source. This account must have read access on all themailboxes and all the public folders that
you want to index. For Microsoft Exchange 2007 and 2010, the account must also have an activemailbox on a
Microsoft Exchange server.

Note: The best practice is to create a dedicated account for the Coveo connector with a password that
never changes.
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To set up a full read Microsoft Exchange account

1. For aMicrosoft Exchange Server 2003 installation, refer to the followingMicrosoft article for information
on how to set up such an account: How to assign service account access to all mailboxes in Exchange
Server 2003

2. For Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 or 2010 installations:

a. On theMicrosoft Exchange Server, open the ExchangeManagement Shell.

b. Type the following command to give sufficient rights to a user to crawl usingWebDAV or
WebServices:

get-mailbox -server ServerName -ResultSize Unlimited | Add-

MailboxPermission -User ‘domain\user’ –AccessRights FullAccess

where you replace:

l ServerName by the name of your Exchange server

l domain\user by the user that you want to use to crawl theMicrosoft Exchange content.

c. Ensure that the account has an activemailbox on theMicrosoft Exchange server. To crawl a
Microsoft Exchange 2010 server, the activemailbox of the account must be on aMicrosoft Exchange
2010 server.

What's Next?

For aMicrosoft Exchange 2010 server, configure the throttling policy to prevent crawling problems (see
"Configuring the Throttling Policy for theMicrosoft Exchange 2010 Account" on page 621).

For other Microsoft Exchange servers, configure a CES user identity (see "Configuring aMicrosoft Exchange
User Identity" on page 624).

2.10.11.4.2 Configuring the Throttling Policy for the Microsoft Exchange 2010 Account

In Exchange 2010, Microsoft introduced the throttling policy feature. With this feature, Exchange tracks the
resources that each user consumes and enforces connection bandwidth limits, as necessary. This feature
however negatively impacts the performance of the Coveo crawler that inevitably increases the load on the
Microsoft Exchange Server. The default throttling policy assigned to Exchange users is too restrictive for
crawling operations, causing numerous errors and problems that drastically decrease performance and
possibly prevent access to some content.

The following table describes the effects of the throttling parameters on the crawling.
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Throttling parameter Effect

EWSMaxConCurrency

EWSPercentTimeInAD

When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get an
error/warnings similar to:
[url] could not be accessed by Web Services :

The server cannot service this request right

now. Try again later.

EWSPercentTimeInCAS

EWSPercentTimeInMailboxRPC

When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get an
error/warnings similar to:
[url] generated this error : The operation

has timed out, WebException status : Timeout

EWSFindCountLimit When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get
error/warnings similar to:
You have exceeded the maximum number of

objects that can be returned for the find

operation. Use paging to reduce the result

size and try your request again.

EWSFastSearchTimeOutInSeconds This parameter does not affect the crawling.

EWSMaxSubscriptions This parameter affects the callback service, which prevents it
from getting as many subscriptions as it needs. The Subscribe
operation fails with an error status, the
ErrorExceededSubscriptionCount response code, and
themessage: You have exceeded the available

subscriptions for your account. Remove

unnecessary subscriptions and try your

request again.

Note: Formore information on the following aspects consult the correspondingMicrosoft document:

l How tomanipulate the policies: Modifying Throttling Policies

l How to read IIS logs for policy usage: Exchange API-spotting

You need to configure the throttling policy to grant unlimited access the ExchangeWeb Services for the user
that the connector will use to crawl theMicrosoft Exchange content.
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To configure the throttling policy for the Microsoft Exchange 2010 account

1. Using an administrative account, connect to your Microsoft Exchange Server 2010.

2. Open the ExchangeManagement Shell, and then:

a. Type the following command to create a new throttling policy called CoveoCrawlingPolicy:

New-ThrottlingPolicy -Name CoveoCrawlingPolicy -EWSMaxConcurrency $null

-EWSPercentTimeInAD $null -EWSFindCountLimit $null -

EWSPercentTimeInMailboxRPC $null -EWSFastSearchTimeoutInSeconds $null -

EWSMaxSubscriptions $null -EWSPercentTimeInCAS $null

b. Type the following command to retrieve this new throttling policy and assign it to a variable:

$b = Get-ThrottlingPolicy CoveoCrawlingPolicy

c. Type the following command to assign the throttling policy to the coveoUser:

Set-Mailbox -Identity coveoUser -ThrottlingPolicy $b

where you replace coveoUser by the username that you selected to crawl theMicrosoft Exchange
content.

What's Next?

When you want to index the content of Exchange 2010 public folders, ensure that your Exchange server is
correctly configured to prevent public folder crawling issues (see "PreventingMicrosoft Exchange Public
Folder Crawling Issues" on page 623).

Otherwise you are ready to configure a CES user identity (see "Configuring aMicrosoft Exchange User
Identity" on page 624).

2.10.11.4.3 Preventing Microsoft Exchange Public Folder Crawling Issues

The Coveo connector for Microsoft Exchange servers can crawl Exchange 2010 public folders, but you need
to ensure that your Exchange server is correctly configured to prevent public folder crawling issues.

To prevent public folder crawling issues

1. Refer to theMicrosoft article Change the Default Public Folder Database for aMailbox Database to find
out how to ensure that while the connector points at an Exchange 2010 CAS server, Exchange, behind
the scene, does not point to a public folder database that is not compatible with Exchange 2010Web
Services.

When this is the case, youmay encounter the following errors while crawling Exchange 2010 folders:
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l https://server2010/public/ could not be accessed by Web Services : The

mailbox that was requested doesn't support the specified

RequestServerVersion.

l https://server2010/public/ could not be accessed by Web Services : An

internal server error occurred. The operation failed.

2. Refer to theMicrosoft article Configure Public Folder Replication to find out how to ensure that the
targeted public folders are correctly replicated on the default Public Folder Database for the account used
by the connector to crawl theMicrosoft Exchange content.

When this is the case, youmay encounter Not Found error messages.

2.10.11.5 CES Configuration for the Microsoft Exchange Connector

The topics in this section describe configuration to bemade on the Coveo server for the deployment of the
Microsoft Exchange connector.

2.10.11.5.1 Configuring a Microsoft Exchange User Identity

Once you selected or created aMicrosoft Exchange full read account (see "Setting up a Full ReadMicrosoft
Exchange Account" on page 620), you need to configure the CES user identity that you will use when creating
the source for the connector.

To configure a Microsoft Exchange user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName, User, andPassword fields, enter the credentials of theMicrosoft Exchange account
that you selected or created to access the entire repository content to be indexed.

b. The other parameters (Support basic authentication, Use client certificate, Store, and
Certificate) do not apply to this connector.
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c. Click Save.

What's Next?

Determine the type of Microsoft Exchange source to use (see "Choosing to Connect to Microsoft Exchange
UsingWeb Services orWebDAV" on page 625).

2.10.11.5.2 Choosing to Connect to Microsoft Exchange Using Web Services or
WebDAV

The Coveo connector can connect to Microsoft Exchange severs using either theWeb Services orWebDAV
method. When you create aMicrosoft Exchange source, two source types are available:

l Exchange (WebServices)

l Exchange (WebDAV)

The following table indicates which options are supported by which version of Microsoft Exchange.

Microsoft Exchange
Version

Exchange
(WebServices)

Exchange (WebDAV)

Exchange 2010 Supported Not supported

Exchange 2007 Supported Supported
(when the Exchange 2003 Compatibility mode is
installed)

Exchange 2003 Not supported Supported
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You should choose the Exchange (WebDAV) option only when indexing an Exchange 2003 server. For
Exchange 2007 setups, it is recommended to use theWebServices option as it offers better performances
and is simpler to configure.

Note: Once a source is created, you cannot change the source type (WebDAV orWebServices). Youmust
then create a new source using the other source type.

When you chooseWebDAV, be aware that theWebDAV protocol is prohibited by default in IIS. Youmust
therefore enableWebDAV in IIS (see "EnablingWebDAV in IIS" on page 804).

What's Next?

Configure and index theMicrosoft Exchange source (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft Exchange
Source" on page 626).

2.10.11.5.3 Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Microsoft Exchange server.

To configure and index a Microsoft Exchange source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: All Microsoft Exchange mailboxes

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select eitherExchange (WebServices) or
Exchange (WebDAV) (see "Choosing to Connect to Microsoft Exchange UsingWeb Services or
WebDAV" on page 625).
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Note: If you do not seeExchange (WebServices) orExchange (WebDAV) in theSource
Type list, your environment does not meet the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange
Connector Requirements" on page 620).

Addresses

List of starting points for the connector. Enter one address per line in one of the following forms: 

l https://servername/exchange

l https://servername/exchange/mailboxname

l https://servername/public

To use a single source to index all Microsoft Exchangemailboxes, enter a single URL that stops
at themailboxes root.

Example: https://owa.companyname.com/exchange

To index all public folders, enter a URL that stops at the public folders root.

Example: https://owa.companyname.com/public

The connector supports both secured https and unsecured http servers.

Note: Entering a specific server namewill not restrict the crawledmailboxes to those located
on that server (see "What Are LDAP Searches" on page 631).

Tip: You can create a source that only indexes Microsoft Exchange 2010mailbox archives,
pointing the connector directly to mailbox archives and skipping normal mailboxes using the
http://server/exchange/onlinearchivename address pattern, where you replace
onlinearchivename by the value found in the Active Directory field msExchArchiveName.
You also need to ensure that the Index Archives check box is selected.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Exchange Folder

Name of the folder hosting all themailboxes. The default value is exchange. It corresponds to
the segment of the URI that is after the server name and points to themailboxes
https://servername/exchange/.

Use Form Authentication

Whether to use forms-based authentication or not. The check box is cleared by default. Select the
check box when forms-based authentication is enabled on theMicrosoft Exchange server. The
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connector supports two forms-based authentication types:

l StandardMicrosoft Exchange forms-based authentication.

l ISA server forms-based authentication. When an ISA filter is put in front of theMicrosoft
ExchangeOWA server.

Index Exchange Security

Whether to index the securities specified in Microsoft Outlook or not. The check box is selected
by default. Clear this check box when you want to prevent the Coveo connector from indexing
user defined securities, in which case, only Active Directory securities are used.

Public Folder

Name of the public folder. The default value is public. It corresponds to the segment of the URI
that is after the server name and that points to the public folders
https://servername/public/.

Index Junk E-mails

Whether to index junk emails or not. Junk emails are indexed by default.

Skip Archived Items

Whether to skip items archived by Symantec Enterprise Vault or not. Useful to make the
Microsoft Exchange connector ignore email stubs left behind by Symantec Enterprise Vault. The
check box is selected by default.

Index Archive

Whether to index Microsoft Exchange 2010mailbox archives or not. The check box is selected by
default.

Authentication

Select the user identity that you created previously for theMicrosoft Exchange system (see
"Configuring aMicrosoft Exchange User Identity" on page 624).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources (see "Understanding Search Results Ranking"
on page 93).

Example: If this source was for archived emails, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.
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Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Callback Service Url

Optional parameter indicating the location of the Exchange Callback Service. Enhances the live
indexing performance onMicrosoft Exchange 2007 (see "Fine-Tuning the Exchange Callback
Service" on page 635).

The default value (http://localhost:8181/) is appropriate when the Exchange Callback
Service runs on the samemachine as CES. When the service runs on another computer, replace
localhost by the Exchange server machine name. Change the port when the service does not
use the default port (8181). Leave the parameter empty to disable the service.

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. Selected by default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start the indexing of the new source.
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6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

Consider modifying advanced source parameters (see "Modifying HiddenMicrosoft Exchange Source
Parameters" on page 631).

2.10.11.5.4 What Are LDAP Searches

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) searches are an important part of theMicrosoft Exchange
connector.

When the starting addresses https://servername or https://servername/exchange are used, a
query is performed against Active Directory of the current domain to find the available mailboxes. The results
should reflect all the users in the Active Directory who own amailbox. Depending on the configuration of the
Active Directory, it is possible that the results do not match the anticipated results.

You can use the LDAPSearchRoot and LDAPFilters hidden advanced parameters of theMicrosoft
Exchange connector to fine-tune the search (see "Modifying HiddenMicrosoft Exchange Source Parameters"
on page 631).

2.10.11.5.5 Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Microsoft Exchange setups. More advanced andmore rarely
used parameters are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd
Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

The following list describes the available advanced hidden parameters for Microsoft Exchange sources. The
parameter type (integer, string…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

LDAPSearchRoot (string)

Specifies to the connector where to start looking in Active Directory. When this parameter is not specified,
the connector looks at the root of Active Directory, which can be extremely large. By specifying a value,
you can refine the search (see "What Are LDAP Searches" on page 631).

Example: To search only within the organizational unit (OU) companynameOU within the domain
corp.companyname.com, enter:
LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp, DC=companyname, DC=com
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LDAPFilters (string)

Filter applied to the search of Active Directory in order to findmailboxes (see "What Are LDAP Searches"
on page 631). Allows adding properties to the results the connector is looking for. The default filter is: (&
(mail=*)(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)).

This AND operation is performed on a few properties to find themaximum number of mailboxes without
receiving any unwanted ones. If this filter is not specific enough, you can complete the filter by adding a
value to the AND operation on the filter.

Example:When you enter the value cn=JohnSmith in the parameter, the resulting filter is: (&
(mail=*)(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)(cn=JohnSmith)

TimeOut (integer)

The number of seconds to wait for Microsoft Exchange to answer when the crawler performs a request.
The default value is 30 seconds.

NbPrefetchThreads (integer)

The number of threads that attempt to get changes ahead of time from the server. The default value is 2.

Note: Increasing this above the value of theConnectionLimit parameter has no effect andmay even
reduce performance as more threads fight for the smaller amount of connections.

NbRefreshThreads (integer)

The number of threads that consume the prefetched items. These will also need to connect to the
Microsoft Exchange Server to download attachments. The default value is 2.

MaxNumberPrefetchChanges (integer)

Maximum number of items that can be stored in the prefetch cache. This cache is useful to reduce the
delay between each query toMicrosoft Exchange. The default value is 200.

Increasing this value increases performance, but also the amount of memory used by the connector. If the
connector is running on a server with limitedmemory resources, lowering this number to 100 or 50 can
prevent out of memory issues.

BatchSize (integer)

Number of items to fetch per request made to theMicrosoft Exchange Server. The default value is 50. The
minimum value is 1 and themaximum 512. A small value forces the connector to make small but frequent
queries toMicrosoft Exchange. A larger value leads to larger and less frequent connections.

IndexMailbox (Boolean)

Determines if normal mailboxes should be indexed. This parameter only makes sense with Microsoft
Exchange 2010 where archives also exist. The default value is true.
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IndexArchive (Boolean)

Determines if Microsoft Exchange 2010 archivemailboxes should be indexed. The default value is true.

IndexOutbox (Boolean)

Can be added to crawl the Outbox folder. This folder usually only temporarily contains emails before they
are sent by the Exchange server. The default value is false.

IndexJunkAttachments (Boolean)

When set to true, the attachments of junk emails are indexed, otherwise they are ignored. The default
value is false.

SkipEmbeddedImageAttachment (Boolean)

When set to true, the images embedded directly within the text of an email (like signature images) are
skipped, otherwise they are indexed. The default value is true.

UserDefinedFields (string)

Can be added to retrieve user defined fields fromMicrosoft Exchange items. This string is in the following
format: Fieldtype:FieldName;FieldType:FieldName, etc. The FieldType value is taken
directly from theMicrosoft Exchange Form Designer. The FieldName value is the name of the field as
entered in the Form Designer.

ConnectionLimit (integer)

Can be added to increase performance. If you plan on increasing the number of threads in the connector,
you will also need to increase this value. The suggested value is the sum of all the threads you want to be
able to connect to Exchange, in all your sources. Increasing this value will increase the load on the
Exchange Server. The default value is 2.

OMCAdditionalIncludes (string)

Parameter used to specify additional item classes to get. By default, the crawler gets the following types:

l IPM.Note

l IPM.Post

l IPM.Document

l IPM.Contact

l IPM.Appointment

l IPM.Task

l IPM.TaskRequest

l IPM.Object

l IPM.DistList

l IPM.Organization

l IPM.StickyNote
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l IPC

l IPM.Sharing

Additional fields must be separated by a semicolon (;). These types are recursive.

Example:When the crawler gets IPM.Note, it also gets IPM.Note.Whatever.

Note:When you add a type and later remove it, the indexed items of that type will be deleted at the next
rebuild.

OMCExcludes (string)

Parameter allowing to exclude particular item classes that are included by default or by the
OMCAdditionalIncludes parameter. The exclusion is recursive.

Example:When you exclude IPM.Note, you also exclude IPM.Note.Whatever.

Note:When you exclude a type for which items are indexed, the indexed items of that type will be
deleted at the next rebuild.

IgnoreUnresolvedDeniedSecurities (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to keep crawling even after finding denied securities that could not be
resolved. This behavior could create a security hole, so this parameter should be used with caution. The
default value is false.

ResolveDisplayValuesWithContacts (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to perform a resolution of the email address values found on emails
with themailbox contacts. The default value is false.

Example:When the connector finds the To value jsmith <jsmith@companyname.com>, it looks
into the contacts folder of this mailbox and tries to form a new value using the first and last name of the
contact: John Smith <jsmith@companyname.com>.

ExpandADGroups (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to perform an expansion of Active Directory groups it finds while
looking for users (based on the LDAPSearchRoot and LDAPFilters parameters). The users found in
these groups that have amailbox are added to the list of mailboxes to crawl, even if they do not match the
original LDAPSearchRoot or LDAPFilterss. The default value is false.

MaxReceivedMessageSize (integer)

Themaximum size of messages (in bytes) received from the Exchange callback service that the
Exchange crawler can accept. A message appears indicating when this parameter needs to be changed.
The default value is 2048000. This parameter may need to be changed only for Exchange servers with
very high email traffic.
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CallbackServiceTimeout (integer)

The number of seconds the Exchange crawler waits for the Exchange callback service to send amessage
or receive an answer. The default value is 60 seconds. You can increase this parameter if you receive
timeout messages from the Exchange callback service. This parameter may need to be changed only for
Exchange servers with very high email traffic.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden Microsoft Exchange source parameters

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or moreMicrosoft
Exchange hidden source parameters.

2. For a new Microsoft Exchange source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify
the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existingMicrosoft Exchange source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration
Tool to modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existingMicrosoft Exchange source in which you wish tomodify the newly
added advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

2.10.11.5.6 Fine-Tuning the Exchange Callback Service

ForMicrosoft Exchange Server 2007 and 2010, the CoveoExchange (WebServices) connector uses
Microsoft Exchange callback service API to request notifications from Exchange when content is modified
within amonitoredmailbox. With this information, the connector can immediately update the good folders and
items on the next live indexing run, instead of polling for every folder in every mailbox. This ability drastically
improves live indexing performances and reduces bandwidth usage. The CES installer deploys the callback
service that starts when an ExchangeWebServices connector requests it. By default, a new Exchange
WebServices source is ready to use the Exchange Callback Service.
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TheCallback Service Url source parameter indicates the location of the Exchange Callback Service (see
"Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft Exchange Source" on page 626).

Important: Ensure to open the port 8181 in the firewall. The Exchange Server has to connect to the
Exchange Callback Service to send notifications.

The Exchange Callback Service requires that a user identity is defined on the source to work (see
"Configuring aMicrosoft Exchange User Identity" on page 624).

When an ExchangeWebServices source starts, a message appears in the CES log to specify whether the
Exchange Callback Service is used or not, either because it is not configured correctly or cannot be started.

Callback service state Message in CES log when an Exchange (WebServices) source starts

Used [SourceName] – Using Push Notifications.

Not used An error message followed by:
[SourceName] – Using Standard Mode.

The Exchange Callback Service is configured to run correctly in most cases using default parameter values.
You can however manually configure advanced parameters in the Exchange Callback Service configuration
file to fine-tune out-of-the-box behaviors.

To fine-tune the Exchange Callback Service configuration file

1. Consult the following list of available configuration file parameters to see if you need to change the default
value of one or more of them.

LogFileLifeTime

Duration before a log file is automatically deleted by the service. Default is 30 days.

LogMaxSize

Maximum size before splitting a log file. Default is 10 MB (10 485 760 bytes).

MaxConnections

Maximum number of concurrent connections that the service can create when calling the Exchange
WebServices. Default is 4 connections.

ShowAllCounters

Displays the usage statistics about the service in the CES console and logs before each live indexing
run. Default is false.

DataFilePath

Location of the data files used by the service. By default, data files are located in the [Index_
Path]\Index\Crawlers\EchangeCallbackService folder.
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LogFilePath

Location of the log files created by the service. By default, log files are saved in the same folder as the
other CES log files ([Index_Path]\Log).

SubscriptionTimeout

Duration before an Exchange subscription is considered invalid. This value should not be changed
unless there are issues using the default value. Default is 30 minutes. Maximum allowed is 1440
minutes.

HostName

Host name used internally to build the web service URL. Changing this value affects directly the
Callback Service Url parameter that is set on an Exchange source. Default is the computer name.

PortNumber

Port number used internally to build the web service URL. Changing this value affects directly the
Callback Service Url parameter that is set on an Exchange source. Default is 8181.

2. Using an administrative account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

3. Browse to the CES bin folder ([CES_Installation_Path]\Bin).

4. Using a text editor:

a. Open the CESExchangeCallbackService.exe.config file.

b. Under <configuration> in the content of the file, locate the <appSettings> section.

c. Add one custom parameter per line under <appSettings> using the following format:

<add key=”parameter_name” value=”value”>

d. Save the file.

Example: To specify amaximum number of connections equal to 6, add line 4 as shown in the
following file excerpt.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<configuration>
<appSettings>

<add key=”MaxConnections” value=”6”>
</appSettings>
...

</configuration>

2.10.12 Microsoft SharePoint Connector
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2.10.12.1 Microsoft SharePoint Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Microsoft SharePoint allows you to bring the information stored on one or multiple
SharePoint farms into the unified index so that end-users can easily access this content. The connector
allows Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to crawl and index a complete SharePoint farm or specific farm
sections, such as web applications, site collections, websites, lists, or document libraries.

Features

l Content indexing

o Indexing all SharePoint content

n Farms and web applications

n Site collections and websites

n Portals, areas, and area listings

n Lists, list items, and list item attachments

n Document libraries, documents, and document sets

n User profiles and personal websites

n WebParts (CES 6.5+)

o Automatic site collection discovery

You can configure the SharePoint connector to index all site collections located on a SharePoint farm
without having to list themmanually (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft SharePoint Source"
on page 661).

o HTTP over SSL (HTTPS) support

You can use the SharePoint connector to index a SharePoint site that uses HTTPS.

l Security

The SharePoint connector fully supports the SharePoint security model. The results returned when a user
performs a query in the Coveo search interface are only those he has access to when navigating in
SharePoint.

l Live indexing

Once live indexing is enabled on a SharePoint source, the SharePoint connector automatically refreshes
the content modified since the last live indexing run. This way, the index is always kept up to date.

l SharePoint Integration:
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o Installation of CoveoWeb Service on the SharePoint server to providemore crawling functions

o Integration of the Coveo search box to replace the SharePoint search box

o Integration of Coveo search interfaces to SharePoint

l Intranet andSharePoint search interface features related to the SharePoint connector (CES 6.5+):

o Search results folding for the following SharePoint items:

n Blog posts and their comments

n Discussion board threads

n Document sets and their items

o TheDocument Sets facet appears, listing all document sets included in the results when one or
more document set items match the query.

o Search results referring to a document link in SharePoint are now identified with a special icon.

2.10.12.2 Microsoft SharePoint Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy theMicrosoft SharePoint connector. The steps
indicate the order in which youmust perform configuration tasks in Microsoft SharePoint and CES.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Microsoft SharePoint Connector
Requirements" on page 640).

2. On your SharePoint farm:

a. Select or create and Active Directory user that the connector will use to crawl your SharePoint
content, and then grant appropriate SharePoint permissions to this crawling account (see "Granting
SharePoint Permissions to the Crawling Account" on page 641).

b. Optionally install the Coveo web service, search box, and search interface on your SharePoint farm
(see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page
656).

Note:With this installation procedure, you can also integrate the Coveo search box to SharePoint.
This is not needed to deploy the connector and can be done later.

3. On the CoveoMaster server, in the Administration Tool:

a. Configure the user identity

Once the crawling account has been set up, youmust create a CES user identity for this account
(see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).
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b. Configure and index theMicrosoft SharePoint source

The Coveo connector needs to know details about your Microsoft SharePoint server or farm to be
able to index its content (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft SharePoint Source" on page 661).

2.10.12.3 Microsoft SharePoint Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Microsoft
SharePoint.

2.10.12.3.1 Requirements

l Coveo license for theMicrosoft SharePoint Connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for theMicrosoft SharePoint Connector to be able to use this
connector.

l Appropriate SharePoint permissions for the crawling account (see "Granting SharePoint Permissions to
the Crawling Account" on page 641).

2.10.12.3.2 Supported versions

l SharePoint 2010

o Microsoft SharePoint Foundation 2010 (WSS 4)

o Microsoft SharePoint 2010 (SharePoint 2010)

l SharePoint 2007

o Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 (WSS 3)

o Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 (MOSS 2007)

l SharePoint 2003

o Windows SharePoint Services 2.0 (WSS 2)

o Microsoft Office SharePoint Portal Server 2003 (SPS 2003)

What's Next?

Select or create and Active Directory user that the connector will use to crawl your SharePoint content, and
then grant appropriate SharePoint permissions to this crawling account (see "Granting SharePoint
Permissions to the Crawling Account" on page 641).
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2.10.12.4 Granting SharePoint Permissions to the Crawling Account

Youmust select an existing Active Directory account or create a new one that the Coveo connector will use to
crawl your SharePoint content.

Tip: The best practice is to create a dedicated Active Directory account for the exclusive use of the Coveo
connector with a password that never changes. If youmust change the password of this account you will
need to change it both in AD and in the corresponding CES user identity.

This crawling account must have the proper rights to retrieve the information from your SharePoint farm. The
following table presents theminimal required permissions that the crawling account must have to perform the
specified action for the supported SharePoint versions.

SharePoint version
Action to perform Minimal required permission

2010 2007 2003

✓ ✓

Content and Security
indexing, live
indexing, and site
collection discovery

Full Read policy for all SharePoint farm web applications (see
"Adding the Full Read Policy to All SharePoint FarmWeb
Applications" on page 642)

✓ ✓

Personal site and
user profile indexing

Read permission for the site collection of the source starting
address (see "Adding the SharePoint Website Read
Permission" on page 645)

✓

Retrieve People Data for Search Crawlers permission to
theUser Profile Service Application(see "Adding the
Retrieve People Data for Search Crawlers Permission to the
User Profile Service Application" on page 647)

✓

Manage user profiles permission to theShared Service
Rights (see "Adding theManage User Profiles Permission in
Shared Service Rights" on page 649)

✓
Content and security
indexing

SharePoint WebsiteAdministrator permission (see "Adding
the SharePoint Website Administrator Permission" on page
650)
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SharePoint version
Action to perform Minimal required permission

2010 2007 2003

✓

Personal site and
user profile indexing,
live indexing, and site
collection discovery

Member of the SharePoint farm administrators group (see
"Adding the Crawling Account to the SharePoint Farm
Administrators Group" on page 651)
OR
Member of the SharePoint server local Administrators group
(see "Adding the Crawling Account to the SharePoint Server
Local Administrators Group" on page 655)

2.10.12.4.1 Automatic Permissions Setup

For SharePoint 2010 and 2007, the SharePoint connector has the ability to automatically set up the required
permissions for the crawling account when a source is refreshed or rebuilt.

The automatic permissions setup has the following requirements:

l The Coveo SharePoint web servicemust be installed on the SharePoint farm (see "Installing the Coveo
Web Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656)

l The crawling account must:

o Be amember of the SharePoint farm administrators group (see "Adding the Crawling Account to the
SharePoint Farm Administrators Group" on page 651)

o Have theRead permission for the site collection(s) that you wish index (see "Adding the SharePoint
Website Read Permission" on page 645).

What's Next?

Once you granted the appropriate permissions:

l Optionally install the Coveo SharePoint web service (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search
Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656).

OR

l Create and index a SharePoint source (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft SharePoint Source" on
page 661).

2.10.12.4.2 Adding the Full Read Policy to All SharePoint Farm Web Applications

Youmust add the Full Read policy to all SharePoint farm web applications for the crawling account when you
want to perform SharePoint content and security indexing, live indexing, and site collection discovery.

The procedure applies to SharePoint 2010 and 2007 and varies depending on the SharePoint version:
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l "Microsoft SharePoint 2010" on page 643

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2007" on page 644

2.10.12.4.2.1 Microsoft SharePoint 2010

1. Access SharePoint 2010 Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 Products).

2. InSharePoint 2010 Central Administration, underApplication Management, click Manage web
applications.

3. For each web application to crawl:

a. In theWeb Applications Management page:

i. Click the name of the desired web application to highlight it.

ii. In the ribbon, click User Policy.

b. In thePolicy for Web Application dialog box, click Add Users.

c. In theAdd Userswizard:
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i. In the Zone drop-down list, select (All zones), and then click Next.

ii. In theUsers text box, add the crawling account.

iii. UnderPermissions, select the Full Read - Has full read-only access check box.

iv. Click Finish.

d. In thePolicy for Web Application dialog box, click OK.

2.10.12.4.2.2 Microsoft SharePoint 2007

1. Access SharePoint 3.0Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
Office Server).

2. Click Application Management.

3. Click Policy for Web application.

4. For every web application to crawl:

a. Click Add Users.

b. Select (All Zones), and then click Next.

c. In theUsers text box, add the crawling account.

d. UnderPermissions, select the Full Read - Has full read-only access checkbox, and then click
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Finish.

2.10.12.4.3 Adding the SharePoint Website Read Permission

Youmust add the SharePoint siteRead permission to the crawling account when you want to:

l Perform SharePoint personal site and user profile indexing.

l Take advantage of the automatic permission setup feature of the SharePoint connector (see "Automatic
Permissions Setup" on page 642).

The procedure applies to SharePoint 2010 and 2007 and varies depending on the SharePoint version:

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2010" on page 645

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2007" on page 646

2.10.12.4.3.1 Microsoft SharePoint 2010

1. Access the SharePoint site collection that you wish to index.

2. Click Site Actions, and then select Site Permissions.

3. In the ribbon, click Grant Permissions.

4. In theGrant Permissions dialog box:
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a. In theUsers/Groups text box, add the crawling account.

b. UnderGrant Permissions, select theGrant users permission directly radio button, and then
select theRead - Can view pages and list items and download documents check box.

c. Click OK.

2.10.12.4.3.2 Microsoft SharePoint 2007

1. Access the SharePoint site collection site collection that you wish to index.

2. Click Site Actions, and then select Site Settings.

3. Click Advanced Permissions in theUsers and Permissions column.

4. Click New.

5. In theAdd Users page:
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a. In theUsers/Groups text box, add the crawling account.

b. UnderGive Permission, select theGive users permission directly radio button, and then select
theRead - can view only check box.

c. Click OK.

2.10.12.4.4 Adding the Retrieve People Data for Search Crawlers Permission to the
User Profile Service Application

Youmust add theRetrieve People Data for Search Crawlers permission to the User Profile Service
application for the crawling account when you want to perform SharePoint personal site and user profile
indexing. This procedure applies only to SharePoint 2010.

To add the Retrieve People Data for Search Crawlers permission to the User Profile
Service application

1. Access SharePoint 2010 Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 Products).

2. In theSharePoint 2010 Central Administration, underApplication Management, click Manage
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service applications.

3. In theManage Service Applications page:

a. Without clicking the link, highlight User Profile Service Application.

Note:WhenUser Profile Service Application is not present in the service applications list, the
User Profile Service Application applicationmay not be installed on your SharePoint farm, and
there is therefore no people data to index. Abort this procedure.

b. In the ribbon, click Administrators.

4. In theAdministrators for User Profile Service Application dialog box:
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a. In the first box, type the crawling account, and then click Add.

b. In the second box, select the crawling account.

c. In thePermission for Administrators list, select theRetrieve People Data for Search Crawlers
check box, and then click OK.

2.10.12.4.5 Adding the Manage User Profiles Permission in Shared Service Rights

Youmust add theManage user profiles toShared Service Rights for the crawling account when you want
to index SharePoint personal sites and user profiles. This procedure applies only to MOSS 2007 (SharePoint
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2007).

To add the Manage user profiles permission to Shared Service Rights

1. Access SharePoint 3.0Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
Office Server).

2. Click Shared Services Administration.

3. Click the shared service link hosting the user profiles and personal sites data.

4. Click Personalization service permissions.

5. Click Add Users/Groups.

6. In theAdd Users/Groups: Shared Service Rights page:

a. In theUsers/Groups text box, add the crawling account.

b. In theChoose Permissions section, select theManage user profiles check box.

c. Click Save.

2.10.12.4.6 Adding the SharePoint Website Administrator Permission

Youmust add the SharePoint websiteAdministrator permission to the crawling account when you want to
index SharePoint 2003 content and security. This procedure applies only to SharePoint 2003.
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To add the SharePoint website Administrator permission

1. Access the SharePoint website of the CES source starting address.

2. Click Site Settings.

3. In theGeneral Settings section, click Manage Users.

4. Click Add Users.

5. In Step 1:

a. ChooseUsers.

b. In theUsers text box, add the crawling account.

6. In Step 2:

a. ChooseSite Groups.

b. ForSite groups, select theAdministrator - Has full control of the Web site check box.

c. Click Next.

d. Click Finish.

2.10.12.4.7 Adding the Crawling Account to the SharePoint Farm Administrators
Group

Youmust add the crawling account to the SharePoint farm administrators group when you want to:
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l Perform SharePoint personal site and user profile indexing, live indexing, and site collection discovery
(see "Granting SharePoint Permissions to the Crawling Account" on page 641).

l Install the Coveo SharePoint web service (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box, and
Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656).

l Take advantage of the automatic permissions setup feature of the SharePoint connector (see "Automatic
Permissions Setup" on page 642).

The procedure varies depending on the SharePoint version:

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2010" on page 652

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2007" on page 653

l "Microsoft SharePoint 2003" on page 654

2.10.12.4.7.1 Microsoft SharePoint 2010

1. Access SharePoint 2010 Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 Products).

2. InSharePoint 2010 Central Administration, underSecurity, selectManage the farm administrators
group.

3. In thePeople and Groups page, click New.

4. In theGrant Permissions dialog box, in theUsers/Groups box, add the crawling account, and then click
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OK.

2.10.12.4.7.2 Microsoft SharePoint 2007

1. Access SharePoint 3.0Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft
Office Server).

2. Click Operations.

3. Click Update farm administrator's group.

4. Click New.

5. In theAdd Users page:
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a. In theUsers/Groups text box, add the crawling account.

b. UnderGive Permissions:

i. Select theAdd users to a SharePoint group radio button.

ii. In the drop-down list, select Farm Administrators [Full Control].

iii. Click OK.

2.10.12.4.7.3 Microsoft SharePoint 2003

1. Access SharePoint Central Administration (Windows Startmenu > All Programs > Administrative
Tools).

2. In theSecurity Configuration section, click Set SharePoint administration group.

3. Take note of the SharePoint administrator domain group that is displayed in the text box.
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4. Ask your domain administrator to add the crawling account to the specified SharePoint administrator
domain group.

2.10.12.4.8 Adding the Crawling Account to the SharePoint Server Local
Administrators Group

Youmay need to add the crawling account to the SharePoint server local Administrators group when you
want to:

l Perform SharePoint personal site and user profile indexing, live indexing, and site collection discovery
(see "Granting SharePoint Permissions to the Crawling Account" on page 641).

l Install the Coveo SharePoint web service (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box, and
Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656

Note: This procedure applies toMicrosoft Windows Server 2008 and 2003.

To add the crawling account to the SharePoint server local administrator group

1. On the SharePoint server, access theComputer Management console (Windows Startmenu > All
Programs > Administrative Tools).

2. In the panel on the left, expandSystem Tools > Local Users and Groups, and then click Groups.
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3. In the panel on the right, right-click Administrators, and then click Add to Group.

4. In theAdministrators Properties dialog box:

a. Click Add.

b. In theSelect Users, Computers, or Groups dialog box, enter the crawling account, and then click
OK.

a. Click OK to close theAdministrators Properties dialog box.

2.10.12.5 Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into
SharePoint

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) can be integrated to SharePoint by installing the following Coveo
components on all your SharePoint front-end servers:

Coveo SharePoint web service

The optional Coveo SharePoint web service installed on a SharePoint server enhances the Coveo
SharePoint connector ability to extract and index SharePoint content. The Coveo SharePoint web service
is required to have automatic permissions setup (see "Automatic Permissions Setup" on page 642).

The following table presents the benefits that the Coveo SharePoint web service offers.

SharePoint version Coveo web service features

All Full site collections discovery of the targeted SharePoint farms

2007 and 2010 Automatic crawling account configuration
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SharePoint version Coveo web service features

2003 Live Indexing support

Site collections discovery of the targeted web applications

Enables the indexing of area listing HTML content

Coveo search box

You can also install the control for the Coveo search box on a SharePoint server and use it to replace the
default SharePoint search box to get the benefits of the Coveo search results directly within SharePoint,
providing another convenient Coveo access point.

Installing the Coveo search box on the SharePoint server is optional and is not needed to deploy the
SharePoint connector.

Tip:When the Coveo search box is installed on the SharePoint server, from the Interface Editor you can
activate theEnable search as you type option in your SharePoint search interfaces to get quick search
results directly under the search box.

Coveo search interfaces

When you choose to install the Coveo search box on your SharePoint server, youmust also install Coveo
search interfaces on the SharePoint server to present search results for queries performed from the Coveo
search box.

You can configure the scope of each search interface using the Interface Editor.
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Requirements

The user performing the installation of the Coveo SharePoint web service requires the permissions presented
in the following table.

SharePoint version
Required permissions

2010 2007 2003

✓ ✓ ✓
Member of the SharePoint server local Administrators group (see "Adding the
Crawling Account to the SharePoint Server Local Administrators Group" on page 655)

✓ ✓

l Have the SQL Server system administrator server role (see "Adding theMicrosoft
SQL Server System Administrators Server Role" on page 814)
OR

l Have the database owner role for the SharePoint configuration database and for
all SharePoint content databases, including the Central Administration content
database (see "Adding the DatabaseOwner Role for Microsoft SQL Server" on
page 816)

✓
Member of the SharePoint farm administrators group (see "Adding the Crawling
Account to the SharePoint Farm Administrators Group" on page 651)

✓

l Have the SQL Server system administrator server role (see "Adding theMicrosoft
SQL Server System Administrators Server Role" on page 814)
OR

l Have the database owner role for the SharePoint configuration database (see
"Adding the DatabaseOwner Role for Microsoft SQL Server" on page 816)

To install the Coveo SharePoint web service, search box, and search interface

1. Using a local account having the required permissions listed above, connect to the web front-end server
of your SharePoint farm.

Important: Youmust install the Coveo SharePoint web service on all the web front-end servers of your
SharePoint farm. Repeat this procedure for each front-end server.

2. Run the CES installer.

3. In the installer welcome screen, click Next.

4. In the installer License Agreement screen, read the license terms, select I accept the terms in the
license agreement, and then click Next.

5. In the installerSelect Setup Type screen, select Custom.
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6. In the Installing Folders screen:

a. Unselect all features except forSharePoint Web Service.

b. For SharePoint 2003 only, select CES 4 Compatibility components andSharePoint 2003 Search
Interface.

c. When you want to integrate the Coveo search interface to this SharePoint server, select SharePoint
Search Interface.

d. When you want to replace the default SharePoint search box by the Coveo search box in all the
SharePoint sites, select Replace SharePoint Search Box.

Tip:When you want to replace the default SharePoint search box by the Coveo search box only in
selected SharePoint sites, you can disableReplace SharePoint Search Box and later enable the
Coveo search box independently for each site (see "Activating or Deactivating the Coveo Search
Box in a SharePoint Site" on page 660).

e. Click Next.

7. When you install the search interface and the search box, in theConfiguration screen:
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a. Click Configure next toSearch interface server.

b. In theSearch Interface Configuration screen, in theServer name box, enter the name of the CES
Back-End server to which queries will be sent, and then click OK.

c. Click Next.

8. Click Next.

9. In the installer Installing the program screen, click Install.

10. In the installer Installation Successful screen, click Finish.

What's Next?

Create and index a SharePoint source (see "Configuring and Indexing aMicrosoft SharePoint Source" on
page 661).

2.10.12.5.1 Activating or Deactivating the Coveo Search Box in a SharePoint Site

Once you installed the Coveo search box on a SharePoint server (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service,
Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656), you can activate/deactivate the Coveo
search box independently for each SharePoint site.
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Note: SharePoint 2007/2010 offers amechanism, called DelegateControl that allows administrator to
replace controls displayed in SharePoint pages. TheMicrosoft search box and scope selector are in the
same DelegateControl called SmallSearchInputBox. The Coveo installer deploys a feature called
CoveoSearchBox to replace theMicrosoft controls in the SmallSearchInputBox.

To activate or deactivate the Coveo search box in a SharePoint 2010 site

1. Using a browser, access the SharePoint site into which you want to change the state of the Coveo search
box.

2. On theSite Actionsmenu, select Site Settings.

3. In theSite Settings page, underSite Collection Administration, click Site collection features.

4. In theSite Collection Administration > Features page, locateCoveo Site Collection Search, and
then click theActivate orDeactivate button on the corresponding line.

2.10.12.6 Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft SharePoint Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters to extract and index Microsoft SharePoint content.

Note: In an environment with more than oneMicrosoft SharePoint web application, it is recommended to
define one source for eachMicrosoft SharePoint web application that you wish to index.

To configure and index a Microsoft SharePoint source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.
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3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.
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Example: SharePoint Intranet

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select SharePoint.

Addresses

List of specific SharePoint farm sections that you want to index. If you need to index more than
one section, enter one URL per line.

Examples:

For the whole farm:
http://farm/

For a specific web application:
http://farm:8080/

For a specific site collection:
http://farm:8080/sites/Support/default.aspx

For a specific website:
http://farm:8080/sites/Support/subsite/default.aspx

For a specific document library:
http://farm:8080/Document Library/

For a specific list:
http://farm:8080/sites/Support/Lists/Contacts/AllItems.aspx

SharePoint

Indicates which SharePoint reference set is used to index the source (see "What Are SharePoint
Reference Sets?" on page 333) and "How to Add a SharePoint Reference Set" on page 334.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Authentication

Select the user identity that you created previously to crawl your Microsoft SharePoint source. To
use the CES service log on account, select (none).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources (see "Understanding Search Results Ranking"
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on page 93).

Example: If this source was for archived emails, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

c. In theOption section, select the desired check boxes:

Index personal sites

When selected, indexes all the personal sites of the SharePoint farm. This option is selected by
default.

Index user profiles

When selected, indexes all the user profiles of the SharePoint farm. This option is selected by
default.

Index subsites

When selected, indexes subsites recursively, starting with the URLs entered in theAddresses
box and proceeding to deeper levels until every document has been indexed. This option is
selected by default.

Example:When http://intranet/pages/ is a URL entered in theAddresses box and
Index subsites is selected, the http://intranet/pages/news/ and
http://intranet/pages/news/2012/ websites are also indexed.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links.
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Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. In theSharePoint Site Discovery section, specify which SharePoint site collections to index by
selecting one of the following options:

Index only starting addresses

Indexes only the sites (and subsites when the Index subsites option is selected) whose
addresses are entered in theAddresses box.

Index the starting addresses and all sites listed in the Portal Site Directory

Indexes the sites (and subsites when the Index subsites option is selected) whose URLs are
entered in theAddresses box as well as all sites, related to these addresses, listed in the portal
site directories.

Index the Web application of the starting addresses

Indexes all site collections of the web applications related to the starting addresses.

Note: For SharePoint 2003, the Coveo SharePoint web servicemust be installed on the
SharePoint farm, otherwise, the connector is unable to locate the site collections of the web
applications (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into
SharePoint" on page 656).

Index all the Web applications having the same host name

Indexes all site collections of all web applications related to the starting addresses, as long as the
web application has the same host as its related starting address.

Note: The Coveo SharePoint web servicemust be installed on the SharePoint farm; otherwise,
the connector is unable to locate all web applications (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service,
Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656).

e. Click Save to save the source configuration.

6. Before starting indexing the source, you can also configuremore crawling options by selectingAdvanced
in the panel on the left, and then in theAdvanced page:
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a. In theCrawling section, select the desired crawling options:

Index hidden lists and their items

Specifies whether hidden lists should be indexed or not. SharePoint uses hidden (or internal) lists
to store non content information, such as Web Part galleries, work flow state, etc. These lists and
their list items are not indexed by default.

Index redundant issue list items

Specifies whether redundant issues should be indexed or not. When an issue is updated in a
SharePoint issue list, SharePoint creates a new issue item, leaving the old one unchanged. These
redundant old issues are not indexed by default.

Index survey responses

Specifies whether survey responses should be indexed or not. When someone responds to a
SharePoint survey, this response is stored as a list item into the survey list. These responses are
not indexed by default.

Index documents uploaded with WebDAV

Specifies whether orphan documents should be indexed or not. Using theWebDAV functionality,
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it is possible to store documents that do not belong to any SharePoint document libraries. These
documents are indexed by default.

Index social tags

Specifies whether social tags should be indexed or not. In SharePoint 2010, users can tag content
to categorize information in ways that aremeaningful to them. Social tagging can improve the
quality of search results by filtering against specific tags. The social tags are not indexed by
default. When selected, this option slightly affects crawling performances.

Disable cookies

Specifies whether the connector should cache and reuse the cookies sent by the crawled site.
The cookies are enabled by default.

Expand sites and lists before applying filters

Specifies whether the connector should retrieve the SharePoint websites and list children before
applying the source filters. This option is required to index a specific part of a SharePoint website
or list. This option is disabled by default.

Note: Enabling this option slows down the connector as it retrieves all children of all websites
and lists from SharePoint and rejects filtered document just before indexing them.

Example: When http://intranet/ is themain website, http://intranet/pages/*
is the only source include filter, andExpand sites and lists before applying filters is
selected, http://intranet/pages/ and http://intranet/pages/news/ websites
are indexed. WhenExpand sites and lists before applying filters is not selected, nothing will
be indexed as http://intranet/ will be filtered out.

Use the author extracted from the document instead of the SharePoint author

A document stored in a SharePoint document library may have two different authors, the author of
the document stored in the document properties and the author stored in the SharePoint database,
which represents the person who has modified or added the document into SharePoint. By
default, CES uses the SharePoint author instead of the document author. Select this option to
modify this behavior.

Note: A side effect of selecting this option is that the CES SharePoint search interface cannot
link the search result author to the SharePoint user, as the document author may not be a
SharePoint user.

Enable Microsoft Office integration

Specifies whether Microsoft Office documents should be opened directly within SharePoint (using
SharePoint ActiveX) when the user clicks a search result. When this option is not selected, the
document is opened outside SharePoint in the correspondingMicrosoft Office application.

b. For CES 6.5+, in theWebParts Content Indexing section, you can select among four options to
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determine how the connector indexes the content of Web Parts:

Important: Selecting to index dynamically generated content such as Web Parts may expose
secured information as the crawler may see and index content that not all users have access to.

Don't index the WebParts content

Ignores the content of theWeb Part pages, including the content of theWeb Parts.

Index the content of all WebParts

Indexes the content of all Web Parts in all theWeb Part pages. This option is not supported for
SharePoint 2003.

Indexes the full WebPart page content, including menus

Indexes the completeWeb Part pages as a web crawler would do. Because the full page is
indexed, includingmenus, controls, etc., this option can cause index pollution.

Index the content of the WebParts of these types only

Only indexes the content of Web Parts which assembly types are listed in the text box appearing
when the option is selected. The
Microsoft.SharePoint.WebPartPages.ContentEditorWebPart type appears by
default in the text box. This option is selected by default but is not supported for SharePoint 2003.

Note: You can find the assembly types of theWeb Parts that you want to index from theSite
Settings (see "Finding the Assembly Type of a SharePoint Web Part" on page 669).

c. In theServer Name Alias box, optionally enter a server name that, in the index, overrides the one
from which documents are downloaded in the index. This parameter is useful to have query results
point to a server other than the one used for indexing.

Example: Three network load balanced (NLB) SharePoint front-end servers handle the end-users
requests and your source crawls a fourth mirror server to not impact performance for users. In the
Server Name Alias box, enter the NLB URL to replace the IP address in the index.

d. In thePriority drop-down list, select the download priority relative to other SharePoint sources.

e. In thePerformance section, consider disabling features to improve the performance:

Disable advanced text layout analysis for PDF documents

For better content indexing, CES by default analyzes PDF documents to identify text columns
and restore appropriate content ordering. This process can be disabled to save CPU resources
while indexing.

Disable advanced duplicate document filtering

By default CES applies and advanced filter to display only one copy of each document in the
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search results. Select this option to disable the filtering of duplicate documents in order to save
CPU resources and speed up indexing.

Disable sorting of address parameters

This parameter is not applicable to this connector.

f. In theConversion Timeout box, enter the number of minutes after which the converter proceeds to
another document even if the conversion is not complete. When the timeout occurs, the document for
which the conversion was aborted is considered corrupted. By default, the conversion timeout is 10
minutes.

When converting large audio video files, it is recommended to increase the value to 30 to 60 minutes.

7. Start indexing the source by clickingStart orRebuild from the button bar at the top of the page.

8. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

2.10.12.6.1 Finding the Assembly Type of a SharePoint Web Part

Youmay need to find the assembly type of Web Parts that you want to index when you select the Index the
content of the WebParts of these types only option for a SharePoint source (see "Configuring and Indexing
aMicrosoft SharePoint Source" on page 661).

To find the assembly type of a SharePoint Web Part

1. Using a SharePoint administrator account, select the site collection containing theWeb Part that you
want to index.

2. In theSite Actionsmenu, select Site Settings.

3. In theSite Settings page, underGalleries, clickWeb Parts.

4. In the list of Web Parts that appears, click the Edit icon for theWeb Part that you want to index.

TheWeb Part file can either have a .dwp or a .webpart extension

Example: Click the Edit icon for the MSContent Editor.dwp file corresponding to the default Web
Part assembly type.

5. Click View XML.

6. In the XML, copy the text between the <TypeName> and </TypeName> tags.
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Example: In the following XML code, you would copy
Microsoft.SharePoint.WebPartPages.ContentEditorWebPart.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<WebPart xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WebPart/v2">
<Assembly>Microsoft.SharePoint, Version=12.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=71e9bce111e9429c</Assembly>
<TypeName>Microsoft.SharePoint.WebPartPages.ContentEditorWebPart</TypeName>
<Title>Content Editor Web Part</Title>
<Description>Use for formatted text, tables, and images.</Description>
<PartImageLarge>/_layouts/images/mscontl.gif</PartImageLarge>

</WebPart>

2.10.13 Oracle UCM Connector

2.10.13.1 Oracle UCM Connector Features

The Coveo connector for Oracle UCM systems is introduced with Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) version
6.5. The connector allows to index the Content Server from one or more Oracle UCM servers, integrating that
content into the CES unified index, andmaking it easily searchable by users. Oracle UCMContent Server is
an automated system for sharing, managing, and distributing business information using a website as a
common access point.

Note: Oracle rebranded theOracle Universal Content Management (UCM) product toOracleWebCenter
Content Core Capabilities.

The features of the Oracle UCM connector are:

Content Indexing

The connector can retrieve and index the following default document types from Oracle UCM:

l Any type of binary documents stored on the Content Server

l Discussions associated to documents

Security

The permissions in CES use the same security model as Oracle UCM. Themodel is based on user
access granted throughOracle UCM accounts, roles and security groups. Coveo users can search for any
document to which they are granted access in Oracle UCM.

Limitations

l This connector does not support live indexing (but does include scheduled source refresh).

l For external authorization, only Microsoft Active Directory is supported.

l For external authorization using Active Directory, Credential Maps are not supported.
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l Access Control List (ACL) security is not supported (see the Oracle topic Access Control List Security).

l Attachments are not supported.

What's Next?

Review the connector deployment process (see "Oracle UCMConnector Deployment Overview" on page
671).

2.10.13.2 Oracle UCM Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Oracle UCM connector. The steps indicate
the order in which youmust perform key CES configurations. When needed, the step refers to a detailed
procedure.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Oracle UCMConnector Requirements" on
page 672).

2. On your Oracle UCM server:

a. Allow access for the Coveo connector to the Oracle UCM server.

Youmust configure the Oracle UCM server to grant direct access from the Coveo server (see
"Configuring Oracle UCM to Allow Access from the Coveo Server" on page 672).

b. Create a dedicated crawling user on the Oracle UCM server.

Youmust create a user with the same roles as the legacy sysadmin user that the crawler will use to
access your Oracle UCM content (see "Creating anOracle UCMCrawling Account" on page 675).

3. On your Coveo server:

a. Configure the user identity.

The Coveo connector needs to know the credentials of the Oracle UCM crawling account that you
created (see "Configuring anOracle UCMUser Identity" on page 679).

b. Configure the security provider.

The Coveo connector needs to resolvemappings between users and groups from theOracle UCM
system andMicrosoft Active Directory (see "Configuring anOracle UCM Security Provider" on page
680).

c. Configure and index the Oracle UCM source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Oracle UCM system to be able to index its
content (see "Configuring and Indexing anOracle UCM Source" on page 685).

d. Optionally, create and use custommapping file.
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Create a custommapping file only when you want to modify the default mapping of metadata
retrieved from Oracle UCM documents (see "About the Oracle UCMMapping File" on page 688).

What's Next?

Review the connector requirements (see "Oracle UCMConnector Requirements" on page 672).

2.10.13.3 Oracle UCM Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Oracle
UCM systems:

l Coveo Platform 6.5

The connector was introduced in beta version with the Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4631 and is therefore not
available in previous builds.

l Coveo license for the Oracle UCM connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Oracle UCM connector to be able to use this connector.

l Oracle UCM version 10g or 11g

The connector was developed and tested with both versions of Oracle UCM.

l Oracle UCM using either Local Authorization or External Authorization bound toMicrosoft Active
Directory

While Oracle UCM does support External Authorization from any type of LDAP repository, the Oracle
UCM connector only supports Microsoft Active Directory. When this is not the case, you can however
manually map permissions (see "Configuring and Indexing anOracle UCM Source" on page 685).

What's Next?

Configure the account used by CES to crawl the Oracle UCM content (see "Configuring anOracle UCMUser
Identity" on page 679).

2.10.13.4 Configuring Oracle UCM to Allow Access from the Coveo Server

The Coveo connector requires direct access to the Oracle UCMContent Server to be able to crawl its
content. Youmust ensure that Oracle UCM is allowing traffic from the IP address of the Coveo server.

To verify if the Oracle UCM configuration allows connection from the Coveo server

1. Log in to your Oracle UCM Content Server using an account with full access privileges.

2. In OracleContent Server:
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a. In the navigation panel on the left, in theAdministration section click Configuration for [Your_
Oracle_UCM_instance].

b. In the panel on the right, underSystem Configuration, click Server Configuration to expand the
server configuration information.

c. Verify that the Server IP Filter key name contains either *.*.*.* or the IP address of the Coveo
Master server.

If it is not the case, use one of the following procedures tomodify this parameter.

To configure Oracle UCM 10g to allow access from the Coveo server

1. Connect to the Oracle UCM server using an administrative account.

2. Start theSystem PropertiesOracle UCM utility:

a. On theWindows Startmenu, select All Programs > Oracle Content Server > [idc] >
Utilities > System Properties, where [idc] is the name of your Oracle UCM instance.

OR

b. Double-click the [DomainHome]\bin\SystemProperties.exe file.

3. In theSystem Properties utility:
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a. Select theServer tab.

b. In IP Address Filter, either add *.*.*.* to allow connections to the Oracle UCM server from any
IP addresses or add the specific IP address of the CoveoMaster server.

c. Click OK.

To configure Oracle UCM 11g to allow access from the Coveo server

1. Connect to the Oracle UCM server using an administrative account.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the [DomainHome]\ucm\cs\config\config.cfg file.

Example: C:\Oracle\Middleware\user_
projects\domains\MySite\ucm\cs\config\config.cfg

b. Edit the SocketHostAddressSecurityFilter parameter to either include *.*.*.* to allow
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connections to the Oracle UCM server from any IP addresses or include the specific IP address of
the CoveoMaster server.

Example: SocketHostAddressSecurityFilter=*.*.*.*|0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1

c. Save the file.

What's Next?

Create a dedicated crawling account (see "Creating anOracle UCMCrawling Account" on page 675).

2.10.13.5 Creating an Oracle UCM Crawling Account

The Coveo connector for Oracle UCM needs an account that has full access to your Oracle UCM server to be
able to crawl and index your content.

Starting with Oracle UCM version 11g, the sysadmin account password is randomly defined by the installer
and you no longer can change it using theUser Admin applet. While the password could be changed directly
in the database following a tedious procedure, using the sysadmin account as the crawling account is no
longer a good option.

A better practice is simply to create an account for the exclusive use of the Coveo connector. This account
must be amember of the same roles and have the same account permissions as the sysadmin account.

To create a dedicated Oracle UCM crawling account

1. Open theOracleContent Server, by default using a URL in the http://
[YourOracleUCMServer]:16200/cs form.

Note: The Java JRE plugin must be installed in your browser.

2. In the navigation panel on the left, expandAdministration, and then select Admin Applets.

3. In themain panel, click User Admin.
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4. In theUser Admin dialog box, in theUsers tab, select the sysadmin user, and then click Add Similar.
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5. In theAdd User dialog box:

a. In the Info tab, enter themandatory Name andPassword parameters, optionally filling the other
parameters.
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b. In theRoles tab, ensure that the admin and sysmanager roles are assigned.

c. In theAccounts tab, ensure that [all accounts] is assigned.
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d. Click OK.

What's Next?

Create a user identity that holds the credentials of this Oracle UCM crawling account (see "Configuring an
Oracle UCMUser Identity" on page 679).

2.10.13.6 Configuring an Oracle UCM User Identity

Once you created anOracle UCM crawling account (see "Creating anOracle UCMCrawling Account" on
page 675), from the Coveo Administration Tool, youmust create a user identity to hold the credentials of this
account. You will use the user identity when you define the security provider (see "Configuring anOracle
UCM Security Provider" on page 680) and the source (see "Configuring and Indexing anOracle UCM Source"
on page 685).

To configure an Oracle UCM user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:
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a. In theName, User, andPassword fields, enter the credentials of a Oracle UCM user that has
access to the entire repository content that you want to index.

b. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure the security provider (see "Configuring anOracle UCM Security Provider" on page 680).

2.10.13.7 Configuring an Oracle UCM Security Provider

A security provider is required to properly set Oracle UCM Content Server documents permissions on Coveo
search results.

Note: As specified in the requirements (see "Oracle UCMConnector Requirements" on page 672), only
local Oracle UCM permissions and external authorization usingMicrosoft Active Directory are supported by
the Oracle UCM connector. If this is not the case in your Oracle UCM environment, do not perform the
following procedure. Your alternative is to set permissions manually on the source.

To configure an Oracle UCM security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Example: Oracle UCM Security Provider

DLL Path

The path to the custom crawler security provider DLL. Enter the following path:

[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll
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where you replace [CES_Installation_Path] by the actual path where CES is installed on
your server (by default: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6).

User Identity

Select the Oracle UCM user identity previously created (see "Configuring anOracle UCMUser
Identity" on page 679).

b. In theParameters text box, specify custom configuration parameters, entering all parameters as a
single string in the following format:

ParameterName1="ParameterValue1";ParameterName2="ParameterValue2"; etc

Example:
AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.OracleUCM.dll";ServerUrl="http://[ucm-

host]/[idc]"

i. Include the following required parameters:

AssemblyPath

Path to the Oracle UCM custom crawler executable: [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.OracleUCM.dll

where you replace [CES_Installation_Path] by the actual path where CES is installed
on your server (by default: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6).

ServerUrl

The address of the Oracle UCMContent Server web site. This should be the same address
as the one specified when you configure the source for the connector (see "Configuring and
Indexing anOracle UCM Source" on page 685). Enter the URL in the following format:

http://[ucm-host]/[idc]

where you replace [ucm-host] by the actual Oracle UCM server host name and [idc] by
the name of the UCM instance to index.

ii. You can also include the following optional parameters:

ServerPort

The listening port of the Oracle UCMContent Server. The default value is 4444.

LifeTime

To improve performance, Oracle UCM role and account membership information is cached by
the security provider. This parameter sets the time intervals between cache updates. The
default value is 5 minutes.

iii. When you useOracle UCM external Active Directory permissions, include the following required
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parameters:

UsingActiveDirectorySecurity

Boolean string indicating whether or not to use UCM Active Directory permissions.

Example: UsingActiveDirectorySecurity="True"

AccountLdapSearchRoot

The Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM accounts are located. This
parameter must be specified in LDAP format. While not required, you can specify a depth in
the LDAP tree by adding brackets at the end of the LDAP string. When not specified, a depth
of zero is assumed resulting in only AD groups within the specified AD being considered as
Oracle UCM accounts.

Example: AccountLdapSearchRoot="LDAP://OU=UCM Accounts,OU=UCM[2]"

Important: In the LDAP URLs, youmust enter the keywords (LDAP, OU, DC...) in
uppercase.

RoleLdapSearchRoot

The Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM roles are located. This parameter
must be specified in LDAP format. While not required, you can specify a depth in the LDAP
tree by adding brackets at the end of the LDAP string. When not specified, a depth of zero is
assumed resulting in only AD groups within the specified AD being considered as Oracle
UCM roles.

Example: RoleLdapSearchRoot="LDAP://OU=UCM Roles,OU=UCM[1]"

UsersLdapSearchRoot

The Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM users are located. This parameter
must be specified in LDAP format andmust contain a valid domain naming context.

Example: UsersLdapSearchRoot="LDAP://OU=UCM,DC=acme,DC=com"

iv. When you useOracle UCM external Active Directory permissions, you can also specify the
following optional parameters:

AccountLdapSearchFilters

The LDAP filter to apply to Active Directory groups when searching for Oracle UCM accounts
in the location specified by theAccountLdapSearchRoot parameter. No filter is defined by
default.
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Example: AccountLdapSearchFilters="(!(account_filter=value*))"

RoleLdapSearchFilters

The LDAP filter to apply to Active Directory (AD) groups when searching for Oracle
UCM roles in the location specified by theRoleLdapSearchRoot parameter. No filter is
defined by default.

Example: RoleLdapSearchFilters="(role_filter=value*)"

AccountPermissionsDelimiter

Delimiter used to optionally specify, in an Active Directory group name, the permission levels
of the associated Oracle UCM account. If the delimiter is found within the group name, only
the left part is considered. The default value is "_".

Example:With AccountPermissionsDelimiter="_" anOracle UCM account can
be AccountABC_rw.

AccountNamePrefix

Prefix used for Active Directory groups that represent Oracle UCM accounts. If the prefix is
found within the group name, only the right part is considered. The default value is @.

Example:With AccountNamePrefix="@" anOracle UCM account can be
@AccountABC.

RoleNamePrefix

Prefix used for Active Directory groups that represent Oracle UCM roles. If the prefix is found
within the group name, only the right part is considered. No prefix is defined by default.

Example:With RoleNamePrefix="$" anOracle UCM role can be $RoleXYZ.

AdUserName

The username of theWindows user identity used to connect to Active Directory. When none
is specified, the identity of the process running CES is used to connect to Active Directory.
No username is defined by default.

AdPassword

The password of theWindows user identity used to connect to Active Directory. When none
is specified, the identity of the process running CES is used to connect to Active Directory.
No password is defined by default.

c. Leave all the Security AssertionMarkup Language (SAML) parameters as is.

6. In theOption section:
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a. Youmust select the following check boxes for the Oracle UCM connector to work:

Support access list

To use early-binding security, select to instruct the connector to add an Access Control List (ACL)
to each document when crawling the repository.

Support expand group

Select to instruct the connector to expand the repository group into a list of repository users.

Support expand users

Select to instruct the connector to convert the list of repository users into a list of Microsoft Active
Directory users.

b. Youmust clear the following check box for the Oracle UCM connector to work:

Require authorization

To use late-binding security, select to instruct CES to retrieve document-level permissions at
query time from the repository.

c. Clear theDo not block exceptions check box unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support
agent.

When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare cases,
this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider problems.

d. On a 64-bit Coveo server, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instruct CES to run the security
provider in 64-bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. Clear this option only
for rare connectors (not the Oracle UCM connector) for which the security provider must run in 32-bit
mode. On a 32-bit server, this option is disabled.

7. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure and index the Oracle UCM source (see "Configuring and Indexing anOracle UCM Source" on page
685).

2.10.13.8 Configuring and Indexing an Oracle UCM Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Oracle UCM server.

Note: In an environment with more than oneOracle UCM server, you need to define one source for each
Oracle UCM server that you wish to index.
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To configure and index an Oracle UCM source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Corporate Oracle UCM

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Oracle UCM.

Addresses

The address of the Oracle UCMContent ServerWebsite. This should be the same address that
you entered for theServerUrl parameter in the security provider (see "Configuring anOracle UCM
Security Provider" on page 680). Enter the address in the form:

http://[ucm-host]/[idc]

where you replace [ucm-host] by the actual Oracle UCM server host name and [idc] by the
name of the UCM instance to index.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: Because live indexing is not available for the Oracle UCM connector, ensure to select the
Every day option, as this is the only mechanism that guarantees that the index content is kept
up-to-date.

Mapping File

The full path of a valid mapping file. You need to fill this parameter only when you want to
customize how metadata is set on the CES documents (see "About the Oracle UCMMapping
File" on page 688). If you leave this parameter empty, the connector uses a generic mapping file.

Example: C:\CES6\UCM\Mapping.config

Number of Refresh Threads

The number of simultaneous connections established with the Oracle UCMContent Server by the
connector. Increasing this valuemay improve source refresh speed but puts more load on the
Oracle UCM Content Server.

Content Server Port

The port used by the Oracle UCM Content Server.
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Note: This value can be found by logging in the UCM Content Server and going to the
Configuration > Server Configurations page. The default value for the Content Server port is
4444 and should not bemistaken with theWeb Server port, which is usually 80 or 8080.

Authentication

Select the Oracle UCM user identity that you created previously for this source (see "Configuring
anOracle UCMUser Identity" on page 679).

b. Click Save.

6. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

7. In theGeneral page, modify the Title Selection Sequence so that theUse the filename option is the
first option at the top of the list.

8. In the navigation panel on the left, click Permissions.

9. In thePermissions page:

a. From thePermissions options:

l Select Use a Security Provider, and then choose from the drop-downmenu the security
provider that you created for this source (see "Configuring anOracle UCM Security Provider" on
page 680).

OR

i. Select theSpecify the security permissions to index option when your Oracle UCM system
uses External Authorization from a repository other thanMicrosoft Active Directory to manually
specify the permissions that will be set on documents from this source.

ii. In theAllowed Users andDenied Users boxes, respectively enter the allowed and denied users
and groups for the source.

b. Click Apply Changes.

10. When you are ready to start indexing the Oracle UCM source, click Start.

11. In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

2.10.13.9 About the Oracle UCM Mapping File

TheOracle UCMmapping file is an XML formatted text file used by Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to map
metadata retrieved from anOracle UCM document to CES fields.

The followingmapping file code contains the default mappings used by the Oracle UCM connector.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<OracleUCMMapping>
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<Mapping type="Document">
<Fields>
<Filename>%[dOriginalName]</Filename>
<Title>%[dDocTitle]</Title>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[dDocAuthor]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubject">%[coveo_conversation_topic]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubjectid">%[coveo_conversation_hash]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Discussion">
<Fields>
<Filename>%[dOriginalName]</Filename>
<Title>%[dDocTitle]</Title>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[dDocAuthor]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="DiscussionMessage">
<Fields>
<Title>%[itemTitle]</Title>
<Body>%[itemValue]</Body>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[itemAuthor]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubject">%[coveo_conversation_topic]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubjectid">%[coveo_conversation_hash]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
</OracleUCMMapping>

In themapping file, a Mapping entry associates a type of document indexed by CES with anOracle UCM
document type. Thesemappings are then used by the connector as directives to know whichmetadata from
the UCM document must be assigned to which field (such as the Title) of the CES document. By editing this
mapping file, it is possible to customize how the CES search results will be displayed to the end-user.

A custommapping file is only required when you want to modify the default behavior of the Oracle UCM
connector.

To create and use a custom mapping file

1. Connect to the CoveoMaster server using an administrative account.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Use the content of the default mapping file as a starting point.

b. While respecting the format of themapping file, adapt the content of themapping file to implement the
desired custommapping.
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c. Save the file under the [Index_Path] folder using a subfolder and a filename of your choice.

Example: C:\CES6\UCM\Mapping.config

3. Access the Administration Tool, and then associate themapping file to the desired Oracle UCM source:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. In theCollections section, select the collection containing the source to which you wish to add the
mapping file.

c. In theSources section, select the source to which you wish to add themapping file.

d. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

e. In theGeneral page for the Oracle UCM source, for theMapping File parameter, enter the full path
to your custommapping file.

f. Click Apply Changes.

2.10.14 Salesforce Connector

2.10.14.1 Salesforce Connector Features

The Coveo Salesforce connector allows crawling Salesforce content and bring it into the unified index, making
the it easily searchable by end-users. The connector uses amapping file that defines the database object
signatures as well as the objects and fields to index. You canmodify themapping file to customize the
indexed content and easily add new object types and custom fields to optimally index your Salesforce
database.

The features of the Salesforce connector:

Live indexing

The live indexing feature refreshes the content of the index based on themodification date of the objects in
the Salesforce environment. If an item is modified, the live indexing feature refreshes the item
automatically.

Customizable object mapping

With themapping file, you can select which Salesforce objects to index. You can decide to index
additional custom Salesforce objects and fields, or remove existing ones by just modifying themapping
file (see "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699).

Metadata

All the fields of the retrieved Salesforce objects are indexed as metadata. You can therefore customize
CES based on that metadata via custom fields.
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Coveo
Platform
version

Connector feature history

6.5 build
4631

Addition of ExcludeConvertedLeads and ExcludeDeletedItems hidden parameters to
allow to optionally index converted leads and deleted items (see "Modifying Hidden Salesforce
Source Parameters" on page 711).

6.5 build
4488

l Changed used Salesforce API from version 19 to 23. Addition of the
CustomLoginUriVersion hidden parameter to allow changing the API version (see
"Modifying Hidden Salesforce Source Parameters" on page 711).

l Changed the external resolver parameters to enable passingmore characters in the string
(see "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699).

What's Next?

Review the deployment process for the Salesforce connector (see "Salesforce Connector Deployment
Overview" on page 691).

2.10.14.2 Salesforce Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Salesforce connector. The steps indicate the
order in which youmust perform key CES configurations. When needed, the step refers to a detailed
procedure.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Salesforce Connector Requirements" on
page 692).

2. Configure the user identity.

The Coveo connector needs an account to connect to your Salesforce environment and access the entire
content that you wish to index (see "Configuring a Salesforce User Identity" on page 692).

3. Choose either the early-binding or late-bindingmethod to set permissions to the Salesforce content (see
"Choosing How to set Permissions for a Salesforce Source" on page 693).

4. Optionally customize the default mapping file to adapt the Salesforce content to index (see "About the
Default SalesforceMapping File" on page 695 and "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping
File" on page 699).

5. Configure and index the Salesforce source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Salesforce database to be able to index the desired
content (see "Configuring and Indexing a Salesforce Source" on page 704).
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6. Depending on themethod that you use to set permissions on the source:

l For early-binding security, assign appropriate users to the custom security group (or groups) defined
in the default or custommapping file (see "Managing Custom Security Groups" on page 209).

OR

l For late binding security:

a. Create a security provider for your Salesforce source (see "Configuring a Salesforce Security
Provider" on page 708).

b. Associate the security provider with your Salesforce source (see "Modifying Source Security
Permissions" on page 174).

7. Add the out-of-the-box or custom Salesforce search interface to a search hub and then validate that
allowed users can search the Salesforce content.

8. Optionally, if you encounter issues, consider adding andmodifying default values of hidden source
parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Salesforce Source Parameters" on page 711).

2.10.14.3 Salesforce Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Salesforce
repositories:

l Coveo license for the Salesforce connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Salesforce connector to be able to use this connector.

l An active Salesforce account to a Salesforce environment

This account requires a read permission on all the types of content crawled by the connector.

What's Next?

Create a CES user identity for Salesforce (see "Configuring a Salesforce User Identity" on page 692).

2.10.14.4 Configuring a Salesforce User Identity

Youmust create a CES user identity that contains the credentials of a Salesforce account that has read
access to all the Salesforce content that you wish to index. You will later assign this user identity to the
source to crawl your Salesforce environment.

To configure a Salesforce user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.
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3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:

a. In theName field, enter a name describing the user identity. This namewill appear in the
Authentication drop-down list when you configure the source.

Example: Salesforce crawling account

b. In theUser field, enter the Salesforce username that you created or selected to be used by the Coveo
connector.

c. In thePassword field, enter the password for your Salesforce username.

d. The other parameters (Support basic authentication, Use client certificate, Store, and
Certificate) do not apply to this connector.

e. Click Save.

What's Next?

Determine whichmethod to use to set permissions to your Salesforce content (see "Choosing How to set
Permissions for a Salesforce Source" on page 693).

2.10.14.5 Choosing How to set Permissions for a Salesforce Source

You can configure the Salesforce connector to manage permissions for Salesforce content using two possible
methods: early-binding or late-binding. Youmust select whichmethod to use before configuring your
Salesforce source.

Early-binding (recommended)

With the early-bindingmethod, the permissions associated to Salesforce content are incorporated into the
unified index. When a user makes a query for Salesforce content, the index knows which content this user
has access to and only returns query results for content this specific user has access to. This method is
recommended because it provides optimal query performances.

The inconvenience of this method is that it cannot integrally reproduce the complex Salesforce security
model.

Using the default mapping file

The default mapping file includes a security bindingmapping (<AllowedUsers>) that grants access to all
users that aremembers of theSalesforce Users CES custom security group. This mapping is in the
<CommonMapping> section of themapping file and therefore applies to all indexed Salesforce types of
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content (see "About the Default SalesforceMapping File" on page 695).

When you index a Salesforce source using the default mapping file for the first time, CES creates the
Salesforce Users custom security group. At this point, there are nomembers in this group. Consequently,
nobody can search Salesforce content. In the Coveo Administration Tool, all you have to do is add users
and groups to theSalesforce Users custom security group (see "Managing Custom Security Groups" on
page 209). You canmanage access to the Salesforce search results by adding/removingmembers to/from
this group without having to rebuild the Salesforce source.

Using a custom mapping file

You can customize themapping file to implement more specific early-binding security mappings, like
creating independent custom security groups for each Salesforce type of content (see "Creating and Using
a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699). In the Coveo Administration Tool, you can then add
different users to the various custom security groups (see "Managing Custom Security Groups" on page
209).

Example: Youmay want that only users from your Sales department can search theOpportunity type of
Salesforce content and only users from your Customer Support department can search theCase type of
Salesforce content.

Note: You can also directly allow specific users to the <CommonMapping> or the <Mapping> section
of a specific type of Salesforce content without using custom security groups. The inconvenience of this
method is that youmust modify themapping file and rebuild or refresh the source each time you need to
add/remove allowed users.

Late-binding

With the late-bindingmethod, the permissions associated to Salesforce content are not in the index andmust
be fetched at query time. This method has the benefit of exactly matching the internal Salesforce
permissions. The configuration only implies creating a Salesforce security provider (see "Configuring a
Salesforce Security Provider" on page 708) and associating the security provider to the Salesforce source
(see "Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174).

Note:When you associate a security provider to a Salesforce source, the connector ignores security
settings from the default or custommapping file.

The inconveniences of this method are:

l Query performances can dramatically decrease as for each query, the security provider must validate the
permissions of each query result to only return results to which the user has read permissions.

l Users must enter their Salesforce credentials in the search interface for each search session.
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What's Next?

Once youmade the appropriate configuration for how you selected to set permissions on the source, configure
and index the source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Salesforce Source" on page 704).

2.10.14.6 About the Default Salesforce Mapping File

The Coveo connector for Salesforce embeds an XMLmapping file that is appropriate for many Salesforce
setups. This default mapping file specifies to index the basic Salesforce database object types and the
corresponding fields.

The Salesforce object types indexed with the default mapping file are:

l Account

l Contact

l Lead

l Opportunity

l Case

l Event

l Task

l Case Comment

l Email Message

l Document

l Attachment

You can create and configure the connector to use a custommapping file to adapt the behavior of the
connector to your needs (see "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699).

The following XML code presents the content of the default mapping file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="Windows-1252" ?>
<SalesForce>
<CommonMapping>
<Fields>
<ContentType>binarydata</ContentType>
<syssfcreatedby>%[CreatedById.Name]</syssfcreatedby>
<syssfcreatedbyid>%[CreatedById]</syssfcreatedbyid>
<syssfcreateddate>%[CreatedDate]</syssfcreateddate>
<sysauthor>%[LastModifiedById.Name]</sysauthor>
<sysdate>%[SystemModstamp]</sysdate>
<syssfid>%[Id]</syssfid>
<syssfowner>%[OwnerId.Name]</syssfowner>
<syssfownerid>%[OwnerId]</syssfownerid>

</Fields>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>Salesforce Users</Name>
<Server></Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>
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</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="Account">
<Fields>
<Title>%[Name]</Title>
<Body>%[Name]

Owner: %[OwnerId.Name]
Type: %[Type]
Industry: %[Industry]
Description:
%[Description]

</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFAccount</sysfiletype>
<syssfbillingstreet>%[BillingStreet]</syssfbillingstreet>
<syssfbillingcity>%[BillingCity]</syssfbillingcity>
<syssfbillingstate>%[BillingState]</syssfbillingstate>
<syssfbillingcountry>%[BillingCountry]</syssfbillingcountry>
<syssfbillingpostalcode>%[BillingPostalCode]</syssfbillingpostalcode>
<syssfshippingstreet>%[ShippingStreet]</syssfshippingstreet>
<syssfshippingcity>%[ShippingCity]</syssfshippingcity>
<syssfshippingstate>%[ShippingState]</syssfshippingstate>
<syssfshippingcountry>%[ShippingCountry]</syssfshippingcountry>
<syssfshippingpostalcode>%[ShippingPostalCode]</syssfshippingpostalcode>
<sysworkphone>%[Phone]</sysworkphone>
<syssffax>%[Fax]</syssffax>
<syssfwebsite>%[Website]</syssfwebsite>
<syssfcurrency>%[CurrencyIsoCode]</syssfcurrency>
<syssfdescription>%[Description]</syssfdescription>
<syssfcountry>%[BillingCountry]</syssfcountry>
<syssfindustry>%[Industry]</syssfindustry>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Contact">
<Fields>
<Title>%[FirstName] %[LastName] (%[Title])</Title>
<Body>%[FirstName] %[LastName]

%[AccountId.Name]
Title: %[Title]
Account: %[AccountId.Name]
Email: %[Email]
Phone: %[Phone]
Address:
%[MailingStreet]
%[MailingCity],%[MailingState]
%[MailingCountry]

</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFContact</sysfiletype>
<syssffirstname>%[FirstName]</syssffirstname>
<syssflastname>%[LastName]</syssflastname>
<syssfstreet>%[MailingStreet]</syssfstreet>
<syssfcity>%[MailingCity]</syssfcity>
<syssfstate>%[MailingState]</syssfstate>
<syssfcountry>%[MailingCountry]</syssfcountry>
<syssfpostalcode>%[MailingPostalCode]</syssfpostalcode>
<sysworkemail>%[Email]</sysworkemail>
<sysworkphone>%[Phone]</sysworkphone>
<syscompany>%[AccountId.Name]</syscompany>
<syssfaccount>%[AccountId.Name]</syssfaccount>
<syssfaccountid>%[AccountId]</syssfaccountid>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Lead">
<Fields>
<Title>%[Company] (%[FirstName] %[LastName])</Title>
<Body>%[FirstName] %[LastName]

Title: %[Title]
Company: %[Company]
Email: %[Email]
Phone: %[Phone]
Address:
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%[Street]
%[City],%[State]
%[Country]
Status: %[Status]</Body>

<sysfiletype>SFLead</sysfiletype>
<syssffirstname>%[FirstName]</syssffirstname>
<syssflastname>%[LastName]</syssflastname>
<syscompany>%[Company]</syscompany>
<syssfcity>%[City]</syssfcity>
<sysworkemail>%[Email]</sysworkemail>
<syssfindustry>%[Industry]</syssfindustry>
<syssfleadsource>%[LeadSource]</syssfleadsource>
<sysworkphone>%[Phone]</sysworkphone>
<syssfcountry>%[Country]</syssfcountry>
<syssfstate>%[State]</syssfstate>
<syssfcity>%[City]</syssfcity>
<syssfstreet>%[Street]</syssfstreet>
<syssfpostalcode>%[PostalCode]</syssfpostalcode>
<syssfleadstatus>%[Status]</syssfleadstatus>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Opportunity">
<CacheTables>

<Table name="OpportunityLineItem">
<IndexedField name="OpportunityId" />

</Table>
<Table name="PricebookEntry" />
<Table name="Product2" />

</CacheTables>
<Fields>
<Title>%[AccountId.Name] [%[Name]]</Title>
<Body>%[Name]</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFOpportunity</sysfiletype>
<syssfaccount>%[AccountId.Name]</syssfaccount>
<syssfaccountid>%[AccountId]</syssfaccountid>
<syssfcountry>%[AccountId.BillingCountry]</syssfcountry>
<syssfstagename>%[StageName]</syssfstagename>
<syssfamount>%[Amount]</syssfamount>
<syssfcurrency>%[CurrencyIsoCode]</syssfcurrency>
<syssfopportunitytype>%[Type]</syssfopportunitytype>
<syssfclosedate>%[CloseDate]</syssfclosedate>
<syssfclosequarter>%[FiscalYear]-Q%[FiscalQuarter]</syssfclosequarter>
<syssfleadsource>%[LeadSource]</syssfleadsource>
<syssfname>%[Name]</syssfname>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Case">
<Fields>
<ContentType>binarydata</ContentType>
<Title>%[Subject] (%[CaseNumber])</Title>
<Body>
AssetId : %[AssetId]
CaseNumber : %[CaseNumber]
ClosedDate : %[ClosedDate]
Contact : %[ContactId.Name]
CurrencyIsoCode : %[CurrencyIsoCode]
IsClosed : %[IsClosed]
IsEscalated : %[IsEscalated]
Origin : %[Origin]
Priority : %[Priority]
Reason : %[Reason]
Status : %[Status]
Subject : %[Subject]
SuppliedCompany : %[SuppliedCompany]
SuppliedEmail : %[SuppliedEmail]
SuppliedName : %[SuppliedName]
SuppliedPhone : %[SuppliedPhone]
Type : %[Type]
Description :
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%[Description]
</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFCase</sysfiletype>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Event">
<Fields>
<Title>%[Subject]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFEvent</sysfiletype>
<syssfduration>%[DurationInMinutes]</syssfduration>
<syssflocation>%[Location]</syssflocation>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Task">
<Fields>
<Title>%[Subject]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFTask</sysfiletype>
<syssfstatus>%[Status]</syssfstatus>
<syssfpriority>%[Priority]</syssfpriority>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="CaseComment">
<Fields>
<Body>%[CommentBody]</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFCaseComment</sysfiletype>
<syssfcaseid>%[ParentId]</syssfcaseid>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="EmailMessage">
<Fields>
<Title>%[Subject]</Title>
<Body>%[TextBody]</Body>
<sysfiletype>SFEmailMessage</sysfiletype>
<syssfcaseid>%[ParentId]</syssfcaseid>
<sysdate>%[MessageDate]</sysdate>
<sysrecipients>%[ToAddress]</sysrecipients>
<sysfrom>%[FromAddress]</sysfrom>
<syscc>%[CcAddress]</syscc>
<sysbcc>%[BccAddress]</sysbcc>
<sysconversationsubjectid>%[ParentId]</sysconversationsubjectid>
<sysmailbox>Salesforce.com</sysmailbox>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Document">
<Fields>
<clickableuri>https://na4.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=%[Id]</clickableuri>
<filename>%[Name]</filename>
<body>%[Body]</body>
<Title>%[Name]</Title>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Attachment">
<Fields>
<clickableuri>https://na4.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=%[Id]</clickableuri>
<filename>%[Name]</filename>
<body>%[Body]</body>
<Title>%[Name]</Title>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Salesforce>
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2.10.14.7 Creating and Using a Custom Salesforce Mapping File

You can create a custommapping file to modify the behavior of the Salesforce connector to adapt to your
Salesforce database.

Tip:When you want to index only a subset of Salesforce types that are defined in the default mapping file,
you do not have to create a custommapping file. You can simply specify the Salesforce types to index in
theMapping Types field for the Salesforce source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Salesforce Source" on
page 704).

To create and use a custom mapping file

1. Copy the content of the default mapping file (see "About the Default SalesforceMapping File" on page
695).

2. Using an administrative account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

3. Using a text editor:

a. In an empty file, paste the content of the default mapping file.

b. Edit the content of themapping file to suit your needs, referring to the following subsections for details
on how tomodify the file:

l "Mapping file structure" on page 700

l "Mapping child nodes" on page 700

l "Mapping security" on page 701

l "Mapping local expressions" on page 702

l "Mapping foreign expressions" on page 703

l "Using external resolvers" on page 703

c. Save the custommapping file on the CoveoMaster server.

Example: C:\ces6\Config\SalesforceMappingFile.xml

4. Configure the connector to use the custommapping file in the Salesforce source:

l When you create a Salesforce source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Salesforce Source" on page
704).

OR

l For an existing Salesforce source:
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a. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

b. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

c. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the Salesforce source.

d. UnderSources, select the Salesforce source.

e. In the navigation panel on the left, select General.

f. In theMapping File parameter, enter the full path to your custommapping file.

g. Click Apply Changes.

5. Rebuild the source.

2.10.14.7.1 Mapping file structure

Themapping file can be divided into three sections:

l CommonMapping: All the settings applied to all themappings.

l Mapping: Individual mappings for each object type to index.

You can addmappings for custom Salesforce types not included in the default mapping file simply by
copying and editing amapping section for an existing type.

l ExternalResolvers: When you need to apply a sophisticatedmapping, you can specify an external
assembly type to call to resolve it.

2.10.14.7.2 Mapping child nodes

<Fields>

Fields for this mapping. From this point, you either define a system or custom field:

l System fields

System fields can be used directly under the <fields> node. They aremapped to an existing system
field.

Example: The <uri> is mapped directly to the system field URI for this type.

l Custom fields

Custom fields can bemapped to a custommetadata name. Themetadata is filled with the string content.
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Example: The <CustomField name="SFLocation">%[Location]</CustomField> node
maps the field named Location on the Salesforce object to themetadata SFLocation on the
document in the unified index.

<AllowedUsers>

l Type of users: Windows, CustomGroup, CustomUser, ExternalGroup, ExternalUser,
WindowSid

l Name: Name of the user

l Server: Usually references to the domain

2.10.14.7.3 Mapping security

When you choose to use the early-binding security method (see "Choosing How to set Permissions for a
Salesforce Source" on page 693), you can configure the Salesforce connector by adding or removing allowed
groups and users to themapping file for each object types. The permissions are therefore incorporated in the
index. Using this method is recommended as CES does not have to fetch the security permissions at query
time for each query. However, security permissions can only be set for each object type. This means that
individual objects of the same type will always have the same security permissions.

Example: The followingmapping code gives to theWindows group Sales from the MyOrganization
domain access to all the index types as the CommonMapping section applies to all the indexedmappings.

<CommonMapping>
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>Sales</Name>
<Server>MyOrganization</Server>

</AllowedUser>
</AllowedUsers>

</CommonMapping>

You can specify different security permissions for eachmapping type by adding an AllowedUsers child
node to every mapping node.

Mapping types to CES custom security groups (    <AllowedUser type="CustomGroup"

allowed="true">) simplifies the Salesforce access management since you can add/remove users from
the Coveo Administration Tool without having tomodify themapping file and rebuild the source (see
"Managing Custom Security Groups" on page 209).
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Example: The followingmapping code gives access to the Account type to the CES custom security
group Salesforce Account Users from the MyOrganization domain.

<Mapping type="Account">
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="CustomGroup" allowed="true">
<Name>Salesforce Account Users</Name>
<Server>MyOrganization</Server>

</AllowedUser>
<Fields>
<Title>%[Subject]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="SFOwner">%[OwnerId.FirstName]%[OwnerId.LastName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFOwnerID">%[OwnerId</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFStatus">%[Status]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFPriority">%[Priority]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>

You can also directly set Active Directory users or groups in themapping file. This method however requires
that youmodify themapping file and rebuild the source each time that you add or remove users or groups.

Example: The followingmapping code gives access to the Task type to the Active Directory group Sales
from the MyOrganization domain.

<Mapping type="Tasks">
<AllowedUsers>
<AllowedUser type="Windows" allowed="true">
<Name>Sales</Name>
<Server>MyOrganization</Server>

</AllowedUser>
<Fields>
<Title>%[Subject]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="SFOwner">%[OwnerId.FirstName]%[OwnerId.LastName]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFOwnerID">%[OwnerId</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFStatus">%[Status]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="SFPriority">%[Priority]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>

2.10.14.7.4 Mapping local expressions

The Salesforce connector uses a specific mapping expression to represent a value on a Salesforce object.
Occurrences of the expression %[field] are replaced by the value of the field specified by the name in the
brackets for this Salesforce object.

Example: The expression <ModifiedDate>%[LastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDate> replaces the
string %[LastModifiedDate] by the value of the LastModifiedDate field for each Salesforce object.
The value fetched is then assigned to the system field ModifiedDate on each document in the unified
index.
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2.10.14.7.5 Mapping foreign expressions

As some objects can reference to others in Salesforce, you can fetch the value of a foreign field in your
mappings, as long as the foreign type has the requested field.

Example: The expression <CustomField name="SFOwner">%[OwnerId.FirstName] %

[OwnerId.LastName]</CustomField> retrieves the specific object pointed by OwnerId and
retrieves the value of the fields FirstName and LastName on that object. Then the resulting string is a
concatenation of both results. An example of the result for this expression could be John Smith.

Important: Foreign expressions can dramatically slow down the indexing process, as a remote object has
to be queried for every foreign expression. Coveo has a local cache for each field value; however the
performance decreases every time it has to fetch field values on a new object. Use them carefully.

2.10.14.7.6 Using external resolvers

When declaring an external resolver, you need to provide a unique name as well as a fully qualified type name
to call.

<SalesForce>
<ExternalResolvers>

<ExternalResolver name="Resolvername" type="FQTypename"/>
</ExternalResolvers>

</SalesForce>

Note: Formore information on fully qualified type names, refer to theMicrosoft document Specifying Fully
Qualified Type Names.

Once the external resolver has been defined, you can use it in any mapping using the following syntax: @
[resolvername].

Parameters can be defined to pass to the external type. In this case, youmust specify an additional bracket
node with parameters separated by a semicolon (;): @[resolvername][param1;param2].

As the external resolvers are called last, fields to resolve (such as %[field]) can be specified as
parameters and will be resolved before the external resolver is called.

External resolver type limitations

For the external type to be used with the external resolver system, youmust write a DLL that implements
the IMappingResolver interface defined as follows:

namespace Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.SalesForce
{
//****************************************************************************
/// <summary>
/// the Interface the callback functions in the mapping file must implement.
/// </summary>
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//****************************************************************************
public interface IMappingResolver
{
string Resolve(string[] p_Parameters,

Record p_CurrentRecord,
MappingUtilities p_Utilities);

}
}

The parameters are passed as an array of string in p_Parameters. The current record being parsed is
passed as well as p_CurrentRecord. Finally, the connector cached records, connection, disk cache,
etc. can be accessed using themapping utilities. The string returned by the resolve function will be used
as themapping value.

All these classes and interfaces are in the Salesforce connector assembly, the external assemblies will
need to add the Salesforce connector assembly as a reference.

2.10.14.8 Configuring and Indexing a Salesforce Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Salesforce database.

Note:When your organization has access tomore than one Salesforce environment, youmust define one
source for each Salesforce environment that you wish to index.

To configure and index a Salesforce source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Salesforce site

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select SalesForce.

Note: If you do not seeSalesForce in theSource Type list, ensure that your current
environment meets the requirements (see "Salesforce Connector Requirements" on page 692).

Addresses

Enter the SalesforceWebsite URI: http://www.salesforce.com/
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Mapping File

Leave this field empty to use the default mapping file that instructs the connector to index basic
Salesforce elements (see "About the Default SalesforceMapping File" on page 695) and use the
Salesforce Users CES custom security group tomanage securities (see "Choosing How to set
Permissions for a Salesforce Source" on page 693).

When you choose to create a custommapping file, enter the absolute full path pointing to your
custommapping file (see "Creating and Using a Custom SalesforceMapping File" on page 699).

Example: C:\CES6\Config\SalesforceMappingFile.xml

Mapping Types

Leave this field empty to instruct the connector to index all themapping types defined in the
default or custommapping file.

This parameter is useful to easily index only a subset of mapping types among the ones defined in
themapping file. Enter each type to index separated by semicolons (see "About the Default
SalesforceMapping File" on page 695).

Example: Enter: Event;Task;Case. The content for the other types will not be indexed.

Authentication

Select the Salesforce user identity that you created previously (see "Configuring a Salesforce
User Identity" on page 692).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example:When this source replaces a legacy system, youmay want to set this parameter to
High, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear earlier in the list compared
to those from the source for the legacy system.

Document Types

If you defined a custom document type set for this source, select it.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.
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Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Parameter

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden Salesforce Source Parameters" on page 711).

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
starting address are indexed.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original document with the original application.
Consider clearing this check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start the indexing of the new source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.
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OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

Depending on themethod that you chose to set permissions on the source (see "Choosing How to set
Permissions for a Salesforce Source" on page 693):

l For early-binding security, assign appropriate users to the custom security group (or groups) defined in the
default or custommapping file (see "Managing Custom Security Groups" on page 209).

OR

l For late binding security:

a. Create a security provider for your Salesforce source (see "Configuring a Salesforce Security
Provider" on page 708).

b. Associate the security provider with your Salesforce source (see "Modifying Source Security
Permissions" on page 174).

2.10.14.9 Configuring a Salesforce Security Provider

A security provider must be used when you choose to use late-binding security for your Salesforce source
(see "Choosing How to set Permissions for a Salesforce Source" on page 693). The Coveo connector needs
to resolvemappings between users and groups from your Salesforce environment andMicrosoft Active
Directory.

Once the security provider is created, youmust associate it to the Salesforce source. The security provider is
invoked every time a user performs a query and validates with Salesforce if the user performing the query has
the right to view each document in the query results. This process can be slow; however it allows individual
security permissions for each document instead of having permissions for each object type. Users are
required to enter their account information for Salesforce sources in the Search Interface when using this
security method.

To configure a Salesforce security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose ameaningful name to identify the security provider.

Example: Salesforce Security Provider

DLL Path

The path to the custom crawler security provider DLL. Enter the following path:

[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

where you replace [CES_Installation_Path] by the actual path where CES is installed on
your server (by default: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6).

User Identity

Leave this parameter blank.

b. In theParameters text box, specify custom configuration parameters, entering all parameters as a
single string in the following format:

ParameterName1="ParameterValue1";ParameterName2="ParameterValue2"; etc

i. Include the following required parameter:

AssemblyPath

Path to the Salesforce custom crawler executable: [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Salesforce.dll

where you replace [CES_Installation_Path] by the actual path where CES is installed
on your server (by default: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6).

Example:
AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Salesforce.dll"

ii. Consider including the following optional parameters only when you want to change their default
value:

Timeout (string)

The communication timeout allowed for any request sent to the SalesforceWeb services.
The default value is 100 seconds.
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CustomLoginUri (string)

The URI used to login to SalesforceWeb services. The default value is
https://login.salesforce.com/.

CustomLoginUriVersion (string)

The API version of SalesforceWeb services to connect to, specified in the ##.# format. The
default value is 23.0 .

c. Leave all the Security AssertionMarkup Language (SAML) parameters as is.

6. In theOption section:

a. Youmust select the following check box for the Salesforce connector to work:

Require authorization

To use late-binding security, select to instruct CES to retrieve document-level permissions at
query time from the repository.

b. Youmust clear the following check boxes for the Salesforce connector to work:

Support access list

To use early-binding security, select to instruct the connector to add an Access Control List (ACL)
to each document when crawling the repository.

Support expand group

Select to instruct the connector to expand the repository group into a list of repository users.

Support expand users

Select to instruct the connector to convert the list of repository users into a list of Microsoft Active
Directory users.

c. Clear theDo not block exceptions check box unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support
agent.

When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare cases,
this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider problems.

d. On a 64-bit Coveo server, select theRun in 64 bits check box to instruct CES to run the security
provider in 64-bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. Clear this option only
for rare connectors (not this connector) for which the security provider must run in 32-bit mode. On a
32-bit server, this option is disabled.

7. Click Save.
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What's Next?

Associate the security provider with your Salesforce source (see "Modifying Source Security Permissions" on
page 174).

2.10.14.10 Modifying Hidden Salesforce Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Salesforce setups. More advanced andmore rarely used
parameters are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source
andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.
Consider changing values of hidden parameters only when you encounter time out error messages or
performance issues.

Note: The Salesforce connector uses the open connector framework and can therefore bemodified using
custom parameters such as liveindexingdelay (see "Open Connector API" on page 903).

The following list describes the available advanced hidden parameters for Salesforce sources. The parameter
type (integer, string,…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.

Timeout (string)

The communication timeout allowed for any request sent to the SalesforceWeb services. The default
value is 100 seconds.

NbRefreshThreads (string)

The number of threads used to handle the indexing operation of the Salesforce repository. The default
value is 1.

FilterExpression (string)

The list of conditions to add to any query sent to Salesforce. These conditions are appended to the WHERE
clause of the Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) statement sent via theWeb services. There is
no default value.

Example: ParentId='5007000000JQpLnAAL' indexes all items that have the specified parent ID.

CustomLoginUri (string)

The URI used to login to SalesforceWeb services. The default value is
https://login.salesforce.com/.

CustomLoginUriVersion (string)

The API version of SalesforceWeb services to connect to, specified in the ##.# format. The default value
is 23.0.
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CustomBaseUri (string)

The base URI used for indexed documents. In other words, this forces the Uri and ClickableUri
properties to have the specified base URI. The default value is https://na1.salesforce.com/.

FixXmlNamespace (Boolean)

Whether or not empty XML namespaces received inWeb service responses must be fixed before
processing. The default value is False .

QueryLimit (integer)

Themaximum number of results returned by a query to Salesforce. The default value is 5000 items.

QueryBatchSize (integer)

Themaximum number of results contained in a query result object (QueryMore). The default value is 200
items.

ForeignCacheSize (integer)

The B-tree cache size used by the foreign cache. The default value is 3145728 bytes.

ForeignPageSize (integer)

The B-tree page size used by the foreign cache. The default value is 65536 bytes.

PrefetchCacheSize (integer)

The B-tree cache size used by the prefetch cache. The default value is 1000 items.

ExcludeConvertedLeads (Boolean)

When True, leads that are converted will not be indexed. The default value is True . This parameter was
introduced in CES 6.5.4631.

ExcludeDeletedItems (Boolean)

When True, items that aremarked as "IsDeleted" will not be indexed. The default value is True . This
parameter was introduced in CES 6.5.4631.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.

To modify hidden Salesforce source parameters
1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Salesforce

hidden source parameters.

2. For a new Salesforce source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.
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c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Salesforce source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Salesforce source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

What's Next?

Rebuild the source to take into account the changes to the hidden parameters.

2.10.15 Sitecore Connector

The Sitecore connector allows Coveo administrators to bring the content of a Sitecore website into the unified
index so that it becomes easily searchable by end-users.

2.10.15.1 New Connector Advantages

The Sitecore connector documented in this section is a new re-engineered connector introduced in general
availability with the September 2012monthly build (CES 6.5.4862). The original Sitecore connector is now
identified as theSitecore legacy connector and is still available, but it is recommended to use this new
connector.

Advantages of the new Sitecore connector over the legacy connector

l Reduced load on the Sitecore server

Indexing processing is mostly performed on the Coveo server rather than on the Sitecore server to
significantly reduce the CPU load on the Sitecore server.

l Faster

Indexing of Sitecore content is significantly faster.

l Enhanced security support

The connector efficiently and accurately indexes permissions associated with Sitecore items,
following the complex Sitecore security model.

l Separatemapping and configuration files

The configuration andmapping parameters are defined in separate files allowing you tomore
efficiently set up indexing of Sitecore content. The Sitecore connector uses the standardmapping file
(see "StandardMapping File Schema" on page 786).
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Note: In the Administration Tool Add Source page, the new Sitecore connector is referred to as Sitecore2
while the Sitecore legacy connector is referred to as Sitecore.

2.10.15.2 Features

Supported Sitecore content

l All the site items

l Referencedmedia library items

l Security elements

Site item metadata indexing

You can customize themetadata collected for all Sitecore items to allow you to create facets,
custom fields, sorting, and group by, based on this metadata (see "Creating and Using a SitecoreMapping
File" on page 726).

Media library item indexing

The connector can index the completemedia library of Sitecore including files such as images, PDF, and
other binary documents (see "IncludeMedia Library" on page 732).

Security

The connector uses a security provider to index the permissions associated with each Sitecore item so
that in search results, end-users only see Sitecore content to which they normally have access (see
"Configuring a Sitecore Security Provider" on page 722).

Live indexing

The connector periodically queries Sitecore for the latest changes, keeping the index content up-to-date
(see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database" on page 721).

Multilanguage support for items

The connector can index the one or more language versions of an item (see "Languages (String)" on page
736).

What's Next?

Review the steps for the deployment of the connector (see "Sitecore Connector Deployment Overview" on
page 716).

Note: If you are currently using the Sitecore legacy connector, consider using the new connector (see
"Migrating from the Legacy to the New Sitecore Connector" on page 714).

2.10.15.3 Migrating from the Legacy to the New Sitecore Connector

If you have been indexing Sitecore content before September 2012, you are probably using what is now
referred to as the Sitecore legacy connector. Youmay want to take advantage of the improvements with the
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new connector (see "New Connector Advantages" on page 713).

Themain setup difference between the new and the legacy connectors is that themapping file of the legacy
connector contains mapping and connector configuration while the new connector uses separatemapping and
configuration files. The new connector also uses a different web service plugin. You can install both web
services on the Sitecore server to use the two connectors concurrently while you configure and validate the
source created with the new connector.

To migrate from the legacy to the new connector

1. Migrate themapping content:

a. Review the content and format of your legacy mapping file.

b. Review the format of themapping and configuration files of the new connector (see "Creating and
Using a SitecoreMapping File" on page 726 and "Creating and Using a Sitecore Configuration File"
on page 728).

c. Split the legacy mapping file content into amapping and a configuration file.

Note: Themapping file of the new Sitecore connector does not allow to index metadata of referenced
items like themapping file of the legacy connector did.

Example: In theNicam demo site (default demowebsite installed with Sitecore), a camera contains
a field called Accessories. These accessories are built from different templates: Lenses, Flash,
or Other Accessories.

A mapping of the form <Accessories>%[Accessories.Title]</Accessories> to get the
Title of referenced accessories is not possible with the new mapping file.

2. Plan your deployment on a production Coveo server: 

a. Create a new collection that is not yet part of the scope of search interfaces available to end-users.

b. Create a test search hub with a search interface where you will see search results from the new
source.

3. Follow the deployment steps to create a source in the new collection using the new connector (see
"Sitecore Connector Deployment Overview" on page 716).

4. Using the test search hub, validate that the source correctly indexes Sitecore items and contains the
fields needed to produce rich search results, facets, search box query suggestions, etc.

5. Put the new source and search interface in production:

l In the scope of an existing search interface, add the new source and remove the legacy one.

OR
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l In a production search hub, add a new search interface with the new source in the scope, and remove
the old search interface with the legacy source.

6. Consider removing the legacy stuff:

a. Delete the legacy source.

b. If applicable, delete the original unused search interface.

c. On the Sitecore server, uninstall the legacy web service plugin.

2.10.15.4 Sitecore Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Coveo connector for Sitecore. The steps
indicate the order in which youmust perform configuration tasks on both the Coveo and the Sitecore server.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Sitecore Connector Requirements" on page
717).

2. In Sitecore:

a. Select or create the Sitecore crawling account

The connector needs a Sitecore account with which it can crawl the Sitecore content that you wish to
index. By default, the connector uses the extranet\Anonymous Sitecore account to connect to,
and retrieve content from Sitecore. Depending on your Sitecore security configuration, this account
might not have access to all Sitecore items.

It is recommended to:

l Create a Sitecore account dedicated to Coveo. The account must have the Read permission for
all the Sitecore content that you wish to index and its password should never change. This
account does not need to be a Sitecore administrator, but it is an easy way to do the job.

l Specify a user that is part of the same domain as the crawled source.

b. On the Sitecore server, deploy the CoveoWeb Service plugin that allows the Sitecore connector to
retrieve information from Sitecore (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service Plugin in Sitecore" on page
718).

c. Optionally enable live indexing

The Sitecore connector supports live indexing tomaintain the indexed Sitecore content up-to-date
between index refreshes. Youmust however configure the Sitecore database to allow live indexing
(see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database" on page 721).

3. On the Coveo server:
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a. Configure the user identity

When you want to index Sitecore permissions and you created a Sitecore crawling account, enter the
crawling account credentials in a CES user identity (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

b. Configure a security provider

When you want to index Sitecore permissions, create a Sitecore security provider (see "Configuring a
Sitecore Security Provider" on page 722).

c. Optionally create amapping file

While using amapping file is optional, it is highly recommended to create and use one tomap
meaningful metadata in a given Sitecore website to custom fields in the Coveo index so that you can
later produce a rich search interface that includes facets, excerpts, and other useful features. By
default, the connector only maps standard Sitecoremetadata (see "Creating and Using a Sitecore
Mapping File" on page 726).

d. Optionally create a configuration file

By default the connector indexes all templates, all binary data, but no referenced items. You can
create and use a configuration file to accurately identify the templates or binary data to ignore, or
referenced items to include in the index for your Sitecore website (see "Creating and Using a Sitecore
Configuration File" on page 728).

e. Optionally add advanced parameters

Advanced parameters are hidden by default, but they can allow you to further customize indexing of
your Sitecore content (see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters" on page 734).

Example:When forms authentication is configured and you want to retrieve the HTML content of
certain items that would normally not be extracted, set the ExtractHtmlContent parameter to
true, and use the parameters with names starting with FormAuth) to configure the connector to
authenticate itself and gain access to secured pages.

f. Configure and index the Sitecore source

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Sitecore server to be able to index its content
(see "Configuring and Indexing a Sitecore Source" on page 729).

4. Optionally integrate the Coveo search interfaces in a Sitecore website:

When Coveo search interfaces are integrated in a Sitecore website, end-users can use Coveo search
features directly in the website (see "Integrating the Search Interface in a SitecoreWebsite" on page 458).

2.10.15.5 Sitecore Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Sitecore:
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l Coveo Platform 6.5 build 4862+

The new Sitecore connector was introduced in September 2012 with the Coveo Platform 6.5.4862 build.

l Coveo license for the Sitecore connector

Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Sitecore connector to be able to use this connector.

l Sitecore 6

The Sitecore connector supports Sitecore version 6.0 to 6.5.

What's Next?

Configure a Sitecore crawling account (see "Select or create the Sitecore crawling account" on page 716).

2.10.15.6 Installing the CoveoWeb Service Plugin in Sitecore

The Coveo Sitecore connector comes with a web service that youmust upload and install on your Sitecore
server. The Coveo connector needs this web service to securely and efficiently crawl the Sitecore content.

Important:When you upgrade CES on the CoveoMaster server, youmust perform this procedure to also
upgrade the Coveo web service on your Sitecore server. The Sitecore connector will not work when an
incompatible version of the plugin is installed on the Sitecore server.

To install the Coveo web service plugin on your Sitecore server

1. Using an Sitecore administrative account that has the necessary rights to install a plugin:

a. Access theWelcome to Sitecore login screen.

b. Click Options to make theUser interface buttons appear.

c. Select theDesktop user interface.

d. In theUser name andPassword boxes, enter the administrative account credentials.

e. Click Login.
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2. On the Sitecore Desktop, select Sitecore > Development Tools > Installation Wizard.

3. In the Installation Wizard dialog box:
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a. In theSelect Package screen:

i. Click Upload, and then browse the CoveoMaster server to select the appropriate version of the
CoveoWeb Service plugin package distributed with CES in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\ folder:

Sitecore6.0CoveoWebService2.zip for a Sitecore 6.x server

Important:When you are updating the web service, in the browsing dialog box, ensure to
select theOverwrite existing file check box.

ii. Click Next.

b. In theReady to Install screen, click Install.

Note: If an Access Denied error is displayed for the bin_install folder while installing the
package, verify the security permissions for ASP.NET in the bin folder of Sitecore or install the files
manually.

4. Once the installation is completed, if you get a NullRef exception from the connector, ensure that the
connector can retrieve the Sitecore version, using a text editor:

a. Open the web.config file at the root of the Sitecore website.

b. Ensure that the following line is present inside the <sitecore> tag:

<setting name="VersionFilePath" value="/sitecore/shell/sitecore.version.xml"/>

c. Save the file.
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5. Restart both the Sitecore client and server.

What's Next?

When you want the connector to use live indexing tomaintain the index up-to-date, configure Sitecore to allow
it (see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database" on page 721).

2.10.15.7 Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database

The Coveo connector for Sitecore supports live indexing to allow your Sitecore source to remain up-to-date as
Sitecore content changes.

Live Indexing uses the History Engine feature of Sitecore that tracks changes. When it is enabled in your
Sitecore web.config file for the database that the connector source targets, modified items are logged by
Sitecore into the dbo.History table with a timestamp. The event handler that comes with the Coveo web
service plugin establishes the link with the Sitecore History Engine.

To enable live indexing on a Sitecore database

1. Using and administrator account, connect to the Sitecore server.

2. If not already done, install the Coveo web service plugin (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service Plugin in
Sitecore" on page 718).

3. Using a text editor:

a. Open the Sitecore web.config file.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

b. In the <database> section for the desired website, add the Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage
section as shown in the following example.

Example:When your Sitecore source targets the site named website and the database serving
this site is named web:

<database id="web" singleInstance="true" type="Sitecore.Data.Database,
…
<Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>
<obj type="Sitecore.Data.$(database).$(database)HistoryStorage, Sitecore.Kernel">
<param connectionStringName="$(id)"/>
<EntryLifeTime>30.00:00:00</EntryLifeTime>

</obj>
</Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>

…
</database>

c. In the <events> section, add the following lines:
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<event name="item:deleting">
<handler type="Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.SitecoreEventHandler.EventHandler,

Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.SitecoreEventHandler" method="OnItemDeleting" />
</event>
<event name="item:moving">
<handler type="Coveo.Connectors. Sitecore2 .SitecoreEventHandler.EventHandler,

Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.SitecoreEventHandler" method="OnItemMoving" />
</event>

d. Save the file.

What's Next?

When you want to index Sitecore permissions, create a user identity for the Sitecore crawling account (see
"Adding a User Identity" on page 272) and a Sitecore security provider (see "Configuring a Sitecore Security
Provider" on page 722).

2.10.15.8 Configuring a Sitecore Security Provider

A security provider is required to index Sitecore security permissions.

To configure a Sitecore security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Note: You can configure the security provider to work with the new (Sitecore2) or legacy
(Sitecore) connectors. It may be a good idea to indicate which connector is used in the name
to prevent confusion.

Example: Sitecore2 Security Provider
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DLL Path

Enter the following path:[CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

Example C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll.

Parameters

In the text box, enter the following string: 

AssemblyPath="[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore2.dll";

WebServiceUrl="http://[SitecoreWebSite]"

where [SitecoreWebSite] is the URL of your Sitecore installation.

Example: AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore2.dll";

WebServiceUrl="http://MySitecoreWebSite"

Note: The security provider and the sourcemust havematching parameters. When you specify
non default values on normal or hidden source parameters, youmust include the parameter with
the same value for the security provider.

Example: You enter MyDatabase for theDatabase source parameter. In the security
providerParameters box, youmust include Database="MyDatabase" in the string.

Note:When you use the Sitecore Active Directory (AD) module to authenticate users with
Microsoft Active Directory, you can add the ADDomains parameter and specify your
AD domain to allow the security provider to support both Sitecore and AD security models and
map Sitecore users and groups to AD users and groups.

Example:

AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search
6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.dll";
WebServiceUrl="http://SitecoreWebSite";ADDomains="myDomainName"

In theOption section, ensure to select theSupport expand user check box.

Depending on your configuration, youmight have to change the impersonation parameters of
your website and CES when using the AD security model.
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Note: Entering the wrong URL for the WebServiceUrl parameter, like the one of your Coveo
server rather than the one of your Sitecore server, can cause repetitive unanswered calls to this
URL andmake this server unresponsive.

b. Consider using or revising the following optional parameters:

User Identity

When (none) is selected, by default the connector uses the extranet\Anonymous user that
has access to the Roles and Users definitions. If you created a Sitecore user identity, select it.

Authorization Cache Timeout

The time interval in seconds for the authorization cache update. The default is 3600 seconds (1
hour). Reduce this value when you want to update security informationmore often. The cost is
more frequent calls to the Sitecore server.

Authentication Cookie Expiration

The time interval in days for the expiration of the authentication cookie. The default is 1 day.

c. Ignore the Security AssertionMarkup LanguageSAML parameters that are not used for this source
type.

d. In theOption section, revise the following check boxes:

Do not block exceptions

Ensure that this check box is cleared unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support agent.
When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare cases,
this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider
problems.

Require authorization

Select this check box only when you use late-binding security, to instruct CES to retrieve
document-level permissions at query time from the repository.

Support access list

Ensure that this check box is selected to use early-binding security, instructing the connector to
add an Access Control List (ACL) to each document when crawling the repository. Early-binding
security allows significantly shorter query response time.

Support expand group

Ensure that this check box is selected to instruct the connector to expand the Sitecore group into
a list of Sitecore users.

Support expand user

Select this check box only when you use the Sitecore Active Directory module and want to
instruct the connector to convert the list of Sitecore users into a list of Microsoft Active Directory
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users.

Note: AD group expansion is limited to the LDAP root folder specified in the domain
connectionString entry (part of the Sitecore AD module configuration).

Example: Search root:
LDAP://corp.domain.com/OU=Users,DC=CORP,DC=DOMAIN,DC=COM. Only the
users under the organizational unit (OU) Users are considered by CES. If the group
Everyone is allowed to see a document, only the users and groups under the OU Users

have access to the document.

Run in 64 bits

On a 64-bit Coveo server, select this check box to instruct CES to run the security provider in 64-
bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. On a 32-bit server, this option is
disabled.

e. Click Save.

What's Next?

Consider creating and using amapping file (see "Creating and Using a SitecoreMapping File" on page 726).

2.10.15.9 Creating and Using a Sitecore Mapping File

By default, the Sitecore connector uses a built-in mapping shown below to determine what metadata from
your original Sitecore documents are associated with fields for the documents in the Coveo index.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Mappings>
<Version>1</Version>
<Mapping type="versioneditem">
<Title>%[Name]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>
<Fields>
<Field name="creationdate">%[Created]</Field>
<Field name="iscontentitem">%[IsContentItem]</Field>
<Field name="ishidden">%[Hidden]</Field>
<Field name="ismediaitem">%[IsMediaItem]</Field>
<Field name="isreadonly">%[ReadOnly]</Field>
<Field name="language">%[Language]</Field>
<Field name="languages">%[Languages]</Field>
<Field name="modificationdate">%[Updated]</Field>
<Field name="owner">%[CreatedBy]</Field>
<Field name="parentid">%[ParentID]</Field>
<Field name="revision">%[Revision]</Field>
<Field name="templateid">%[TemplateID]</Field>
<Field name="templatename">%[TemplateName]</Field>
<Field name="updatedby">%[UpdatedBy]</Field>
<Field name="version">%[Version]</Field>
<Field name="versions">%[Versions]</Field>
<Field name="workflowstate">%[WorkflowState]</Field>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Mappings>
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Example: Themapping <Field name="creationdate">%[Created]</Field> instructs the
connector to copy the value of the Created Sitecoremetadata and paste it in the creationdate Coveo
index field for each indexed document.

Note: The built-in mapping includes only the standard Sitecoremetadata, none of your Sitecore custom or
business metadata. The connector however retrieves all metadata. If you create and assign to your Sitecore
source a field set that includes field names that exactly matchmetadata names, they will bemapped
automatically. It is therefore recommended to extend your Sitecore source field set to includematching
fields for all useful metadata .

You can create and use a custommapping file to tailor themapping to your custom fields.

To create and use a custom mapping file

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Create an XML file respecting themapping file schema (see "StandardMapping File Schema" on
page 786) as illustrated in the following commented example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Mappings><!-- Review the XML Schema to view the available fields and attributes -->
<Version>1</Version><!-- Mandatory node to identify the mapping file version. Do not modify.

-->
<CommonMapping><!-- Optional. Any Mapping defined within this section applies to all

documents. -->
<Title>%[title]</Title>

</CommonMapping>
<Mapping type="versioneditem"><!-- Optional. This is a specific mapping. The fields and

elements described apply to items of type "versionitem" -->
<Body>This is a body</Body>
<PrintableUri>http://www.coveo.com</PrintableUri>
<Fields>
<Field name="field1">This is a custom field</Field>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<DefaultMapping> <!-- Optional. The default mapping applies exclusively to all items that

are not mapped to a specific mapping -->
<ClickableUri>www.clickableuri.com</ClickableUri>

</DefaultMapping>
</Mappings>

b. Save the file using a name of your choice in the [Index_Path]\Config folder.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MySitecoreMapping.xml

3. Instruct the connector to use this configuration file for a source by adding the path of themapping file to
theMapping File source parameter (see "Mapping File" on page 732).
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What's Next?

Consider creating and using a configuration file (see "Creating and Using a Sitecore Configuration File" on
page 728).

2.10.15.10 Creating and Using a Sitecore Configuration File

By default, all items and binary data in the scope of the Sitecore source will be indexed, but no referenced item
is indexed. You can optionally create and use a configuration file with a Sitecore source to better control what
is indexed.

The configuration file can specify:

l Templates to ignore

l Templates for which you want to ignore binary data

l Templates for which you want to index items referenced by specific fields

To create a Sitecore configuration file

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Create an XML file respecting the format illustrated in the following commented example.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<ConfigFile>

<Include ignoreBinaryData="true"> <!-- Template for which you don't want to index the
binary data. -->

<Template>DAF085E8-602E-43A6-8299-038FF171349F</Template>
</Include>
<Include> <!-- Template on which you want to index the referenced item located in the

field "Accessories" -->
<Template>B072B7C7-6F3F-4316-B8D7-010629AEBEF1</Template>
<ReferencedItem field="Accessories"/>

</Include>
<Ignore> <!-- Template you simply want to ignore. -->

<Template>8FAC8E12-7459-43F8-97E8-1BC6840B9226</Template>
</Ignore>

</ConfigFile>

Note: One <Include> tag can contain more than one <Template> tag and one or more
<ReferencedItem> tag.

b. Save the file using a name of your choice in the [Index_Path]\Config folder.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\MySitecore2Config.xml

3. To instruct the source to use this configuration file, add the ConfigFilePath hidden parameter to the
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Sitecore source and use the filename and path where you saved the file as the value for the parameter
(see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters" on page 734).

What's Next?

Create your Sitecore source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Sitecore Source" on page 729).

2.10.15.11 Configuring and Indexing a Sitecore Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Sitecore server. A Sitecore source only
targets one Sitecore website. When your Sitecore server hosts more than one website, youmust configure
one source for each Sitecore website to index.

To configure and index a Sitecore source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add a new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.
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5. In theAdd Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Website (English)

Source Type

The connector used by this source. To use the newest connector, select Sitecore2.
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Notes: Select Sitecore only when you want to use the Sitecore legacy connector.

If you do not seeSitecore2 in theSource Type list, your environment does not meet the
requirements (see "Sitecore Connector Requirements" on page 717).

Addresses

Enter the address of the Sitecore server hosting the website to index using the following form:

https://sitecoreservername

Enter only one Sitecore server address. Create other sources for other servers. The connector
supports both secure (https) and public (http) sites.

Important:While the value in theAddresses box points to your Sitecore server, the
TargetSite hidden parameter by default specifies to index the website site hosted in this
server. website is the default name for a site in Sitecore. When the site you wish to index has
a different name, like when your server hosts more than one site, youmust specify the site
name in the TargetSite hidden parameter both on the source and the security provider (see
"TargetSite (String)" on page 736).

You can also use the ContentStartPaths hidden parameter to restrict indexing to one or
more branches of the content tree (see "ContentStartPaths (String)" on page 735).

Tip: Once you indexed your Sitecore content, If you obtain clickable URIs containing http
twice such as http://http/www.MyServer.com, in the site definition of your Sitecore
web.config file, ensure hostName does not contain http://. If you want to explicitly
specify the protocol, rather use the scheme attribute (ex: <site name="WWWPortal"

hostName="www.mysite.com" scheme="http"

rootPath="/sitecore/content/Home" startItem="/Portal"

contentStartItem="/Portal" />).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of items from other sources.

Example: If this source was for a legacy website, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.
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Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Parameters

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters" on page 734).

c. Enter the appropriate value for the following optional parameters:

Mapping File

Enter the path of a valid XMLmapping file that defines how the connector handles metadata.

This parameter provides the path to the optional mapping file. It is however recommended to
create and use amapping file to better match your Sitecore website to be able to provide a feature-
rich search interface (see "Creating and Using a SitecoreMapping File" on page 726).

d. Revise the default value of the following parameters:

Number of Refresh Threads

Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the connector for this source. The
default value is 2.

Include Media Library

By default, this check box is selected to index all the content of themedia library. This has the
same effect as adding the /Sitecore/content/media library to the
ContentStartPaths advanced parameter (see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source
Parameters" on page 734).

Note: Referencedmedia items specified to be indexed in the configuration file are indexed even
when this check box is cleared (see "Creating and Using a Sitecore Configuration File" on page
728).

Index items without Layout

By default, items with no layout cannot be directly found from aweb browser and are therefore not
indexed. Select this check box to index items that have no defined layout.

Database

The name of the Sitecore database to index. The default value is web. You can also enter master
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to index the non-published content of the target site. When left blank, the default value
corresponds to the database defined in TargetSite (see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source
Parameters" on page 734).

Note:When you specify a value other than the default and use a security provider, youmust set
the security provider database parameter to the same value (see "Configuring a Sitecore
Security Provider" on page 722).

e. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed.

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
Sitecore server address are indexed.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave this check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking theQuick View link rather than opening the original document with the original
application. Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or
save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

f. In theAuthentication drop-down list, when you created a Sitecore user identity for this source,
select it.

6. Click Save to save the source configuration.

7. Before indexing the source, when you chose to index security permissions:
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a. In the navigation panel on the left, select Permissions.

b. In thePermissions page, in theUse a security provider drop-down list, select the security provider
that you created for this source.

8. On the button bar, click Rebuild to start indexing the source.

9. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

Optionally integrate the Coveo search interface in your Sitecore website (see "Integrating the Search Interface
in a SitecoreWebsite" on page 458).

2.10.15.11.1 Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most Sitecore setups. More advanced andmore rarely used
parameters are hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source
andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

The following list describes the available advanced hidden parameters for Sitecore sources using the
connector. The parameter type (integer, string…) appears between parentheses following the parameter
name.

AllowAutoRedirect (Boolean)

Specifies if the connector allows to be redirected while extracting the web page of a Sitecore item.

AnonymousUserNames (String)

Specifies a list of users (separated by a semicolon) that are considered anonymous users. The default
value is extranet\anonymous. This is an important parameter to correctly compute permissions on
Sitecore content. If other users in your installation count as anonymous, they need to be defined in this
parameter.

AspNetStateTags (string)

Specifies the ASP.Net state tags that are used to extract a web page when forms authentication is used.

ConfigFilePath (String)

Specifies the path to a Sitecore connector configuration file, if one is to be used (see "Creating and Using a
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Sitecore Configuration File" on page 728).

ContentStartPaths (String)

Specifies a list of relative Sitecore content URIs to restrain the crawling.

Example: To crawl only the content under theNicam Products node on your Sitecore server, enter:
Sitecore/Nicam/Products

You can specify one or more starting path by separatingmultiple root nodes with the ; character.

Example: /sitecore/content/home/MyNewRootNode;/sitecore/content/Resources

This parameter is empty by default to crawl from the root path.

Note: You can find the default root path in the Sitecore web.config file, by concatenating the
rootPath and startItem attributes for a target site.

CrawlerUserAgent (String)

Specifies the name of the user agent the connector should use when crawling the Sitecore content. This is
only useful to better identify what requests aremade by the connector for someonemonitoring the
website.

ExtractHtmlContent (Boolean)

When forms authentication is configured, specifies if you want to retrieve the HTML content of certain
items that would normally not be extracted. The items that will have the HTML retrieved are those that are
not media items, do not have amapping for the body in themapping file, and that have a clickable URI.

FormsAuthLoginCommand (String)

Specifies the login command to use to perform form authentication.

FormsAuthLoginPage (String)

Specifies the URL of the login page to use to perform forms authentication.

FormsAuthPasswordControl (String)

Specifies the identifier of the control within the login page to enter the password to perform forms
authentication.

FormsAuthUserControl (String)

Specifies the identifier of the control within the login page to enter the user name to perform forms
authentication.
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Tip: You can get the ID by inspecting the corresponding input HTML tag from the source of the web
page using your browser inspection features.
Somewebsites use dynamic content (AJAX) in which case the page sourcemight not be enough to
retrieve the control ID. You can then use an external web debugger such as Fiddler to find what are the
values passed to the server when the login command is invoked.

Example: On the Internet Explorer menu, select View > Source, locate the corresponding input
tag, and extract the id (ctl00_ctlContentPlaceHolder_ctl00_ctlLogonControl_
ctlPanelBar_txtUserName in the code below).

<input name="ctl00$ctlContentPlaceHolder$ctl00$ctlLogonControl$ctlPanelBar$txtUserName"
type="text" id="ctl00_ctlContentPlaceHolder_ctl00_ctlLogonControl_ctlPanelBar_txtUserName"
class="FormInputText" Focus="True" style="width:" />

IndexAllVersions (Boolean)

When set to true, all the versions of each item will be indexed instead of only themost recent version.

Languages (String)

Specifies a list of semicolon (;) separated languages to index. You can specify the languages to crawl by
entering one or more language codes. Enter the *wildcard character to index all languages. A document is
indexed for each language. By default, when the box is empty, a single document is indexed using the
default language of the Target Site. If there is no language set on the site, English is used.

Example: en;fr-CA

TargetSite (String)

Specifies the targeted Sitecore site to index. The default value is website. When the Sitecore website
does not use the default name (website), youmust use this parameter and provide the appropriate name.
You can get the name of the site from the Sitecore web.config file.

Example: The following code shows an excerpt of a Sitecore web.config file defining five websites.
All the websites hosted in a single Sitecore installation are defined under the <site> node and the
string to enter in the TargetSite parameter is the one of the name attribute.

<sites>
...
<site name="danish" hostName="da.printers" language="da-DK" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="german" hostName="de.printers" language="de-DE" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="english" hostName="en.printers" language="en" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="british" hostName="gb.printers" language="en-GB" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="website" virtualFolder="/" physicalFolder="/"
...

</sites>

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source
parameters.
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To modify hidden Sitecore source parameters

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Sitecore hidden
source parameters.

2. For a new Sitecore source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value
of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Sitecore source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Sitecore source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

2.10.16 Sitecore Legacy Connector

The legacy connector for Sitecore allows users to index Sitecore CMS content as well as SitecoreWeb and
Master content. All the site items, the referencedmedia library items, and security elements can be indexed.

2.10.16.1 Features

Supported Sitecore content

l All the site items

l Referencedmedia library items

l Security elements

Site item metadata indexing

CES can index Sitecoremetadata to allow the Coveo administrator to create facets, custom fields,
sorting, and group by, based on this metadata (see "About SitecoreMetadata with the Legacy Connector"
on page 764 and "Defining a SitecoreMapping File for the Legacy Connector" on page 759).
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Media library item indexing

CES can index the completemedia library of Sitecore including files such as images, PDF, and other
binary documents (see "IncludeMedia Library" on page 754).

Security

CES can index security permissions from the permissionmodel of Sitecore (see "Configuring a Sitecore
Security Provider for the Legacy Connector" on page 744 and "How CES Handles the Sitecore Permission
Model with the Legacy Connector" on page 758).

Live indexing

The connector periodically queries Sitecore for the latest changes, keeping the index content up-to-date
(see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database for the Legacy Connector" on page 742).

Multilanguage support for items

CES can index the various language versions of an item, or optionally index the specific language version
that is needed (see "Languages" on page 751).

What's Next?

Review the overview of the deployment process for this connector (see "Sitecore Legacy Connector
Deployment Overview" on page 738).

2.10.16.2 Sitecore Legacy Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps required to bring content into the Coveo unified index using the
Sitecore legacy connector. The steps indicate the order in which youmust perform configuration tasks.

To deploy the Sitecore legacy connector

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Sitecore Legacy Connector Requirements"
on page 739).

2. On the Sitecore server, install the CoveoWeb Service for Sitecore that allows the connector to retrieve
information from Sitecore (see "Installing the Coveo Legacy Web Service Plugin in Sitecore" on page
740).

3. On the Coveo server:

a. Configure the user identity

The connector needs to know the account to use to crawl the Sitecore content. By default, the
connector uses the extranet\Anonymous account to retrieve content from Sitecore. Depending
on the security configuration, this account might not have access to all Sitecore items.

It is recommended to configure a CES user identity to use a dedicated Sitecore account that has the
Read permission to all the Sitecore content. This account does not need to be a Sitecore
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administrator but is an easy solution. It is also recommended, but not mandatory, to specify a user
part of the same domain as the crawled source (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

b. Optionally configure a security provider

When you want to index security permissions and use the search interface integration within a
Sitecore website you need to create a Sitecore security provider (see "Configuring a Sitecore
Security Provider for the Legacy Connector" on page 744).

c. Configure and index the Sitecore source

A Sitecore source only targets one Sitecore website, therefore it is recommended to create one
source for each Sitecore website to index (see "Configuring and Indexing a Source with the Sitecore
Legacy Connector" on page 748).

d. Optionally modify hidden source parameters

Once your Sitecore legacy connector source is up and running, when you encounter specific issues
or you want to achieve specific crawling behavior, consider modifying some hidden source
parameters to resolve the issues (see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters for the Legacy
Connector" on page 756).

e. Optionally create amapping file

When you want to modify how referenced Sitecore field values are resolved, create amapping file to
specify how tomap Sitecoremetadata to CES fields (see "Defining a SitecoreMapping File for the
Legacy Connector" on page 759 and "About SitecoreMetadata with the Legacy Connector" on page
764).

4. Optionally enable live indexing

When you want to maintain the indexed Sitecore content up-to-date between index refreshes, while the
Sitecore legacy connector supports live indexing, youmust configure the Sitecore database to allow live
indexing (see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database for the Legacy Connector" on page 742).

5. Optionally integrate the Coveo search interfaces in a Sitecore website:

When Coveo search interfaces are integrated in a Sitecore website, end-users can use all Coveo search
functionalities directly in the website (see "Integrating the Search Interface in a SitecoreWebsite" on
page 458).

2.10.16.3 Sitecore Legacy Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Sitecore legacy connector:

l Your Coveo licensemust include support for the Sitecore connectors.

l The connector supports Sitecore version 5.3 and 6.0 to 6.5 installations.
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What's Next?

Install the Coveo web service on your Sitecore server (see "Installing the Coveo Legacy Web Service Plugin
in Sitecore" on page 740).

2.10.16.4 Installing the Coveo Legacy Web Service Plugin in Sitecore

The Sitecore legacy connector comes with a web service that youmust upload and install on your Sitecore
server. The Coveo connectors need to use this web service to securely and efficiently crawl the Sitecore
content.

Important:When you upgrade CES on the CoveoMaster server, youmust perform this procedure to also
upgrade the Coveo legacy web service on your Sitecore server. The Sitecore legacy connector will not work
when an incompatible version of the plugin is installed on the Sitecore server.

To install the Coveo legacy web service plugin on your Sitecore server

1. Using a Sitecore administrative account that has the necessary rights to install a plugin:

a. Access theWelcome to Sitecore login screen.

b. Click Options to make theUser interface buttons appear.

c. Select theDesktop user interface.

d. In theUser name andPassword boxes, enter the administrative account credentials.

e. Click Login.

2. On the Sitecore Desktop, select Sitecore > Development Tools > Installation Wizard.
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3. In the Installation Wizard dialog box:

a. In theSelect Package screen:

i. Click Upload, and then browse the CoveoMaster server to select the appropriate version of the
CoveoWeb Service plugin package distributed with CES in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\ folder:

l Sitecore6.0CoveoWebService.zip for a Sitecore 6.x server

l Sitecore5.3CoveoWebService.zip for a Sitecore 5.3 server
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Important:When you are updating the web service, in the browsing dialog box, ensure to
select theOverwrite existing file check box.

ii. Click Next.

b. In theReady to Install screen, click Install.

Note: If an Access Denied error is displayed for the bin_install folder while installing the
package, verify the security permissions for ASP.NET in the bin folder of Sitecore or install the files
manually.

4. Once the installation is completed, to ensure that the connector can retrieve the Sitecore version and
prevent a NullRef exception, using a text editor:

a. Open the web.config file at the root of the Sitecore website.

b. Ensure that the following line is present inside the <sitecore> tag:

<setting name="VersionFilePath" value="/sitecore/shell/sitecore.version.xml"/>

5. Restart both the Sitecore client and server.

What's Next?

When you want the connector to use live indexing tomaintain the index up-to-date, configure Sitecore to allow
it (see "Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database for the Legacy Connector" on page 742).

2.10.16.5 Enabling Live Indexing on a Sitecore Database for the Legacy Connector

The Coveo connector for Sitecore supports live indexing to allow your Sitecore source to remain up-to-date as
Sitecore content changes between index refreshes.

Youmust define the Sitecore Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage class in your Sitecore web.config
file for the database that the connector source targets to make live indexing work.

To enable live indexing on a Sitecore database

1. Using and administrator account, connect to the Sitecore server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the Sitecore web.config file.

Note: It is recommended tomake a backup of the web.config file before editing it.

b. In the <database> section for the desired website, add the Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage
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as shown in the following examples.

Example:When your Sitecore source targets the site named website and the database serving
this site is named web:

l For Sitecore 6.0+

<database id="web" singleInstance="true" type="Sitecore.Data.Database,
…
<Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>
<obj type="Sitecore.Data.$(database).$(database)HistoryStorage, Sitecore.Kernel">
<param connectionStringName="$(id)"/>
<EntryLifeTime>30.00:00:00</EntryLifeTime>

</obj>
</Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>

…
</database>

l For Sitecore 5.3

<database id="web" singleInstance="true" type="Sitecore.Data.Database,
…
<Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>
<obj type="Sitecore.Data.$(database).$(database)HistoryStorage,

Sitecore.$(database)">
<param desc="connection" ref="connections/$(id)"></param>
<EntryLifeTime>30.00:00:00</EntryLifeTime>
</obj>

</Engines.HistoryEngine.Storage>
…
</database>

Note: Every modification to the database of the site is considered when indexing on a live indexing run.
Youmight experience a slow live indexing operation in some special design of your Sitecore website.

Example:When your website counts page visits by modifying ametadata field, this marks the item
as modified. The item is re-indexed on the next live indexing run. When CES crawls a Sitecore
site, it might load every page to retrieve its HTML content (depending of your source options). In this
case, the page visited counter is updated for each single page, causing each page to bemarked as
modified and re-indexed on the next live indexing run.

If youmust rely onmetadata item fields that have to bemodified on-the-fly, you can work around that
limitation by checking the http request user agent before updating the database. When the Sitecore
connector loads a page from the website, it uses the Coveo Sitecore crawler user agent.

What's Next?

When you want to index Sitecore permissions, create a user identity for the Sitecore crawling account (see
"Adding a User Identity" on page 272) and a Sitecore security provider (see "Configuring a Sitecore Security
Provider for the Legacy Connector" on page 744).

OR
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Create your Sitecore source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Source with the Sitecore Legacy Connector" on
page 748).

2.10.16.6 Configuring a Sitecore Security Provider for the Legacy Connector

A security provider is required to index security permissions and use the search interface integration within a
Sitecore website.

To configure a Sitecore security provider for the legacy connector

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In theSecurity Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In theModify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.

Example: Sitecore Security Provider

DLL Path

Enter the following path:[CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

Example C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll.
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Parameters

In the text box, enter the following string: 

AssemblyPath="[CES_Installation_

Path]\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.dll";WebServiceUrl="htt

p://[SitecoreWebSite]"

where [SitecoreWebSite] is the URL of your Sitecore installation.

Example: AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.dll";

WebServiceUrl="http://MySitecoreWebSite"

Note: The security provider and the sourcemust havematching parameters. When you specify
non default values on the source, youmust include the parameter with the same value for the
security provider.

Example: You enter MyDatabase for theDatabase source parameter. In the security
providerParameters box, youmust include Database="MyDatabase" in the string.

Note:When you use the Sitecore Active Directory module to authenticate users with Microsoft
Active Directory, you can add the ADDomains parameter and specify your AD domain to allow
the security provider to support both Sitecore and AD security models andmap Sitecore users
and groups to AD users and groups.

Example:

AssemblyPath="C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search
6\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.dll";
WebServiceUrl="http://SitecoreWebSite";ADDomains="myDomainName"

In theOption section, ensure to select theSupport expand user check box.

Depending on your configuration, youmight have to change the impersonation parameters of
your website and CES when using the AD security model.

Note: Entering the wrong URL for the WebServiceUrl parameter, like the one of your Coveo
server rather than the one of your Sitecore server, can cause repetitive unanswered calls to this
URL andmake this server unresponsive.

b. Consider using or revising the following optional parameters:
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User Identity

When (none) is selected, by default the connector uses the extranet\Anonymous user that
has access to the Roles and Users definitions. If you created a Sitecore user identity, select it.

Authorization Cache Timeout

The time interval in seconds for the authorization cache update. The default is 3600 seconds (1
hour). Reduce this value when you want to update security informationmore often. The cost is
more frequent calls to the Sitecore server.

Authentication Cookie Expiration

The time interval in days for the expiration of the authentication cookie. The default is 1 day.

c. Ignore the Security AssertionMarkup LanguageSAML parameters that are not used for this source
type.

d. In theOption section, revise the following check boxes:

Do not block exceptions

Ensure that this check box is cleared unless instructed to select it by a Coveo Support agent.
When selected, this option instructs the security provider to transmit errors to CES. In rare cases,
this option can provide additional information that may help to diagnose security provider
problems.

Require authorization

Select this check box only when you use late-binding security, to instruct CES to retrieve
document-level permissions at query time from the repository.

Support access list

Ensure that this check box is selected to use early-binding security, instructing the connector to
add an Access Control List (ACL) to each document when crawling the repository. Early-binding
security allows shorter query response time.

Support expand group

Ensure that this check box is selected to instruct the connector to expand the Sitecore group into
a list of Sitecore users.

Support expand user

Select this check box only when you use the Sitecore Active Directory module and want to
instruct the connector to convert the list of Sitecore users into a list of Microsoft Active Directory
users.
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Note: AD group expansion is limited to the LDAP root folder specified in the domain
connectionString entry (part of the Sitecore AD module configuration).

Example: Search root:
LDAP://corp.domain.com/OU=Users,DC=CORP,DC=DOMAIN,DC=COM. Only the
users under the organizational unit (OU) Users are considered by CES. If the group
Everyone is allowed to see a document, only the users and groups under the OU Users

have access to the document.

Run in 64 bits

On a 64-bit Coveo server, select this check box to instruct CES to run the security provider in 64-
bit mode and therefore take advantage of the 64-bit performance. On a 32-bit server, this option is
disabled.

e. Click Save.

What's Next?

Create your Sitecore source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Source with the Sitecore Legacy Connector" on
page 748).

2.10.16.7 Configuring and Indexing a Source with the Sitecore Legacy Connector

A Sitecore source only targets one site hosted on a Sitecore server. It is recommended to configure one
source for each Sitecore website to index.

To configure and index a source with the Sitecore legacy connector

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add a new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.
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5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Website (English)

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Sitecore.

Note: If you do not see Sitecore in theSource Type list, your environment does not meet
the requirements (see "Sitecore Legacy Connector Requirements" on page 739).

Addresses

The base address of the Sitecore installation. Enter one address in the following form:
http://SitecoreWebsite.

The connector supports both http and https.

Important:While the value in theAddresses box points to your Sitecore server, the Target
Site box by default specifies to index the website site hosted in this server. In Sitecore,
website is the default name for a site. When the site you wish to index has a different name,
like when your server hosts more than one site, youmust specify the site name in the Target
Site box.

You can also use theContent Start Path box to restrict indexing to one or more branch of the
content tree.

Tip: Once you indexed your Sitecore content, if you obtain clickable URIs containing http
twice such as http://http/www.MyServer.com, in the site definition of your Sitecore
web.config file, ensure hostName does not contain http://. If you want to explicitly
specify the protocol, use the scheme parameter (ex: <site name="WWWPortal"

hostName="www.mysite.com" scheme="http"

rootPath="/sitecore/content/Home" startItem="/Portal"

contentStartItem="/Portal" />).

b. The following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of items from other sources.
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Example: If this source was for a legacy website, youmay want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those
from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Parameters

Click Add Parameterwhen you want to show advanced source parameters (see "Modifying
Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters for the Legacy Connector" on page 756).

c. Enter the appropriate value for the following optional parameters:

Content Start Path

The starting point of indexing in the Sitecore content tree. When left blank, the default value
corresponds to the default root path of the Target Site. You can specify one or more starting paths
by separatingmultiple root nodes with a semicolon (;).

Example:
/sitecore/content/home/MyNewRootNode;/sitecore/content/Resources

Note: You can find the default root path in the web.config file, by concatenating the
rootPath and startItem attributes for a target site.

Content Admin

TheWindows user that can see all indexed documents. By default, it is impossible to see the
indexed content of a document when a source is using a security provider to index the
permissions. Use this parameter when the source uses a security provider and you need to see
the indexed document content in the Index Browser.

Enter the user name in the following form: DomainName\UserName

Languages

Indicates the indexed languages. You can specify the languages to crawl by entering one or more
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language codes separated by a semicolon (;). Enter * wildcard character to index all languages.
A document is indexed for each language. By default, when the box is empty, a single document
is indexed using the default language of the Target Site. If there is no language set on the site,
English is used.

Example: en;fr-CA

Note: Items of themedia library are always indexed with the site default language.

Mapping File

Enter the path of a valid XMLmapping file that defines how the connector handles metadata.

Configuring a completemapping file is a key element to leverage the Sitecoremetadata to
produce a feature-rich search interface (see "Defining a SitecoreMapping File for the Legacy
Connector" on page 759).

d. When your Sitecore website contains secured sections, use the following forms authentication
parameters to allow the connector to authenticate itself and gain access to secured pages: 

Note:When using form authentication, theBody Format source optionmust be set toWeb Page
andGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed documentsmust be selected.

Login Page

URL of the page where users log on for forms authentication.

Username Control

ID of the control where users enter their username for forms authentication.

Tip: You can get the ID by inspecting the corresponding input HTML tag from the source of
the web page using your browser inspection features.
Somewebsites use dynamic content (AJAX) in which case the page sourcemight not be
enough to retrieve the control ID. You can then use an external web debugger such as Fiddler to
find what are the values passed to the server when the login command is invoked.

Example: On the Internet Explorer menu, select View > Source, locate the corresponding
input tag, and extract the id (ctl00_ctlContentPlaceHolder_ctl00_
ctlLogonControl_ctlPanelBar_txtUserName in the code below).

<input name="ctl00$ctlContentPlaceHolder$ctl00$ctlLogonControl$ctlPanelBar$txtUserName"
type="text" id="ctl00_ctlContentPlaceHolder_ctl00_ctlLogonControl_ctlPanelBar_
txtUserName" class="FormInputText" Focus="True" style="width:" />

Password Control

ID of the control where users to enter their password for forms authentication.
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Login Command

Login command sent by the forms authentication page.

e. Revise the default value of the following parameters:

Number of Refresh Threads

Determines the number of simultaneous downloads handled by the connector for this source. The
default value is 2.

Index if no Layout

By default, items with no layout cannot be directly found from aweb browser and are therefore not
indexed. Select the check box to index items that have no defined layout. This is useful to index
the content of the blog post module.

Tip: For blog post items, you can change the clickable URL using amapping file (see "Defining
a SitecoreMapping File for the Legacy Connector" on page 759).

Example:When using the Sitecore blogmodule in the Printers sample site, the following
mapping file can index blog posts when the Index No Layout option is selected on the
source.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<CommonMappings>
<Fields>
<Title>%[_CESSCDisplayName]</Title>

</Fields>
</CommonMappings>
<Mapping template="{5CF2ED9B-6C32-4FA3-9549-2AB77085B131}"> <!--UserBlog-->
<Fields>
<ClickableUri> %[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?blog=%[Blog

Title]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri> %[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?blog=%[Blog

Title]</PrintableUri>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping template="{1FBDD65D-5029-46F1-8D75-AF3E68810B25}"> <!--Article-->
<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?post=%[Title]&amp;blog=%

[_CESSCParentID.Blog Title]</ClickableUri>
<PrintableUri>%[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?post=%[Title]&amp;blog=%

[_CESSCParentID.Blog Title]</PrintableUri>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping template="{FB71F255-31D5-417A-BD5C-12D458EB8FDB}"> <!--Comment-->
<Fields>
<ClickableUri>%[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?post=%[_

CESSCParentID.Title]&amp;blog=%[_CESSCParentID._CESSCParentID.Blog
Title]</ClickableUri>

<PrintableUri>%[_CESSCServerBaseUrl]/Company/Blogs.aspx?post=%[_
CESSCParentID.Title]&amp;blog=%[_CESSCParentID._CESSCParentID.Blog
Title]</PrintableUri>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Sitecore>
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Include Media Library

By default, this check box is selected to index all the content of themedia library. This has the
same effect as adding the /Sitecore/content/media library to theContent Start Path
value.

Note:Whenmedia items are referenced by content items that are indexed, thesemedia items
are also indexed even when this check box is cleared.

Database

The name of the Sitecore database to index. The default value is web. You can also enter master
to index the non-published content of the target site. When left blank, the default value
corresponds to the database defined in Target Site.

Note:When you specify a value other than the default and use a security provider, youmust set
the security provider database parameter to the same value (see "Configuring a Sitecore
Security Provider for the Legacy Connector" on page 744).

Target Audience

Indicates to the connector what the targeted audience of the source is. This option affects how the
items are opened when a user clicks a search result:

l Web: Opens the results as a standardWeb page. Default value.

l Content Editors: Opens the results for edition in Sitecore instead.

Body Format

Specifies how the body of a document is sent to the index.

l Web Page: Sends the HTML version of an item as rendered by Sitecore. This is the default
value that produces a nice Quick View.

It is however important to set the body field in themapping file. Otherwise, the navigation and
other peripheral elements of the pages are indexed and become searchable (see "Defining a
SitecoreMapping File for the Legacy Connector" on page 759).

l Metadata: Only sends Sitecoremetadata and values. TheQuick View presents an
unformatted list of all Sitecoremetadata and values.

This option is useful for an administrator to review all themetadata gathered by the connector
and help configuring themapping file. You can use this option in conjunction with Target
Audience set toContent Editors.

Target Site

Specifies the targeted Sitecore site to index. The default value is website. When the Sitecore
website does not use the default name (website), youmust use this parameter and provide the
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appropriate name. You can get the name of the site from the Sitecore web.config file.

Example: The following excerpt shows a Sitecore web.config file defining five websites. All
the websites hosted in a single Sitecore installation are defined under the <site> node and the
string to enter in the TargetSite parameter is the one of the name attribute.

<sites>
...
<site name="danish" hostName="da.printers" language="da-DK" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="german" hostName="de.printers" language="de-DE" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="english" hostName="en.printers" language="en" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="british" hostName="gb.printers" language="en-GB" virtualFolder="/"
<site name="website" virtualFolder="/" physicalFolder="/"
...

</sites>

f. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed.

Index Subfolders

Keep this check box selected (recommended). By doing so, all subfolders from the specified
starting address are indexed.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave this check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for systems
in which distinct documents may have the same name but different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions
of indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking theQuick View link rather than opening the original document with the original
application. Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or
save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents.

g. In theAuthentication drop-down list, when you created a Sitecore user identity for this source,
select it.
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6. Click Save to save the source configuration.

7. Before indexing the source, consider the following optional steps:

a. When you chose to index security permissions, in thePermissions page, in theUse a security
provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created for this source.

b. Consider showing andmodifying advanced source parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore
Source Parameters for the Legacy Connector" on page 756).

c. Consider using a custommapping file (see "Defining a SitecoreMapping File for the Legacy
Connector" on page 759).

8. On the button bar, click Rebuild to start indexing the source.

9. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

Optionally integrate the Coveo search interface in your Sitecore website (see "Integrating the Search Interface
in a SitecoreWebsite" on page 458).

2.10.16.7.1 Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters for the Legacy Connector

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the Sitecore legacy connector. More advanced andmore rarely used parameters are
hidden. You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

The following list describes the available hidden parameters that can be added on a Sitecore source as
custom parameters:

WebServiceTimeout (Integer)

Modifies the time the connector waits for a content web service request to complete. Any value in
seconds. The default is 100 seconds.

LiveIndexingDelay (Integer)

Modifies the delay between live indexing runs. Any value in seconds. The default is 300 seconds.
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AdminThreshold (Integer)

Specifies themaximum number of users a security group/role can contain. To handle larger groups,
increase this number and consider increasing the WebServiceTimeout parameter. The default is 250
users.

ADDomains (String)

Specifies to the connector what Sitecore security domains come from the Active Directory module. A list
of domain names separated by semicolons (;).

ErrorDetails (String)

Changes the error messages verbosity level. Possible values are Normal and Detailed. The default is
Normal.

UseCache (Boolean)

Specifies to the connector to use its caching capability to improve crawling performances. The default is
True.

Note: It is not recommended to set this parameter to False. However, caching can be disabled if you
are experiencing serious memory problems on your Sitecore installation while crawling.

LoopDelayRefresh, LoopDelayLive, LoopDelayItemsBatch (Integer)

Modifies the time a refresh, live indexing, or batched item thread waits between calls to retrieve Sitecore
items. These parameters are useful to slow down the crawling when such an operation puts toomuch load
on the Sitecore server. Any value in milliseconds. The default is 0 mS.

UseItemsBatch (Boolean)

Specifies to the connector to makemultiple calls to get the list of all Sitecore items to index. The default is
True.

ItemsBatchSize (Integer)

Specifies themaximum number of items to get at once when the UseItemsBatch parameter is set. The
default is 300.

LiveIndexingIncludeSecurity (Boolean)

Specifies to the connector to handle the security changes during live indexing. Enabling this option slows
down the live indexing process because of the hierarchical Sitecore security model. The default is False.

SkipUnhandledErrors (Boolean)

When enabled and the connector encounters an unhandled error because of a communication error, invalid
XML, or other fatal errors, it will skip over them rather than stop. The default is False.

IndexStandardFields (Boolean)

Specifies to the connector to index item fields inherited from theStandard template. These fields will be
available in themetadata of an indexed document in CES. The default is False.
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UseNewUriFormat (Boolean)

Whether or not a unique indexed URI is guaranteed for a document. This parameter must be set to True
when the ItemPath property is not unique. In such case, two items with the same name created under
the same Sitecore path will have the same indexed URI. When this parameter is enabled, the ItemID is
appended at the end of the indexed URI tomake sure it is unique for all Sitecore documents. The default
value is False.

SystemMetaPrefix (String)

The prefix for the indexedmetadata. The default value is _CESSC.

Example:With the default value, when a Sitecoremetadata is named MyField, then its indexed field
counterpart is named _CESSCMyField.

Use the following procedure tomodify the above hidden source parameters.

To modify hidden Sitecore source parameters

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add one or more Sitecore hidden
source parameters.

2. For a new Sitecore source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value
of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Sitecore source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing Sitecore source in which you wish tomodify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

2.10.16.7.2 How CES Handles the Sitecore Permission Model with the Legacy
Connector

Sitecore handles security access rights slightly different than CES. CES denies access to a document
whenever the user (or one of its roles) is denied access on this document, always overruling allow. In
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Sitecore, the same rule applies, but there are exceptions nomatter if the access rule is explicitly set on an
item or not, inherited from another item, or if the user is an administrator, etc.

CES overcomes this problem by implementing heuristic detecting cases where a user might have the right to
see a document; even if that user is part of the role that does not have the right to see the same document.

The counterpart of that solution is that security changes on the Sitecore side are not considered by CES in a
live indexing run by default. Youmust have a refresh schedule set on your sources if such security is present
in your site. Fortunately, CES logs a warning during the source indexing if such security is encountered. If
your security model works like the one expected by CES, the connector operates normally.

Note: You can change also set the LiveIndexingIncludeSecurity advanced parameter to True
(see "Modifying Hidden Sitecore Source Parameters for the Legacy Connector" on page 756).

2.10.16.7.3 Defining a Sitecore Mapping File for the Legacy Connector

Sitecoremetadata can be organized in various ways. Depending on how themetadata is organized, it might
be difficult for the Sitecore legacy connector to retrieve all the fields that compose a Sitecore item.

Example: A single Sitecore item can be composed of multiple fields as well as multiple references to other
Sitecore items. Those referenced items can also havemany fields and references, etc.

This topic explains how you can write an XMLmapping file which can be used tomapmetadata fields to CES
fields. You can also use this file to modify the way referenced Sitecore field values are resolved.

Example: You can change the clickable URL of indexed elements using amapping file when the Index if
no Layout source option is enabled (see "Index if no Layout" on page 753).

The following code presents a basic XML structure of amapping file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<CommonMappings>
<Fields>
<FieldName>mapping value</FieldName>

</Fields>
</CommonMappings>
<Mapping template="{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}">
<Fields>
<FieldName>mapping value</FieldName>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Mapping item="{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}">
<Fields>
<FieldName>mapping value</FieldName>

</Fields>
</Mapping>
<Ignore template="{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}">
<Ignore item="{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}">
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<CommonMappings>

Defines field mappings that apply to all Sitecore items.

<Mapping>

Defines field mappings that apply to all Sitecore items that use the templates specified in the template
attribute. Field mapping can also be applied directly on items by specifying the item attribute. Templates and
items are identified by their Sitecore ID (GUID) and separated by a pipe (|) character. If both attributes are set,
only the template attribute is considered. It is a better approach to set mappings on templates rather than on
items.

<Ignore>

Specifies templates and items that should be ignored by the connector. Templates and items are identified by
their Sitecore ID (GUID). Each entry accepts only one template or item. If both attributes are set, only the
template attribute is considered.

<FieldName>

Defines the field targeted by themapping. The name of the entry corresponds to the name of the Coveo
system or custom field defined in the field set used by the source.

mapping value

This value is themapping itself. It is composed of free text andmetadata tags. The connector supports
different metadata tag syntaxes:

l %[<metadata>]

l %{<metadata>:<mapping value>}

l @[<fully_qualified_class_name>].

Themetadata tag syntaxes are illustrated in the following examples.

Example: The followingmapping tells the connector to set the Title field of a document with the value of
the _CESSCDisplayName metadata. This applies to all Sitecore documents. It is possible to browse the
item hierarchy using the referencedmetadata fields.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<CommonMappings>
<Fields>
<Title>%[_CESSCDisplayName]</Title>
<Body>%[Description]</Body>

</Fields>
</CommonMappings>

</Sitecore>
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Example: A Sitecore item is based on the Book template. This template defines a Contributor field
which is a reference to a Person item somewhere else in the content tree. The Person item contains
several fields, including the Firstname and the Lastname fields.
Here are the different possibilities:

l Themapping file is left as is, so themetadata Contributor is ignored. This is the default connector
behavior.

l The Index the document’s metadata source parameter is selected, so the Contributor metadata
is indexed and contains a reference to the Person item (GUID).

l Themapping file is updated such that the Firstname and Lastname fields are concatenated to form
the full name of the contributor, which is then put into the Contributor custom field.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<Mapping template="{AF0AD32B-8188-45E0-B354-5226F41D801B}"> <!--BookTemplate-->
<Fields>
<Contributor>%[Contributor.Lastname], %[Contributor.Firstname]</Contributor>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Sitecore>

When the field Contributor is a multiple value reference (i.e., the book might havemore than one
contributor), the user can tell the connector to concatenate the values by using the followingmapping
syntax %{<metadata>:<mapping value>}:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<Mapping template="{AF0AD32B-8188-45E0-B354-5226F41D801B}"> <!--BookTemplate-->
<Fields>
<Contributors>%{Contributor:%[Lastname], %[Firstname]}</Contributors>

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Sitecore>

Multiple value references can be organized by template.
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Example: In theNicam demo site (default demowebsite installed with Sitecore), a camera contains a field
called Accessories. These accessories are built from different templates: Lenses, Flash, or Other
Accessories.
To organize the value references by template, use the following syntax %{<metadata|template
ID1|template ID2|…>:<mapping value>}. Template IDs must be used without the curly brackets
{, }:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<Mapping template="{B072B7C7-6F3F-4316-B8D7-010629AEBEF1}"> <!--SLR-->
<Fields>
<Accessories>%[Accessories.Title]</Accessories>
<Lenses>%{Accessories|8FAC8E12-7459-43F8-97E8-1BC6840B9226:%[Title],%[Focal length]}</Lenses >
<Flash>%{Accessories|95681CF6-3635-49EC-A09A-CC548FA62389:%[Title],%[Guide number]}</Flash>
<Misc>%{Accessories|A93FA2C4-3AE4-45C2-8C3F-EFA7E129537E:%[Title]}</Misc>
</Fields>
</Mapping>
</Sitecore>

Finally, themapping can be handled programmatically by using the @[<fully_qualified_class_
name>] syntax. The connector can then use a custom class to resolve a field value if none of the out-of-the-
box mapping solutions match your needs. Although this can be a slower approach (the connector has no
control over code execution inside the class), it is a very powerful way to resolvemappings when complex
rules apply.
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Example: A Sitecore item has the following fields: long description, short description, title
and name. Only the name is required in Sitecore, but you want to use the long description as well as
the short description if one of them is present. If not, you will use the title before the name.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<Mapping template="{AF0AD32B-8188-45E0-B354-5226F41D801B}">
<Fields>
<Description>@[MyNamespace.MyDescResolver, MyAssembly]</Description >

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Sitecore>

This is the code of the class contained in MyAssembly.dll used to resolve the description field:

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.ContentService;
using Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.Interfaces;

namespace MyNamespace {

public class MyDescResolver: ISitecoreMappingResolver
{

[CLSCompliant(false)]
public string ResolveMapping(ContentItemMeta p_Meta,

Hashtable p_ProcessedMeta,
List<string> p_MediaReferences)

{
string desc = null;
string shortdesc = null;
string title = null;

foreach (ContentItemField field in p_Meta.Fields) {
if (field.Name == "long description") {

desc = field.Value.StringValue;
} else if (field.Name == "short description") {

shortdesc = field.Value.StringValue;
} else if (field.Name == "title") {

title = field.Value.StringValue;
}

}

return desc ?? shortdesc ?? title ?? p_ProcessedMeta["_CESSCName"].ToString();
}

}
} //namespace

The class must implement the ISitecoreMappingResolver interface. Your assembly will have to
reference Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore.dll, after which you only need to implement the
ResolveMapping method. This method has the following parameters:

l ContentItemMeta: The Sitecoremetadata of the item.

l Hashtable: The already processed systemmetadata (see "About SitecoreMetadata with the Legacy
Connector" on page 764).

l List<string>: The list of media items referenced by the items. This list can bemodified if required.
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Note: Mapping values are case-sensitive. If the Sitecore field is called Short Description, the
following syntax does not work:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Sitecore>
<Mapping template="{AF0AD32B-8188-45E0-B354-5226F41D801B}">
<Fields>
<ShortDesc>%[short description]</ShortDesc > <!—No field will match-->

</Fields>
</Mapping>

</Sitecore>

2.10.16.7.4 About Sitecore Metadata with the Legacy Connector

A Sitecore item is essentially made of several metadata fields and values. A small subset of this metadata is
mapped to CES custom and system fields in such a way that once combined together, they form a new
document in the index.

You can select the Index the document's metadataSitecore source check box to be able to perform free
text queries against all available metadata. However, this approach does not allow sorting, filtering, or
grouping by metadata fields. To do so, youmust create a custom field in CES that maps to a specific
metadata field from Sitecore. Then you will be able to sort, filter and group search results by this custom field.

The following list presents the basic metadata fields that exist for any Sitecore item.

Note: The field names are basically the concatenation of the _CESSC prefix and their Sitecore item property
field name. Some of the available metadata fields are automatically mapped to CES system fields (shown
as values enclosed between parentheses in the list).

l _CESSCChildrenIDs

l _CESSCContentPath

l _CESSCCreated (sysaddeddate)

l _CESSCCreatedBy

l _CESSCDisplayName

l _CESSCFriendlyUrl

l _CESSCFullPath

l _CESSCHasLayout

l _CESSCID

l _CESSCIsContentItem

l _CESSCIsFullyQualified
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l _CESSCIsMasterPart

l _CESSCIsMediaItem

l _CESSCKey

l _CESSCLanguageName

l _CESSCLanguages

l _CESSCLanguageTitle

l _CESSCLocker

l _CESSCLongID

l _CESSCMediaPath

l _CESSCMediaUrl

l _CESSCName

l _CESSCParentID

l _CESSCParentPath

l _CESSCPath (sysuri)

l _CESSCRevision

l _CESSCServerBaseUrl

l _CESSCTemplateID

l _CESSCTemplateName

l _CESSCUpdated (sysdate)

l _CESSCUpdatedBy (sysauthorloginname)

l _CESSCUri

l _CESSCVersion

l _CESSCWorkflowstate

Any other item field in Sitecore is available as ametadata field in CES and is also preceded by the _CESSC
prefix. Reference type fields in Sitecore are also available as metadata fields in CES, with the distinction that
their value contains the reference to the other item as aGUID (Globally Unique Identifier).

2.10.17 Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector
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2.10.17.1 Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector Features

The Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) connector allows to crawl most of the data contained within the
different archives of a SEV system, most notably Windows files andMicrosoft Exchange items.

The Coveo Platform provides amore efficient search than the SEV built-in search component and offers the
possibility to search in live and archived data at the same time.

The SEV connector features are:

Archive targets

Supported:

l Windows File system

l Microsoft Exchange Server

Limited support:

l SharePoint: Available data limited to what SEV stores.

Not supported:

l Lotus Notes

Security

The Coveo Platform indexes SEV stored permissions. SEV stores permissions at the folder level only.

Live indexing

Allows incremental indexing to reduce index, SEV, and network resources.

Metadata

l Uri: Uses the same scheme as the Starting Addresses.

l PrintableUri: Original location of the file (kvsOriginalLocation).

l ClickableUri: Points SEVWeb server to view Vault files (msg)kvsBrowserViewURL.

l ModifiedDate

l Author

l sysAuthor, kvsArhiveId, kvsSaveSetId, kvsCreatedDate, kvsFileExtension, kvsMIMEFormat,
kvsModifiedDate, kvsOriginalLocation, kvsOriginalSize, kvsDefaultMSGFormat

What's Next?

Review the deployment process (see "Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector Deployment Overview" on page
767).
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2.10.17.2 Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector Deployment Overview

The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Symantec Enterprise Vault connector. The
steps indicate the order in which youmust perform key CES configurations. When needed, the step refers to a
detailed procedure.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector
Requirements" on page 767).

2. For a Symantec Enterprise Vault version 10 server, youmust enable the indexing service (see "Enabling
Symantec Enterprise Vault Services" on page 768).

3. Configure the user identity.

The Coveo connector needs an account to connect to your Enterprise Vault server and access the entire
content that you wish to index (see "Configuring a User Identity for Symantec Enterprise Vault Sources"
on page 770).

4. Configure and index the Symantec Enterprise Vault source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Enterprise Vault server to be able to index the
desired content (see "Creating and Indexing a Symantec Enterprise Vault Source" on page 772).

5. Optionally, if you encounter issues, consider adding andmodifying default values of hidden source
parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Symantec Enterprise Vault Source Parameters" on page 776).

2.10.17.3 Symantec Enterprise Vault Connector Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Symantec
Enterprise Vault (SEV) systems:

l CES 6.0+

l Coveo license that includes support for the SEV connector

l SEV version 6.0 SP2 to 10

l SEV directory, indexing, and storage services must be running (see "Enabling Symantec Enterprise Vault
Services" on page 768).

l SEV Administration Console component installed on the CoveoMaster server

What's Next?

Create a user identity used by the connector to crawl the Symantec Enterprise Vault server (see "Configuring
a User Identity for Symantec Enterprise Vault Sources" on page 770).
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2.10.17.4 Enabling Symantec Enterprise Vault Services

The following services must be running on your Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) server to allow the Coveo
connector for SEV to work:

l Enterprise Vault Directory Service (allows the connector to discover archives)

l Enterprise Vault Indexing Service (allows the connector to enumerate archive items)

l Enterprise Vault Storage Service (allows the connector to retrieve item content)

In SEV 9 and earlier, these services are enabled by default. In SEV 10, the Enterprise Vault Indexing Service
is not running by default andmust be configured and started.

To enable the Enterprise Vault Indexing Service for SEV 10

1. Using an administrator account, connect to your Enterprise Vault 10 server.

2. In theEnterprise Vault console, in the panel on the left, underEnterprise Vault Servers, right-click your
server, and then select Properties.

3. In theComputer Properties dialog box:

a. Select theCache tab.

b. In theCache settings section, in theCache location box, browse or enter the path for the cache and
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then click OK.

4. Back in theEnterprise Vault, in the panel on the left, under your server, click Services.

5. In the panel on the right, right-click Enterprise Vault Indexing Service, select Start, and then ensure
that its Status turns toRunning.
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Note: If theEnterprise Vault Storage Service is not running, start it as well.

2.10.17.5 Configuring a User Identity for Symantec Enterprise Vault Sources

Youmust configure a CES user identity based on the credentials of the service account created during the
installation of Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) to be able to index email archives in SEV systems.

To configure a user identity for SEV sources

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In theSecurity page, in the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In theUser Identities page, click Add.

5. In theModify User Identity page:
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a. In theName field, enter a name of your choice to describe the SEV service account. This name
appears only in the Coveo Administration Tool when you assign a user identity to a source.

b. In theUser field, enter the username for the SEV service account.

c. In thePassword field, enter the password for the SEV service account.

Note: TheOption, Client certificate, Store, andCertificate parameters do not apply to this
connector.

d. Click Save.

What's Next?

Configure and index the source for the SEV system. This includes assigning the user identity to the source
(see "Creating and Indexing a Symantec Enterprise Vault Source" on page 772).

2.10.17.6 Impersonating a Symantec Enterprise Vault User

Impersonation is performed when a user connects to Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) using a different
identity than the one used to run CES.

Note: TheWindows firewall and possibly other firewalls can sometimes cause severe performance issues
with the SEV connector. Calls that should return in less than a secondmay takemore than the default
connector timeout value of 30 seconds and preventing getting any documents. Youmust configure or turn
off the firewall to avoid these issues.
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To connect to SEV using impersonation

1. On the CoveoMaster server, promote the user being impersonated to Administrator.

2. In the firewall settings (includingWindows Firewall if it is used), enable the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Bin\Coveo.CNL.HostProcess.exe process.

2.10.17.7 Creating and Indexing a Symantec Enterprise Vault Source

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) system.

To create and index a SEV source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you wish to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the source.

Example: Symantec Enterprise Vault

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Symantec Enterprise Vault.

Addresses

The list of SEV starting points to crawl, one entry per line. Specify addresses in the form
Server>site>store>archive where > is the path separator.

Examples: To index a whole store: serverName>siteName>storeName
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To index only an archive in a store: serverName>siteName>storeName>archiveName

SQL Server Host Name

Name of themachine hosting the SQL server and database containing the security information for
the SEV onwhich the user is connected.

Connection String

Connection string to the SQL database (for System.Data.SqlClient: db name, db

server connection security parameters, etc.).

Examples:

l Standard security:

Data Source=myServerAddress;Initial Catalog=myDataBase;User

Id=myUsername;Password=myPassword;

l Standard security alternative syntax that produces the same result: 

Server=myServerAddress;Database=myDataBase;User

ID=myUsername;Password=myPassword;Trusted_Connection=False;

l Trusted connection:

Data Source=myServerAddress;Initial Catalog=myDataBase;Integrated

Security=SSPI;

l Trusted connection alternative syntax that produces the same result:

Serve=myServerAddress;Database=myDataBase;Trusted_

Connection=True;

Use the serverName\instanceName form for Data Source to use a specific SQL Server
instance.

Note: Themultiple SQL Server instances feature is available only from SQLServer version
2000+.

Database Name

The name of your SEV administration database. The default value is
EnterpriseVaultDirectory.

Index EV Securities for Mailbox Archives

For archives of mailbox type, select this option to combine the securities found in the SEV
database with the securities found on themailbox in Active Directory. The default value is False.
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Authentication

Select the user identity that you created for the SEV service account (see "Configuring a User
Identity for Symantec Enterprise Vault Sources" on page 770).

b. The default values for the following parameters generally do not need to be changed:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the ranking associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example: Because this source contains archived content, youmay want to select Low, so that
in the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those from
other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select themost appropriate for this source.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the source is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Number of Refresh Threads

Determines the number of threads that are querying SEV for data. The default and recommended
value is 1. More threads speed up the crawling process, but increase the server load.

c. TheOption check boxes generally do not need to be changed:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. This option is selected by
default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched using free text queries. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for case
sensitive systems in which distinct documents may have the same file name but with different
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casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time CES creates HTML versions of
indexed documents and saves them in the unified index. In the search interfaces, users can then
more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick View link to open the HTML version of the
item rather than opening the original document with the original application.

Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to useQuick View links or to save
resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check
box only when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the
HTML version of the document as aQuick View. When this option is selected, youmust also
select theGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed documents check box.

d. Click Save to save changes to the source configuration.

OR

Click Save and Start to save the source configuration changes and immediately start indexing the
source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next?

If you encounter issues, consider adding andmodifying default values of hidden source parameters (see
"Modifying Hidden Symantec Enterprise Vault Source Parameters" on page 776).

2.10.17.8 Modifying Hidden Symantec Enterprise Vault Source Parameters

TheAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most setups. More advanced andmore rarely used parameters are
hidden.

You can choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource: ... General
pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value. Consider changing values of
hidden parameters only when you encounter time out error messages or performance issues.
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The available advanced hidden parameters for Symantec Enterprise Vault (SEV) sources are presented in the
following list with the parameter type (integer, string…) appearing between parentheses following the
parameter name.

IgnoreArchiveSecurities (Boolean)

Set this option to True to ignore the security parameters found on the archive and only use the items
securities. The default value is False.

LowerBoundDate (string)

This parameter defines the lowest modification date of items that will be indexed. Modifying this parameter
requires a source refresh.

Example:When you need to index a SEV that contains large amount of data over several years,
crawling the whole content may take days or even weeks. You can use the LowerBoundDate and
UpperBoundDate parameters to create sources for specific periods and start indexing the sources for
themost recent periods first.

UpperBoundDate (string)

This parameter defines the highest modification date of items that will be indexed. Modifying this
parameter requires a source refresh.

LDAPSearchRoot (string)

Specifies to the connector where to start looking in Active Directory. When this parameter is not specified,
the connector looks at the root of Active Directory, which can be extremely large. By specifying a value,
you can refine the search.

Example: To search only within the organizational unit (OU) companynameOU within the domain
corp.companyname.com, enter:
LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp, DC=companyname, DC=com

LDAPFilters (string)

Filter applied to the search of Active Directory in order to findmailboxes. Allows adding properties to the
results the connector is looking for. The default filter is: (&(mail=*)(objectclass=user)
(objectclass=person)).

This AND operation is performed on a few properties to find themaximum number of mailboxes without
receiving any unwanted ones. If this filter is not specific enough, you can complete the filter by adding a
value to the AND operation on the filter.

Example:When you enter the value cn=JohnSmith in the parameter, the resulting filter is: (&
(mail=*)(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)(cn=JohnSmith)
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EnforceADSecurities (Boolean)

When set to True, all archivedmailboxes that do not have Active Directory (AD) securities are rejected
and not crawled. When set to False, a warning appears in the log about the lack of securities. The default
value is False.

MaxNumberOfRetries (integer)

The number of attempts tomake when performing an action on SEV. The default value is 3.

RetryDelay (integer)

The amount of time to wait between SEV action retry attempts, in seconds. The default value is 30.

TimeOut (integer)

The amount of time given to perform a request to Active Directory, in seconds. For file downloads, it is the
amount of time with no progress before aborting the operation. The default value is 30.

BatchSize (integer)

The number of documents IDs to pre-fetch per request before downloading them. The default value is 100.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify the above hidden source parameters.

To modify hidden source parameters

1. Refer to "Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783 to add an hidden source
parameter.

2. For a new source, access theAdd Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the value of the
newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection in which you wish to add the source.

c. UnderSources, click Add.

d. In theAdd Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing source, access theSource: ... General page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. UnderCollections, select the collection containing the source you wish tomodify.

c. UnderSources, click the existing source in which you wish tomodify the newly added advanced
parameter.

d. In theSource: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value, and then click
Apply Changes.
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2.10.18 Web Pages Connector

TheWeb Pages connector allows to index web pages from one or more URLs. For websites with secured
content, the connector supports source level file permissions as well as forms authentication.

Deployment overview

1. When you want to index web pages from a secured website, create a user identity to hold the crawling
account credentials (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

2. Using the Coveo Administration Tool, configure and index a web source (see "Configuring and Indexing a
Web Pages Source" on page 779).

3. For web sites with secured content:

a. You can configure source level file permissions (see "Modifying Source Security Permissions" on
page 174).

b. When the website contains pages accessible only by filling forms, you can configure forms
authentication (see "Indexing SecureWeb Pages Using Forms" on page 178).

2.10.18.1 Configuring and Indexing a Web Pages Source

A source defines a set of connector parameters specifying where and how to crawl a website.

To configure and index a Web Pages source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In theCollections section, select the collection to which you want to add aWeb Pages source, or click
Add to create a new collection.

4. In theSources section, click Add.

5. In theAdd Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for theWeb Pages source.

Example: Coveo Website

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, selectWeb Pages.

Addresses

The root URL for the website content that you wish to index.

Example: http://www.coveo.com/
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You can also specify multiple URLs when they share the same configuration. This is useful when
you want to index only specific sections of a website. Each URLmust be on a separate line in the
text box.

Note: It is recommended to create independent sources for independent websites.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date.
By default, theEvery day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM. Choose
the refresh rate appropriate to the rate at which the website content is updated.

Authentication

Select one of the following options:

l Crawl anonymously

Select when the full content of the website is available to everybody.

l Crawl using the service identity

Select when the website is secured and the user identity of the CES service has full access
to the website.

l Crawl using this identity

Select when the website is secured and you want to use a specific user identity to crawl the
website content (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 272).

b. Consider modifying the default value for the following parameters:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in
this source relative to the rating of other sources (see "Understanding Search Results Ranking"
on page 93).

Document Types

If you have defined custom document type sets, select themost appropriate one for this source.

Active Languages

If you have defined a custom language set for this source, select it.

Fields

If you have defined custom field sets, select themost appropriate one for this source.

User Agent

Determines the name used by theWeb Pages connector to identify itself when downloading
pages. Leave empty to use the default value (CoveoEnterpriseSearch) configured for all
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Web Pages sources in theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors >Web
Connector).

User Agent Identifier

Determines the identifier used by theWeb Pages connector to identify itself when downloading
pages. Somewebsites use the user agent string ID to detect if the visitor is a specific browser or
search engine crawler. The http user agent id string field allows websites to check and detect
browser and versions. This information can be used to output different html and content.

Example: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.0; en-US)

AppleWebKit/532.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) Safari/532.5

Leave empty to use the default value (Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows

95)) configured for all Web Pages sources in theWeb Connector page (Configuration >
Connectors >Web Connector).

c. Review that the appropriate check boxes are selected:

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, evenmetadata that are not associated
with a field. The orphanmetadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be
searched. This option is cleared by default.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Select only when the addresses of website documents are case-sensitive. This option is cleared
by default.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

Leave this check box selected (recommended). When indexing, CES creates HTML versions of
indexed documents. In the search interfaces, users can thenmore rapidly review the content by
clicking the Quick View link rather than opening the original web page. Consider clearing this
check box only when you do not want to useQuick View links or save resources when building
the source. This option is selected by default.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, themain search
result link opens the original web page. Consider selecting this check box only when you do not
want users to be able to open the original web page but only see the HTML version of the
document as aQuick View. In this case, youmust also select Generate a cached HTML
version of indexed documents. This option is cleared by default.

Skip addresses with parameters (domain.com?parameters)

Select this check box to prevent CES from indexing pages whose addresses contain a query part
that can return similar content, and therefore save disk space and prevent indexing page
duplicates. Clear this check box when same addresses with different parameters return different
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content. This option is selected by default.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start the indexing of the new source.

6. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console tomonitor the source building activities.

What's Next

Source-level permissions are not indexed forWeb Pages sources. However, when web page files are stored
on the same network as the CoveoMaster server, you can associate file server permissions to them (see
"Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174).

CES also supports form based authentication to access certain secure web pages (see "Indexing Secure
Web Pages Using Forms" on page 178).

2.10.19 Shared Connector Topics

This section contains topics that are applicable to two or more connectors.

2.10.19.1 Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters

When you create or configure a source, the Coveo Administration Tool presents source parameters with
which you can configure the connector for most setups. For many connectors, more advanced andmore
rarely used source parameters also exist but are hidden by default. CES then uses the default value
associated with each of these hidden parameters.

You can however choose tomake one or more of these parameters appear in theAdd Source andSource: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

Note: Refer to the documentation of each connector to get information on available hidden parameters.

To show advanced hidden source parameters

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theModify Additional Connector page:

a. Select Configuration > Connectors.

b. In the panel on the left, select Additional Connector.

c. In the list on the right, select the connector for which you wish to show advanced hidden parameters.
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3. In theModify Additional Connector page, for each hidden parameter that you wish tomodify, perform
the following steps:

a. Click Add Parameter.

b. In theModify the parameters of the additional connector page:

i. In the Type list, select the parameter type as specified in the parameter description.

ii. In theName box, type the parameter name exactly as it appears in the parameter description.
Parameter names are case sensitive.

iii. In theDefault Value box, enter the default value specified in the parameter description.

Important: Do not set the value that you wish to use for a specific source. The value that you
enter here will be used for all sources defined using this connector so it must be set to the
recommended default value. You will be able to change the value for each source later, in the
Add Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool.

iv. In the Label box, enter the label that you wish to see for this parameter.

To easily link the label to the hidden parameter, you can simply use the parameter name, and if
applicable, insert spaces between concatenated words.

Example: For theBatchSize hidden parameter, enter Batch Size for the label.

v. Optionally, inQuick Help, enter the help text that you wish to see for this parameter when
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clicking the questionmark button beside the parameter value.

Tip: Copy and paste the key elements from the parameter description.

vi. For thePredefined values parameter type only, in theValue box, enter the parameter values
that you wish to see available in the drop-down parameter that will appear in the Administration
Tool interface. Enter one value per line. The entered values must exactly match the values listed
in the hidden parameter description.

vii. Select theOptional parameter check box when you wish to identify this parameter as an
optional parameter.

When cleared, CES does not allow you to save changes when the parameter is empty. This
parameter does not appear forBoolean andPredefined values parameter types.

viii. Select theSensitive information check box for password or other sensitive parameter so that in
the Administration Tool pages where the parameter appears, the parameter value appears hidden

(ex.: ). This parameter appears only for theString type.

ix. Select theValidate as an email address check box when you want CES to validate that the
text string that a user enters in this parameter respects the format of a valid email address. This
parameter appears only for theString type.

x. In theMaximum length box, enter themaximum number of characters for the string. This
parameter appears only for theString type.

xi. Click Save.

c. Back in theAdditional Connector page, click Apply Changes.

The hidden parameter now appears in theAdd Source andSource: ... General pages of the
Administration Tool for the selected source. You can change the parameter value from these pages. Refer
to the documentation for each connector for details.

2.10.19.2 Hiding Advanced Source Parameters

You can hide an advanced source parameter for a given source type so that you will no longer see it in the
Add Source andSource: ... General pages of the Administration Tool. CES will then use the default value
for this parameter.

Example: Youmay want or need to hide an advanced source parameter when you want to modify how it
appears. In this case, you need to first hide it, and then configure it to show in themodified way (see
"Showing Advanced Hidden Source Parameters" on page 783).
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To hide advanced source parameters

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theModify Additional Connector page:

a. Select Configuration > Connectors.

b. In the panel on the left, select Additional Connector.

c. In the list on the right, select the connector for which you wish to hide advanced parameters.

3. In theModify Additional Connector page:

a. For each hidden parameter that you wish to hide, click Delete next to the parameter.

b. Click Apply Changes.

2.10.19.3 Standard Mapping File Schema

This topic describes the format of the standardmapping file by providing its XML schema definition. Refer to
this schema to review the possible content of the file and ensure that your mapping file is valid.

Note: This format of standardmapping file is used by more recently developed or updated connectors. This
standardmapping file only contains metadata to field mappings, not other connector configuration
parameters that are specified in a separate configuration file. Themapping file is referred to when adding a
source. Currently this file format is only used by the Sitecore connector (see "Mapping File" on page 732).

The format of themapping file version 1 is specified in the following XML schema definition (XSD).
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<!-- definition of possible elements -->
<xs:element name="Mappings">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Version" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs ="1" />
<xs:element ref="CommonMapping" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs ="1"/>
<xs:element ref="Mapping" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs ="unbounded"/>
<xs:element ref="DefaultMapping" minOccurs ="0" maxOccurs="1"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:unique name="mappings">
<xs:selector xpath="Mapping"/>
<xs:field xpath="@type"/>

</xs:unique>
</xs:element>

<!-- definition of common mapping section -->
<xs:element name="CommonMapping">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name ="Title" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="Body" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="ClickableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="PrintableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element ref="Fields" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<!-- definition of mapping section -->
<xs:element name="Mapping">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name ="Title" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="Body" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="ClickableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="PrintableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element ref="Fields" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="type" use="required" />

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<!-- definition of default mapping section -->
<xs:element name="DefaultMapping">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name ="Title" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="Body" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="ClickableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element name="PrintableUri" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>
<xs:element ref="Fields" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "1"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<!-- definition of fields element -->
<xs:element name="Fields">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="Field" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs = "unbounded"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:unique name="field">
<xs:selector xpath="Field"/>
<xs:field xpath="@name"/>
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</xs:unique>
</xs:element>

<!-- definition of field element -->
<xs:element name="Field">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:string">
<xs:attribute name="name" use="required"/>

</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:schema>

2.11Migration

2.11.1 Converting a CES 5 Index to CES 6

Once CES is installed, youmust create an index. This topic describes how to create a CES 6 index by
converting an existing CES 5 index.

Note: The following procedure can only be performed at the end of the CES installation process on the
Master server where the existing CES 5 index resides.

To convert a CES 5 index to CES 6

1. At the end of the CES installation, the Administration Tool is automatically launched. If you did not create
the index following the CES installation, restart the Administration Tool (Windows Start menu > All
Programs > Coveo Enterprise Search 6 > Administration Tool).

TheCreate index page appears.

2. Under Index Creation, select Convert an existing CES 5 index configuration.

3. UnderConversion Parameters:

a. InCES 5 Index Folder, enter the path for the existing CES 5 index on this server.

b. InCES 6 Index Folder, use the default path (C:\CES6) or enter a new path where the new CES 6
index will be created.

Important: The index performance is better when the index is created on a disk other than the one
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where the operating system and the swap files reside.

4. Ensure that the CES service for CES 5 is not running on the server.

5. Click Apply Changes and Create Index.

CES displays a success message.

6. Click Manage the Index.

TheEnter License Code page from the Administration Tool appears (see "Entering a New License
Code" on page 799).

2.11.2 CES Moving Scenarios

In the life cycle of your Coveo implementation, youmay encounter situations where you need to relocate
Coveo Enterprise Search components. This topic provides procedures describing themain steps for a few
migration scenarios.

Note: Themigration steps involvemanipulating CES folders and files (see "About CES Folders and Key
Files" on page 791).
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Moving CES to another hard disk drive on the same server

Example: The CES installation folder is presently C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6 and you want to move it to D:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6 to respect your
internal IT rules.

1. From the original hard disk drive, make a backup of all the CES files that you have customized or added
(see "About CES Folders and Key Files" on page 791).

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Web.config file

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\*.aspx added or customized ASP.NET Web pages

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins added or customized skin folders (see
"Moving Skins" on page 797)

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\bin\*.dll added or customized controls

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Strings\*.xml customized localized user interface strings

2. Uninstall CES (see "Uninstalling CES" on page 63) because you cannot have two instances of the same
version of CES on one server.

3. Reinstall CES, ensuring to click Custom in theSelect Setup Type screen to be able to specify installing
CES on the new hard disk drive (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).

4. Copy all the CES files that you have customized from the backup, and paste them at the appropriate
locations in the new CES folders.

5. If you also need tomove the index from one hard disk drive to another, use one of the followingmethods:

l Relocate the CES configuration folder and rebuild the index on the new hard disk drive (see "Moving
the CES Configuration Folder" on page 793).

This method implies copying a small amount of data but requires to fully crawl and re-index all
repositories.

OR

l Relocate the complete index folder (see "Moving the Index to a Different Hard Disk Drive" on page
795).

This method implies copying all index files but prevents having to crawl and re-index all repositories.

Moving CES to another server

Example: You started using Coveo on a server meeting theminimum requirements but as more users
discover and adopt the Coveo solution, your server no longer has sufficient resources to respond to the
demand. You install a more powerful server and want to move CES to this new server.
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1. Using an administrative account, connect to the new server.

2. Install CES (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).

3. Stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page 110).

4. Migrate the index from the original server to the new server using one of the followingmethods:

l Relocate the CES configuration folder and rebuild the index on the new server (see "Moving the CES
Configuration Folder" on page 793).

This method implies copying a small amount of data but requires to fully crawl and re-index all
repositories.

OR

l Relocate the complete index folder (see "Moving the Index to Another Server" on page 796).

This method implies copying all index files but prevents having to crawl and re-index all repositories.

5. On the original server, copy the CES files that you have customized or added (see "About CES Folders
and Key Files" on page 791).

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Web.config file

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\*.aspx files

l [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins folder (see "Moving Skins" on page 797)

6. On the new server, paste the CES files at the appropriate locations in the new CES folders.

7. Restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

2.11.3 About CES Folders and Key Files

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) files are installed in twomain configurable locations on a Coveo server:

l In the Coveo index folder, referred as [Index_Path] (C:\CES6 by default).

l In the CES installation folder, referred as [CES_Installation_Path] (C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6 by default).

The following list describes key CES files and folders.

[Index_Path]

This folder contains the index and the associated files. You can change the default folder (C:\CES6) at the
end of the installation process (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35). It is recommended
to install the index on a dedicated hard disk drive (see "CES Minimum System Requirements" on page
24).

Example: If D: is the dedicated hard disk drive, the index folder can be D:\CES6.
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You can alsomove the index after it was created (see "Moving the Index to a Different Hard Disk Drive" on
page 795 and "Moving the Index to Another Server" on page 796).

[Index_Path]\Config

This folder contains the CES configuration files.

[Index_Path]\Config\Config.txt

This text file contains the CES configuration parameters that you can change from the Administration Tool
or from the Interface Editor.

[Index_Path]\Config\Config.bin

This file is the binary version of the CES configuration file (Config.txt) that is automatically created by
CES. It must not bemodifiedmanually.

[Index_Path]\Config\DefaultThesaurus.xml

This file contains the XML tags describing synonyms used to expand searches at query time. By default,
this file contains no synonyms (see "What Is the Thesaurus?" on page 144).

[Index_Path]\Config\nextwords.txt

This file contains the list of fields to index as pairs of words. Exact phrase queries on such fields are faster
(see "How toModify the Index Settings" on page 230). By default this list is empty.

[Index_Path]\Config\StopWords.txt

This file contains the list of stop words that are not indexed. By default, this list contains a short list of
English stop words (see "Customizing the List of Common Ignored Terms" on page 825).

[Index_Path]\Index

This folder contains all the files and subfolders constituting the Coveo unified index.

[Index_Path]\Log

This folder contains all the Coveo index and system log files that you can review andmanage from the
Administration Tool (see "Logs Tab" on page 256).

[Index_Path]\Scripts

This folder contains scripts used by CES modules. This is a good location to store your custom scripts to
be used by CES.

[Index_Path]\Temp

This folder contains temporary files created and used by CES.

[CES_Installation_Path]

This folder is the root folder for the CES binary and web files. The default path is C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 6. You can select a different path when you install CES (see
"Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).
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[CES_Installation_Path]\Bin

This folder contains all the CES binary files.

[CES_Installation_Path]\Instance\License.txt

This text file contains the encrypted information describing the indexing capacity as well as optional
features andmodules that you purchased (see "About the Coveo License" on page 343).

[CES_Installation_Path]\Web

This folder contains all the files and subfolders for Coveo front-end components.

[CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Web.config

This file contains the basic CES front-end configuration.

[CES_Installation_Path]\Web\*.aspx

These files are used as the default documents in IIS for the Coveo Enterprise Search website.

[CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins

This folder contains the subfolders for all the out-of-the-box and customized skins used by the Coveo
search interfaces (see "Moving Skins" on page 797).

2.11.4 Moving the CES Configuration Folder

The Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) configuration folder ([Index_Path]\Config) is automatically created
by the CES installer under the index folder that you specify at the end of the installation process
(C:\CES6\Config by default).

Youmust relocate the configuration folder when:

l You relocate the Coveo index to another hard disk drive on the same server.

Example: As your index increases in size, you eventually reach the limit of the hard disk size (see
"CES Minimum System Requirements" on page 24). You then need to add a new larger hard disk and
move the index and associated files to the new hard disk drive.

l You relocate the Coveo index to another server.

Example: As the index size and the number of users increase, the performance of the original Coveo
server degrades. You need to replace the server by amore powerful machine andmove the index and
associated files to the new server.

Important: After moving the CES configuration folder, youmust rebuild all your sources from all your
collections.
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To move the CES configuration folder to another hard disk drive on the same server

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo server on which you want to move the
CES configuration folder.

2. Ensure that the new hard disk drive is installed and ready to use.

3. If not already done, create the desired index folder on the new hard disk drive.

Example: If D: is the new hard disk drive, you can create the D:\CES6 folder.

4. Stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page 110).

5. Open the original index folder (ex.: C:\CES6), and then copy the Config subfolder.

6. On the new hard disk drive:

a. Paste the Config subfolder in the new index folder (ex.: D:\CES6).

b. Open the Config subfolder.

c. Delete the config.bin file.

Note: CES will automatically recreate this binary version of the configuration file.

7. Change references to the index folder:

a. In the CES configuration file (see "Changing the Index Folder in the CES Configuration File" on page
798).

b. In the Registry Editor (see "Changing the Coveo Index Path in the Registry Editor" on page 806).

8. Restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

9. Access the Administration Tool (see "Opening the Administration Tool" on page 148).

10. Rebuild all your sources for all your collections (see "How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source"
on page 162).

To move the CES configuration folder to another server

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the new Coveo server, the one to which you want to move
the CES configuration folder, and then:

a. If not already done, install CES, specifying the desired index folder path at the end of the installation
process (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35).

b. Stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page 110).

2. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo server from which you want to move the
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CES configuration folder, and then:

a. Stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page 110).

b. Open the original index folder (ex.: C:\CES6), and copy the Config subfolder.

3. On the new server:

a. Paste the Config subfolder in the new index folder.

b. Open the Config subfolder.

c. Delete the config.bin file.

Note: CES will automatically recreate this binary version of the configuration file.

4. If the index folder paths are not the same on sboth servers, still on the new server, change references to
the index folder:

a. In the CES configuration file (see "Changing the Index Folder in the CES Configuration File" on page
798).

b. In the Registry Editor (see "Changing the Coveo Index Path in the Registry Editor" on page 806).

5. Restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

6. Access the Administration Tool (see "Opening the Administration Tool" on page 148).

7. Rebuild all your sources for all your collections (see "How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source"
on page 162).

2.11.5 Moving the Index to a Different Hard Disk Drive

Youmay need to relocate the index to a different hard disk drive on the same server.

Example: As your index increases in size, you eventually reach the limit of the hard disk size (see "CES
Minimum System Requirements" on page 24). You then need to add a new larger hard disk andmove the
index and associated files to the new hard disk drive.

To move the index to another hard disk drive

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the Coveo server.

2. Ensure that the new hard disk drive is installed and ready to use.

3. Stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page 110).

4. Copy the content of the original index folder.
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Note: The default index folder is C:\CES6 but another folder may have been specified when CES was
installed.

5. On the new hard disk drive:

a. Paste the content of the index folder in the desired folder.

Example: When youmove the file from the C: to the D: hard disk drives, you can paste the
content of the original index folder in the D:\CES6\ folder.

b. Open the Config subfolder.

c. Delete the config.bin file.

Note: CES will automatically recreate this binary version of the configuration file.

6. Change references to the index folder:

a. In the CES configuration file (see "Changing the Index Folder in the CES Configuration File" on page
798).

b. In the Registry Editor (see "Changing the Coveo Index Path in the Registry Editor" on page 806).

7. Restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

2.11.6 Moving the Index to Another Server

Youmay need to relocate the index to a different server.

Example: As the index size and the number of users increase, the performance of the original Coveo server
degrades. You need to replace the server by amore powerful machine andmove the index and associated
files to the new server.

To move the index to another server

1. Install CES on the target server (see "Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35), and at the end of
the installation process:

a. When theCreate Index page of the Administration Tool appears, under File Locations, in the Folder
text box, ensure to specify the drive and folder where you want the index to reside on the target server
(C:\CES6 by default).

b. When theEnter License Code page appears:
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i. On the original server, using a text editor, copy the content of the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Instance\License.txt file.

ii. Back on the target server, paste the content of the file in the License text box.

iii. Click Apply changes.

2. On both the original and target servers, stop the CES service (see "Stopping the CES Service" on page
110).

3. On the target server, open the index folder, and then delete the content of the folder.

4. On the original server, copy the content of the index folder.

5. Back on the target server, paste the copied content in the index folder.

6. If the index folder paths are not the same on both servers, still on the target server, change references to
the index folder:

a. In the CES configuration file (see "Changing the Index Folder in the CES Configuration File" on page
798).

b. In the Registry Editor (see "Changing the Coveo Index Path in the Registry Editor" on page 806).

7. On the target server, restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

8. In the Administration Tool (see "Opening the Administration Tool" on page 148), in the Index > Sources
and Collections page, verify that all your collections and sources are available as they were in the other
server.

2.11.7 Moving Skins

Youmay need tomove the skins from one hard disk drive or one Coveo server to another.

Example: After installing CES on a new Coveo server, you want to move new and customized skins from
the original Coveo server to this new Coveo server.

To move all the skins from one hard disk drive or server to another

1. On the target hard disk drive or server where CES is installed:

a. Open the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo folder.

b. As a precaution to be able to revert back to the out-of-the-box skins, make a backup of the Skins
folder.
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Example: Copy the C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

6\Web\Coveo\skins folder, and then paste it and rename it as C:\Program Files\Coveo

Enterprise Search 6\Web\Coveo\Skins_Backup.

2. On the original hard disk drive or server, copy the Skins folder from [CES_Installation_

Path]\Web\Coveo.

3. On the target hard disk drive or server, paste the Skins folder in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\Web\Coveo folder.

4. On the target server, reset IIS (see "Resetting IIS" on page 805).

2.11.8 Changing the Index Folder in the CES Configuration File

When youmanually move the CES configuration folder or the Coveo index, youmay need to change the
references to the index folder in the CES configuration file.

To change the index folder in the CES configuration file

1. On the Coveo server, as a precaution, back up the [Index_Path]\Config\Config.txt file by
creating a copy and renaming it.

Example: C:\CES6\Config\config-backup.txt

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the [Index_Path]\Config\Config.txt file.

b. In the file, find and replace all applicable occurrences of the original index folder path by the new index
folder path.

Important:When your Coveo implementation includes mirrors or slices, ensure to replace only
occurrences of the index folder path corresponding to the server on which you aremoving the
configuration folder. Contact the Coveo Support for assistance if you are not sure which
occurrences to change.

Example: When youmove the index folder from the C: drive to the D: drive and the folder name is
CES6 in both cases, find all applicable occurrences of C:\CES6\ and replace them by D:\CES6\.

By default, modify the following lines in the file:

<CrawlerFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Crawlers\</CrawlerFilesPath>
<IndexFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Default\Default\</IndexFilesPath>
<ShrinkFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Default\Default\</ShrinkFilesPath>
<IndexFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Default\Default\Default\</IndexFilesPath>
<ShrinkFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Default\Default\Default\</ShrinkFilesPath>
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<NextWordsFilePath>C:\CES6\Config\nextwords.txt</NextWordsFilePath>
<ThesaurusFilePath>C:\CES6\Config\DefaultThesaurus.xml</ThesaurusFilePath>
<ConverterFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\Converters\</ConverterFilesPath>
<IndexFilesPath>C:\CES6\Index\</IndexFilesPath>
<LogFilesPath>C:\CES6\Log\</LogFilesPath>
<TempPath>C:\CES6\Temp\</TempPath>

c. Save themodifications, and then close the file.

2.11.9 Entering a New License Code

You receive your Coveo license as a text file (Coveo Enterprise Search License.txt) attached to
an email sent to you from Coveo. This file contains a description of the CES version for which the license is
intended, as well as the encrypted licensing information.

You need to copy the encrypted licensing information into theEnter License Code page of the Coveo
Administration Tool to activate the license.

Note: TheEnter License Code page automatically appears at the end of the CES installation.

To enter a new license code

1. Open theCoveo Enterprise Search License email that you received from Coveo.

2. Open the Coveo Enterprise Search License.txt attachment file.

3. Using a text editor such as Notepad:

a. Select the license code, ensuring that you include the {BEGIN LICENSE} and {END LICENSE}

tags.

b. Right-click the selection, and then select Copy.

4. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

5. Access the License page (Configuration > License).
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6. In the License page, click Enter the License Code.

7. In theEnter License Code page:

a. In the License text box, right-click and select Paste to paste the license code from the license file.

b. Click Apply Changes.

Your Coveo instance is ready to operate under the terms of the new license.

2.12 Third Party Components

2.12.1 About the Microsoft .NET Framework

TheMicrosoft .NET Framework is an integral Windows component that enables building and running software
applications. It also includes ASP.NET, a technology forWeb applications.

The Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) user interfaces (search interfaces, Administration Tool, Interface Editor,
and Console) use theMicrosoft .NET Framework (see "Minimum Software Requirements" on page 25). The
framework must therefore be installed on the Coveo server. The CES installer verifies if the proper version of
theMicrosoft .NET Framework is installed on the server and installs it when it is missing.

Note: The Coveo installers however require that at least the .NET Framework 2 be available to operate.
When it is missing, for example on freshWindows server installations, youmust manually install the
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 that includes the .NET Framework 2 (see theMicrosoft pageMicrosoft
.NET Framework 3.5), and then restart the installer.

2.12.2 Microsoft IIS

2.12.2.1 Finding the Name of the User that Runs a Process in IIS

The Coveo administrator may need to know the identity of the user that runs a process in Microsoft Internet
Information Services (IIS) to be able to set the permission for that user in another system.

To find the name of the user that runs a process in IIS 7
1. On the IIS server, start the IIS Manager (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > Administrative Tools >

Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).

2. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager:

a. In theConnections panel, underSites, select the site for which you want to know the user identity.

Example: Select Coveo Enterprise Search 6.

b. In theActions panel on the right, click Basic Settings.
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c. In theEdit Site dialog box that appears, note the name of theApplication pool, and then click OK.

Example: Classic .NET AppPool in the figure.

Select the website

Click Basic Settings

Note the Application Pool name

d. In theConnections panel, select Application Pools, and then note the name in the Identity column
for the applicable Application Pool.

Example: NetworkService in the figure.

Select Application Pools

Note the name in the Identity column
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2.12.2.2 Enabling Basic Authentication in IIS

Youmay need to enable basic authentication for the website hosting the Coveo search hubs, for example
when you want to use the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry.

To enable basic authentication in IIS 7
1. On the IIS server, start the IIS Manager (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > Administrative Tools >

Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).

2. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager:

a. In theConnections panel, underSites, select the site for which you want to enable basic
authentication.

Example: Select Coveo Enterprise Search 6.

b. In the <selected website> Home page, in the center panel under IIS, double-click Authentication.

c. In theAuthentication page, whenBasic Authentication is set toDisable, right-click Basic
Authentication, and then select Enable.

2.12.2.3 Enabling SSL in IIS

Youmay need to enable Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for the website hosting the search hubs, for example
when you want to use the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry.
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To enable basic authentication in IIS 7

1. On the IIS server, start the IIS Manager (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > Administrative Tools >
Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).

The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager appears.

2. In theConnections panel on the left, underSites, select the site for which you want to enable SSL.

Example: Select Coveo Enterprise Search 6.

3. In theActions panel on the right, underEdit Site, select Bindings.

4. In theSite Bindings dialog box:

l When an HTTPS binding is already defined, click Close.

OR

a. Click Add.

b. In theAdd Site Binding dialog box:

i. In Type, select https.

ii. InSSL certificate, select an appropriate certificate from available choices.

Note: It is recommended to use a valid certificate from a trusted authority.

iii. Click OK.

c. Click Close.

5. In theConnections panel on the left, underSites, click the site again to display the <selected website>
Home page.

6. In the <selected website> Home page in the center panel, under IIS, double-click SSL Settings.

7. In theSSL Settings page:

a. Select theRequire SSL check box.

b. Under Client certificate, select Accept.
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8. In theActions panel on the right, click Apply to save your changes.

2.12.2.4 Enabling WebDAV in IIS

TheWebDAV protocol is prohibited by default in IIS. When you want to useWebDAV for example for a
Microsoft Exchange (WebDAV) source, youmust allow WebDAV in IIS. This can be done from the
Computer Management tool.

To enable WebDAV in IIS 6 on aWindows Server 2003

1. Using an administrative account connect to theWindows server.

2. OpenComputer Management (StartmenuAdministrative Tools > Computer Management).

3. InComputer Management:

a. In the navigation panel on the left, expandServices and Applications > Internet Information
Services (IIS) Manager >Web Service Extensions.
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b. In the panel on the right, clickWebDAV, and then click Allow.

2.12.2.5 Resetting IIS

Youmay need to reset Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) while you perform configuration on a
Coveo server or on a repository server.

To reset IIS

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the server on which you want to reset IIS.

2. Open theWindows Startmenu and click Run.

3. In theRun dialog box that appears:

a. In theOpen field, type iisreset.

b. Click OK.
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A DOS window temporarily appears to inform you that IIS is stopping and restarting.

2.12.3 Microsoft Registry Editor

2.12.3.1 Opening the Registry Editor

Youmay need to access theMicrosoft Windows Registry Editor to change someCoveo configuration.

To open the Registry Editor

1. Using an administrative account, connect to the server on which you want to edit the registry.

2. On theWindows Startmenu, select Run.

3. In theRun dialog box, in theOpen text box, type regedit.

TheRegistry Editorwindow appears.

2.12.3.2 Changing the Coveo Index Path in the Registry Editor

Youmay need to change the value of someCoveo registry keys when the index path is modified, for example
when you relocate the Coveo unified index.

To change the Coveo index path in the Registry Editor

1. Open theRegistry Editor (see "Opening the Registry Editor" on page 806).

2. In theComputer tree, expand the following sections: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE > SOFTWARE >
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Coveo > Enterprise Search > 6 > Instance > Default.

3. In the list of registry keys appearing in the panel on the right, for theConfigPath andConfigTempPath
registry keys:

a. Double-click the registry key.

b. In theEdit String dialog box, enter the new path of the index folder.

Example:When the new index folder is D:\CES6\, enter D:\CES6\Config\

c. Click OK.

4. Close theRegistry Editorwindow.

2.12.4 Microsoft SharePoint

2.12.4.1 Enabling Search Links for My Site User Profile Information in SharePoint
2010

In Microsoft SharePoint 2010My Site pages, when the Search Center is configured correctly, you can click
on user profile information to trigger a search to find people with the same information (past projects, skills,
interests, etc.).

In SharePoint 2010, the implementation of how user profile information is automatically converted to search
links is hard coded to use theMicrosoft search engine and search box, not the search engine globally defined
for the site, like when Coveo is used.

With the Coveo Platform 6.5.4416+, the workaround consists in integrating the Coveo search box in the
My Site section. This is done by performing the following tasks:

1. When not already done, activate theMicrosoft Enterprise Search Center to make the user profile
information links clickable (see "Making information search links clickable" on page 808).

2. Replace theMicrosoft search box by the Coveo search box in theMy Site ASCX template file (see
"Integrating the Coveo search box in theMy Site ASCX template" on page 809).

Note:When Site Collection Administrators are allowed to detach pages,My Site pages can be
customized. When pages are ghosted, the customized pages do not use theMy Site ASCX template
from the file system. You therefore need to also replace theMicrosoft search box by the Coveo search
box in the ASCX files for the customizedMy Site page. For more information on ghosting, consult the
Ghosting & unghosting in SharePoint 2010MSDN blog post.
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The Coveo search box replacing theMicrosoft search box

Example of clickable search links for user profile information

2.12.4.1.1 Making information search links clickable

When theMy Site information from the user profile are not clickable search links, activating theMicrosoft
Enterprise Search Center makes them clickable. The following procedure describes how to create a dummy
site collection based on the Enterprise Search Center template only to activate the search links, not to
actually use the search center.

1. Using an administrator account, start SharePoint 2010 Central Administration.

2. Create a new dummy site collection using the Enterprise Search Center template:

a. Select Central Administration > Application Management > Create site collections.

b. In theCreate Site Collection page:

i. Under Title and Description, enter a dummy title.

ii. UnderWeb Site Address, enter aURL of your choice andmake a copy of the URL.

Example: http://MySP2010Site/sites/EnterpriseSearchCenter

iii. Under Template Selection, select theEnterprise tab, and then select Enterprise Search
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Center in the list.

iv. UnderPrimary Site Collection Administrator, enter theUser name for the site collection
administrator.

v. Click OK.

3. Validate that theMy Site Settings contains the URL of this new site collection:

a. Select Central Administration > Application Management >Manage Service Applications >
User Profile Service Application > Setup My Sites.

b. UnderPreferred Search Center, inPreferred Search Center, paste the URL that you copied in the
previous step, and then add /pages at the end of the URL.

Example: http://MySP2010Site/sites/EnterpriseSearchCenter/pages.

c. Click OK.

4. Reload theMy Site page of a user to verify that the clickable search links appear for user profile
information.

2.12.4.1.2 Integrating the Coveo search box in the My Site ASCX template

On each SharePoint 2010 front-end server, perform the following procedure to replace theMicrosoft search
box by the Coveo search box in the top navigation of the ASCX template for theMy Site pages. Editing the
template applies the changes to theMy Site page of all users.

1. Using an administrator account, login to the SharePoint 2010 front-end server.

2. You need to download a ZIP file to correctly display the Coveo search box in theMy Site pages:

a. Download the CES65_SP2010MySiteRevB.zip file from the Coveo website.

b. Extract the ZIP file to a folder of your choice.

c. Copy the SearchBoxPeople.ascx file located in the \Skins\SharePoint2010 folder of the
ZIP file to the following folder:

[CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Coveo\Skins\SharePoint2010

3. Using a text editor:

a. Open the following ASCX file (default location):

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server

Extensions\14\TEMPLATE\CONTROLTEMPLATES\MySiteTopNavigation.ascx
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b. At the beginning of the file, add the following line after the last existing <%@ Register

TagPrefix="... line:

<%@ Register TagPrefix="cessp" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.SharePoint.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.SharePoint, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>

c. Towards the end of the file, replace the following code segment:

<div class="ms-globalnavsearch">
<div class="s4-search s4-rp">
<SPSWC:PeopleSearchBoxEx

ID="MySiteGlobalSearchBox"
FrameType="none"
HonorUseSiteDefaults="true"
IsMysiteSearchBox = "true"
DropDownMode="HideScopeDD"
ShowSearchOptions="false"
GoImageUrl="/_layouts/images/ppl_search_normal.png"
GoImageUrlRTL="/_layouts/images/ppl_search_normal_rtl.png"
GoImageActiveUrl="/_layouts/images/ppl_search_active.png"
GoImageActiveUrlRTL="/_layouts/images/ppl_search_active_rtl.png"
QueryPromptString="<%$Resources:sps,MySiteTopNav_PeopleSearch_Text%>"
runat="server"/>

</div>
</div>

with the following code segment:

<div class="ms-globalnavsearch" style="padding-top: 9px;">
<cessp:SharePointSearchBox Template="SearchBoxPeople.ascx" IsPeopleSearch="false"

runat="server" />
</div>

Note: Set IsPeopleSearch="true" to make the search page open in thePeople interface.

d. Save the file.

4. Reload theMy Site page of a user to verify that the Coveo search box is now appearing in the top
navigation section of the page.

5. Repeat the procedure for each SharePoint 2010 front-end server.

2.12.5 Microsoft SQL Server

2.12.5.1 Creating a Database in Microsoft SQL Server

Youmay need to create a database in aMicrosoft SQL Server, for example to create the database needed for
the Coveo Analytics module.

To create a database in Microsoft SQL Server 2008

1. Connect to theMicrosoft SQL Server computer using an administrator account.

2. Start Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > All Programs >
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 > SQL Server Management Studio).

3. In theConnect to Server dialog box:

a. InServer type, select Database Engine.

b. InServer name, type or select the name of your SQL server instance in the form
<hostname>\<SQL_instance_name>.

Example: On a server namedMySQLserver, when using SQL Express with the default instance
name, enter MySQLserver\sqlexpress.

c. InAuthentication, selectWindows Authentication.

d. Click Connect.

4. InMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studio, in theObject Explorer, right-click onDatabases, and
then select New Database in the contextual menu.

5. In theNew Database dialog box, inDatabase name, enter the desired database name, and then click
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OK.

Example: In the case of the Analytics Module, enter the default Analytics database name:
CoveoAnalytics.
You can use a different Analytics database name, but you will need to specify this name in the
Web.config file. Also, before running the database creation script, you will need to edit the first line of
the database creation script to replace the default database namewith the name you selected.

2.12.5.2 Running a Script in Microsoft SQL Server

Youmay need to run a script in aMicrosoft SQL Server for example to create the tables in the Coveo
Analytics database.

To run a script in Microsoft SQL Server 2008

1. Connect to theMicrosoft SQL Server computer using an administrator account.

2. Start theMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studio (on theWindows taskbar, select Start > All
Programs >Microsoft SQL Server 2008 > SQL Server Management Studio).

3. In theConnect to Server dialog box, inServer name, select the name of your SQL server instance, and
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then click Connect.

4. InMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studio, on themenu, select File > Open > File.

5. In theOpen File dialog box, browse for the script file, and then click OK.

Example: The Analytics database creation andmigration scripts are available on the Coveo server in
the [CES_Installation_Path]\Web\Analytics\Scripts\ folder.
If your Coveo Analytics database has a custom name, edit the first line of the script to replace the
default name (CoveoAnalytics) by the custom name.

6. On the SQL Editor toolbar, select the appropriate database, and then click Execute to run the script.

A message appears at the bottom of theMicrosoft SQL Server Management Studiowindow to indicate
that the execution of the script completed successfully.
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2.12.5.3 Adding the Microsoft SQL Server System Administrators Server Role

The CES administrative account must be amember of theMicrosoft SQL Server system administrators
server role when you want to install the Coveo SharePoint web service (see "Installing the CoveoWeb
Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656).

The procedure applies toMicrosoft SQL Server 2008, 2005, and 2000 but varies depending on the SQL Server
version:

l "Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and 2005" on page 814

l "Microsoft SQL Server 2000" on page 815

2.12.5.3.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and 2005

1. Access SQL Server Management Studio (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 orMicrosoft SQL Server 2005).

2. In the panel on the left, expand localhost > Security, and then click the Logins node.

3. When the login for the CES administrative account already exists, double-click it. Otherwise, right-click
Logins, and then click New Login.

4. In the Login - New dialog box:

a. In the Login Name box, enter the CES administrative account.

b. In the panel on the left, click Server Roles.

c. In the panel on the right, in theServer roles list, select sysadmin.
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d. Click OK.

2.12.5.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000

1. Access SQL Server Enterprise Manager (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft SQL
Server).

2. In the panel on the left, expandMicrosoft SQL Servers > SQL Server Group > [your server group] >
Security.

3. Click the Logins node.

4. When the login for the CES administrative account already exists, double-click it. Otherwise, right-click
Logins, and then click New Login.

5. In theSQL Server Login Properties - New Login dialog box: 
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a. In the Login Name box, enter the CES administrative account.

b. Click theServer Roles tab.

c. In theServer Role list, select System Administrators.

d. Click OK.

2.12.5.4 Adding the Database Owner Role for Microsoft SQL Server

You need to add the CES administrative account to the database owner role for Microsoft SQL Server when
you want to install the Coveo SharePoint web service (see "Installing the CoveoWeb Service, Search Box,
and Search Interface into SharePoint" on page 656).

The procedure applies toMicrosoft SQL Server 2008, 2005, and 2000, but varies depending on the
SQL Server version:

l "Microsoft SQL Server 2008/2005" on page 817

l "Microsoft SQL Server 2000" on page 818
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2.12.5.4.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2008/2005

1. Access SQL Server Management Studio (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 orMicrosoft SQL Server 2005).

2. Connect to the appropriate database.

3. In the panel on the left, expand localhost > Security > Logins.

4. When the login for the CES administrative account already exists, double-click it. Otherwise, right-click
Logins, and then click New Login.

5. In the Login - New dialog box:

a. In the Login Name box, type the CES administrative account.

b. In the panel on the left, click User Mapping.

c. In the panel on the right:

i. In theUsers mapped to this login list, in theMap column, select the check box for the
database to which you want to assign the owner role to the CES administrative account.

ii. In theDatabase role membership for list, select db_owner.
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d. Click OK.

2.12.5.4.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000

1. Access SQL Server Enterprise Manager (Windows Startmenu > All Programs >Microsoft SQL
Server).

2. In the panel on the left, expandMicrosoft SQL Servers > SQL Server Group > [your server group] >
Security.

3. Click the Logins node.

4. When the login for the CES administrative account already exists, double-click it. Otherwise, right-click
Logins, and then click New Login.

5. In theSQL Server Login Properties - New Login dialog box: 
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a. In the Login Name box, type the CES administrative account.

b. Click theDatabase Access tab.

c. In the list at the top, in thePermit column, select the check box for the database to which you want to
assign the owner role for the CES administrative account.

d. In thePermit in Database Role list, select db_owner.

e. Click OK.

2.13 Coveo Performance

2.13.1 Limiting the Size of the Coveo index

CES is designed to help organizations index millions of documents. When the disk space is limited, you can
customize CES to index only pertinent information (ex.: the roots of words) while leaving out non-essential
data (ex.: plural variations of words)—because each organization has different requirements, the index
options can be fully customized. Moreover, CES proposes maintenance tools to keep the index as compact
as possible.
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The following table describes different actions that you can take in the Administration Tool to limit the index
size.

Where What How

Status >  Details page Run theOptimize Index function
frequently.

In the Index Performance section,
click Optimize Index.

Note: A system schedule is also
configured to optimize the index on
a regular basis by default, every
Saturday at 1 A.M. (see "How to
Modify System Schedules" on page
280).

Add Source page
Index > Sources and
Collections page >
Sources section, click Add
to get to theAdd Source
page (see "Adding a
Source" on page 161).

When indexing Local/Network
Files, SharePoint, Exchange
MAPI, Documentum, Exchange
Crawler, Enterprise Vault or
ODBC sources, do not index
subfolders or subsites.

1. In theSource Type drop-down
list, select the appropriate source
type.

2. In theOptions section, clear the
Index subfolders check box.

3. Complete the indexing of the
source (see "Adding a Source" on
page 161).

Do not generate a cached HTML or
Quick View version of the indexed
documents.

In theOptions section, clear the
Generate a cached HTML version
of indexed documents check box.

Select a field set that contains no
custom field or a limited number of
pertinent custom fields.

In the Fields section, select the
appropriate field set (see "What Are
Field Sets?" on page 311 and "How to
Add andModify Fields" on page 319).

Filters page
1. Access theSources

and Collections page
(Index > Sources and
Collections).

2. In theSources section,
expand the appropriate
source drop-down list.

3. Select Edit Filters.

Add exclusion filters to exclude
documents that do not need to be
indexed.

1. Click Add an Exclusion Filter.
2. In theExcluded Pattern text box,

enter the addresses of the
documents to exclude (one entry
per line, use wildcards if
necessary).

3. Click Save.

(see "Adding andModifying Source
Filters" on page 172)
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Where What How

Advanced page of Web
sources
1. Access theSources

and Collections page
(Index > Sources and
Collections).

2. In theSources section,
expand the appropriate
Web source drop-down
list.

3. Select Edit Advanced.

Restrict crawling to one (only the
main page) or two (themain page
and pages directly linked to it)
levels.

In theCrawling section, select
Restrict crawling to X levels and
enter the appropriate number of level
(see "How toModify Advanced
Source Parameters" on page 184).
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Where What How

Settings page (Index >
Settings)

Note: The index must be
rebuilt after clicking
Apply Changes.

Use the appropriate stemming
option to truncate words.

If indexing only documents written in
English, select Full English
stemming in theSimilar Words
Matching (Stemming) section.
If indexing documents written in
various languages, select Full
multilingual (suitable for English,
French, Spanish and German) in
theSimilar Words Matching
(Stemming) section.
In both cases, do not select Also
index the original words.

Note: Although the full multilingual
stemming algorithm is optimized for
English, French, Spanish and
German, it provides excellent
results for European languages
using the Latin alphabet.

(see "How toModify the Index
Settings" on page 230)

Do not index accents unless a
majority of the documents are
written in a language which relies on
accents for word differentiation.

In the Index Accents section, select
Disabled (see "How toModify the
Index Settings" on page 230).

When indexing amajority of
documents written in French or
Spanish, index only the accents
pertinent to word differentiation
(àçéèêñ).

In the Index Accents section, select
These accents only: àçéèêñ (see
"How toModify the Index Settings" on
page 230).

Do not index casing. In the Index Casing section, select
Disabled (see "How toModify the
Index Settings" on page 230).

Do not use wildcards. In theWildcard Queries section,
select Disabled.

Note: Full stemming (English or
multilingual) compensates for the
absence of wildcard queries.

(see "How toModify the Index
Settings" on page 230)
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Where What How

Query History page
(Reports > Query History)
or
Index History page
(Reports > Index History)

Export the reports to Excel, and then
delete the repost history on the
Coveo server.

1. In the Fixed drop-down list, select
the appropriate time period.

2. Click Update. The report appears.

3. Click Export. The File
Download text box appears.

4. Click Save.

5. Access theSettings page
(Reports > Settings).

6. In the Index History orQuery
History section, besideDelete
index history older than
 or
Delete query history older than
select the appropriate date (in
order to delete only the exported
reports).

7. Click Delete index history older
than orDelete query history
older than.

Setting page (Logs >
Settings)

Keep logs for less than 90 days. In the Log Archive section, select the
Keep logs for the last X days option
and enter the appropriate number of
days.

Languages page
Access theConverter
Managers page
(Configuration >
Converters) and click
Languages in the
navigation panel on the left.

Do not index documents if their
language is not recognized by CES
(see "Supported Languages" on
page 136).

In the Language Detection section,
select Reject the document (see
"Modifying the Indexing of Documents
in Unrecognized Languages" on page
303).

Advanced page
(Configuration >
Advanced).

Limit themaximum length of words
indexed to 10 characters (to regroup
more words under the same stems).

In theMaximum Word Length
section, enter the appropriate number
of characters.

2.13.2 Speeding up CES

CES is designed to function properly on servers complying with theminimum hardware requirements (see
"CES Minimum System Requirements" on page 24). However, when processes other than CES are running
in parallel or a large number of users are querying the index on a regular basis, the Coveo server can be
slowed down.
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Note: It is recommended to distribute the indexing and querying processes over the day by indexing and
refreshing documents during off-hours when few queries aremade.

The following table describes different actions that you can take using the Administration Tool to keep CES
running at maximum speed.

Where What How

Status >
 Details page

Disable queries to speed up indexing or
vice versa.

In theSystem State section,
click Disable besideQueries are enabled
or Indexing is enabled.

Note: In order to re-enable the process,
click Enable.

General page of
sources

Disable document summarization to
save CPU resources during indexing.

1. Select Index > Sources and
Collections.

2. In theSources section, expand the
appropriate source drop-down list.

3. Select Edit General Properties.

4. In theOptions section, select Disable
document summarization (see "How
toModify General Source Parameters"
on page 168).

Advanced page
of sources

Disable advanced text layout analysis
for PDF documents and advanced
duplicate document filtering in order to
speed up indexing.

1. Select Index > Sources and
Collections.

2. In theSources section, expand the
appropriate source drop-down list.

3. Select Edit Advanced.

4. In thePerformance section, select
Disable advanced text layout analysis
for PDF documents andDisable
advanced duplicate document
filtering (see "How toModify General
Source Parameters" on page 168).
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Where What How

Index
 >Advanced
page (see "What
Are the
Advanced Index
Parameters?" on
page 235).

Perform extra ranking process on fewer
than 100 results to speed up querying.

In theOptimization section, enter the
appropriate number of documents submitted
to the extra ranking process.

Increase the size of thememory cache
available to CES processes to speed up
indexing and querying.

In theMemory cache size field, enter the
appropriate number of MB available.

Select the appropriatePerformance
Mode option for the process that you
wish to improve.

Example: During the initial indexing,
youmay want to select theOptimize
for indexing option, and when
completed, select theOptimize for
querying option if you want to favor
the query process.

In thePerformance Mode section, select
the appropriate option (see "Modifying the
Advanced Index Parameters" on page 235).

Index >Mirrors
page

When the number of documents in one
slice reaches the recommended limit,
configure another slice to distribute the
index content between servers and,
therefore, speed up indexing and
querying.

Note: Addingmore slices than needed
can actually degrade performances.

See "Coveo System Configuration
Guidelines for Scalability" on page 25 and
"Adding Index Slices" on page 213

Configure new mirrors in order to
distribute queries between indexes and,
therefore, speed up querying.

See "Adding aMirror Server" on page 210

Configuration >
Advanced page

Set the priority of themain process to
Highest orAbove Normal to prioritize
CES over other processes running on
the server.

In theMain process priority drop-down list,
select Highest orAbove Normal.

Note: You can also prioritize indexing or
crawling over other processes; however,
doing so slows down queries.

2.13.3 Customizing the List of Common Ignored Terms

Common short natural language words like articles generally do not addmuchmeaning to the text in which
they appear. Because they occur frequently in the content, they are often considered as pollution in an index.
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Stop words are words which are filtered out when processing natural language text. When indexing, CES can
ignore a customizable list of stop words. Themain benefit of adding terms to this list is to reduce the size of
the index. The drawback is that end-users cannot search ignored words.

To customize the list of ignored terms
1. Connect to the CoveoMaster server using an administrator account.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the [Drive]\CES6\Config\StopWords.txt file.

Note: The default file contains a short list of English and French common short words. A copy of
the default StopWords.txt file is available in the [CES_Installation_
Path]\instance\default folder on the CoveoMaster server.

b. Customize the list by entering one word per line.

c. Save the file.

3. Tomake the changes to the StopWord.txt file effective:

a. Restart the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

b. Rebuild all the sources (see "How to Apply an Action to a Collection or a Source" on page 162).

2.14 Troubleshooting

2.14.1 About the Coveo SystemStatus Tool

The Coveo support team often needs detailed information on the state of your Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
server to be able to efficiently troubleshoot complex issues. The SystemStatus tool is available to easily
gather a complete set of files describing the current state of your Coveo environment. You can use the tool to
help you gather user dumps of the Coveo processes, a complete system status, or both.

2.14.1.1 Coveo SystemStatus Tool Requirements

Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo SystemStatus tool:

Run the SystemStatus tool with administrator permissions

The Coveo SystemStatus tool gathers files from all over your Coveo environment. The user who runs the
tool needs to have administrator permissions on your CoveoMaster server and, if any, on all other Coveo
Back-End servers (Mirror, Slice, Converter).

UAC considerations

WhenUAC (User Account Control) is activated on your Coveo server(s):
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l With a one server Coveo environment:

Run the SystemStatus tool in a command prompt with elevated rights.

l With aMaster andMirror server Coveo environment:

Deactivate UAC on your all your Coveo Back-End servers before running the SystemStatus tool to
ensure it is able to run correctly.

Have a Coveo FTP server account

The size of the gathered files can be very large. They must be securely sent to Coveo through the Coveo
FTP server. If you do not already have a Coveo FTP server account, contact Coveo Support to have one
created. By default, your login ID is or will be your work email address. If you have an account and forgot
your password, you can recover it (see "Connecting to the Coveo FTP Server" on page 839).

What's Next?

Review the list of gathered files (see "Files Gathered by the Coveo SystemStatus Tool" on page 827).

2.14.1.2 Files Gathered by the Coveo SystemStatus Tool

The Coveo SystemStatus tool can gather two sets of files (System status andUser dumps) listed below.

Note: You can configure the SystemStatus tool to automatically upload all gathered file to the Coveo
FTP server. If you feel that any of these files might contain sensitive information, you can rather configure
the tool for amanual upload so that youmay review their contents before you upload them.

System status

The SystemStatus gathers the following files that are available when the SystemStatus tool runs:

l Export of registry key HKLM\SOFTWARE\Coveo\Enterprise Search\6

l File list for the CES installation folder

l File list for the CES CoreDumps folder

l File list for the CES index folders on all Coveo Back-End servers

l Copy of text files (*.txt) from the CES CoreDumps folder

l Copy of themini dumps from the CES CoreDumps folder

l Copy of the SharePointInstaller*.Log files from the CES Bin folder

l Copy of the Coveo web.config file

l Copy of the CES index Config folder

l Copy of the PerformanceMng.txt file

l Copy of the mscordacwks.dll file

l Copy of the CES log files from themain index (last 15 days)
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l Copy of the CES log files from the Slice andMirror indexes (last 15 days)

l Copy of IIS and HTTPERR logs (last 15 days)

l Copy of theWindows Event Logs from all Coveo Back-End servers

l Copy of IIS Metabase configuration

l Index statistics

l List of the environment variables

l List of memory usage counters

l List of available disk space from all drives on all Coveo Back-End servers

l List of the processes that are running on the current server

l List of the versions of the DLLs in the Coveo Bin folder

l Output of the SystemInfo command on all Coveo Back-End servers

l Output of the netstat command for the server on which the SystemStatus tool runs

User dumps

The default user dumps option dumps any of the following processes that it finds running on the server:

l CESService(x).exe

l CESMirrorService(x).exe

l CESCustomCrawlers(x).exe

l CESConverter(x).exe

l CESExternalSecurityProvider(x).exe

l CESExchangeCallbackService.exe

l W3wp.exe

l File list for the CES index folders on all Coveo Back-End servers

l Output of the netstat command for the server on which the SystemStatus tool runs

l List of memory usage counters

What's Next?

Run the SystemStatus tool (see "Using the Coveo SystemStatus Tool" on page 828).

2.14.1.3 Using the Coveo SystemStatus Tool

The command prompt SystemStatus tool is easy to install and use.

2.14.1.3.1 Downloading and Installing

1. Using an administrator account, log on to your CoveoMaster server.

2. Using a browser, access
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http://download.coveo.com/Support/SystemStatus/SystemStatus.zip to download the
latest version of the SystemStatus tool.

3. Extract the files to the root of a drive that you want to use.

Example: Extract to C:\SystemStatus.

2.14.1.3.2 Gathering and Uploading System Information to the Coveo FTP Server

1. Using an administrator account, log on to your CoveoMaster server.

Notes:

l Ensure that the administrator account usedmeets the requirements (see "Coveo SystemStatus
Tool Requirements" on page 826).

l In amultiple Coveo server environment, ensure that UAC is deactivated on all Coveo Back-End
servers before running the tool.

2. Start the SystemStatus tool:

l WhenUAC is deactivated, simply double-click the [SystemStatus_Install_
Path]\Coveo.Support.SystemStatus.exe file.

OR

l WhenUAC is activated in a single server Coveo environment:

a. From theWindows Startmenu, right-click Command Prompt and then select Run As
Administrator to open a command prompt with elevated rights.
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b. In theAdministrator: Command Promptwindow, change directory to the folder where you
extracted the SystemStatus tool files, and then launch the
Coveo.Support.SystemStatus.exe file.
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3. In the command prompt window that appears:
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a. The first time you run the SystemStatus tool, answer the following configuration prompts:

i. At theAutomatically upload the results Yes/No prompt: 

l Type Yes and press Enter to have the tool automatically transfer files to the Coveo FTP
server once the file gathering process is completed.

OR

l Type No and press Enter to rather manually transfer files to the Coveo FTP server once the
file gathering process is completed.

ii. When you answered Yes to the previous question, at the FTP username prompt, type the
login ID of your Coveo FTP server account, and then press Enter (see "Connecting to the
Coveo FTP Server" on page 839).

iii. At the FTP password prompt, type the corresponding password, and then press Enter.

Note: The answers to these first time setup prompts are saved in the [SystemStatus_
Install_Path]\config.xml file and automatically used the next times you run the tool. To
change the initial configuration, use a text editor to edit the content of the [SystemStatus_
Install_Path]\config.xml file or simply erase the file to get the first time setup prompts
again.

b. Follow on-screen instructions to answer the following prompts for various options and storage path.

Following the last prompt, the gathering process starts. Depending on your selections, one or more
other command line windows will open and the time required to complete the process may take
several minutes.

Important: Do not close themain command prompt window. The time required to complete the
process may take several minutes.

c. At thePress Enter to exit prompt, press Enter to close themain command prompt.

4. If you chose tomanually upload the files, connect to the Coveo FTP server, and then copy
the compressed file(s) to the FTP server.

5. Notify Coveo Support that you uploaded SystemStatus information on the Coveo FTP server.

2.14.2 Gathering Windows Server Performance Monitor Information

You can use theWindows ServerPerformance Monitor to gather system performance information that can
help the Coveo Support to troubleshoot Coveo server performance issues.

The following procedures describe how to configure the PerformanceMonitor to log processor, disk, and
memory performance information, respectively forWindows Server 2008 andWindows Server 2003.
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Enabling performance counter for processor, disk, and memory objects (Windows
Server 2008)

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo server.

2. On theWindows taskbar, select Start > Run.

3. In theRun dialog box, type perfmon, and then click OK.

4. InPerformance Monitor:

a. In the panel on the left, expandData Collector Sets.

b. Right-click User Defined, and then select New > Data Collector Set in the contextual menu.

c. In the first Create new Data Collector Setwizard dialog box:

i. In theName box, type CoveoPerformances.

ii. Select Create manually (Advanced).

iii. Click Next.

d. In the secondCreate new Data Collector Setwizard dialog box:

i. Select Create data logs.

ii. Select thePerformance counter check box.

iii. Click Next.

e. In the thirdCreate new Data Collector Setwizard dialog box:

i. Click Add.

A. In the dialog box that appears, in theAvailable counters list, successively select the
following performance counters, clickingAdd for each of them:

l Memory

l PhysicalDisk

l Processor

B. Click OK.
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ii. Click Finish.

f. When you are ready to start gathering performance information, in themain panel on the right, right-
click CoveoPerformances, and then select Start in the contextual menu.

g. When you are ready to stop gathering performance information, in themain panel on the right, right-
click CoveoPerformances, and then select Stop in the contextual menu.

5. To review the logged performance information, inWindows Explorer, locate and double-click the .blg file
indicated in theOutput column in thePerformance Monitor.

ThePerformance Monitor opens showing the collected data.
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6. Send the .blg file to the Coveo Support.

Enabling performance counter for processor, disk, and memory objects (Windows
Server 2003)

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo server.

2. On theWindows taskbar, select Start > Run.

3. In theRun dialog box, type perfmon, and then click OK.

4. InPerformance:

a. In the panel on the left, expandPerformance Logs and Alerts.

b. Right-click Counter Logs, and then select New Log Settings.

c. In theNew Log Settings dialog box, enter CoveoPerformances, and then click OK.

d. In theCoveoPerformances dialog box, in theGeneral tab, click Add Counters.

e. In theAdd Counters dialog box:

i. In thePerformance object drop-down list, selectMemory.

ii. Select theAll counters radio button.

iii. Click Add, and then click Close.

f. Back in theCoveoPerformances dialog box, in theGeneral tab, click Add Counters again.

g. In theAdd Counters dialog box:

i. In thePerformance object drop-down list, select PhysicalDisk.

ii. Select theAll counters and theAll instances radio buttons.

iii. Click Add, and then click Close.

h. Back in theCoveoPerformances dialog box, click OK.

The recording of performance data starts in the C:\perflogs\CoveoPerformances_
nnnnnn.blg file.

i. To stop the data logging for this log setting, in the panel on the right, right-click CoveoPerformances,
and then select Stop in the contextual menu.

5. Send the .blg file to the Coveo Support.

2.14.3 Getting Debug Information from a Search Interface

You can add the ?&Debug=1 argument at the end of the search interface address to list debug information.
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Example: http://localhost:8080/?&Debug=1

The debug information appears at the bottom of the search results and contains CES Settings,
ASP.NET Settings, Search Settings, andUser SID's from server sections.

2.14.4 Gathering BlackBerry Event Logs

You can use the following procedure to gather specific Coveo application logs that may help the Coveo
Support to diagnose problems youmay encounter with the CoveoMobile application for BlackBerry.

To gather BlackBerry event logs

1. From the BlackBerry main screen, open the BlackBerry event viewer by pressing the Alt+LGLG key
sequence.

2. From the contextual menu, chooseClear Log, and thenDelete in the confirmation dialog box.

3. Press the Back button to exit the event viewer.

4. Start the Coveo application, run queries and navigate in the browser to reproduce the problem.

5. Once the problem was reproduced, exit the Coveo application.

6. Back to the BlackBerry main screen, restart the event viewer by pressing the Alt+LGLG key sequence.

7. From the contextual menu, chooseOptions.
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8. Unselect all the check boxes by clicking on one item in the list, and then selectingHide all types in the
popup.

9. Find theCoveo item in the list, and select its check box.

10. Press the Back button, and then select Save.

At this point, only events from the Coveo application should be on the screen.

11. From the contextual menu, chooseCopy Day's Contents, and then select Filtered to copy the Coveo
application events the BlackBerry clipboard.

12. Press the Back button to close the event viewer.

13. Create a new email and paste the events in themessage.

14. Send the email message to the Coveo Support.

2.14.5 Cannot Connect to the Instance Default

TheError dialog box with theCannot connect to the instance default of Coveo Enterprise Search
hosted on...messagemay appear when you try to open one of the CES user interfaces (Administrator Tool,
Interface Editor, Console).

One or more of the following conditions may be the cause of this error:

l The log on account that the CES service uses has changed.

The password or the username that was specified for the CES service when CES was installedmay have
changed. When the password of this account changes in Active Directory, youmust alsomanually
change the log on information for the CES service on the Coveo server (see "Modifying the CES Log on
Account" on page 9).
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Note: A best practice is to create a user account dedicated to the CES service with a password that
does not change, or does not change frequently (see "About the CES Service Logon Account" on page
7).

l The account with which you logged in to the Coveo server does not have administrator rights.

Log on to the Coveo server with an account that has administrative rights and try again.

l The CES service is not started.

The CES service does not start when either of the previous conditions occur. Ensure to fix them when
needed, and then start the CES service (see "Starting the CES Service" on page 108).

2.14.6 Access Denied MessageWhen Opening a Result

AnAccess Deniedmessagemay appear in the search interface when:

l A user clicks a search result title to open it.

AND

l The account used to query the index has insufficient permissions to access the document.

This problem occurs only when source permissions override file permissions.

To fix this problem, consider the following solutions for the source with which this problem occurs:

l Change the source permissions (see "Modifying Source Security Permissions" on page 174).

l Configure CES to display the Quick View instead of the actual document. You need to select the
Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents andOpen results with cached version
options for this source (see "How toModify General Source Parameters" on page 168).

2.14.7 Invalid Version Number Exception

Symptoms

The followingmessage appears when you try to start the Interface Editor:

CGLNetwork::PacketChannel::InvalidVersionNumberException: The remote end of

the channel is using version [Back-End_Build], version [Front-End_Build] is

needed.

Cause

This error occurs when the Front-End and Back-End servers run different builds of CES 6.5. With
CES 6.5, the search interfaces from a Front-End server with a build version different from that of the Back-
End servers are fully operational.
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A limitation of this configuration is that the Interface Editor cannot communicate with the Back-End server
as it uses DCOM that requires that both ends run the exact sameCES version.

Solution

Install the sameCES 6.5 build version on all Coveo Front-End and Back-End servers (see "Installing CES
on Front-End Servers" on page 52"Installing CES on theMaster Server" on page 35, "Installing CES on
Mirror Servers" on page 44, and "Installing CES on a Slice Server" on page 57).

2.14.8 Coveo Installer Error

Symptom

On aWindows Server 2003 fresh install, youmay encounter the following error message when you run a
Coveo installer:

The application failed to initialize properly. Click on OK to terminate the

application.

Cause

The Coveo installer requires the .NET Framework 2 to run its detection IIS. In a fresh install of Windows
Server 2003, the .NET Framework 2may bemissing.

Solution

Install the .NET Framework 2 on the server, and then restart the Coveo installer.

2.14.9 Connecting to the Coveo FTP Server

You can use the Coveo FTP server to securely and efficiently exchange files with the Coveo support team. If
you do not already have a Coveo FTP server account, contact Coveo Support to have one created. By
default, your login ID is or will be your work email address.

To connect to the Coveo FTP server

1. If not already done, contact Coveo Support to ask for a Coveo FTP server account.

2. Using a browser, access https://ftp.coveo.com/.

3. In the Coveo FTP server login dialog box:
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a. In the Login ID box, enter your Coveo FTP username. By default, it is your work email address.

b. In thePassword box, enter the corresponding password.

Note:When you do not remember your password, click Recover Password. An email will be sent
to you with a temporary password that youmust use to login once and immediately change the
password.

c. In the Language drop-down list, select English.

The Coveo FTP server opens.

2.14.10 Resolving Slow Search Interface Loading in Sitecore

When aCoveo search interface is integrated in a Sitecore website (see "Integrating the Search Interface in a
SitecoreWebsite" on page 458), long search interface page loading time can be experienced.

This unusual slow rendering of the Coveo search interface pages may be caused by the Sitecore cache
settings. The Coveo search interfaces take advantage of browser caching to prevent repeatedly loading
frequently used components, and therefore significantly reduce page loading time.

To resolve slow search interface loading in Sitecore

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Sitecore server.

2. Using a text editor:
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a. Open the Sitecore web.config file.

b. In the file, as shown in the following web.config file excerpt, ensure that
DisableBrowserCaching is set to false.

<!-- DISABLE BROWSER CACHING
If true, all pages will have:
Cache-Control: no-cache, no-store
Pragma: no-cache
in the http header
-->
<setting name="DisableBrowserCaching" value="false" />

c. Save the file.
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3.1 Search Interface API

3.1.1 Search Interface API Overview

Coveo search interface is designed to enable extensive customization; therefore responding to the ever-
growing needs of the customers. To customize the search interface, it is possible to either use the Interface
Editor or create a new skin (see "About Search Interfaces and Skins" on page 845) andmodify it according to
your specific needs.

The Interface Editor (Search or Initial page > Edit this Interface) is certainly the easiest way to customize
the search interface; however, because it is a GUI tool, there are certain limitations. This approach is strongly
recommended to enable or disable certain features, manage facets, change colors, etc.

If, on the other hand, more complex modifications, such as adding or removing controls, modifying the global
layout or the behavior of the search interface using custom code are required, it is recommended to create a
custom skin (see "About Search Interfaces and Skins" on page 845) and author custom search controls in
order to implement features, which are not available out-of-the-box from CES.

This section of the CES documentation describes how to customize the search interface using the second
approach. For more information concerning the Interface Editor, refer to the "Interface Editor" on page 359.
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Important: Even if it is possible to customize the search interface using the two approaches
simultaneously, it is recommended to use only one of them at a time, as the twomay conflict in some
circumstances. Therefore, to perform advanced customizations, use the second approach from the start.

Everything that can be done through the Interface Editor can also be done directly from within a custom skin.

3.1.2 Basic Concepts

3.1.2.1 Search Interface API Concept Overview

Coveo search interface is made of several modular ASP.NET controls that interact together in order to provide
the Search UI. These controls are referenced in a set of user control files called skins (see About Search
Interfaces and Skins). Using skins makes it easy to add, extend or remove functionalities from the interface,
as this can usually be done by adding or removing a control from the skin.

The default Coveo search interface is made of more than a hundred separate controls that implement the
different functionalities available to the user. The framework is fully extensible, meaning that it is possible to
author your own controls, that integrate in the samemanner in a custom search interface.

The following lists examples of search interface controls:

Control Description

Query Allows the user to enter the search keywords.

SearchButton Renders the button used to perform new searches.

ResultTitle, ResultExcerpt and
ResultPrintableUri

Output the title, excerpt and URI for each result (those are typically
put in a repeated template).

Pager Allows users to browse the various result pages a query returns.

RefineByType Allows users to refine the query to a specific result type

All the interactions between the various controls making up the search interface are controlled by the
SearchControl control (see About SearchControl andQueryControl).

The complete Coveo search interface can be added to any ASP.NET page by using a single special control
called SearchInterface. This control loads the appropriate skin and settings into the page (see How to Load
the Search Interface).

3.1.2.2 About SearchControl and QueryControl

The SearchControl control is responsible of synchronizing the interactions between all the controls of the
search interface. It also keeps track of the current query and fires the various events that cause other controls
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to perform various tasks. There is always only one SearchControl per search interface; however, it is possible
to havemore than one search interface per page (this is useful when using searchWeb parts).

A single search interface can display results from several queries; thereforemaking it possible to search
several kinds of items from the sameUI (for example, combining a People Search feature with amore general
document search). Every query is performed by the QueryControl control. When the user performs a search,
eachQueryControl uses the global query (provided by SearchControl), adds additional information (for
example, restricting to people results) and sends the query to the server in order to retrieve the results, which
are then displayed.

3.1.2.3 About Search Interfaces and Skins

Skin designates a set of user control files that define the layout of the search interface. By default, CES
comes with theDefault andEmail skins. It can also be shipped with the SharePoint skin if theMicrosoft
SharePoint integration was installed.

Skins must not be confused with Search Interfaces. A search interface acts as a container for settings such
as styles and configuration settings—one of these settings is the name of the skin used with the search
interface. There can be several search interfaces bound to a single skin, much in the sameway that many
search pages can use the same search interface. In other words:

l A Search pagemakes use of a specific search interface (represented by the InterfaceSettings class) that
is loaded into the page using the SearchInterface control.

l A search interface provides settings such as styles, custom refine fields, preference defaults, etc. and is
associated with the InterfaceSettings class.

l A skin provides the layout of the rendered search page and is associated at page initialization with a
search interface depending on the value of the Skin property.

3.1.2.4 About SearchSettings

The SearchControl object keeps track of the current query content using a collection of objects calledSearch
Settings. Each of these objects is responsible for storing a particular aspect of the query, for example the
keywords entered by the user or the type of document to restrict to. All these objects derive from the
SearchSetting class.

Search settings usually have a strong relationship to a control that allows the user to control a specific aspect
of the query. For example:

l TheQuery control (the textbox in which users enter keywords) is associated with the QuerySetting
object.

l The Format control (the drop-down used to restrict to a specific format) is associated with the
FormatSetting object.
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When the user changes the content of these controls (called parameter controls), the associated search
setting is updated to reflect the new value. Then, any instance of the same control located elsewhere on the
page is notified in order to update the content.

Search Setting Persistence

The SearchControl object is responsible for persisting the search settings across requests. Two sets of
settings are persisted:

l TheStaging settings hold the search settings currently in the various parameter controls.

l TheEffective settings hold the search settings that make up the current query.

Having two distinct sets of settings allows the user to edit queries without it having an immediate effect on the
results displayed. The changes made by the user are only effective when theSearch button is clicked. At this
point, the current effective settings are discarded and replaced by a copy of the staging settings. Most
parameter controls thus only need to care about the staging settings (ex.: they never access the effective
settings). However, this is not valid for all controls. For example, all theRefine By controls directly alter the
effective settings.

Both sets of search settings are persisted by the SearchControl object in the page view state. When a
postback occurs, the settings are read from the saved state and an event is triggered to inform all parameter
controls that they should initialize themselves using the content of the setting collections. The framework then
proceeds through the normal page lifecycle and at the end of it, the settings are saved back to the view state.

3.1.2.5 About Ajax and SearchUpdatePanel

CES uses advancedAjax techniques to provide amore streamlined user experience. Most of the time, when
customizing the search interface, the user does not need take care of it; however, there are some cases
where additional knowledge is required.

The Coveo search interface uses amodel that is very close toMicrosoft Ajax UpdatePanels in order to update
parts of theSearch page when a user performs actions without fully reloading the page (referred to as
postback). Instead, it uses JavaScript code to perform a partial postback on the server, that executes the
required actions and renders new HTML for the parts of the page to update.

The zones that can be updated are defined by the SearchUpdatePanel control. Whenever a control inside
SearchUpdatePanel must be updated, the HTML for the whole content of the nearest SearchUpdatePanel is
rendered, sent to the browser and then updated. A SearchUpdatePanel can contain other SearchUpdatePanel
controls. When the ASP.NET request reaches theRender phase, the search interface uses different factors
to build a list of panels in order to update and only the HTML for these specific panels is sent to the browser.

How the Search Interface Determines which Panels to Update

During request processing, SearchControl keeps track of several events that can cause certain controls to
require an update. The following lists these events:
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l A new query has been performed

l The staging settings have beenmodified

l The effective settings have beenmodified

l TheMode of the search interface has beenmodified

l The current result page has beenmodified

l The currently selected result has beenmodified

l A saved query or saved filter has beenmodified

When request processing reaches theRender phase, each SearchUpdatePanel recursively scans its
children, looking for controls implementing special marker interfaces associated to the events that the
SearchControl keeps track of. The available marker interfaces are:

l IUpdateOnNewSearch

l IUpdateOnStagingChange

l IUpdateOnEffectiveChange

l IUpdateOnModeChange

l IUpdateOnPageChange

l IUpdateOnSelectedChange

l IUpdateOnQueryOrFilterChange

When a control implementing one of themarker interface is found and the associated event has been raised
during processing, the SearchUpdatePanel automatically schedules itself for updating. The parent
SearchUpdatePanel does not access the child SearchUpdatePanel, as it assumes that it updates itself
automatically.

Making Updates More Granular

In order for updates to bemore granular, it is possible to add SearchUpdatePanel controls to the custom skins
in order to wrap around the zones to update. No further logic is required, the search interface automatically
uses these new panels when possible.

Writing New Controls Managed by SearchUpdatePanels

The updates of the custom search control developed aremanaged by SearchUpdatePanel. In some cases,
ex.: for controls used to render information about a result (typically in result templates), the user does not
manage this, as it is automatically updated when the result changes. However, if a user develops his own
search controls, hemust determine which event causes its rendered HTML to be updated, and implement the
associatedmarker interfaces. Then, the control is automatically updated whenever required.

Forcing the Update of a Control in Code

It is possible to force a specific control to be updated (through the nearest SearchUpdatePanel) by calling
UpdatePanel.UpdateContainingPanel and passing a reference to the control to update.
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3.1.3 Customizing the Search Interface

3.1.3.1 Modifying a Skin

A skin is a set of user control files (.ascx) that define the appearance and behavior of a search
interface. These files can bemodified freely to achieve the appropriate result.

Tomodify a skin file, open it in a text editor, modify it, save themodifications and reload theSearch page in
theWeb browser. Themodifications are immediately taken into consideration.

For more information concerning the files that compose a skin, refer to What Is the Structure of a Skin?.

3.1.3.2 Developing New Controls in Visual Studio

CES comes pre-installed with a Visual Studio solution and project that can be used to author custom search
controls. The solution file is named CustomControls.sln and is located in the Web folder of the CES
installation.

The solution contains a single project (CustomControls.csproj) that properly references to the Coveo
assemblies. When this project is built, it outputs a DLL named CustomControls.dll in the Web/Bin
folder of the CES installation. You can reference the controls and other entities from this DLL in the user
controls making up a skin (see "About Search Interfaces and Skins" on page 845).

3.1.4 Search Interface API Internals

3.1.4.1 What Is the Structure of a Skin?

A skin is a set of user control files (.ascx) that define the appearance and behavior of a search interface. The
following lists themost important files in a skin:

l CoveoSearch.ascx: This is the root file of the skin. It defines the overall HTML layout and includes the
other skin files in the appropriate places. This file is a good place to add custom code that handles events
triggered by the SearchControl object (see About SearchControl andQueryControl).

l InitialPanel.ascx: This file defines the content of the panel displayed when the user loads theSearch
page without passing a query through the query string.

l SearchPanel.ascx: This file defines the content of the panel above the header bar when a query is
performed. It usually contains the Query control andSearch button.

l ResultsPanel.ascx: This file defines the content of the panel containing the header bar and the results of
the current query.

l ResultTemplate.ascx: This file defines the content that is repeated for each query result. Modify this
file in order to alter the result template.

l Toolbar.ascx: This file defines the content of the panel on the right of the results that usually contains
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search facets and other misc controls.

l AdvancedSearchPanel.ascx: This file defines the content of the full-pageAdvanced Search page. It
includes several other user control files for each section of the advanced search. The same sections are
also displayed in the tabbed inline advanced search. The related files are:

o AdvancedCollections.ascx

o AdvancedKeywords.ascx

o AdvancedDate.ascx

o AdvancedProperties.ascx

l PreferencesPanel.ascx: This file defines the content of thePreferences page.

Obviously, there are several other files inside a typical skin; feel free to explore to perform modifications that
cannot be done using the files listed above.

3.1.4.2 How to Load the Search Interface

The Coveo search interface is usually added to an ASP.NET page through the SearchInterface control. It is
responsible of loading the rest of the controls that make up the search interface:

1. In theOnInit stage, the SearchInterface control first determines which search interface to load on the
page. The easiest way to configure this is to set the Name property to the name of the appropriate search
interface. Otherwise, the SearchInterface control looks for a name specified through the query string
(using the sk=somename parameter) and attempts to usePer Uri Settings to define a name. If none
is found, theDefault search interface is used.

2. The SearchInterface then loads the InterfaceSettings object for the selected search interface. This object
holds all the search interface settings, such as styles, custom refine fields, etc. and can be edited using
the Interface Editor.

3. Using the Skin property of the InterfaceSettings object, the SearchInterface then loads the proper version
of CoveoSearch.ascx in the page. This user control is the root control that includes all other components
required by the search interface and is located in the sub folders of theCoveo/Skins folder.

3.1.4.3 What Is the Lifetime of a Search Page Request

The processing of a request on aSearch page involves several steps:

OnInit

l The SearchInterface control establishes the connection to the Coveo server and loads the
InterfaceSettings as well as the associated skin in the page. If the connection attempt fails, no search
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control is loaded and an error page is displayed.

l The SearchControl object initializes itself, loading preferences, saved queries and filters, etc.

LoadViewState (when performing a postback)

The SearchControl object loads the persisted SearchState object containing, among other things, the staging
and the effective settings. It then triggers the LoadSettings event so that all parameter controls can initialize
themselves with the value they had on the last request (normally controls load their previous value directly
from the viewstate, but parameter controls are using the search settings instead).

LoadPostBackData (when performing a postback)

The parameter controls are updated with the values posted by the browser (this is done automatically by the
underlying ASP.NET framework). If the posted value is different from the one loaded using the search
settings, the framework raises a flag to remember to trigger some kind of OnChange event on the control after
theOnLoad phase.

PreLoad

If a query was executed in the previous postback, it is performed again in order to re-create the result controls
from the previous query (this enables them to use the viewstate and handle postback events).

OnLoad

If this is the first load of the page:

l The query string is selected and any search parameter that is present is loaded.

l The InitializeSettings event is raised to give the opportunity to initialize the search settings based on any
custom rule.

RaisePostDataChangedEvent (when performing a postback)

In this stage, the framework triggers theOnChange event (or the equivalent) on all controls flagged as
Modified since the last postback, before theOnLoad event. When a parameter control receives an
OnChange event, it updates the staging search settings accordingly.

OnPreRender

l The SearchControl object triggers the LoadSettings event again in order for all the parameter controls to
update themselves using the settings that may have beenmodified by anOnChange event.

l The SearchControl object then triggers the BeforeQueries, PerformQueries and AfterQueries events,
which causes the QueryControl objects on the page to execute their respective queries. The following
details what occurs for eachQueryControl:

l TheQueryControl calls the CreateSearchBuilder method to retrieve a SearchBuilder object configured
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with all the settings managed by the SearchControl (ex.: global to all queries on the page). This includes
the query expressions for the effective search settings.

l The SearchBuilder is then further updated with the various settings proper to eachQueryControl. This
includes settings such as whether duplicate documents are to be filtered, the current result page, etc.

l TheQueryControl then fires the SetupSearchBuilder event to give external code an opportunity to tweak
the effective search that will be performed.

l The final SearchBuilder is then passed to the QueryWrapperFactory to retrieve aQueryWrapper that
encapsulates the query.

l The CreateResultControls event is raised. When this occurs, the ResultList control instantiates the result
template for each result that is to be displayed.

SaveViewState

The SearchControl andQueryControl objects both persist their state in the viewstate.

Render

When this stage of page processing is reached, all controls are rendered to produce the HTML for the page,
which includes the result controls instantiated by ResultList after the query is executed.

3.1.4.4 How to Perform Searches

Whenever the search interface needs to execute a query on the Coveo server, the SearchControl and
QueryControl objects run several steps in order to build the query, send it to the server and transform the
results in ASP.NET controls, which are inserted in the page and rendered to the browser.

When Are Searches Executed?

The Coveo search interface can execute a query at twomoments during the lifetime of the ASP.NET request:

l PreLoad:When a query is executed at the previous postback, it is automatically re-executed before the
Load stage in order to allow result controls to load previous values from the viewstate and allow them to
process postback events. This makes it possible to use controls such as buttons in the result templates
along with event handlers that perform processing when the user clicks the button. Because this is done
only when the query is previously executed, the results aremost often retrieved directly from the cache;
therefore the cost is negligible.

l PreRender:When a new search is performed, following an action from the user such as clicking the
Search button, a query is executed during thePreRender stage.

Events Fired When Performing a Search
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Events Description

BeforeQueries The BeforeQueries event is fired by the SearchControl object; therefore other
components can execute certain tasks before the other query events are fired.

PerformQueries The PerformQueries event is fired by the SearchControl object. It tells all its children
QueryControl to execute their query on the server (see About SearchControl and
QueryControl). When it receives this event, the QueryControl executes all the steps
required to run the query.

Populating the SearchBuilder Object

The SearchBuilder object accumulates all the information concerning the query to execute before sending it to
the server. When the query is being prepared, various components of the search interface add their own bits of
information (such as query parts, sorting settings, etc.) to the SearchBuilder until all the information has been
gathered.

To prepare the SearchBuilder object, the QueryControl first calls CreateSearchBuilder on the SearchControl—
which is responsible for creating a SearchBuilder—and populates it with all the information global to all
the QueryControl objects. This includes all the search settings, along with various other settings.

The CreateSearchBuilder also fires the SetupSearchBuilder event on the SearchControl in order to allow other
components to tweak the SearchBuilder before it is handed back to the QueryControl.

When theQueryControl receives the SearchBuilder, it adds more information related only to the current query
and fires a separate event that is called SetupSearchBuilder on the QueryControl; therefore other components
can tweak the SearchBuilder for only this particular query. Afterwards, the SearchBuilder is completely
populated.

Using the SearchBuilder to Get a QueryWrapper Object

TheQueryWrapper object provides a unified view on the results of a query that can be cached across several
postbacks in order to avoid fetching results from the server that have already been retrieved. A
QueryWrapper is obtained by passing the SearchBuilder object to the QueryWrapperFactory, which looks in a
cache for an existing QueryWrapper built from an identical SearchBuilder. If none are found, it creates a new
one.

Creating aQueryWrapper sends a query to the server in order to retrieve the first page of results (additional
pages can be fetched using the sameQueryWrapper). This is done using the COM APIs provided by CES.

Creating the ASP.NET Controls to Render Results

After retrieving the QueryWrapper, eachQueryControl fires the CreateResultControls event in order to
instruct the ResultList controls to create the proper templates for each returned result. The resulting ASP.NET
controls are inserted in the page control tree in order to process events and render them following the request. 
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3.1.5 Samples

3.1.5.1 Downloading and Installing the Search Interface Samples

The search interface samples are packaged in a ZIP archive file that you need to extract in the CES
installation folder.

To download and install the search interface samples

1. Download the CoveoWebSamples.zip archive file.

2. Extract the content of the archive file directly in the CES installation path.

3.1.5.2 Sample: Calendar Date Search Control

This topic describes the steps to perform
to create theCalendar Search Control
that comes as a sample with CES.

3.1.5.2.1 Installing and Viewing the Sample

For information on how to obtain and install the samples, refer to How to Download and Install the Search
Interface Samples. When the samples are installed, a search page containing this sample control should be
accessible at Samples/CalendarDateParams/CalendarDateParams.aspx, starting from the URI where CES
is installed.

3.1.5.2.2 Creating the Calendar Search Control

TheCalendar Search Control is built usingMicrosoft Visual Studio and C# languages. For more information
concerning this topic, refer to Developing New Controls in Visual Studio.

TheCalendar Search Control is made up of two files, one for the control itself and one for the associated
SearchSetting (for more information concerning search settings, refer to About Search Settings).

To Create the Class for the Control

Create a new C# class namedCalendarDateSearch, which inherits from BoundToSearch. This base class
makes it easier to interact with SearchControl. The class should also implement the
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IUpdateOnStagingChangemarker interface, so that its rendered HTML is properly updated when required
(see About Ajax and SearchUpdatePanel).

public class CalendarDateSearch : BoundToSearch,
                                 IUpdateOnStagingChange,
                                 INamingContainer

To Create Child Controls

The control uses two check boxes, as well as twoCalendar controls to accept its input. Those are declared
as privatemembers and added as children of theCalendarDateSearch in theCreateChildControlsmethod
(inherited from Control). There is one calendar for theminimummodified date and another for themaximum
date. Each calendar is associated to a check box that enables or disables it.

// The child ASP.NET controls that we use
private CheckBox CHKUseMinimumDate;
private Calendar CALMinimumDate;
private CheckBox CHKUseMaximumDate;
private Calendar CALMaximumDate;

protected override void CreateChildControls()
{
   CHKUseMinimumDate = new CheckBox();
   CHKUseMinimumDate.ID = "CHKUseMinimumDate";
   CHKUseMinimumDate.Text = "Specify Minimum Date";
   CHKUseMinimumDate.AutoPostBack = true;
   CHKUseMinimumDate.CheckedChanged += this.CHKUseMinimumDate_CheckedChanged;
   Controls.Add(CHKUseMinimumDate);

   CALMinimumDate = new Calendar();
   CALMinimumDate.ID = "CALMinimumDate";
   CALMinimumDate.SelectedDate = DateTime.Today;
   CALMinimumDate.SelectionChanged += this.CALMinimumDate_SelectionChanged;
   Controls.Add(CALMinimumDate);

   CHKUseMaximumDate = new CheckBox();
   CHKUseMaximumDate.ID = "CHKUseMaximumDate";
   CHKUseMaximumDate.Text = "Specify Maximum Date";
   CHKUseMaximumDate.AutoPostBack = true;
   CHKUseMaximumDate.CheckedChanged += this.CHKUseMaximumDate_CheckedChanged;
   Controls.Add(CHKUseMaximumDate);

   CALMaximumDate = new Calendar();
   CALMaximumDate.ID = "CALMaximumDate";
   CALMaximumDate.SelectedDate = DateTime.Today;
   CALMaximumDate.SelectionChanged += this.CALMaximumDate_SelectionChanged;
   Controls.Add(CALMaximumDate);
}

TheCreateChildControlsmethod is automatically called by the ASP.NET framework when a control should
create and initialize its child controls. In this case, two check boxes and the two calendars that the controls
uses are setup. On each control theAutoPostBack property is set to True so that ASP.NET automatically
performs a postback each time the user changes something.

The Render Method
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The control overrides theRendermethod to render additional markup between each child controls. Here is the
code for this method:

protected override void Render(HtmlTextWriter p_Writer)
{
   RenderBeginTag(p_Writer);
       p_Writer.RenderBeginTag("tr");
           p_Writer.RenderBeginTag("td");
               CHKUseMinimumDate.RenderControl(p_Writer);
               p_Writer.Write("<br/>");
               CALMinimumDate.RenderControl(p_Writer);
           p_Writer.RenderEndTag();
           p_Writer.RenderBeginTag("td");
               CHKUseMaximumDate.RenderControl(p_Writer);
               p_Writer.Write("<br/>");
               CALMaximumDate.RenderControl(p_Writer);
           p_Writer.RenderEndTag();
       p_Writer.RenderEndTag();
   RenderEndTag(p_Writer);
}

To Load the CalendarDateSearchSetting

Likemost search controls, theCalendarDateSearch controls uses a class derived from SearchSetting to
store its current value (see About Search Settings). Whenever the control should load its value from its
associated CalendarDateSearchSetting object, the SearchControl fires the LoadSettings event. To handle
it, the control must hook up to some events fired by the SearchControl to properly manage the setting. This is
done in theOnInit stage using the following code:

SearchObject.LoadSettings += this.Search_LoadSettings;

The event handler for LoadSettings should try to grab the setting from the Staging settings collection. If a
setting is found, the control must update its value to represent the state stored in the setting. If the setting is
not present, it must reset its state to the default one.

private void Search_LoadSettings(object p_Sender,
                                EventArgs p_Args)
{
   CalendarDateSearchSetting setting = (CalendarDateSearchSetting) SearchObject.State.Staging
[CalendarDateSearchSetting.NAME];

   // Update the controls depending of the current setting, if any
   if (setting != null) {
       if (setting.MinimumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
           CHKUseMinimumDate.Checked = true;
           CALMinimumDate.Enabled = true;
           CALMinimumDate.SelectedDate = setting.MinimumDate;
       } else {
           CHKUseMinimumDate.Checked = false;
           CALMinimumDate.Enabled = false;
       }

       if (setting.MaximumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
           CHKUseMaximumDate.Checked = true;
           CALMaximumDate.Enabled = true;
           CALMaximumDate.SelectedDate = setting.MaximumDate;
       } else {
           CHKUseMaximumDate.Checked = false;
           CALMaximumDate.Enabled = false;
       }
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   } else {
       CHKUseMinimumDate.Checked = false;
       CALMinimumDate.Enabled = false;
       CHKUseMaximumDate.Checked = false;
       CALMaximumDate.Enabled = false;
   }
}

To Update the CalendatDateSearchSetting

Whenever the user modifies the value of one of the child controls (changing the date on a calendar, etc.), the
CalendarDateSearchSetting object that is persisted across postbacks by the SearchControl has to be
updated. To do so, hook up to the proper child controls events that signals when the values changes. This is
done in theCreateChildControlsmethod presented above in this topic.

Whenever one of these events is fired, it is important to create a new CalendarDateSearchSetting that will
reflect the updated state, and add it to the SearchControl's Staging setting collection, overwriting any previous
similar setting. This is done in a privatemethod calledUpdateSearchSetting that is called in each event
handler.

private void CHKUseMinimumDate_CheckedChanged(object p_Sender,
                                             EventArgs p_Args)
{
   UpdateSearchSetting();
}

private void CHKUseMaximumDate_CheckedChanged(object p_Sender,
                                             EventArgs p_Args)
{
   UpdateSearchSetting();
}

private void CALMinimumDate_SelectionChanged(object p_Sender,
                                            EventArgs p_Args)
{
   UpdateSearchSetting();
}

private void CALMaximumDate_SelectionChanged(object p_Sender,
                                            EventArgs p_Args)
{
   UpdateSearchSetting();
}

private void UpdateSearchSetting()
{
   // Build a CalendarDateSearchSetting from the content of our child controls
   CalendarDateSearchSetting setting = new CalendarDateSearchSetting();
   if (CHKUseMinimumDate.Checked) {
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       setting.MinimumDate = CALMinimumDate.SelectedDate;
   }
   if (CHKUseMaximumDate.Checked) {
       setting.MaximumDate = CALMaximumDate.SelectedDate;
   }

   // If the setting is non-empty, add, otherwise clear any existing one
   if (!setting.Empty) {
       SearchObject.State.Staging.Add(setting);
   } else {
       SearchObject.State.Staging.Remove(CalendarDateSearchSetting.NAME);
   }
}

3.1.5.2.3 Creating the CalendarDateSearchSetting Class

TheCalendarDateSearchSetting class is responsible of holding the state of theCalendarDateSearch
control across postbacks and adding the proper expressions to the query when it is executed by the
SearchControl.

To Provide a Name for the Setting

Each search setting class needs to have a unique name that will be used when serializing and deserializing.

/// <summary>
/// The name of the <see cref="CalendarDateSearchSetting"/> setting.
/// </summary>
public const string NAME = "CalendarDateSearch";

To Define the Properties to Store the State

TheCalendarDateSearchSetting uses two properties to store the state of the control. One holds the
minimum restricted date and the other themaximum restricted date. Either of these dates are set to
DateTime.MinValuewhenever the associated check box is not selected.

Declaring the Private Fields:

// The minimum date
private DateTime m_MinimumDate;
// The maximum date
private DateTime m_MaximumDate;

Properties for Minimum andMaximum Date:

/// <summary>
/// The minimum date on which the results may have been modified.
/// </summary>
public DateTime MinimumDate
{
   get {
       return m_MinimumDate;
   }
   set {
       m_MinimumDate = value;
   }
}

/// <summary>
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/// The maximum date on which the results may have been modified.
/// </summary>
public DateTime MaximumDate
{
   get {
       return m_MaximumDate;
   }
   set {
       m_MaximumDate = value;
   }
}

To Implement the Empty Property

Each search setting class must implement the Empty property. This property should return Truewhen the
setting class does not contain any significant value.

public override bool Empty
{
   get {
       return m_MinimumDate == DateTime.MinValue && m_MaximumDate == DateTime.MinValue;
   }
}

To Implement the Constructors

A search setting typically implements two constructors. One of them is used when creating a new
setting, while the other is used when deserializing the setting when a new postback is performed.

The Default Constructor:

public CalendarDateSearchSetting()
:   base(NAME)
{
}

The Constructor Used for Deserialization:

public CalendarDateSearchSetting(StringDeserializer p_Deserializer)
:   base(NAME, p_Deserializer)
{
   m_MinimumDate = p_Deserializer.GetDateTime();
   m_MaximumDate = p_Deserializer.GetDateTime();
}

To Implement the Code for Serializing the Setting

The SearchSetting class defines amethod called Serialize that must be overriden to properly serialize the
content of the setting.

The SerializeMethod:

public override void Serialize(StringSerializer p_Serializer)
{
   base.Serialize(p_Serializer);

   p_Serializer.Append(m_MinimumDate);
   p_Serializer.Append(m_MaximumDate);
}
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To Implement the Code for Applying the Setting to the Query

When the SearchControl performs a search, it uses an object called SearchBuilder in order to accumulate all
the information about the query to execute. As part of this process, all the current search settings are given an
opportunity to contribute their own part of the query. This is done in the Apply method (see How to Perform
Searches).

The Apply Method:

public override void Apply(SearchBuilder p_Builder,
                          SearchControl p_Search)
{
   if (m_MinimumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
       string expr = CustomFields.SYSDATE + ">=" + SearchUtilities.DateToString(m_MinimumDate);
       p_Builder.AddAdvancedExpression(expr);
   }
   if (m_MaximumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
       string expr = CustomFields.SYSDATE + "<=" + SearchUtilities.DateToString(m_MaximumDate);
       p_Builder.AddAdvancedExpression(expr);
   }
}

If either aminimum ormaximum date is specified, the code will append a query expression to restrict the
search to documents modified in the appropriate time range. Dates need to be converted to string using
SearchUtilities.DateToString in order to ensure that the correct format is used.

To Register the CalendarDateSearchSetting in the Search Setting Factory

Each search settingmust be registered with the SearchSettingFactory when theWeb application initializes,
for amapping to be established between the search setting name andmethod responsible of deserializing it.
In this case, registration of theCalendarDateSearchSetting is done in the static constructor of
CalendarDateSearch.

static CalendarDateSearch()
{
   // Register our setting with the factory
   SearchSettingFactory.RegisterSetting(CalendarDateSearchSetting.NAME, new
SearchSettingFactory.DeserializeDelegate(CalendarDateSearchSetting.Deserialize));
}

The code registers theDeserialize static method of theCalendarDateSearchSetting class as the handler for
deserializing those search settings. Here is the implementation of themethod. Note that it only calls the
proper constructor to deserialize the search setting, described earlier.

public static SearchSetting Deserialize(StringDeserializer p_Deserializer,
                                       string p_Custom)
{
   return new CalendarDateSearchSetting(p_Deserializer);
}
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3.1.5.2.4 Displaying a Comment to the User When Search Results are Being
Restricted

It is often useful to display amessage to the user to mention that search results are restricted for some criteria
(modified dates, in this particular case). This can be done by hooking on theGenerateComments event fired
by the SearchControl and adding a comment to the list of those to be displayed.

Comments are represented using the CommentInfo class, that stores themessage to display along with the
list of search settings that should be cleared whenever the user clicks theClear link that is displayed next to
each comment. Here is the code for theCalendarDateSearch control:

private void Search_GenerateComments(object p_Sender,
                                    GenerateCommentsEventArgs p_Args)
{
   // If there is an effective CalendarDateSearchSetting setting, we want
   // to generate a comment that will be displayed to the user.
   CalendarDateSearchSetting setting = (CalendarDateSearchSetting) SearchObject.State.Staging
[CalendarDateSearchSetting.NAME];
   if (setting != null && !setting.Empty) {
       // Create a new comment that will remove the CalendarDateSearchSetting when cleared
       ClearComment comment = new ClearComment();
       comment.Settings.Add(setting);

       // Depending on what we're restricting on the comment will be phrased differently
       if (setting.MinimumDate != DateTime.MinValue && setting.MaximumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
           comment.Message = String.Format("Only results modified between {0} and {1} will be
displayed.", setting.MinimumDate.ToString("D", System.Globalization.CultureInfo.CurrentCulture),
setting.MaximumDate.ToString("D", System.Globalization.CultureInfo.CurrentCulture));
       } else if (setting.MinimumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
           comment.Message = String.Format("Only results modified after {0} will be displayed.",
setting.MinimumDate.ToString("D", System.Globalization.CultureInfo.CurrentCulture));
       } else if (setting.MaximumDate != DateTime.MinValue) {
           comment.Message = String.Format("Only results modified before {0} will be displayed.",
setting.MaximumDate.ToString("D", System.Globalization.CultureInfo.CurrentCulture));
       } else {
           // Should never happen!
       }

       p_Args.Controls.Add(comment);
   }
}

TheGenerateComments event is wired up in theOnInit phase using the following code:

SearchObject.GenerateComments += this.Search_GenerateComments;

3.1.5.3 Sample: Creating a Skin from Scratch

This topic describes the steps required to create a skin from scratch, instead of using a copy of an existing
one (for more information concerning skin creation, refer to Creating a New Skin). The skin that this sample
describes implements a simple search interface that displays results in a table, along with facets displayed on
top.
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3.1.5.3.1 Installing and Viewing the Sample

For information on how to obtain and install the samples, refer to How to Download and Install the Search
Interface Samples. When this is done, the skin for this sample should be found under
Web/Samples/SkinFromScratch in the path where Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) is installed. To use it,
copy the folder underWeb/Coveo/Skins and setup a search interface to use it (for more information, refer
to Creating a New Skin).

3.1.5.3.2 About this Skin

A skin consists of one or more user control (.ascx) files, located in a folder underWeb/Coveo/Skins in the
CES installation. This folder should at least contain a user control namedCoveoSearch.ascx included in an
ASP.NET page by the SearchInterface control. This file may include other user controls, but is not strictly
required and is up to the skin developer. In this sample, all the code required is included within
CoveoSearch.ascx.
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Control Directives

Typically, a user control file begins with a list of directives that will be processed by the ASP.NET runtime to
determine the base class for the user control, import namespaces andmap libraries of controls to prefixes.
Here is the code for theCoveoSearch.ascx used in this sample:

<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="false"
Inherits="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls.SearchControl, Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0,
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="ces" Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.CES.Web.Search, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2" %>
<%@ Assembly Name="Coveo.CNL.Web, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=44110d16825221f2"
%>
<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.CES.Web.Search" %>

Search Controls

The sample skin provides a text box to enter the query, a drop-down list that allows to select among common
file formats, as well as a search button. All these functionality are implemented using the stock controls
provided by Coveo. Here is the code that includes these controls in the skin:

<table cellspacing="5" cellpadding="0">
 <tr>
   <td>
     Search For:
   </td>
   <td>
     <ces:Query id="qry" runat="server"/>
   </td>
   <td>
     Format:
   </td>
   <td>
     <ces:Format runat="server"/>
   </td>
   <td>
     <ces:SearchButton id="sbt" runat="server"/>
   </td>
 </tr>
</table>

Facets

In this sample, the facets are placed in an horizontal fashion above the results. Here is the code to do so:

<table width="100%" cellspacing="5" cellpadding="0" style="border: 1px solid silver; margin-
bottom: 5px">
 <tr>
   <td valign="top">
     <ces:RefineByType ControlStyle-BorderWidth="0" runat="server"/>
   </td>
   <td valign="top">
     <ces:RefineByAuthor ControlStyle-BorderWidth="0" runat="server"/>
   </td>
   <td valign="top">
     <ces:RefineByCluster ControlStyle-BorderWidth="0" runat="server"/>
   </td>
 </tr>
</table>
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The Results

The results are, as usual, rendered through the use of the ResultList control, using a header and footer to
render the opening and closing tags for the table. Each result is rendered in a separate table row (TR). Here is
the code:

<ces:ResultList runat="server">
 <Header>
   <table width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" border="1">
     <tr>
       <th>
         Type
       </th>
       <th>
         Title
       </th>
       <th>
         Author
       </th>
     </tr>
 </Header>
 <ResultTemplate>
     <tr>
       <td align="center">
         <ces:ResultFormatIcon runat="server"/>
       </td>
       <td valign="top">
         <div>
           <ces:ResultOpenLink runat="server">
             <ces:ResultTitle id="ttl" runat="server"/>
           </ces:ResultOpenLink>
         </div>
         <div style="font-size: 8pt; color: gray">
           <ces:ResultExcerpt Length="100" runat="server"/>
         </div>
       </td>
       <td>
         <ces:ResultAuthor runat="server"/>
       </td>
     </tr>
 </ResultTemplate>
 <Footer>
   </table>
 </Footer>
</ces:ResultList>

The Pager

The skin also includes a Pager control, to allow the user to jump to other result pages.

<center>
 <ces:Pager runat="server"/>
</center>

3.1.5.4 Sample: Using the Web Service

This topic describes the steps needed to perform queries through CES web service, usingMicrosoft Visual
Studio.
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3.1.5.4.1 Installing and Viewing the Sample

For information on how to obtain and install the samples, refer to How to Download and Install the Search
Interface Samples. When the samples are installed, an ASP.NET page that is using the web service should
be accessible at Samples/UsingWebService/UsingWebService.aspx, starting from the URI where CES is
installed.

3.1.5.4.2 Adding a reference to the web service

To use a web service in Visual Studio, youmust add aweb reference to your project that points to the web
service url. Visual Studio will then generate a set of .NET wrappers that you can use to call the web service in
the sameway you would use a regular .NET object. Follow these steps to add a web reference:

l In theSolution Explorer, right click theReferences folder and select Add Web Reference.
(if you are using Visual Studio 2008, youmust select Add Service Reference, click Advanced, and then
Add Web Reference)

l Enter the url of the web service in theURL textbox

l Click Go. The list of available methods from the web service should be displayed.

l Enter a suitable name for the web reference, and click Add Reference.
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3.1.5.4.3 Creating the web service object and setting the appropriate credentials

To use the web service in C# code, you simply must create an instance of the wrapper class that was
automatically generated, and call it's methods that correspond to the ones exposed by the web service. If the
website hosting the web service requires authentication (the default is yes), you will have to specify
credentials to the wrapper object. The following code creates an instance of the web service wrapper and
instructs it to use the identity of the user that will run the program:

// Connect to the web service using Windows authentication
SearchService service = new SearchService();
service.Credentials = CredentialCache.DefaultCredentials;

3.1.5.4.4 Performing a basic search and processing the results

In most cases, the only method you'll ever need to call to perform searches is the PerformQuery method. This
methods takes a single object of typeQueryParameters holding all the information about the query to perform.
The following code sets up aQueryParameters object to perform a simple search:

// Build the query parameters
QueryParameters prms = new QueryParameters();
prms.BasicQuery = TXTQuery.Text;
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prms.NumberOfResults = 10;
prms.ExcerptLength = 200;

Once theQueryParameters object is filled with the appropriate values, you can call the PerformQuery method
to run the search and retrieve the results.

QueryResults results = service.PerformQuery(prms);

The PerformQuery method returns a object of typeQueryResults that holds information about the query that
was executed, as well as an array of QueryResult objects for each result that was returned. The following
code processes the results of a query to insert then into an ASP.NET page:

PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl(String.Format("Query returned {0} results.",
results.TotalCount)));
PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
foreach (QueryResult result in results.Results) {
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl(result.Title));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl(result.Uri));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl(result.Excerpt));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
   PNLResults.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
}

3.1.5.4.5 Computing facets

A facet (like the ones displayed in the search interface) is basically a list of values occuring for a field in the
results of a search. This information can be retrieved as well from the web service. To do this, youmust pass
a list of fields for which the facet should be computed through theQueryParameters object. The following
code specifies that the facet values for the@sysauthor field should be retrieved:

RefineByField refineBy = new RefineByField();
refineBy.Field = "@sysauthor";
refineBy.Maximum = 10;
refineBy.SortBy = FacetSortByEnum.Occurences;
prms.RefineByFields = new RefineByField[] {  refineBy };

Once the query is executed, the facet values are available through the RefineByResults property of the
QueryResults object. This property is an array of RefineByResult objects, one for each field for which facets
were requested, in the same order. Each RefineByResult object contains a list of RefineByValue objects
holding a specific field value and the number of times it occurs in the results. The following code processes
the result of the@sysauthor facet and displays them in the ASP.NET page:

PNLFacets.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<b>Author:</b>"));
PNLFacets.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
foreach (RefineByValue value in results.RefineByResults[0].Values) {
   PNLFacets.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl(String.Format("{0} ({1})", value.Value, value.Count)));
   PNLFacets.Controls.Add(new LiteralControl("<br/>"));
}
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3.1.5.4.6 Retrieving more information

With the exception of basic information such as the title and url, most fields from the QueryResult will not be
populated by default, to reduce the amount of data transferred over the network. You have to explicitly request
those you need through theQueryParameters. For example, the Excerpt field will be set to null if the
ExcerptLength property is not set to a non-zero value before executing the query.

If you want to retrieve the values of one or several fields for each results, youmust specify the needed fields
using the NeededFields property. The field values will then bemade available through the Fields array on
each QueryResult.

3.2 Open Converter API

3.2.1 Open Converter API Overview

CES converters are responsible for extracting content andmetadata from the documents gathered by the
CES connectors. Once a document is converted, it can be added to the index tomake it available for
user queries. While CES comes with a fully functional conversion process, it can easily be enhanced and
tweaked using open converters, preconversion scripts and postconversion scripts.  

Open Converters

CES native converters support the document types listed in Supported File Formats. Open converters are
VBScripts or JScripts that convert a document from an unsupported format to a format for which CES has a
native converter. This functionality enables CES to index documents from any format.

Preconversion and Postconversion Scripts

Conversion scripts are VBScripts or JScripts used tomanipulate document content andmetadata before
(preconversion) or after (postconversion) conversion. For example, conversion scripts can be used to update
the extracted key concepts of documents. Two types of conversion scripts exist: global and source scripts.
Global scripts apply to all the sources indexed; whereas, source scripts only apply to a single source. Only
one global preconversion and postconversion script can be applied to the index at a time; moreover, only one
source preconversion and postconversion script can be applied per source.

 See also: What are Converters?, What are Open Converters?, Conversion Scripts Overview, What Are the
Conversion Phases?

3.2.2 Open Converters

3.2.2.1 What are Open Converters?

Open converters are VBScripts or JScripts that convert a document from an unsupported format to a format
for which the Coveo Platform has a native converter. Themain purpose of the open converter functionality is
to let CES index documents from any format.
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A good example would be an administrator that needs to index a document from a XYZ company. Because
CES has no native converter to extract the content and properties of the .xyz format, the administrator can
create an open converter to convert the document from the .xyz format to the HTML format (or any
other native format, such as Word, PDF, ZIP, etc); therefore, CES can index the content and properties of the
.xyz document.

In addition to converting documents from an unsupported format to a native format, open converters can also:

l Modify the document's metadata in order to tweak the data to index;

l Update the document's permissions;

l Reject the document if corrupted or deemed necessary;

l Convert a document from a native format to another native format.

Example: An administrator that wants to remove unwanted HTML content from aWeb page document
can create an open converter in order to analyze the documents to index and remove unwanted content
from it before the document is converted.

See also: How to Create anOpen Converter, How to Setup anOpen Converter, Open Converter
Samples, Open Converter API Overview

3.2.2.2 How to Create an Open Converter

Creating an open converter script implies creating a new script file (which is a basic text file) and adding code.
This file can be created anywhere on the server; however the common location is in the Coveo index path (ex:
C:\CES6\Scripts\). It is possible to create a new script file from scratch or copy and paste an open
converter script sample and modify it if necessary.

Two supported scripting languages are enabled in order to create an open converter: VBScript language (.vbs
file) and JScript language (.js file). Note that the script file extension does not have tomatch its scripting
language type.

To build an open converter script, it is possible to use the following scripting objects:

1. CustomConversion Object (ICustomConversion Interface)

2. DocumentInfo Object (IDocumentInfo Interface)

3. Mutex Object (ICGLMutex Interface)

4. IFilterWrapper Object (ICGLIFilterWrapper Interface)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Setup anOpen Converter, Open Converter Samples, Open
Converter API Overview
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3.2.2.3 Setting Up an Open Converter

Once the open converter is created, perform the following steps in order to use it:

l Add the open converter to the CES configuration (refer to "How to Add anOpen Converter" on page 300).

l Assign the open converter to the desired document type. By doing so, CES uses the open converter to
convert every document that belongs to this document type. For more information on how to change the
converter associated to a specific document type, refer to "Modifying How CES Handles a Document
Type" on page 305.

See also: "What are Open Converters?" on page 867, "How to Create anOpen Converter" on page 868

3.2.2.4 Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.1 Open Converter Samples Overview

The following lists the different open converter samples available:

l Sample - Modify an HTMLDocument: Demonstrates how tomodify an HTML document. It removes the
HTML content that is included between specific HTML tags.

l Sample 2 - Convert Document to RTF Format: Converts a document from an unsupported format (such
as Windows Write documents) to the RTF format using theMicrosoft Word COM objects. 

l Sample 3 - Convert Document to Microsoft Excel Format: Converts a document from an unsupported
format (such as oldMicrosoft Excel documents) to theMicrosoft Excel format using theMicrosoft Excel
COM objects.

l Sample 4 - Convert Document to PDF Format: Converts a document from an unsupported format (such
as PostScript documents) to the PDF format using the Ghostscript tool.

l Sample 5 - Convert Document Using IFilterWrapper: Converts a document using the IFilterWrapper
interface.

l Sample 6 - Convert Document to HTML Format: Converts a document from an unsupported format (such
as Web archive documents) to the HTML format using theMicrosoft Internet Explorer COM objects.

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter API Overview

3.2.2.4.2 Sample 1 - Modify an HTML Document

Open Converter Sample #1 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample explains how to modify an HTML document.
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// It removes the HTML content included between specific HTML tags.
// ****************************************************************************

// HTML tag name to exclude.
var START_TAG = "<noindex>";
var STOP_TAG = "</noindex>";

// The HTML charset.
var CHARSET_CP1252 = 1

try {
// Extract the document HTML content.
var documentContent = CustomConversion.InputDocument.ReadByteString

(CustomConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount, CHARSET_CP1252);

// Remove unwanted sections from the HTML content.
documentContent = CleanHTML(documentContent, START_TAG, STOP_TAG);

// Set the new document content.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.WriteAsByteString(documentContent, CHARSET_CP1252);

} catch (e) {
// Unable to modify the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// This function removes unwanted sections from the HTML content.
function CleanHTML(htmlToClean, startTag, stopTag)
{

// Find the beginning of the section to remove.
var startIdx = htmlToClean.indexOf(startTag);

// While there are sections to remove.
while (startIdx != -1) {

// Find the end of the section and remove it from the HTML content.
var stopIdx = htmlToClean.indexOf(stopTag, startIdx);
htmlToClean = htmlToClean.substring(0, startIdx) + htmlToClean.substring(stopIdx +

stopTag.length, htmlToClean.length);
startIdx = htmlToClean.indexOf(startTag, startIdx);

}

return htmlToClean;
}

Open Converter Sample #1 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample explains how to modify an HTML document.
' It removes the HTML content included between specific HTML tags.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' HTML tag name to exclude.
Const START_TAG = "<noindex>"
Const STOP_TAG = "</noindex>"

' The HTML charset.
Const CHARSET_CP1252 = 1

' Extract the document HTML content.
Dim documentContent
documentContent = CustomConversion.InputDocument.ReadByteString
(CustomConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount, CHARSET_CP1252)

' Remove unwanted sections from the HTML content.
documentContent = CleanHTML(documentContent, START_TAG, STOP_TAG)
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' Set the new document content.
Call CustomConversion.OutputDocument.WriteAsByteString(documentContent, CHARSET_CP1252)

If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to modify the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' This function removes unwanted sections from the HTML content.
Function CleanHTML(htmlToClean, startTag, stopTag)

' Find the beginning of the section to remove.
Dim startIdx: startIdx = InStr(htmlToClean, startTag)

' While there are sections to remove.
Do While (startIdx > 0)

' Find the end of the section and remove it from the HTML content.
Dim stopIdx: stopIdx = InStr(startIdx, htmlToClean, stopTag)
htmlToClean = Left(htmlToClean, startIdx - 1) & Right(htmlToClean, Len(htmlToClean) - (stopIdx

+ Len(stopTag)) + 1)
startIdx = InStr(htmlToClean, startTag)

Loop

CleanHTML = htmlToClean
End Function

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.3 Sample 2 - Convert Document to RTF Format

Open Converter Sample #2 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
// (as Windows Write documents) to the RTF format using the Microsoft Word COM
// objects.
// ****************************************************************************

// Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
var inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
var outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName);

// Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Word COM objects one at a time.
Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftWordMutex");

try {
// Open the document using Microsoft Word COM objects.
var wordApplication = new ActiveXObject("Word.Application");
var wordDocuments = wordApplication.Documents;
var wordDocument = wordDocuments.Open(inputFileName, false);

// Save the document as a RTF document.
wordDocument.SaveAs(outputFileName, 6); // wdFormatRTF
wordDocument.Close();
wordApplication.Quit(0); // Do not save changes

// The document format was successfully changed to RTF. Convert this document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName);

} catch (e) {
// Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);
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}

// Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Word COM objects.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

// Clear our temporary files.
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}

Open Converter Sample #2 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
' (such as Windows Write documents) to the RTF format using the Microsoft
' Word COM objects.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
Dim inputFileName: inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName)

' Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Word COM objects one at a time.
Call Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftWordMutex")

' Open the document using Microsoft Word COM objects.
Dim wordApplication: Set wordApplication = CreateObject("Word.Application")
Dim wordDocuments: Set wordDocuments = wordApplication.Documents
Dim wordDocument: Set wordDocument = wordDocuments.Open(inputFileName, False)

' Save the document as a RTF document.
Dim outputFileName: outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName
Call wordDocument.SaveAs(outputFileName, 6) ' wdFormatRTF
Call wordDocument.Close()
Call wordApplication.Quit(0) ' Do not save changes

' Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Word COM objects.
Call Mutex.ReleaseLock()

If Err.Number = 0 Then
' The document format was successfully changed to RTF. Convert this document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName)

Else
' Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Clear our temporary files.
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName)
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.4 Sample 3 - Convert Document to Microsoft Excel Format
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Open Converter Sample #3 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
// (such as old Microsoft Excel documents) to the Microsoft Excel format using
// the Microsoft Excel COM objects.
// ****************************************************************************

// Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
var inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
var outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName);

// Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Excel COM objects one at a time.
Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftExcelMutex");

try {
// Open the document using Microsoft Excel COM objects.
var excelApplication = new ActiveXObject("Excel.Application");
excelApplication.UserControl = false;
var excelWorkbooks = excelApplication.Workbooks;
var excelWorkbook = excelWorkbooks.Open(inputFileName);

// Save the document as a Microsoft Excel document.
excelWorkbook.SaveAs(outputFileName, -4143); // xlWorkbookNormal
excelWorkbook.Saved = true; // Prevent prompting
excelWorkbook.Close();
excelApplication.Quit();

// The document format was successfully changed to Microsoft Excel. Convert the document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName);

} catch (e) {
// Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.name, 2);
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Excel COM objects.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

// Clear our temporary files.
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}

Open Converter Sample #3 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
' (such as old Microsoft Excel documents) to the Microsoft Excel format using
' the Microsoft Excel COM objects.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
Dim inputFileName: inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName)
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' Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Excel COM objects one at a time.
Call Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftExcelMutex")

' Open the document using Microsoft Excel COM objects.
Dim excelApplication: Set excelApplication = CreateObject("Excel.Application")
excelApplication.UserControl = False
Dim excelWorkbooks: Set excelWorkbooks = excelApplication.Workbooks
Dim excelWorkbook: Set excelWorkbook = excelWorkbooks.Open(inputFileName)

' Save the document as a Microsoft Excel document.
Dim outputFileName: outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName
Call excelWorkbook.SaveAs(outputFileName, -4143) ' xlWorkbookNormal
excelWorkbook.Saved = True ' Prevent prompting
Call excelWorkbook.Close()
Call excelApplication.Quit()

' Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Excel COM objects.
Call Mutex.ReleaseLock()

If Err.Number = 0 Then
' The document format was successfully changed to Microsoft Excel. Convert the document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName)

Else
' Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Clear our temporary files.
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName)
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.5 Sample 4 - Convert Document to PDF Format

Open Converter Sample #4 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
// (such as PostScript documents) to the PDF format using the Ghostscript
// tool.
//
// Required parameter:
// - GhostScriptExecutablePath: The Ghostscript tool executable path.
// Example: c:\gs\gs7.04\bin\gswin32c.exe
// ****************************************************************************

// Get the shell object from the script global vriables.
var shellObject = null;
try {

shellObject = CustomConversion.GetGlobalVariable("shellObject");
} catch (e) {

// Lock here to make sure to instanciate only one instance of the shell object.
Mutex.AcquireLock("WScriptShellMutex");

// Retry to get the shell object, it may have been instanciated by another script.
try {

shellObject = CustomConversion.GetGlobalVariable("shellObject");
} catch (e) {

// Create the shell object and add it to the global variables.
CustomConversion.Trace("Creating the system shell object...", 0);
shellObject = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
CustomConversion.SetGlobalVariable("shellObject", shellObject);
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}

// Release our mutex in order for other scripts to retrieve the shell object.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

}

// Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
var inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
var outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName);

// Lock here to instantiate GhostScript executable one at a time.
Mutex.AcquireLock("GhostScriptMutex");

try {
// Perform the document format conversion.
var ghostScriptCommandLine = '\"' + CustomConversion.GetParameter("GhostScriptExecutablePath") +

'\"';
ghostScriptCommandLine += " -sOutputFile=\"" + outputFileName + '\"';
ghostScriptCommandLine += " -q -sDEVICE=pdfwrite -dNOPAUSE -dBATCH -dNOPROMPT ";
ghostScriptCommandLine += '\"' + inputFileName + '\"';
shellObject.Run(ghostScriptCommandLine, 0, true);

// The document format was successfully changed to PDF. Convert this document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName);

} catch (e) {
// Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the GhostScript executable.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

// Clear our temporary files.
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}

Open Converter Sample #4 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
' (such as PostScript documents) to the PDF format using the Ghostscript
' tool.
'
' Required parameter:
' - GhostScriptExecutablePath: The Ghostscript tool executable path.
' Example: c:\gs\gs7.04\bin\gswin32c.exe
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Get the shell object from the script global vriables.
Dim shellObject: Set shellObject = CustomConversion.GetGlobalVariable("shellObject")
If Not IsObject(shellObject) Then

' Lock here to make sure to instanciate only one instance of the shell object.
Call Mutex.AcquireLock("WScriptShellMutex")

' Retry to get the shell object, it may have been instanciated by another script.
Set shellObject = CustomConversion.GetGlobalVariable("shellObject")
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If Not IsObject(shellObject) Then
' Create the shell object and add it to the global variables.
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Creating the system shell object...", 0)
Set shellObject = CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
Call CustomConversion.SetGlobalVariable("shellObject", shellObject)

End If

' Release our mutex, so other scripts can retrieve the shell object.
Call Mutex.ReleaseLock()

End If

' Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
Dim inputFileName: inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName)

' Lock here to instantiate GhostScript executable one at a time.
Call Mutex.AcquireLock("GhostScriptMutex")

' Perform the document format conversion.
Err = 0
Dim DOUBLE_QUOTE: DOUBLE_QUOTE = chr(34)
Dim outputFileName: outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName
Dim ghostScriptCommandLine: ghostScriptCommandLine = CustomConversion.GetParameter
("GhostScriptExecutablePath")
ghostScriptCommandLine = DOUBLE_QUOTE & ghostScriptCommandLine & DOUBLE_QUOTE
ghostScriptCommandLine = ghostScriptCommandLine & " -sOutputFile=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & outputFileName &
DOUBLE_QUOTE
ghostScriptCommandLine = ghostScriptCommandLine & " -q -sDEVICE=pdfwrite -dNOPAUSE -dBATCH -dNOPROMPT
"
ghostScriptCommandLine = ghostScriptCommandLine & DOUBLE_QUOTE & inputFileName & DOUBLE_QUOTE
Call shellObject.Run(ghostScriptCommandLine, 0, True)

' Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the GhostScript executable.
Call Mutex.ReleaseLock()

If Err.Number = 0 Then
' The document format was successfully changed to PDF. Convert this document.
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName)

Else
' Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Clear our temporary files.
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName)
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.6 Sample 5 - Convert Document Using IFilterWrapper

Open Converter Sample #5 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample converts a document using the IFilterWrapper
// interface.
//
// Note that you do not need create an open converter to convert a document
// using an IFilter, as CES manages IFilters. This sample only demonstrates
// another example of what can be achieved using CES open converters.
// ****************************************************************************

// Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
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var inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName(DocumentInfo.Extension);
var outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName();
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName);

try {
// Convert the file using the appropriate IFilter.
var tempDirectory = inputFileName.substr(0, inputFileName.lastIndexOf("\\"));
IFilterWrapper.ConvertFromFile(inputFileName, tempDirectory);

// Set the IFilter extracted text as the document content.
IFilterWrapper.GetText().SaveToFile(outputFileName);
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName);

// Set the document properties.
var propertyIDs = new VBArray(IFilterWrapper.GetPropertyList());
for (var i = propertyIDs.lbound(); i <= propertyIDs.ubound(); ++i) {

var propertyID = propertyIDs.getItem(i);
var propertyName = IFilterWrapper.GetNameForProperty(propertyID);
var propertyValue = IFilterWrapper.GetValueForProperty(propertyID);
if (propertyName.toLowerCase() == "title") {

DocumentInfo.Title = propertyValue;
} else if (propertyName.toLowerCase() == "subject") {

DocumentInfo.Title = propertyValue;
} else if (propertyName.toLowerCase() == "author") {

DocumentInfo.Author = propertyValue;
} else {

DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(propertyName, propertyValue);
}

}
} catch (e) {

// Unable to extract data from the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// Clear our temporary files.
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}

Open Converter Sample #5 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample converts a document using the IFilterWrapper
' interface.
'
' Note that you don't need create an open converter to convert a document
' using an IFilter, as CES manages IFilters. This sample only demonstrates
' another example of what can be achieved using CES open converters.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
Dim inputFileName: inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName
(DocumentInfo.Extension)
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName)

' Convert the file using the appropriate IFilter.
Dim tempDirectory: tempDirectory = Left(inputFileName, InStrRev(inputFileName, "\"))
Call IFilterWrapper.ConvertFromFile(inputFileName, tempDirectory)
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' Set the IFilter extracted text as the document content.
Dim outputFileName: outputFileName = CustomConversion.OutputDocument.TemporaryFileName
IFilterWrapper.GetText.SaveToFile(outputFileName)
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.LoadFromFile(outputFileName)

' Set the document properties.
Dim propertyIDs: propertyIDs = IFilterWrapper.GetPropertyList
Dim propertyID
For Each propertyID In propertyIDs

Dim propertyName: propertyName = IFilterWrapper.GetNameForProperty(propertyID)
Dim propertyValue: propertyValue = IFilterWrapper.GetValueForProperty(propertyID)
If LCase(propertyName) = "title" Then

DocumentInfo.Title = propertyValue
ElseIf LCase(propertyName) = "subject" Then

DocumentInfo.Title = propertyValue
ElseIf LCase(propertyName) = "author" Then

DocumentInfo.Author = propertyValue
Else

Call DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(propertyName, propertyValue)
End If

Next

If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to extract data the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Clear our temporary files.
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName)
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(outputFileName)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.2.4.7 Sample 6 - Convert Document to HTML Format

Open Converter Sample #6 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
// (such as Web archive documents) to the HTML format using the Microsoft
// Internet Explorer COM objects.
// ****************************************************************************

// Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
var inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName(".mht");
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName);

// Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Internet Explorer COM objects one at a time.
Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftInternetExplorerMutex");

try {
// Open the document using Microsoft Internet Explorer COM objects.
var ieApplication = new ActiveXObject("InternetExplorer.Application");
ieApplication.Visible = false;
ieApplication.Silent = true;
ieApplication.Navigate("");
ieApplication.Navigate(inputFileName);

// Wait for the document to be fully loaded (from 3 to 6 seconds max).
CustomConversion.Sleep(3000);
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var loopCount = 0;
while (ieApplication.Busy) {

CustomConversion.Sleep(100);
if (++loopCount > 30) {

ieApplication.Stop();
throw new exeption("Timeout");

}
}

// Set the rendered HTML as the document content.
var UTF8_CHARSET = 2;
var htmlContent = ieApplication.Document.documentElement.outerHTML;
CustomConversion.OutputDocument.WriteAsByteString(htmlContent, UTF8_CHARSET);
ieApplication.Quit();

} catch (e) {
// Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Internet Explorer COM
objects.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

// Clear our temporary file.
try {

CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName);
} catch (e) {
}

Open Converter Sample #6 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This open converter sample converts a document from an unsupported format
' (such as Web archive documents) to the HTML format using the Microsoft
' Internet Explorer COM objects.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Save the document to convert to a temporary file.
Dim inputFileName: inputFileName = CustomConversion.InputDocument.TemporaryFileName(".mht")
CustomConversion.InputDocument.SaveToFile(inputFileName)

' Lock here to instantiate the Microsoft Internet Explorer COM objects one at a time.
Call Mutex.AcquireLock("MicrosoftInternetExplorerMutex")

' Open the document using Microsoft Internet Explorer COM objects.
Dim ieApplication: Set ieApplication = CreateObject("InternetExplorer.Application")
ieApplication.Visible = False
ieApplication.Silent = True
Call ieApplication.Navigate("")
Call ieApplication.Navigate(inputFileName)

' Wait for the document to be fully loaded (from 3 to 6 seconds max).
Call CustomConversion.Sleep(3000)
Dim loopCount: loopCount = 0
Do While (ieApplication.Busy)

Call CustomConversion.Sleep(100)
loopCount = loopCount + 1
If loopCount > 30 Then

Call ieApplication.Stop()
Call Err.Raise(vbObjectError + 2, "Timeout", "Timeout")
Exit Do

End If
Loop
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' Set the rendered HTML as the document content.
Dim UTF8_CHARSET: UTF8_CHARSET = 2
Dim htmlContent: htmlContent = ieApplication.Document.documentElement.outerHTML
Call CustomConversion.OutputDocument.WriteAsByteString(htmlContent, UTF8_CHARSET)
Call ieApplication.Quit()

' Release our mutex in order for other scripts to be able to use the Microsoft Internet Explorer COM
objects.
Call Mutex.ReleaseLock()

If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to change the document format. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call CustomConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Clear our temporary file.
Call CustomConversion.DeleteFile(inputFileName)

See also: What are Open Converters?, How to Create anOpen Converter, "Setting Up anOpen Converter" on
page 869, Open Converter Samples

3.2.3 Conversion Scripts

3.2.3.1 Conversion Script Overview

Conversion scripts are hooks in the conversion process that allows administrators to fully customize the way
documents are indexed.

There are two types of conversion scripts:

l Preconversion scripts, executed before a conversion occurs;

l Postconversion scripts, executed after a conversion occurs.

It is possible to execute a conversion script for every document of a particular source (source conversion
script) or of every source of the index (global conversion script).

Scripting Possibilities

Possibilities are vast when using conversion scripts. The following lists examples of tasks performed using
scripting objects:

l Override the language of the document;

l Override or modify the content of the document;

l Override or modify the HTML rendering of the document;

l Add ormodify metadata to the document;

l Update the permissions of the document;

l Reject documents;

l Modify the ranking value of a document.
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See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, What are Postconversion Scripts?, What Are the Conversion
Phases?, Open Converter API Overview

3.2.3.2 Preconversion Scripts

3.2.3.2.1 What are Preconversion Scripts?

Preconversion scripts are VBScripts or JScripts executed before the conversion, but after the files have been
crawled by the connector (see "What Are the Conversion Phases?" on page 296). Preconversion scripts can
alter or addmetadata related to the document using the DocumentInfo Object. This phase is often used to
determine if a document is rejected based on the information provided in the DocumentInfo Object. For
example, a user could reject a document according to its size.

3.2.3.2.2 How to Create a Preconversion Script

Creating a preconversion script implies creating a new script file (which is a basic text file) and adding code.
This file can be created anywhere on the server; however the common location is in the Coveo index path (ex:
C:\CES6\Scripts\). It is possible to create a new script file from scratch or copy and paste a
preconversion script sample and modify it if necessary.

Two supported scripting languages are enabled in order to create a preconversion script: VBScript language
(.vbs file) and JScript language (.js file). Note that the script file extension does not have tomatch its scripting
language type.

To build a preconversion script, it is possible to use the following scripting objects:

l PreConversion Object (IPreConversion Interface)

l DocumentInfo Object (IDocumentInfo Interface)

l Mutex Object (ICGLMutex Interface)

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Setup a Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script
Samples, Conversion Scripts Overview

3.2.3.2.3 How to Setup a Preconversion Script

Once the preconversion script is created, perform the following steps in order to use it:

l Add the preconversion script to the CES configuration (refer to How to Add a Preconversion Script).

l Select whether the script is executed on all the documents in every source or only in a specific source.

o If the preconversion script is executed on all the documents in every source, refer to How to Apply a
Global Conversion Script.
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o If the preconversion script is executed on all the documents in a specific source, refer to How to
Apply a Source Conversion Script.

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Add a
Preconversion Script, Conversion Scripts Overview

3.2.3.2.4 Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.1 Preconversion Script Samples Overview

The following lists the different preconversion script samples available:

l Sample 1 - Add New Document Metadata: Adds two new document metadata.

l Sample 2 - Update Printable and Clickable URI: Updates the document printable and clickable URI.

l Sample 3 - Filter Based on Size and Date: Filters files depending on file size and date.

l Sample 4 - Use a Conversion Script Parameter: Demonstrates how to use a conversion script parameter.
It adds a new document metadata using the script parameter values.

l Sample 5 - Use a Conversion Script Global Variable: Demonstrates how to use a conversion script global
variable. It increments a global variable that contains the document position and adds a new document
metadata using this position value.

l Sample 6 - Use CES Administration API: Uses theCES Administration API to duplicate every document
to convert in a separate source.

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Open Converter API Overview

3.2.3.2.4.2 Sample 1 - Add New Document Metadata

Preconversion Sample #1 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample adds two new document metadata:
// fileSize - The number of bytes of the file to convert.
// fileName - The name of the file to convert.
//****************************************************************************

// Add the "fileSize" metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("fileSize", PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount);

// Extract and add the "fileName" metadata.
var documentFileName = GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI);
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("fileName", documentFileName);

// Output information to the CES console.
PreConversion.Trace("The file '" + documentFileName + "' has " +
PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount.toString() + " bytes.", 1);

// This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
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function GetFileName(URI)
{

var fileName = URI;
var pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("/");
if (pos == -1) {

pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("\\");
}
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(pos + 1, fileName.length);
}
pos = fileName.indexOf("?")
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(0, pos);
}
return fileName;

}

Preconversion Sample #1 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample adds two new document metadata:
' fileSize - The number of bytes of the file to convert.
' fileName - The name of the file to convert.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' Add the "fileSize" metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "fileSize", PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount

' Extract and add the "fileName" metadata.
Dim fileName: fileName = GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI)
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "fileName", fileName

' Output information to the CES console.
Call PreConversion.Trace("The file '" & fileName & "' has " & CStr
(PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount) & " bytes.", 1)

' This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
Function GetFileName(ByVal URI)

Dim pos: pos = InStrRev(URI, "/")
If pos = 0 Then

pos = InStrRev(URI, "\")
End If
If pos = 0 Then

GetFileName = URI
Else

GetFileName = Right(URI, Len(URI) - pos)
End If
pos = InStr(GetFileName, "?")
If pos > 1 Then

GetFileName = Left(GetFileName, pos - 1)
End If

End Function

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.3 Sample 2 - Update Printable and Clickable URI
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Preconversion Sample #2 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample updates the document printable and
// clickable URI.
// ****************************************************************************

// Update the document printable URI (the URI the user sees on a search result).
DocumentInfo.PrintableURI = DocumentInfo.PrintableURI.replace("file://", "http://");
// Update the document clickable URI (the URI that is opened when a user clickes on a search result
title).
DocumentInfo.ClickableURI = DocumentInfo.ClickableURI.replace("file://", "http://");

Preconversion Sample #2 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample updates the document printable and
' clickable URI.
'****************************************************************************
Option Explicit
' Update the document printable URI (the URI the user sees on a search result).
DocumentInfo.PrintableURI = Replace(DocumentInfo.PrintableURI, "file://", "http://")
' Update the document clickable URI (the URI that is opened when a user clickes on a search result
title).
DocumentInfo.ClickableURI = Replace(DocumentInfo.ClickableURI, "file://", "http://")

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.4 Sample 3 - Filter Based on Size and Date

Preconversion Sample #3 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample filters files depending on file size and
// date:
// - If the file's size is greater than 1MB, it is rejected.
// - If the file's last modification date is older than 01/01/2007, it is
// rejected.
// ****************************************************************************

// Max file size = 1 MB. (In Bytes)
var MAX_FILE_SIZE = 1024 * 1024;

// The minimum date to index.
var MIN_DATE = new Date("01/01/2007");

// Retrieves the size and last modification date of the document.
var fileSize = PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount;
var fileDate = DocumentInfo.Date;

// Index this document only if
// - the file size is acceptable.
// - the file date is acceptable.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = fileSize <= MAX_FILE_SIZE && fileDate >= MIN_DATE;

Preconversion Sample #3 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample filters files depending on file size and
' date:
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' - If the file's size is greater than 1MB, it is rejected.
' - If the file's last modification date is older than 01/01/2007, it is
' rejected.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' Max file size = 1 MB. (In Bytes)
Dim MAX_FILE_SIZE: MAX_FILE_SIZE = 1024 * 1024

' The minimum date to index.
Dim MIN_DATE: MIN_DATE = #01/01/2007#

' Retrieves the size and last modification date of the document.
Dim fileSize: fileSize = PreConversion.InputDocument.BytesCount
Dim fileDate: fileDate = DocumentInfo.Date

' Index this document only if
' - the file size is acceptable.
' - the file date is acceptable.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = fileSize <= MAX_FILE_SIZE And fileDate >= MIN_DATE

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.5 Sample 4 - Use a Conversion Script Parameter

Preconversion Sample #4 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample demonstrates how to use a conversion
// script parameter. It adds a new document metadata using the script
// parameter values.
//
// Required parameters:
// - MetadataName: The value to use as the new metadata name.
// Example: MyMetadataName
// - MetadataValue: The value to use as the new metadata value.
// Example: MyMetadataValue
// ****************************************************************************

var SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME = "MetadataName";
var SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE = "MetadataValue";
try {

// Get the name and value of the metadata to add.
var metadataName = PreConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME);
var metadataValue = PreConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE);

// Add a new metadata using these script parameter values.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(metadataName, metadataValue);

// Output the script parameter values to the CES console.
PreConversion.Trace("The value of the script parameter named '" + SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME

+ "' is '" + metadataName + "'.", 1);
PreConversion.Trace("The value of the script parameter named '" + SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE

+ "' is '" + metadataValue + "'.", 1);
} catch (e) {

// Unable to get the script parameters. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
PreConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}
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Preconversion Sample #4 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample demonstrates how to use a conversion
' script parameter. It adds a new document metadata using the script
' parameter values.
'
' Required parameters:
' - MetadataName: The value to use as the new metadata name.
' Example: MyMetadataName
' - MetadataValue: The value to use as the new metadata value.
' Example: MyMetadataValue
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

Dim SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME: SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME = "MetadataName"
Dim SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE: SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE = "MetadataValue"

' Get the value of the script parameter named "MetadataValue".
Dim metadataName: metadataName = PreConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_NAME)
Dim metadataValue: metadataValue = PreConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_PARAMETER_METADATA_VALUE)

' Validate the script parameter was found.
If Err.Number = 0 Then

' Add a new metadata using these script parameter values.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue metadataName, metadataValue

' Output the script parameter values to the CES console.
Call PreConversion.Trace("The value of the script parameter named '" &amp; SCRIPT_PARAMETER_

METADATA_NAME &amp; "' is '" &amp; metadataName &amp; "'.", 1)
Call PreConversion.Trace("The value of the script parameter named '" &amp; SCRIPT_PARAMETER_

METADATA_VALUE &amp; "' is '" &amp; metadataValue &amp; "'.", 1)
Else

' Unable to get the script parameters. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call PreConversion.Trace("Error: " &amp; Err.Description, 2)

End If

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.6 Sample 5 - Use a Conversion Script Global Variable

Preconversion Sample #5 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample demonstrates how to use a conversion
// script global variable. It increments a global variable that contains
// the document position and adds a new document metadata using this position
// value.
// ****************************************************************************

// Our global variable name.
var GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME = "Js-DocumentPosition";

// We need a mutex to make sure only one script updates the global variable at a time.
// Global variables are multithread safe, but this mutex assures the document's position
// is accurate.
var MUTEX_NAME = GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME + "Mutex";
Mutex.AcquireLock(MUTEX_NAME);

// Get the value of the global variable named "DocumentPosition".
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var documentPosition;
try {

documentPosition = PreConversion.GetGlobalVariable(GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME);
} catch (e) {

// If the global variable was not found, it means it is the first this script is running.
documentPosition = 0;

}

// We must increment the document position.
++documentPosition;

// Set the new document position.
PreConversion.SetGlobalVariable(GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME, documentPosition);

// Release the mutex in order for other scripts to be able to safely use the global variable.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

// Add a new metadata using this global variable.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME, documentPosition);

// Output the document position to the CES console.
PreConversion.Trace("The position of the document '" + DocumentInfo.URI + "' is '" +
documentPosition.toString() + "'.", 1);

Preconversion Sample #5 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample demonstrates how to use a conversion
' script global variable. It increments a global variable that contains
' the document position and adds a new document metadata using this position
' value.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Our global variable name.
Dim GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME: GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME = "Vbs-DocumentPosition"

' We need a mutex to make sure only one script updates the global variable at a time.
' Global variables are multithread safe, but this mutex assures the document's position
' is accurate.
Dim MUTEX_NAME: MUTEX_NAME = GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME & "Mutex"
Mutex.AcquireLock MUTEX_NAME

' Get the value of the global variable named "DocumentPosition".
Dim documentPosition: documentPosition = PreConversion.GetGlobalVariable(GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME)

' If the global variable was not found, it means it is the first this script is running.
If Err.Number <> 0 Then

documentPosition = 0
End If

' We must increment the document position.
documentPosition = documentPosition + 1

' Set the new document position.
PreConversion.SetGlobalVariable GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME, documentPosition

' Release the mutex in order for other scripts to be able to safely use the global variable.
Mutex.ReleaseLock()

' Add a new metadata using this global variable.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue GLOBAL_VARIABLE_NAME, documentPosition

' Output the document position to the CES console.
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Call PreConversion.Trace("The position of the document '" & DocumentInfo.URI & "' is '" & CStr
(documentPosition) & "'.", 1)

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.2.4.7 Sample 6 - Use CES Administration API

Preconversion Sample #6 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This preconversion script sample uses the CES Administration API to
// duplicate all of the documents to convert in a separate source.
// ****************************************************************************

// Update this information to match your needs.
var CES_ADMIN_API_CLASS_ID = "CESAdmin.Admin.6.0";
var DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME = DocumentInfo.Source + "Duplicate";
var MUTEX_NAME = "CESAdminAPIMutex";

// Lock to make sure there is only one instance of the COM Admin object.
Mutex.AcquireLock(MUTEX_NAME);

try {
// Connect to the CES Admin API.
var admin = new ActiveXObject(CES_ADMIN_API_CLASS_ID);
admin.Connect("localhost", "default");

// Get the collection.
var physicalIndex = admin.PhysicalIndexes.Item(1);
var collection = physicalIndex.Collections.ItemByName(DocumentInfo.Collection);

// Get the duplicate source.
var duplicateSource = null;
try {

duplicateSource = collection.Sources.ItemByName(DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME);
} catch (e) {

// The source does not exist, create a new one.
duplicateSource = collection.Sources.DuplicateByName(DocumentInfo.Source);
duplicateSource.Name = DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME;
duplicateSource.PreConversionScriptID = -1;
admin.Commit();

}

// Command duplicate-source to index this document.
duplicateSource.RefreshURI(DocumentInfo.URI);

// Release the CES Admin API objects.
duplicateSource = null;
collection = null;
physicalIndex = null;
admin.Disconnect();
admin = null;

} finally {
// Release the mutex in order for other scripts to be able to safely use the CES Admin API.
Mutex.ReleaseLock();

}

Preconversion Sample #6 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This preconversion script sample uses the CES Administration API to
' duplicate all of the documents to convert in a separate source.
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'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Update this information to match your needs.
Dim CES_ADMIN_API_CLASS_ID: CES_ADMIN_API_CLASS_ID = "CESAdmin.Admin.6.0"
Dim DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME: DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME = DocumentInfo.Source & "Duplicate"
Dim MUTEX_NAME: MUTEX_NAME = "CESAdminAPIMutex"

' Lock to make sure there is only one instance of the COM Admin object.
Mutex.AcquireLock MUTEX_NAME

' Connect to the CES Admin API.
Dim admin: Set admin = CreateObject(CES_ADMIN_API_CLASS_ID)
admin.Connect "localhost", "default"

' Get the collection.
Dim physicalIndex: Set physicalIndex = admin.PhysicalIndexes.Item(1)
Dim collection: Set collection = physicalIndex.Collections.ItemByName(DocumentInfo.Collection)

If Err.Number = 0 Then
' Try to get the duplicate source.
Dim duplicateSource: Set duplicateSource = Nothing
Set duplicateSource = collection.Sources.ItemByName(DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME)

' Validate the source exists.
If duplicateSource Is Nothing Then

' Clear the error state.
Call Err.Clear()

' The source does not exist, create a new one.
Set duplicateSource = collection.Sources.DuplicateByName(DocumentInfo.Source)
duplicateSource.Name = DUPLICATE_SOURCE_NAME
duplicateSource.PreConversionScriptID = -1
admin.Commit()

End If

' Command duplicate-source to index this document.
duplicateSource.RefreshURI(DocumentInfo.URI)

' Release the CES Admin API objects.
Set duplicateSource = Nothing

End If
Set collection = Nothing
Set physicalIndex = Nothing
Call admin.Disconnect()
Set admin = Nothing

If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to duplicate the source.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call PreConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' Release the mutex in order for other scripts to be able to safely use the CES Admin API.
Mutex.ReleaseLock()

See also: What are Preconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Preconversion Script, How to Setup a
Preconversion Script, Preconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3 Postconversion Scripts
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3.2.3.3.1 What are Postconversion Scripts?

Postconversion scripts are VBScripts or JScripts executed after the conversion (refer to What Are the
Conversion Phases? for an overview of the various conversion phases). Preconversion scripts have full
access to the extracted text and HTML from the document, as well as its metadata; while
postconversion scripts modify the extracted information of the converted documents, which is not available in
preconversion. Postconversion enables the addition, rejection or modification of themetadata from a
document by using the DocumentInfo Object. It can also override the extracted text or HTML in order to send
it to CES or reject a document based on the results of the conversion.

See also: How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a Postconversion Script, Postconversion
Script Samples, Conversion Scripts Overview

3.2.3.3.2 How to Create a Postconversion Script

Creating a postconversion script implies creating a new script file (which is a basic text file) and adding code.
This file can be created anywhere on the server; however the common location is in the Coveo index path (ex:
C:\CES6\Scripts\). It is possible to create a new script file from scratch or copy and paste a
postconversion script sample and modify it if necessary.

Two supported scripting languages are enabled in order to create a postconversion script: VBScript language
(.vbs file) and JScript language (.js file). Note that the script file extension does not have tomatch its scripting
language type.

To build a postconversion script, it is possible to use the following scripting objects:

1. PostConversion Object (IPostConversion Interface)

2. DocumentInfo Object (IDocumentInfo Interface)

3. Mutex Object (ICGLMutex Interface)

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Setup a Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script
Samples, Conversion Scripts Overview

3.2.3.3.3 How to Setup a Postconversion Script

Once the postconversion script is created, perform the following steps in order to use it:

l Add the postconversion script to the CES configuration (refer to How to Add a Postconversion Script).

l Select whether the script is executed on all the documents in every source or only in a specific source.

o If the postconversion script is executed on all the documents in every source, refer to How to Apply a
Global Conversion Script.
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o If the postconversion script is executed on all the documents in a specific source, refer to How to
Apply a Source Conversion Script.

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Add a
Postconversion Script, Conversion Scripts Overview

3.2.3.3.4 Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.1 Postconversion Script Samples Overview

The following lists the different postconversion script samples available:

l Sample 1 - Add New Metadata Named AllFieldValues: Adds a new metadata named AllFieldValues. This
new metadata contains the name, value and type of all document metadata.

l Sample 2 - Update Document Concepts and Summary Sentences: Updates the document concepts and
summary sentences.

l Sample 3 - Set a Custom Document Weigh3: Sets a custom document weight based on user defined
rules.

l Sample 4 - Change View As HTMLVersion of Document: Changes the default View As HTML version of
the document.

l Sample 5 - Analyze Text to FindMetadata: Analyses the document extracted text to findmetadata and
thesemetadata names and values are added to the document.

l Sample 6 - Send Email to Specify Indexing: This postconversion script sample sends an email to notify a
specific document has been indexed.

l Sample 7 - Update Document Permissions: This postconversion script sample updates the permissions
of a document to index.

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Open Converter API Overview

3.2.3.3.4.2 Sample 1 - Add New Metadata Named AllFieldValues

Postconversion Sample #1 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample adds a new metadata named
// "AllFieldValues". This new metadata contains the name, the value and the
// type of all document metadata.
// ****************************************************************************
// A double quote and a new line.
var DOUBLE_QUOTE = '"';
var NEW_LINE = "\r\n";
// This buffer variable holds all metadata names and values.
var allValues = "<AllFieldValues>" + NEW_LINE;
// A collection of all field names.
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var fieldNames = new VBArray(DocumentInfo.Fields());
// For each document field name.
for (var i = fieldNames.lbound(); i <= fieldNames.ubound(); ++i) {
// Get the field value.
var fieldName = fieldNames.getItem(i);
var fieldValue = DocumentInfo.GetFieldValue(fieldName);
// Add the metadata name and its value to the buffer variable.
allValues += "<Field";
allValues += " name=" + DOUBLE_QUOTE + XmlEncode(fieldName) + DOUBLE_QUOTE;
allValues += " value=" + DOUBLE_QUOTE + XmlEncode(fieldValue) + DOUBLE_QUOTE;
allValues += " type=" + DOUBLE_QUOTE + typeof(fieldValue) + DOUBLE_QUOTE;
allValues += " />" + NEW_LINE;

}
// Add the new metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("AllFieldValues", allValues + "</AllFieldValues>" + NEW_LINE);
function XmlEncode(value)
{
var ret = "";
if (value != null) {
var val = value + "";
for (var i = 0; i < val.length; ++i) {
var ch = val.charAt(i);
if (ch != ' ' && !(ch >= 'a' && ch <= 'z') && !(ch >= 'A' && ch <= 'Z') && !(ch >= '0' && ch <=

'9')) {
ch = "&#" + ch.charCodeAt(0) + ";";

}
ret += ch;

}
}
return ret;

}

Postconversion Sample #1 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample adds a new metadata named
' "AllFieldValues". This new metadata contains the name, the value and the
' type of all document metadata.
'****************************************************************************
Option Explicit
' A double quote.
Dim DOUBLE_QUOTE: DOUBLE_QUOTE = chr(34)
' This buffer variable holds all metadata names and values.
Dim allValues: allValues = "<AllFieldValues>" & vbNewLine
' A collection of all field names.
Dim fieldNames: fieldNames = DocumentInfo.Fields
' For each document field name.
Dim fieldName
For Each fieldName In fieldNames

' Get the field value.
Dim fieldValue: fieldValue = DocumentInfo.GetFieldValue(CStr(fieldName))
' Add the metadata name and its value to the buffer variable.
allValues = allValues & "<Field"
allValues = allValues & " name=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & XmlEncode(fieldName) & DOUBLE_QUOTE
allValues = allValues & " value=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & XmlEncode(fieldValue) & DOUBLE_QUOTE
allValues = allValues & " type=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & TypeName(fieldValue) & DOUBLE_QUOTE
allValues = allValues & " />" & vbNewLine

Next
' Add the new metadata.
Call DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("AllFieldValues", allValues & "</AllFieldValues>" & vbNewLine)
Function XmlEncode(ByVal sVal)

sVal = CStr(sVal)
Dim sReturn: sReturn = ""
Dim i
Dim oRE: Set oRE = New RegExp : oRE.Pattern = "[ a-zA-Z0-9]"
For i = 1 To Len(sVal)

Dim ch: ch = Mid(sVal, i, 1)
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If (Not oRE.Test(ch)) Then
ch = "&#" & Asc(ch) & ";"

End If
sReturn = sReturn & ch

Next
XmlEncode = sReturn

End Function

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.3 Sample 2 - Update Document Concepts and Summary Sentences

Postconversion Sample #2 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample updates the document concepts and summary
// sentences.
//
// It first adds four new metadata fields:
// - TopConcept: The original top concept.
// - NumberOfConcepts: The number of concepts.
// - TopSummarySentence: The original summary sentence.
// - NumberOfSummarySentences: The number of summary sentences.
//
// Then it changes the top concept and the top summary sentence to a custom
// value.
// ****************************************************************************

// Get the document concepts.
var concepts = new VBArray(DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts);

// Add the number of concept metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("NumberOfConcepts", concepts.ubound() - concepts.lbound() + 1);

if (concepts.ubound() >= concepts.lbound()) {
// Add the top concept metadata.
var topConcept = concepts.getItem(concepts.lbound());
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("TopConcept", topConcept);
PostConversion.Trace("The original top concept was '" + topConcept + "'.", 1);

// Update the top concept.
var newConcepts = new ActiveXObject("Scripting.Dictionary");
newConcepts.add(0, "NewTopConcept");
for (var i = concepts.lbound() + 1; i <= concepts.ubound(); ++i) {

newConcepts.add(i, concepts.getItem(i));
}
DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts = newConcepts.Items();

}

// Get the document summary sentences.
var summarySentences = new VBArray(DocumentInfo.SummarySentences);

// Add the number of summary sentences metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("NumberOfSummarySentences", summarySentences.ubound() -
summarySentences.lbound() + 1);

if (summarySentences.ubound() >= summarySentences.lbound()) {
// Add the top summary sentence metadata.
var topSummarySentence = summarySentences.getItem(summarySentences.lbound());
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("TopSummarySentence", topSummarySentence);
PostConversion.Trace("The original top summary sentence was '" + topSummarySentence + "'.", 1);

// Update the top summary sentence.
var newSummarySentences = new ActiveXObject("Scripting.Dictionary");
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newSummarySentences.add(0, "New Top Summary Sentence");
for (var i = summarySentences.lbound() + 1; i <= summarySentences.ubound(); ++i) {

newSummarySentences.add(i, summarySentences.getItem(i));
}
DocumentInfo.SummarySentences = newSummarySentences.Items();

}

Postconversion Sample #2 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample updates the document concepts and summary
' sentences.
'
' It first adds four new metadata fields:
' - TopConcept: The original top concept.
' - NumberOfConcepts: The number of concepts.
' - TopSummarySentence: The original summary sentence.
' - NumberOfSummarySentences: The number of summary sentences.
'
' Then it changes the top concept and the top summary sentence to a custom
' value.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' Get the document concepts.
Dim concepts: concepts = DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts

' Add the number of concept metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "NumberOfConcepts", (UBound(concepts) - LBound(concepts)) + 1

If UBound(concepts) >= LBound(concepts) Then
' Add the top concept metadata.
Dim topConcept: topConcept = concepts(LBound(concepts))
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "TopConcept", topConcept
Call PostConversion.Trace("The original top concept was '" & topConcept & "'.", 1)

' Update the top concept.
concepts(LBound(concepts)) = "NewTopConcept"
DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts = concepts

End If

' Get the document summary sentences.
Dim summarySentences: summarySentences = DocumentInfo.SummarySentences

' Add the number of summary sentences metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "NumberOfSummarySentences", (UBound(summarySentences) - LBound
(summarySentences)) + 1

If UBound(summarySentences) >= LBound(summarySentences) Then
' Add the top summary sentence metadata.
Dim topSummarySentence: topSummarySentence = summarySentences(LBound(summarySentences))
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue "TopSummarySentence", topSummarySentence
Call PostConversion.Trace("The original top summary sentence was '" & topSummarySentence & "'.",

1)

' Update the top summary sentence.
summarySentences(LBound(summarySentences)) = "New Top Summary Sentence"
DocumentInfo.SummarySentences = summarySentences

End If

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.4 Sample 3 - Set a Custom Document Weight
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Postconversion Sample #3 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample sets a custom document's weight depending
// on user defined rules.
//
// Required parameter:
// - DocumentNameToBoost: The file name of the document to boost.
// Example: MyDocument.txt
// ****************************************************************************

try {
// In this example, we boost the document's weight only when the
// document's URI is set as a script parameter.
// Note: You should update this example to add your own rules.
var SCRIPT_PARAMETER_NAME = "DocumentNameToBoost";
var boostDocument = GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) == PostConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_PARAMETER_

NAME);

// Check whether we must boost the document's rank.
if (boostDocument) {

// The document weigth property is an integer and the possible values
// vary from 0 to 15 inclusively; where 0 sets the lowest rank and 15
// the highest one (the default value is 7).
DocumentInfo.CustomWeight = 10;
PostConversion.Trace("The rank was boosted for this document: '" + DocumentInfo.URI + "'.",

1);
}

} catch (e) {
// Unable to boost the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
PostConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
function GetFileName(URI)
{

var fileName = URI;
var pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("/");
if (pos == -1) {

pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("\\");
}
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(pos + 1, fileName.length);
}
pos = fileName.indexOf("?")
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(0, pos);
}
return fileName;

}

Postconversion Sample #3 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample sets a custom document's weight depending
' on user defined rules.
'
' Required parameter:
' - DocumentNameToBoost: The file name of the document to boost.
' Example: MyDocument.txt
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' In this example, we boost the document's weight only when the
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' document's URI is set as a script parameter.
' Note: You should update this example to add your own rules.
Dim SCRIPT_PARAMETER_NAME: SCRIPT_PARAMETER_NAME = "DocumentNameToBoost"
Dim boostDocument: boostDocument = GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) = PostConversion.GetParameter(SCRIPT_
PARAMETER_NAME)

' Check whether we must boost the document's rank.
If boostDocument Then

' The document weigth property is an integer and the possible values
' vary from 0 to 15 inclusively; where 0 sets the lowest rank and 15
' the highest one (the default value is 7).
DocumentInfo.CustomWeight = 10
Call PostConversion.Trace("The rank was boosted for this document: '" & DocumentInfo.URI & "'.",

1)
End If

If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to boost the document. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call PostConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
Function GetFileName(ByVal URI)

Dim pos: pos = InStrRev(URI, "/")
If pos = 0 Then

pos = InStrRev(URI, "\")
End If
If pos = 0 Then

GetFileName = URI
Else

GetFileName = Right(URI, Len(URI) - pos)
End If
pos = InStr(GetFileName, "?")
If pos > 1 Then

GetFileName = Left(GetFileName, pos - 1)
End If

End Function

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.5 Sample 4 - Change View As HTML Version of Document

Postconversion Sample #4 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample changes the default View As HTML version
// of the document.
// ****************************************************************************

// Build a new document content stream.
var documentContent = "This is a custom document content set by a postconversion script!";

// Set the document content stream.
PostConversion.TextToOverride.WriteString(documentContent);

// Build a new View As HTML stream.
var viewAsHTML = "";
viewAsHTML += "<html><body>";
viewAsHTML += "This is a custom View As HTML stream set by a postconversion script!";
viewAsHTML += "</body></html>";

// Set the View As HTML stream.
PostConversion.HTMLOutputToOverride.WriteString(viewAsHTML);
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Postconversion Sample #4 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample changes the default View As HTML version
' of the document.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' Build a new document content stream.
Dim documentContent
documentContent = "This is a custom document content set by a postconversion script!"

' Set the document content stream.
PostConversion.TextToOverride.WriteString documentContent

' Build a new View As HTML stream.
Dim viewAsHTML: viewAsHTML = ""
viewAsHTML = viewAsHTML & "<html><body>"
viewAsHTML = viewAsHTML & "This is a custom View As HTML stream set by a postconversion script!"
viewAsHTML = viewAsHTML & "</body></html>"

' Set the View As HTML stream.
PostConversion.HTMLOutputToOverride.WriteString viewAsHTML

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.6 Sample 5 - Analyze Text to Find Metadata

Postconversion Sample #5 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample analyses the document extracted text to
// find metadata. The metadata names and values are added to the
// document.
//
// This script assumes the document content has the format of old Windows
// .ini files.
//
// Format sample:
//
// Name1 = Value1
// Name2 = Value2
// Name3 = Value3
// ****************************************************************************

// Get the document extracted content.
PostConversion.Text.SeekReadPointerInChars(0);
var documentContent = PostConversion.Text.ReadString(PostConversion.Text.CharsCount);

// New regular expression object used to find the metadata name and value pairs.
var regExpression = new RegExp("(.*)=(.*)", "g");

// Loop over all the regular expression matches in the string.
var arr;
while ((arr = regExpression.exec(documentContent)) != null) {

var metadataName = RegExp.$1;
var metadataValue = RegExp.$2;

// Add to document's metadata.
DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(trim(metadataName), trim(metadataValue));

}
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// This method trims the given string.
function trim(p_StringToTrim)
{

return p_StringToTrim.replace(/^\s+/,'').replace(/\s+$/,'');
}

Postconversion Sample #5 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample analyses the document extracted text to
' find metadata. These metadata names and values are added to the
' document.
'
' This script assumes the document content has the format of old Windows
' .ini files.
'
' Format sample:
'
' Name1 = Value1
' Name2 = Value2
' Name3 = Value3
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit

' Get the document extracted content.
Call PostConversion.Text.SeekReadPointerInChars(0)
Dim documentContent: documentContent = PostConversion.Text.ReadString(PostConversion.Text.CharsCount)

' New regular expression object used to find the metadata name and value pairs.
Dim regExpression: Set regExpression = New RegExp

' The regular exmpression should scan all lines.
regExpression.Global = True

' Must find a '=' enclosed by any number of any character.
' Front and trail strings are tagged to be used later with SubMatches.
regExpression.Pattern = "(.*)=(.*)"

' Get the matches.
Dim regExpMatches: Set regExpMatches = regExpression.Execute(documentContent)

' Add metadata if some matches were found.
If regExpMatches.Count > 0 Then

Dim regExpMatch
For Each regExpMatch In regExpMatches

Dim metadataName: metadataName = Trim(regExpMatch.SubMatches(0))
Dim metadataValue: metadataValue = Trim(regExpMatch.SubMatches(1))

' Add to document's metadata.
Call DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue(metadataName, metadataValue)

Next
End If

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.7 Sample 6 - Send Email to Specify Indexing

Postconversion Sample #6 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample sends an email to notify a specific
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// document has been indexed.
//
// Required parameters:
//
// - SMTPServer: The SMTP server to use to send the email.
// Example: smtp.myserver.com
//
// - From: The email address of the email sender.
// Example: myself@mycompany.com
//
// - To: The email addresses of the email recipients.
// Example: someone@mycompany.com
// ****************************************************************************

try {
// Get the email settings from the script parameters.
var SMTP_SERVER = PostConversion.GetParameter("SMTPServer");
var FROM_EMAIL = PostConversion.GetParameter("From");
var TO_EMAIL = PostConversion.GetParameter("To");
var NEW_LINE = "\r\n";

// Generate the email body.
var body = "";
body += "Document information:" + NEW_LINE;
body += NEW_LINE;
body += "URI: " + DocumentInfo.URI + NEW_LINE;
body += "Source: " + DocumentInfo.Source + NEW_LINE;
body += "Concepts:" + NEW_LINE;
var concepts = new VBArray(DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts);
for (var i = concepts.lbound(); i <= concepts.ubound(); ++i) {

body += "\t" + concepts.getItem(i) + NEW_LINE;
}
body += "Summary Sentences:" + NEW_LINE;
var summarySentences = new VBArray(DocumentInfo.SummarySentences);
for (var i = summarySentences.lbound(); i <= summarySentences.ubound(); ++i) {

body += "\t" + summarySentences.getItem(i) + NEW_LINE;
}
body += NEW_LINE;
body += "Document content:" + NEW_LINE;
body += NEW_LINE;

PostConversion.Text.SeekReadPointerInChars(0);
body += PostConversion.Text.ReadString(PostConversion.Text.CharsCount);

// Create the message object.
var messageObject = new ActiveXObject("CDO.Message");
var messageConfig = messageObject.Configuration;

// Set the SMTP server.
var messageField = messageConfig("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuration/sendusing");
messageField.Value = 2; // CDO.CdoConfiguration.cdoSMTPServer
messageField = messageConfig("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuration/smtpserver");
messageField.Value = SMTP_SERVER;
messageConfig.Fields.Update();

// Set the message information and send it.
messageObject.TextBody = body;
messageObject.Subject = "A document was just indexed in the source '" + DocumentInfo.Source +

"'";
messageObject.From = FROM_EMAIL;
messageObject.To = TO_EMAIL;
messageObject.Send();

} catch (e) {
// Unable to send the email. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
PostConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}
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Postconversion Sample #6 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample sends an email to notify a specific
' document has been indexed.
'
' Required parameters:
'
' - SMTPServer: The SMTP server to use to send the email.
' Example: smtp.myserver.com
'
' - From: The email address of the email sender.
' Example: myself@mycompany.com
'
' - To: The email addresses of the email recipients.
' Example: someone@mycompany.com
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Get the email settings from the script parameters.
Dim SMTP_SERVER: SMTP_SERVER = PostConversion.GetParameter("SMTPServer")
Dim FROM_EMAIL: FROM_EMAIL = PostConversion.GetParameter("From")
Dim TO_EMAIL: TO_EMAIL = PostConversion.GetParameter("To")

' Generate the email body.
Dim body: body = ""
body = body & "Document information:" & vbNewLine
body = body & vbNewLine
body = body & "URI: " & DocumentInfo.URI & vbNewLine
body = body & "Source: " & DocumentInfo.Source & vbNewLine
body = body & "Concepts:" & vbNewLine
Dim concept
For Each concept In DocumentInfo.SummaryConcepts

body = body & vbTab & concept & vbNewLine
Next
body = body & "Summary Sentences:" & vbNewLine
Dim summmarySentence
For Each summmarySentence In DocumentInfo.SummarySentences

body = body & vbTab & summmarySentence & vbNewLine
Next
body = body & vbNewLine
body = body & "Document content:" & vbNewLine
body = body & vbNewLine

Call PostConversion.Text.SeekReadPointerInChars(0)
body = body & PostConversion.Text.ReadString(PostConversion.Text.CharsCount)

' Create the message object.
Dim messageObject: Set messageObject = CreateObject("CDO.Message")
Dim messageConfig: messageConfig = messageObject.Configuration

' Set the SMTP server.
Dim messageField: Set messageField = messageConfig
("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuration/sendusing")
messageField.Value = 2 ' CDO.CdoConfiguration.cdoSMTPServer
Set messageField = messageConfig("http://schemas.microsoft.com/cdo/configuration/smtpserver")
messageField.Value = SMTP_SERVER
messageConfig.Update

' Set the message information and send it.
messageObject.TextBody = body
messageObject.Subject = "A document was just indexed in the source '" & DocumentInfo.Source & "'"
messageObject.From = FROM_EMAIL
messageObject.To = TO_EMAIL
messageObject.Send
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If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to send the email. Reject the document and report the error.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call PostConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.2.3.3.4.8 Sample 7 - Update Document Permissions

Postconversion Sample #7 (JScript Version)

// ****************************************************************************
// This postconversion script sample updates the document permissions.
//
// Required parameters:
//
// - UserName: The name of the user to add.
// - DomainName: The name of the domain for this user.
// ****************************************************************************

try {
// Get the user and domain name from the script parameters.
var userName = PostConversion.GetParameter("UserName");
var domainName = PostConversion.GetParameter("DomainName");

// Display initial permissions.
DisplayPermissions("Initial");

// Clear existing permissions.
DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.Clear();
DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.Clear();

// Allow or deny the user.
if (GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) == "AllowedDocument.txt") {

// Allow this user.
DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission(userName, domainName);

} else if (GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) == "DeniedDocument.txt") {
// Allow everyone except this user.
DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission("everyone", "");
DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission(userName, domainName);

}

// Display final permissions.
DisplayPermissions("Final");

} catch (e) {
// Unable to update the document permissions.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = false;
PostConversion.Trace("Error: " + e.description, 2);

}

// This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
function GetFileName(URI)
{

var fileName = URI;
var pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("/");
if (pos == -1) {

pos = fileName.lastIndexOf("\\");
}
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(pos + 1, fileName.length);
}
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pos = fileName.indexOf("?")
if (pos != -1) {

fileName = fileName.substring(0, pos);
}
return fileName;

}

// This method displays the document permissions.
function DisplayPermissions(message)
{

// Get the current document allowed permissions.
var allowedPermissionsString = "";
for (var index = 1; index <= DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.Count; ++index) {

var permission = DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.Item(index);
allowedPermissionsString += permission.Type + ": " + permission.Details + " ";

}
PostConversion.Trace(GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) + " -> " +

message + " AllowedPermissions: " + allowedPermissionsString, 1);

// Get the current document allowed permissions.
var deniedPermissionsString = "";
for (var index = 1; index <= DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.Count; ++index) {

var permission = DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.Item(index);
deniedPermissionsString += permission.Type + ": " + permission.Details + " ";

}
PostConversion.Trace(GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) + " -> " +

message + " DeniedPermissions: " + deniedPermissionsString, 1);
}

Postconversion Sample #7 (VBScript Version)

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample updates the document permissions.
'
' Required parameters:
'
' - UserName: The name of the user to add.
' - DomainName: The name of the domain for this user.
'****************************************************************************

Option Explicit
On Error Resume Next

' Get the user and domain name from the script parameters.
Dim userName: userName = PostConversion.GetParameter("UserName")
Dim domainName: domainName = PostConversion.GetParameter("DomainName")

' Display initial permissions.
Call DisplayPermissions("Initial")

' Clear existing permissions.
Call DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.Clear()
Call DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.Clear()

' Allow or deny the user.
If GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) = "AllowedDocument.txt" Then

' Allow this user.
Call DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission(userName, domainName)

ElseIf GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) = "DeniedDocument.txt" Then
' Allow everyone except this user.
Call DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission("everyone", "")
Call DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions.AddWindowsNTPermission(userName, domainName)

End If

' Display final permissions.
Call DisplayPermissions("Final")
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If Err.Number <> 0 Then
' Unable to update the document permissions.
DocumentInfo.IsValid = False
Call PostConversion.Trace("Error: " & Err.Description, 2)

End If

' This method extracts the file name from a given URI.
Function GetFileName(ByVal URI)

Dim pos: pos = InStrRev(URI, "/")
If pos = 0 Then

pos = InStrRev(URI, "\")
End If
If pos = 0 Then

GetFileName = URI
Else

GetFileName = Right(URI, Len(URI) - pos)
End If
pos = InStr(GetFileName, "?")
If pos > 1 Then

GetFileName = Left(GetFileName, pos - 1)
End If

End Function

' This method displays the document permissions.
Sub DisplayPermissions(ByVal message)

' Get the current document allowed permissions.
Dim allowedPermissionsString: allowedPermissionsString = ""
Dim allowedPermission
For Each allowedPermission In DocumentInfo.AllowedPermissions

allowedPermissionsString = allowedPermissionsString & _
allowedPermission.Type & ": " & allowedPermission.Details & " "

Next
Call PostConversion.Trace(GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) & " -> " & _

message & " AllowedPermissions: " & allowedPermissionsString, 1)

' Get the current document allowed permissions.
Dim deniedPermissionsString: deniedPermissionsString = ""
Dim deniedPermission
For Each deniedPermission In DocumentInfo.DeniedPermissions

deniedPermissionsString = deniedPermissionsString & _
deniedPermission.Type & ": " & deniedPermission.Details & " "

Next
Call PostConversion.Trace(GetFileName(DocumentInfo.URI) & " -> " & _

message & " DeniedPermissions: " & deniedPermissionsString, 1)
End Sub

See also: What are Postconversion Scripts?, How to Create a Postconversion Script, How to Setup a
Postconversion Script, Postconversion Script Samples

3.3 Open Connector API

3.3.1 Open Connector API Overview

CES features an API that enables the development of additional connectors. TheOpen Connector API allows
developers to write their own connectors—simple but efficient ones, as well as more complex ones—in order
to crawl specific objects, repositories, etc. that are not supported by CES. Coveo uses the API to develop its
own connectors—Documentum, Symantec Enterprise Vault, Exchange andODBC. The following
documentation details how to develop a connector and add specific features:
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l Building a Connector: This section consists of step-by-step procedures explaining how to build a simple
connector from scratch that will index specific documents.

l Advanced Topics: This section contains additional information concerning the advanced features of the
API, including Live Indexing, Pause/Resume, etc.

l Interfaces: This section describes in details the different interfaces available for the connectors as well as
the way to implement them.

l General Knowledge: This section contains general information useful to understanding the API, as well as
different concepts helpful to write a good connector.

See also: What is a Connector?, Building a Connector

3.3.2 Open Connector API General Knowledge

3.3.2.1 Open Connector API Knowledge Overview

This section covers various topics useful in order to understand the Open Connector API, connectors and
important features of CES:

l What is a Connector?: This topic explains what is a connector and what features are available to them.

l How to Add an Additional Connector: This topic explains how to add a newly created connector to CES in
order to use it.

l Why Use a ClassLibrary?: This topic explains why connectors are created as dlls.

l Why RetrieveMetadata?: This topic explains why it is important to get themost metadata possible.

l User Identities in CES: This topic explains what are user identities in CES and how to use them.

3.3.2.2 What is a Connector?

A connector is what CES uses to retrieve the content from various systems. Each system requires a specific
connector in order to crawl the documents as themethods available to connect to it are unique.

The connectors created using the Open Connector APIs are DLLs that can be added to CES through the
Administration Tool.

CES connectors can support various features tomake themmore efficient and easier to use:

l Pause/Resume

l Live Indexing

l Refresh Document/Folder

l Delete Document/Folder
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3.3.2.3 Why Use a ClassLibrary?

TheOpen Connector API works with dlls because it is practical. A dll is very modular; therefore it is easy to
consider them plug-ins for the Open Connector API. This makes it easy to update a connector by overwriting
the dll with a newer version, transport it and provide support for the API when necessary.

3.3.2.4 Why Retrieve Metadata?

Retrievingmetadata is optional for a connector to work. On the other hand, to maximize its usefulness and
make it easier to search the crawled documents, it is essential to retrievemetadata.

To customize the interface in order to add new fields and facets, the documents must havemetadata;
otherwise there are no values in the fields. Hence, the documents are not displayed when selecting a facet
as there is no data to differentiate them.

3.3.2.5 Finding Available Metadata

Youmay find that it is often not simple to identify themetadata available in indexed documents. This topic
explains how to use the AllFieldValues postconversion script to help you extract and review all the
available metadata in the documents of a repository.

To find available metadata

1. Make the AllFieldValues postconversion script available to CES:

a. Save the content of the following script in the [Index_Path]\Scripts\Postconversion-
allfieldvalues.txt text file on the CoveoMaster server.

'****************************************************************************
' This postconversion script sample adds a new metadata named
' "AllFieldValues". This new metadata contains the name, the value and the
' type of all document metadata.
'****************************************************************************
Option Explicit

' A double quote.
Dim DOUBLE_QUOTE: DOUBLE_QUOTE = chr(34)

' This buffer variable holds all metadata names and values.
Dim allValues: allValues = "<AllFieldValues>" & vbNewLine

' A collection of all field names.
Dim fieldNames: fieldNames = DocumentInfo.Fields

' For each document field name.
Dim fieldName
For Each fieldName In fieldNames
' Get the field value.
Dim fieldValue: fieldValue = DocumentInfo.GetFieldValue(CStr(fieldName))

' Add the metadata name and its value to the buffer variable.
allValues = allValues & "<Field"
allValues = allValues & " name=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & CStr(fieldName) & DOUBLE_QUOTE
allValues = allValues & " value=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & fieldValue & DOUBLE_QUOTE
allValues = allValues & " type=" & DOUBLE_QUOTE & TypeName(fieldValue) & DOUBLE_QUOTE
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allValues = allValues & " />" & vbNewLine
Next

' Add the new metadata.
Call DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("AllFieldValues", allValues & "</AllFieldValues>" & vbNewLine)

b. Add the postconversion script in the Administration Tool using the following values (see "How to Add
a Postconversion Script" on page 301):

l Name: AllFieldValues

l Script File: [Index_Path]\Scripts\Postconversion-allfieldvalues.txt

l Script Language: VBScript

2. Associate the AllFieldValues postconversion script with the source for which you want to see all
available metadata (see "How to Apply a Source Conversion Script" on page 302).

3. Add the AllFieldValues custom field to the field set used by the source:

a. If needed, create a new field set to be used by this source (see "How to Add Field Sets" on page 318).

b. Add the AllFieldValues custom field to the appropriate field set using the following values (see
"How to Add andModify Fields" on page 319)

l Name: AllFieldValues

l Type: String

l Metadata Name: AllFieldValues

c. Ensure that the source uses the field set that contains the AllFieldValues custom field (see
"How toModify the Field Set Used by a Source" on page 321).

4. If not already done, rebuild the source to populate the AllFieldValues field for all documents of the
source.

5. Use the Index Browser to review the available metadata (see "How to Use the Index Browser" on page
240):

a. In theCollection drop-down list, select the collection containing the source to which you added the
AllFieldValues postconversion script.

b. In theSource drop-down list, select the source.

c. Under Folder Content, locate and double-click a document for which you want to see the available
metadata.

TheAllFieldValues field shows all available metadata for this document.
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What's Next?

Create custom fields with the useful metadata listed in theAllFieldValues field. Use the Field name value
as your metadata name (see "How to Add andModify Fields" on page 319).

3.3.2.6 User Identities in CES

User identities in CES are used to store sets of credentials. These credentials can be necessary for multiple
sources or security providers. Rather than re-entering them every time, it is possible to create a new user
identity with the credentials and then select that identity when necessary.

TheOpen Connector API supports user identities.

3.3.3 Building a Connector

3.3.3.1 Open Connector Building Overview

This section of the Open Connector API documentation guides you through the creation of a simple
connector. Moreover, it explains how to integrate it to CES, as well as crawl with it.

The following lists the different steps required to develop a simple connector:

l How to Create a Project: Before creating a connector, it is important to create a project.

l How to Create the Connector Class: Implement a new connector class by inheriting from the
CustomCrawler class.

l How to Implement the RunMethod: Implement themain connector method.

l How to Retrieve the Starting Addresses: Retrieve the starting addresses from the source configuration.

l How to Crawl Content: Crawl remote content.

l How to Create a Document: Prepare the data retrieved for indexing.

l How to Index a Document: Use the IndexDocument function of the CustomCrawler class to index a
document. 

See also: How to Create a Project, How to Add an Additional Connector

3.3.3.2 How to Create a Project

The first step to perform in order to develop a connector is to create a project.

Connectors are written usingVisual Studio 2005 or 2008. They can be written in any language that is .Net
compatible; however, in this documentation, examples are written inC#.
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Create a new C# project of ClassLibrary type. The output of this type of project is a dynamically loaded library
(dll). Once the project is created, add the Open Connector API references, which are located in the Coveo
Enterprise Search bin folder.

l Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.dll

l Coveo.CES.Interops.dll

l Coveo.CNL.dll

The next step to developing a connector is How to Create a Connector Class. 

See also: Why Use a ClassLibrary?

3.3.3.3 Creating a Connector Class

This step is intended to help implement a new connector class to the project as a project is empty when it is
created. In order to mark a new class as a connector, it is mandatory to inherit from the CustomCrawler class.

Inheriting from CustomCrawler:

using Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers;
namespace MyConnector
{
public class MyConnectorClass : CustomCrawler
{
}
}

By doing so, the class is marked as a connector; however, note that it cannot be compiled yet. To do so,
execute the following step How to Implement the RunMethod.

3.3.3.4 How to Implement the Run Method

In order for the project to compile, it is important to implement the Runmethod. The Runmethod is themain
method of a connector; meaning that on a source Rebuild or Refresh, this method is automatically called. All
the steps required to crawl the target system must occur in the scope of this method. 

Empty Run Method

protected override void Run()
{
   // Crawl content.
}

Gmail Pop3 Connector Run Method

protected override void Run()
{
   // For the Gmail pop3 server, adding recent: before the username
   // allows for retrieving all the mails received in the last 30 days.
   string recentModeLogin = string.Format("recent:{0}", Context.UserName);
   StartCrawling(recentModeLogin);
}
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When this method is overridden, the project can compile and the newly created connector can be added to
CES (see "Adding an Additional Connector" on page 286).

Themethod is empty; therefore, nothing can happen. To crawl specific content, it is important to retrieve the
starting addresses.

See also: CustomCrawler class, CrawlingContext class, How to Get Source Parameters, How to Implement
the UpdateMethod, How to Implement the PerformeInitialize Method

3.3.3.5 Retrieving Starting Addresses

Once the Runmethod is implemented, it is important to retrieve the starting addresses specified in theAdd
Source page, which can be accessed by clicking Add in theSources section of theSources and
Collections page (Administration Tool > Index > Sources and Collections); therefore, the connector knows
which addresses to crawl.

To retrieve information from the source configuration, the CrawlingContext class must be used. The
CustomCrawler class already has the Context property, which allows to retrieve the necessary contextual
information.

The URI property is an array of strings containing all the starting addresses specified in the source crawled
by the connector:

protected override void Run()
{

foreach (string address in Context.Uris ) {
// Crawl the specified address.
Crawl(address);

}
}

The format of the URIs is defined by the person writing the connector and is intended tomatch the targeted
system. For more information on how to choose a good pattern, refer to How to Choose a URI Pattern.

The Runmethod now has the necessary information to target specific documents within the crawled system.
The next step is to crawl content using these URIs.

See also: How to Get Source Parameters

3.3.3.6 Crawling Content

Once the URIs are retrieved from the source, it is only logical to crawl their content. This section of the
connector is not really related to the Open Connector API itself; therefore, it is important, as a developer, to
have the appropriate knowledge of the targeted system as well as its APIs.

Themain idea behind crawling consists of connecting to a remote system, looping in order to retrieve
all the documents and indexing them until all the sources have been crawled. The following details the steps
to follow:
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1. Establish a connection to the remote system by using specific credentials. Credentials in the Open
Connector API come from the CES user identities and can be retrieved from the context.

2. Within the loop:

a. Retrieve the data requested using the URIs.

b. Create a document. In order to increase the quality of the searches, it is important to retrieve as much
metadata as possible. 

Communication example:

private void Crawl(string p_Uri)
{

Connection connection = EstablishConnection(p_Uri, user, password, domain);
while (connection.HasData) {

// Retrieve the data.
Data data = connection.GetNextItemToIndex();
// Index this data.
IndexData(data);

}
}

Getting the next item:

#GmailPop3Connector.GettingTheNextItem

See also: How to Handle Exceptions, Why RetrieveMetadata?, How to Handle Attachments

3.3.3.7 Creating a Document

An instance of the Document class is an item to index, for example a Microsoft Word document or database
entry. These documents are displayed when a search is performed in CES.

To index a document, CES requires these two properties to have values:

l URI: The URI is a unique identifier for a document. It is the first property to set after creating a document.
For more information concerning the way to select a good URI for your documents, refer to How to
Choose a URI Pattern. For more information concerning the different types of URIs as well as their
interactions with filters in CES, refer to What Are URI Types and Filters?.

l Security: At least one entity must have access to the document; otherwise, there is no reason to put it in
the index. For more information concerning the way to set securities on a document, refer to How to Set
the Security.

The following lists other important properties in terms of usability:

l Data: Represents the body of the document. There are several ways of putting the data in the
document. For more information, refer to How to Set Data on the Document.

l Metadata and Fields: Adds searchable information to the documents. For more information, refer to Why
RetrieveMetadata?, Fields can also be directly set with themetadata.
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l FileName: Automatically assigns a title to the document. The filename is also useful to identify the kind
of indexed documents.

l ModifiedDate: Quickly determines if a document has beenmodified in a subsequent crawling run. It is
necessary to manually determine if a document must be indexed.

Creating a document:

private void IndexData(Data p_Data)
{

// Documents should always be created like this.
using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {

// Set the unique Uri.
doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
// Allow everyone to see the document.
doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry());
// Set the Data.
doc.Data = p_Data.Data;
// Set the ModifiedDate.
doc.ModifiedDate = p_Data.ModifiedDate;
// Set the filename.
doc.FileName = p_Data.FileName;
// Set the Metadata.
doc.Metadata = p_Data.Metadata;

}
}

Creating aGmail Pop3 document:

// Determine the action to do with the document.
switch (GetActionForDocument(doc)) {

case Action.RetrieveAndIndex: {
// Add the data to the document.
doc.StreamData(pop3Msg.Body);
goto case Action.IndexByReference;

}
case Action.IndexByReference: {

// Add the available metadata.
doc.Title = pop3Msg.Subject;
doc.SetField(SystemFields.SysFrom, pop3Msg.From);
doc.SetField(SystemFields.SysTo, pop3Msg.To);
break;

}
default: {

break;
}

}

if (Context.IndexSecurity) {
// Add everyone if no securities have been specified.
doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry());

}

See also: Document class reference, How to Implement Live Indexing, How to Retrieve Fields andMetadata,
How to Use The CheckPoint Method, How to Handle Attachments, How toManage Document Types, How
toManually Verify Document Changes
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3.3.3.8 Indexing a Document

Once the instance of the document has been completed, it is ready to be indexed. The IndexDocument
method of the CustomCrawler class is responsible of the indexing. It takes a document in parameter and
performs several verifications. If nothing unusual is found, then the document is indexed. Documents that
need to be re-indexed are automatically flagged and indexed, otherwise they aremarked as unchanged in the
log.

Indexing a document:

// Documents should always be created like this.
using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {

// ...Filling the document.
// Index the document.
IndexDocument(doc);

}

The last step required to index all the documents is to loop the IndexDocument function in order to index the
remaining documents targeted by the starting addresses. Afterwards, the connector will work properly. It can
now be compiled and added to CES. In order for the connector to bemore efficient and robust, several
features can be added to it. These features are covered in the Advanced Topics section. The following is
a brief overview of the twomost important ones:

l Pause/Resume: This feature is used to interrupt a crawling run. Pause operations are called (if available)
when a Refresh/Rebuild is paused, the index becomes read-only or CES shuts down. When crawling
resumes, the connector starts where it had left of instead of restarting from scratch.

l Live Indexing: This feature is the way used by CES to keep the index up-to-date with the content of its
sources. Live indexing consists of retrieving themodifications since the last Refresh/Rebuild or the last
live indexing.   

Several other advanced features can help you improve the connector. 

See also: Rebuild vs Refresh, How toManually Verify Document Changes, What Is Automatic Deletion of
Removed Documents, How to Handle Attachments, What Are URI Types and Filters?

3.3.4 Open Connector API Advanced Topics

3.3.4.1 Overview of Advanced Open Connector API Topics

This section provides important information concerningmore advanced features related to the development of
connectors. Note that these features are not mandatory for the connector to work; however they are very
useful and can help improve its robustness and efficiency:

l How to Choose a URI Pattern: A URI is one of themost important attributes of documents; hence,
choosing one can be challenging. This section details how to choose a URI pattern for your connector.

l What Are URI Types and Filters?: There are different URI types, which are intended to affect
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filtering available. This section explain how to handle these different types as well as filtering in CES.

l How to Set Data on the Document: There aremany methods available in order to retrieve data from a
document. This section explains them and specifies when to use them.

l How to Retrieve Fields andMetadata: To power the Coveo search, metadata can be retrieved from
documents or directly from fields. This section details how to do so.

l How to LogMessages/Warnings/Errors: In a connector, it is possible to logmessages to the console.
This section explains how to log thesemessages.

l How to Get User Identities: User identities are required to give the credentials entered in the source
configuration to the connector. This section explains how to achieve this result.

l Rebuild vs Refresh: The Rebuild and Refresh features both call the Runmethod; however they perform
different actions. This section explains this difference and how to handle it.

l How toManually Verify Document Changes: The IndexDocument method validates whether a file has
beenmodified or not; However it can bemore efficient to determine this earlier in the crawling process.
This section explains the different methods available to achieve this result.

l How to Implement Pause/Resume: This feature is used to interrupt a crawling run. Pause operations are
called (if available) when a refresh/rebuild is paused, the index becomes read-only or CES is shutdown.
When the crawling is resumed, the connector starts for where it left of instead of restarting from scratch.

l How to Use Persistent Data: Persistent data is useful to save information throughmultiple crawling runs
and CES shutdowns. This section explains how to use an interface to save and load persistent connector
data.

l How to Implement Live Indexing: This feature is the way used by CES to keep the index up-to-date with
the content of its sources. Live indexing consists of retrieving themodifications since the last
rebuild/refresh or the last live indexing.   

l How to Get Source Parameters: It is possible to add custom parameters to a connector source
configuration. This section details how to retrieve the values of these parameters.

l How to Implement the PerformInitialize Method: PerformInitiliaze is amethod that can be overridden by a
connector and will be called when the connector is started.

l How to Implement the UpdateMethod: The Updatemethod can be overridden by the connector and will
be called every time the source configuration is modified. This section explains why and how to use it.

l How to Handle Attachments: The data storage systems often have the capability to add attachments to
their items. This section explains how to crawl these attachments and index them.

l How toManage Document Types: Document types are useful to filter searches; however it cannot
always be automatically detected. This section explains how to use document types to your advantage.

l How to Set the Security: Setting securities is often required by connectors in order for users to safely
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search documents without accessing restricted ones. This section explains how to use the different
security types made available to a connector.

l How to Use the CheckPoint Method: This method is very important in order to ensure your new connector
runs smoothly. It is also closely related to saving persistent data.  This section explains exactly why this
method is so important and when to call it.

l How to Handle Exceptions: Exceptions can arise during a crawling run for a variety of reasons. It is
important to handle the exceptions correctly in order for the connector to be robust and efficient. This
section gives multiples tips and describes some classes made available to connector to achieve this
result.

l How to Use DocumentMapping: Most storage system depend on a database to work properly. When
crawling the databases, it is useful to directly map database fields tometadata. This section explains how
to use the DocumentMapping class.

l How to Implement Refresh Document/Folder: Refresh Document/Folder is a feature that can be
implemented by a connector to refresh a single document or folder within a source. This section describes
how to implement this feature.

l How to Implement Delete Document/Folder: Delete Document/Folder is a feature that can be
implemented by a connector to delete a single document or folder within a source. This section describes
how to implement this feature.

l What is Automatic Deletion of Removed Documents: To keep the index clean, documents that are not
found in a crawling run are removed. This section describes in detail this behavior and how to handle it.

l How toManually Remove Documents: Removing documents from the index by using specific methods
available in the Open Connector API. This section details three different methods.

3.3.4.2 Choosing a URI Pattern

Documents need to have a valid URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) in order to be indexed. The URI,
which must be unique, is the property that differentiates documents. It is assigned by the connector to
every newly created document (see "Creating a Document" on page 910).
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Example: You can identify aMicrosoft Exchange email by using this URI:
https://owa.acme.com/exchange/joSmith@coveo.com/Inbox/b5aee0f1efec674b8397cf

4bfef8b5b8000001c099fe

In this identifier, different sections are required. The following details the URI:

l https://: Scheme of the URI. Other typical schemes are file://, http://, etc. CES supports
custom schemes; therefore acme:// is a valid scheme.

l owa.acme.com/exchange/joSmith@coveo.com/Inbox/: Each segment, separated by the /
character, corresponds to a specific folder. It is not required to keep the folder architecture in the URI as
long as it is unique; however in the index browser, the folder structure will be recreated, making it easier
to browse content from the Administration Tool. Also, the folder structure can be used to fill a metadata
field (see "Retrieving Fields andMetadata" on page 917).

l b5aee0f1efec674b8397cf4bfef8b5b8000001c099fe: As it is the last segment,
this section corresponds to the document itself. It can be the filename; however, note that in the case of
Exchange documents, emails can have the same name, which prevents its use as an unique identifier.

Different difficulties can arises when choosing a URI pattern as each document must be assigned a unique
URI. The following presents thoughts that can guide you in finding a unique URI for each document:

l Can two files have the same name?

If two files, or a file and a folder, have the same value in the attribute used, it is not a good attribute for the
URI pattern.

l Can folder or file names contain the / character?

Because the / character is automatically counted as a delimiter between each segment, it is suggested to
replace the / character.

l Can items have attachments?

There is a specific pattern to follow for attachments (see "Handling Attachments" on page 922).

3.3.4.3 What Are URI Types and Filters?

Filtering is an important operation in CES as it allows to ignore or include specific documents. Filters can be
customized in the source configuration. This operation is not applied by default, the connector has to test the
files it finds against these filters; meaning the strings entered in the filter must be compared with the specific
URI set on the document. Two different methods allow the connector to test a document against a filter;
however they must be called:

l GetActionForDocument: This method also validates other attributes and returns an Action object, which
corresponds to what is done with the document (see "Manually Verifying Document Changes" on page
919).
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l IsUriFiltered: This method validates if a specific string is filtered by the filters set on the current source
(see "Manually Verifying Document Changes" on page 919).

A document has 3 different URI attributes that can be filtered:

l URI: This is the unique identifier of a document (see "Choosing a URI Pattern" on page 914).

l PrintableUri: This URI is optional and does not need to be unique. For example, a URI can contain ID
numbers or guids that are not meaningful for a user. If so, set the PrintableUri as the name equivalent in
order for the URI to bemeaningful.

l ClickableUri: Normally, the link of a document is its URI. If that URI is customized, it might not be
pertaining; therefore it has no impact when clicked. The ClickableUri should be set to a URI that allows
the document to be opened. It is optional and does not need to be unique.

When using the filteringmethod, either of these three URIs can be used. By default, the unique URI prevails.
To select a different one, use the FilterBy property on the document, which allows to select which URI type
will filter the document. A fourth choice to FilterBy exists: IgnoreFilter. When this value is selected,
the GetActionForDocument method does not test the filters; however it is important to validate them by using
IsUriFiltered. 

private void NewDocument(Data p_Data)
{

using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
doc.PrintableUri = p_Data.PrintableUri;
doc.FilterBy = FilterByUri.PrintableUri;

}
}

3.3.4.4 How to Set Data on the Document

The first way to set the data on a document is by directly setting it into the Data attribute. Basically, assign an
array of bytes which corresponds to the data. This is pretty simple, but should be used sparingly. If the files
have a chance of being big in the target system, do not set the data this way as it will use an important amount
of memory.

private void SetData(Data p_Data, Byte[] p_Array)
{
   using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
       doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
       doc.Data = p_Array;
   }
}

Another method used to set data is to use streams or a string:

l The first version of the StreamDatamethod receives a string in parameter and directly sets it as the data.
Note that it displays the same problems as the table of bytes; however it saves somemanipulation.

l The second version receives a stream in parameter. It then writes this stream into the data as the data is
made available. This has the advantage of not usingmuchmemory, nomatter how big the file is.
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l The third version also takes a stream in parameter; however it takes an integer as well, in case only a
specific number of bytes must be written from the stream.

private void SetStream(Data p_Data, Stream p_Stream)
{
   using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
       doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
       doc.StreamData(p_Stream);
   }
}

See also: How to Retrieve Fields andMetadata, How to Set Data on the Document

3.3.4.5 Retrieving Fields and Metadata

In order to power the search, CES uses system fields andmetadata. Document conversion automatically fills
certain fields; however a connector can specifically set values on specific system fields. Themore fields are
filled, themore options are available in the search in order to refine a search.

TheMetaData property of the Document class can be set with a Hashtable containing themetadata name as
well as its value. If the Include metadata in document check box is selected in the source configuration, all
themetadata is added to the document; therefore when performing a search, if the query matches the
metadata, the appropriate document is displayed. This is the basic and easiest way to usemetadata.

private void SetMetaData(Document p_Doc)
{

HashTable metaData = m_Connection.GetMetaData();
p_Doc.Metadata = metaData;

}

To get themost out of the available metadata, system fields and custom fields can be filled. To fill the system
fields, use the SetField method on the document. The names of the already available fields are in
SystemFields enum. Any value can be entered as the field name, but somework with the custom fields will be
necessary tomake them appear in the search.

private void SetField(Document p_Doc, HashTable p_Meta)
{

if (p_Meta.Contains("Author")) {
doc.SetField(SystemFields.SysAuthor, p_Meta["Author"].ToString());

}
}

In order for the custom fields to be automatically filled, themetaname of the custom field must match the
metadata name of the hashtable.

See also: Why RetrieveMetadata?

3.3.4.6 Logging Messages

It can be useful for a connector to write feedback in the CES logs. This information can be used to
troubleshoot issues or simply monitor the logs. There aremultiple methods available in the CrawlingContext
class to do so:
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l LogMessage: This is themost generic loggingmethod with which all possible results can be achieved. It
requires themost parameters, but gives the required results.

l LogCrawlerMessage: This shortcut method uses LogMessage, but with the Severity of the entry set to
Normal. 

l LogCawlerWarning: This shortcut method uses LogMessage, but with theSeverity of the entry set to
Warning.

l LogCrawlerErrorMessage: This shortcut method uses LogMessage, but with theSeverity of the entry
set toError.

private void LogSomeWarning(string p_Message, Document p_Doc)
{

Context.LogMessage(p_Message, p_Doc.Uri, Severity.Warning, Operation.Unspecified);
}

3.3.4.7 Getting User Identities

User identity is an important part of security in CES. It is frequently required by connectors in order to
authenticate remote systems. To retrieve the values of a user identity, use the properties of the
CrawlingContext class (use the Context property of the CustomCrawler class):

HasUserIdentity

This property returns a Boolean value that indicates whether or not there is a specific user identity set on
the source. If it is True, the UserName and UserPassword will have values; else they will be empty
and the identity of the user running CES should be used.

UserName

This property contains the name of the user to crawl with. This is typically in the form domain\username.

UserPassword

This is the password of the user to crawl with.

Example title:

private void Authenticate()
{

if (Context.HasUserIdentity) {
m_Connection.LogIn(Context.UserName, Context.UserPassword);

}
}

See also: How to Crawl Content, User Identities in CES

3.3.4.8 Rebuild vs Refresh

Rebuild and Refresh are operations that both call the Runmethod of the connector; however, even though
they go through the samemethod, there is a significant difference between them.
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l Rebuild: Re-indexes everything, even if nothing has changed (it still check filters).

l Refresh: Only gets or indexes documents that have beenmodified or whose securities have changed.

To verify if your connector is currently processing a Rebuild or Refresh, use the ForceRefresh property,
inherited from the CustomCrawler class. If it returns True, the operation is a Rebuild, otherwise it is a Refresh.

See also: How toManually Verify Document Changes, What Is Automatic Deletion of Removed Documents

3.3.4.9 Manually Verifying Document Changes

In order to develop themost efficient connector possible, it is important to avoid performing useless
operations. For example, if it is possible to determine early on if a document needs to be indexed or not, it is
also possible to only fetch a specific portion of the information it stores. Usually, getting specific
metadata allows to determine if the entire data needs to be downloaded; this can therefore save a lot of time.

The IndexDocument method verifies themodification date, ETag and filters; however it is the last possible
moment in the crawling process to do so. Tomanually validate these values earlier, several methods are
available:

l IsOutOfDate: This method is amember of the Document class. It requires to set the URI as well as the
modified date on the document, otherwise themethod simply returns True.

private void CheckDate(Data p_Data)
{

using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
doc.ModifiedDate = p_Data.ModifiedDate;
if (doc.IsOutOfDate()) {

IndexDocument(doc);
} else {

ReportUnchangedDocument(p_Data.Uri);
}

}
}

l GetActionForDocument: This is the suggestedmethod to determine what to do with a document. It
requires to set the URI, ModifiedDate and optionally the Document Type or filename as its extension.
It returns an action which can be one of three things following options:

o RetrieveAndIndex: Download the data and get themetadata
o IndexByReference: Get only the URIs and modified date
o Ignore: Skip the document

private void GetActionForDocument(Data p_PartialData)
{

using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
doc.Uri = p_PartialData.Uri;
doc.ModifiedDate = p_PartialData.ModifiedDate;
doc.FileName = p_PartialData.Filename;
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switch (GetActionForDocument(doc)) {
case Action.RetrieveAndIndex:
{

// Fetch all Data and index
}
case Action.IndexByReference:
{

// Index without anything more.
}
case Action.Ignore:
{

// Skip
}

}
}

}

l IsUriFiltered: This method takes a string and returns True if it must be filtered and False if it must be
indexed, as far as the filters go(see "Adding andModifying Source Filters" on page 172).

By using thesemethods when appropriate, the flow of the connector can be accelerated by keeping to a
minimum the amount of data downloaded.

See also: What Are URI Types and Filters?, Rebuild vs Refresh, How toManage Document Types

3.3.4.10 How to Implement Pause/Resume

This feature is used to interrupt a crawling run. Pause operations are called (if available) when a
Refresh/Rebuild is paused, the index becomes read-only or CES is shutdown. When the crawling is resumed,
the connector resumes for where it left of instead of restarting from scratch. 

This feature is strongly recommended, as it can save a lot of time. Whenever the index goes into read-only
mode or CES shuts down, any running source without Pause/Resume has to restart from the beginning,
which can be particularly frustrating if the source was big and had been running for a long time.
Pause/Resume can prevent this problem from occuring.

To implement Pause/Resume, implement the ISaveRestoreState interface on your connector.

See also: ISaveRestoreState Interface, How to Use The CheckPoint Method

3.3.4.11 How to Use Persistent Data

Persistent data is data kept on disk even after CES shuts down. Hence, it is available the next time the
connector is used. This can be useful if the connector requires a cache or some other information in order to
work properly. To keep persistent data, implement the ISaveRestorePersistentData
or IHasPersistentData interface.

See also: ISaveRestoreState Interface, IHasPersistentData Interface
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3.3.4.12 How to Implement Live Indexing

CES uses live indexing in order to keep the index up-to-date. Live Indexingmust be implemented by the
connectors and it is strongly recommended to do so, as it gets themodifications that have occurred since the
last Rebuild/Refresh or Live Indexing. Some target systems offer APIs to efficiently perform these operations;
therefore allowing the connector to have a highly efficient Live Indexing.

To implement Live Indexing, implement the ILiveIndexing interface.

See also: ILiveIndexing Interface, Rebuild vs Refresh, How toManually Remove Documents

3.3.4.13 Getting Source Parameters

It is possible to add custom source parameters that will be used by the connector. These parameters can be
strings, integers or Booleans.

Example: To be able to crawl, the connector can require the name of a database as well as the starting
address.

Getting the values of these source parameters is possible by using the CrawlingContext class, which
is available to a connector when using the inherited Context property of the CustomCrawler class. The
GetConfigValuemethod then allows the connector to retrieve these parameters.

private void GetAParameter()
{

string acmeString = Context.GetConfigValue("acmeString");
string acmeStringDefault = Context.GetConfigValue("acmeString", "defaultValue");

}

In the above example, the first GetConfigValue returns null if the "acmeString" parameter is not found. On the
other hand, the second call  returns "defaultValue" if the "acmeString" parameter is not found.

3.3.4.14 Implementing the PerformInitialize Method

The PerformInitialize method is a virtual method of the CustomCrawler class. It is possible for a connector to
override it in order to perform initialization operations. This method is called once when the connector is first
started, loaded for the first time or when CES restarts. This methodmust not throw exceptions.

protected override void PerformInitialize()
{

// Initialize some values
m_Connection = new Connection(GetConnectionInfo());

}
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3.3.4.15 How to Implement the Update Method

The Updatemethod is a virtual method of the CustomCrawler class. It is possible for a connector to override it
in order to receive updates when the source configuration is modified. It might not be called immediately, but it
will be before another operation is performed. This is particularly useful to keep user identities and source
parameters, as well as other structures that might depend on these values up-to-date in the connector. This
method must not throw exceptions.

protected override void Update()
{
   // Create a new connection based on the newly available parameters.
   m_Connection = new Connection(GetConnectionInfo());
}

3.3.4.16 Handling Attachments

Multiple systems can add attachments to their items in order to add information, files, etc. This parent/child
link is often valuable and should be preserved if possible. CES supports this parent/child link; therefore it is
important for the connector to preserve it when it crawls.

To add an attachment to a Document, use the AddAttachment method on the parent document. This method
takes another document in parameter; the attachment document. Once that is done, call IndexDocument on
the parent.

Note: The URI attachments must be different from normal documents. Their unique URIs must correspond
to the URI or the parent document, followed by the ? character and the attachment name.

Adding attachments:

private void AddAttachment(Data p_AttachmentData, Document p_Owner)
{

// Create the Attachment Document.
Document attachment = null;
try {

attachment = new Document(Context);
attachment.Uri = p_Owner.Uri + "?" + p_AttachmentData.FileName;
// Add the Attachment
p_Owner.AddAttachment(attachment);

} catch (Exception) {
if (attachment != null) {

attachment.Dispose();
}
throw;

}
// Index the documents
IndexDocument(p_Owner);

}
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Note:  Attachment documents are not scoped in a using block, as doing so destroys them before they are
indexed. The parent document correctly disposes of all of its attachments. However, it is a user
responsibility to dispose of the current document in case of exceptions.

3.3.4.17 How to Manage Document Types

Document types are used to quickly classify a document in a category. It is possible to set actions based on
document types directly in the Coveo Administration Tool. It is then up to the connector to make sure these
settings are respected.

TheGetActionForDocument method uses the Document Type and file extension to test a document against
these settings. It is important to set these values in order for the settings and data in the index to be
consistent.

3.3.4.18 How to Set the Security

Setting securities is often required by connectors in order for users to safely search documents without
accessing restricted ones. Security is extremely important when crawling documents. Indeed, the connector
has access to credentials that can access all the documents; however some of the documents have
restricted permissions which are essential in order to keep the search secure.

It is important to have a good knowledge of the target system used in order to easily apply it to the
securities of CES. Because CES is forWindows only, the securities kept are associated withWindows
users. If the securities kept by the targeted system are alsoWindows securities, it is easy to retrieve and set
them. The .Net System.Security namespace contains all the tools necessary to handleWindows Aces and
Security Descriptors. If the securities of the system do not map directly toWindows securities, it is possible
to create an external security provider in order to retrieve these permissions.

At least one instance of the ACLEntry class must be set on a document in order to index securities:

private void AddACLEntry(CommonAce p_Ace, string p_ServerName, bool p_Allowed)
{
   using (Document doc = new Document(Context)) {
       doc.Uri = p_Data.Uri;
       ACLEntry security = new ACLEntry(SecurityType.Windows,
              p_Ace.SecurityIdentifier.Value, p_ServerName, p_Allowed);
       doc.AddACLEntry(security);
   }
}

In the above example, one way to create an ACLEntry is displayed:

l SecurityType.Windows: The SecurityType is an enum that specifies which type of security is entered in
the ACLEntry:

o Windows: A standardWindows security

o WindowsSID: AWindows security in SID form.
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o CustomGroup: A custom security group that is resolved thanks to amapping set in the Administration
Tool.

o CustomUser: A custom user that is mapped to aWindows NT security in the Administration Tool.

o ExternalGroup: An external security group that is resolved by using an external security provider.

o External User: An external user that is resolved by using an external security provider.

l p_Ace.SecurityIdentifier.Value: In this case, this ace value gives theWindows identity.

l p_ServerName: The name of themachine on which this security is found. This is useful for local users.

l p_Allowed: This is a Boolean value determining if it is an allowed or denied security. True allows the
identity to access the document, while False prevents it from finding/accessing the document.

3.3.4.19 How to Use The CheckPoint Method

The CheckPoint method of the CustomCrawler class is an important tool that ensures the connector is
responsive to the Administration Tool commands. It is during this method that the connector validates
whether it needs to stop or not. This method is automatically called by IndexDocument; however depending
the operations performed by the connector, there can be a certain amount of time between IndexDocument
calls. If someone issues a stop commandwhile the connector is busy, it will not be effective until the
connector calls CheckPoint.

If the ISaveRestoreState interface has been implemented, the CheckPoint method can also possibly call the
SaveStatemethod. The SaveStatemethod is only called once every 50 CheckPoint calls.

In order to keep the connector responsive, it is important to call the CheckPoint method whenever the
connector does not index documents for a certain period of time. It is a good practice to call CheckPoint() at
the start of every loop found in the connector.

See also: How to Implement Pause/Resume, ISaveRestoreState Interface

3.3.4.20 Handling Exceptions

Exceptions can arise during a crawling run for a variety of reasons. It is important to handle the exceptions
correctly in order for the connector to be robust and efficient. It is also important to keep inmind that you do
not want the crawling to stop in themiddle of the process (mainly if you do not have Pause/Resume) because
of an exception. Generally, all connector exceptions are split into two groups:

l Fatal exceptions: These exceptions are usually connection errors, not controlled by the connector. When
something like that occurs, it is normal for the crawling process to log amessage concerning it and stop.
It is also possible to implement retries and delays in case it is a temporary issue.

l Ignorable exceptions: These exceptions represent all the little details that should not stop the crawling
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process. For example, an access denied to a specific document or an ignored folder. Skip the forbidden
item and go to the next one. Corrupted items or random errors in the API of the target can be ignored.

The CustomCrawler class offers a few exception classes that can be useful when developing a connector:

l CrawlerException: This is the base class form which the other exception classes derive.

l CrawlerFatalException: This is the class used to signal something is not recoverable. In order to stop the
crawling without performing automatically deletion of documents, throw it out of the connector and in the
CustomCrawler class.

l CrawlerIgnorableException: This is the class used to signal something that should not stop the crawling.
Catch them, log a warning and resume the crawling.

l CrawlerStopRefreshException: When this type of exception is thrown at the CustomCrawler class,
it aborts the crawling, but does not log anything in the logs.

Exceptions:

private void HandleExceptions(string p_Uri)
{

try {
Crawl(p_Uri);

} catch (CrawlerIgnorableException ex) {
// We can continue crawling
Context.LogMessage(ex.Message, p_Uri, Severity.Warning, Operation.Unspecified);

} catch (CrawlerFatalException ex) {
// Should stop crawling
throw;

}
}

Of course, these are only suggestions. It is possible to create customized exceptions to suit specific needs.
What is important is for exceptions to be handled correctly in order for the connector to be robust and efficient.

See also: How to Crawl Content

3.3.4.21 How to Use DocumentMapping

The DocumentMapping class is another class of the Open Connector API that is used to set the fields on a
document. If setup correctly, themappings betweenmetadata and fields are done automatically.

Mappings are important, as they can be used to fill the system fields with metadata. It might not be necessary
to use a DocumentMapping to achieve this result, but it can greatly ease the task when dealing with database
tables. To use DocumentMapping, create a new class that inherits from the DocumentMapping class. By
doing so, you inherit the default mappings already available:

l filename

l uri

l uricaption

l clickableuri
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l printableuri

l originaluri

l title

l body

l modifieddate

l indexmodifieddate

l contenttype

It is also possible to add any other mapping required to a connector. Whenmappings are being setup, what
is entered as a value for filename, acmeID for example, is the value used by the ResolveMappingmethod.
This methodmust be overridden. For every mapping registered, ResolveMapping is called. A string
containing acmeID is sent; therefore requiring to get the appropriate value. The DocumentMapping class then
automatically maps that value to the filename.

public class MyMapping : DocumentMapping
{
   protected override string ResolveMapping(string p_Mapping,
                                            Document p_Document,
                                            out byte[] p_Binary)

{
       return p_Document.GetMetaDataValue(p_Mapping);
   }
}
private void SetupMapping(Document p_Doc)
{
   MyMapping map = new MyMapping();
   // Add a new mapping to match.
   map["filename"] = "acmeID";
   // Match fields and metadata.
   map.ApplyMappings(p_Doc);
}

3.3.4.22 Refreshing a Document or a Folder

The Refresh Document/Folder feature is an optional feature that connectors can implement. When this
feature is available, it is possible to refresh a single document or folder directly from the Administration Tool,
which can be very useful if only one document needs to be updated in a very big source that takes hours to
refresh.

To use this feature, implement the IRefreshDocument and/or the IRefreshFolder interfaces.

See also:IRefreshDocument and IRefreshFolder Interfaces, IDeleteDocument and IDeleteFolder Interfaces

3.3.4.23 Deleting a Document or a Folder

The Delete Document/Folder feature is an optional feature that connectors can implement. When this feature
is available, it is possible to delete a single document or folder directly from the Administration Tool, which can
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be very useful if a document has been indexed and needs to be removed without having to remove the entire
source.

To use this feature, implement the IDeleteDocument and/or IDeleteFolder interfaces.

See also: IDeleteDocument and IDeleteFolder Interfaces, IRefreshDocument and IRefreshFolder Interfaces

3.3.4.24 What Is Automatic Deletion of Removed Documents

The Automatic Deletion of Removed Documents is a feature of the CustomCrawler class that is
implemented to keep the index as small and clean as possible. This feature automatically removes
documents belonging to a source in the index that was not crawled by the latest Refresh or Rebuild operation.
For example, the first crawling run of the connector finds the documents A, B and C: these documents are
added in the index. The second crawling run, for some reason, only finds the documents A and C; hence, B is
automatically removed from the index.

Usually, this feature is helpful; however, there are situations where, for example, document B was only
unavailable temporarily and should not be deleted. If document B is actually a folder containing amillion items,
all these items have been removed.

This is why the connector must take into account this behavior and work accordingly. Handling exceptions
correctly is the first step tomaking sure the crawling does not end prematurely.

There is also the ReportUriToIgnoreForDeletionmethod that tags URIs to ignore. The URI that is given to this
method and its children will not be removed.

See also: How to Handle Exceptions

3.3.4.25 How to Manually Remove Documents

It is possible to manually remove documents from the index by using certain methods available in the Open
Connector API. If the remote system gives information concerning the removed documents, it is more
efficient and logical to remove them right away than wait for the automatic deletion of removed documents.
Removing documents manually is particularly useful during Live Indexing.

Threemethods are inherited from the CustomCrawler class in order to remove documents:

l RemoveDocuments: This method takes the unique URI of a document and removes it from the index if it
is from the current source and it is in the index. A message is logged concerning the document being
deleted.

l RemoveDocumentAndChildren: This method takes the unique URI of a document or folder and
removes it as well as everything it has under it if it is in the current source. A message is logged
concerning the documents being deleted.

l RemoveOlderThan: This method removes all the documents in the current source that are older than the
specified DateTime. A message is logged concerning the documents being deleted.

See also: How to Implement the RunMethod
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3.3.5 Open Connector API Interfaces

3.3.5.1 Open Connector API Interfaces Overview

This section describes in details the different interfaces available for the connectors as well as the way to
implement them:

l ISaveRestoreState: This interface is used to implement the Pause/Resume feature.

l ILiveIndexing: This interface is used to implement Live Indexing.

l IDeleteDocument and IDeleteFolder: This interface is used to implement Delete Document/Folder.

l IRefreshDocument and IRefreshFolder: This interface is used to implement Refresh Document/Folder.

l IBeautifyURI: This interface is used tomanipulate the starting addresses when necessary.

l IHasPersistentData: This interface is used to keep persistent data with the Two Phase Commit
technique used by CES.

l ISaveRestorePersistentData: This interface is used to keep persistent data in a simpler manner than
IHasPersistentData.

3.3.5.2 ISaveRestoreState Interface

The ISaveRestoreState interface allows administrators to pause and resume sources while they are crawling
through the source interface. Implement this programming interface in order to perform these operations on
sources from your connector.

When you implement the ISaveRestoreState interface, implement the SaveState, RestoreState and
ResetState methods as well:

l SaveState: This method is called before the source is manually paused or stopped by another process of
CES; therefore, the connector must be able to save its state at any time. This method must return an
object that represents the current state of the connector. The object returnedmust be serializable and will
be returned by the RestoreState method.

l RestoreState: This method is called before the source is resumed either manually or by another process
of CES. This method takes as an input parameter an object that represents the state of the source when
stopped. It is the same object returned by the SaveStatemethod last time it was called.

l ResetState: This method is called if a problem occurs while restoring the state in order to ensure the
connector is not in an unusable state. It is also called when a Rebuild or Refresh operation completes
successfully. It is important to clear the state of the connector when this method is called. 
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[Serializable]
public class StateInfo
{
// The current starting address.
public string m_StartingAddress;
// Any other information necessary to reposition should be kept here.

}

private StateInfo m_SaveInfo = null;

object ISaveRestoreState.SaveState()
{
return m_SaveInfo;

}
//************************************************************************
/// <inheritDoc/>
//************************************************************************
void ISaveRestoreState.RestoreState(object p_State)
{
m_SaveInfo = (StateInfo)p_State;

}
//************************************************************************
/// <inheritDoc/>
//************************************************************************
void ISaveRestoreState.ResetState()
{
m_SaveInfo = null;

}

3.3.5.3 ILiveIndexing Interface

The ILiveIndexing interface allows administrators to enable a feature called Live Indexing on Source from the
source interface. Live indexing implies that the source is periodically scanned for new, modified or deleted
data; therefore, the information CES contains is up-to-date. Implement this interface in order to enable this
feature on the sources of the connector.

When implementing the ILiveIndexing interface, it is also necessary to implement the RunLiveIndexing
method. This method is called at regular intervals to retrievemodifications, additions or deletions that have
occurred in the source since the last call of themethod. This method is similar to Run, but only new, deleted or
modified documents are notified to CES.

The RunLiveIndexingmethod executes in a separate thread; therefore, the time required to execute a refresh
is not important. The CustomCrawler base class uses aMutex to avoid calling the RunLiveIndexingmethod
while a Run is being called. Hence, it is not required to handle this behavior. 

void ILiveIndexing.RunLiveIndexing(DateTime p_LastRefresh)
{
// Crawl the source.
StartCrawling(p_LastRefresh);

}

See also: How toManually Remove Documents

3.3.5.4 IDeleteDocument and IDeleteFolder Interfaces
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The IDeleteDocument and IDeleteFolder interfaces allow administrators to delete documents or folders from
the Index Browser interface. Implement one or both of these programming interfaces in order to perform these
operations on documents from the connector created.

l IDeleteDocument.DeleteDocument: This method receives a URI in parameter. This URI has to be
removed by the connector.

bool IDeleteDocument.DeleteDocument(string p_Uri)
{
// Remove the specified Document.
RemoveDocument(p_Uri);

return true;
}

l IDeleteFolder.DeleteFolder: This method receives a URI in parameter. This URI and its children have to
be removed by the connector.

bool IDeleteFolder.DeleteFolder(string p_Uri)
{
// Remove the specified Document and its children.
RemoveDocumentAndChildren(p_Uri);

return true;
}

3.3.5.5 IRefreshDocument and IRefreshFolder Interfaces

The IRefreshDocument and IRefreshFolder interfaces allow administrators to refresh documents or folders
form the Index Browser interface. Implement one or both of these programming interfaces in order to perform
these operations on documents from the connector created. 

l IRefreshDocument.RefreshDocument: This method takes a URI and a Boolean in parameter. The
Boolean represents the Rebuild/Refresh nature of the operation, just like the ForceRefresh property of the
CustomCrawler class. Themethodmust refresh or rebuild the specified URI.

bool IRefreshDocument.RefreshDocument(string p_Uri, bool p_ForceRefresh)
{
// Crawl the specific document.
StartCrawling(p_Uri, p_ForceRefresh
}

l IRefreshFolder.RefreshFolder: This method takes a URI and a Boolean in parameter. The Boolean
represents the Rebuild/Refresh nature of the operation, just like the ForceRefresh property of the
CustomCrawler class. Themethodmust refresh or rebuild the specified URI as well as its children.

bool IRefreshFolder.RefreshFolder(stringp_Uri, bool p_ForceRefresh)
{
// Crawl the specific folder.
StartCrawling(p_Uri, p_ForceRefresh)
}
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3.3.5.6 IBeautifyURI Interface

The IBeautifyURI interface allows the connector to validate and expand the URIs provided in the
Administration Tool before they are passed to the connector. This method is always called on a new instance
of the connector class. In order to avoid problems, it is suggested not to implement this interface unless it is
explicitly required. Also, the validation is usually performed at the beginning of a crawling run.

string IBeautifyUri.BeautifyUri(string p_Uri,
 bool p_Validate,
 out bool p_IsValid)
{
// Check that uri is valid.
if (IsValid(p_Uri)) {
p_IsValid = true;
} else {
p_IsValid = false;
}
// Modify the Uri.
ModifyUri(p_Uri);
// Return the modified Uri.
return p_Uri;
}

3.3.5.7 IHasPersistentData Interface

The IHasPersistentData interface allows to persist data according to the CES system of Precommit, Commit
andRollback. If correctly implemented, it is extremely secure and guarantees the data it stores is always in
the corresponding state of the connector. However, it is complex to implement and requires a certain amount
of knowledge of threading, monitors, locks, etc. Thesemethods are called as part of a few different scenarios.
Here are the twomost common ones:

l LockData > PreCommitData > CommitData > UnlockData

l LockData > RollbackData > UnlockData

To fully understand these operations, it is important to have a good knowledge of Two Phase Commits. Here
are themethods that must be implemented in this interface:

l ClosePersistentDataFile: Called when the objects kept by the connector can be disposed and closed.

l LockData: Called at the beginning of an operation. It is important to have control of the persistent data
(lock it) to make sure no other threads, processes, etc. modify it during the following operations.

l UnlockData: Called at the end to signal that the operations have ended and the lock over the objects can
be released.

l PreCommitData: Called when the system wants to synchronize all of its parts in order to be ready to
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commit them. It is important to be able to roll back to the last valid committed state even when this call is
over.

l CommitData: Called to commit the latest modifications that have occurred on the system. OnceCommit
has started, it cannot be stopped.

l RollbackData: Called to put the system back in its last known state after a failure occurs during a
Precommit.

3.3.5.8 ISaveRestorePersistentData Interface

The ISaveRestorePersistentData interface is useful when the connector must save data that has to be
persisted. It only has two functions: SaveData and LoadData. For simple operations, this interface is less
complicated to implement and use than the IHasPersistentData interface. On the other hand, it does not
provide the same level of valid security on the data, as it does not implement thePreCommit, Commit and
Rollback systems CES uses.

l SaveData: Called to return an object that is persisted on a file. For example, the object can survive
shutdowns. The object needs to be serializable.

l LoadData: Called to receive the object that is stored using SaveData in parameter. 

[Serializable]
public class Info
{
// A string we want to save.
public string m_StartingAddress;
// Any other information to save.
}

private Info m_Save Info = null;

object ISaveRestorePersistentData.SaveData()
{
return m_SaveInfo;
}
//************************************************************************
/// <inheritDoc/>
//************************************************************************
void ISaveRestorePersistentData.RestoreData(object p_Data)
{
m_SaveInfo = (Info)p_Data;
}

3.4 Security Providers API

3.4.1 Getting Started with the Security Provider API

CES natively supports security for several well-known systems such as Windows, SharePoint, Microsoft
Exchange, Lotus Notes, Novell, etc. However, the security model of CES can also be extended by
developing additional connectors that contain security logic. The security logic contained in a class is called
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External Security Provider. Usually, the security provider class is packaged in the sameDLL as the
connector.

Developing a security provider is done usingMicrosoft Visual Studio (2005 or higher). The following briefly
describes the procedure to follow to do so:

1. If a project and a solution have not yet been created for the connector (see "Open Connector API
Overview" on page 903 in the "Open Connector API" on page 903 section), create a project of Class
Library type and add a reference to the base library Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.dll.

2. Create a class that inherits from the CrawlerSecurityProvider Class.

3. Override the appropriate methods:

l A connector does not necessarily need to override all the inheritedmethods. For instance, a
connector that works in Early-Binding does not need to override the AuthorizeMethod.

l When overriding amethod, the base version of that methodmust not be called, as it does nothing
except return a “not implemented” error.

Note: For the list of methods that can be overridden and that specifies when to override them, see
CrawlerSecurityProvider Class.

3.4.2 Retrieving Values from the Configuration

In the security provider, it is possible to retrieve a parameter's value by calling one of the GetConfigValue
methods in the base class.

To create an external security provider, perform the following procedure

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Access theAdministrators page (Configuration > Security).

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers. TheSecurity Providers page appears.

4. Click Add. TheModify Security Provider page appears.

5. In theParameters text box, enter the parameters to pass to the security provider. The string enteredmust
respect the following syntax: Name1=Value1;Name2=Value2;Name3=Value3; etc.

Important: The syntax allows users to specify as many parameters as necessary. Parameters are
separated by semicolons (;). For each parameter, there are two parts separated by the equal sing
(=)−the first part being the name of the parameter and the second one the value.

6. Click Save.
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Important: Two special parameters−Username and Password−are not specified in theParameters string
but can be retrieved by calling the GetConfigValuemethods. Their values correspond to theUser Identity
entered in theModify Security Provider page.

3.4.3 Security Provider API Abstract

3.4.3.1 Security in CES

3.4.3.1.1 Group Expansion

In most systems, security is defined in terms of groups and users. A group contains users, and users are
members of one or more groups. For each object to secure (a file for example), access is only granted to
members of specific groups or certain users directly. The security on the object is defined by setting a list of
groups and/or users.

In CES, security on documents is also defined by the concept of groups and users. Expanding a groupmeans
determining the list of users who aremembers of that group.

3.4.3.1.2 Security on Each Document

When documents are indexed using CES, the list of allowed and denied users/groups is saved in order to
determine who can access the documents.

Hence, when a user performs a search query, CES returns only the documents that specific user has access
to. If the security for a given document is set using a group, CES validates if the user is amember of that
group.

The denied list always has precedence over the allowed list. For example, if a user is amember of group C,
and group C is in the denied list for a given document, the user cannot see the said document even if he is part
of the allowed list for that document. Another example, if a user is amember of groups A and B, and group B is
in the denied list for a given document, the user cannot see the said document even if group A is in the allowed
list.

3.4.3.1.3 The Security Cache

In order to quickly determine the users who aremember of a group and vice versa, CES keeps the results of
group expansions in a local cache, which is entitled File Security Cache. The group expansion process is
done asynchronously, meaning the cache is refreshed every night to reflect changes that aremade
occasionally inActive Directory ( ex.:, users added to and removed from groups).

For certain external security providers, amapping between each external user identity and aWindows (Active
Directory) identity is specified. The File Security Cache also keeps that mapping. When such amapping
exists, users do not have to login manually using the login page of theSearch page. The authentication
process between the browser andWeb server (ex.: NTLM orKerberos) automatically identifies the user and,
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by using themapping between external andWindows logins, CES grants access to the documents protected
by the External Security Provider. However, if nomapping exists, users have to login manually using the login
page.

3.4.3.2 Early-Binding vs. Late-Binding

Evaluating if a user has the rights to access a document can either be done during crawling (early-binding) or
querying (late-binding).

3.4.3.2.1 Early-Binding

When a connector adds a document to the index, it attaches an Access Control List (ACL) to it. Hence, the
ACL is saved in the index along with the rest of the document’s information. Afterwards, when a user
executes a search query, it is easy to determine in which list of documents to search for the expression
queried−time is not lost searching for documents to which the user does not have access.

The advantage of early-binding over late-binding resides in the execution speed of search queries−early-
binding is always faster and the difference can vary considerably. When certain queries are performed in
certain environments, late-binding can practically be the same speed. However, most of the time, running a
search query in late-binding is two to 10 times slower (sometimes evenmore). To better realize the impact on
usability, a response time of less than a second can climb up to 15 seconds when using late-binding.

Important: If possible, the user should develop connectors that work in early-binding.

3.4.3.2.2 Late-Binding

Certain external applications require the impersonation of a user in order to determine the rights granted to that
user. Impersonating a usermeans logging in as a specific user and trying to access the resource. With such a
security model, attaching ACLs to documents when crawling can become difficult, even impossible.

In late-binding, the connector does not attach ACLs to documents. Instead, the access check is
performed when performing a query:

1. The query engine gathers a first batch of documents containing the search expression.

2. For each document, the query engine checks in its internal Authorization Cache if the Authorize
Method has recently been called. This determines if the querying user can access the document.

3. For the documents not present in the Authorization Cache, the query engine calls the AuthorizeMethod in
the External Security Provider. For each document, themethod returns a Boolean indicating if the user
can access the document or not.  Booleans are saved in the Authorization Cache.

4. The documents that can be accessed are added in the query results.

5. When only a few documents are kept−not enough to fill the result page−the query engine loops back at
step 1 with the next batch of documents until there are enough documents to fill the page.

Note: To support late-binding, an External Security Provider implements the AuthorizeMethod.
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3.4.4 Samples

3.4.4.1 Open Provider API Samples Overview

The security provider sample is a fictiveWiki system (download the sampleWiki.zip file).

TheWiki is a simple repository of documents, which can be of any type−an HTML page, image (GIF, PNG,
etc.), simple text file, spreadsheet, etc.−and are stored directly in the file system. A parameter of the
connector is the directory containing the documents.

Each document can have attachments. Tomark a document as an attachment, it must have a name encoded
in a particular way.

Example: For the document doc1.txt, if the !AttachmentOf!doc1.txt!Memo.txt file is created,
the document is marked as having an attachment named Memo.txt. Also, the
!AttachmentOf!doc1.txt!PieChart.png file alsomarks the document as having an attachment.

Note: The sample does not include a user interface to edit theWiki pages.

In order to demonstrate the difference between an early-binding and late-binding security provider, theWiki
connector exists in twomodes (two fictiveWiki applications):

l WikiEarly

l WikiLate

Both have their respective APIs to give access to their documents:

l WikiEarlyApi

l WikiLateApi

It is easy to see that there is a common piece of code that must be shared. All the shared code is contained in
.\_Lib\Repository.cs. This C# file is referenced as a link from both
.\WikiEarly\WikiEarlyApi\WikiEarlyApi.csproj and
.\WikiLate\WikiLateApi\WikiLateApi.csproj.

3.4.4.2 Wiki Early

3.4.4.2.1 WikiEarlyAPI

The following C# project represents the API giving access to documents contained inWikiEarly. The
connector (security provider and connector) uses this API, which is made up of 5 classes:
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WikiSession

This class is the entry-point of the API. To access the documents, it is important to first login. The
constructor of this class receives a username and password. If the login information is invalid, the
constructor throws an exception. Once successfully authenticated, methods in this class can be called to
access the documents.

WikiDocument

This class represents aWiki document.

WikiDocAttachment

This class represents an attachment to aWiki document.

WikiGroup

This class represents a group of users. Used inWikiDocument’s ACLs.

WikiUser

This class represents a user. Used inWikiDocument’s ACLs.

3.4.4.2.2 Crawler.cs

This class contains the crawling logic. It is instantiated in the CESCustomCrawlers*.exe process. It
inherits from the CustomCrawler class from the base project Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.dll. The
most interestingmethod in this class is Run(). The code to add and refresh in CES is standard. Note that
some features are not supported by this connection for brevity reasons: it always rebuilds, it does not support
live indexing, pause/resume, etc.

The PerformInitialize() and Update() methods simply create a new instance of the Repository
class, which contains the code shared by WikiEarly andWikiLate.  The path to the repository is obtained by
calling Context.GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath").

WikiEarlyCrawler.Crawler.PerformInitialize() Method:

protected override void PerformInitialize()
{

m_Repository = new Repository(Context.GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"));
}

WikiEarlyCrawler.Crawler.Update() Method:

protected override void Update()
{

m_Repository = new Repository(Context.GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"));
}

Themain point of interest in this class is themanagement of ACLs. This connector works in early-binding,
meaning the ACLs are added to each document during crawling. The AddACLs() is method is called at two
places: once for the document itself and another for each of its attachments.

WikiEarlyCrawler.Crawler.Run() Method:
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protected override void Run()
{
Context.LogCrawlerMessage("Crawling WikiEarly documents...");

// Validate the value of the parameter 'Uri'.
string uriParam = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME);
int markerPos = uriParam.IndexOf(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI);
if (markerPos == -1 || uriParam.IndexOf(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI, markerPos + 1) != -1) {
throw new Exception(INVALID_URI_PARAM);

}

// Index the documents.
WikiSession wikiSession = new WikiSession(m_Repository, Context.UserName, Context.UserPassword);
foreach (WikiDocument wikiDoc in wikiSession.ListDocuments()) {
using (Document document = new Document(Context)) {
try {
// Fill the document's info.
document.Uri = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME).Replace(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI,

wikiDoc.PathName);
document.Data = wikiDoc.Content;
AddACLs(document, wikiDoc);

// Transfer the document's attachments.
foreach (WikiDocAttachment attachment in wikiDoc.DocAttachments) {
Document attachmentDoc = new Document(Context);
try {
attachmentDoc.Uri = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME).Replace(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI,

attachment.PathName);
AddACLs(attachmentDoc, wikiDoc);
attachmentDoc.Data = attachment.Content;
document.AddAttachment(attachmentDoc);
attachmentDoc = null;

} finally {
if (attachmentDoc != null) {

attachmentDoc.Dispose();
attachmentDoc = null;

}
}

}

// Give the document to the indexer.
IndexDocument(document);

} catch (ThreadAbortException) {
// Let go.

} catch (Exception e) {
Context.LogCrawlerErrorMessage(e.Message, document.Uri);
CheckPoint();

}
}
}
}

The AddACLs() method repeatedly calls the AddACLEntry Method on the CES document (Document
Class).

WikiEarlyCrawler.Crawler.AddACLs() Method:

private void AddACLs(Document p_Doc,
WikiDocument p_WikiDoc)

{
foreach (WikiUser wikiUser in p_WikiDoc.AllowedUsers) {

p_Doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry(SecurityType.ExternalUser, wikiUser.Name,
Context.ExternalSecurityProviderName, true));

}
foreach (WikiGroup wikiGroup in p_WikiDoc.AllowedGroups) {

p_Doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry(SecurityType.ExternalGroup, wikiGroup.Name,
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Context.ExternalSecurityProviderName, true));
}
foreach (WikiUser wikiUser in p_WikiDoc.DeniedUsers) {

p_Doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry(SecurityType.ExternalUser, wikiUser.Name,
Context.ExternalSecurityProviderName, false));

}
foreach (WikiGroup wikiGroup in p_WikiDoc.DeniedGroups) {

p_Doc.AddACLEntry(new ACLEntry(SecurityType.ExternalGroup, wikiGroup.Name,
Context.ExternalSecurityProviderName, false));

}
}

3.4.4.2.3 SecurityProvider.cs

This class contains the security logic. Usually, it is instantiated in CESService*.exe process. It inherits
from the CrawlerSecurityProvider class from the base project Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.dll. 

Note: The AuthorizeMethod is not implemented in this sample, since it is specific to early-binding.

The Initialize() method simply creates a new instance of the Repository class, which contains the
code shared by WikiEarly and WikiLate. The path to the repository is obtained by calling
GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"), then a WikiSession is created. The username and password
used for this session are obtained by calling GetConfigValue("Username") and GetConfigValue
("Password"). This static method is an optimization which avoids repeatedly creating new login
information at each group expansion. The login usedmust be granted enough rights to perform group
expansion.

WikiEarlyCrawler.SecurityProvider.Initialize() Method:

public override InitializeError Initialize()
{

m_Repository = new Repository(GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"));
m_WikiSession = new WikiSession(m_Repository, GetConfigValue("Username"), GetConfigValue

("Password"));
return ErrorOk;

}

The two following methods-Login() and ValidateSession() which work hand in hand, are required as
this sample assumes there is nomapping betweenWiki andWindows users. The search interfacemust be
configured to use theWikiEarly security provider. When the user first accesses the search page, he is
prompted to login. When he clicks the Login button to confirm his username and password, Login() gets
called. Themethod validates the login and, if valid, returns a BLOB that is saved in the browser’s cookies. 
Then, each time the user executes a search query, the BLOB is passed back to Validate() to make sure
the login is still valid. If still valid, the user can perform his query without having to login again; if not, the login
page is displayed.

To easily read and write BLOBs, thesemethods use the PropTree Class. However, any other means of
manipulating BLOBs could have been used.

WikiEarlyCrawler.SecurityProvider.Login() Method:
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public override LoginError Login(string p_UserName,
string p_Password,
out byte[] p_OutSessionData)

{
LoginError retErr;
try {

new WikiSession(m_Repository, p_UserName, p_Password);
// No exception thrown, then login is valid.
PropTree sessionData = new PropTree();
sessionData.SetStringValue("u", p_UserName);
sessionData.SetStringValue("p", p_Password);
p_OutSessionData = sessionData.StreamAsBinary();
retErr = ErrorOk;

} catch (Exception) {
// Login NOT valid.
p_OutSessionData = null;
retErr = ErrorBadUserOrPassword;

}
return retErr;

}

WikiEarlyCrawler.SecurityProvider.ValidateSession() Method:

public override ValidateSessionError ValidateSession(byte[] p_SessionData)
{

ValidateSessionError retErr;
PropTree sessionData = (p_SessionData != null ? PropTree.Parse(p_SessionData) : new PropTree());
try {

new WikiSession(m_Repository, sessionData.GetStringValue("u"), sessionData.GetStringValue
("p"));

// No exception thrown, then login is valid.
retErr = ErrorOk;

} catch (Exception) {
// Login NOT valid.
retErr = ErrorInvalidSession;

}
return retErr;

}

Finally, there is the ExpandGroup() method. This method receives the name of aWiki group and returns the
list of Wiki users it contains. ExpandGroup() is called asynchronously to populate/refresh the File Security
Cache.

WikiEarlyCrawler.SecurityProvider.ExpandGroup() Method:

public override ExpandGroupError ExpandGroup(string p_GroupName,
ref bool p_Quit,
out string[] p_OutUserNames)

{
ExpandGroupError retErr;
WikiGroup wikiGroup = m_WikiSession.GetGroup(p_GroupName);
if (wikiGroup != null) {

ReadOnlyCollection<WikiUser> wikiUsers = wikiGroup.Users;
int seqNo = 0;
p_OutUserNames = new string[wikiUsers.Count];
foreach (WikiUser wikiUser in wikiUsers) {

p_OutUserNames[seqNo++] = wikiUser.Name;
if (p_Quit) {

break;
}

}
retErr = ErrorOk;

} else {
p_OutUserNames = null;
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retErr = ErrorInvalidGroup;
}
return retErr;

}

3.4.4.3 Wiki Late

WikiLateAPI

This C# project represents the API that allows the users to access documents contained inWikiLate. The
connector (security provider and connector) uses this API. This API is the same as WikiEarlyAPI, except that
the classes WikiGroup andWikiUser are not used. This API is made up of three classes:

WikiSession Class

This class is the entry-point of the API.  To access the documents, it is important to first login. The
constructor of this class receives a username and password. If the login information entered is not valid,
the constructor throws an exception. Once successfully authenticated, methods in this class can be
called to access the documents.

WikiDocument Class

This class represents aWiki document.

WikiDocAttachment Class

This class represents an attachment to aWiki document.Term1

3.4.4.3.1 Crawler.cs

As for the WikiEarly class, it contains the crawling logic. In this section, we focus only on the differences.  All
the explanations are not repeated here (seeWiki Early).

The PerformInitialize() and Update() methods are identical.

In the Run() method, there is only one difference: the two calls to AddACLs() are absent because in late-
binding, ACLs are not added to the documents during crawling. The rights to access a document are checked
at query-time. That is the purpose of the Authorize() method inSecurityProvider.cs.

WikiLateCrawler.Crawler.Run() Method:

protected override void Run()
{
Context.LogCrawlerMessage("Crawling WikiLate documents...");

// Validate the value of the parameter 'Uri'.
string uriParam = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME);
int markerPos = uriParam.IndexOf(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI);
if (markerPos == -1 || uriParam.IndexOf(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI, markerPos + 1) != -1) {

throw new Exception(INVALID_URI_PARAM);
}

// Index the documents.
WikiSession wikiSession = new WikiSession(m_Repository, Context.UserName, Context.UserPassword);
foreach (WikiDocument wikiDoc in wikiSession.ListDocuments()) {
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using (Document document = new Document(Context)) {
try {
// Fill the document's info.
document.Uri = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME).Replace(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI,

wikiDoc.PathName);
document.Data = wikiDoc.Content;

// Transfer the document's attachments.
foreach (WikiDocAttachment attachment in wikiDoc.DocAttachments) {
Document attachmentDoc = new Document(Context);
try {
attachmentDoc.Uri = Context.GetConfigValue(URI_PARAM_NAME).Replace(PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI,

attachment.PathName);
attachmentDoc.Data = attachment.Content;
document.AddAttachment(attachmentDoc);
attachmentDoc = null;

} finally {
if (attachmentDoc != null) {
attachmentDoc.Dispose();
attachmentDoc = null;

}
}

}

// Give the document to the indexer.
IndexDocument(document);

} catch (ThreadAbortException) {
// Let go.

} catch (Exception e) {
Context.LogCrawlerErrorMessage(e.Message, document.Uri);
CheckPoint();
}

}
}

}

3.4.4.3.2 SecurityProvider.cs

As for the WikiEarly class, it contains the security logic. This section only focuses on the differences. All the
explanations are not repeated here (seeWiki Early).

The Initialize() method creates a new instance of Repository, the class that contains the code shared by
WikiEarly andWikiLate. The path to the repository is obtained by calling GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"). 
Contrary toWikiEarly, there is not amemberWikiSession in this class because ACLs are not added during
crawling. Because no groups or users are passed to CES, there is no need to expandWiki groups.

WikiLateCrawler.SecurityProvider.Initialize() Method:

public override InitializeError Initialize()
{
   m_Repository = new Repository(GetConfigValue("RepositoryPath"));
   return ErrorOk;
}

The Login() and ValidateSession() methods are identical and required forWikiEarly as well as WikiLate. For
WikiEarly, these twomethods are required as this sample assumes there is nomapping betweenWiki and
Windows users.
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Themost interesting part of this class is the Authorize() method. It is the center piece of late-binding: p_
UserName and p_SessionData identify the user; p_SessionsData contains the same BLOB returned by Login
() and passed to ValidateSession(); p_Uris contains the documents which themethod has to determine if the
user can access. The result (i.e. the array of Booleans) is returned in p_OutAuthorizations.

At the beginning of themethod, aWikiSession is created using the user’s login. Then in the loop, for each
document, the code tries to access the document by calling GetDocument() on the newly created user
session. The document is returned only if the user has the appropriate permissions to access it. That is how
impersonation is accomplished withWikiLateAPI. The success/failure is stored as a Boolean in p_
OutAuthorizations.

WikiLateCrawler.SecurityProvider.Authorize() Method:

public override AuthorizeError Authorize(string p_UserName,
byte[] p_SessionData,
string[] p_Uris,
out bool[] p_OutAuthorizations)

{
AuthorizeError retErr;
PropTree sessionData = (p_SessionData != null ? PropTree.Parse(p_SessionData) : new PropTree());
CNLAssert.Check(p_UserName == sessionData.GetStringValue("u"));
try {
WikiSession wikiSession = new WikiSession(m_Repository, p_UserName, sessionData.GetStringValue

("p"));

// No exception thrown, then login is valid.
string templateUri = GetConfigValue(Crawler.URI_PARAM_NAME);
int markerPos = templateUri.IndexOf(Crawler.PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI);
p_OutAuthorizations = new bool[p_Uris.Length];
if (markerPos != -1) {
int nbCharsAfter = templateUri.Length - (markerPos + Crawler.PATHNAME_MARKER_IN_URI.Length);
for (int uriNo = 0; uriNo < p_Uris.Length; ++uriNo) {
// Extract the document's pathname from the URI.
string docName = p_Uris[uriNo].Substring(markerPos, p_Uris[uriNo].Length - markerPos -

nbCharsAfter);
// Check if the user can access the document and store the result in 'p_OutAuthorizations[]'.
p_OutAuthorizations[uriNo] = (wikiSession.GetDocument(docName) != null);

}
}
retErr = ErrorOk;

} catch (Exception e) {
// Login NOT valid.
p_OutAuthorizations = null;
retErr = ErrorUnknownFailure(e.Message);

}

return retErr;
}

3.4.5 Setup Procedure

This section describes the list of actions to perform in the Administration Tool and Interface Editor in order for
the security provider to work with your installation of CES. This procedure refers to theWikiEarly and
WikiLate samples; however, the procedure is the same for all security providers. To setup bothWikiEarly and
WikiLate samples, this proceduremust be executed twice.
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3.4.5.1 Prerequisite

l CES is already installed;

l CES is functional, meaning the initial setup is done, the license key is entered and an index has been
created. The Administration Tool and SearchWeb pages can be accessed using aWeb browser;

l Both connectors have been compiled and the WikiEarlyCrawler.dll and
WikiEarlyCrawler.dll DLLs exist;

l An IIS virtual path is pointing on the file system directory containing the document repository (refer to
$REPOSITORYURL$ below).

3.4.5.2 Directories and URLs

$INSTALLDIR$

Directory where CES is installed (ex.: C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 5). This
directory normally contains three subdirectories: Bin, Instance and Web.

Note: In the following setup procedure, each time $INSTALLDIR$ is specified, it is important to
substitute it with the real path, as it is not done automatically.

$CONNECTORDLL$ 

Complete path and name of the connector DLL (i.e. either WikiEarlyCrawler.dll or
WikiEarlyCrawler.dll).

Note: In the following setup procedure, each time $CONNECTORDLL$ is specified, it is important to
substitute it with the real path, as it is not done automatically.

$REPOSITORYDIR$

Root directory of the document repository.

Note: In the following setup procedure, each time $REPOSITORYDIR$ is specified, it is important to
substitute it with the real path, as it is not done automatically.

$REPOSITORYURL$

IIS virtual path pointing on the document repository.

Note: In the following setup procedure, each time $REPOSITORYURL$ is specified, it is important to
substitute it with the real path, as it is not done automatically.
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3.4.5.3 Define a New Security Provider

1. In the Administration Tool, access the Administrators page (Configuration > Security).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, select Security Providers. TheSecurity Providers page is displayed.

3. Click Add. TheModify Security Provider page is displayed.

4. Click Add in theUser Identity section.

5. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields:

Name

WikiCrawlerSuperUser

User

crawlersuperuser

Password

p1o2i3u4y5t6r7e8w9q0

This login is defined in the Security.txt file which is located in the repository’s root directory.

6. Click Save. TheSecurity Provider page is displayed.

7. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields:

Name

WikiEarly Security Provider orWikiLate Security Provider

DLL Path

$INSTALLDIR$\Bin\Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll

User Identity

Select WikiCrawlerSuperUser from the drop-down list.

Parameters

AssemblyPath=”$CONNECTORDLL$”;RepositoryPath=”$REPOSITORYDIR$”;Uri=”$REPOSITO
RYURL$[%PATHNAME]”
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Options

ForWikiEarly, only select the following check boxes:

-Support access list (required to add ACLs on document during crawling);

-Support expand group (required in order for ExpandGroup() to be called).

ForWikLate, only select the following check box:
-Require authorization (required to enable late-binding and in order for Authorize() to be called).

8. Click Save.

3.4.5.4 Define a New Connector

1. In the Administration Tool, access theWeb Connector page (Configuration > Connectors).

2. In the navigation panel on the left, select Additional Connector. The Additional Connectors page is
displayed.

3. Click Add. TheModify Additional Connector page is displayed.

4. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields:

Name

WikiEarly Connector orWikiLate Connector

Description

WikiEarly Connector orWikiLate Connector

Assembly Path

$CONNECTORDLL$ 

Type Name

WikiEarlyCrawler.Crawler orWikiLateCrawler.Crawler

Add Parameter

Type: String

Name: RepositoryPath

5. Click . TheAdditional Connectors page is displayed.

6. Click Apply Changes.

3.4.5.5 Create a Source and Index the Documents

1. In the Administration Tool, access theSources and Collections page (Index > Sources and
Collections).
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To use the new security provider, a new sourcemust be created. If this source is to be created in a new
collection, create it now (see "Adding a Collection" on page 157). If not, select the collection in which the
source will be added.

2. In theSources section, click Add. TheAdd Source page is displayed.

3. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields:

Name

WikiEarly Source orWikiLate Source

Source Type

WikiEarly Connector orWikiLate Connector

Addresses

abc (the field must not be left empty)

RepositoryPath

$REPOSITORYDIR$ 

Uri

$REPOSITORYURL$[%PATHNAME]

User Identity

Select WikiCrawlerSuperUser.

4. Click Save (make sure not to click Save and Start ). TheStatus page is displayed.

5. In the navigation panel on the left, click Permissions.

6. Select theUse a security provider option.

7. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, selectWikiEarly Security Provider orWikiLate Security
Provider.

8. Click Apply Changes.
The source is now ready to index Wiki documents.

Important: Before starting the indexing, it is suggested to open the CES Console in order to view
possible error messages.

9. Index the documents.

3.4.5.6 Configure the Search Interface and Execute Search Queries

1. Open aWeb browser and point it to the Coveo search page (http://localhost:8080/).

2. In theDo Moremenu, click Edit This Interface.
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3. In the Interface Editor, click Security Providers at the top of the page.

4. Click Add New to add a new security provider.

5. In the Title field, enter WikiEarly or WikiLate.

6. In theSecurity Provider drop-down list, selectWikiEarly Security Provider orWikiLate Security
Provider.

7. Select Automatically Ask To Login.

Selecting this checkbox displays the login page when a user first accesses the Search Interface.

8. Click OK, and thenClose.

The browser is now redirected to the Search page; however, because a security provider is now defined,
the login page is automatically displayed. For security reasons, the login page only works over a secured
connection (HTTPS). Chances are that your website is not configured to automatically switch in HTTPS
mode. If so, a redmessage will be displayed in the login page asking you to switch in HTTPS mode. Try
changing http to https in the browser’s address bar.

Important: If your IIS supports HTTPS, the redmessage in the login page should disappear. It is now
possible to login and execute search queries. To find a valid login, access the Security.txt file
which is located in the repository’s root directory. If your IIS does not support HTTPS, it is mandatory to
install an additional package in IIS. For more information, search SelfSSL on theWeb.

3.4.6 Security Provider API Advanced Topics

3.4.6.1 What is an External Security Provider?

An External Security Provider is a DLL loaded in the CES kernel (typically in theCESService*.exe process,
contrary to a connector DLL that is loaded inCESCustomCrawlers*.exe). The DLLmust export the
InitializeCESSecurityProvider() function, which returns an instance of aC struct namedCGLSPI. That struct
contains pointers to functions. It is a low-level API that requires mastering theC language.

Usually, it is required to develop an External Security Provider every time a connector is developed. In order
for CES to index documents from an external system, a connector is developed, containing both the crawling
and security logics tomanage access to those documents. Also, code needs to be shared between the
connector and external security provider; therefore, Coveo has developed a wrapper DLL entitled
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll. That DLL takes care of implementing the low-level C API
and redirects the calls to a .NETmanaged DLL. The latter DLLmust contain a class that inherits from the
abstract class CrawlerSecurityProvider. The developer implements the security logic by overridingmethods
declared in that base class.
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This documentation assumes that the External Security Provider is implemented as a .NET class that inherits
from CrawlerSecurityProvider. TheC# syntax is mainly used in this documentation, but any .NETmanaged
language can be used to develop an External Security Provider.

3.4.6.2 Error Objects and Interfaces

The return value of most of themethods that can be overridden is a return code, or more accurately a
reference to an error object. In CrawlerSecurityProvider, there are a couple of nested interfaces and classes
related to error handling. There is an error interface for eachmethod:

l The InitializeMethod returns a reference to the InitializeError Interface.

l The LoginMethod returns a reference to the LoginError Interface.

l The ValidateSessionMethod returns a reference to the ValidateSessionError Interface.

l The AuthorizeMethod returns a reference to the AuthorizeError Interface.

l The ExpandGroupMethod returns a reference to the ExpandGroupError Interface.

l The ExpandUser Method returns a reference to the ExpandUserError Interface.

And there are error classes that implement the above interfaces:

l TheOkError Class implements the InitializeError, LoginError, ValidateSessionError, AuthorizeError,
ExpandGroupError and ExpandUserError interfaces.

l The InvalidSessionError Class implements the ValidateSessionError interface.

l The BadUserOrPasswordError Class implements the LoginError interface.

l The InvalidGroupError Class implements the ExpandGroupError interface.

l The InvalidUserError Class implements the ExpandUserError interface.

l The NoUserMappingError Class implements the ExpandUserError interface.

l The UnknownFailureError Class implements the InitializeError, LoginError, ValidateSessionError,
AuthorizeError, ExpandGroupError and ExpandUserError interfaces.

The same error can be returned from different methods, but not all methods return all the errors. This little
class hierarchy is to make sure that only valid errors are returned from eachmethod. If a non-allowed error is
returned from amethod, it will generate a compile error.

In the base class CrawlerSecurityProvider, there is a static property for each possible error. It is a little
optimization intended to avoid having to create an instance each time amethod is called. 

For instance, amethod should do:

return ErrorOk;
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instead of: 

return new OkError();

The following displays the list:

l ErrorOk Property

l ErrorInvalidSession Property

l ErrorBadUserOrPassword Property

l ErrorInvalidGroup Property

l ErrorInvalidUser Property

l ErrorNoUserMapping Property

l ErrorUnknownFailure Method

3.4.6.3 Configuration Values

Reserved Parameters

There are two reserved parameter names: AssemblyPath and EntryPointTypeName. Both are interpreted by
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlersSecurityProvider.dll itself and cannot be retrieved by calling the
GetConfigValuemethods.

l AssemblyPath is mandatory and specifies the path name of the combined security provider / connector
DLL.

l EntryPointTypeName is optional and useful only if more than one class in the DLL inherits from
CrawlerSecurityProvider. It specifies which one to use.

IConfigValues Interface

IConfigValues is an internal interface implemented by the generic layer of external security providers and
additional connectors. Themain purpose of this interface is to give access to the parameter values that have
been set in the Administration Tool when configuring either an external security provider or additional
connector. The way to define parameters in the Administration Tool is different depending on whether a
security provider or a connector is being configured. This interface gives a polymorphic access to them when
implementing a connector.

3.4.6.4 Multi-Threading

There is only one instance of the derived class that is created by process (usually CESService*.exe);
however, methods on that instance can be called simultaneously in different threads. If the class contains
member and/or static variables, caremust be taken to prevent modifications made in one thread to cause
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processing in other threads to fail. In multi-thread programming, it is common to use locks to serialize access
to shared resources and prevent data corruption.

3.5 API Reference NewHome
The API reference documentation automatically generated from the latest monthly release of our source code
that was previously available on this Coveo online help site has been relocated to a new site.

Visit the api.developers.coveo.com site.
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